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The United Kingdom also assisted in the selection of communication sites in Africa and in the
South Pacific and continued to provide support
in the operation and maintenance of certain
communication facilities.
The Republic of Nigeria provided land near
the city of Kano, assisted in the construction of
the station and ground communication facilities, 'and provided continued support during the
operational phase.
The Republic of Zanzibar provided land and
assisted in the establishment of the station and
ground communication facilities.
The Government of Spain provided land on
Grand Canary Island and established the Insti-

tuto Nacional de Tecnica Aerollllutica (INTA)
as the Spanish agency to participate in the implementation and operation of this facility.
The Government of Mexico provided land
and participated in the implementation of the
station near Guaymas, Mexico. In a joint effort, the Mexico-United States Commission for
Space Tracking Observation was formed to
provide coordination for the construction and
operation of this station.
In establishing stations as a joint effort with
the various participating countries, every effort
was made to make maximum possible use of
local resources and people, to permit free access
to the sites, and to establish a basis for continued cooperation throughout the program.
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FOREWORD
This document presents ~ summary or the
planning, preparation, experiences, and results
or Project Mercury and includes the results of
the fourth nited States manned orbital flight
conducted on May 15 and 16, 1963, are also
included. The papers are grouped into four
main technical areas: The space-vehicle development, mission support development, flight operat.ions, and mission results. The performance
discussions contained in the various papers for
the concluding Mercury mission form a continuation of the information previously published for the three manned orbital flights and

the two manned suborbital flights. Although
this document, to a limited degree, summarizes
the results of the previous manned flights, the
formal postflight reports published for these
earlier missions should be consulted for (Treater
detail.
The material presented in this document has
been prepared in a short period of time. It reflects the close cooperation and intense efforts
of the authors, the staff editors, and the printers,
all of whom are to be commended for their
dedicated efforts.

S. KLEINKNECHT,
Manager, M erc:ury Project.

'Y. M. BLAND, Jr.,
Deputy Managel', Merc:ury P1'oject.

KENNETH
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1. PROJECT REVIEW
By WALTER C.

WILLIAMS, Deputy Director for Mission Requirements and Flight Operations, NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center; KENNETH S. KLEINKNECHT, Manager, Mercury Project, NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center; WILUAM M. BLAND, JR., Deputy Manager, Mercury Project, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center;
and J AMES E. BOST, Chief, Engineering Operations Office, Mercury Project Office, NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center

Summary

Introduction

The United States' first manned space flight
roject was successfully accomplished in a 4%
year period of dynamic activity which saw more
than 2,000,000 people from many major government agencies and much of the aerospace industry combine their skills, initiative, and experience into a national effort. In this period,
six manned space flights "-ere accomplished as
part of a 25-flight program. These manned
space flights were accomplished with complete
pilot safety and without change to the basic
Mercury concepts. It was shown that man can
function ably as a pilot-engineer-experimenter
without undesirable reactions or deteriorations
of normal body functions for periods up to 34
hours of weightless flight.
Directing this large and fast moving proj ect
required the development of a management
structure and operating mode that satisfied the
requirement to mold the many different entities
into a workable structure. The management
methods and techniques so developed are discussed. Other facets of the Mercury experience
such as techniques and philosophies developed
to insure well-trained flight and ground crews
and correctly prepared space vehicles are discussed. Also, those technical areas of general
application to aerospace activities that presented obstacles to the accomplishment of the
project are briefly discussed. Emphasis is
placed on the need for improved detail design
guidelines and philosophy, complete and appropriate hardware qualification programs,
more rigorous standards, accurate and detailed
test procedures, and more responsive configuration control techniques.

The actual beginning of the effort that resulted in manned space flight cannot be pinpointed although it is known that the thought
has been in the mind of man throughout recorded history. It was only in the last decade,
however, that technology had developed to the
point where man could actually transform his
ideas into hardware to achieve space flight.
Specific studies and tests conducted by government and industry culminating in 1958 indicated the feasibility of manned space flight.
Implementation was initiated to establish a national manned space-flight project, later named
Project Mercury, on October 7, 1958.
The life of Project Mercury was about 4%
years, from the time of its official go-ahead to
the completion of the 34-hour orbital mission
of Astronaut Cooper. During this period, much
has /been learned about man's capabilities in the
space environment and his capabilities in earthbound activities which enabled the successful
accomplishment of the objectives of the Mercury Project in this relatively short period. It
is the purpose of this paper to review the more
significant facets of the project beginning with
the objectives of the project and the guidelines
which were established to govern the activity.
As in any form of human endeavor, there are
certain signs which serve as the outward indication of activity and progress. For the Mercury Project, these signs were the major
full-scale flight te ts. These tests will be reviewed with particular emphasis on schedule,
the individual mission objectives, and the results from each mission. Then, the organization with which management directed the
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activities of Project Mercury will be explained,
particularly with respect to those internal interfaces between major segments of NASA and
those external interfaces with contractors and
other governmental departments. The resources expended during the project will be
explained with discussions on manpower and
cost. In addition, the major results of the
proj ect will be discussed as will those areas
which presented severe obstacles to technical
progress.
This paper is primarily a review; greater
det.c'til in many of the areas discussed can Ibe
obtained by reference to other papers in this
document and to the documents listed in the
bibliography.
Objectives and Guidelines

The objectives of the Mercury Project, as
stated at the time of project go-ahead, were as
follows:
(1) Place a manned spacecraft in orbital
flight around the earth.
(2) I nvestigate man's performance capabilities and his ability to function in the environment of space.
(3) Recover the man and the spacecraft
safely.
After the objectives were established for
the project, a number of guidelines were
est.ablished to insure that the most expedient.
and safest approach for attainment of the objectives was followed. The basic guidelines that were established are as follows :
(1) Existing teclmology and off-the-shelf
equipment should be used wherever practical.
(2) The simplest and most reliable approach
to system design would be followed.
(3) An existing launch vehicle would be employed to place the spacecraft into orbit.
(4) A progressive and logical test program
would be conducted.
More detailed requirements for the spacecraft were established as follows:
(1) The spacecraft must be fitted with a reliable launch-escape system to separate the spacecraft and its crew from the launch vehicle in case
of impending failure.
(2) The pilot must be given the capability
of manually controlling spacecraft attitude.
(3) The spacecraft must carry a retrorocket
system capable of reliably providing the neces-
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sary impulse to bring the spacecraft out of orbit.
(4) A zero-lift body utilizing drag braking
would be used for reentry.
(5) The spacecraft design must satisfy the
requirements for a water landing.
It is obvious by a casual look at the spacecraft
(fig. 1-1) that requirements (1), (3), and (4)
were followed as evidenced by the escape tower,
the retrorocket system that can be seen on the
blunt end of the spacecraft, and the simple
blunt-body shape without wings. Items (2)
and (5) have been made apparent by the manner in which the astronaut has manually controlled the attitude of the spacecraft during
orbital maneuvers, retrofire, and reentry, and
by the recovery of the spacecraft and astronauts
after each flight by recovery forces which included aircraft carriers and destroyers.
Basically, the equipment used in the spacecraft was derived from off-the-shelf equipment
or through the direct application of existing
technology, although some notable exceptions
were made in order to improve reliability and
flight safety. These exceptions include:
(1) An automatic blood-pressure measuring
system for use in flight.
(2) Instruments for sensing the partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the oxygen atmosphere of the cabin and suit, respectively.
Some may ar!!Ue with the detailed way in
which the second basic guideline of simplicity was carried out; however, this guideline
was carried out to the extent possible within the
volume, weight, and redundancy requirements
imposed upon the overall system. The effect of
the weight and volume constraints, of course~
resulted in smaller and lighter equipment that
could not always be packaged in an optimum
way for simplicity.
Redundancy probably increased the complexity of the systems more than any other requirement. Because the spacecraft had to be qualified by space flight first. without a man onboard
and then because the reactions of man and his
capabilities in the space environment were unknown, provisions for a completely automatic
operation of the critical spacecraft functions
were provided. To insure reliable operation,
these automatic systems were backed up by redundant automatic systems.
The third guideline was satisfied by an adap-

tation of an existing missile, the Atlas. The
modifications to this launch vehicle for the use
in the Mercury Project included the addition
of a means to sense automatically impending
catastrophic failure of the launch vehicle and
provisions to accommodate a new structure that
would form the transition between the upper
section of the launch vehicle and the spacecraft.
Also, the pilot-safety program was initiated to
insure the selection of quality components.
Application of the fourth guideline is illustrated by the major flight schedule which is
discussed in the next section.
Major Flight Schedules
Planned Flight Test Schedule

The Mercury flight schedule that was planned
early in 1959 is shown in figure 1-2. These are
the major flight tests and include all those
scheduled flight tests that involved rocket-propelled full-scale spacecraft, including boilerplate and production types. The planned flight
test program shows 27 major launchings. There

are three primary types of tests included in
these, one type being the research-and-development tests, another being primarily flightqualification of the production spacecraft, and
the third being the manned orbital flight tests.
In addition, the tests with the Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle provided some early ballistic flights for pilot training. Involved in the
planned flight-test program were four basic
types of launch vehicles, the Little Joe, the Mercury-Redstone, the Mercury-Jupiter, and the
Mercury-Atlas.
Four Little Joe flights and two of the Atlas
powered flights, termed Big Joe, were planned
to be in the research and development category
to check the validity of the basic Mercury
concepts.
The qualification program was planned to use
each of the four different launch vehicles. The
operational concept of the qualification program
provided for a progressive build-up of flighttest system complexity and flight-test conditions. It was planned that the operation of all
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I-I.-General view of spacecraft.
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hardware items would be proven in those environments to which they wou1d be subject in both
normal and emergency conditions associated
with attainment of the planned mission conditions. One qualification flight test was planned
with the use of the Little .Toe launch vehicle.
This test "as planned to qualify the operation of
the production spacecraft in a spacecraft-abort
situation at the combination of dynamic pressure, Mach number, altitude, and flight-path
angle that represented the most severe condition
anticipated for the use of this system during an
orbital 1aunch. There were eight flight tests
planned with the use of the Redstone 1aunch vehicle. The first two were intended to be unmanned tests used to qualify the production
spacecraft and to qualify the production-spacecraft launch-vehicle combination. The remaining six Mercury-Redstone flights "ere to be clsed
to train and qualify Mercury astronauts for 1ater
orbital flights. T,,-o flight tests were planned in
which the Jupiter launch vehicle was to be used.
The first one of these was to be made to qualify
the production spacecraft for those flight conditions which produced the greatest load factor
during reentry. The second Jupiter powered
flight was scheduled as a backup to the first.
The qualification program for the production
spacecraft also included plans for three flight
tests using the Atlas launch vehicle and the re-

mainder of the flights were expected to be used
for manned orbital flight if the flight qualification achieved at the time so warranted.
This flight-test plan was developed and proposed in early 1959 as a test plan that represented a completely trouble-free preparation
and flight-test program. According to this
schedule, the first manned orbital flight could
have occurred as early as April of 1960. This
flight-test schedule represents planning that was
done before experience was gained in the production of spacecraft flio'ht hardware and,
particular1y important, before any experience
had been gained in the preparation of space
flight equipment for manned flight.
The planned flight test schedule (fig. 1-2)
presents some missions that are shaded. This
shading indicates that these particular missions
were eliminated during the course of the program because the requirement either was not
necessary or was satisfied by some other means.
In addition, it should be noted that the objectives of some of the other missions were altered
to fit the situation as the project advanced.
Actual Flight Test Schedules

The 25 major flight tests accomplished during
the Mercury Project are shown in figure 1-3, in
the order of their occurrence. Those flight-test
missions which are marked with solid circles in-
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LJ lillie Joe
Unmanned missions
MR Mercury Redstone
. . Manned missions
MA Mercury Atlas
MJ Mercury Jupiter
_ Missions deleted from program

<::>

LJ
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MR
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ertlliaaltlt
MR Manned ball istic
MA Spacecraft ond Atlas
MA Manned orbital
Melli!
15tlo

MA Manned orbital
I t
MA Manned orbital
MA Manned orbital
MA Manned orbital
FIG U RE

1-2.-Planned flight schedule as of January 1959.
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dicate the missions that were added to this
schedule as a result of lessons learned during
some of the preceding fl igh t. tests or because of
extensions to the basic mission objectives as in
the case of the last two missions, MA-8 and
MA-9.
Little Joe 1.-The flight test program was
initiated with the L ittle Joe 1 research-and-development mission that was scheduled for July
of 1959. T he actual launch attempt came in
the following month, on August 21, at the
NASA launch site, Wallops Station, Va. A
nearly catastrophic failure occurred at a time
late in the launch countdown as the vehicle
battery-power supply was being charged. At
this time, the escape-rocket sequence was unintentionally initiated and the spacecraft was separated from the launch vehicle and propelled
into the air as in a pad-abort sequence. The
escape sequence was accomplished correctly,
though initiated by a fault. T he tower was
jettisoned properly, the drogue parachute was
deployed as it should have been, but the main
parachute deployment circuitry was not activated because of a lack of sufficient electrical
power. The spacecraft was destroyed on impact
with the water. The cause of the failure was
deter mined by detailed analyses to be a "backdoor" circuit which permitted the launch-escape
system t o be activated when a given potential
had been supplied t o the battery by ground
'-'Iss/OIlS
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charging equipment. The launch vehicle,
though fully loaded with six solid-propellant
r ocket motors, was left undamaged on the
launcher.
Big Joe 1.-Spacecraft checkout for the
launch of Big Joe 1 was accomplished at the
Cape Canaveral launch site starting in June
of 1959. The primary purpose of the flight was
to investigate the performance of the ablation
heat shield durin~ reentry, as well as to investigate spacecraft reentry dynamics with an instrumented boilerplate spacecraft. Other items
that wer~ planned for investigation on this
flight were afterbody heating for both the exit
and reentry phases of flight, drogue and main
parachute deployment, dynamics of the spacecraft system wi('h an automatic control system
in operation, flight loads, and water-landing
loads. Recovery aids, such as SOFAR bombs,

radio beacons, flashing light, and dye markers,
had been incorporated. This spacecraft was
not equipped with an escape system. The mission was accomplished on September 9, 1959.
Because of the failure of the Atlas booster engines to separate, the planned trajectory was
not followed exactly, but the conditions which
were achieved provided a satisfactory fulfillment of the test objectives. The landing point
of the spacecraft was about 1,300 nautical miles
f rom the lift-off point, which was about 500

1
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nautical miles short of the intended landing
point. Even so, the recovery team retrieved the
spacecraft about 7 hours after landing.
Dat.'t from instrumentation and results of inspection of the spacecraft showed that the heatprotection method planned for the production
spacecraft was satisfactory for a normal reentry from the planned orbit. On the basis
of these results, the backup Big Joe mission
was cancelled.
Little Joe 6.-The Little .Joe 6 mission was
successfully accomplished on October 4, 1959,
from the 'W allops Station launch site and demonstrated a qualification of the launch vehicle
by successfully flying with staged propulsion
on a trajectory ,yhich gave structural and aerodynam ic loads in excess of those expected to
be encountered on the other pI anned Little .Toe
mISSlOns. In addition, a method devised for
correcting the launcher settings for wind effects, the performance of the booster command
thrust termination system, and the launch operation were checked out satisfactorily. Two
minor modifications were made to the Little
Joe vehicle as a result of this flight to protect
the second-stage rocket motor and the launch
vehicle base from heat radiated from the thrusting motors.
Little Joe IA.-Little Joo lA was launched
on November 4,1959, from the "Wallops Station
launch site, as a repeat of the Little Joe 1 mission. The inflight abort was made, but the
first-order test objective was not accomplished
because of the slow ignition of the escape rocket
motor. This slow Ignition delayed spacecraftlaunch-vehicle separation until the vehicle had
passed through the desired test region. All
second-order test objectives were met during
the flight and the spacecraft was successfully
recovered and returned to the launch site. All
other Mercury hardware used in this test, principally the major parts of the escape and landing systems, performed satisfactorily.
Little Joe f2.-The Little Joe 2 mission, which
was intended to validate the proper operation
of the spacecraft for a high altitude abort, was
accomplished on December 4, 1959, from the
Wallops Station launch site. The abort sequence was initiated at an altitude of almost
100,000 feet and approximated a possible set of
abort conditions that could be encountered durmg a Mercury-Atlas exit flight to orbit. In
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addition to the first-order objectives, the spacecraft reentry dynamics behavior without a control system was found to be satisfactory. The
spacecraft dynamic stability on descent through
the atmosphere was found to be as expected.
Additional information was obtained on the
operation of the Mercury parachute, the Mercury spacecraft flotation characteristics, and the
operational requirements of spacecraft recovery by surface vessels. A monkey was a passenger on this mission; both the monkey and the
spacecraft were recovered in satisfactory condition at the end of the mission.
Little Joe I B .-The Little Joe 1B mission was
successfully accomplished on January 21, 1960,
from the Wallops Station launch site. T his
mission had been added to the flight schedule
because of the failures of Little Joe 1 and L ittle
Joe 1A to meet the test objectives. On this mission, all test objectives were successfully met,
with the accomplishment of an abort at the conditions described for Little Joe 1A. This spacecraft also had a monkey as a passenger. Both ·
the monkey and the spacecraft were recovered
satisfactorily at the end of the mission.
Beach Abort I .-Mission Beach Abort 1
(BA-l) was accomplished on May 9, 1960, from
the Wallops Station launch site and marked the
first time that a production spacecraft underwent a major qualification flight test. Production spacecraft 1 was a reasonably complete
spacecraft and contained many systems that
later spacecraft would be equipped with. It
was launched on an abort sequence from a
launcher on the ground. The escape-rocket
motor provided the impulse as it would on an
escape from a launch vehicle while still on the
pad. The test was successful and the feasibility of an abort from a pad was adequately demonstrated. Though the mission was successful,
certain modifications to spacecraft equipment
were found to be desirable after the performance of these systems was analyzed. Althougli
separation of the escape tower was accomplished, it was not considered satisfactory because of the small separation distance provided.
This resulted in the redesign of the escape-system jettison rocket-motor nozzles. The single
nozzle was replaced by a tri-nozzle assembly to
prevent rocket-motor performance loss by impingement of the exhaust plumes on the escapetower structure. This modification proved to

be satisfactory and was retained for the remainder of the Mercury program. Another
anomaly was the poor performance of the spacecraft telemetry transmitters. Investigation
showed that the cause of this poor performance
was a reversal of the cabling of the transmitter
systems; thus, for the first time in the program,
inadvertent cross connection of connectors had
been deleted.
Mercury-Atlas 1.-The Mercury-Atlas 1
(MA-1) vehicle was launched from the Oape
Oanaveral test site on July 29, 1960. The primary purpose of the MA-1 flight was to test
the structural integrity of a production Mercury spacecraft and its heat-protection elements
during reentry from an exit abort condition
that would provide the maximum heating rate
on the afterbody of the spacecraft. The spacecraft involved waS production item 4 and was
equipped with only those systems which were
necessary for the mission. An escape system
was not provided for thi.s spacecraft. The mission failed about 60 seconds after lift-off. The
spacecraft and launch vehicle impacted in the
water east of the 1'tunch complex. Because of
this failure, an intensive investigation into the
probable causes was undertaken. As a result
of this investigation modifications were made
to the interface area between the launch vehicle
and the spacecraft to increase the structural
stiffness. This inflight failure and subsequent
intensive investigation resulted in a considerable delay in the launch schedule and the next
Mercury-Atlas launch was not accomplished
until almost 7 months later.
Little Joe 5.-The Little Joe 5- vehicle was
launched on November 8, 1960, from the Wallops Station launch site. The test was intended
to qualify a production spacecraft. It was a
complete specification spacecraft at that time
with the following exceptions: the landing-bag
system was not incorporated; the attitude stabilization and control system was not fully operational, but was installed and used water to
simulate the control system fuel; and certain
components of the communications system not
essential to the mission were omitted. The mission failed during flight when the escape-rocket
motor was ignited before the spacecraft was
released from the launch vehicle. The spacecraft remained attached to the launch vehicle
until impact and was destroyed. The exact

cause of the failure could not be determined because of the condition of the spacecraft components when recovered from the ocean floor and
because of the lack of detailed flight measurements. The results of the analyses attributed
the failure to components of the sequential system, but the cause could not be isolated. The
sequential systems of spacecraft 2 and 6 were
modified to preclude the possibility of a single
erroneous signal igniting the escape-rocket
motor.
Mercury-Red.~tone 1 and lA.-The MercuryRedstone 1 (MR-1) , which was to provide
qualification of a nearly complete production
spacecraft number 2, in flight with a MercuryRedstone launch vehicle, was attempted on
November 21, 1960, at the Oape Canaveral
launch site. The mission was not successful.
At lift-off, the launch-vehicle engine was shut
down and the launch vehicle settled back on the
launcher after vertical motion of only a few
inches. The spacecraft also received the shutdown signal and its systems reacted accordingly.
The escape-rocket system was jettisoned and the
entire spacecraft landing system operated as it
had been designed. Analyses of the cause of
malfunction showed the problem to have been
caused by failure of two ground umbilicals to
separate from the launch vehicle in the proper
sequence. In t he wrong sequence, one umbilical
provided an electrical path from launch-vehicle
power through blockhouse ground and the
launch-vehicle engine cut-off relay coil to
launch-vehicle ground that initiated the cut-off
signal. Except for loss of expendable items on
the spacecraft, such as the escape system and the
parachutes and the peroxide, the spacecraft was
in flight condition. The launch vehicle was
sliO'htly damaged in the aft section by recontact
with the launcher The spacecraft and launch
vehicle were demated. The launch vehicle was
replaced by another Mercury-Redstone launch
vehicle, and the spacecraft was again prepared
for its mission. Modifications included a long
ground strap that was placed between the launch
vehicle and the launcher to maintain electrical
ground until umbilicals had been separated.
The refurbished spacecraft and new MercuryRedstone launch vehicle were launched successfully as mission MR-1A on December 19, 1960.
At this time, all test objectives were met. All
major spacecraft systems performed well
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throughout the flight. The launch-vehicle performance was normal except for a higher than
nominal cut-off velocity. The only effects of
this anomaly were to increase the range, maximum altitude, and maximum acceleration during reentry. The spacecraft was picked up by
a helicopter 15 minutes after landing and was
delivered back to the launch site on the morning
after the launch.
M ercwry-R edstone 12.- The MR-2 mission
was accomplished on January 31, 1961, from the
Cape Canaveral test site with a chimpanzee as
a passenger. Production spacecraft 5 was
used. The mission was successful and the majority of the test objectives were met. Analyses
of launch-vehicle data obtained during the
flight revealed that launch-vehicle propellant
depletion occurred before the velocity cut-off
system was armed and before the thrust chambel' abort switch was disarmed. This combination of events resulted in an abort signal being
transmitted to the spacecraft from the launch
vehicle. The spacecraft reacted correctly to
the abort signal and an abort sequence was
properly made. The greater than normal
launch-vehicle velocity combined with the velocity increment obtained unexpectedly from
the escape-rocket motor produced a flight path
that resulted in a landing point .a bout 110 nautical miles farther downran<Ye than the planned
landing point. This extra range, of course, was
the prime factor in the 2 hours and 56 minutes
that it took to locate and recover the spacecraft.
The chimpanzee was recovered in good condition, even though the flight had been more severe than planned. By the time the spacecraft
was recovered, it had nearly filled with water.
Some small holes had been punctured in the
lower pressure bulkhead .at landing. Also, the
heat-shield retaining system was fatigued by
the action of the water and resulted in loss of
the he.'tt shield. Another anomaly that occurred during the flight was the opening of the
spacecraft cabin inflow valve during ascent,
which prevented the environmental control system from maintaining pressure at the design
level. Because the pressure dropped below the
design level, the emergency environmental system was exercised, and it performed satisfactorily. From the experiences of this flight, a
number of modifications were made to the
spacecraft systems to avoid recurrence of the
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malfunctioning items. These modifications included the following :
(1) An additional fiber glass bulkhead was
installed between the heat shield and the large
pressure bulkhead to protect the bulkhead during landing, and items in the large pressure
bulkhead area that could be driven "daggerlike" through the larger pressure bulkhead during the landing were removed or reoriented.
(2) The heat- hield retent.ion system was improved with the addition of a number of cables
and cable-retention devices. The modified heatshield retention system was proved to be capwble
of retaining the heat shield to the spacecraft in
rough seas for periods of up to 10 hours.
(3) Tolerances of the inflow valve detent system were changed to assure positive retention
during periods of vibration.
Me1'cury-AtlM 12.-The Mercury-Atlas 2 vehicle was launched from the Cape Canaveral
test site on February 21, 1961, to accomplish the
objectives of the MA-1 mission. The space vehicle for this flight consisted of the sixth production spacecraft and Atlas launch vehicle J o.
67-D. Several structural changes made in the
spacecraft launch-vehicle interface area as a
result of the failure of the preceding MercuryAtlas mi ssions were as follows:
(1) The adapter was stiffened.
(2) The clearance between the spacecraft
retropackage and the launch-vehicle lox tank
dome was increased.
(3) An 8-inch-wide stainless-steel band was
fitted circumferentially around the 'upper end of
the launch-vehicle lox tank.
(4) The lox-valve support structure was
changed so that the valve was not attached to
the adr.pter.
(5) Special instrumentation was installed in
the spacecraft launch-vehicle interface area to
measure loads, vibrations, and pressures.
The major test objective of the MA-2 mission
was to demonstrate the integrity of the spacecraft structure, ablation shield, and afterbody
shingles for the most severe reentry from the
standpoint of load factor and afterbody temperature. The flight closely matched the desired trajectory, and the desired temperature
and 10adin<Y measurements were obtained. The
spacecraft landed ,in the planned landing area
a,nd was recovered and placed aboard a recovery
ship approximately 55 minutes after it was
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launched. A preliminary evaluation of measured data and a detailed inspection of the recovered spacecraft indiC<'Lted that all test objectives were satisfied and that the spacecraft
structure and heat-protection elements were in
excellent condition.
Little Joe SA .-The Little Joe 5A mission
was accomplished on March 18, 1961, from the
Wallops Station launch site. This was an
added mission, as a result of the failure of the
Little Joe 5. For the Little Joe 5A mission,
production spacecraft 14 and the sixth Little
Joe launch vehicle to be flown were used. The
spacecraft was a basic Mercury configuration
with only those systems installed that were required for the mission. As during the Little
Joe 5 mission early ignition of the escape-rocket
motor occurred. The mission was unsuccessful.
However, unlike the Little Joe 5 mission, a
backup spacecraft separ-ation system was initiated by IYround command and successfully
separated the spacecraft from the launch vehicle
and released the tower. Because of the severe
flight conditions existing at the time of parachute arming, both main and reserve parachutes
were deployed simultaneously. They filled and
enabled the spacecraft to make a safe landing. All other active systems operated properly except that the cabin pressure-relief valve
failed to maintain the spacecraft cabin pressure
because of a piece of safety wire found lodged in
the seat. The spacecraft was recovered and returned to the launch area in 1Y00d condition.
Analysis of data from the spacecraft proved
that the early ignition of the e8C<'tpe rocket motor
was caused by structural deformation in the
spacecraft-adapter interface area. This early
ignition permitted separation sensing switches
to falsely sense movement and give the signal
for the remainder of the sequence. The corrections applied were to reduce air loading in
the area by better fairing of the clamp-ring
cover, by increasing the stiffness of the switch
mountinlY and reference structures, and rerouting the electrical signals from these switches
through a permissive network.
Mercury-Redstone-B ooste't' Development.The Mercury-Redstone-Booster Development
(MR-BD) mission was made on March 24, 1961,
from the Cape Canaveral launch site, with a
Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle and the refurbished and ballasted Little Joe 1A research-

and-development spacecraft. This flight was
made as the result of the analyses of the performance of the launch vehicles on the MercuryRedstone 1A and Mercury-Redstone 2 flights,
which showed that there were some launchvehicle problems that required correction and
requalification. Most of these problems had to
do with the overspeed performance that was attained during those missions. The flight was
successful and analyses of the launch-vehicle
data indicated that the launch-vehicle corrections were entirely satisfactory. No recovery
of the spacecraft was attempted since it was
used only as a payload of the proper size, shape,
and weight, and no provisions were made to
separate it from the launch vehicle during the
mission.
lIfe1'cury-Atlas 3.-The Mercury-Atlas 3
(MA-3) mission was accomplished on April
25, 1961, from the C[~pe Canaveral test site.
The planned flight, which was intended to orbit
an unmanned production spacecraft once
around the earth, was terminated about 40 seconds after lift-off by range-safety action when
the launch vehicle failed to roll and pitch over
into the flight azimuth. The spacecraft was
aborted successfully as the result of the command signal and was quickly recovered. The
spacecraft came through the abort maneuver
with only minor damages. The performance
of all spacecraft systems was lYenerally satisfactory throughout the short flight. The spacecraft used on this mission was the eilYhth production unit. The launch vehicle, Atlas 100-D,
had increased skin thickness in the forward end
of the lox tank and had the abort sensing and
implementation system installed for closed-loop
operation. Analysis of records indicated that
there was an electrical fault in the launch
vehicle autopilot. Subsequent action resulted in
closer examination of electrical components and
connections.
Little Joe 5B.-The Little .Toe 5B vehicle
was launched on April 28, 1961, from the Wallops Station launch site. The vehicle was composed of Mercury production spacecraft 14A
and the seventh Little Joe launch vehicle to be
flown. The spacecraft, which had previously
been used for the Little Joe 5A mission, had
been refurbished with only those systems intaIled that were required for the mission.
There was no landing bag and certain other
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nonessential systems were missing. It was the
first spacecraft to be flight-tested with modified
spacecraft-adapter clamp-ring limit-switch
mountings and fairings. Also, the sequential
system was modified to prevent the limit
switches on the spacecraft-launch-vehicle clamp
ring or the spacecraft-escape-tower clamp ring
from closing any circuits which would ignite
the escape rocket until the band separation
bolts were fired. These changes in and around
the spacecra.ft-Iaunch-vehicle interface and in
the sequential system were made as the result
of the problems encountered in missions Little Joe 5 and Little Joe 5A. Because of a
severe change in flight path as the result of
the delayed ignition of one of the two main
launch-vehicle rocket motors, the test was made
at substantially more severe flight conditions
than planned. The albort was planned to be
initiated at a dynamic pressure of 990 lb/sq
ft; instead the dynamic pressure had attained
a value of about 1,920 lb/ sq ft when the abort
was initiated. However, the spacecraft escape
system worked as planned and this test successfully demonstrated the structural integrity
of the Mercury spacecraft. The spacecraft
landed in the ocean after about 5 minutes of
flight and was recovered and returned to the
launch site in less than 30 minutes after launch.
Analyses of the flight data and inspection of
the spacecraft after the mission showed the
spacecraft to be in good condition. An anomaly
that showed up was the failure of two of the
small spacecraft umbilicals to eject. Evidence
indicated that these umbilicals failed to eject
because of interference with the clamp-ring
fairing after its release. This condition was
corrected by changing the manner in which the
fairing was supported on subsequent spacecraft.
All test objectives were considered to have been
met.
Mercury-Redstone 3.-The Mercury-Redstone 3 (MR-3) mission, the first manned space
flight by the United States, was successfully accomplished on May 5, 1961, from the Cape
Canaveral launch site. Astronaut Alan B.
Shepard was the pilot. The space vehicle was
composed of production spacecraft '7 and a
Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle, which was
essentially identical to the one used for the MRBD launch-vehicle qualification mission. Analyses of the results of the mission showed that

Astronaut Shepard satisfactorily performed his
assigned tasks during all phases of the flight.
Likewise, launch vehicle and spacecraft systems performed as planned. The spacecraft
achieved an altitude of about 101 nautical miles
and was in weightless flight for slightly over 5
minutes. Postflight examination of Astronaut
Shepard and inspection of the spacecraft
showed both to be in excellent condition. A
helicopter pickup was made of the spacecraft
after the pilot had made his egress from the
side hatch of the spacecraft and had been
hoisted aboard the helicopter. The pilot and
the spacecraft were landed aboard an aircraft
carrier 11 minutes after spacecraft landing, and
the spacecraft was brought back to the launching site the morning after the flight.
Mercury-Redstone 4.-The Mercury-Red.
stone 4 (MR-4) flight was successfully made on
July 21,1961, from the Cape Canaveral launch
site. Astronaut Virgil I. Grissom was the pilot.
The space vehicle was made up of the 11th
production spacecraft and a Mercury-Redstone
launch vehicle essentially identical to the one
used for MR-3 mission. The spacecraft on this
mission was somewhat different from spacecraft
I, in that, for the first time, a manned spacecraft
had a large top window, a side hatch to be
opened by an explosive charge, and a modified
instrument panel. The spacecraft achieved a
maximum altitude of about 103 nautical miles,
with a period of weightlessness of about 5
minutes. The flight was successful. After
landing, premature and unexplained actuation
of the spacecraft explosive side hatch resulted
in an emergency situation in which the spacecraft was lost but the pilot was rescued from
the surface of the water. Analyses of the data
from the flight and debriefing by the astronaut
indicated that, in general, the spacecraft systems performed as planned, except for the action
of the spacecraft hatch. An intensive investigation of the hatch actuation resulted in a change
in operational procedures. No fault was found
in the explosive device.
Mercury-Atlas 4.-The Mercury-Atlas 4
(MA-4) vehicle was launched on September 13,
1961, from the Cape Canaveral lalIDch site; it
was a repeat of the MA-3 test and beca.me the
first Mercury spacecraft to be successfully inserted into orbit, returned, and recovered. Further objectives of this flight were to evaluate the
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Mercury network and recovery operations concerned with orbital flight. The space vehicle for
this flight was made up of Mercury-Atlas
launch vehicle 8S-D, with the same modifications as the launch vehicle used on the MA-3
mission, and the spacecraft which was used on
the MA-3 mission. The spacecraft had been refurbished and designated 8A for this mission.
This was a very complete spacecraft which included a man-simulator onboard to provide a
load on the environment control system during
orbital flight. Other differences between this
spacecraft and spacecraft flown on subsequent
mISSIOns were:
(1) The landing bag was not installed
(2) The spacecraft had small viewing windows rather than the large overhead window
used on later spacecraft
(3) The spacecraft entrance hatch did not
have the explosive-opening feature
(4) The instrument panel had a slightly different arrangement.
The launch vehicle provided the desired
orbital path with a perigee of 85.9 nautical
miles and an apogee of 123.3 nautical miles.
The planned retromaneuver over the coast of
California resulted in a landing in the Atlantic
Ocean apprOXimately 160 nautical miles east of
Bermuda in the primary landing area. The
spacecraft was recovered in excellent condition
1 hour and 22 minuteS after landing. The mission achieved the .desired objectives, even
though certain anomalies showed up in systems behavior during the mission. None of the
anomalies had serious consequence. The anomalies and action taken are as follows:
(1) A spacecraft inverter failed during the
powered phases of flight. The cause was determined to be a vibration-sensitive component
and found to be preventable by more precise and
exacting acceptance tests.
(2) Some anomalies in the spacecraft scanner
signals were detected during the mission. Steps
were taken to modify the system to make it less
sensitive to the effects of cold cloud layers.
(3) A leak developed in the spacecraft
oxygen-supply system during the exit phase of
the flight. The leak was small, and sufficient
oxygen was available for the mission. Postflight analyses determined that the leak was
caused by failure in a pressure reducer. The
fault was corrected for subsequent missions.

( 4) Some thrusters in the spacecraft automatic attitude control system had either reduced
output or no output during the latter part of
the orbit. Postflight analyses indicated that
possibly the trouble was contamination of the
metering orifices in some thruster assemblies.
MerGUry-Atlas 5.-The Mercury-Atlas 5
(MA-5) mission was successfully made on November 29, 1961, from the Cape Canaveral
launch site. A chimpanzee was the passenger
on this flight. The mission was planned for
three orbital passes and was to be the last qualification flight of the Mercury spacecraft and
launch vehicle prior to a manned mission. The
orbit was about as planned with perigee at 86.5
nautical miles and apogee at 128.0 nautical
miles. Further objectives of this flight were to
evaluate the Mercury network and recovery operations. In general, the spacecraft, launchvehicle, and network systems functioned well
during the mission until midway through the
second pass when abnormal performance of the
spacecraft attitude control system was detected
and verified. This malfunction precluded the
probably successful completion of the third pass
because of the high rate of control fuel consumption. Accordingly, a retrofire command
was transmitted to the spacecraft which resulted in it landinG' in the selected area at the
end of the second pass. Recovery was completed
1 hour and 15 minutes after landing. The chimpanzee performed his assigned tasks without
experiencing any deleterious effects during the
mission and was recovered in excellent condition.
The primary anomaly during the mission was
the control-system trouble which gave rise to
increased fuel consumption by the attitude control system and which precipitated the abort of
the mission at the end of the second orbital pass.
The trouble was found to be a stopped-up metering orifice in one of the low-roll thrusters. Corrective action applied to subsequent missions included closer examinations for contamination
in this system.
The spacecraft used for this mission was production spacecraft 9; and since it was the last
qualification vehicle prior to the first manned
orbital flight, it was intentionally made as nearly like the spacecraft for the manned mission
as possible. This spacecraft included the large
viewing window over the astronaut's head posi-
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tion, the landing bag, a positive lock on the
emergency-oxygen rate handle, an explosiverelease type hatch, new provisions for cooling
the inverters, and rate gyros modified to insure
satisfactory operation in the vacuum condition.
The launch vehicle, Atlas 93-D, was much like
those launch vehicles used on the previous two
Mercury-Atlas missions; however, some additional modifications were included on this
vehicle. These modifications included a new
lightweight telemetry system and a redundant
path for the sustainel' engine cut-off signal.
M ercu'l"l.J-Atlas 6.-Mercury-Atlas 6 (MA-6) ,
the first manned orbital space flight made from
the United States, was successfully made on
February 20, 1962, from the Cape Canaveral
test site. Astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr., was
the pilot. The flight was planned for three
orbital passes to evaluate the performance of
the manned spacecr:aft systems and to evaluate
the effects of space flight on the astronaut and
to obtain the astronaut's evaluation of the operational suitability of his spacecraft and supporting systems. All mission objectives for
this flight were accomplished. The astronaut's
performance during all phases of the mission
was excellent, and no deleterious effects of
weightlessness were noted. In general, the
spacecraft, launch vehicle, and network system
functioned well during the mission. The main
anomaly in spacecraft operation was the loss
of thrust of two of the I-pound thrusters which
required the astronaut to control the spacecraft
for a large part of the mission manually. The
orbit was approximately as planned, with perigee at 86.9 nautical miles and apogee at 140.9
nautical miles. During the second and third
passes, a false indication from a sensor indicated that the spacecraft heat shield might be
unlocked. This indication caused considerable
concern and real-time analyses resulted in the
recommendation that the expended retropackage be retained on the spacecraft during reentry
at the end of the third pass to hold the heat
shield in place in the event it was unlatched.
The presence of the retropackage during reentry had no detrimental effect on the motions
of the spacecraft. Network operation, including telemetry reception, radar tracking, communications' command control, and computing,
were excellent and permitted effective flight
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control during the mission. The spacecraft for
this mission was production unit number 13
which was essentially the same as spacecraft
9 used in the MA-5 mission except for those
differences required to accommodate the pilot,
such as the couch, a personal equipment container, filters for the window, and some minor
instrumentation and equipment modifications.
The launch vehicle was Atlas 109-D. It differed from the MA-5 lalmch vehicle in only
one major respect. For this launch vehicle, the
insulation and its retaining bulkhead between
the lox and fuel tank dome was removed when
it was discovered that fuel had leaked into this
insulation prior to launch. The spacecraft
landed in the planned recovery area, close to
one of the recovery ships. The spacecraft, with
the astronaut inside, was recovered approximately 17 minutes after landing. The astronaut was in excellent shape.
Action to prevent recurrence of the anomalies encountered during the MA-6 mission included relocation of metering orifices and a
change in screen material in the attitude control
system thruster assemblies. Improved specifications, tighter quality control, and more conservative switch rigging and wiring procedures
were applied to the sensors that indicated heatshield release.
Mercury-Atlas 7.-The Mercury-Atlas 7
(MA-7) vehicle was launched on May 24, 1962,
from the Cape Canaveral launch site. Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter was the pilot for this
mission. The mission was planned for three
orbital passes and was a continuation of the
program to acquire additional operational experience and information for manned orbital
space flight. All objectives of the mission were
achieved. The spacecraft used for this flight
was production unit number 18 which was very
similar to the spacecraft 13 used on the MA-6
flight. Some of the more significant features
and modifications applied to this spacecraft include: the SOFAR bomb and radar chaff were
deleted, the earth-path and oxygen partial pressure indicators were deleted, the instrument observer camera was removed, provisions for a
number of experiments and evaluation were
added, a more complete temperature survey
system was added, the astronaut's suit circuit
constant-bleed orifice was deleted, the landing-

bag limit (heat-shield release) switches were
rewired to prevent erroneous telemetry signals
should one switch malfunction.
The launch vehicle, the Atias 107-D, was
similar to the previous Atlas launch vehicle except for a few minor changes, the major one of
which was that for this mission, the fuel tank
insulation bulkhead was retained. Launchvehicle performance was satisfactory. A perigee of 86.8 nautical miles and an apogee of 145
nautical miles were the orbital parameters.
During most of the flight, the spacecraft-system
operation was satisfactory until, late in the
third pass, the pilot noted that the spacecraft
true attitude and indicated attitude in pitch
were in disagreement. Because this control
system problem was detected just before retrofire, no corrective action was possible and the
astronaut was forced to provide manual attitude
control, using the window and horizon as the
attitude reference, for the retrofire maneuver.
Retrofire occurred about 3 seconds late, and the
optimum spacecraft attitudes were not maintained during retrofire. As a result, the spacecraft landed several hundred miles downrange
of the planned landing point. Because of this,
recovery of the astronaut was not accomplished
until about 3 hours after landing. The spacecraft was retrieved later by a destroyer after
about 6 hours in the water. Exact cause of the
control system malfunction was not determined
because the scanner circuitry suspected of causing the anomaly was lost when the antenna
section was jettisoned during the landing phase.
Changes in checkout procedures used in launch
preparations were incorporated to prevent recurrence of this type of problem.
Mercury-Atlas 8.-The Mercury-Atlas 8
(MA-8) vehicle was launched from the Cape
Cana verallaunch site on October 3, 1962; Astronaut Walter M. 8chirra, Jr., was the pilot. The
MA-8 mission was planned for six orbital
passes in order to acquire additional operational
experience and human and systems performance
information for extended manned orbital space
flight. The objectives of the mission were successfully accomplished. The orbital parameters
were as follows: perigee, 86.9 nautical miles;
and apogee, 152.8 nautical miles. The space
vehicle for this mission consisted of production spacecraft 16 and Atlas launch vehicle
113-D. The spacecraft was basically the same

as spacecraft 18 utilized on the previous mission; however, a number of changes were made
in the configuration to increase reliability, to
save weight, to provide for experiments, and to
conduct systems evaluations. The launch vehicle also had some changes as compared with the
previous Mercury-Atlas launch vehicle. These
changes include the following: the fuel tank insulation bulkhead was removed at the factory
to be similar to the launch vehicle for the MA;-6
mission, the two booster engine thnlst chambers had baffled ejectors installed for improved
combustion characteristics, and no holddown
delay was programed between engine start and
beginning of release sequence.
The pilot performed numerous experiments,
observations, and systems evaluations during his
mission. For the first time, extended periods
of drifting flight were accomplished. Pilot adherence to the flight plan was excellent. Basic
spacecraft systems, launch-vehicle systems, and
ground-network systems performed well with
only a few minor anomalies. The landing was
made in the Pacific Ocean within sight of the
primary recovery ship, and the spacecraft and
pilot were recovered in about 40 minutes.
Mercury-Atl(J.~ 9.-The Mercury-Atlas 9
(MA-9) mission utilizing production spacecraft 20 and Atlas launch vehicle 130-D, was
successfully accomplished on May 15 and 16,
1963, with Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper as the
pilot. It was launched from the Cape Canaveral test site for a planned 22 orbital-pass mission. Launch-vehicle performance was excellent and a near perfect orbit was att.'l,ined. The
orbital parameters were as follows: perigee,
87.2 nautical miles; apogee, 144.2 nautical miles.
For the first 18 orbital passes, the spacecraft
systems performed as expected, and the pilot
was n.ble to adhere to the flight plan and perform
his activities as planned. Up to that time,
anomalies were limited to small nuisance-type
problems. Beginning with the 19th orhit.'l,l
pass, the spacecraft systems problems began
with actuation of the O.05g warning light. Investigation of the occurrence of this warning
light indicated that the automatic control system had become latched into Lhe mode required
for the reentry phase. Later, the alternatingcurrent power supply for the control system

failed to operate. These failures were analyzed
by the pilot and the ground crew in real time
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and it was determined that the pilot would
have to make a manual retrofire and reentry.
He performed these meneuvers with close precision and landed a short distance from the
prime recovery ship in the Pacific. The pilot
and the spacecraft were recovered and hoisted
aboard the carrier only 40 minutes after landing. More detailed results of this mission are
contained in other papers in this document.
Lift-off photographs of the three types of
Mercury space vehicles are shown in figure 1--4.
PERFORMANCE

An examination of the history of the major
flight tests, presented in figure 1-3, will show
that the basic objectives of the Mercury Project
were achieved 3% years after official project
approval, with the completion of Astronaut
John Glenn's successful orbital flight on February 20, 1962. Subsequently, Astronaut Carpenter completed a similar mission. Then, Astronauts Schirm and Cooper completed orbital
missions of increased duration to provide additional information about man's performance
capabilities and functional characteristics in the

space environment. In addition, increasing
numbers of special experiments, observations,
and evaluations performed during these missions by the pilots as their capabilities were
utilized have provided our scientific and technical communities with much new information.
It is emphasized that goals heyond those originally established were achieved in a period of
4% years after the beginning of the project
with complete pilot safety and without change
to the basic concepts that were used to establish
the fe.:'tsibility of the Mercury Project.
In early 1959, immediately after project goahead, the first manned orbital flight was scheduled to occur as early as April 1960, or 22
months before the event actually took place
(see fig. 1-5) . This difference was caused by
an accumulation of events which included delays in production spacecraft deliveries, difficulties experienced in the preparations for
flight, and by the effects of the problem areas
that were detected during the development and
early qualification flight tests. The primary
problem areas included those which were associated with the spacecraft-Iaunch-vehicle struc-
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FIGURE
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Redstone

Atlas

1-4.-Lift·otI photograph of the three types of Mercury space vehicles.
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1-5.--Comparison of planned and actual flight schedules.

tural interface on the MA-l mission, spacecraft
sequential-system sensors on Little Joe missions
5 and 5A, launch-vehicle umbilical-release sequence on the MR-l mission, launch-vehicle
propulsion system on MR-2, and launch-vehicle
control system on MA-3.
The applicability of these statements can be
illustrated by reference line representations of
the planned and actual schedules that are compared in fi!!Ure 1-5. This comparison shows
that the flight-test program was intiated about
1 month late. Missions through the develop-

ment phase and those missions accomplished
through most of the qualification phase were
accomplished at about the planned rates. The
major deviations occurred in 1960 when production spacecraft deliveries were later and
when launch preparation took longer than
planned. The planned schedule allowed for
about a 4-week prelaunch preparation period
at the launch site. Actual preparation time
averaged about six times the estimated amount.
Some of the additional required preparation
time was compensated for by concurrent prepa-
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ration of several spacecraft. Also, some significant problems "'ere encountered during the
early qualification missions "'hich caused delays in the schedule by requiring additional mission to accomplish the objective. Th(' e delay
"ere accumulatiye and ,,"ere not reduced during
the life of the project. The delays that occurred
later in the project resulted from deliberate
efforts to insure that the preparation for the
manned flights was complete and accurate and,
still later, from changes made to increase the
spacecraft capabilities.
Figure 1-~ sho"'s that 25 flight tests "ere
made in the 45-month period between the first
mission and the end of the project, for an average of about one flight test in each 2-month
period. This is a ,-ery rapid pace when the development and qual ification nature of the program is considered. Even so, the average rate
was low when compared "ith the rate that was
maintained during the last part of 1960 and the
early part of 1961 ,yhen five spacecraft were in
preparation at once and the la unchings occurred
more frequently than once a month. It should
also be noted that, during the period of high
launch rate, preparations were accomplished at
byo widely separated sites, Cape Canaveral,
Fla., and Wallops Station, Va.
'While the flight missions were the significant
out"'ard signs of the project activity that resulted from the total effort, it 'YaS the behindthe-scenes activities that made the missions possible. The contents of figure 1-6 show the concurrent activity that existed in a number of the
more si!!l1ificant areas of Project Mercury in
order to reduce the time required to accomplish
the objectives. The specific requirements in
many areas were dependent upon the development being accomplished in the other areas.
Thus, there was a continual iteration process
carried on which resulted in a gradual refinement of requirements and completion of the
work.
Management
Modes of Operation

Development of the management structure
and operating mode to direct this complex and
rapidly moving project began concurrently with
the approval of the plans for a program of research and development leading to manned
space flight which were presented to Dr. T .

Keith Glennan, the first Administ.rator of the
}Tational Aeronautics and Space Administration ( J ASA) on October 7, 1958. The plans
approved by Dr. Glennan on that date had been
formulated by a joint National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics-Advanced Research
Proj ect Agency (NA CA- ARP A) Committee,
chaired by Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, at that time
Assistant Director of Langley Research Center.
The committee had been established during the
summer of 1958 to outline a manned satellite
program. With the approval of these plans by
the Administrator of NASA) formerly the
ACA, Dr. Gilrllth ,,,as authorized to proceed
with the accomplishment of the Manned Space
Flight Project.
The Space Task Group (STG), later to become the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC)
was informally organized after this assignment
to initiate action for the project accomplishment. The initial staff was comprised of 35
personnel from the Langley Research Center
and 3 from the Lewis Research Center.
On November 5, 1958, the STG located at the
Langley Research Center was formally established and reported directly to NASA Headquarters in Washington, D .C. At the same
time, Dr. Gilruth was appointed head of the
STG and project manager of the manned satellite program. By the end of November 1958
the manned satellite program was officially
named Project Mercury.
The overall management of the program was
the responsibility of NASA Headquarters, with
project management the responsibility of the
STG. It was recognized from the beginning
that this had to be a joint effort of all concerned,
and as such, the best knowledge and experience
as related to all phases of the program and the
cooperation of all personnel was required if success was to be achieved. It was also recognized
that it was an extremely compiex program that
would probably involve more elements of government and industry than any development
program before undertaken. Because of this
complexity and involvement of so many elements, management was faced with an extl'emely challenging task of establishing an
overall operating plan that would best fit the
program and permit accomplishment of all objectives at the earliest possible date. To achieve
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ments with responsibility for the assigned task
and most knowledgeable in the area for which
the group was responsible. These third level
teams were established as required to investicrate and define detailed technical requirements
and insofar as possible to make the arrangements to implement their accomplishment. The
team continued to function until all details of
a particular technical requirement were worked
out to the satisfaction of those concerned. As
the tasks assigned to a particular team were
completed, that team was phased out. New
teams were established to meet new requirements which evolved and requirements of various phases as the proj ect progressed.
An example of this working arrangement
with a general explanation' of how it worked is
shown in figure 1-8. This example shows the
arrangement used to procure and develop the
Atlas launch vehicle for manned flight. To accomplish this, procurement agreements and
overall policy were established between the U .S .

this task a general working arrangement was
established as shown in figure 1-7. This figure
illustrates in a very simplified format, the general plan used.
The arrangement was basically comprised of
three working levels. The first level established
the overall goals and objectives as well as the
basic ground rules and the means for their accomplishment. The next level was responsible
for establishing technical requirements and
exercising detailed management. The detailed
management was performed at this level and
provided the approval and authorizing interface with all elements supporting the project.
The bond of mutual purpose established here
provided the direction and force necessary to
carry the project forward. This same bond was
evident in the groups or teams, in the third level
of eifort, set up to carry out the detailed implementation and, where necessary, further define
the requirements. This level consisted of teams
comprised of personnel from all necessary ele-
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1-7.-Typical management arrangement.

Level 3

Level 2·

----------~--------------------------------------~----------------.

Air F orce Ballistic Missile Division of the Department of Defense and the NASA H eadquarters. Working within the framework of
these agreements the Atlas W eapons Systems
Command of the U.S. Air Force and the
NASA STG form ulated the basic technical requirements necessar y to adapt the Atlas for use
in the program. Working teams consisting of
specialists f rom the STG and the Atlas Weapons Systems Command were established to define the detail requirements and initiate the
necessary action for their implementation. This
implementation could be direct for cases in
which the team had the authority or the recommendation for implementation could be forwar ded to the necessary level of authority. I n
any case, the next higher level could alter the
decisions of the lower level if developments
required. This arrangement also provided a
"closed-loop" management structure, thus assuring positive means of communication an d
proper technical directions. Frequently, specialists from the contractors and other supporting elements were included in the teams to
assemble the best available talent to solve the
problem. Quite often, tasks involving considerable effort were assigned directly to individual team members by the chairman of the group
for implementation.

Ai r Fo-rce
Ba lIi s-ti c
M i ss i le

The same general arrangement was employed
between NASA elements in accomplishing
major tasks, such as establishing the Worldwide T racking Network, as illustrated in figure
1-9. In addition to the many overall arrangements that had to be made in establishing the
W orldwide Tracking Network, such as agreements with foreign governments, working
th rough the State Department, regarding the
location and operation of ground stations in
their territory, the task of providing the hard,yare and facilities that made up the ground
stations represented a major task that was primarily the responsibility of the STG and the
L angley Research Center. This example covers
the means by which the basic technical requirements and hardware needs of the ground stations were accomplished through the combined
efforts of the STG and Langley. The Langley
R esearch Center was responsible for the procurement and establishment of the network,
with the basic flight monitoring and control requirements being the responsibility of the STG.
T he overall agreements regarding the implementation of this effort were established at the
Director-Project Manager level with the basic
teclmical requirements being defined at the level
of the cognizant divisions. After the basic requirements ,,-ere presented to the Langley Re-
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----

search Center, teams "ere established to discuss
and resolve the detail technical requirements of
the network. For example, a team was assigned the task of establishing the communications and tracking requirements and resolving
the type of equipment to be used on the spacecraft and the detail design characteristics of
this equipment. They then had to determine if
suitable receiving equipment for the ground
stations was available or if it had to be developed. This involved coordinating overall
requirements given to both the Langley Research Center's ground station contractors and
the STG's spacecraft contractor to determine if
the desired requirement coukl be achieved and
if not, to determine an acceptable means of
achieving the desired results. This points out
only one detail area that this kind of group had
to resolve; other areas such as location of the
ground stations, frequencies of transmission,
bandwidths, spacecraft antenna radiation patterns, and so on pre ented the same type of problems that had to be resol \fed. These efforts
evolved into the Mercury Worldwide Tracking
Network, the operation of which was the responsibility of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) . Similar arrangements existed
between the many elements necessary to develop the network and implement its operation.
To illustrate further this type working arLangley
Research

rangement the identifications on figure 1-7
could be changed to represent those of the STG
and the spacecraft contractor, McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (MAC). In this instance it
was recognized by both parties that normal contractual procedures alone were insufficient to
achieve the desired results within the scheduled
time frame. Direct communication regarding
technical requirements between the specialists
of STG and MAC had to be the rule rather
than the exception. Management agreements
on the upper levels provided the frame"work
whereby this could be accomplished and provided the management decisions for project direction. Frequently, the teams determined a
course of action and proceeded without further
delay, ,,-ith verification documentation fol10"'ing through regular channels. The "closedloop:' built into the working arrangement
provided the assurance that contractual and
program requirements were met in all cases.
Regular management reviews of hardware
status and task achievement kept management
abreast of the problem areas and afforded the
opportunity for timely direction of effort to
many specific problem areas. This mode of operation enhanced the rapidity with which a design change could be implemented or a course of
action altered. This contributed to the timely
conclusion of a project.
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The foregoing discussion is primarily concerned with the management techniques that
existed with the external organizations, but the
same type of procedure \yas commonly used
within the organizational structure of the STG.
As firm definition of the program emerged and
final spacecraft design details were formalized,
it became necessary to centralize the coordinating effort \yithin the STG. To accomplish this,
centralized rev"iew' meetings were conducted on
a regular basis to cOITelate all elements of the
effort and ascertain that unified approaches and
directions were maintained. These meetings
were attended by cognizant personnel from
within the STG and by personnel from other
activities when required. The primary function of these meetings was to obtain the best inputs available for the technical management of
the project and to control the engineering and
design and thereby the configuration of the
spacecraft. Information channeled into these
meetings was dispersed directly to the responsible indiyiduals within the STG, with assignments being made directly to the cognizant
organization when action was required. Technical direction required as a result of action initiated at the coordination meetings, after thorough review as to need, -cost, and effect on
schedule, was issued to' the applicable contractors. Meetings of this type provided fast response and accurate direction throughout the
duration of the project. As the staff and project responsibilities increased, the support administrative functions performed by the Langley Research Center, such as Personnel, Procurement and Supply. and Budget and Finance
Offices, were incorporated into the STG management organization.
The formation of the Mercury Field Operations Organization at Cape Canaveral marked
the entry of Project Mercury into the operational phase of the program. In conjunction
with this an Operations Director was appointed
with complete responsibility and authority fol'
flight preparation and mission operations. The
Operations Director also served as the single
point of contact for Department of Defense
(DOD) activities supporting Project Mercury.
Although the geReral management modes of
operation previously discussed \yere applied
throughout the duration of the project, a different type funct ional organization was estab-

lished for the specific purpose of conducting a
space-flight mission. The organization covering the flight operations phase of the project
was a line organization with elements from the
government and contractor organizations involved in the operation reporting directly to the
Operations Director. Figure 1-10 illustrates
the manner in "hich these elements merged to
form this functional line organization.
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~\.n organizational chart of tllls nature fails to
show the unified effort, the cooperation, and the
team \-york that was evident in every ~fercury
flight. All elements of government and industry supporting the project pulled together
toward a common goal, with each individual
striving to do his best. Without this spirit of
cooperation and team work, the degree of success experienced in Project Mercury would not
have been possible.
The success of Project Mercmy demonstrated
not only the reliability of the equipment but
also the effectiveness of the management organization and the working arrangements with the
various supporting elements throughout govern-
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ment and industry. Efforts to assure that Proj ect Mercury would meet its objectives evolved
in the high level agreements that resulted in
clear lines of authority and respons~bilit,y for
technical direction.
With the increasing national effort in the field
of space exploration, additional manned space
projects were assigned to the STG. Because of
the increased emphasis and scope of the manned
spaceflight effort, the MSC "a established in
November 1961 from the nucleus provided by
the STG. Soon after the MSC was established,
the Mercury Project Office was created and assigned the responsibility and authority for detailed management and technical direction of
the project, working with the support of other
MSC units in areas in which they had cognizance or had specific specialties needed to
achieve project objectives. The MSC organization existing at the end of the project is shown in
figure 1-11. The Mercury Project Office provided the project management to the conclusion
of the proj ect and used the same general
management method established early in the
program.
Tools

A reporting system was required by manao-ement to control the f.ast-moving project so that
effecti ve and timely decisions could be made.
Various methods used by management to accomplish this included reports, schedules, cost
control, and later, program evaluation and review technique (PERT) in addition to the technical reviews previously mentioned.
Many types of technical reports were prepared for management in order to keep it
abreast of progress and problems. These reports were concise and factual status reports
issued daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly
to highlight progress or lack of progress without conjecture. Obviously, close to the launch
-date, the daily reports became the most important. Another valuable report was the one prepared .after the completion of each mission.
These were prepared expeditiously to present
analyses of the performance of all the systems
involved in the mission, from the lowest elements through operational recovery techniques.
The results of these analyses, \Tere used immediately after a mission to form the basis for
corrective action that often influenced the hardware on the very next mission. These- results
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were issued in formal report formats that contained detailed descriptions of the mission and
equipment, performance analyses, result of inYestigations of anomalies, and much of the data.
The reporting effort became greater as the
complexity and duration of the missions increased, and larger reports and longer preparation time resulted. However, in most cases, the
reports \Tere printed for di tribution within 30
days after the mission. The report of the
MA- 9 mis ion, for example, contained more
than 1,000 pages of information.
Innumerable documents were generated covering all aspects of the program during the life
of Project Mercury 0 that management as well
as the individual elements could have overall
Imowledge -of project deta,ils and progress.
These documents were prepared by all elements
participating in the program and included such
o-eneral types as drawinQ"S, familiarization manuals, specifications, operational procedures, test
procedures, qualification status, test results, mission results, reports on know ledge gained and
status reports of all kinds. It is estimated that
at least 30 formal documents, excluding drawings, engineering change orders, and so forth,
were issued during the course of the project.
;\. partial Ii ting of the types of documentation
used during the proo-ram is included in appendix A .
Overall schedule control was accomplished by
the use of a Master Working Schedule which
indicated major milestones, such as spacecraft
deliveries and checkout periods, launch-vehicle
deliveries and checkout times, launch-complex
cleanup and conversion, and tracking network
status. Detailed bar-chart schedules were maintained in areas of direct concern, such as individual spacecraft at the manufacturer's plant,
launch preparation of the spacecraft and
launch vehicle at the launch site, astronaut
training, and the major test prog:vams.
To control cost, management constantly monitored commitments, obligations, and expenditures through the normal accounting techniques.
During the later phases of the program, the
project office maintained cost control charts on
which approved programed funds were shown,
as well as obligations for a given time period.
From these charts, management could tell at a
glance the amount of remaining unobligated
funds for any given area.
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In the last year and a half, the Manned Spacecraft Center applied the PERT system to cover
all areas of the project. The PERT network
information was analyzed and updated biweekly and provided useful information on a timely
basis to make it possible to employ the use of
redundant action paths or to apply additional
effort when it appeared as though problems in
a single, critical path would result in long delays.
Engineering, technical, configuration, and
mission reviews ,yere held as often as once a
week to present up-to-date information on proposed technical changes, potential problem
areas, and test results. At these meetings, the
necessary decisions were nnde to ~eep the program moving along the chosen path at the desired rate. At other times, development engineering inspections were held at the contractors'
plants as significant systems approached delivery status. These inspections were attended
by top management and the best, most experienced supervisors, pilots, engineers, specialists,
inspectors, and technicians. As a result of
these inspections and thorough yalidating discussions, requests for mandatory corrective action were issued.
Flight safety reviews attended by top management probably constituted the most significant management tools used in Project Mercury
to insure that the proper attention had been
given to necessary details. These reyiews were
held in the days immediately before launch.
In the process of ascertaining that the material
required for presentation at the meetings would
be acceptable, the technical work in progress
was reviewed in great detail with particular
emphasis being placed on results of tests, modifications, and changes that had been incorporated and the action that was taken to correct
discrepancies. At the revie',"s, then, the questions relating to the flight readiness of the
spacecraft , the launch vehicle, the crew, the network, the range, and the recovery effort could be
answered in the affirmatiYe, except in those
cases where actual anomalies were discovered in
the test results, data, or records during the presentation. Of course, these anomalies ""ere then
completely corrected or resolved, because no
Mercury launchings were ever made in the face
of known troubles or unresolved doubts of any

magnitude that could affect mission success or
mission safety.
Resources

Many milestones occurred during the 57
months of the project as shown in figure 1-3.
Mercury history reflects 25 major fligl~t tests
in a 45-month period. It should be noted that
launch preparations and flights were accomplished from two widely separated sites: Cape
Canaveral, Fla., and Wallops Station, Wallops
Island, Va. Twenty-three launch vehicles were
utilized-seyen Little Joe, six Mercury-Redstone, and ten Mercury-Atlas. Two flight tests,
the off-the-pad abort and the first Little Joe
flight test, did not utilize launch vehicles. Fifteen production spacecraft were utilized for the
flights, some of which were used for more than
one flight. mission 01' test unit. One spacecraft
was used entirely for a ground test unit.
The broad range of effort which occurred,
often concurrently, during the life of the project required the services of large numbers of
people, as illustrated in table 1-1. At the height
of this effort there were 11 major contractors,
75 major subcontractors, and 7,200 vendors
working to produce the equipment needed for
Project. Mercury. Also included in this endeayor were the t.ask forces from the DOD supplying ships, planes, medical assista,nce, manpower, and so on in support of flight and recovery operations. During the development.
and qualification phase of the project, effort
"as expended from Langley Research Center,
Lewis Research Center, George C. Marshall
pace Flight Center, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Ames Research Center, vVallops Station, and DOD inyolving hundreds of people.
Colleges and uniyersities also investigated many
different and significant facets of Project Mercury. At the height of the program, there were
some 650 people working directly on Project
Mercury in the l\fSC and over 700 more in other
part of the NAS.\.. In all, it is estimated that
there were more than 2,000,000 persons located
throughout the United States who directly or
indirectly proyided support for the Mercury
Program. The general locations of the major
contractors, universities, NASA centers and
other government agencies are illustrated in
fiO'ure 1-12.
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Table i-I.-Peak Manpower Su,pport
Source

Approximate peak numbers

NASA:
Direct _______ _____________ ________ ___ ______ __ __________________ _
Research and development ________ _____ ____ ____________ __________ _
Industry:
Contractors (ll ) __________ ___ __ _________ _____ _____ _________ _____ _
Major subcontractors (75) ____ ________ _______________ ____ ________ _
Vendor (7,200) __ __ __________________ __ ___ __ ____________________ _
Departme nt of Defense ______________________ __________________ ______ _
Educational groups ______ _____ ________ ___ __ ______ ___________________ _
Others __ ___________ _____________ ____ _________________ ______ __ ______ _
Total __________ ___ ___________ ____ __ ________________ ____ _____ _ _

1, 360
650
710
2,000,000
33,000
150, 000
1,817,000
18,000
168
1,000
2,020,528

o

o

o

•

NASA and other government agencies

o

Unlverlltles and colleges

•

Mojor contractors

FIGURE

1-12.-Distribution of organizations in the United States that supported the project.

Lists of government agencies, prime contractors, and major subcontractors and vendors are
presented in appendixes B, C, and D, respectively. A list of NASA personnel who contributed to the Mercury Project effort is presented in appendix E.
The total cost of the Mercury Program as
published i"n the Congressional Committee
Record in January 1960 was estimated to be
$344,500,000. The basic objectives were ful707-0560-63--3

filled ,,-ith the successful completion of the MA6 flight and additional space experience was
obtained from the ~L'\"-7, MA.-8, and MA-9 missions. The latest accounting shows a total
project cost of $381,131,000; howeyer, final
auditing has not been completed. These cost
figures include the cost of the Mercury tracking network which will be used for manned
space programs for years to come, and the cost
of the operational and recovery support sup-
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Table 1-fl.-Cost Breakdown
Percent of total

Breakdown

Cost in millions of
dollars

37. 6

144.6

Spacecraft:
])esigo _______ ______________ ______ _________________ _
Production __ _____ ____ __ ________ ________________ ___ _

8. 6

33. 2

5.6

21. 7

T est a nd flight preparation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Subcontract ________________ ____ ________________ ___ _
Qualification ____ _______ _______ __ __ ___ ___ ___________ _

4. 2
16.2
3.0

62. 2

etwork ______ __ _____ __________ __ ___ ___ _____ __________ _
Launch vehicles ____________ ____ ________________________ _
Operatioos ______ ___ ___ ___________ ____ ___ _______________ -

15. 9
11. 6

37.6

144. 6

Supporting development __ ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

32. 4
23. 7
4. 3
2. 0

Tota l __ __ ____ ________ ________ __________ ________ __

100. 0

384.1

FY-1962

FY-1961

FY-1960

6
9
4
6

fOL" operational expenses and for supporting r esearch and development. A breakdown of the
spacecraft costs shows that approximately equal
percentages ,,,"ere spent on design and on production. }\.lmost one-half of the total spacecraft cost was spent on subcontracts by the
spacecraft contractor.
The peak rate of expenditures in the program, as ill ustrated in figure 1- 13: occurrecl clur-

plied for each mission. A cost breakdown is
presented in table 1-II, indicating how the
funds were used. It is shown that the largest
part of the funds went into the development of
the spacecraft and the World wide Tracking
Network. This is not surprising since these
items required complete development. About
24 percent was expended for various launch
vehicles. The remainder of the funds was spent

FY-1959

124.
90.
16.
7.

FY-1963
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inO' the fisca 1 Yl'ar of H)61 and ran be aUribnted
to several factol's. DUl'ing this perion, more
than half of the total production spacecraft
were delivered and more major flight missions
"'ere accomplished than ill any other comparable time period. Launch aeti"ities were upported both at "Tallops Station, Va., and at
Cape Canaveral, FIn. Funds were being spent.
on the 'Vorldwide Tracking Network for the
coming orbit a1 missions. The Redstone phase
of flight program \yas nearing completion and
the Atlas phase was approaching a peak. Also,
much astronaut. training was accomplished and
the first manned ballistic flight was completed
during thi period.
Technical Experience

The major results obtained and the significant
philosophies and techniques developed during
the course of the project are grouped for discussion in the following areas: physiological
and psychological responses of man in the space
environment, flight. and ground crew preparational procedures, and techniques and philosophy for launch prepamtion.
Responses of Man

The manned Mercury flights produced considerable information on human response and
general physiological condition. Some of the
most significant results may be summarized as
follows:
(1) Results of repeated preflight and postflight physical examinations have detected no
permanent changes related to the space-flight
experience, although Astronauts Schirm and
Cooper temporarily showed indications of orthostatic hypotension after their missions.
(2) There have been no alarming deviations
from the normal, and the astronauts have
proved to be exceedingly capable of making
vital decisions affecting flight safety, taking
prompt accurate action to correct systems deficiencies, accomplishing spacecraft control, and
completing all expected pilot functions.
(3) The weight less state for the time periods
of up to 34 hours has shown no cause for concern. Food and water have been consumed and
the astronaut has slept. No rubnormal body
sensations and functions have been reported by

the astronauts. The health of all of the astronauts has been good and remains so.
Not only has it been found that man can ftUlction normally in space, at. least up to a maximum of 34 hours, but it has been found that. he
can be depended upon to operate the spacecraft
and its systems ",hene\'er it is desired that he do
so. On the MA-6 and MA-7 missions, the
astronauts o,'ercame severe automatic control
sy tem difficulties by manually controlling their
spacecraft for retrofire and reentry. Also, on
the MA-9 mission, the performance of the astronaut demonstrated that man is a valuable spacecraft system 'becau e of his judgment, his rubility
to interpret facts, and his ability to take corrective action in the eyent of malfunctions which
would have otherwise re ulted in a failure of
the mission.
The astronants also proved that they were
qualified experimen tt'rs. As a Tesult, the
weight allocated in each succeeding manned
ol'bital space flight increased from 11 pounds on
MA-6 to 62 ponnds on MA-9 for equipment not
related to mis ion requirements. In each of
these missions, the astronaut have demonstrated their ability to perform special experiments and to 11e a scientific obsen-er of items of
opportunity.
It can be concluded that the astronauts have
proved to be qualified, necessary space systems,
with flexible, wide-band-observation abilities,
and have demonstrated that they could analyze
situations, make decisions, and take action to
back up spacecraft systems when provisions
were made to give them the capability.
Crew Preparation

Studies, simulators, and training equipment
for preparing flight crews and simultaneous
participation of flight and ground crews in
simulated missions were important to the success of the mission. This training is discussed
in detail in l,a ter papers of this document. Before the final round of training and simulation
began, it was found necessary to formulate and
freeze a well-defined, detailed flight plan. This
must be done far enough in advance of the mission to give the pilot ufficient time to train to
the particular plan with the ground network
teams who will support him during the mission.
It has also 'been found to be important to avoid
filling every available moment of the flight with
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a planned crew or ground-station activity.
Time must be available to the flight crew to
manage the spacecraft systems and to investiO'ate
anomalies or malfunctions
in the system
b
'.
and to obselTe and measure the unexpected.
Time must be provided to allow the pilot to
consider thoughtfully his reactions to the space
environment and its effects upon him. He must
have time to eat and drink and to obtain sufficient rest. Training in simulator devices has
proved to be a valuable tool for preparing a man
for space flight. Well in ad vance of his flight,
the pilot must have detailed training in the basic
systems and procedures for the mission . In
addition to preparing the pilot for normal and
emergency flight duties, the training must also
prepare him to conduct successfully the special
experi.ments assigned to his mission. For certain of these tasks, the pilot becomes a laboratory experimenter and must be suitably trained.
So far, many different training modes have been
used to good advantage. These modes include
lectures by specialists, discussions with the associated scientists, familiarization sessions with
the specialized flight equipment before the
flight, and parallel study in the field of the experiment. During the project, the special
training given the astronauts produced trained
experimenters for each mission.
L'lu nch P reparat ion

In the process of harch'are checkout during
launch preparations, it has been found essential
to have detailed written test and validation procedures, procedures that are validated and followed to the most minute detail during the
preliminary systems checkout and, again, during
later and final systems and integrated systems
checkouts. It is necessary for the procedu res
to be so written that even small anomalies become readily apparent to those persons involved
in the checkout. These persons 'must be so
trained and indoctrinated that they are always
watchful for anomalies which ,,"ould be direct
or indirect indications that the hard"are may
be approaching failure. Checkouts are not completed at the end of the detailed procedures, for
it has been found that the data accumulated
during a checkout procedure may reveal, upon
detailed analyses, further symptoms that all is
not well within a system. Finally, the Mercury
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personnel have developed and adhered to a phi10sophy that is believed to be a basic rea,son for
Mercury's operational success. This philosophy
is that Mercury launchings will not take place in
the face of known troubles or in the face of unresolved doubts of any magnitude that could
possibly affect mission success or flight safety.
It is believed that adherence to this philosophy
is of utmost importance to success of any
manned space flight program.
Ar ea s for Im provem ent

A list of those general technical areas that
appeared to be either the source of, or a major
contributing factor to the probiems that repeatedly cost the project time and money would
include design requirements, qualification pract ices, defulition of standards, tests and validation pl'oc'eclures, and configuration management.
The conditions and effects described in these
. areas are not unique to this project, but represent those that generally exist in the aerospace
field. Therefore, improvements in these areas
',"ould be beneficial in reducing the number of
discrepancies that may potentially cause schedule delays and rising costs. Discussion of these
areas ,,·ill reveal that in most trouble areas careful and continuing attention to detail and quality assurance program were not as effective in
the aerospace industry as necesary. It is believed that the need for improvements has become clear and that the changes for the space
flight era are beginning to be made.
D es ign R equirements

Requirements and philosophies applied during the detail design phase have a profound and
lasting effect on the overall performance of a
project; therefore, some of the more significant
shortcomings observed in the design phase are
emphasized. Adequate design margins must be
established and they must be adequate. An example where inadequate margins were detrimental is the weiO'ht-sensitive landing system.
Experience with aircraft and spacecraft designs
sho'""s that "'eight continues to increase with
time. In Mercury, this increase ,,-as significant;
and although the rate tended to decrease with
time, it was present throughout the duration of
the project. The orbital "'eight of the spacecraft increased at an average rate about 5

pounds (0.2 percent) per week during 1959 and
1960; thereafter the increase averaged less than
2 pounds per week, even after a strong weightcontrol program had been initiated. The overall weight increase cansed an extensive requalification of the landing system bec.:'luse the
original design did not have sufficient growth
margin. During the initial design phase careful consideration should be given to the use
of redundancy. There are different forms of
redundancy and the correct form must be chosen
for the particular application to prevent degrading the overall reliability of the system.
Because of the hazards of space flight and the
lack of provisions for repairing or replacing
equipment in flight, it was imperative in Mercury spacecraft that all critical functions have
redundant modes. The redundancy was made
less automatic, as man demonstrated the capability of applying the redundant function or
providing the redundancy himself.
In the design of a spacecraft, consideration
must be given to accessibility of components
and assemblies. More than 3,000 equipment removals were made during the launch preparations on an early spacecraft; at least 1,000 remoyals were performed during preparations of
the other production spacecraft. The majority
of these removals occurred to permit access to
a failed paIt. It is important that the design
be such that a minimum number of other components have to be disturbed when it is necessary to replace or revalidate a component.
Since man first began making things, particularly with machines that could produce identical copies, he has fotmd himself in the position
where interchangeability is a combination of a
blessing and a trap. Time and time again airplanes, automobiles, and other types of systems
have had troubles and faults, because things
t hat could be connected wrong have been connected wrong, regardless of printed instructions,
colors, or common sense. Therefore, it is imperative that electrical connectors, mechanical components, and pneumatic and liquid connectors be
so designed that they cannot physic.:'llly be assembled in the wrong orientation or in the
improper order. Experience shows clearly that
this requirement cannot be overemphasized.
Mismated or misconnected parts continued
throughout the project to ruin components, give
false indications of trouble, and result in im-

proper functions that can cause test failure during the life of the project.
In the design of equipment for specific applications, consideration must be made for the
shelf-life periods, including a margin for delays
and extensions to the schedule. Occasionally
in Mercury, these periods were not adequate and
some equi pment had to be replaced because the
lifetime limit had been exceeded while still in
storage.
Still another and often overlooked consideration is compatibility of materials. This may be
related to the materials themselves, to the environment, or, in the case of manned vehicles,
to the sensitivity of the man. In any event, care
must be taken to see that only those materials
properly approved for use in the vehicle are
actua ll y used. Time and money were expended
in Mercury to rectify cases where improper materials were found in the systems because someone had failed to follow the approved materials
list.
Qualification Practices

Comp lete and appropriate qualific.:'ltion of
components, assemblies, subsystems, and systems is essential for reliable performance of
space equipment. In the design of the Mercury
spacecraft, allowances were made for the unknown environment of the planned manned
space-flight missions, by conservatism in design,
by redundancy of equipment in systems, and,
mo t important, by component qualification
testing through ranges of environmental conditions that were believed to exceed the real conditions. The exact conditions that the components and equipment would be subjected to during Mercury space flights, of course, was unknown prior to the time of the flights. Therefore, care was taken in selecting the qualification conditions because underqualification could
result in illflight failures, and drastic overqualification could cause unnecessary delays and high
costs in the program. The selected qualific..'ltion
conditions proved to represent the actual environment conditions very we]1. Some modifications to the specifications were made as the
project progressed to make allowances for specific environments, such as local heating in
equipment areas and system-induced electric..'ll
"glitches." Complete coyer age of conditions is
important, but not sufficient if the qualification
is not also appropriate. During the MA-9 mis-
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sion, equipment faults occurred late in the mission which resulted in the failure of the automatic control ystem and required Astronaut
Cooper to make his retromaneuver and reentry
manually. These faults, ,,-hich occurred in the
electrical circuitry interfaces of the automatic
control system, '''ere caused by the accumulation
of moisture. The components that suffered
these faults had passed the Mercury humidity
and moisture qualification tests; however, detail investiO'ation revealed that one inappropriate tep had occurred. The qualification procedures "ere set up so that the equipment "as
functionally validated before the test; however,
durinO' exposure to humid air and moisture, it
"'as not functionally operated because it was
not convenient to do so in the test facility. While
it was being prepared for the posttest validation,
it was given an opportunity to do some drying.
The obvious fault was that the equipment "'as
not required to operate during the entire course
of the test. Of COul' e, the "eightless condition
could not be simulated in these or any other
ground tests and it is quite likely that this omision also played a role in this flight failure.
To be complete, qualification test requirements
must be elected to cover all possible normal and
contingent conditions and to allow for the integrated efforts that show up "hen a complete system is operated.
One way the qualification of a complete system has been accomplished in the project is
through the u e of full-scale, simulated environment tests. A spacecraft was completely outfitted with flight equipment and instrumented
and tested under environmental conditions to reproduce as closely as possible the normal and
abnormal, but possible, flight conditions. From
these tests, it was possible to determine the effects of modifications and to demonstrate the
performance of the integrated ystem. Almost
1,000 hours of this type of testing wa~ accomplished, compared with less than 60 hours of
actual space flight during the entire project.
D efini tion of S tandards

It has become very apparent that certain
standards that have been used for years in the
aircraft industry must be revised and tightened
to make them satisfactory for application to
aerospace equipment. Among these are shop
practice ; for example, those practices used in
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preparing electrical wiring must be reevaluated
to assure that each step is accomplished in a
manner that meets high-quality tandards. Inulat.ion stripping, soldering, crimping or \,elding, and cleaninO' proces es must be accomplished without degrading the materials and in
such a way that the quality of the work can be
verified. Requirements must be made more
rigorous and must be thoroughly understood by
the people performing the operations, by their
supervi or , and by the inspectors to insure continuing high quality work.
Some space equipment is designed to close
tolerances which make it very sensitive to contamination in any form; .therefore, it i imperative that teps be takeri to a ure that proper
and con istent cleanlines standard are et up
throughout the manufacturing, a embly, validation, and checkout phases. A number of these
cleanliness tandal'd exi t at the pre ent time.
However, what is considered clean by one standard may be dirty when compared with "clean"
by a similar appearing tandard. Steps are
now being taken in the industry to formulate
100'ical and consistent standards and it is necessary to implement and to enforce the e standards as soon as possible to prevent recurrence of
the continual difficulty caused in this project by
contam ination that ruined metering orifices,
check vah-es, pre sure regulators, relief "alves,
reducer, compressors, and other mechanical
equipment, as well as electrical and electronic
equipment.
Test and Validation Procedures

Checkout, te t, and '-erification procedures
mLlst be compatible with one another and with
procedures sen ' ing the same function on similar equipment at different test site . Numerou cases of anomalies, or u pected malfunctions, and failed equipment haye been traced to
improper or incompatible te t procedures and
test mediums or equipment. ~\'l so, it ,,,as found
that careful attention to test techniques is e ential; other\\-ise equipment C-l:Ul be damaged because connection are made improperly or dirt
can be introduced into the equipment by the
test equipment. It has been found that test
techniques must be tightened, verified, analyzed,
and written in detail to lessen the chance for
inadvertent steps to ruin the operation or giye
fa lse assurance.

1
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Configuration Control

During the course of the project, considerable effort ,,-as expended by NASA and its contractors in maintaining an accurate definition
of system configuration so that configuration
management could be properly maintained.
Much of this ,,-as manual effort that could not
respond as rapidly to changes and interrogations as desired. At least 12 major documents,
some of which were updated continually, some
periodically, and some for each mission, were
used to present the necessary information which
was summarized for the desired definition.
Component identification, which is essential to

component traceability, also was often a tedious,
time-consuming, and inaccurate process. To
provide for adequate configuration control, it
is important that vital information of systems,
subsystems, and components be gathered at a
central point. Then, provisions must be made
to view this information from appropriate levels and directions so that accurate and responsive configuration management can be accomplished. Eventual incorporation of such a
system on a national scale would provide a retrievable file to insure maximum use of teclmical experience and to lessen the chance of
repeated errors.
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2. PROJECT SUPPORT FROM THE NASA
By

CHARLES W. MCGUIRE, Office of Manned Space Flight, NASA Headquarters, and JAMES J. SHANNON,
Asst. Chief, Engineering Operations Office, Mercury Project Office, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

Summary

This paper outlines the contributions that
,yere made to the Mercury Project by NASA
organizat ions other than the Manned Spacecraft Center. These contributions began several
years before the Mercury Project had official
status through the basic research of the National ~\.d\·i ory Committee for Aeronautics
\,hich sho\yed such a project to be feasible. The
assistance provided by these organizations contributed directly to the timely development of
(-he Mercury spacecraft and its systems, two of
the three launch yehicles used in the Mercury
program, and the Mercury Tracking Network.
Introduction

I

I

I

The efforts that \Yere recently ended with the
successful completion of the Mercury program
did not begin with the initiation of the Mercury
Project in late 1958 but, in reality, began several years before that date. The research conducted in the ,yind tUlmels and other facilities
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) in a decade preceding the
Mercury Project established the concepts that
eventually led to the Mercury Project. None
of these original concepts needed to be changed
during the Mercury program.
It is well known that the N ACA provided
its personnel and its facilities as a nucleus for
the new agency \Yhen the NASA was established
in October 1958. Almost immediately, a small
group of scientists and engineers was organized
at the Langley Research Center in Virginia to
formulate plans for the Mercury Project.
)1any of this group were personnel of the Langley and Lewis Rese.arch Centers who had contt:ibuted to the original concepts of a
man-in-space project in the preceding years.
This organization became the Space Task

Group (STG) and quickly began growing in
size and capability. While the Space Task
Group, and later the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), provided the direction and management of the Mercury Project, many thousands of scientists, engineers, technicians, and
administrators throughout the NASA organization provided vital support for the Mercury
Project. Without this support, Mercury could
not have accomplished its goals within the time
and costs that were realized.
It is appropriate to recognize that Langley
Research Center is mentioned most frequently
throughout this paper. The close association
between Mercury and Langley is attributed to
the fact that many of the original Space Task
Group were personnel from the Langley Research Center and to the equally important fact
that the STG and the MSC were physically located within the Langley Research Center for
over 3112 years.
In addition to the formal technical support
discussed in the following sections, administrative support was provided in the fields such as
procurement, personnel, and security, by Langley in the initial phase of STG. The LalIDch
Operations Center provided similar administrative support to the Mercury Field Office at Cape
Canaveral.
Spacecraft Development

After a contract was a warded for the Mercury
spacecraft, some 16 months passed before the
contractor delivered the first production spacecraft. In order that full-scale tests could be
conducted in the meanwhile, a large number of
research and development spacecraft were constructed by NASA. These test articles were
largely made of steel plate and, hence, have been
called "boilerplates."
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The boilerplates, which were made cheaply
and quickly, resembled the Mercury spacecraft
only in external configuration, in weight, and
in center-of-gravity location . They were used
primarily to obtain data on the performance of
Mercury rocket motors and parachutes, and to
obtain aerodynamic and thermal data needed
for the design of the Mercury spacecraft.
In September, 1959, one of these boilerplates
was flown through a ballistic flight. by using the
first Mercury-Atlas launch vehicle. This test,
called Big Joe, was flown to gather thermodynamic data durino- reentry. This boilerplate
was constructed in phases by both the Langley
and the Lewis Research Centers. The Langley
Research Center also provided the parachute
landing ystem for the boilerplate and the Lewis
Research Center desio-ned and furnished the
instrumentation and telemetry system. This
successful flight test, in which the Lano-ley and
L e\yis Centers played so large a part, provided
yaluable design data for the Mercury spacecraft.
The Langley Research Center also designed
n,nd constructed a eries of boilerplates which
were used in the Litt Ie Joe series of flight flown
n,t ·Wallops Stn,tion, Va., in 1959 and 1960. The
Littl e Joe te ts were flown to prove the concepts of the launch e cape ystem for inflight
n,borts at criti al conditions n,nd to evaluate the
performance of this system.
Similar boilerplates were usecl in the Mercury
program in drop tests for parn,chute-system
qualification and as astronaut egress trainers
until n, Mercury spacecmft became available
for this purpose. Much of the environmental
qualification of equipment carried on all these
boilerplates was onducted at Langley.
The many wind tunnels of the Langley, Lewis,
and Ames Research Center \yere used to perform tests early in the Mercury program to define the configuration of the Mercury spacecraft.
Some 28 different wind-tunnel facilities conclucted 10~ separate inyestigations and accumulated over 5,~00 hours of tunnel time by the
end of 1960. These te ts measured static and
dynamic stabili ty, pressure distributions, and
heat-transfer data through subsonic, transonic,
and supersonic peed regimes. Certain tests
\,ere made for vibration and flutter characteristics, and others to determine the correct size
of the drogue parachute for stabilization. The

Mercury escape and reentry configurations were
tested alone and in combination with aU of the
launch vehicles in the Mercury program. Additional tests were made at Langley on alternate
escape confio-urations, on the structural characteristic of the Mercury shino-les, and on Mercury heat-shield materials. Lano-ley also asi ted in the data reduction and analysis of tests
run outside of NASA, such as the buffet study
made in a wind-tunnel at the Air Force Arnold
Engineering Development Center.
Tests were conducted at Wallops Station, Va.,
early in the program to evaluate the escape
system planned for the Mercury spacecraft.
These tests used both boilerplate and production
spacecraft with the production escape and landing systems. The first such tests were "off-thepad" aborts. These tests were followed by inflight aborts from the Little Joe launch vehicle.
Wallops supported these tests with radar tracking, optical tracking, photography, telemetry
reception, data playback, and radio command
functions. This support was in addition to
providing. normal launch and range-clearance
support and shop and office facilities.
Durino- the development of the propulsion
systems for the Mercury spacecraft, special tests
were conducted in a high-altitude wind tunnel
at the Lewis Research Center to evaluate the
performance of the escape rocket and retrorocket motors. The popgun effect of firino- the
posigrade rocket motors into the Mercury-Atla
adapter cavity between the spacecraft and the
launch vehicle was measured. In addition, the
effect of the escape rocket exhaust on the Mercury spacecraft window was evaluated.
Lewis also conducted developmental tests on
the hydrogen peroxide reaction control system
and on the manual proportional control system
in the altitude chamber.
The Langley Research Center conducted a
series of tests on the solenoid valves for the
reaction control system thrusters. These tests
were conducted in altitude chambers to determine the effect of vacuum on the valve. The
results of the tests established that a vacuum did
not affect the operation of a valve even when it
was not opemted for 24 hours. A method of
evaluating the movement of the solenoid valve's
seat by measuring the electric current flow
(signature) was developed for these tests. This
method of measuring the valve's signature was
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later used for selecting valves that were acceptable for flight.
The development of the spacecraft landing
system required an extensive series of tests
which began at Langley Research Center in
1958. In the early development of the main
parachute, drops "'ere made at 'Vest Point and
'Vallops Island, Va., and at Pope Air Force
Base, N.C. Langley snpported these tests with
personnel, aircraft, test vehicles, instrumentation, and tracking equipment. Later tests were
made at the NAB.\, Flight Research Center at
Edwards .\'ir Force Base, Calif., to develop the
Mercury drogue parachute. For these tests, the
Flight Research Center provided personnel, test
vehicles, and all other facilities needed to accomplish t he program. The development of the
landing-impact skili required the assistance of
NASA facilities at Langley Research Center
and Wallops Station.
In the development of the Mercury heat protection system, the Langley Research Center
made numerous structural tests at elevated
temperatures on samples of the ablation heat
shield, the Rene 41 conical shingles, and the
beryllium recoyery-section shincyjes.
When a formal program was established by
Manned Spacecraft Center to conduct special
inflight experiments on Merclll'Y flights which
were not directly related to the mi ion objecti\'es, other NASA organizations proposed and
fumished many of the experiments that were
performed. On all the manned orbital flight,
the Goddard Space Flight Center and the
X.\,S.\. Headqnarters Office of pace Sciences
sponsored experiments related to astronomy and
earth and space science in genernl. These organizations also provided assistanee in the evaluation of all proposed experiment. Goddard
proyidecl special filters and other optionnl
equipment used in making some of these spacecience obsenations.
The flashing-beacon experiment flown on the
~L\'-!) fl ight wa
designed, ('onstrnrtf'd, and
qualified by the Langley Hec:earch Cf'llter.
Langley also proyicled the balloon-dra,!! experiment.s flown Oil MA-7 and ~L\'-!). The Lewis
Research Center proposed and fUl'n ishecl the
zero-gravity experiment carried Oll the ~L\'-7

spacecraft. On the M.\.-8 flight, a number of
a,blation materials were bonded to the recoyerysection hingle. to evaluate them for heat-protection on future spacecraft. Langley not only
furnished hyo of these materials, but. conducted
many tests 011 samples of the coated shingles to
assure a good bond and no degradation of the
safety aspects of the ~L\'-R mis iOll.
Launch-Vehicle Development

The X .\.S.\. centers were inyohed in the proellrelllent al1(l operation of h\'o of the three
launch yehicles IIsed in the ~fercury programthe Little .Toe and the Redstone. The Little
.Toe was cOl1cein'd early in I!);') by the same
group al Langley that formnla.ted the man-ins paee progrnm. This launch whicle performed
IllllC'h of the qualification of the ~fercury spacecmft nt approximately one-sixth the co t of an
.\..tlas. Shortly niter the ofiicial stnrt of Project
Mercury, the Space Task Group requested
Langley to accept the responsibility for the procurement of six flight vehicles and one test article. . \.ceepting thiR responsibility, LaJwley
performed the basic design of the vehicle, \,rote
the specification, evaluated contractors' proposals, and awarded and monitored the contract
for detail design, construction, and testing.
After delivery of the Little Joe vehicles, Langley provided personnel for the assembly, checkout, and launch of these vehicles at Wallops Station, Va. A command destruct system was also
designed and provided by Langley for the first
four Little Joe vehicles. In addition, Langley
designed and constructed the spacecraftlaunch-vehicle adapters for all Little Joe
flights.
The Marshall pace Flight Center was instrumental in implementing the ~fercury-Red
stone program. ~[arshalrs task was the provision of n. launch yehicJe for manned flight that
had previously been n ed only for unmanned
payload of considerably lighter weight. TechniC'a,1 groups were formed to conduct studie and
perform reI iability and tl'uctural te ts. ~\.s a
result of these studies, a number of modifications n-ere made in the Redstone htunch \'ehicle
to make it acceptable for manned flight. ~lajor
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modifications, made largely at Marshall, were
made in some subsystems, and an Abort Sensing
and Implementation System (ASIS) was designed for and integrated into the launch vehicle. Other work done at Marshall included
compatibility testincr of the spacecraft-launc'hvehicle combination and static firing of each
launch vehicle prior to delivery to Gape Canaveral. The resulting launch-vehicle reliability was a milestone in the Mercury program that
contributed to the reduced requirement for only
five Redstone flights instead of the eight originally programed.
Prelaunch checkout and launch operations for
the Mercury-Redstone missions were conducted
by the NASA Launch Operations Center at
Cape Cana \·eral which was formerly the Launch
Operations Division of the Marshall Space
Flight Center. Tlle Launch Operations Center
now provides much support to the Manned
Spacecraft Center at Cape Canaveral in many
technical and administratiye areas and in the
provision of facilities.
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Mercury Network Development

Of considerable importance in the successful
accomplisbment of the Mercury missions was,
of course, the worldwide Mercury Tracking and
Communications N et"\\ork. The responsibility
for the development of this net"\\ork was given
to the Langley Research Center. A group
formed at Langley in early 1959 wrote the specifications for the netw·ork and awarded a contract
for its design and construction in July 1959.
~\'fter the contract award, this Langley (Troup
continuously monitored and contributed to the
design and development of the network facilities. The nerve center of the Mercury network
is the automatic, high-. peed computing equipment located at and operated by the Goddard
Space Flight Center. Langley's responsibility
for the nehyork ended with the acceptance of
the facilities by the government. Thereafter,
the maintenance and operation of the Mercury
network became the total responsibility of the
Goddard Space Flight Center.
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By JOHN.

Summary

Project Mercury began in 1958 with some
basic systems research and a number of feasibility studies to determine if a spacecraft could
be built which would sustain man in orbital
space and return him safely to earth. Although
it was recognized that some system development
would be required, many of the spacecraft systems could be synthesized from existing hardware. A top priority was placed on the spacecraft production from the contract award in
1959, and 3 years later Astronaut John H.
Glenn, Jr., completed three orbital passes about
the earth. In this time span, design, development, and qualification of the spacecraft and
its systems were accomplished nearly concurrently. The ground and flight-test programs,
which included hundreds of wind-tunnel tests
and parachute drops from aircraft, provided
an opportunity to develop flight systems and
acquire operational experience as the program
progressed. Though a continuing attention to
engineering detail by technical specialists and
management personnel throughout the project,
the spacecraft and its systems were qualified for
suborbital flight in approximately 2 years from
the spacecraft contract award date. Many lessons have been learned which were not only
applied to Mercury systems development, but
which have been applied in more advanced
space projects. Interesting conclusions regarding system performance can be derived by reviewing all of the flight results. The spacecraft control system was a source of considerable trouble during the project. However,
when inflight failures of this type occurred, it
was the backup capability of the pilot which
made possible the successful completion of the
mission. In fact, the pilot's ability to control
accurately the spacecraft attitude was instru-

mental in three of the four manned orbital
flights in completing the mission successfully
when a malfunction was present in the automatic system. One of these control-system malfunctions, an electrical anomaly during Astronaut Cooper's mission and the only one of major
significance in the spacecraft throughout the
entire 34-hour flight, was successfully circumvented by the pilot's manual control during the
critical retrofire and reentry maneuvers.
Introduction

The initial goal of Project Mercury was to
place a man into orbit successfully and return
him safely to earth, and this objective was fulfilled in February 1962 by the flight of Astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr. This objective was
confirmed 3 months later by the flight of Astronaut M. cott Carpenter. The final two missions in Mercury constituted a continuation of
a program to acquire new knowledge and operational experience in manned orbital space flight.
The ninth Mercury-Atlas mission (MA-9) was
planned for up to 22 orbital passes and was the
concluding flight in the United States' first
manned space program. The primary objectives of the MA-9 mission were to evaluate the
effects on the astronaut of approximately 1 day
in orbital flight, to verify that man can function
as a primary operating system of the spacecraft; and to evaluate the combined performance of the astronaut and the spacecraft, which
was specifically modified for the I-day mission.
The MA-9 spacecraft, Faith '7, used by Astronaut Cooper in successfully performing the
fourth United States manned orbital mission
was basically similar to those used for previous
orbital flights. The major exceptions were system modifications prompted by the extended
nature of the mission, and these changes will be
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discussed in later paragraphs. It is important
to note, however, that since the ol'igtnal design
of the Mercury spacecraft all major system COllcepts have remained essentially nnaltered. .\,1 t.hough some design and early development \,ere
conducted prior to the official award of the
prime contract, the Mercury spacecraft \yas developed, qualified, and met its original objective of manned orbital flight. R years after the
spacecraft contract award in 1959. In this
brief span of time, many lessons haye been
learned and much experience has been gained ill
the design, deve10pmenf, and operation of
manned orbital flight systems. In this paper,
the intent is to describe brie.iy the original design philosophy, discllss the system development and qualification experience, and present
a summary of the experiences relating to systems performance.
Design Philosophy

In the initial design of the Mercury spacecraft, two guidelines were firmly established:
(1) to use existing technology and off-the-shelf
equipment \yhel'ever practical and (2) to follow the simple t and most reliable approach to
system design. The e guidelines were administered to rn'oyide for the most expedient reali zation of program objectives. The original
Mercury concept also included a number of
mandatory design requirements \yhich were impo ed on the spacecraft contractor:
(1) The spacecraft must be fitted \yith a reliable launch-escape system which \'OU 1d rapidly
separate the spacecraft with its crew from the
launch "ehicle in case of an imminent disaster.
(2) The mode of reentry into the earth's
atmosphere \yould be by drag braking only.
(3) The spacecraft must carry a retrorocket
system capable of providing the necessary impulse to bring the \'ehic1e out of orbit.
(4) The spacecraft design should place
prime em.phasis on the \\'ater-lan cling approach.
(5) The pilot must be gil'en the capability
of manually controlling spacecraft attitude.
In many design areas, there existed no previous experience in reliable system operation
which could be applied to the Mercury concept,
and ne\, development programs had to be initiated. In addition, there was no information
pertaining to man's capability to operate under
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space elll' irolllllental cOlHlitions, particularly
\\'eip:htlesslless; therefore, all of the spacecraft
systems \\'hich relate to cre \I' recovery frol11
orbit had to be designed fot' automatic operat ioll and nlan} had to include redundancy. It
has ince been leal'l1ecl that man is not only a
l'ont l'ibutory element but a necessary part of
the spacecraft. It is important to note that
bec,Ulse of the pilofs demonstrated ability to
funct ion as a primary operating sy, tem of the
spacecraft, some of the redundant elements
\\'ere not requ ired and \\'ere de1et ed.
The spacecraft 'ystem (fig. 3-1) include the
heat protection, lllechanica 1 and pyrotechnic
spacecraH control, commnnications, instrumentation, life support, and electrical and
sequential systems. The mechanical and pyrotechnic system group comprises the separation
devices, the rocket motors, the landing system,
and the internal spacecraft stl'uctl1l'e. These
systems IUl\'e been described in previous literature (refs. 1 to 10) ; therefore, detailed descriptions are not included in this paper.
The design requirements stated earlier involved certain implications for these systems.
The launch-escape ystem was found to be most
practical if it incorporated a solid rocket motor
to propel the spacecraft rapidly away from the
launch vehicle during an abort in the atmosphere. This type of system needed to provide
a high level of thrust for a brief time period
should be easily handled in the field and should
require a minimum of servicing. The tower
arrangement could be readily assembled to the
spacecraft and jettisoned during powered flight
once it no longer \yas required for abort.
An important design feature of the Mercury
spacecraft, was the favorable manner in which
the astronaut \yas exposed to flight accelerations.
For all major g-loads, which occur during
po\\'ered flight, launch-e cape motor thrusting,
posigrade motor thrusting, retrograde motor
thrusting, reentry, parachute leployment and
touchdo\\'\1, the pilot experienced acceleration
in the most favorable manner, one that forces
him into the couch (fig, 3-2).
The mode of reentry was specified to be drag
braking only because of simplicity. This concept implied that the configuration should be a
blunt body with high dmg properties having a
slender afterbody, primary because of heating
considerations. Thus the bell shaped Mercury

configuration was evolved, and the heat-protection system was devised to accommodate this
shape. Originally, a beryllium thermal shield
employing the heat-sink principle was specified.
The specification was later changed to provide
a more efficient ablation-type heat shield, which
was used on all Mercury-Atlas orbital missions.
Because the heat flux was expected to be considerably less on the afterbody than at the heat
shield, a combination of insulation and thin
shingles constructed of an alloy to withstand
high temperature was calculated to be sufficient
in maintaining the temperature of the pressure
vessel at a safe level. The exterior finish of the
spacecraft body was intentionally made a dull
black because of its high emissivity and, there·
fore, favorable thermal radiation properties.
Again, because of their reliability and ease
of handling and servicing, solid propellants
were chosen for the retrorocket system. For
even greater reliability, however, a system of
three solid rocket motors, any two of which
would effect a safe reentry, was chosen. These
three rocket motors, together with three additional rockets to effect spacecraft-launchvehicle separation, were assembled in a jettisonable package to permit a clean reentry
configuration.

For the period during and after touchdown,
the spacecraft had to meet two basic requirements. These requirements were: (a) the
structure had not only to retain its integrity
such that it would be habitable after landing
and (b) the touchdown decelerations had to be
reduced to an acceptable leveL Touchdown deceleration was primarily limited by the human
tolerance to acceleration; and, because of the
blunt shape of the spacecraft, touchdown decelerations of as high as 50g could have resulted
even for a water landing. Therefore, a landing-shock attenuation system was designed
which consisted of a fiberglass fabric bag with
holes in it and was attached between the spacecraft structure and the ablation shield. Prior
to landing, the ablation shield would be deployed and the shield weight would extend the
bag, which would fill with air and provide a
cushion against the landing shock. The landing bag arrangement adequately attenuated the
landing deceleration loads to approximately
15g.
In addition to the automatic and rate control
modes of the attitude control system, two manual control modes, one electrical and the other
mechanical, were provided the astronaut. This
control-mode arrangement had the feature that,
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in the event of a spacecraft power failure, the
direct-linkage mechanical mode would still be
available for control. The two manual control
modes were each supplied control-system fuel
from separate tanks for additional reliability.
Although the thrust units were designed to provide an impulse sufficient for the majority of
spacecraft maneuvers, these redundant manual
control modes could be used simultaneously, if
desired, in critical situations, such as retrofire
and reentry, where rapid response to undesirable attitude rates might become necessary.
_\.. monopropellant reaction control system
using hydrogen peroxide as the fuel ,yas chosen
for t he spacecraft control system to provide
the implest system design and installation.
Furthermore, similar systems had already been
developed for use on other space vehicles. A

flexible bladder under pressure provided a positive means of fuel expulsion.
~Iany challenging design problems were encountered in the remaining spacecraft systems
because of the new operating environment. As
it result of the need to provide flight-control
support 011 the ground, the requirement for multiple redundancy and high reliability in the
communications system was evident. ~\.Jthough
part of the instrumentation system ,yas not required for flight safety and mis ion success,
certn,in pn,rameters, such as those which indiC<:'Lte
the psysiologicaJ ,yell-being of the crew and the
proper operation of critical spacecraft systems,
were necessa.ry for effective flight control and
monitoring. The remainder of the instrumentation data was acquired to complement the
flight-control parameters for use in postflight
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3-2.-Acceleration loading for various flight phases.

analyses of system perfol1uance.
ew design
areas were opened up in the fields of gas partia I
pressure measurement and of bioinstrumentation, such as long term attachment of human
sensor leads. The life-support-system design
considerations involved a development task,
since it was concerned "ith the sustenance of
the astronaut and his protection from the
hard vacuum of space, as well as from the "idely
varying temperature conditions associated
with an orbital-flight profile. This system also
was required to provide for the management of
the cooling and drinking water in the spacecraft, the food to be consumed by the pilot, and
his normal liquid "astes, again in the "eight less
environment. Although pressure suits and
cooling equipment had been used in high-performance aircraft, only part of this experience
could be directly applied to the design of the
Mercury environmental control system because
of "eightless flight. and more demanding performance requirements. In the electrical and
sequential design area, the application of previous design work and use of off-the-shelf components was made. But the very nature of the
mission and the requirement for reliability,
automation, and system redundancy imposed a
degree of complexity somewhat greater than
any previous manned flight system. This increased electronic complexity, in turn, made it
more difficult to insure interface compatability,
eliminate stray voltages (back-door circuits),
and minimize system sensitivity to current.
transients.
As an example of the consequences of stray
voltages, the Little J 00-1 mission, the first
launch attempt using a full-scale Mercury spacecraft, is cited. This test, conducted at Wallops
Island, Va., was in the final moments of countdown when, during a spacecraft battery charging operation, a stray voltage initiated the
launch escape sequence. The spacecraft "as
separated by the escape motor from the launch
vehicle, and the drogue parachute was properly
deployed. Because the battery had been only
partially charged, sufficient current was not
available to deploy the 111<'tin parachute, and the
spacecraft was destroyed upon landing. This
back-door circuit was subsequently located and
eliminated.
Because of work conducted immediately prior
to and in the early period following contract

,nYard, the system-design phase of the project
proceeded at a rapid pace. Wind-tunnel research, studies by prospective subcontractors
and vendors, the joint participation of key
NASA and other government installations, and
early design studies by the eventual prime contractor all helped to fncilitate the design effort
and make possible the early availability of test
hardware.
Based on the total Mercury experience, one
of the underlying principles during the initial
design period should be an emphasis placed on
"designing for operation." For example, one
of the lessons learned was that the instrumentation system should be designed with mission
flexibility as a guide, such that, in the later
phases of the program, new instrumentation requirements can be handled with a minimum of
complication. In still another area, it was
learned that component accessibility can be extremely important where schedule demands become critical. Certain time-critical systems and
short-life components must be easily accessible
in order to minimize the degree of disturbance
to other systems and the time required to replace these types of units. Because of the "eight
and volume constraints, this concept could not
faithfully be applied in the design evolution of
the Mercury spacecraft, and significant penalties have been experienced whenever items needed to be removed under a tight schedule. It was
learned in Mercury that all systems requiring
manual operation by the astronaut must be designed with the limitations of the cabin volume
(see fig. 3-3), suit mobility, and "eightlessness
inmind.
Development and Qualification

.\s in any development program, one of the
original ground rules at the outset of Project
::\Iercury was to conduct a logical and progressive test program. This concept was closely
maintained £1'0111 the beginning of the project
through the flight of Astronaut Cooper last
;\fay. Success in certain phases of this test
progression has made possible the elimination
of certain backup or follow-on flights. Since
the time that Mercury was initially conceived,
I iterally thousands of individual tests have been
conducted in which test articles "ere used in all
forms from components to full-scale spacecraft
and under all combinations of real and simu-
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lated operating conditions. For example, during the I-year period from November 1959,
about 10 months after the prime contract was
a\',arded, to ovember 1960, some 270 hours
"'ere spent in testing the environmental control
system in the altitude chamber, with a man
" earino' a pressure suit in the chamber to load
the circuit more realistically. Early in 1961,
furt her tests were conducted, often us in o' astronauts, in the centrifuge to qualify the environmental system under acceleration loads.
For convenience, the spacecraft-system testing can be grouped into ground tests and flight
tests of special test articles. The ground tests,
in turn, can be categorized into areas of research, design, development, qualification, acceptance, and checkout. The discussion of development flight tests, which will be restricted
to those using other than production spacecraft,
consists of research studies, development tests~
and qualification programs. The performance
of the production spacecraft will be discussed

ill a later ection of this paper. It is interesting
to note that because of the rapid pace dictated
by the high priority of the program, many of
the indi\'idual test programs were conducted
cOllcUlTently. This technique invohed some
ri Jr, since, had a major problem developed, the
expense in both time and money could haye been
con siderable. The follm,ing paragraphs relate
t he more a lient lesson learned during the
forma I ~Iercl1 ry cleyelopment and qualification
test pro~:ra 111.
Ground Testing

The re ea rch test included tho e which attempted to yerify design theories or sought new
methods for accompl ishing a o·iyen design task,
",hether it \\'as a tructural assembly, a heatprotection sy tem, or improyed methods of instrumenting the pacecraft and its crew.
Hundred of tests of this type, particularly
those conducted in the wind tunnel, were car-
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FIGURE 3-3.-Photograph of spacec raft inte ri or.
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ried out in the early phases of the Mercury
effort at many of the NASA centers and at
the contractor's plant. These tests will always
be required when a new flight spectrum in a
relatively unkno"n operational environment is
penetrated, as it was in Mercury. It ,,-as tests
of this kind which established the basic Mercury configuration, a shape which has already
been projected into more advanced manned
space programs.
The design testing, exemplified by the breadboard layouts in the case of electrical and sequential circuitry, was conducted jointly by the
NASA and the contractor. This effort made
possible the proof testing concurrent with initial
design studies. Many thousands of tests were
conducted, such as those in the design of the
spacecraft-control-system thrust chambers, once
the initial concept had been established.
When the basic design concept had evolved
to a working hardware item, development testing served to expose this concept in the laboratory to the many combinations of operational
and environmental conditions expected in space.
Development testing was naturally hampered
by the fact that weightlessness, a prime example, could not be adequately simulated on the
ground; and this very deficiency resulted in an
ineffective design for the water separation device of the environmental control system. The
development of Mercury systems was a continuing program through the tinal mission and
was aimed at mission flexibility, even after the
spacecraft had been basically qualified for
manned orbital operation. It was during the
development testing that facets of the design
which pertain to all aspects of its use were most
evident, including the design-for-operation
standards. It is in this testing area that engineering mock-ups have proved to be extremely
,'aluable. In the case of the landing system,
drop tests of boilerplate spacecraft were made
to develop the landing-system deployment
sequence and operation. Tests were made in
the altitude chamber to verify that systems
could operate for their required life cycle under realistic conditions. In essence, the development-test phase provided a means of
validating the design concept and proving its
intended reliability features.
Qualification testing conducted on the ground
can further impose realistic operational condi-

tions on a test article in various combinations for
the specific ~urpose of verifying its reliable
operation for inclusion as a final flight article.
That is, there can and should be more than one
type of qualification program for a given component, subsystem, or system, but these programs should become progressively more demanding on the capability of the hardware. In
this testing area, adherence to prescribed test
criteria must be rigorously enforced. The
various combinations of qualification tests can
be grouped into environmental tests, load tests,
and performance tests with each of these groups
having a specific purpose. Sometimes, the test
conditions are not realistic enough or are not
sufficiently demanding to reveal system weaknesses. During Mercury, for some of the subsystems, it was not until the actual unmanned
flights that a system could be fully qualified for
manned operation. For example, the launchescape tower was subjected to all expected environmental conditions, an exhaustive series of
load tests, and the operational situations associated with the launch-escape-system performance tests. Yet in the actual qualification
flight program the heating loads on the truss
structure of the tower were found to be more
critical than had been calculated. Ground
qualification is relatively inexpensive compared
with full-scale flight qualification, and any system discrepancies which can be revealed in this
phase will yield rewards in terms of time and expenditures later on. For example, durinO" an
early qualification test, it was found that the
original igni ters in the retrorocket motors
would sometimes fail and blowout through the
rocket nozzle before the main propellant grain
had been ignited. New igniters, actually miniature solid rockets, were sub tituted for the
original iO"niters. Had thi y tern characteristic been overlooked throuO"h the manned orbital
flights, the consequences could have been catastrophic. For flight-acceptance tests on units
scheduled to be installed in flight vehicles,
however, it was found that care should be taken
not to over-test the article to the point at which
its useful lifetime is approached or exceeded.
During qualification testing, one must be assured that the unit being tested i not a "handmade" article and that, later on, a similar production version will not fail because it does
not have the same ability to withstand the test-
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ing environment. Of course, a critical requirement for the qualification program is that the
test conditions imposed on the hardware exceed those expected to be present in the design
environment in order to provide a safe margin
for manufacturing deviations and unanticipated design weaknesses. It was found in
Mercury that no single qualification criterion
necessarily applies to all systems, and local
operating conditions must be evaluated specifically for each system to insure that they are adequately accounted for in the qualification test
environment.
It was learned in Mercury that, whenever a
significant design change is to be incorporated
into the spacecraft, a ne,Y hardware qualification program should be initiated to requalify
major systems. Approximately 1,000 hours of
test time were accumulated on a full-scale spacecraft in a program called "Project Orbit" which
was conducted in a vacuum-thermal facility to
insure that, during the orbital flight proo-ram,
systems would maintain their preyiously demonstrated performance. As an example, when the
spacecraft thruster assemblies "ere modified as
discussed in this paper, the modified assemblies
were tested in a vacuum chamber as part of the
Project Orbit testing. These tests, using hydrogen peroxide, "ere made to determine if exposure to combined temperatures and low pressures for the expected duration of the mission
would have adverse effects on the operation of
the thruster assemblies. It was found to be
most effective if actual operating conditions and
procedures, including preflight checkout tests,
could be realistically simulated in order to expose hardware to a complete operating cycle.
Since system qualification and operating reliability are so closely related, the reader is referred to the paper entitled "Reliabi1ity and
Flight Safety" for additional details.
Finally, the acceptance and checkout tests
which are conducted by using actual flight
hardware involve the same recommendations
previously mentioned, those of avoiding overtesting, realistic operational test conditions, and
thoroughness. It was learned in Mercury that,
if tests of this type are conducted at multiple
stations across the country by separate groups,
the test procedures must be consistent if the
test results are to be comparable. It is essential to repeat a system checkout if the system
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has been disturbed for any reason, such as the
removal of another system where a definite interface exists. The acceptance and checkout
aspect of ground testing is more thoroughly
discussed in the paper entitled "Spacecraft Prefti@:ht Preparation."
Flight Testing

This brief discussion of the development
flight phase of Mercury will be limited to those
flights where specially configured test vehicle
(boilerplate spacecraft) were employed. Because the experiences gained by flights of pro-'
duction spacecraft are of more operational
significance, they \Yill be presented in the next
section, Systems Performance. The flight-test
program began with a number of tests in which
spacecraft models "-ere flown by using small
multistage rockets. These tests provided preliminary data on the aerodynamic properties
of the chosen external configuration. Almost
concurrently with these flights, tests of the parachute systems "ere staged in which boilerplate
spacecraft "ere dropped from cargo aircraft.
These "drop tests" were initiated as an important step in the early design and development
of the landing system. Specifically, the drogue
parachute was developed by utilizing a
weighted pod, which was dropped from an aircraft at high altitude. Other early flight tests
included off-the-pad, or beach, aborts to develop
the launch-escape system. In 1959, a reentry
flight was conducted in ,.... hich a specially designed and instrumented spacecraft and an
Atlas launch vehicle were used to provide aerodynamic-heating data in the real flight spectrum. This flight, termed "Big Joe," was the
first test in Mercury in which the Atlas was
used. It was as a result of the data derived
during this flight that the shingles initially on
the spacecraft cylindrical section were replaced
with somewhat thicker shingles made of beryllium to provide for more effecti \'e heat protection. The final series of early flight tests used
the solid-propellant Little Joe vehicle (shown
in fig. 3-4) to test the launch-escape system concept at critical inflight abort condition. Although most of the early flight tests were of a
developmental nature, their missions served to
qualify critical flight systems for later, more
demanding flight tests. The internlediate series
of aircraft drop tests, for instance, was com-

pleted to qualify the parachute and landingshock attenuation systems. During this test
phase in Mercury, valuable system improvements were incorporated at a minimum of cost
and time.

FIGURE

ing: the capability of the launch vehicle with
its attendant delays.
Attention

Detail

One of the most significant lesson learned
from the :M:ercury program was the need for a
careful and continuing attention to quality and
engineering detail in all phases of the program.
The spacecraft is made up of many individual
systems and components to form a complex entity, and only through a close monitoring of the
design and deyelopment of each piece of hardware and its relationship to all other associated
components is it possible to recognize and correct problems rapidly before a costly failure
occurs. Many performance discrepancies could
not be anticipated because of the lack of experience or the inability to simulate adequately
realistic conditions in the early test program.
Later tests, however, were established to reveal
these anomalies with a minimum of cost and
delay. Although somewhat limited by the lack
of experience, attention to detail during the design phase resulted in the incorporation of sys3100

3-!.-Mercury Little-Joe launch-vehicle configuration.
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Weight Growth

A critical problem which was present
throughout the Mercury program was that of
weight growth. This problem, which seems to
be characteristic of any development program
where high performance and reliability are required, almost defies the steps taken to control
weight. Figure 3-5 depicts the weight chronology of the spacecraft's orbital configuration.
The maximum growth in weight was approximately 10 pounds per week in the very early
phases of the program, but this figure was reduced to less than 2 pounds per week, or approximately liz percent, at the final stage of the
program. The launch weight of Astronaut
Cooper's spacecraft, Faith 7, was some 700
pounds greater than the original design weight,
despite repeated design reviews and other continuing weight controls. The lesson here is that
proper planning must account for the inevitable
weight growth in the design and development
of high-performance spacecraft, since the consequences of not planning for it are either a
degradation of the performance goals or exceed-
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tem redwldancy, where a di.rect relationship to
mission success exist.ed.
As a prime example of the attention given to
the incorporation of redundan cy in the detailed
design of critical spacecraft components, the
actuation system of the launch-escape-towel'
clamp ring was backed up in nearly every component because of the serious consequences that
would have resulted from a failure of the escape
tower to jettison . In this system, the clamp
ring is assembled at three points on its periphery, with each point being held by a dual explosive unit. Five of these six pyroteclmic
units were ignited by an electrical squib,
whereas the sixth ""as actuated by a percussion
cap. Each of the electrical units incorporated
a dual bridgewire. The automatic sequence was
designed to send electrical signals from one
power source to six of the bridgewires, with
another but independent electrical supply for
the remaining four bridgewires. Should the
automatic relay fail, the astronaut was provided
with a manual pull-ring which would energize
the same jettison relay and also operate a gas
generator to initiate the percussion cap, such
that, in the event o'f failure in both the circuit to
the sequencing relay and the tl,O separate electrical power buses, the percussion cap "ould
ignite. Actuation of anyone of the six pyrotechnic explosive bolts was sufficient to effect
proper separation of the escape tower from the
spacecraft. The pyrotechnic circuit for the
spacecraft-Iaunch-vehicle adapter clamp ring
was operated in a neady identical manner.
During the development phase, an adherence
to test specifications "as maintained through a
continued scrutiny of detailed pedormance -results as they became available. Throughout the
manned flights, attention to detail was necessary
for an early recognition of possible problem
areas, provided n. means of responding to suggested action items, and precluded the occurrence of some system failures which ordinarily
would have caused launch postponements and
possib}y a catastrophe.
Systems P erformance

During the design of the Mercury spacecraft,
one of the most important consideration s was
that, should individual components or even en-

tire systems fail, some means would exist either
to complete the mi sion safely OJ' to conduct a
successful missio11 abort so that crew safety
,,"ould be maintained. ~\. summary of the flightprogram objectives and resu lts for the fullscale spacecraft is gi \'en in table :i-I. Of primary sign ificance in the table is the fact that
during the mnnned flight pha e, all major systems operated sat isfactorily, although on three
of these missions, the astronaut Iya. required,
because of improper operation of the automatic
control system, to conduct the retrofire maneuver manually. There "ere system malfullctions
and performance cliscl'epancie. ill each of these
flights, but they ,,-ere of such a nature that
either n. backup system or a tronaut coulc! circumvent the anomaly or that the failure of a
component, such as an instrumentation sen or,
was not critical to mission success. The system
experience during the flight program "'as chara.cterized by a number of isolated component
anomalies, rather than a critical failure of such
magnitude that a cata trophe resulted. This
ystem development, accounting for system
malfunctions and performnnce di crepnncies,
the action taken to COITect them, and the steps
required to increa e system capability for the
extended flight of ~\..stronal1t Cooper, is discus ed in the following paragraphs. Since
system anoma 1ie are di cu sed specifically as
they pertain to the continuing deyelopment of
the major spacecraft systems, references 5, 6, 8,
,wd10 should be consulted for a more detailed
performance di scussion. Altholwh random
failures and system deficiencies are mentioned
briefly herein, the greater emphasi, is placed
on ystem performance as it relates to design
experience and the Ie sons which can be deriyed
from actual operation of the systems
the
spa.ce environment. Throughout the flight program, with the exception of the MA-9 mission.
no changes were required pecifically to accommodate a longer flight duration. The modifications made to the Faith 7 (MA-9) spacecraft
including tho e incorporated to make possible
the extended flight period are summarized in
table 3-II. Each major spacecraft system will
be discussed separately, as in previous reports
on the individual manned flights (refs. 5,8, and
10) .

in
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Heat Protection System

The heat protection system performed satisfactorily throughout the en6re program and
essentially as designed.
Some cracking and slight delamination of the
ablation heat shield following reentry have been
experienced on certain flights, but this occurrence has been of no real consequence. It was
established that thi s minor delamination did not
occur durinD" the reentry hea6ng period and
probably re:ulted from the shock sustained at
landing. Since the flotation atti.tude dep~nds
somewhat on the heat-shield weIght, a slIght
modification was made to the Faith 7 spacecraft to provide for retention of any small portions which miD"hL possibly have broken away
after touchdow~. It has always been desirable
to achieve the most upright position in the
water to facilitate astronaut egress.
Temperature measurements were made at
various depths in the ablation shields for the
orbital fliD"hts and the maximum values experienced E>during reentry are summarized in
figure 3-6 for each flight. The measurements
showed good agreement with predicted values
and were satisfactory.
Mechanical and Pyrotechnic Systems

The mechanical and pyroteclmic systems consist of the separation devices, the landing system the rocket motors, and the internal spacecraft structure. Each of the systems in this
group is discussed separately.
.
There have been only minor problems WIth
the separation devices. The primary separation planes (shown in fig. 3-7) are those be-
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tween the launch-escape tower and the spacecraft cylindrical section, between the spacecraft
and the launch vehicle, at the heat shield, and
at the spacecraft hatch. In three of the earlier
unmanned qualification flights, some difficulty
was experienced in separating the spacecraft~tdapter umbilicals, but postflight examinations
showed that the pyrotechnic charges ignited
satisfactorily. Further investigation revealed,
however that aerodynamic loads during clamp,
I
.
rinD"
separation had caused the c amp-rmg
segE>
•
ments to damage the umbilicals. A m1110r redesign of the clamp-ring cover which protects
these separation devices eliminated the problem.
In the Mercury-Redstone 4 (MR-4) mission,
the explosively actuated side hatch, incorporated for the first time for this flight, was prematurely released. The astronaut egressed
rapidly through the open hatch, and the spacecraft subsequently took on sea water and sank
before recovery could be effected. A postflight
investigation involving a thorough analysis and
exhaustive testing was conducted, but the cause
of the malfunction has never been established,
However, the landing and recovery procedures
were altered for succeeding missions to minimize the possibility of this malfunction recurring. The only other performance anomaly
with regard to separation devices occurred in
the recent flight of Astronaut Cooper. Here,
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Table 3-I.-Mercury Flight Prog1'a1n SU'fnmary
Mission·

Spa cecraft

b

Flight
duration c,
hr:min :sec

I Launch date

LJ- L _____ J BP ______ _J Aug. 21,1959

00:00:20

Big Jo e ____ _1 BP ___ ___ __ 1 Sept. 9,1959

00:13:00

LJ- 6 ______ J BP _ - _____ J Oct.

4,1959

00:05:10

LJ- 1A _____ J BP _____ __J Nov. 4,1959

00:08:11

LJ- 2 __ ____ J BP _______ J Dec.

4,1959

00:11 :06

LJ- lB _____ J BP ___ ___ _ J Jan . 21,1960

00:08:35

Beach aborU SIC L __ __ -I May

9, 1960

00:01 :16

MA- L ____ J SIC 4 _____-1 Jul y 29,1960

00:03:18

LJ- 5 ______ J SIC 3 ____ __ 1 Nov. 8,1960

00:02:22

MR- L __ __ J SjC 2 __ ___ -1 Nov. 21, 1960

00:00:00

I

MR- IA ____ SIC 2 ______ 1 Dec. 19, 1960

1

00 :1 5 :45

MR- 2 ______ SIC 5 ______ Feb. 21,1960

00:16:39

MA-2 ______ 1 SIC 6 ______ 1 Feb. 21,1961
LJ- 5A ______ SIC 14 __ __ _ Mar. 18, 1961

00:17 :56
00:23:48

Occupant

Basic test objectives

Max . dynamic press ure abort;
evaluate launch escape and recovery system s .
Ballistic fli ght ; evaluate heat-protection concept, aerodynamic
shape, and recovery system.
Ballistic flight; 'qualify launchvehicle structure; evaluate comm a nd system.
Max . dyn amic press ure a bort;
same as LJ- l.
Rh es us monk ey_ Hig h-altitude
abo rt;
evaluate
launch, abo rt, a nd reentry dynami cs on SIC; recovery.
Rhes us monkey _ Max . dy,n ami c press ure abort;
same as LJ- IA ; evaluate la unch
a nd a bort.
Off-the-pad a bort ; qu alify stru cture a nd la un ch escape system
for sim ulated pad abort.
Ballistic fli ght ; SIC-launch-vehicle
compatibility; thermal loads in
criti cal abort.
M ax . d y namic press ure abort;
qualify lau n ch escape system
a nd str uct ure.
Simulated m a lL _ Suborbital fli g ht ; qualify S/Cla un ch- ve hi cle comp at ibili ty,
posigradcs, ASCS.
1

Summary of res ults

d

e

Object. not met; inadvertent
abort initiated during co untdown.
Su ccessful.

Successfu l.

Primary obj ect. not met; escape
motor ignition was late durin g
redu ced press ure region.
Succ('ssful.

Successful.

Su ccess ful; ex p e nd e d ro c ket
motor and tower not separated
as quick ly as expected .
Object. pot met; mission fail ed at
a bou t 60 sec after lift-off; SI C
not recovered.
Object. not met; SIC d id not
separate from la unch vehicle.

T est object. not met; lau nch vchiclc shutdown at lif t-off; SI C
la nding systcm co rrectly deplo yed.
Simulated m a lL _I Suborbital fli ght ; same as MR- L __ Successfu l ; c u to ff o ve r s p ee d
caused overshoot.
Chimpanzee_ _ _ _ Suborbital flig ht ; qualify ECS, Successful; laun ch vehicle failed
to sh utdown un til fuel deplela ndin g bag.
tion, SI C' overshot by 130
m iles.
Ba llistic flight ; same as MA- L __ _ Successful.
Max. d ynam ic preSSllre abort; Obj ect. not met; escape ro cket
ignited earl y; SI C recovered
same as LJ- 5.
in tact.
--

- -

-----~~-

~~ ~---

MR-BD __ _

til

,......

--~

BP _______ -' Mar. 24, 1961

00:08:23

MA-3 _____ J SIC 8 _____ -1 Apr. 25,1961

00:07:19

LJ-5B _____ J SIC 14A __ -I Apr. 28, 1961

00:05:25

MR-3 _____ J SIC 7 _____ -1 May

5,1961

00:15:22

MR-4 _____ J SIC 1L ___ -I July 21,1961

00:15:37

MA-4 _____ J SIC 8A ____ I Sept. 13, 1961

01:49:20

Simulated man_-' One-pass orbital flight ; same as
MA-3.

MA-5 _____ -' SIC 9 ______ 1 Nov. 29, 1961

03:20:59

MA-6 _____ -' SIC 13 _____

Feb. 20,1962

04:55:23

Chimpanzee ____ 1 Three-pass orbital flight; qualify
all systems, network, for orbital
flight recovery.
John H. Glenn,
Three-pass orbi tal flight; evaluate
Jr.
effects on and performance of
astronaut in space; astronaut's
evaluation of SI C and support.

MA-7 _____ J SIC 18 _____ 1 May 24,1962

04:56:05

M. Scott
Carpenter.

Three-pass orbital fljght; same as
MA-6; evaluate SIC modifications an d network.

MA-8 _____ -' SIC 16 _____ 1 Oct.

3,1962

09':13:11

Walter M.
Schirra, Jr.

Six-pass orbital flight; same as
MA-6 and MA-7 except for
extended duration.

MA-9 _____ J SIC 20 _____ 1 May 15,1963

34:19:49

L. Gordon
Cooper, Jr.

Twenty-two pass orbital flight;
evaluate effects on man of up
to 1 day in space; verify man
as primary SIC system.

1

Suborbital flight; evaluate modifications to correct MR-1 and
MR-2 malfunctions.
Sim ulated man'__ One-pass orbital flight; evaluate
all SIC systems, network, recovery forces.
Max. dynamic pressure abort;
same as LJ-5 and LJ-5A.
Alan B. Shepard_ Suborbital flight; familiarize man
with space flight; evaluate response and SIC control.
Virgil 1. GrisSuborbital flight; same as MR-3 __
som.

I

• LJ-Llttlo Joo launch vchlcle mission; MAMercury-Atlas (launch vehicle) mission; MRMercury-Redstone (launch veblclo) mission; BD-Booster development.
b BP-Bollcrplate spacecraft; SIC-spacecraft; SIC 10, 12, 15, 17, 19 not used In !light program.

Successful.

Object. not met; launch vehicle
failed to follow roll program ;
SIC escape system operated.
Successful.
Successful; first American astronaut in space.
Successful; premature hatch release caused SIC to take on
water and sink; astronaut recovered.
Successful; open circuit in control
system caused SIC to land 75
miles uprange; SIC recovered.
Successful ; control system malfunction termin ated flight after
two passes.
Successful; first American to orbit
earth; control system malfunction required manual r etrofire
and reentry; erroneo us TIM
signal, r etropack retain ed
through reentry; SIC landed
40 miles uprange.
Successful; horizon scanner circuit malfunction required manual r etrofire; yaw error caused
SIC to land 250 miles downrange, recovery in 3 hr.
Successful; partially blocked ECS
coolant valve delayed stabilizing suit temperature until 2nd
pass; SIC landed 4~ miles from
primary recovery ship.
Successful; short circuit late in
flight disabled ASCS, inverters,
prompted manual retrofire and
reentry; SIC landed 4~ miles
from ship .

• Duration measured from ]ift-<l!I to landing.
ASCS-automatic stabilization and control systems; ECS-environmcnlal control system.
• Objcct.- ohjcctivrs of flight; prop.-propellant; TIM Ielemetry.

d

Table3-II.-Swmmary of Modifications to MA-9 Spacecraft
Modification

Justification

Spacecraft control
sy tern.

1. Removed rate control system (RSCS)
2. Added 15-pound-capacity fu el tank
3. In tailed modified \- and 6-pound
thrust chambers
4. Installed interconnect valve

1. Notneces ary;reducedweight by12lb
2. Additional control capability •
3. Improved reliability and operating
characteristics
4. Improved control-fuel management

Communications
sy terns.

1. Removed backup UHF voice trans-

1. l;'rimary unit reliable, reduced weight

mitter
2. In tailed slow-scan television unit

by 31b
2. Inflight evaluation of TV for ground
monitoring of astronaut and instruments

I. Deleted backup telemetry transmitter

I. Primary unit reliable, reduced weight

System

Instrumentation
system.

2. Changed recorder speed from lYs ips
to 1%6 ips and programed
3. Deleted periscope
4. Deleted low-level commutator
Life support systems __

I. Added 4 Ib of breathing oxygen
2. Installed parallel su it -coolant control
valve
3. Added inline condensate trap

4. Added urine and condensate transfer
systems with manual operation
5. Added 9 Ib of cooling water
6. Added 4.5 Ib of drinking water

7. Added 0.8 Ib of C02 adsorber

Electrical and
sequential systems .

1. Replaced two 1,500 watt-hour batter i e~
with two 3,000 watt-hour units
2. Replaced two of three inverters

by 21b
2. Greater flight coverage necessary without changing recorder or reel size
3. Reduce weight by 761b; unnecessary
for att itude reference
4. Served it purpose on previous f1igbts
l. Necessary for extended mi sion

2. Added reliability in case of partial valve

blockage a experienced in MA-8
3. Existing condensate system believed
ineffective
4. Increase urine and condensate storage
capabil ity because of extended mission
5. Increase cooling capability because of
mission
6. Necessary for increased mission duration
7. Necessary for increased mission duration
1.

ecessary for extended flight duration

2. Improved thermal and operating properties

"Tank Intentionally serviced to onl y 10. lb. of fuel.

four of the five umbilicals, two between the
spacecraft and the adapter and three between
the spacecraft and the retropackage (fig. 3-8)
failed to separate in a normal maImer. Later
analysis revealed that each of the malfunctioned disconnects (see fig . 3-9), which normally
contained a dual charge came from a special
test lot which did not contain the main charge
of explosive powder. Somehow, this lot had
been improperly marked as intended for flight
hard ware. The umbilical which separated
normally contained the intended amount of explosive and came from a properly identified lot.
The four umbilicals which failed to separate
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pyroteclmically were released through actuation
of a backup mechanical device. This experience
points up the necessity for close control of flight
articles and a means for establishing that the
hardware intended for flight satisfies prescribed
specifications.
The landino- system, which includes the main,
resen'e, and drogue- tabilization parachutes
and the landing-shock attenuation system
(landing bag), has never failed in flight during
the production-spacecraft flight program. In
the second Mercury-Redstone mission, the heat
shield was lost after landing because the metal
retaining straps and landing-bag material to

which the shield was attached failed as a result
of wave action and strengthening of existing
straps for later spacecraft eliminated this problem. The only other anomalies in the operation
of the landing system were concerned with the
altitude of parachute deploynlent, and these
anomalies are discussed in the Electrical and
Sequential Systems section. The successful
performance of the landing system, particularly
the parachutes, can be attributed to a thorough
test program involving some 80 air drops of
full-scale spacecraft.

gram that the launch-escape tower did not
epa rate rapidly enough from the spacecraft
after an off-the-pad abort test because of thrust
impingement 011 the tower; therefore, the
tow'er-jettison rocket-nozzle configuration was
subsequently changed from a one- to a threenozzle arrangement.
Because of reliable
launch-\'ehicle operation, the launch-escape
system wa ne\-er needed for an atmospheric
abort during the manned flight program~ and
the large escape motor successfully ignited each
time when the system was normally jettisoned.
~\.. n abort, ho\\-ever, occurred during the unmanned MA-3 mission. and the system operated
satisfactorily.

Bridgewlre.

Ignition
chorge

FIGURE

3-9.- Schematic diagram of explo ive umbilical
disconnects.

T fibl e 3-1I1.-N omi nal Rocket AIoto-I'
(' haracteri$tws

Rocket motor

Escape __ ____ __
Tower jettison __
Posigrade ____ __
Retrograde ___ __
FIGURE

3--8.-Spacecraft photograph displaying retrorocket umbilicals.

The rocket motors include the lawlch-escape
motor, the retrorockets, the posigrade rockets,
and the launch-escape-tower jettison motor. All
of the rocket motors used solid propellants, and
their nominal thrust values are indicated in
table 3-III. Each of these rocket systems has
operated satisfactorily throughout the Mercury
flight program. It was found early in the pro-

Number of
motors

ominal
thrust
each, Ib

1

52, 000
800
400
1,000

I

3
3

Approximate
burning
time each,
sec

1
1.5
1

10

The internal spacecraft structure has been
compromised only once during a mission critical
situation, a record which is essentially proved
by the fact that water, following an ocean landing, had never entered the spacecraft in appreciable amounts, except in one instance, because
of a structural failure. In the MR-2 mission
following landing recontact of the heat shield
with the large pressure bulkhead caused puncturing that resulted in a sizable leakage rate.
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The spacecraft was recovered, however, \Yithin
safe period. During postflight inspections of
nJI manned spacecraft, some e\' idence of recontact by the heat shield upon landing has been
present, but this damage to the large pressUl'e
bulkhead has been slight. The integrity of the
spacecraft's loael-carrying structUl'e was especially proven during the Little .Toe flight program. In one of these flight, the late ignition
of one of the Little .Joe rocket motor causeel
the trajectory to be considerably flattened, and
,tS a result the spacecraft was exposed to loading
conditions approximately h\'ice those expected
for a normal flight.
,1

Spacecraft Control System

The spacecraft control system provides for
attitude control and rate stabilization of the
spacecraft during the orbital and reentry
phases. In addition to the system elect ronics,
the spacecraft control system is composed of
two independent reaction control systems
(ReS), one of which supplied fuel for the automatic stabilization and con trol system (ASeS)
and fly-by-wire (FEW) modes and the other
which, until MA-9, supplied the manual proportional (MP) and the rate stabilization and
control system (RSCS) modes. The RSeS
unit was installed in the MR-4 and subsequent
flights as a backup to one of the secondary
modes of the ASeS, that of auxiliary damping.
This unit was removed as unnecessary for the
MA-9 flight, with major deciding factors being
its high fuel-consumption characteristics and
weight. The FEW and MP modes were available for direct manual control by the astronaut,
initially as backups to the ASeS and in the
final two orbital flights as modes of equal priority. Although the control system has operated adequately in all of the manned flights,
largely because of the ability of the pilot to exercise precise attitude control manually, this
system has exhibited failures of one type or
another in nearly every flight. The one exception was the six-pass mission of Astronaut
Schirm, in which the system operated correctly.
The single most prevalent malfunction in the
control system during the early manned flight
program was the intermittent failure of the
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silla ll I-pound thrust-chamber assemblies
(th ru ster). III addition, dlll'ing a manned
sllbo rbital fli ght PIR-:1) a (i-pound t.hruster
a 1 0 failed to produce thrust "'hen l'equired.
J)uring the ~L\-;i Right, the mission duration
\\'as t'E'l'lllinnted e,\l'ly becau e of a failure in the
thl'ust chambel' as,'embly. Dlll'ing the flight
of .\ stl'onallt Glenn, intermittent failures of
the I-pound pitch and ya\\' thrusters \\'ould have
callsed a simi lar early termination of the mission had thE' pilot not been present to exercise
his mannal cont.rol option. Immediately following the first inflight thruster failUl'e ,a complete analysis \I'a begun to determine the exact
cause of the system discrepancy. In the postRight in pections for the MR-3, ~L\-:). and
:\L\-(; spacecmft, mall particles \\'ere disco \'el'ed at crit'ical points in the thrust chamber
assembly, and for the :\L\-5 mi sion it large
meta 1 cleposi t wh ich partia 11}' blocked the
thruster orifice \\'as founel. .\lthough thrl1stel'
ilia ]:functions were experienced during tIlE'
:\L\--:l Hight, t.he postflight inspection did not
reveal any thruster valve contamination. The
exact mechanism for transporting these particles. some of \\'hich \I'ere fOlmd to be broken
pieces from the stainless-steel dutch-weave
screens which di tributed the flow, to upst.ream
point is sti ll wlkno\Tn. Three teps were
taken for the IA-7 mi sion to correct this
anomaly, one being the replacement of the
clutch-\yeave screens with a combination of a
stainless-steel fuel distribution plate and platinum screen, another being the reduction of t.he
bore and size of the heat barrier, and the third
being the relocation of the fuel-metering orifice
to the upstream side of the solenoid valve (ref.
8). 'While these changes constituted tlle MA-7
modification, a more refined design change was
being developed and qualified in the Project
Orbit altitude chamber tests. This configuration, compared in figure 3-10 \yith previous
I-pound thruster configurations, involved both
the 1- and 6-pound thrusters and \\'as installed
in the M...\ -9 spacecraft. No thruster failure
of this type occurred on either the M..'\.-7,
MA-8, 01' MA-9 flights aftel' the modifications
had been successively incorporated,

MA- 6 confiQurol1on

Modl' l ~d

solenoid

FIGURE

3-10.-Compal'ison of I-pound thrust-chamber
configura tions.

The horizon scanners, which were used to provide an external reference for the attitude
gyros, were a source of difficulty in the earlier
orbital flights. In the MR-4 flight after to\\er
jettisoning, the scanner was observed to be generating wlexpected ignore signals, the cause of
which was later traced to the impingement and
heating effects caused by the ignition of the
launch-escape rocket. A modification to the
horizon-scanner cover eliminated this problem.
In the MA-4 flight, both scanners exhibited
output variations which could not be correlated
with attitude changes, and this anomaly was
subsequently found to have been partially
caused by "cold-cloud effects"; in addition, a
shorted capacitor in the scanner circuit contributed to the attitude discrepancy. Since the
scanner unit had been designed without accurately taking into account the effect of highaltitude cloud formations in the view field, a
temporary modification of altering the bias
levels was made for the MA-5 flight, but this
change did not completely eliminate the problem. Further system refinement involving signal clipping for the earth portion of the view
resulted in a successful modification for the
first manned orbital flight. Since that time,
only isolated occurrences of "cold-cloud effects"
have been observed. During the MA-7 flight,
a horizon-scanner circuit failure (see ref. 8) of
another type occurred, but because the antenna canister was normally jettisoned prior to

landing, it was impossible to conduct a postflight inspection of the hardware and determine the cause of the failure. This malfunction, which occurred in the pitch scanner, is
believed to have been random in nature within
t.he scanner circuitry.
The only remaining control system problem
of any consequence during the full-scale flight
program vms the existence of an open circuit in
the pitch-rate gyro input to the amplifier-calibrator (Amp-Cal), or autopilot, during the
MA-4 mission. The Amp-Cal is the electronic
unit which g~nerates automatic control system
logic for the various ASCS operating modes.
The partial loss of gyro information to the autopilot caused the spacecraft attitude to be in
error at retrofire, which in turn resulted in the
)IA-4 spacecraft's landing some 75 nautical
miles up range of the intended point. This
malfunction was either not detected during
preflight tests or it occurred during the flight.
Although the control system performed satisfactorily during Astronaut Cooper's mission, an
electrical short circuit, w'hich occurred at two
of the powel'-carrying plugs into the aut.opilot
and resulted in the loss of the automatic control
mode during the final fe\y orbital passes. However, because this malfunction occurred at this
specific interface and is primarily of an electrical nature, it is discussed in a lat.er paragraph
under Electrical and Sequential Systems. Because of the loss of the automatic control mode
during the retrofire and reentry flight maneuvers, the astronaut conducted these maneuver
by using bot.h manual modes available to him.
The only other major modifications to the
control system for the 1-day mission of .Astronaut Cooper were the addition of a 15-poundcapacity fuel tank, which is sho\yn in figure
~-11, and the incorporation of the interconnect
valve between the two RCS systems for better
fuel utilization, in an emergency, and for more
effective fuel jettisoning.
Comnlunications Systems

The original design configuration of the communications systems proved to have been the
most conservative of all of the major systems.
These systems--the voice transceivers, the radar
beacons, the location aids, and the command receivers-operated satisfactorily throughout the
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flight. program. Becau e of the excellent perfonnance of the 'e systems, some of their backup
units were deleted, includin o ' one of the t\yO
command receivers and decoder and the high frequency (HF) recovery tran ceiver for the
~1A- <tnd MA-D flights and the ultra-high
frequency CCHF) backup yoice trnn ceiver fOl'
the MA-9 flight. One of the t,,-o "CHF telemet.ry transmitters, "'hich were part of the
instrumentation ystem, was also deleted as unnecessary for the ~L\-!) mission. A slo"-scan
television system, sho"n in figure 3-12, \yas include 1 for evaluation aboard the Faith 7 spacecraft. but the quality and usefulness of its
transmissions were not atisfact.ory.
In the initial two manned orbital flights, it
was noted that signal \yere not being received
from the HF recovery transmitter, but because
of the circumstances at the time of recovery
fmd the uncertainty of HF reception in the landing area, it could not be established that an
anomaly existed. However, when this discrepancy still existed on the MA-8 mission, atten-

tioll wus directed to the ineffectiveness of the
TIF recoyery beacon . Careful analysis revealed
that \yhen the HF "whip" antenna was pyrotechnically deployed upon landing, the space(Taft \\'a usually not completely erect in the
,Yater. The combination of thp- electric:a.lly
('onducting products of combustion from the explo ive charge used to extend this antenna and
the fact that it \yas extended under water are
believe 1 to be the cause of this communications
anomaly. The antenna was subsequently deployed by using pre surized nitrogen gas, "hich
is nonconductive, and it was programed such
that deployment would not occur until the
antenna was clear of the \yater. Reception
from this beacon \\'a. sati sfactory during the
~L\-9 mission.
For the MA-8 Hight, a pail' of more sensitive
microphones was installed in the pilot's helmet,
,tlld the increased sensitivity apparently caused
the background noise from the launch vehicle
to trigger the voice-operated relay in the airground circuit. For the ~L\..-9 mi sion, these
microphones \yere modified to reduce backgrolmd noise sensitivity such that this triggering action ceased.

Right-angie lens

FIGURE

3-11.-Auxiliary reaction control system fuel
tank.

FIGURE

3-12.-Television system e\'aluated during
MA-9.
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Reports of reception of HF voice communications during the first three manned orbital
flights \,ere somewhat inconsistent with regard
to quality, but the periods allowed for a complete inflight test of the HF voice equipment
were also very brief. At any rate, because of
reports that reception of HF voice signals during the first two manned orbital flights was
unsatisfactory, a special HF antenna was
installed on the retropackage for the MA-8
flight (see ref. 10). There were reports of excellent reception of signals from this antenna
during the flight at ranges exceeding 2,000 nautical miles, while other reports stated that even
when the spacecraft was nearly overhead, the
reception was poor to unreadable. This inconsistency is not clearly understood, but the effects
of spacecraft attitude at the time of transmission, the atmospheric propagation characteristics at the time of contact, and the status of
operational ground equipment rema.in as unknown variables. A more closely controlled
test of this special di pole antenna was conducted
during the MA-9 flight, and it was fully successful. Although HF voice transmissions
were heard during MA-8, the results of MA-9
were more consistent and indicated reliable operation. It might be mentioned that both the
pilots and ground-control personnel preferred
the UHF voice equipment to the HF system,
particularly since none of the missions were such
that nearly continuous communications were required. The UHF communications, of course,
are limited to essentially line-of-sight ranges,
but have signal-to-noise characteristics superior
to those of HF in flight. However, the MA-9
astronaut found HF communications quite useful during the long periQds in which he could
not make UHF contact with a network station.
Although the command system has never been
exercised for a commanded abort, its performance has been entirely satisfactory during other
inflight exercises, such as the reception of signals for instrumentation calibration in all
orbital flights and for an emergency voice communications test and a commanded wake-up
tone in the MA-9 mission. For the unmanned
orbital flights, MA-4 and MA-5, the command
system was successfully used to control the
operation of the spacecraft and bring it safely
back from orbit.
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Instrumentation System

The instrumentation system monitored over
100 performance variables and events throuo-ho
out the spacecra it, and the operation of this system was satisfactory throughout the entire Mercury program. The system was designed with
enough flexibility to incorporate required instrumentation changes as the program prophase it
gressed. . In the manned orbital flio-ht
b'
was deSlred to haye a more complete temperature. survey at discrete spacecraft points, primarIly on the spacecraft aftetbody; and a lowlevel commutator circuit was installed. This
unit was deleted from the ~fA-9 spacecraft as
having served its purpose and to save weight.
The confidence in the telemetry transmitters
through the third manned orbital flight led to a
decision to eliminate one of the two redundant
units from the Faith 7 spacecraft to save weight.
The onboard recording capacity for the MA-9
flight was extended by changing the tape speed
from 1% inches per second (ips) to 1%6 ips and
reprograming the operation periods such that
only essential information was recorded during
the expected 34-hour period.
Probably the most widely known system malfunction
in the entire Mercury proo-ram
is that
•
0
assOCIated with the failure of a limit switch
which sensed heat-shield release. During the
MA-6 mission, ground-control personnel received a telemetry signal which indicated that
the heat shield had been prematurely unlatched
from the spacecraft. Although it was believed
that this signal was improper and involved an
instrumentation failure, a decision was made to
reenter with the retropackage attached to insure that the heat shield would not part from
the spacecraft during the critical reentry heating period. A postflight examination of the
instrumentation revealed that a limit switch
had a bent and loose shaft (shown in fig. 3-13)
and that manipulation of the sensor \yithout appreciably displacing the sensing shaft would
generate an erroneous signal. This experience
prompted a change in the installation technique
H,nd a directive for tighter quality-control standards to insure that prescribed manufacturing
tolerances would be maintained. This type of
malfunction did not recur in subsequent flights.
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Bent

FIGURE

3-13.-MA-6 limit switch used to sense heat-shield release.

Early in the flight program, beginning with
the Little Joe 5 mission, the mechanical spacecraft clock was found to be sensitive to accelerations in excess of 5g. An electronic digital clock
was substituted for this unit and operated satisfactorily.
During the MA-7 mission, the blood-pressure
measuring system (BPMS) yielded data which
were of only marginal value. The system was
thoroughly checked out following the flight, and
no major system malfunction was found. It
was shown, however, that proper techniques, including establishing a proper amplifier gain
setting, correlation with clinically measured
values, and the fitting of the pressure cuff to
the individual flight astronaut, were not well
understood. A thorough review of the entire
system, its operating characteristics, and the
preflight calibration procedures was conducted
in the months after the MA-7 flight, and the
data quality for the MA-8 and MA-9 missions
was correspondingly improyed and resulted in
usable ,·alues. A discussion of this anomaly

from a medical standpoint is presented in the
Aeromedical Preparations paper.
During the MA-9 mission, the programer,
which automatically controls the operation and
sequence of events of certain spacecraft systems, exhibited two anomalies, one inherent
and the other resulting from a structural failure. The inherent anomaly, evident to varying
degrees in previous flights, involved a sensitive
control circuit containing transistors which
actuated power relays to operate the programer.
This circuit was sensitive to certain input voltage transients which occasionally caused undesired programer operation. Prior to the
~\..-9 flight, a loading resistor had been added
to reduce the inherent sensitivity, und an onoff SW'itch had been incorporated so that the pilot
could shut the system clo'Yl1 if improper operatioll OCCUlTed. On t.,\"o occasions, the unit was
inadvertently trigo'ered and continued to call
for instrumentation calibrations, one of its programed function s. On both occasions. the
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astronaut tumed the system off, and no serious
consequences resulted, but the need to improve
system design for future programs in this
area, particularly for transistorized circuits, is
exemplified.
The other programer anomaly, although in a
separate section of the system, in vol ved the
shearing of a pin used to maintain alinement of
a gear in the programer driye mechanism. Figure 3-14 depicts the misalined gear, ,,-hich resulted in an inflight binding of the programer
and the preclusion of a significant portion of
recorded data during the midpoint of the MJ-\..9 flight until the astronaut switched from programed to continuous operation.
During the MA-9 flight, the respiration rate
sensor failed to yield reliable data during and
after the fifth orbital pass, but other sou rces
of this information were found to be 9dequate.

A postflight in\"estig;ltioll of the system disclosed a broken solder joint at the attachment
point of the sensor lead.
Life.Support Systems

The life-support systems primarily provide
for control of the cabin and suit atmospheres,
management of metabolic-,,-aste products, and
the supply of food and liquid for the astronaut.
The major ('h,\nges to the ~L\..-9 life-support
systems, including the environmental control
system (ECS) (fig. 8-15), from those of previous missions \Yere accomplished primHxily in
support of the increased mission time, and the
most significant modifications were as follows:
(1) Addition of about 4: pounds of primary
breathing oxygen (0 2 ) , stored under pressure,
for a nominal total of 12 pounds in the system.
(2) Increase in the carbon-dioxide (C0 2 )
adsorber, lithium hydroxide (LiOR), quantity
from 4.6 to 5.4 pounds. The amount of activated charcoal, as the odor absorbor, was decreased from 1.0 to 0.2 pound, which was
sufficient.
(3) Increase in the stored coolant-system
water from 39 pounds to 48 pounds.
(4) Increase in the capability of the urine
collection and storage system.
(5) Addition of an improved condensate collection and storage system, including a new
wick-type condensate trap (shown in fig. 3-16)
to extract free mIter from the suit circuit of
the ECS.
(6) Increase of the stored drinking ,yater by
4.5 pounds for a total of 10 pounds of potable
water.

FIGURE
FIGURE 3-14.-Misalined gear in MA-9 programer.

3-1i5.-Environmental control system
matic diagram.
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A parallel coolant control valve (CCV)
shown in the upper right corner of figure 3-17
was added in the suit cooling-water circuit for
redundancy with the primary valve (top-left
on the cont.rol plate) in the event of a serious
valve blockage by contamination, which was
experienced in the MA-8 mission.
The operation of the life-support equipment
during the MA-8 mission was normal, except
that the suit-circuit CCV was partially blocked
by solidified lubricant and delayed the astronaut's stabilization of the cooling system at a
comfortable level. Preflight procedures were
changed for the MA-9 mission so that the CCV's
were cleaned and properly lubricated prior to
flight, but after the manned systems tests. The
cooling "ater was also passed through a 0.1!)
micron filt.er before being transferred into the
spacecraft. Blocking of the CCV during the
nL.\..-9 flight was not experienced. However,
the astronaut was required to make a large
number of minor changes to the suit CCV setting in an attempt to maintain the heat-exchanger dome temperature, which was the cooling system control parameter, within the desired
range.
J0
system deficiencies or hard "are
malfunctions were found during the postflight
in pect-ion or testing. It is a characteristic of

EMER 02
EMER ....... NORM

FIGURE

3-17.-Redunc1ant coolant control valve for
MA.-9.

the system that changes in metabolic and external suit-circuit heat loads as a result of
changes in the ast ronaut's level of activity, open
visor operation, solar heat on the spacecraft,
and int.ernal spacecraft equipment heating will
be experienced and will be reflected in the
coolant requirements for the suit heat exchanger. These heat-load changes are not radical under normal conditions and the corresponding coolant flow changes would be small
compared with the capacity of the CCV. It is
quite possible that the sensitivity of this smallorifice YalYe, together "itll the astronaut's normally varying: metabolic heat loads, could have
resulted in the need for frequent coolant-flow
adjustment.
.\n inline condensate trap, sho\,n in figure
3-16, "as designed to remove excess water from
the suit-inlet hose and "as installed near the entrance point. on the suit. The condensate trap
was activated periodically according to the
flight plan by the astronaut's opening a hose
clamp on the ,yater outlet line from the trap.
Condensate water ,yas observed by the astronaut. to hllYe been flowing through thi line,
indicating that free water had probably passed
around the sponge.
During the 21st orbital pass, the carbon
dioxide (C0 2 ) level at the LiOH canister outlet began to show an incre.:'1se on the C02 meter.
Postflight chemical analysis of the canister
showed definite channeling of the flow through
the canister. Channeling i the localized or
restricted passage of gas . through the canister,
rather than a uniform flow for maximum CO 2
adsorption. This channelino-, which could reduce the effective canister lifetime, has never
been experienced during ground testing or during any previous Mercury flight. Based on the
amount of unused LiOn at the end of the flight,
ltpproximately 27 hours of normal usage remained. However, the actual operating capabilit.y of the canister could not be establi hed
because of the channeling effects. The exact
reason for its occurring on MA-9 could not be
established.
The cabin coolant water and fan were turned
off according to the flio-ht plan durino- much of
the MA-9 mission in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the cabin cooling circuit. During
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this time, the electrical load varied according to
mission requirements, and the cabin tempera ture was observed to cycle between 85 ° F and
95° F, as indicated in figure 3-18. Reduction in
the electrical load during this no-cooling period
resulted in corresponding reduction in cabin
temperature. It is concluded that cabin cooling
lYas not required during periods in which the
Mercury spacecraft electrical system was powereddown.
Problems were encountered during MA-9
with the condensate transfer system. The needle
of the hand-operated pump, used to transfer
liquid from the condensate tank to another container, became clogged with metal shavings
from the pump shaft and the condensate could
not be transferred. Normally, free ",'ater removed by the condensate trap and sponge separator flowed directly to the condensate tank,
from \yhich it was then intended to be pumped
to storage bags. The condensate tank contained
n porous plus to relieve the gas pumped from
the ponge into the tank by the action of the
sponge separator. Since it. was known that this
plug could pass ",atel" \yhen the tank became
nearly filled, the astronaut elected to discontinue
operation of the condensaJe trap ,,-hen the transfer pump became clogged. This action was
taken to st.op further flo"- from the trap to the
tank and thereby help to preclude \yater from
being released into the cabin.
No lllillfunction of the life-support system
which compromised the mission or presented a
marginal condition to the man occurred during
any of the manned Mercury missions. Although
minor malfunctions of equipment occurred on

these flights, some of which were alleviated by
the astronaut, none of these were repeated on
sLlccessive flights. The suit cooling system has
exhibited a history of undesirable operation,
characterized by elevated suit inlet temperatures, wet undergarments, and a general lack of
llstronaut comfort. HO"'ever, metabolic heat
loads were removed sufficiently to keep body
temperatures well below a physiologically marginal value. The CAuses of these cooling system
problems for the suit circuit were twofold:
(1) Selection of an improper cooling system
control parameter during the initial design
period.
(2) Ineffectiveness of the suit-cooling-circuit
\,",ltel' separator because of the unpredicted behavior of free liquid in a weightless condition .
Ground testing showed that the steam exhaust duct temperature used in MA-6 and MA7 missions was not an adequate control parameter for controlling the operation of the heat
exchanger. A probe, which sensed the steam
temperature at the heat-exchanger dome (see
fig. 3-19) between the two coolant evaporating
passes, provided a more rapidly responding indication of the heat-exchanger operation. This
control temperature parameter was used during
the MA-8 and MA-9 flights with satisfactory
results. The suit-in Jet temperature range of
60° F to 70° F during most of these t\yo flights
was more comfortable than the 75° F to 80° F
range experienced during M:.A.-6 and IA-7.
See figure 3-20 for a summary of suit-inlet temperatures experienced during the four manned
orbital flights.
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Other ground tests showed that water in the
suit circuit, when condensed from the gas
stream in the heat exchanger, was not carried
by the gas flow to the sponge separator_ This
water is believed to have been held under weightlessness to the metal surfaces by surface tension
and flowed from the cooling surfaces to the duct
walls, thereby probably passing around the
sponge in the separator. The condensate trap,
which was installed in the MA-9 ECS, verified
t he need for a trap which will remove free condensate water traveling along the duct walls.
Missions of even longer durations will require
the extraction of all free condensate to keep the
astronaut's body dry and thereby to obtain maximum comfort and hygiene_
Electrica l and Sequential Sys tems

Except fol' some early development problems
in tho sequential system, this system group has
pel'fol'med satisfactorily throughout the ~Ier
cury program_ Although there ,yere no serious
sequential problems throughout the manned
flight program, there was an early deployment

tem,perattue for manned orbital f1ightR.

of the main parachute cll1l'ing the )II{-:I- mission
and of the drogue parachute dlll'ing ~L\'-(j . The
reasons for these prematUl'e deployments ha\-e
neyer been fully understood, ~il1ce 110 system
malfullction could be found during exhaustiYe
postflight testing_ During the later manned orbital missions, a modification to the sensing circuits for these sequential functions guarded
against premature automatic deployment. The
contractor was instructed to conduct a singlepoint failure analysis, which involved a detailed
study of the electrical and sequential circuitry
to establish all possible failure modes, and this
analysis was conducted for all space('J'aft systems before the ~L\' -T flight. The results of this
study were evaluated for failure conditions that
',ould singularly jeopardize flight afety, and
appropriate modifications were incorporated
into the M .A-7 and subsequent spacecraft to improve reliability_ The greater portion of these
changes involved the electrical and sequential
systems becau e of their unique relationship to
critical mission functions_ These changes dictated paralleling of redundant sensing ele-
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ments in some cases in which the actuation of
either element could initiate the proper fllnction. In other cases ,,·here it "·,IS important
that an event signal not
sent earl y, some
elements ·were changed to a series function, a .
was done for the parachute-deployment
circuitry.
The primary change to the electrical system
for the MA-9 mission was the replacement of
two 1,500-watt-hour batteries with two 3,000\\att-hour batteries. This change brought the
po"er supply up to one 1,500-,,-att-honr and
five 3,000-watt-hour batteries.
During the early p·hases of the flight program, difficulty "as experienced in maintaining
the temperatures of the eJectrical inverters below the maximum recommended operating
leyel. A cooling system ,,"as subsequently installed for the h,o main il1Yerters, but contamination problems and the limited effectiyeness of this cooling system did not alle \·iate the
elevated temperature situation appreciably.
Howeyer, continued operation of these im-erters
from mission to mission, in conjunction with
ground test results, ,,-ithout experiencing a temperature-associated failure, provided sufficient
confidence that these units would operate satisfactorily . Finally, for the M.A. -9 mission,
modified inverters with improved thermal characteristics were installed in place of two of the
old style units (main 250 v-amp and 150 v-amp)

be

l\,nd the open-cycle evaporative cooling system
was deleted. The three spacecraft inverters
functioned atisfactorily until late in the MA-9
flight when an electrical short circuit prevented
their operating properly.
In the MA-9 flight, the failure which caused
the greatest concern was first recognized at the
early illumination of the 0.05g sequence light,
\,hich indicated that the automatic stabilization
and control system (ASCS) had possibly
switched to its reentry mode of operation, which
\,ould have included the initiation of rate
damping and a steady pacecraft roll rate.
Subsequent checks by the astronaut revealed, in
fact, that this control mode had been enabled.
~\. requirement for a manual retrofire maneuver
,,"as therefore impo ed on the astronaut, but it
was still the plan to use the autopilot during
reentry. However soon after this occurrence,
the main inverter ceased to upply a-c power,
a,nd, in the s"itchover to the standby unit, tlus
redundant element did not start properly. (Refer to fig. 3-21 for details involving the ASCS
and power supplies.) Without a-c power for
the control system, even the reentry control configuration was disabled; therefore, the astronaut was required to conduct this maneuver
with manual control. This task was fur ther
complicated by a corresponding loss of gyro
attitude indications because of the a-c power
failure. A postflight inspection and analysis
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3-21.-Relation hip of electrical power to control ystem autopilot.

of the trouble areas disclosed that a short circuit had occurred, both on the power plug
(shown in fig. 3-22) to the ASCS amplifiercalibrator and to another connector (see fig.
3-23), also part of the ASCS power circuit.
Both inverters under question ,,,ere tested thoroughly after the flight and found to operate
within specification, indicating that they did
not contribute to the malfunction. Strong evidence exists that free water in the spacecraft
cabin had been present near the multipin powerplug connection and eventually provided a current path in the insulation between the d-c
power and grounding pins shown in right-hand
photograph in figure 3-22. Pin N, labeled in
the figure, was found to have been completely
burned off. Figure 3-23 clearly indicates the
significant corrosion revealed on the second connector during the post-flight disassembly and
inspection.
Postflight tests duplicated the above hypothesis; that is, a short to ground could be effected
upon application of condensate water. Resistance measurements taken across certain pins
of the second plug immediately following the
flight indicated electrical paths that could have
caused the O.05g indication. A likely source of
the liquid which might have caused the electrical
short circuit was the porous vent of the condensate tank in the environmental control system.

I

L __~ __ _

(a)-Front view showing burnt pU1.

This tank is located in the proximity of the autopilot po"er plugs, and normal cycling of the
sponge squeezer during the flight could have
forced condensate through the vent. Another
possible source of water which could have produced the short circuit is the local condensation
of cabill humidity, which may haye been present
because of a leak in the drinking-',ater valve or
becau e of waier vapor exhaled by the pilot
when his helmet faceplate was open. Or the
,Yater droplets which leaked from the ,·alve may
have somehow been deposited, in part, directly
on the power plug. This experience points up
the need to minimize or eliminate the presence
of free liquid or high humidity in a spacecraft
cabin where electrical systems are functioning
and to insulate and seal bare electrical connectors more effectively.

FIGURE 3-23.-Postflight photograph of }IA-9 connector-socket rear face.

(b)-Rear view showing X-rayed current paths in
insulatiOn.

FIGURE 3-22.-Postflight photograph of MA-9 auto-pilot power plug.
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Concluding Remarks

The :Mercury spacecraft ystems design and
development phases were conducted concur1'ently and although tlli philosophy im-oll'ed
it knmyn ri sk. it made possible the early realizat ion of the project objectives. Dminp: this
hme, many valuable lesson, \yere learned and
exploited in the development- and operation of
manned space-flight systems.
In the system design, maximum use \\"a s ma de
of existing technology and off-the- helf equipment, and systems concepts were kept simple.
Ho\,enr, ome imporhtnt aclyances in the technology also had to be initiated. It ,,-a. found
that the spacecraft and its systems must be designed for operational co nditions_ Examples of
the des ign-fo r-operation standard relatin o - to
the p reflight activ ities ar e system accessibi lity
and the sim pli fication of system interfaces. It
is also important in the ea rl y sy tem design to
all ow for an inevitable growth in weight.
During development and qualification testing,
the test criteria cannot be compromi sed in most
instances, since an oyel'looked system inefficiency will ineyitably show up later where a
redesign is more costly. I-Io\,ever, it was also
found in Mercury that no single qualifica tion
criterion necessarily appli es to all systems, and
local operational conditions must be individually evaluated for each system_ Whenever system components are significantly modified, as
was done for the Faith '7 spacecraft to make
possible the 34-hour flight capability, a ne"ground test program for hardware requalification should be administered to insure maintenance of previous reliability and operational
standards.
In the area of hardware operation and perfonuan ce evalu ation, the Mercury flight program has been a most valu able experience .
The most important Ie son learned from operation of the spacecraft control system is that the
pilot is ,t reliable backup to automatic system
modes_ In fact, the pilot's ability to control accurately the spacecraft attitude was instrumental in three of the four manned orbital
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flight s in completing the mission successfully
when a malfunction was present in the automatic system. .\JlOther ya luable lesson in both
the co ntrol system and coolin g y tem design s
was the ayoidance of component. which are
especially se n itive to contaminat.ion_ The
sma 11 ya hoes u. eel to meter re;lction control fuel
and em' il'onmental control system coolin g water
. hould have been designed to employ larger f10\y
areas to red uce susceptibility to parti cle blockage. Other than guarding against. stray voltages amI se nsiti v it y to transients, the ma jor
Ie. son deri,-ed from the performance of the
electric-a 1 and sequent ial ystems '"as the need
to sea l and insulate eji'ecti\'ely all electrical
c-o nllectors from poss ible source of free liquid
and humidit.y ill the spa cecraft cabin. In the
life support sy. tem, it \\-as also found that the
cool illg system s mu st be les igned \,"it h adequate
margins and th at food, \Yater, and \Yaste management deyi ces require particular attention becau e of plumbing complexit.y and the effects
of \,"eightles ness.
Throughout the Mercury development and
flight programs, quality control ancl rigid man ufacturing standards were fowld to be absolutely mandatory if incidental flight failures
and discrepancies \yere to be avoided. Throughout the project, a ca reful and continuing attention \," a given to engineering detail in order
to make possible the early recognition of system
\\"eaknesses and their implications in the operation of flight hardware and to provide meaningful and effective courses of action . This attention to detai l \\"as an important reason for the
success of the Mercury flight program, particularly the manned suborbital and orbit al
1111 SSlOns.
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4. MERCURY-REDSTONE LAUNCH-VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT AND
PERFORMANCE
By

P. KUETTNER, Ph. D., Chief, Saturn.ApoUo Systems Integration Office, NASA George C.
MarshaU Space Flight Center; and EMIL BERTRAM, Chief, Special Projects Office, NASA Launch
Operations Center

JOACHIM

SUIDIDary

The l\{ercury-Redstone launch vchicle was
used for the first United States ballistic manned
space flights. As a prelude to the Ol'bital flight
program, the Mercury-Redstone missions provided an opportunity to evaluate the performance of the Mercury spacecraft, the reactions of
the astronauts to brief periods of space flight,
and the launch and recovery operations. The
first steps toward man-rating a tactical missile
were made in a series of design changes and
modifications based on ground and flight testing. This paper describes development of the
first U.S. manned launch vehicle, including the
abort system, the reliability programs necessary
for pilot safety, and the performance of the
Mercury-Redstone space vehicle.
Introduction

The Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle was the
United States' first manned launch vehicle.
However, it is only the first of a series of launch
vehicles which will exhibit an increasing capability in manned space payloads.
By early 1959, several decisions ,yere made in
regard to the performance required of a launch
vehicle needed for the first phase of the manned
flight program. The vehicle had to have both
the reliability and performance to place a
manned 2-ton payload safely into a suborbital
trajecto~y in which at least 5 minutes of weightlessness would be experienced and an apogee of
at least 100 nautical miles would be attained.
In addition, the ,"ehicle had to be available in
time to support the desired flight schedule.
These requirements narrowed the choice to
launch vehicles which had already been developed for a military mission.

At this time, two surplus .Jupiter C missiles
were available from the A\.rmy Ballistic ~fissile
.\.gency (AB~L\'). The Jupiter C was an advanced version of t.he Redstone, a tactical military missile with a record of oyer 50 successful
flights to verify its reliability. The original
Redstone could not meet the mission requirements; however, the .Jupiter C had elongated
propellant tanks, a 1ighter structure, and the
required pedormance for :\fercury. The Jupiter Claunch yehicle had been used for conducting reentry studies and placing the fir t U.S.
satellite, Explorer I, into orbit.
Therefore, the Redstone vehicle, in its Jupiter
C modification, satisfied the basic Mercury suborbital requirements of availability and performance.
However, the Jupiter C did not incorporate
all the necessary safety features; and further
adaptation was necessary for use as a manned
launch vehicle. This development, which is
sometimes referred to as "man rating," had a
its three major guidelines safety during launch,
satisfactory operation from a human-factors
standpoint, and adequate performance margins.
The actual adaptation took place in three
phases: basic modifiC<'ltions, modifications after
ground tests, anel modifications after flight tests.
Although there were specific hardware changes
elm'ina
the development, the basic man-rating
b
.
program and design concepts did not reqmre
major alteration.
Basic Vehicle Modification

As noted, some basic modification was necessary to adapt the Jupiter C to the Mercury mission requirements. The required modifications
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and additions made the new Mercury-Redstone
launch vehicle physically distinguishable from
both the Redstone and Jupiter C missiles. Figure 4-1 illustrates the differences betw'een these
configurations. It should be noted that each
successive version of the original Redstone WfiS
progressively longer.

-r- i====
83.38'
69.90'
69.48'

37.50'

Redstone
FIGURE

Jupiter C

37.50'

Mercury - Redstone

4-1.-Compal'ison of the three Red tone missiles.

To meet performance requirements, use of
the elongated Jupiter C tanks was necessary.
These tanks give the Mercury-Redstone launch
vehicle a nominal engine burning time of 143.5
seconds, 20 seconds more than the original Redstone vehicle. This greater burning time required the addition of a seventh high-pressure
nitrogen tank to pressurize the larger fuel tank
and an auxiliary hydrogen peroxide (H 2 0 2 )
tank to power the engine turbopump.
To decrease the complexity for the basic Mercury-Redstone, three changes were made :
(1) The Redstone stabilized platform (ST80) were replaced by the LEV-3 autopilot for
vehicle guidance. The LEV-3 system, although
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less complex, was more reliable and met the
guidance requirements of the Mercury-Redstone mission.
(2) The aft unit, containing the pressurized
instrum.ent compartment, and adapter were permanently attached to the center tank assembly.
In the tactical version, these units separated
with the pay load to provide terminal guidance.
(3) A short spacecraft adapter, including
the spacecraft-launch-vehicle separation plane,
was supplied by the spacecraft contractor. This
arrangement simplified the interface coordination.
To prevent major changes midway in the program, the engine was immediately changed from
t he ~\.. -6 to the A-7 model. The A -6 engine
was scheduled to be phased out, and a shortage of hard,,,are ,,,as expected to occur during
the Mercury-Redstone program. This early
changeoyer avoided a foreseeable problem area
but required an accelerated test program.
For the Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle, alcohol 'YaS chosen as the fuel. Although the
Jupiter C had used unsymmetrical diethyltriamine (UDETA) for greater performance, its
toxicity was higher than that of alcohol and
,,,as considered to be undesirable for manned
flights. However, the selection of alcohol led
to a problem with the important jet control
\'anes because of the extended burning time
which caused greater erosion of these vanes.
Hence, a program was initiated to select jet
ntnes of the highest quality for use in Mercury.
The prevalves were deleted from the Mercu ry-Redstone lallnch \'ehicle in order to increase m1SS10n success, These valves had been
used in the tactical mi siles between the propellant tanks and the mai'n propellant valves to
pre\'ent possible fuel spillao'e in the event of a
main 1'<1lve fail me, IIowe\'er, failure of the
prent h'es to remain open in flight would have
I'esulted in a mission abort.
To pro\'ide for maximum cre\\' safety, an automatic ill flight abort-sen ing system was added
to the launch vehicle and an emergency egress
operation ,,,as establi hed for the launch complex. These factors \I'ere primary considerations in man-mting the Redstone and are discussecl ill greater detail later,
The Mercury-Redstone \I'flS aerodynamically
less stable than the tandard Redstone. Beca u e of the l1l1iqne payload characteristics and

the elongated tanks, the Mercury-Redstone was
expected to become unstable in the supersonic
region approximately 88 seconds after lift-off.
(See fig. 4-2.) To compensate for this instability to some degree, 687 pounds of ballast were
added fonyard of the instrument compartment.
Changes were also necessary because of the
decreased lateral bending frequencies. The
configuration and payload changes reduced the
)Iercury-Redstone bending frequencies to onefourt h those experienced by the standard Redstone. (See fig. 4-3.) ~\.s a result, resonance
problems appeared during both ground and
flight testing. The second bending mode had
to be filtered out of the control system to pre\'ent feedback.
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In all, ,t total of 800 changes were made before the Mercury-Redstone project was completed. The major modifications just described, as well as many minor changes beyond
the scope of this paper, resulted in a reliable
man-rated vehicle.

latE'ral bE'nding mode..

Abort System Description

Even though the vehicle was expected to perform properly, a launch-escape system \yas required for maximum crew safety a long as a
catastrophic launch-vehicle failure remained a
possibility. Therefore, an automatic inftight
system \yas deyeloped which supplied an abort
signal to the spacecraft in the event of an impending catastrophic failure of the launch
vehicle. This signal caused engine ('ut-off,
escape-rocket ignition, and pacecl'aft separation. This cut-off mode \yas in addition to those
sent \"hen the mission conditions were achieved
and in the event an emergency command destruct signal had to be ent. Because the \'ehicle
was to be manned, the destruct signal had a
built in 3-second delay to allow time for adequate spacecraft separation. The abort y tem,
shmnl in figure 4--1, sensed and was actinlted
by: unacceptable deyiations in the programed
attitude of the launch vehicle, excessiye turning'
rates, loss of thrust or loss of electrical po\\-el'.
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-!-4.-Block diagram of Mercury-Redstone automatic abor t sensing s,V tern .

The criteria for the abort system were based
on an evaluation of over 60 Redstone and
Jupiter C flights and a failure-mode analysis.
The number of parameters was kept at a minimum, since an overly complicated system could
result in little improvement, if any, in overall
flight safety. A selection of those parameters
which would reflect the operation of only vital
systems was therefore required. Hence the
abort system sensed primarily output or downstream parameters, each of which were then
representative of many different types of
failures,
For example, a sudden change in the attitude
of the vehicle indicated trouble in the control
system, regardless of the source of this trouble.
It could be the result of a fai lure in the control
computer or some mechanical system or the
limits of controllability having been exceeded.
By establishing critical values for pitch, yaw,
and roll angle, a variety of problems, including
the unstable "flip-over" with a subsequent explosion, could be predicted in time for it safe
abort. As other examples, loss of thrust, rough
combustion, and an impending explosion could
be sensed from variations in the combustion
chamber pressure. Finally, a loss in electrical
power or of the electrical interface between the
spacecraft and launch vehicle could be effect.ively sensed.
As shown in figure 4-4, the abort system circuitry was designed to include adequate redundancy. The combustion chamber pressure (Pc)
switches were wired in parallel to assure an
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abort capability even if one sensor failed . Since
the predominant failure mode of electrical voltage sensors is opposite that for a p ressure
switch, the relays controlled by the voltage sensors were connected in series. Although a
single sensor monitored pitch, yaw, and roll attitudes, as well as pitch and yaw attitude rates,
redundancy was implicit for these attitude and
rate measurements because of their inter dependency.
T o supply the necessary timing functions to
the abort system, relay interlocks were used to
prevent arming of the abort system prior to
lift-off and to disarm the system at normal shutdown. The Pc switches were armed after engine
start and disabled prior to normal shutdown.
Here, additional relays also provided circuit
redundancy and lock-in of t he abort signal.
Time is a critical factor in the abort procedures, and the method of abort initiation is
completely dependent on it. Because some
launch vehicle failures could very rapidly result in a catastrophe, the abort was designed to
be automatically initiated. Since some failures
would not cause an immediate catastrophe,
manual backup "\"I'as incorporated. The astronaut, blockhouse, mission control center, and
range safety could initiate an abort dur ing specifically assigned flight periods, some of which
overlapped.
Nominal Mission Profiles

The Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle, whose
nominal mission profile is shown in figure 4-5,
accelerated the Mercury spacecraft into a suborbital flight at a nominal speed of approximately 6,460 feet per second. At launch-vehicle-spacecraft separation the flight-path angle
was 41.80 0 , the altitude, 200,000 feet, and thE'
Mach number, 6.30. The maximum acceleration at cut-off was 6.3g.
In figure 4-5, several important launch vehicle sequencing points are indicated. A circuit
permitting automatic engine cut-off prior to
abort was activated 30 seconds after lift-off.
Prior to this time, this circuit was disabled because cut-off in the first 30 seconds would have
resulted in an impact of the launch vehicle on
land which was undesirable; therefore, only the
range safety officer could initiate an engine shutdown. To prevent an early jettisoning of the
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escape tower the normal shutdo"n circuitry was
not armed until 129.5 seconds. At 131 seconds
the velocity cut-off accelerometer "as armed.
This arming occurred 12 seconds before nominal
expected engine cut-off time to allow for higherthan-expected launch-vehicle performance for a
non-optimum mixture ra,tio, which could result in premature propellant depletion. The
chamber pressure sensors to the a,utomatic a,bort
system were dea,ctivated at 135 seconds, thus
pl'eYE'nting all abod signal at the time of cut-off.
Both cut-off a,cti,'ation and pressure switch deactivation "'ere originally scheduled to occur at
137.5 seconds, but as a result of the ea,dy shutdown of IR-2, the times indicated in the figure
were selected for all subsequent flights.
At engine shutdo"'n, nominally at 143
seconds, the abort system was deactivated and
the escape tower jettisoned. Spacecraft separation occurred 9.5 seconds after shutdown to
allow for thrust tail-off.

-~- - - ------

Reliability, Testing, and Quality Assurance

As mentioned earlier, the basic launch vehicle
had a history of 60 flights prior to the first
manned flight upon ,,-hich to base faillll'e-mode
and reliability prediction. Two such predictions " -ere made_ The fir t prediction used the
record of all Redstone, Jupiter C, and MercuryRedstone denlopment and qualification flights.
The second prediction used an artificial Redstone configuration composed of individual
components flown at different times on previous
flights.
To find the weak spots in the total vehicle,
laro-e subsystems ,"rere submitted to a special
reliability test program. All major missile sections and the systems contained in each were
vibrated under temperature and l1Umidity conditions simulating the actual environments of
transportation, prelaunch, and flight. Bending
and compression loads "ere applied up to 150
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percent of maximum flight loads, thereby establishing positiye ma rgin of safety. " Then
trouble spots "'ere found, indiyidual component
testing was followed up with additional systems tests.
Figure 4-6 ho\,s the \'ehicle contractor' combined environmental te t facility . This facility
,tpplied flight vibrations and rigid body motions
IIp to 4g at 2,000 cp simultaneously with temperatmes up to 115° F. This testing proyed the
importance of inyestigating the interaction of
all component masses.

\\"!:'lding: repHlrs, Hnd preparation of instructions.

FIGURE

.J.-7.-Static firing, noiRe and \'ibration test

stand.

Changes Resulting From Ground T ests

FIG U RE

-!-(i.- The contractor',' combined vehicle motion
and vibration test stand.

In addition, structural flight simulation,
spacecraft-Iaunch-vehicle interface compatibility, clamp-ring operation, and static firino'
tests " 'ere made, Figure 4-7 sho',s the mating
of the pacecraft and launch vehicle prior to a
noise and vibration test conducted at the NASA
~rarshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
Quality assurance procedures 'Yere relatively
more refined than for the tactical vehicle becnUSe of the tres placed on cre'" safety . An
awareness program required that every Mercury sy tem assembly carry a special Mercury
, tnmp indicating that it had passed special inspections and that all personnel involved in its
manufacture and as embly were aware of the
quality expected. Particular attention ',,-as
paid the areas invoh'ing soldering techniques,
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During the vibration test program, several
component failed or ,yere damaged. These
components included nn engi.ne piping elbow, all
H Z0 2 bottle bracket, the abort-rate switchmounting bracket, "ire in the roll-rate witch,
and an antenna mounting stud. Similar problems occulTed in other components. The succeSS of the modifications proved the va lue of
total system testing.
Since the A-7 engine ,,,as ne\\", extensive test
firings \"ere made. During these firings, an
in tability \\"as disco \'ered at 500 cps and elimiIlltted through a modification to the fuel
injector. Investigation a to the sourCe of an other lo,y-frequency oscillation eventually led
to the discovery that the static test tower was
at fault. Modification of the static test tower
sub equently removed it as a trouble source.
Checkout and Launch Ope rations

Prior to shipment to the launch site at Cape
('al1<l\'eral, the Mercury-Redstone abort system
,,"as checked by introducing simulated malfunctions and evaluating the abort system responses.

The first three launch vehicles " 'ere also carefully tested for compatibility ,,·ith the spacecraft at MSFC.
~\.t Cape Canaxeral, the Mercul'y-Hedstone
countdo"'n " 'as conducted in hyo part with a
rest period in behyeen to reduce fatigue of the
launch crew. Lox loading "-as scheduled for
completion at 180 minutes prior to lift-off to
minim.ize the possibility of an additional
12-hour delay for lox tank purging and drying
during the recycle time in the eyent of a launch
cancellation after lox loading. The astronaut
was to be inserted il'lto the spacecraft after lox
loading at approximately 120 minutes prior to
lift-off. A period of 4 hours was considered
50
Astronaut
Oul

Using mobile tower
at
spacecraft

I

to be a tolerable time between astronaut insertion and lift-oil' to accommodate possible holds
ill the countdo,,·n.
Emergency Egress and Pad Abort

Special astronaut safety precautions were required after in ertion since the launch vehicle was already fueled; therefore, launch pad
emergency egress procedures '''ere developed.
.\. study (see fig. ±-- ) to determine the best mode
to retrieve an incapacitated astronaut inclicated the blockhouse-controlled service structure would provide the most expeditious e cape.
If, hO"'ever, he were able to exit without help,
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4-S.-Time study of astronaut emergency egress.
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he could use the pad escape towel', or "Cherry
Picker," shown in figure 4-9. The cab of this
specialized escape equipment, ,yhich m:ts permanent but extendable, ,yas stationed neal' the
paceCl'aft hatch until just prior to lift-off.
tilization of this escape device wa combined
with the use of fire truck, an armored personnel
carrier (M-113), a~d rescue teams for exit
from the pad area. In case of a pad abort,
recovery procedure and vehicles, including
army helicopters and amphibiou craft, were
organized and prepared to assist.

:MR-1A launch vehicle to experience a cut-off
\-elocity exceeding the nominal value by about
269 feet per second. Use of softer ,,,"ire and the
relocation of the electrical leads eliminated the
problem .

''' ... ',- ----- Propul sian control

r=::!::!:::==~======~
' :!:;:=;

conn ec tor
(GOpln)

''--Power connector
(4 pin)

Ground strop
I ft travel be fare connection broken
50lb pull required to break connectlan
Strap protected from engine flames

FIGURE

FIGURE

4-9.-MR-3 with "Cherry Picker'· and remote
controlled service structure.

Syste m Modifications Resulting From Flight
Ope rations

Problem area revealed during the qualification flight-test program (MR-l, MR-2,
MR-BD) lead to the following modifications:
(1) The MR-1 launch attempt proved the
lleed for ground-negative until all other electrical connections were separated. Thus, a
ground strap was added. This strap is sho,,·n
in figure 4-10.
(2) A scale-factor error resulting from an
exces ive pivot torque on the LEV-3 longitudinal integrating accelerometer caused the
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4-10.-Mercury-Redstone ground f;trap.

(3) As a backup to the integrating accelerometer fix, a time-based cut-off signal was established at 143 sec for the MR-2 and MR-BD
(booster development) missions. These later
flights proved that the accelerometer functioned
properly, and use of the cut-off timer was discontinued.
(4) The thrust controller on MR-2 failed wide
open causing lox depletion o.- second before
deactivation of the abort P c switches and before
integrating accelerometer arming, which could
ha,-e prevented this trouble. To prevent a similar occurrence on the remainino- flights, yelocity
cut -off arming and P c abort s,,-itch disarm ",·ere
separated in time. Velocity cut-off arming was
admnced to 131 sec to take care of earlier-thanpredicted cut-off velocity, while P c disarming
II-as set at 135 se , keeping the combu tion
chamber pressure abo rt capability as long as
po ible, but removing this capability early
enough to take ca re of a high propellant consumption rate.
(5) Flio-hts MR-1.A, MR-2, and MR-BD
experienced momentary roll rates approximately twice that of the earlier Redstone
\·ehicle (~ 8°j sec as again t ~ 4 0 / sec-abort
limits were 12° / sec). Since the missile was not

subject to damage at this rate, the roll-rate
abort senso r '\"as deleted after MR-BD to increase mis ion uccess. The roll attitude anglp
abort 1imit of 10° '''as reta illed.
(6) An interaction of the seco nd bending
mode with the yaw and pitch axis tontrol requil'ed the addition of a net"'ork filter to redu ce
control loop gain behyeen (j and 10 cps. The
interaction was noted on flight s MR- 1.\ and
}IR- 2 and is illustrated ill figme 4-11.
75 deg
OefleCllon of Jet vane no

I

-75
5deg/seg
Angular

-5

130

FIG URE

velocity, yaw

135 sec .

4-11.- Second bending mode oscillations in yaw
toward end of MR-IA flight.

(7) During MR-1A, MR-2, and MR- BD,
undesirable vibrations in the adapter and instrument compartment were evident. On iR3 the e were dampened with 3-:1:0 pounds of
lead-impl'egnated plastic compound added to
the bulkhead and walls of the section. The
,,,eig:ht of this com.pound was substituted for an
equal amount of ballast "eight. Fourteen longitudinal stiffeners were also added to the
internal skin surface. These impro\'ements are
depicted in figure 4-12. Since ~\.st ronaut
Shepard still noted considerable vibr ations dul'ing powered flight in MR-:-3, an add itional 102
pounds of the dampening compound, X306,
were added to the instrument com partment of
MR-4. The summation of these changes l'esuIted in the Mercury-Redstone shown in
figure 4-13.
Flight Results
Three qualification flights were conducted for
the Mercury-Redstone flight series. MR-1 'YaS
launched on November 21, 1960. After rising a
few inches, it settled vertically back on the
launcher. It proved the need for careful examination of electrical circuitry and led to the

addi tion of a strap fo!' propel' electrical
gl'Ouncling.
The sequence of event which led to :\IR-1'
(lifliculties started during the lift-off \"hen the
pO\\"el' and control connectors did not disconnect inlllltaneonsly. Becanse of mechanical adjust ment., the power plug disconnected:29 milli. econds prior to the control plug. This permitted part of a 3-amp current, which would
have normall y returned to ground through the
power pl ug, to pass through the "nol'mal cutoff" relay and iL ground diode. The cut-oj]'
terminated thrust and jettisoned the escape
towel'.
The spacecraft did not eparate from the
launch vehicle because the g-load sensing requirements in the spacecraft '''ere not met.
" :r orm al cut-oW' started a 10-second timer
which, upon its expiration, was supposed to
. ignal separation if the spacecraft acceleration
" 'as Ie s than O.25g. (Thi s sequencing was designed to minimize the occurren ce of a spacecraft launch-vehicle recontact. Ho,yever, MR-1
had 'ettled on the pad before the timer expired
and the g-switch spnsing 19 blocked the separati on signal.)
The barostats properly sensed that the altitude was less than 10,000 ft and therefore actuated the drogue, main, and re etTe parachutes
in the proper sequence. The reserve parachute
"' as released because no load was sensed on thp
main parachute load sensors. To prevent this
failure from recurring, engine pressure was
monitored and, if normal at 129.5 econds, thp
normal boo tel' cut-off signal path to the spacecraft wa armed.
FollowinO' the )iR-1 attempt, the pacecraft
\\'as refurbished and mated to a new launch vehicle, scheduled to be launched as :MR-1A. The
)IR-1A pace ' -ehicle succes fully accompli hed
the UR-1 mission objective on December 19,
1960. The launch was slightly compromised by
a scale-factor error in the longitudinal integrating accelerometer which can ed cut-off velocity
to be 260 feet per second higher than normal.
This hiO'her velocity cau ed the spacecraft to
experience somewhat higher reentry deceleration. During the flight, all measured abort
parameters remained below the limits and the
abort system functioned as expected.
MR-2, launched .January 31, 1961, carried a
chimpanzee named "Ham." On this flight , the
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4-12.-Installation of dampening compound in instrument compartment and adapter section for MercuryReclstone 4 (MR-4).

thrust controller ran above nominal resulting in
propellant depletion 0.5 second before abort
pressure sensor deactivation. The abort system
was able to sense this early shutdoml and aborted the spacecraft. The above normal cut-off
velocity, combined with the thrust of the escape
motor caused the spacecraft to land well beyond
the intended recovery area. The simple timing
changes explained previollsly were made to take
rare of higher propulsion system tolerances.
MR-BD ,vas Inunched on March 24, 1961, to
evaluate a filter network added in the launch
vehicle control circuit and modifications incor-
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\ _____ Access door (typical for three large Instrument
compartment doors, all coated except for
area around doublers. The door coatings were
not limited to area between Sta . 37.327
and Sta . 73.951)

porated to eliminate the overspeed condition experienced on MR-1A and MR-2. The filter net\York "'as intended to dampen the effect of the
second bending mode frequency (6 to 10 cps)
on the pitch and yaw loop. The flight went
exactly as expected and proved the effectiveness
of this change.
"J1R-3 "-as the first manned flight. With
Astronaut Alan Shepard as the pilot, the spacecraft lifted off at 9 :3-:1: a.m. e.s.t. on May 5, 1961.
All objectives assigned to the launch vehicle
\Yere succes fu ll y accomplished and no system
malfunction occurred . During powered flight,

Aerodynamic spike-------Escape rocket- ----- ---- -·

24 It
Escape tower -------- ---V-bond clomp (Three explosive
bolts - dual ignition)_
-'-,
Separation line

-------Spocecraft

---":"~~'~~.t=:::==~-------L

Spacecraft-Iaunch-vehicle --'- ::-__:: --Ballast
adopter
.- --Vibration dampening
Aft unit (Contains press~~ized -______ •
.materiol:..
instrument comportment)
Lead filled plo~tlc mlXtu~e
In ballast section and Inside instrument compartLaunch-vehicle airfrome----ment
Standard Redstone with propeliant tanks elongated 96'
83 It
for increased burning time
Assembly weight
Dry: 12.000 Ib
Lift-off: 66,000 Ib
Propellants:
Alcohol (75 percent ethyl
alcohol;25 percent water)
Liquid ox ygen
Fuel pressurization:
Nitrogen
Model A-7 engine
Thrust; ·78,000 Ib
Turbopump drive; catalyzed hydrogen peroxide
-·--Air rudders (4)
Jet vanes (4)----------

FIGURE

4-13.-Mercury-Redstone configuration.

the astronaut reported buffeting. However,
telemetry data indicated lower vibrations than
on earlier flights. To reduce these vibrations,
additional dampening material was added to the
instrument compartment prior to the remaining
flight.
Concluding the Mercury-Redstone program
was MR-4 carrying Astronaut Virgil r. Grissom in the second manned suborbital space
flight. Again, all launch-vehicle s y s t ems
worked properly and all objectives were
achieved. Improved vibration reports indicated that the additional dampening material
added to the instrument compartment proved
effective.
The Mercury-Redstone flight program was
concluded on a positive note with the successful
MR-4 mission on July 21, 1961. The first
manned flight into space had been accomplished
by MR-3 in just over 2% years from the project's initiation. The initial objectives of providing space flight familiarization and training
for astronauts had been accomplished. The
spacecraft was exposed briefly to space flight
conditions. Of equal importance was the invaluable training of the ground crew in the
preparation, launching, and the recovery of a
manned spacecraft.
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5. MERCURY-ATLAS LAUNCH-VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT AND
PERFORMANCE
By LT.

COLONEL C.

L. GA

DY,

JR., Space Systems Division, U.S. Air Force; and
Space Systems Division, U.S. Air Force

Summary

In this paper the overall Atlas launch-vehicle
program in support of Project Mercury is discussed. The paper includes the areas of both
management and operations. Implications to
be drawn from the presentation are that sound
planning by experienced Air Force personnel
early in the program; strong top-level management support; great attention to engineering,
manufacturing, and operational detail; and
strong individual motiration have been responsible for the success of this portion of Project
Mercury. The procedures used in the launchvehicle program were not conceived or promulgated by anyone individual overnight. Rather,
they grew from the experience of many and
were further shaped by the program itself as it
progressed.
Introduction

This paper presents the management. aspects
of the launch-vehicle system in redirecting a
ballistic-missile weapon system into a launchvehicle system for manned space research.
Early agreements between the U.S. Air Force
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) established the program
responsibilities and identified the management
interfaces. Specific guidelines ,yere laid down
by the Air Force Chief of Staff to provide effective support to NASA "ithin the military
framework of what was then kno',11 as the Air
Force Ballistic Missile Division. Definitive
policies were established to insure maximum
launch-vehicle safety for the pilots. The initial overall Mercury systems engineering as it
affected the launch vehicle was performed by
U.S. Ail' Force/ NASA technical panels and
then gradually shifted to the Ail' Force and its
technical contractor, Space Technology Labora-
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tories, and more recently the Aerospace Corpora~ion, for more specific systems engineering.
The basic Atlas "D" system a it existed at
the beginning of the program is described to
provide a basis for the explanation of the
launch-vehicle modifications that ',ere required
to support. the mission. A brief description is
given of the problem that were associated with
the individual launch-yehicle flights and the
results of the postflight evaluations. ~\.. 1110re
detai led postflight evaluation is given of the
1'1A-9 flight.
Program Management

Durino- the mid-1950's, the U. . Air Force
conducted a number of st udies dealing "ith
manned space flight. Many plans had been
formulated and several of the programs had
reached a detailed development plan state
when, in August 195 , the President directed
the assignment of the man-in-space effolt to the
National Aetonautics and Space Admini trat.ion. On October 7, 1958, the Space Task
Group was organized at Langley Field, Virginia, to manage the then established and later
named, Project Mercury.
During the period from October 105 until
April 1959, a erie of meetings took place
bet',een NAS.\.. and the ~\"ir Force Ballistic
Missile Di,·i. ion to define the .\"FB:\ID upport
required by the N.\..S.\..- pace Ta k Group. The
problems con idered included: definition of the
cope of N~\" .\..'s effort, definition of laullchyehicle requirement, definition of procurement
procedures, launch schedules, and launch facilitie. It i interesting to note that at the
time of the fir t K ~\..S. \.. yisi t to ~\"FB:\ID on
October 23, 195 , the propo ed program envisioned over 25 flights u. ina the Redstone, Thor
or Jupiter, and .\..tlas laun ch ,·ehicles. Space-
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panels established by J ASA. Participants in
the pa nel work were drawn from various NASA
organizations, McDonnell, AFBMD, STL and
the ~\.tla s manufacturer, General Dynamics/
Astronautics. Once the initial problem areas
had been defined, technical panels \yere subdivided into working groups with specific technical areas assigned to assure that thorough
treatment was given to all engineering problems. Through the medium of the technical
panels, basic trajectory conditions were developed. The launch-escape system concept was
born and specific requirements were developed.
Reliability goals were established, and systems
re traints \,ere imposed. In order to implement, in detail, the general systems approach
denloped through the technical panels, the Air
Force call ed upon STL to perform these tasks.
It was necessary to institute a special systems
engineering and technical direction effort for
t·he Mercury/ .\.tlas program, and the STL Mercury Project Office was established in the Fa 11 of
H)59 under the direction of 11r. B. A. Hohmann.
In the summer of 1960, when the Aerospace
Corporation was organized, the task was transfen·ed to this 11ew organization. The majority
of the STL Mercury office personnel transferred
to ~\. erospace continued to perform their original jobs. The basic responsibilities or the systems engineering and technical direction group
\,ere to develop the technical requirements, monitor the systems and launch·vehicle development,
provide trajectory calculations and guidance
equation, analyze both ground and flight-test
results, assure production acceptability of the
launch vehicle, assist in administering t he pilot
safety program, and provide systems integration of the Atlas associate contractor's systems.

craft orbital weight was to be approximately
2,100 pounds for a 120 nantical-mile orbit.

~\. d

ditional meetings culminated in the issuance to
AFBMD of NASA Order HS-24 on N oyember
23, 1958, \yhich specifica lly requested that the
Air Force supply one "c" series Atlas to support Proj ect Mercury. The order speci fled that
this was the initial request of a proposed program which \,ould require :tpproximately 1R
boosters of the Atlas and Thor class. On December 8, 19£58, AFBMD received N ~\.S ~\. Order
HS-36 which requested nine "D" series ~\.t1a
boo tel's. Sub equent amendments to HS-36
deleted HS-24, changing the total requirements
to 10 Atlas "D" vehicles, later to 14 "D's," eliminating the Thor. Further discussions behyeen
the hYO agencies resulted in the agreement that
the ir Force would have full responsibility
for the development, procurement, production
and launch of the ~\. tlas yehicles for Project
Mercury (see fig. 5-1) . The final meeting of
this series was held beh,een General Schrieyer,
then Commander AFBMD, and Dr. Glennan,
Administrator of NASA, on .:\.pril 7, l~H59, in
'Vashington. The basic memorandum of understanding between N~\'SA and the US.\.F grew
from this conference .
•\. program office \,as established \,it h in the
~\' FBMD to manage the launch vehicle effort,
and the sen-ices of the Space Technology Laboratories (STL) were requested \,ithin the
framework of the Atlas weapons system program to support. Mercury. Specific guidelines
were laid down by the Commander of AFBMD
in order that maximum respon iveness to
NASA requirements could be assured.
The early systems engineering was accomplished \yithin the framework of technical
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5-l.-Space Systems Division support.
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The Space Systems Division and the Aerospace
Corporation program offices together ""ere the
focal point for detailed management of the
launch vehicle program. Program requirements reached this level along a formal path
(see fig . 5-2) established from Headquarters
NASA to Headquarters USAF, to the Air
Force Systems Command (AFSC), to Space
Systems Division (SSD), to the Deputy for
Launch Vehicles (SSY) to the program offices.
~\.. shorter and less formal but equally binding
path existed from )Ianned Spacecraft Center
directly to the program offices. Direction received along either path "as translated by the
program office personnel into action items and
routed to the proper agency for accomplishment. Contractual direction and configuration
management "ere controlled by the SSD Program Office originally through the Atlas \Veapons System Program Office and later through
the SSD Standard Launch Vehicle III (SLV
III) Office. Subsystem offices within SSD
"ere responsive to the Mercury launch vehicle
program office in the areas of guidance and propulsion systems. Technical direction "as handled informally by direct contact bet""een the
Aerospace program office and the contractors
u, S,

and formally through the SSD program office.
The Atlas associate-contractor team consisted
of General Dynamics/~\..stl'onautics (GD/~\..)
\\'ho furnished the Atlas airframe and basic nhicle, Rocketdyne Division of X orth ~\.l11erican
Aviation (R I D) ,yho furnished the propulsion
system, General Electric (GE) who provided both the airborne and grollnd portions of
the guidance system, and Burroughs Corporation "'ho proyided the _\..-1 Computer for inflight guidance in conjunction with the GE system . GD/ A performed the launches at the Atlantic Missile Range (X~IR) uncleI' the superyision of the 655Mh ~\..erospace Test \Ying. and
the other contractors pl'oyic1ed appropriate
la unch sen-ices. Other nll11able members of the
_\..tlas team "-ere t he ~\"ir Force's "Testern and
Eastern Contract )Innagement Regions ,yhose
personnel insnrecl the contractors' compliance
,,-jth contract proyisions and performed quality
control and technical inspection functions.
Early in the )Iercnry program, )Iajor General O. J. Ritland, as Commander of B)ID recognized that a safety program should be instituted to protect the )Iercury pilot. ~-\..ccord
ingly, he directed that tudie be conducted to
determine what efforts ,,-ere required to insure
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safe powered flight and to assure the program
management that the laun ch vehicle wa indeed
ready for manned flight. Thi s study resulted
in the Pilot afety Program for Mercury-Atlas
launch vehicles (see fig. 5-3), a program whi ch
has dominated the man agement of the launchvehicle portion of Proj ect Mercury.
The ba ic objective of the program have been
to assure design reI iabil ity and adequate pilot
safety. Recoo-nizino- that the Atlas had been
designed as a weapons system and had not been
required to meet the reliability expected of a
manned sy tem, program personnel e tabli she·d
these objecti '·es. The fir t ,,·as to be met
through quality of product ion and end-produ ct
excellence. The quality of production would
be assured through educat ion and motivation of
all personnel asso iated "ith manufacture of the
hard,Yare, through special compon ent selection
and marking procedures, and through pecial
handling techniques. End-product excellence
could be assured by requiring that no shortages
"ould be tolerated at the time of launch-,·ehi cle
acceptance, and that the vehicle must. be compl ete and up to date ,,·ith no provi sions for field
modiA cations. Thi s assuran ce ,\"ould be gained
by l11elins of n detailed and highly criti cal fa ctory roll -o ut in spection. The in spection ,\"ould
be conducted by experienced and well qualified
personnel from both the Aerospace and SSD
program offices. NASA observation was
invited.
Quality assurance
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•
•
•
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Component selection
SpeCial marking and handling
Additional reliabili ty testing
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procedures
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• Flight read ines s det ermin ation
• Flight safety review board
decision
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f}-3.-Pilot- afety program.

The second objective of assuring adequate
safety would be met by providing reliability
augmentati{)n and by special test-site operations.
The abort sensing and implementation system
(ASIS) was designed to bridge the gap between the existing reliability {)f the launchyehicle and the neal' perfection required {)f a
manned system. The ASIS was an automatic
system designed to sense an impending catastrophic failure and initiate spacecraft e cape
prior to the failure. The ASIS itself had to be
an extremely reliable system. This reliability
"as obtained first throuo-h a design based upon
redundant sensors and ci rcuitry. Then rigid design r eviews, stringent ground testing, and
finally flight testing were conducted for the
system.
The special test-site {)perations started with
unique Mer cury handling procedures for the
launch vehicle and a requirement that oomplete
documentation be maintained on all prelaunch
operations. The documentation, in turn, led
to assurance that the vehicle was indeed flight
ready upon completion of the required prelaunch te ting. The flight readine s was certified by the Mercury- Atlas Flight S afety Review
Board. This board was established as a highlevel Air Force and Aerospace board chaired
for all manned flight s by the Commander, SSD.
Basic A tlas D escription

At the time of the original NASA order for
Mercury-Atlas launch vehicles in the fall of
1958, the .S. Air For e development flight
test program was principally ooncerned with
the Atlas "C" model. The "D" model (see fig.
5-4) which was scheduled to begin testing in
1959, was considered the operational system and
was therefore selected as the most suitable for
use as the Mercury launch vehicle. The following paragraphs give a general description
of the basic Atlas "D" vehicle from which the
launch vehicle for the Mercury spacecraft was
developed.
The Atlas launch vehicle comprises of two
main sections, the body or sustainer section and
the aft or booster-engine section. The boostereno-ine section is oonnected to the sustainer
thrust rino- by a mechanical system which permits separation. The Atlas is considered a 1Y2stage missile in that only the boost engines and

ciated equipment and subsystems is gimbalmounted to the sustainer thrust cone which is
the aft end of the fuel tank. Vernier engine
thrust chambers are gimbal-mounted on opposite sides of the structure at the extreme aft
end of the cylindrical portion of the tank.
Equipment pods containing electronic and electrical unit are attached to the tank skin 90 0
around the tank from the verniers.
The aft section or booster-engine section consists of two booster engines, structure, and associated equipment. It is attached to the thrust
rin 0' at the aft end of the tank section by a
mechanism whi.ch releases it for separation.
The motion of this section is controlled during
separation by jettison tracks. A radiation
shield protects the aft section from the heat
radiated from the engine exhaust.
The propulsion system consists of a Rocketdyne IA-2 rocket-engine group made up of
two ma,in as em,blies: the booster section (see
fig. 5- 1)) consisting of two booster engines having 154,000 pounds of thrust each and the sustainer-vernier group (see fig. 5-6) consisting of

associated hardware are jettisoned at the completion of the first stage of firing.
The sustainer section is made up of a thin
wall, fully monocoque structure pressure vessel
and derives its rigidity from internal pressurization. The sustainer body is a welded structure of corrosion-resistant stainless-steel sheets
varying in thickness from 0.048 inch to 0.015
inch. The tank is approximately 50 feet in
length. The forward end consists of a thin
dome on which the liquid oxygen boil-oft' valve
is mounted. The base of the dome is joined to
the first skin of a conic.:~l section whose upper
diameter is approximately 70 inches. The
conical section joins a cylindrical section 10
feet in diameter. The lo,,'er end of the tank
is conical, tapering to a point. A hemispherical diaphragm called the intermediate bulkhead
divides the tank into a fonvard section for
liquid oxygen and an aft section for RP-1
fuel. ~'- thrust ring joins the conical aft section
to the cylindrical portion of the tank. Annular
baffles in the tanks serve to dampen propellant
sloshing. The sustainer engme "ith its asso-
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one sustainer enO"lne having 57,000 pounds of
thrust and two vernier engines having 1,000
pounds of thrust each. All are single-start,
fixed-thrust rocket engines utilizing liquid
oXygen and a liquid hydrocarbon fuel (RP-1)
as propellants.
The booster engine is composed of two identical thrust chambers and a power package. Two
dual turbopumps in the po',er package deliyer
the propellants under high pressure to the
thrust chamber. The turbopumps are driven
by high- speed turbines, energized by highvelocity gas supplied by a single gas generator.
The po"-er package also includes the hydraulic
pump used for lubrication of the turbopump
gear. The booster gas generator consi ts of
a spheri cal comb ust ion chamber and an exhaust
manifold. After start, liquid oxygen and fuel
are supplied to the combustion chamber under
pressures developed by the turbopump. The
combustion gases are routed to the turbopump
turbine wheels by the exhaust manifold after
whi ch the ga es pass through the heat exchanger to heat and expand helium for vehiclesystem pressurization and then are vented
overboard. High-pressure propellants exiting
from the turbopumps are routed through valves
whi ch control the flow of propellants to the fuel
manifold and oxidizer dome. The two thrust
chambers are bell shaped and made up of tubes
running lengthwise from the top of the chamber
to the bottom of the skirt. Fuel is routed
through these tubes to cool the chamber walls.
A pyrotechnic i!1"niter initiates combustion of
the fuel-oxidizer mixture. Thrust loads are
transmitted to the missile through gimbal
mounts on each chamber allowing the chamber
to be swiveled a maximum of 5° in pitch and
yaw about the vehicle cen terline.
The sustainer engine is gimbal mounted to
the thrust cone of the fuel tank. The a sembly
is similar to that of the booster engines. The
sustainer engine dual tllrbopllmp supplies propellants to the vernier engine in addition to the
sustainer engine. The su tainer engine fuellox mixture is continuously controlled during
fliO"ht by the Propellant Utilization Subsystem
(PlT) in order to maintain optimum mass ratio
of the propellants and thus r educe unusable
residuals to a minimum. The ustainer engine
gimballing is controlled in pitch and yaw within
an arc of +3 °. The u tainer engine is used
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for steering only after the booster enO"ines have
been shut down. The sustainer is operated
throughout the flight and is at full thrust at
lift-off.
The vernier engines are installed on the aft
airframe in two separate units. Propellants
for startinO" the vernier engines are provided by
pressurized start tanks and are supplied by the
sustainer turbopump for the remainder of the
flight. The thrust chamber is double walled
and al 0 contains fuel for cooling of the thrust
chamber walls. The vernier engines provide
roll control throughout flight; pitch and yaw
control during staging; and pitch, roll, and yaw
during the vernier solo phase during flights in
which this phase of operation is utilized. Mercury-Atlas vehicles do not have a vernier solo
period . The chamber can be moved through an
arc of approximately 140° in pitch and 50° in
yaw.
The automatic start sequence of the rocket
engine is accomplished by initiating propellant
flows into the thrust cham ber, the firing of
igniters, and the burning through of i~:niter detector links. These must be accomplished in the
proper equence and total time, or automatic
shutdown of the engine will occur .
. A propellant utilization system shown in figure 5-7 is used to effect emptying of the propellant tanks as nearly simultaneously as po sible. This subsystem continuously senses the
mass of the propellants remaining in the tanks
and computes the error resultin g from a comparison of the mass ratio of the remaining propellants ,,·ith a nominal mixture ratio. Thi
error signal then adjusts the rate of fuel flow by
repositioning the sustai ner-engine fuel-control
valve to ano'" the burning of more or less fuel
in order that the required mass ratio can be
maintained. Thi s assembly i made up of two
manometers, each enclosing a mandrel coated
,yith a dieleotric material, and a computercomparator. The unit senses the propellant
masses by functioning as a variable capacitor
by area contact with a column of mercury balanced against. the liquid-propellant head in each
tank. The mandrels are shaped in such a way
(·hat the ca pacitance i analogous to the mass of
propellant remaining in each tank.
The ait/bome pnewnatic system provides the
st ru ctural rigidity for the main propellant
tanks and also provides the necessary head to
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LN2 fill and drain line

prevent the turbopumps from cavitating at low
acceleration levels. This pneumatic system,
presented schematically in figure 5-8, is used
throughout the missile for control, reservoirs,
lubricant tanks and the pre suriza tion of the
"ernier engine propellant tanks. The pneu.matic system also provides the actuation force
for the first stage separation latches. The pressurization medium is helium, and liquid nitrogen is used to refrigerate the yehicle borne helium supply during the prelaunch pha e of the
countdown. Five spherical titanium storage
vessels are u cel for the primary supply and are
jettisioned \"ith the booster section at staging.
The control helium bottle i retained with the
ustainer ection and provides control pressure
for the u tainer section. Tank pre ..snrization
is maintained by helium throughout boosterengine operation only. After first stage separation, no he1ium i required since oxidizer vaporization will keep the pressure in the oxirlizer tank
aboye the allowable minimum limits, and main
fuel-tank pressure decay \Yill not reduce this
pressure beyond the minimum of allo\\"able
limits throughout the remainder of the flight.
.\. liquid-oxygen tank boil-off valve is used to
maintain proper cryogenic conditions of lox
(luring tanking and holds.
The electrical subsystem (see fig. 5-9) is composed of a 28 Y d-c main missile battery and a
115 y d-c three-phase 400 cps inYerter. Battery
power is provided to the inverter, propulsion
subsystem, flight control subsystem, propellant
utilization system and abort sensing and implementation system (ASIS) . A power changeover switch is used to transfer both a-c and d-c

- - - Alternof.lngcurrent

- - Direct current
FIGURE

5-9.-Electrical system.

power from external to internal. The position
of this switch is manually selected in the hunch
control blockhouse. The main battery is a remotely activated unit consisting of 20 silver
zinc cells connected in series and housed in a
sealed canister. The inverter is a rotary-type
inverter using a magnetic amplifier voltage and
frequency regulator and associated noise filters.
The inverter is three phase-WYE connected.
The fliuht control subsystem consi ts of a
flight programer, an autopilot, ancll0 gimbaled
thrust-chamber actuator assemblies. The subsystem stabilizes and steers the vehicle along the
desired flight path by controlling the direction
of the engine thrust vectors. Steering commands are generated on the onboard flight programer during the boost phase. Shortly after
first-stage separation, the airborne portion of
the guidance subsystem is enabled to provide
steering commands to the autopilot for the remainder of the sustainer phase. The autopilot
(see fig. 5-10) consists of a gyro package, a servo
amplifier package, a proQTamer, an excitation
transformer, and engine-position feed-back
transducers. On the standard Atlas "D", the
main f(Yro package is located at station 991 and
contains three rate gyros, three displacement
gyros, and associated electronic equipment. The
programer is a transistorized electrical timinu
device which controls the various flight sequential functions such as roll and pitch programs,
staging filter changes, guidance enable, and so
forth throughout the entire flight. The programer has hyo major seqnences, the first of
which is initiated at 2-inch motion of the missile and the second at receipt of the staging
command from the ground-based portion of the
guidance subsy~tem. The servo-amplifier package provides the integrating circuits and includes the necessary filters to insure proper
flight attitudes and rates.
The guidance subsystem (see fig. 5-11) consists of the ground-based General Electric Mod
III-A X-band radar system, the Burroughs
A-I computer system, and the airborne General
Electric Mod III-A guidance group. The ~fod
III system consists of a position-tracking radar
subsystem which determines the position vector of the missile with respect to the guidance
station, plus a rate subsystem, which by Doppler techniques measures the missile velocity.
In addition, the tracking radar serves as a data
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link to provide operational commands to the
missile-borne equipment. Position and rate
data from th e radar are transmitted to the Burroughs A-I computer for processing in accordance with the guidance equations. The computer generates corrective commands which are
then fed back into the radar to be transm ittec1
as steering sio'nals to the launch vehicle.
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control system.

Although weapon-system Atlas vehicles do
not require telemetery transmission, research
and development vehicles haye such a requirement. Two telemetry subsystems "ere used on
~fercury flights. The standard sub ystem was
used on flights through lVIA-4 (Atlas 88D).
Subsequent flights utilized a lightweight telemetry subsystem (see fig. 5-12) which "ill be described in the next section.
Two additional systems are installed for the
use of range safety personnel. The first is the
range safety command system which receives,
decodes, and activates the arming, engine shutdown, and destruct functions. The other system is the AZllsa radio tracking system which
monitors launch vehicle space position and
velocity. T he Azusa system data are sent to
the Atlantic Missile Range IBM 7090 computer
which continuously predicts the instantaneous
impact point (IIP) of the launch vehicle.
Atlas Modifi cations For Mercury

The Atlas "D" vehicle had been chosen for
the task of launching Mercury on the basis of
its being the most reliable launch vehicle available with the requisite performance during the
time period of the program . It was not possible .to start at that point to design a "man-
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rated" vehicle to perform the Mercury flights
without several years' delay to the program .
Therefore, to capitalize on the reliabi li ty inherent in the basic design of the vehicle ,,"hich
had been demonstraled in ~\.tlas deyelopment
flight tests, a ground rule of the booster program was to make a minimum number of
changes to the launch ,ehicle. Only Ihose
changes necessary to adapt the yehicle to the
requirements of the Mercury mission or those
required to improve the safety of the vehicle
for manned flight "-ould be authorized. As
,,-ith any development program, flight-test experience established the need for incorporation
of additional modifications with the major purpose being the enhancement of reliability and
pilot safety _ It should be recognized, ho\\"eve1',
that an extremely conservative approach \\"as
taken with regard to such changes. Modifications required extensive ground testing, and no
critical modification to be used in a manned
flight was incorporated until it had been successfully flown on at least one other Atlas. The
following paragraphs describe the major system modifications incorporated in MercuryAtlas launch vehicles. These changes are
shown schematically in figure 5-13.
In the first category of changes required by
the Mercury mission, one of the most important
of the changes was the addition of a ne"" auto-
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pilot rate gyro package in a position considerably ahead of that used on the standard ~\.tlas
"D". This addition was dictated by the longer
:.\Iercury payload and its effect on the flexible
At las tank during flight. The modifica tion
provided optimum attitude rate sensing wil h
resulting minimulll engine deflections for more
efficient performance of the lalUlch yehicle.
The standard rate gyro inslallation "'llS retained for aborl system sensing.
_\. dditional (,hanges in this rntegory illdudp
the delet ion of Ihe yernier solo pha se of operntioll and rplo('ation of Ihe retro1'orkets fro III the
launC"h "ehi cle to the spacecraft for use as po igrade rO('ket motors. In the "ernier solo mode
of operat ion the yern ier engines rpma in in operation after sustainer engine cut-ofl', \Yhich allo\\'s Yery delicate aclju"tments to yehi('le
yelocity. Deletion of thi mode permitted n
reduct ion in \\'eight and mis ion complexity
\\"ith .t resultant improyement ill lwr£ormallre
and reliability. Rplo('ation of Ihe retrorockets
II'as fen si ble sin('e the ~r('rcl1ry f'pacec r<l fl " "a,,
lighter and the posigrade rockets would tIm.
be more efficient in separating the spncerraft
f rom the 1.lUllch rehicle. TIll' lanclard ~\tla s
used these ret roroeket to "ba('k ofl'" the lnunrh
'"ehicle from the payload. This relocation of the
Atlas retrorockets to the spacecraft retropack
required that the thin skin of the lox dome be
protected from the rocket exhaust. Thi-s ,nt '
accompli shed by del'eloping a fiberglass. hield
that attached 10 the mating ring and co,"e recl
the entire dome. _\. wet-start technique was also
incorpomted in the enp-ine tal'ting, equ{'nce to
minimize sta r! ing tran ients. ~\nother change
requirecJ for the ~rerclll'y mi ., ion all'ectecl thp
guidance system. Because the trajectory of the
~ rercury-_\tlas flight differed greatly from that
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of the weapon system vehicles, new guidance
antennas were required to insure maximum sig-nal strength throughout powered flight. Extensive theoretical and model work was required to develop antennas ,,·hich would have
suitable radiation pattems.
By far the most important change made to
the Atlas in support of Project Mercury was
the development and installation of an entirely
ne"- system, the Abort Sensing and Implementation System (ASIS). This system '''as designed to bridge the gap between the admittedly
Ie s than perfect reliability of the basic Aths
weapon system design and that near-perfect
reliability desirable for a manned flight system.
From a very searching and thorough analysis of
Atlas flight data, it was seen that certain missile
parameters deviated from a norm sufficiently
ahead of catastrophic failure to be used as
',arn ings. It was decided to develop an extremely reliable automatic system to monitor
these parameters and to signal the spacecraft
escape system ,,·hen a catastrophe was imminent.
The parameters that were considered the most
significant for abort indiC<'ttions (see fig. 5.:.14)
Lox tank

ustainer hydraulic
pressure
Booster and}
sustcmer
fuel inlection
pressures

I

;J!;.....~r="==T¥cr====:F-=-:7-
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spacecraft
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FIGURE

5-14.-Abort system sensors for Mercury-Atlas
launch vehicle.

were the liquid oxygen tank pressure, the differential pressure across the intermediate bulkhead, the missile attitude rates about all three
axes, rocket-engine injector manifold pressures,
sustainer hydraulic pressure, and the launchvehicle a-c power. Dual sensors for each of
these parameters were incorporated into the
Atlas system and operation outside a predetermined tolerance band then caused the ASIS
to drop out the 28 volt power being supplied to
the catastrophic failure detection relays. This
drop-out of voltage provided an additional
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measure of safety in that if the abort sensing
system failed in itself, the loss of power to the
spacecraft would also cause an abort. This system was developed at G D / A under the direction
of the Air Force and its systems engineering
contractor and with the coordination of the
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center group. This
subsystem with its sensors was flown "piggyback" on Atlas research and development vehicles prior to the first Mercury-Atlas flight at
which time it was flown in the open-loop configuration. The first closed-loop flight of this
system was the MA-3 mission. The flight very
successfully demonstrated the capability of the
ASIS when the launch vehicle was destroyed by
the range safety officer. The ASIS satisfactorily signaled an abort to the spacecraft in
sufficient time to permit adequate separation of
the spacecraft from the Atlas explosion.
To provide additional safety measures with
the automatic abort, commanded abort, and
range safety command destruct, a 3-second delay was incorporated between the signal that
commanded engine shutdown and the signal
that ignited the destruct package on the launch
vehicle. With this change, the launch vehicle
could not be destroyed by command for a period
of 3 seconds after the engines were shut down.
This delay was incorporated to provide adequate separation of the spacecraft from the
launch vehicle prior to a command destruct. To
provide protection to the launch area, a lockout
was incorporated from lift-off to 30 seconds that
prevented an abort command from signaling
engine shutdown. The spacecraft launchescape motor had sufficient thrust to provide
adequate separation from the Atlas during this
period. Immediately after the failure of the
MA-l (Atlas 50D) mission, a special board was
convened to investigate the cause of the failure.
A number of separate phases of investigation
"ere performed under the direction of the
board. The e included extensive analyses by
Aerospace find GD/ A of the thermal environment, discontinuity stresses, and aerodynamic
loads. Wind-tunnel tests were performed to
gain more Imowledge of the aerodynamic conditions imposed on the total flight vehicle in the
transonic and maximum dynamic-pressure
regions. Analyses conducted by NASA Space
Task Group personnel indicated the possibility
of concentrated loads being introduced into the

Atlas through the forward structural ring
which mated with the spacecraft adapter. None
of the investigations or analyses were able to
pinpoint the exact cause of the initial failure of
the vehicle, but there was no question of the fact
that the failure had occurred in the area of the
forward lox tank and the spacecraft adapter.
Because of the failure of MA-1 in .July 1960
and the successful flight from a structural
standpoint of Big Joe I (10D) in September
1959, a coordinated decision was made by BMD
and NASA to increase the thickness of the four
forward skins of the Atlas lox tank on future
Mercury-Atlas launch vehicles to approximately the same dimensions as those on 10D.
At the same time it was agreed that the spacecraft adapter would be stiffened. In order to
fly the MA-2 mission with Atlas 67D, a thinskinned vehicle, without undue delay a temporary modification was'made. A stainless steel
reinforcing band was installed about the lower
flange of the mating structure (Station 502
ring) and .the first skin aft.
Early in the Mercury program, it was decided
to incorporate the electronic "square" autopilot
in place of the electromechanical "round" autopilot. The reason for selecting the relatively
new electronic system over the proven round
autopilot was to obtain improved reliability, improved maintainability due to modular plug in
packaging, much increased flexibility to allow
for most types of mission changes, and ease of
manufacturing by eliminating much of the hidden, point-to-point wiring, and the mechanical
setup of the programer. The improved reliability was a result of including such design
features as electronic switching in place of
mechanical switching, electronic integration in
place of electromechanical integration, and improved circuit board design.
Initial flight testing in the Atlas program
was accomplished by using an Cc'trly type of telemetry system. The weight and power requirements to operate the early system were high,
and oscillator stability degraded over a short
operating time span. A transistorized, lightweight system was developed by GD/ A to support the Centaur flight test programs and appeared to be well suited to the Mercury program
(fig. 5-12). NASA requested the Air Force to
incorporate the new lightweight system as soon

as practicable. This system was first flown on
launch vehicle 100D.
Normal cut-off of the sustainer and vernier
engines is initiated by a discrete signal from
the Burroughs computer to the ground guidance
station. The ground guidance station then retransmits this signal to the airborne decoder
which in turn signals engine shutdown. A
partially redundant path for the sustainer-engine cut-off ( ECO) discrete transmission was
de\'eloped early in the program. This path enabled the Burroughs computer to forward the
signal to the launch vehicle through the range
safety command transmitter, to the airborne receiver and then to the engine relay control.
This path was not wholly redundant because
no duplication existed in the computer function fol' generating the SECO time; therefore,
a sino-Ie failure mode still remained. As a result, discussions with the AMR range personnel
brought out the capability of the Azusa system
to proyide a completely redundant SECO discrete signal. The .\.zusa system in conjunction
with the IP 7090 computer continuously computed the instantaneous launch-vehicle impact
'Point (lIP) for Range Safety purposes.
'Vith certain modifications to the IP 7090 program it was possible to obtain the time at which
orbital yelocity was attained. This time was
provided electrically by land line to the NASA
Flight Director. The Flight Director used this
signal as a backup in the event of a failure or
malfunction of the Mod III guidance system.
This backup SECO system was susceptible to
guidance noise; therefore it was discontinued
after the MA-8 mission.
The SECO discrete transmitted to the launch
vehicle through the range safety command system as described abo\Te, was originally tied to
the output of the guidance decoder which obtained a ECO discrete through the guidance
system. Both SECO signals used the same
path from the guidance decoder and the range
safety command receiver to the engine shutdown relays. Additional engineering "as required to reroute the signal to provide a
completely redundant path.
It is pointed out later in the paper that a
problem was discovered with the guidance system at low antenna eleyation angles. After a
thorough study of the hardware involved, it
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\yas concluded that the exces ive noise in received signals was cyclic in nature and \\-as
caused by an as yet undetermined atmo pheric
phenomenon. To reduce the effect of the noise
in the oYer-all guidance loop, first the guidance
equations were modified to provide additional
smoothing, and second, the rate station ba e legs
\yere increased frol11 2,000 to 6,000 feet. Although the latter modification did not reduce
the actual noise being receiYed: the deleteriou
effect of the noise on the received signals was
reduced by approximately 3 to 1. The third
and more complex phase of the study was the
development of a mathematical model of the
noise to pel1TIit a more detailed analysis of the
trajectory equation changes that ""ere neces ary
to minimize this effect. These changes ,yere
made to the guidance eCJuations and used on the
;\fA-9 mission.
A fuel tanking test that \ya being accomplished between the fir t and second launch attempts of the MA-6 mi sion brought out a problem that necessitated a major airframe change.
The plastic foam material that is used for insulating the base of the liquid oxygen tank from
the fuel tank is contained between two hemispherical bulkheads which separate the lox and
fuel. A more detailed description of this problem i contained in a description of the MA-6
mISSIOn. The limited need for the insulation
material coupl ed \yith the unde irable feature
of removing the bulkhead in the field indicated
the need for eliminating the insulation bulkhead
from all future Mercury vehicles. A change in
the production line stopped further installations
of thi material.
~\. major modification in the propulsion system \YaS required to eliminate the possibility of
combustion instability. Early in the Atlas program, it was found through flight test experience that combustion ill stability in the booster
engines could cause catastrophic failure of the
entire missile. The probability of the occurrence was low ; however, the need for maximum
safety in the manned space program dictated
the need for corrective action. Initially, rough
combustion monitors were incorporated and the
Atlas \\as held down for an additional period of
time, to allow sensing of the engine vibration
characteristics. A rough combustion cut-off
(RCC) system then would automatically shut
down the engine if combustion instabilities oc-
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curred. ~\gain, a thorolJO"h ground and flight
test program was required before installation On
l\1.ercury-Atla launch nhicles . . \ nother modification provided redundan cy in the electrical
portion of the propulsion sy tem to insure engine shutdo\Tn at SECO. Action \Tas taken also
to reroute electrical circuitry to insure proper
valve sequencing during tart in the high-presSll l'e liCJuid oxygen plumbing.
_\ nother major modification was :m ade to the
booster engin e turbopumps. Flight and component testing experience show that incidents
had occurred \yhere the lox pump impeller had
rubbed against the inlet adapter of the pump.
This rubbing ca used sufficient heat to ignite the
lox and in some cases cau e an explo ion in the
turbopump. Extensive analyses and tests could
not pinpoint the exact cause for rubbing; however, the effect of the rubbing could be eliminated by lining the inlet adapter with a plastic
material. Months of component and system
testing and engineering re\,ie\y \yere required to
provide positive a snrance of the suitability of
this modification.
Limited change were made to the pneumatic
sy tem specifically for fercury. Considerable
effort wa s expended ho\yen'r on analyzing tank
pressure oscillation that OCCllrs during lift-off
under certain pay!oad conditions. The necessary precautions \yere taken until this problem
\\' as resolved. To resolve the entire problem a
complex computer model was developed to represent the dynamic conditions existing in the
pneumatic ystem and st ru cture of the l\1.ercury:\tlas yehicle. It was found at the conclusion
of the study that earlier characteristics of the
helium regulator \yhi ch controls pressurization
gas to the oxidizer tank tended to drive the system into a resonant condition. The ne,y regulator that '''as used ,,-ith l\1.ercury did not have
the unstable characterist ics : therefore, flight
restrictions \yere removed.
The propellant utilization (P ) system was
modified to insure an outage of lox rather than
fuel in the eyent abnormal fli.ght characteristics
cau ed the vehicle to expend the total propellant . Early studies had indicated that a safer
engine shutdo\yn would be possible in this propellant depletion shutdo\Tl1 case if the lox supply \yas the first to be consumed. The PC
system normally monitors the propellant levels
to maintain the proper ratio of onboard pro-

pellants. For the Mercury-Atlas the system
,,"as modified to drive the mixture ratio to the
lox-rich condition at 10 seconds prior to SECO
to reduce. the ratio of lox to fuel. More recently, a revised method of calibration and a slightly
modified mandrel have been developed to provide a more accurate method of maintaining
proper propellant ratios.
.\.. normal phenomenon associated with the
.Ulas vehicle is a roll oscillation that occurs with
the missile as the vehicle becomes free of the
launcher mechanism. Ordinarily this roll is of
small magnitude, and quickly corrected a the
autopilot is enabled. A review of flight test
history showed that certain vehicles were dis-

placed at roll rates which approached the abort
threshold established "for the ASIS in roll .
Two parallel studies "ere accomplished to review this problem area. One study reevaluated the abort thresholds to determine if the
roll rate limit could be increased. The other
study attempted to determine the cause for the
roll oscillation in order that a proper modification could be made. It was determined . that
limited opening of the threshold in roll could
be accomplished. The study into the cause for
the roll included developing a mathematical
model of the launcher mechanism, analysis of
control forces required to rotate the missile similar to that demonstrated in flight, base recirculation, engine alinement, and a revie,Y of engine
acceptance data at Rocketdyne. It was readily
apparent that the canted turbine exhaust duct
contributed to the clockwise roll moment. This
force could cause only half of the roll moment
experienced by the missile. Acceptance data
from the engine supplier showed that a group
of 81 engines had an average roll moment in the
same direction of approximately the same magnitude as that experienced in flight. Although
the acceptance test-stand and flight-experience
data on individual engines did not correlate, it
was determined that offsetting the alinement of
the booster engines could counteract this roll
moment and minimize the roll tendency at liftoff. This change was flight tested and found to
correct the roll moment satisfactorily; therefore, the change was incorporated for MA-9 in
Atlas 130D.

Flight Test Summary
Big Joe

The first Mercury-Atlas launch w'as that of
Big .Toe 1, ~\..t las number 10D, on September 9.
1%0. .\.tla 10D '"as built originally as an
Rand J) yehicle but had received the initial
Mercury modifications. The payload was a
boilerplate spacecraft. The purposes of the
flight ,\"ere to test the spacecraft's ablati\'e heat
shield, afterbody heating, reentry dynamics.
attitude control and recovery capability.
Two flight readiness firings (FRF) were performed on Big .Joe 1. The first, on September
1, 1950, ended immediately after T - O because
the ignition stage delay timer commanded shutclo\\'n of the rocket engines ,yhen neither sustainer nor main engine ignition followed
norma 1 vernier ignition. There was no booster
or stand damage. The second FRF ,vas succes fully completed on -' eptember 3, 1959, with
normal ignition, transition to main staO"e
and
<:>
shutdown by the engine timer after approximately 10 seconds of running time.
During the launch on September 9, 1959, engine iO"nition, thrust buildup and lift-off ,yere
norma l, and launch \'ehicle performance was
completely sati factory throughout the booster
phase. IIo'YeYer, after boo ter engine cut-off
(BECO) the booster section failed to jettison
and remained attached to the vehicle for the
duration of the flight. The su biner continued
to power the Yehicle until propellant depletion
some 1-:1: . econds prior to normal tut-off. The
malfunction resulted in the vehicle failing to
achieve planned maximum velocity and in exceeding planned maximnm altitude.
.\.lthongh the injection conditions ,yere considerably different from the preplanned values,
the spacecraft reentry satisfied the T ASA test
objectiyes. By extrapolating the acquired
data, N ~\"SA Space Task Group was able to
derive the information which was required for
spacecraft design. The spacecraft was recovered and returned to Cape Canayeral. Since
the data from Big Joe 1 atisfied NASA requirements, a second Mercury launch, Big Joe
2 (~\..tlas 20D), which had been scheduled for
the fall of 1959, was cancelled and the launch
\'ehicle was transferred to another program.
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stalled between the reinforcing band and the

MA-l

The first of the Mercury-Atlas series, MA-l,
"as launched at 8: 13 a.m. e.s.t. on July 29, 1960,
from AMR L a,unch Complex 14. The vehicle
consisted of Atlas 50D and Mercury Spacecraft
number 4, the first production spacecraft, and
adapter. The spacecraft primary test objectives concerned structural integrity, afterbody
heating and reentry dynamics from a temperature critical abort. Launch vehicle objectives
concerned the capability to release the pacecraft at tJle desired insertion conditions and the
evaluation of the open-loop operation of the
Abort Sensinp: and Implementation System
(ASIS) . A single successful FRF was accomplished on July 21,1960.
Lift-off and flight of the ,ehicle "ere nominal
until 57.6 seconds after lift-off "hen a shock
was registered by both the launch vehicle and
spacecraft axial accelerometers. The vehicle
at that time was at approximately an altitude
of 30,000 feet and 11,000 feet do"n range. The
sequence of sensing of the shock indicated that
the eli turbances occurred in the area of the
adapter and the fon,ard portion of the lox tank.
. :\'1l Atlas telemetry "as lost at 59 seconds, which
is belieVed to be the time of final missile destmctlon. Spacecraft telemetry however, continued
until 202 seconds, which was the time of landing on the sea, approximately 5 miles downrange. The only launch vehicle primary test
objective accomplished was successful evaluation of the open-loop performance of the
,\.SIS which p:enerated an abort signal at 57.6
second due to loss of normal a-c voltage.
The failure investigation and results are discussed in the section Atlas AIodifications for
AIercury in this paper.
MA-2

The MA-2 m1SS10n "as flown by using the
Atlas 67D and a production Mercury spacecraft. Test objectives for this flight were concerned with the ability of the spacecraft to
withstand reentry under the temperature-critical abort conditions and with the capability of
the Atlas to meet the proper inj ection conclit.ions. This Atlas "D" modified for the Mercury
mission, was unique in the program in that it
incorporated a stainless steel reinforcing band
installed around the vehicle between stations
502 and 510. A thin sheet of asbestos was in-

tank skin. This modification was installed as
a precaution against the type of failure which
had occurred on the previous MA-1 flight. Atlas 67D had accomplished a successful Flight
Readiness Firing on November 19, 1960.
Launch countdown was satisfactory. Although 70 minutes of hold and recycle time were
required, none of this time was required for
the launch vehicle systems. Lift-off occurred
at 9 : 10 a.m. e.s.t . on February 21, 1961. Ignition and transition to main stage ~ere nornlal,
and lift-off was clean. The la1.illch-vehicle
flight was uneventful. All test objectives were
fully met, and the spacecraft was successfully
recovered. This launch was the first one which
was preceded by a full Flight Safety Review
Board in accordance with the Mercury-Atlas
Booster Pilot Safety Program.
MA- 3

Atlas 100D, the launch vehicle for the MA-3
mission, was launched from Complex 14 at
AMR at 11 :15 a.m. e.s.t. on April 25, 1961. The
mission was terminated by. the range safety officer after approximately 43.3 seconds due to
failure of the launch vehicle to follow its roll
and pitch programs. Although the launch-vehicle was destroyed as a result of a malfunction,
considerable benefit was derived from the flight
test. First, the satisfactory closed-loop performance of the ASIS was demonstrated when
the booster engines were shutdown and escape
rocket ignition was initiated automatically by
the ASIS. The escape was so suocessful that
the spacecraft was recovered some 20 minutes
after launch and reused on the next flight.
Second, because of the nature of the failure
an intensive reexamination of the complete electrical cir cuitry and its design, manufacture and
installation for both the launch 'complex and
the Atlas was conducted. The malfunction
which caused flight termination was isolated to
the flight programer or associated circuitry.
The programer either failed to start or started
and then subsequently stopped "ithout initiating the roll and pitch program. The proo-ramer
was subsequently recovered, examined, and
tested. The most probable cause of the flight
failure was traced to contamination of one of
the programer pins which under vibration could
have caused the failure. The extensive review
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that was conducted to analyze the flight failure
also revealed other deficiencies in the flight control systems. Changes were made to the system
to eliminate these possible failure modes and to
improve the over-all system reliability.
MA-4

On August 24,1961, the F light Safety Review
Board for the l\1A-4 mission (Atlas 88D) performed a thorough revie', of all pertinent problem areas and all recent Atlas flight test problems. ~\t the completion of the meeting, the
Flicrht
Safety Review Board approved the
use
~
. .
of Launch Vehicle 88D for the MA-4 mlSSlOn.
The launch was delayed for a l-"-eek period, and
durin cr this period of time a transistor malfunction i~ one of the flight control canisters aroused
considerabJe concern. An investigation into the
factors associated with this failure necessitated
an Air Force Program Office decision to delay
the flight in order that flight control equipment
could be reworked to eliminate this failure mode.
The contractor responded to this decision with
a concentrated effort to rework and test the
equipment in time to support a mid-September
launch. On September 12, 1961, the Flight
Safety Review Board reconvened. The flight
control canister re',ork was reviewed in detail
and the Board concluded that 188D was suitable for launch. The 88D was scheduled for a
250-minute countdown starting at 2 :50 a.m.
e.s.t. on September 13, 1961. There were four
holds and a recycle which resulted in a total
count of 374 minutes. Propulsion system performance "as normal throughout the start sequence, additional hold-down period and flight.
Thrust chamber vibration levels were normal
during the hold-down period and chamber pressures were nominal. Lift-off occurred at 9 :04
a.m. e.s.t. The flight control systems satisfactorily generated the missile roll and pitch over
programs and responded correctly to guidance
discrete and steering commands. An oscillation in the pitch p1'lne was evident from T+ 15
seconds to T+21 seconds. Missile bending was
evidenced by an accelerometer located on the
lox-dome, launch-vehicle flight control rate gyros, and by spacecraft rate gyros. A change to
a launch-vehicle automatic hydraulic actuator
had been incorporated on the MA-4 launch vehicle, and the flight control gains had been modified. A postflight modal analysis of the MA-4
data showed that marginal stability character-

istics existed with these changes; therefore, additional filtering was deemed to be necessary
for future Mercury flights. Propellant slosh
11mplitudes during the booster phase were low
and considerably less than that observed on
launch vehicle 67D. The spacecraft injection
conditions on the flight of 88D were of the poorest quality of alll\1ercury-Atlas flights. Tolerance limits were not exceeded; however, a
thorough study was required to determine the
cause. An analysis of the flight data brought
to licrht tracking phenomena associated with low
incident angles. Under certain conditions ~he
o-uidance system could be affected by varymg
:tmospheric refraction towards the end of flight
when the vehicle ·was approaching the horizon.
Limited experience had been obtained at these
low elevation angles with the Mod III guidance
system. A continuing study was conducted by
SSD, GE, Aerospace Corporation, and Space
Technology Laboratories in conjunction with
the AF Electronic System Division and its technical staff to determine the source and limitations of this phenomenon. Knowledge gained
from this study was later used to rewrite the
trajectory equations to reduce the effects of refraction anomalies. The postflight evaluation
of the launch vehicle 88D mission indicated that
all flight objectives were successfully achieved.
MA-5

On November 28, 1961, the Flight Safety Review Board met to consider all aspects of the
MA.-5 (93-D) mission. Included in the Board
review were the autopilot changes that resulted
from the previous flight and a thorough discussion of the activities and studies conducted in
the evaluation of the guidance phenomena.
Additional problems associated with other Atlas
space and weapons flight test were reviewed.
The Board committed the vehicle to launch.
A number of holds were required during the
countdown on November 29, 1963. The data
link between the GE ground guidance station
and the Mercury Control Center dropped out
temporarily, requiring a 4-minute hold, and a
3-minute hold was called at T-7 minutes to resolve a pulse beacon anomaly. Ignition and
transition into main stage were accomplished
satisfactorily and within expected limits.
There was no indication of the pitch oscillation observed on the launch of 88D. Following
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I ift -off n- slight oscilln-tion "'as noted in the pitch
channel during the roll program "hich is common to all launches. The usual flight oscillation clue to slosh ,,-as observed from T+86 !:leconds to T+ 100 econds. Stao-ing transients
\"ere normal. Approximately 30 seconds before
su tainer engine cut-off, a slight oscillation appeared in the pitch channel. This condit ion
persisted for 15 seconds, but the magnitude of
the 0 cillation was of no significance. ~\Jl flight
test objectins '''ere met and the performance of
the launch ,ehicle "'as "'ithin expected tolerance limits.
MA-6

The historic flight of Astronaut John Glenn
was conclucted on board ~\ tlas launch vehicle
10DD and Mercul'Y Spacecraft number 13 .
This \"a. the flight for ,I'hich the Atlas Pilot
Safety Program had been conceived and for
which the launch vehicle team had been preparing so long. Major General O . •T. Ritland, then
Commander, SSD, convened the Fight Safety
Rel'iew Board on January 26, 1962, to determine
the suitability of Atlas 109D for support of the
~IA-6 mission . In addition to reviewing the
readiness of 109D, the Board reassessed the
critical problem areas in the development of the
~\ tlas in support of the Mercury program.
Th is reassessment included all major development , flight-test incidents and corrective action,
the results of additional reliability tests and
analyses conducted specificall y for Mercury, the
performance and test status of the abort system,
performance margins experienced on past flghts
and the prediction for MA-6, the configuration
differences beh,een the prel'ious Mercury vehicle and109D, and the production and test history of 109D prior to its arrival at AMR. One
minor, last-minute problem "ith a faulty pin
connection in the staging umbilical necessitated
a second session of the board on January 26,
1962. The condition was repaired, and a complete series of tests to Yalidate all the pin connections in the connector "as satisfactorily accomplished. After the second session the
Board committed 109D for the launch of MA-6.
~\d verse weather in the launch area forced the
cancellation of the first launch attempt on January 27, 1962. After a tanking test was conducted on January 30, fuel \"as detected in the
insulation bulkhead located beb,een the fuel and
liquid oxygen tanks. The insulation bulkhead
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is located beneath the intermediate bulkhead
that structurall y separates the two tanks and is
composed of a plastic foam material vented to
the fuel tank and supported by a thin steel membrane. Test of the plastic material indicated
tha t sufficient fuel could be retained in the insulation material to overload the membrane supportinp: the i nsu lation bulkhead under flight accelerations. Inasmuch as it \\as not possible to
asses the amount of saturation accurately, a decision II'l1.S made to remove the insulation material and the supporting structure. The extent
of the repair on Atla 109D at AMR con tituted
a major but. neces ary rework of the vehicle in
the field. Because of the extent of the repair
a highly qualified group of personnel from
","erospace,655-5 \..TW and GD/ A ,,,ere selected
as a special cOI1,mittee to review all procedures
associated ,,,ith the ta k. This group also was
l'e ponsible for validatino- of the complete task.
The primary reason the task '''as authorized as
a field modification '"as because it had been successfu ll y performed in the field only "eeks before on Atlas 121D, the R anger 3 launch vehicle which flew successfully.
The combined Atlas-Mercury cowltdown
"as begun at. 11 :30 p.m. e.s.t. on February 19,
1962. \.. built-in hold of 90 minutes was
scheduled to begin at T-120 minutes. At T280 minutes, a telemetry check indicated the
Azu a impact predictor was "no-go." The
ground station was checked and found to be
operating satisfactorily. The tower decks
around the transponder "ere raised, but still
the ~\zu a sy tem could not achieve a satisfactory lock. A decision was made to change the
transponder "hich was accomplished by T273 minutes. The test \\as resumed and Azusa
"as declared "go" at T -213 minutes. No hold
time \"as invohed. ~\ t T-149 minutes, during
the flight control sy tem test, there was a sudden drop in the rate beacon automatic gain control (AGC). The first backup beacon was
substituted for the orio'inal unit during the
built.-in hold. Thi s hold "as extended for 30
minutes and then extended another 15 minutes
to complete installation and retesting. T en
additional minutes of hold "ere required for
t.he spacecra:ij. At T - 60 minutes a 30-minute
hold '''as requested by Mercury Control Center
"hich "as then extended an additional 5 minutes. At T-45 minutes a 15-minute delay was

instituted to catch up with the countdown procedures. Lox tanking began at 8 :30 a.m. e.s.t.
Lox pump problems caused a 25-minute delay in
the count. A 2-minute hold at T-6.5 minutes
was requested by Mercury Control. The count
then proceeded normally to T - O. Lift-off of
109D and Astronaut Glenn occurred at 9 :47 a.m.
e.s.t. Propulsion system operation during
ignition was satisfactory. The longitudinal
oscillation normally expected at lift-off were
nominal and damped out by approximately 25
seconds after lift-off. 'Performance of the guidance system was satisfactory. The missile "as
acquired by radar at the normal time, and
tracking ,yas mailitained continuously throughout SECO. Steering began at 155 seconds with
60-percent pitchup and 23-percent yaw right
commands of 10 and 5 seconds duration, respectively. These initial commands were acceptable for the planned trajectory. Thereafter
pitch steering did not exceed 10 percent and
yaw steering 5 percent until the end of the flight.
Flight control system performance was satisfactory. All monitored programer pitch fWlctions occurred at the proper time. Staging sequence was normal and no evidence of pitch
oscillation buildup occurred during the flight.
Insertion accuracies were good and well within
the tolerance requirements established by
NASA. Postflight evaluation of the mission
indicated that all systems functioned satisfactorily, and no significant anomalies were
apparent.
MA-7

Hlas 107D was shipped to AMR on 1arch 7,
1962, to support the MA-7 flight of Astronaut
Carpenter in spacecraft number 18. The vehicle "as erected on March 14, 1962, and no
serious problems were fmmd during the prelaunch activity. A joint spacecraft and launchvehicle flight-acceptance
composite
test
(FACT) was conducted on May 4, 1962. The
Flight Safety Review Board met on May 23
under the chairmanship of Lt. General Estes,
then Commander of SSD, for the purpose of determining the readiness of 107D to support the
second Mercury manned orbital launch. The
combined Atlas-Mercury countdown began at
T - 390 minutes at 11 :00 p .m. e.s.t. May 23, 1962.
The count proceeded very smoothly and without
delay until T-ll minutes when the JASA
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flight director called a 15-minute hold because
of unfavorable ground visual conditions. An
additional 15-minute hold for the same reason
was requested. At 7 :17 a.m. e.s.t. an additional
10-minute hold was requested to analyze airbome refractometer test data to determine its
effect on the ground guidance system. At 6 :28
a.m. e.s.t. an additional5-minute hold was called
to complete the analysis of the refractometer
data. Countdown was resumed at 7 :34: a.m.
e.s.t. and proceeded normally to T-O.
The Atlas yernier-sustainer and booster
ignition and transition to mainstage were
normal. Lift-off transients were very small and
the normal pitch oscillation seen during the roll
program was of minimum magnitude. Guidance lock-on was normal. No yaw command
was necessary at the time of guidance enable.
A slight pitchup was commanded, after which
no steering commands were required until just
before SECO. Staging transients were very
small. An anomaly occurred in the sustainer
hydraulic system when at T + 192 seconds telemetry data showed that the sustainer engine
control hydraulic pressure had begun to drop.
The number two ASI pressure "itch activated at T+265.1 seconds when system pressure
dropped below the abort level. The number one
ASIS switch, which is on a separate sensing
line, did not activate and therefore no abort
signal was generated. Other telemetry measurements did not show corresponding hydraulic
pressure drop. Test simulations conducted after
the flight duplicated flight test indications when
the sense line was cold soaked at liquid oxygen
temperatures. Action was taken to modify
future Mercury vehicles by insulating the sense
lines. Guidance accuracies for the flight were
improved as · a result of the extension of the
ground based rate system ba e legs. This was
the first Mercury flight to incorporate tlus
modification.
MA-8

Atlas launch vehicle 113D scheduled to support the MA- mission on October 3, 1962, incorporated the baffled injector modification in
the two booster engines. Sufficient ground and
flight test experience had been conducted to provide adequate assurance of the additional flight
safety possible with this modification. However, recent ground and flight test failures of
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the sustainer turbopump created a ne" atmosphere of concern in the engine area. Investigation of these failures did not reveal any
specific cause.
T herefore, additional testing
was required to determine the susceptibility of
113D to a similar tnal:function. An extensive
analysis of these past failures did point out that
t"o conditions "-ere common to the failures.
The first condition "as that the fail ure occurred
during the period of time the fuel control valve
"as moving into the control position during
start. Secondly, the mal:function had ah'ay
occurred during the initial test of the system in
that configuration. For these reasons it was
determined that conducting an FRF on 113D in
its launch configuration should expose the turbopump to this failure mechanism. Accordingly,
an FRF was conducted on September S. Post
FRF evaluation indicated that the propulsion
system was flight ready.
Major General Ben 1. Funk, Commander,
SSD, conducted the Flight Safety Review for
the MA-S mission at 9 :30 a.m. e.s.t. on October
2, 1962, to determine the flight readiness of
Atlas 113D. NASA concurred with the board's
recommendation that the vehicle was in uitable
condition to support the MA-S mission.
~L\'-S (Atlas 113D) "as launched at AMR
Complex 14, 7 :15 a.m. e.s.t. on October 3, 1962.
The performance of the propulsion system was
satisfactory . Telemetered yalues of all measurements "ere indicative of normal system operation. Because of the incorporation of the
production baffled thrust chamber injectors on
the booster engines the missile hold-down time
,,"as not extended, and the rough combustion
cut-off system wa installed open loop on the
booster and the sustainer engine for instrumentation purposes only. Flight control data indicated the usual clocb,ise roll transient at
lift-off; however, in this case the transient condition approached SO percent of the abort
threshold. Longitudinal oscillations and pitch
oscillations during the initial portion of the
flight "ere nominal and slosh amplitudes "ere
within e)..,"})ected values. All monitored programer switch functions occurred at the proper
times and staging sequence was normal. A low
amplitude roll limit cycle was apparent from
approximately 252 seconds to SECO. Performance of the guidance system was satisfactory with negligible steering commands re-
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quirecl after responding to the initial inputs.
Insertion conditions were very clo e to nominal.
M A-9

~\.tlas 130D was the sixth consecutive launch
vehicle to place a Mercury spacecraft into earth
orbit. It ,,"as the tenth and final launch vehicle used in the Mercury-Atlas program. 130D
was ac epted at the General Dynamics/ Astronautics plant at an Diego, California, on
~fal'ch 15, 1962. Acceptance of this vehicle
marked the attainment of a long standing goal
of the SSD-Ael'ospace launch vehicle program
offices: acceptance of a Mercury-Atlas launch
vehicle "'ithout discrepancies or contractual de"iations.
The Flight Safety Review Board convened
on May 13, 1963, with Major General Ben 1.
Funk, Commander, SD, as chairman, to re\"ie" the status of Atlas 130D to support the
~fA-9 mission . The MA-S launch-vehicle performance and the MA-9 launch-vehicle predicted performance were reviewed. All differences bebl'een the MA-S and MA-9 vehicles
were discussed, as well as the flight qualification of these changes. The history of manufacturing and testing of 130D at the manufacturer's plant and the prelaunch history at AMR
were reviewed. Atlas flight-test experiences
were updated to insure that no related problems existed and the board ao-reed that 130D
was ready for flight. An initial launch attempt
"as made on May 14, 1963; ho"ever, the diesel
engine used for retracting and stowing the
gantry caused a delay in the count when it malfunctioned. Subsequently, the launch was
postponed until the follo"ing day because of a
malfunction in the radar at Bermuda.
The Atlas prelaunch operation, which began
on time at midnight of May 14, 1963, was
scheduled for a 390-minute countdown plus one
plannecl hold of 90 minutes duration at T-140.
There was one unscheduled hold of 4 minutes
duration at T -11 minutes 30 econd. , to investigate a signal fluctuation in the Mod III
ground guidance system. The anomaly was
attributed to an outside source of radiation,
and the countdo,,-n was resumed. The whole
launch vehicle countdown h.ad been exceptionally smooth, and no further delays were encountered. Ignition, transition to mainstage
and lift-off were normal ,,-ith no additional

hold-down beyond the normal approximately
2 seconds between flight lock-in and release.
Lift-off occurred at 8 :04 :13 a.m. e.s.t., on .May
15, 1963. As the vehicle came off the hUUlcher
arms it rolled counterclocln,ise approximately
0.0° before this minor transient was corrected
by autopilot. control initiation at 40" motion.
The expected slight longitudinal 0 cillat"ion associated with lift-off occurred during the first
few seconds of missile motion and damped
normally. At. h"m seconds after lift-off the
roll program ,,-as enabJed and 130D rolled toward its climbout heading of 72°. The roll pro-

A detailed analysis of flight test data has
shown that the launch vehicle performance was
very close to nominal. An over-all vehicle postflight trajectory simulation did indicate tlmt the
effective specific impulse of the total launch
vehicle system was within, but on the high side,
of the tolerance band.
The pneumatic system operated satisfactorily,
and no anomalies were noted. The tank pressure oscillation which normally occurs at liftoff "as of very low magnitude and of no significance to the flight. Adequate pressures were
Inaintained in both lox and fuel tanks and well

gram " 'as completed at 15 seconds, and the

above lhe abort limits at all times.

booster pitch program was enabled. Slight
lofting took place during the early portion of
the boo tel' powered flight; however, the vehicle intercepted the planned trajectory at 125
seconds. Propellant sloshing became noticeable at 55 seconds, reaching a maximum amplitude at 98 seconds and decaying to a negligible
value by 120 seconds. Propellant slosh during
this period of time is normal, but the amplitudes on this flight were higher than on most
previous Mercury launches. Postflight review
of the 130D flight control gains indicated they
were within tolerance but below' nominal.
Higher than normal propellant. slosh amplitudes could be expected under these conditions.
Booster engine cut-off (BECO) was accomplished at 132.5 seconds with booster section
staging at 135.4 seconds. Space position at
BECO was very close to planned. At BECO
the susta.iner engine was nulled in pitch and
yaw to assure proper clearance of the booster
section during the jettison phase. After booster
jettison the sustainer was reactivated in pitch
and yaw. The sustainer-sk'tge pitch program
was initiated at staging plus 5 seconds and was
completed at 159 seconds after lift-off. Entrance into the guidance steering mode was
relatively smooth with t.he initial steering response being slightly up and to the right. ~'\.fter
the initial correction, only extremely small
steering commands were transmitted. SECO
occurred at 303.03 seconds, approximately 1
second earlier than planned. Burnout conditions of the launch vehicle ""ere very close to
t.hose planned and were within a few feet. per
econd high in velocity, 500 feet low in altitude.
and 0.005° low in flight path angle.

ThE' propellant utilization system exhibited
very smooth characteristics throughout the
flight and was holding at the nominal position
during the period prior to sustainer engine cutoff, indicating that the propellant mass ratio
was correct. The PU system on this flight
utilized a slightly reshaped mandrel and improved calibration techniques compared to previous )lercury flights.
The sustainer and booster engine hydraulic
systems behayed in a normal manner with only
slight booster position response to auto-pilot
system demands occurring during the propel1ant sloshing period.
The a-c power supply frequency and the main
battery voltage were within specified limits
through powered flight. The a-c voltage ran
0.4 to 0.7 volt above the nominal but "ithin the
tolerance band. Slight vehicle lofting occUl'red as a result of this minor shift in a-c
voltage.
The flight control system functioned satisfactorily and properly stabilized the launch
vehicle. All guidance discrete and steering
command functions of the flight control system
were properly carried out. G E and Azusa data
indicated that the total magnitudes of the booster phase roll and pitch programs were extended
slightly beyond nominal but were still well within allowable limits. The major contributor to
these excesses was the higher than normal inverter voltage output during the laUnch to
BECO phase of powered flight. It should be
noted that the effect of higher than nominal
engine performance during boo t phase tended
to counteract the effect of higher than nominal
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inverter voltage on the pitch program. As preyiously pointed out, the propellant slosh was
greater than that on most previous flights but
its effect on attitude rates "as negligible. A
low-amplitude roll limit cycle was evident from
BECO to SECO. This motion had been noted
on previous Mercury- "-tlas flights and was not
considered detrimental to the mission.
All instrumentation measurements functioned
properly throughout the flight, and the telemetry quality was such that a very thorough analysis of all flight parameters was possible.
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The range safety command system was not
required until the auxiliary sustainer cut-off
signal (ASCO) "as transmitted 0.04 second
after the BECO guidance discrete signal in
accordance with the computer program logic.
Performance of the ASIS was satisfactory.
Review of launch-vehicle data did not reveal the
existence of any undetected abort condition.
Switching functions to change abort logic and
parameter levels were accomplished in the planned manner from launch throughout powered
flight to SECO.

6. RELIABILITY AND FLIGHT SAFETY
B y JOHN

C.

FRENCH,

Asst. Chief: R elia~ilit!. and Flight Safety Office, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center; and
JR., Chzef, Relzabzhty and Flight Safety Office, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

FREDERICK J. BAILEY,

Summary

. This paper summarizes the reliability and
flIght ~afety features of the Mercury Project.
The dIfference between reliability and fliaht
safety is briefly discussed. The basic conc;pt
that no single failure would cause an abort
and that no single failure durin g an abort woulcl
result in loss of the pilot, dictated the need for
~edundancy and manual oyer-ride capabilities
111 spacecraft critical systems.
An existing missile ,,-as modified to provide
the launch vehicle, and its reliability ,yas augmented by a J?rogram of special testing and by
careful selectIOn of components. In addition
an abort sensing system was developed for th ~
launch vehicle to provide for sensina of impending catastrophic failure and acti;ation of
the spacecraft escape system.
A conservative design approach was used for
th~ ~pacecraft, incorporating redundancy in all
cntIcal systems where possible, in order to provide reliability. Off-the-shelf proven components were used where possible to avoid development problems, and standard design practices
were used for designing components where
proven components were not available.
The su~cess of the flight-test program proved
the effectIveness of the ground test program in
disclosing essentially all "early development"
and human induced type failures.
Flight safety reviews for the ]alU1ch vehicle
and the spacecraft, and a mission review for all
aspects of the mission, were conducted prior to
each mission and proved to be effective..
Introduction

. The Mercury approach to reliability and
flIght safety was a practical approach to the
p~oblem of achieving manned orbital operation
WIth a reasonable degree of reliability and
safety at the earliest possible time. It was an
707-0156 0-6-3-8

all-out effort to apply knowledge and experience accumulated in years of aircraft and missile flight to get the best chance of mission
success and flight safety from parts and components that already existed, or would be brought
to the flight stage in, roughly, 2 years. The
success of manned space flight required an ex~en~i~e effort involving dedication of many
mdIvIduals and their unstinting use of time
there being no sophisticated shortcuts to th~
disclosure of the many problems and the solving of these problems to assure success of each
flight. Consideration of cost, manpower, or
sch~~u le ,:ere n~yer allowed to influence any
deCISIOns mvolvmg mission success or flight
safety.
T hroughout the program, there proved to be
a need for stringent attention to details of desig~, . f abrication, quality control, testing and
trammg; emphasis "as placed on streamlining
the failure analysis and corrective action procedures, incorporating on-the-spot failure
analysis at. the launch site.
Reliability and flight safety, although closely
related, are not exactly the same thing. The
former refers to the probability that a given
mission will proceed to completion without
mishap. This probability combined with the
reliability of the escape system provides the
overall flight safety or probability of crew survival. It may be pointed out that flight safety
can be achieved by building a high reliability
ye~icle with little or no provisions for escape,
as m the case of a commercial airliner or by
attaching a highly reliable escape syste~ to an
unreliable vehicle.
T wo key design philosophies or guidelines
can be postulated:
(1) No single failure shall cause an
abort .
(2) No single failure during an abort
will result in the loss of life of the crew.
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existing missile modified for Mercury requirements and augmented by a special pilot safety
program and an abort ensing system . Although the following discus ion centers around
the Mercmy-Atlas progrnm, imilar procedures
'''ere put into effect for the Mercury-Redstone
program.

Obviously certain items fall outside the scope
of these rules. These are such passiye subsy tems as the ablation shield and the spacecraft
st ructure as well as some large active elements
having a background of high r eliability uch
as the launch escape rocket.
'What might be termed the Mercury approach
to mission accomplishment and ere'" safety is
outlined in the figure accompanying this report. It may be de cribed conveniently under
three main headings, the launch yehicle, the
spacecraft and the operational procedures and
philo ophy.
The success of the mission and safety of the
crew also depended on a number or other considerations such as the efficiency of the worldwide network of comm uni cations and the reco\-Bl'y operations, both of ,,,hich are di cussed Jll
other papers.

Ex is ting Miss ile

The Atla and Redstone missiles were chosen
as la linch \'eh ides beca use they '''ere already far
along in their rlevelopment phases and would
tim require only minor modification to ada.pt
them to the ~ [el'cury requirements. This choice
had a number of important implications as to
reliability and ne\1' sarety, ome fayorable and
some unfavorable. On the credit ide, the parIi ular yehicles chosen were \\'ell along on their
development cycles, had considel'll.ble flight experience behind them, and had already demon. b'ated their abilities to meet the performance
requirements. Another favorable feature of the
J.. tlas launch \'ehic1e was the fact that all engines '''ere talted, and sati factory engine opera tiOll was veri fied, before lift-off.

Launch Vehicle

The launch-vehicle reliability and flight
safety features are sho,,,n in figure 6-1. The
main features indicated here are the use of an
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6-1.-Launcb vehicle reliability and flight safety features.
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Since the Mercury-Atlas vehicle 'YaS used as
the launch vehicle for the orbital missions, the
following discussion will be centered around'
this vehicle.
A determined effort was made to retain the
prO\'en components on the launch vehicle since
the development of new components would have
resulted in the loss of much of the advantage of
llsi ng a c1e\-eloped launch vehicle.

plishecl within the life of the )fercury Project,
and therefore special efforts would be necessary
to make certain that the maximum r eliability
of which the design was capable would actually

be achieved in Mercury operations. The program t.hat resulted invoh-ed three parts, a Quality Assurance Program, a Factory Rollout Inspection Program, and a Flight Safety R e\·ie\\"
Program at the launch site.
The Quality Assurance Program consisted of
two major areas: An educational program for
contractor and sub-contractor personnel; and
a criti cal parts selection program.
Tnt ining conducted by the contractor created
an awareness of the importance of the :Man-inSpace Program and the high reliabil ity required of the Mercury-Atlas launch vehicle.
High quality through careful "'orkmanship ,,-af>
stressed.

Pilot Safety P rogram

The Pilot Safety Program (see fig. 6- 1 and
6-2) "'as added in the Mercury Project to augment the reliability and safety of the basic
Atlas system. This program was developed by
the Air Force for the selection and preparation
of the Atlas launch vehicles for manned Mercury flights. I t 'was recognized tI~at major design changes to increase the reliability potential of the basic design could not be aCCOJl1-
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The result of the critical parts selection program was the rejection of components and subsystems with excessive operating times, on nonstanda rd" performance. 01' questionable inspection records. Choice of Mercury-Atlas launchvehicle engines \,as limited to those standard
Atlas engin es whose perforlllance parameters
most closely met the exact spec ification reqnirements. Spare parts \,ere also selected with the
same ca re given to flight ha rd \Yare. All selected
units were specificall y identified as accepted
Mercury hardware and tored in a specially
designated and controlled area.
The Factory Roll-Out Inspection assnred
that the Mercury-Atlas launch vehicle was complete, functionally acceptable, and ready for
delivery. The technical roll-out inspection
team consisted of specialists in the technical
areas of each flight system. General launch
"ehicle progress was analyzed on a continuing
basis, with special emphasis on hardware status
and replacements.
.\. pre-roIl-out inspection meeting determined
vehicle status and potential problem areas. A
tentatiye roll-out inspection schedule was es"tablished at this time, and composite test goahead was granted for final contractual Air
Force factory acceptance of the Mercury-Atlas
launch vehicle. After satisfactory completion
of the com posite test, a pre-acceptance meetmg
was held by the Air Force with associate contractors prior to the formal acceptance meeting
to determine systems-performance status and
acceptability of the launch vehicle to the Air
Force.
After the final Rollout and Acceptance Inspect ion at the contractor's plant, a post-acceptance critique was held and a final report prepared to cover assembly and test history and all
discrepancies uncovered and corrected up to
time of delivery to the Atlantic Missile Range.
The contractor was also required to submit a
detailed report covering critical item qualification status. A functionally complete launch
vehicle was required prior to delivery.
The Mercury-Atlas Flight Safety Review determined the status of the launch vehicle flight
readiness. Technical flight readiness was established by personnel from the Space Systems
Division (SSD) of the Air Force and their
associate contractors who met prior t.o planned
launch for complete vehicle hi story review sin ce
arrival at AMR. The team determined that all

possible efforts to insure a successful mISSIon
had been made and that the vehicle \,as in a
state of technical readiness. Com plete review
of all facts yielded a "go" or "no-go" recommendation to the Mercury-Atlas Flight Safety
Review Board, which was chaired by the Commander, SSD, for the manned orbital flights.
This Review Board meeting was attended by
NASA observers, including the NASA Operations Director and one of the astronauts. The
findings of this board were subsequently conveyed officially to the NASA-Operations Director in the Mission Review.
The total scope of the Pilot Safety Program
resulted in expenditure of about twice the
standard Atlas fabrication time, and more than
three times the normal checkout time and attention.
Abort Sensing and Implementation System (ASIS)

The abort sensing and implementation system
CASIS) was conceived and developed to enhance crew safety. The functions of this ASIS
were to sense impending; catastrophic launch-vehicle failure, automatically generate an abort
command, and activate the spacecraft escape
system in sufficient time to assure astronaut
safety. An abort signal would be generated if
pre-selected tolerances of certain critical
laun ch-veh icle performance parameters ,yere
exceeded. The ASrS \" as supplemented by
manned ground and spacecra"f t abort capabilities.
Atlas flight test data were analyzed to determine which specific performance parameters
should be monitored and to determine the abort
threshold levels, to assure that sufficient time for
escape would be provided and that false abort
commands \,ould not be generated.
Evaluation of AS IS reliability under extreme environmental conditions was carried out
by an extensive ground-test and flight-test program.
ASIS reI iability was provided by electronic
equipment redundancies designed to preclude
the possibi lity of system failures or inad,ertent
aborts. There \\"ere deficiencies in the ASIS
discovered during the development flig;hts, bnt
correction s \,ere made prior to use on the Mercury- :\tl.as flights. Early unmanned Mercury
flights proved out the entire system; successful
abort was initiated on the MA-!-3 flight, aving
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plying a manual engine cut-off command. A 3second airborne time delay was integrated with
the airborne range safety command receiver to
insure a safe separation of the spacecraft in the
event that a command destruct signal became
necessary.

the spacecraft which was flown again on MA--4.
There were no manned Mercury flights which
required an abort action by the A8I8, nor \Yere
there any false AS IS abort signals.
~\.8I8 was supplemented by the following
manned abort capabilities:
(1) Off-the-pad aborts could be initiated by
the test conductor, through direct electrical
circuitry, until the vehicle had lifted 2 inches
from the pad.
(2) From the point of 2-inch vertical ascent
through the end of powered flight, an abort
could be initiated through the Mercury Control
Center (MeC) radio-frequency link.
(3) The mission could be terminated at any
time throughout the entire powered flight by
the astronaut.
(4) Indirect abort capability was provided
the Range Safety Officer. The automatic airborne abort system could be activated by sup-

Spacecraft

The size, complexity, and cost of the spacecraft and related operational activities including recovery precluded a program of using general flight testing to uncover design and systems
weaknesses. It was necessary to produce the
first and follo,,-ing spacecrafts with sufficient
reliability to assure that each flight would complete its mission. The following discussion
covers the reliability and flight safety features
of the effort expended in Mercury to accomplish
this result. The features are shown on figure
6-3 and may be described under the four head-
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ings of design, reliability, fabrication. and testing and checkout..
Design

The spacecraft ,,-as designed specifically for
manned orbital flight with virtually no backrrl'onnd of applicable experience to serve as a
:uiele. A very conservative design approach
~,a s adopted to provide redundancy in al! ~rit
iral suhsystems "here possible. The ongmal
clesip:n ,n.s required to provide for normal
manned operation. unmanned operation, and
operation with an il1 capacitate~ man a?oard.
~Iu c h of the rednndancy, partlcularly III the
smaller items snch as explosive bolts, igniters,
etc., " 'as fun ctional in both the unmanned and
manned "ehicles, bnt for mall ned fiip:hts the
major subsystems such as the attitude control
svstem andlandinp: system relied on pilot operat'ion of the backup mode: hence, the presence
of the pilot substantially increased the reliabi lity of the spacecraft in the manned missions.
There ,ms an average of ten spacecraft component malfunctions or failures per manned
spacecraft mission despite the level of effort to
disclose and correct all anomalies prior to flight.

Ho,,-ever, in no case did these failures, some of
whi ch "-ere critical, result in mission failure.
The adopted design approach utilizing equipment redundancy and pilot back-up modes
proved its effectiveness.
Insofar as reliablity and safety were conc-ernecl, components selected or fabricated for
use in the subsystem "'ere representative of the
state-of-the-art at the time of the design freeze.
Standard design practi es were utilized for designing com ponents for pecific applications
" 'here p roven co mponents "-ere not available.
The philo ophy of designing redundancy into
Project Mercury is best described by the follO\\'i llg examples:
()71 e-tim e-only operating devices.-A number
of subsystems are required to operate only on e
dnring a. mission, and thus the frequency of
failure of these subsystems is independent of
mi ssion duration .
III order to be sure that the escape tower could
be released from the spacecraft, and that the
spacecraft could be released from the launch
vehicle, the clamp rings were divided into three
segments and held together by three doubleended explosive bolts. Figure 6-4 shows the
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escape-tower clamp ring bolt-firing functional
arrangement. Firing any end of any bolt
could effect the release. The automatic system
could fire one end of each bolt from one electric
circuit and the opposite end of two bolts from
a completely independent circuit; an astronaut
manually operated backup could fire the opposite end of the third bolt through a percussion device, and in addition, could send electrical
si~nals throu~h the h\o automatic electric circuits.
For retroimpulse there were three solid fuel
rockets with dual igniters fired by dual circuits.
They could be initiated automatically, or by
either astronaut or ground command. Only
two of the three retrorockets were required to
effect a satisfactory reentry.
The primary parachute system was fully automatic. It incorporated dual barostats, dual
power sources, and manual backup of each main
function in the sequence. The entire automatic
system was backed up by an independent manually operated reserve parachute system.
Operating-time dependent systems.-A number of critical systems of the spacecraft had to
operate more or less continuously throughout
the flight. The frequency of failure of components in these systems would be, in general, proportional to the length of time they were operated and hence to the length of the mission.
The errvironmental system incorporated the
basic redundancy of a full pressure suit in a
controlled cabin environment. Manual controls were provided to back up the automatic
control functions. An emergency O 2 supply
was available to the suit as a further backup
in the event of simultaneous malfunctions in
both suit and cabin controls.
The attitude control system, which was particularly critical for retrofire, consisted of a primary automatic system backed up by dual independent manual subsystems, one of which
was completely independent of the automatic
system.
Failure nwde and effect analysis.-A failure
mode and effect analysis was performed for
each subsystem to investigate the failure mode
of components comprising the system and determine the significance to mission success and
the corrective action to be taken. This analysi
also included an evaluation to determine the
action that should be taken in case the systems-

performance indications displayed to the pilot
and transmitted to the ground stations were in
disagreement. An important consideration was
the probability that the sensors and indicators
may malfunction and thus incorrectly dictate
the need of an abort.
A concentrated effort '''as made to identify
single point failures; first, those which would
in themselves be catastrophic or prevent subsequent operation; and second, those which
would cause a premature operation.
An example of a subsystem revision resulting
from this effort was the change in arrangement
of the dual barostats that functioned to close
t he circuit to the parachute deployment sequence. Originally, the dual barostats were in
parallel; a failure to the closed position of
either ,yould initiate the deployment sequence.
The revision placed the barostats in series,
thereby requiring both to fail closed in order
to initiate premature deployment.
Reliability

An effort ,,·as initiated in the Mercury Project to make a quantitative reliability assessment and obtain an overall estimate of mission
Sllccess and flight safety based on test time and
failures that took place during the ground test
program. The estimate of the reliability of the
Mercury spacecraft utilized mathematical
models of the subsystems together with failure
rate data derived from actual test experience
on the system palis and components.
In general, the results were not satisfactory
because the applicability of the failure rate
data was always highly debatable. It was a
basic ground rule of the approach to manned
space flight that a failure during development
and preflight tests always resulted in a correcti ve action designed to eliminate all possibility
of repetition of that particular type of failure.
Hence, past failure data never applied directly
to the then-current articles.
However, methods ,yere evolved for setting
up an analytical model to describe the operation of a complex system, and the computer
programing on the IBM 7090 that eliminated
lengthy and complex manual quantitative analysis. Those methods appear to haye direct
applications for assessing mission success and
crew safety during the design stages of future
space programs.

III

Mnthemnticnl models "'ere used to some degree in the design st ages of the Mercu ry Proj rct. C'atnlogned yalMs of failure rates that
had hren established by the manufacturers 01'
"a riou s I'est ing agenc ies as being l'epresentntiw of the l'andom or stat isticnl type of fniln1'('
thnt preclominates in fully denloped parts
comprised the inputs to these models, Reliability ynlues obtained in this " 'ny tended to reflect,
the ultimnte gonl: that is, the minillllllll failllre
rate that may eYentllally be obtained ,,,ith the
design,
The first Mercury space flight s wit h new systems could not be delnyed pending statist icnlly
rigol'olls rel iability tests 1'0 assure demollstration
of l'eliability goals, The problem ,,,a s therefore to decide, by a combination of eng ineering
judgment, common sense, experience, and i11tuition, just when the last seriou s "early (kye10pmenf' types and human-indu ced types of
fnillll'e had been eliminnted , The eal'ly deyelopment type of failnre arose from design errors,
interaction effects behyeen parts and COlU])Onent, nnanticipated environmentnl effects,
or errors in estima t illg en vi ronmen ts, The
human-induced type were those as ociated with
faulty fabricntion, qunlity control, fa i1me diagnosis. handling, installation, and ca l'elessness,
~\.s a result of the experience ill the ~ferc \lI'Y
Project the role of numeri cal reliability assessment in manned spnce programs may be
summarized as follows:
(1) It is desirable to specify an oyerall numerical reliability gonl to insure that adequate
attention is directed to reliability in the design
stage. This goal should be apportioned or
budgeted through a mathematical model do,Yn
to the various subsystems and their components.
The subsystem designer should be required to
sho" that his subsystem is capable of absorbing
the expected number of random or statistical
type failures of parts without serious consequences or ,yithout exceeding his reliability
budget.
(2) The logic flow diagrams ',hi ch sho,,,
functionally the systems sequence of action '''ere
especinlly useful since they represented primary
and critical abort paths, cre'" inputs, and prineipal events. They reflected the basic grouml
rules relatiye to choice of nlternate modes of
operation and aborts. From these diagrams
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Ihe effect of n component failure could r eadily
be detel'lll i ned.
(:n Beyond I'his point thr lIsrflllnrss of fo1'Illal C)ll1lntitati"e I'el iability assessnlelll' ]ll'()crdures is drbatnble: the most effective appro<1ch
fl'OlIl hel't' on is to concentrate 011 e hlbli !ling
a testing program and quality as man ce ])l'Ogmm that ,,,ill assme detection and conectioJl
on all the unproven design nnd inducerl sources
of system fa ilme before fl ight.
Fabrication

Fnbrication of the pncecraft ,yns generally
in accordance with the accepted aircraft production practices for small lots on the order of
twenty articles. Ai r-conditioned clean room
procedures were introduced in an effort to eliminate the introdllction of contaminants 01' debris
into components.
The results of operational experiences were
fed back into the fabrication process by holding frequent De,-elopment Design Engineering Inspections (DEI). The purpose of the
DEI was to assure that the Mercury spacecraft,
as engineered nnd manufactured "'as safe for
manned flight. Emphasis ,,,as placed on attnining reliability and flight. safety '''ith existing Mercury hard,,-are. To accomplish this
objectiYe, the DEI team ,,-as responsible for
conducting suitable inspections for deficiences
and initiating necessary corrective action. The
DEI board was nuthorized to make final decisions on the acceptability of the spncecraft .
Preparatory to the DEI, the inspection team
reyiewed in detail engineering desio'n, fabrication, and assembly, as ,yell as component, system, and composite testing.
Testing and Checkout

Ground testing.-In addition to the standard type of qualification and acceptance tests,
the following types of tests were conducted.
Demonstration tests: Demonstration tests
were made to determine reliability, ,,,herein
several samples of each major subsystem were
tested J.Ulder simulated operational environments and duty cycles for a, total operating
time considerably longer than that of a single
mISSIOn. The scope of these tests is shown in
figure 6-5.

Major
Environmental

subsystems
control

system

Typical test

time or firings

1500 hrs

2

Automatic stabilization and control system

2000 hrs

3.

Reaction control

290 hrs

4.

Reaction control system - manual

112 hrs

5.

Hor~on

720 hrs

6.

Landing and recovery

3Bfl"ngs

7.

Rockets

27-37 firings (eo type)

B.

Sequential

9.

Communications (trancelvers, audio center,

system - automatic

scanner

system

transponders, beacons, etc)

400 cycles

1000 hrs (eo type)

10 .

Satellite clock

II .

Bolt, expl

12 .

Bolt, retrorocket

13.

Battery (3000w, 1500w)

20 discharge cycles (eo type)

14.

Ejector, antenna ""ng

145 firings

15 .

ExplOSive egress hatch

67 firings

16.

Inverter, static

4000 hrs

3000 hrs

clomp release
release

The results of these tests \"ere questionable
since the equipment being tested did not always represent production-quality hardware.
In addition, actual flight hardware \"as subject
to conditions not contemplated in the reliability
testing such as handling and shipping environments, installations in high density and crowded
areas within the spacecraft adjacent to unrelated heat generating equipment, and contamination external to the subsystem as well as
within the subsystem.
Safety margin tests: Safety margin tests \yere
made wherein a number of component units
were tested under progressively severe environments to determine the safety margin provided.
It was necessary for such tests as Project
Orbit and subsystems tests at contractor's
plant, follo"'ed by the intensive subsystems
checkout at the Cape, to uncover \yeaknesses.
These tests are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Ground test program: A continuous ground
test program, using a complete spacecra ft and
identified as Project Orbit, was instituted at
the contractor's plant about mid\,ay through
Project Mercury. It became apparent early in

lOB-ISS firings (eo type)
106 fir In g s

(eo type)

the Mercury Project that malfunctions occurring at Cape Cal1,1\"eral <tIlel in the flight made
it impemt i "e t h,1t design and fabrication weak!les be di 'closed a early a possible. .\.. comprehen i"e te t program \yas started in which,
to the greate t degree possible, the mi sion was
simulated in real time and included orbital
heating and near-nlCUUIll effects. Obviously
zero g efTects, launch time and \"ibration, explosive de"ices, launch e cape rocket, tower and
sprlcecraft epamtion, exposure of the ablation
shield to reent ry temperat ures, parachute deployment, and landing could not be duplicated.
However, cabin ell\"ironment and operation of
time dependent sub ystem under normal and
emergency cabin em"ironment were closely
simulated. The continuous aspect of this program conducted in an altitude chamber with all
sy.'tems operating as they would in a mission
not only di clo ed the " 'eaknesses but yalidated
equipment re,"i ed as a re ult of the malfunctions. Consequently, the te t demonstrated the
performance of II p-to-date conilgurations.
The te ts \"ere yery efl'ectiye in disclosing design weaknesses associated with interface problems, time dependent failures, and thermal bal-
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ances involving heat sinks and heat removal.
A. typical example of the usefulness of P roject
Orbit is discussed.
A revision in the gyro de. ign resulted when, '
during the operation of the autopilot under
an emergency mode (decompressed cabin), a
hilure in the gyros caused by decreased heat
dissipation under vacuum conditions "\"as disclosed. The lubricant Yaporized, and there waS
a breakdown in insulation windings. The problem ,,-as resolved by changing the lubricant to
one having a lower vapor pressure, and by using an i.nsulation that maintained its dielectric
characteristic when subjected to high temperatures.
Spacecraft subsystems tests : Spacecraft subsystems tests at the contractor's plant were followed by extensive tests at Cape Canaveral.
Altitude sensitive systems were tested in an
altitude chamber at the Cape since such tests
were not made at the contractor's plant for each
spacecraft.
Fli.qht tes-ti'l1g.-Contributing much to the
success of Project Mercury was the flight test
program. Each flight of this test program was
designed to qualify equipment and procedures
for succeeding flights as well as ultimately for
the manned orbital flights. Any malfunctions
that occurred in a flight were analyzed, and corrected prior to the next flight. These early
flights included (1) Beach Abort for qualifying the launch escape and landing system; (2)
the Little Joe flights; (3) the Mercury-Atlas
unmanned ballistic flights for qualifying the
structure and ablation shield under severe reentry conditions, (4) the ballistic Mercury-Redstone unmanned, primate, and manned flights,
and (5) the Mercury-Atlas unmanned and primate orbital flights.
The manned orbital flights progressed in a
logical manner from a 3-orbit mission to a 22orbit mission.
Technical competence.-A very important
feature of the Mercury approach to flight safety
was the assignment of personnel with a high
level of technical competence to the performance and monitoring of all preflight tests and
preparations at the launch site. Senior engineering personnel, in many cases key members
of the original design team, moved to the launch
site and developed the launch preparation procedures. This high level of competence also
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extended into the quality control and inspection
areas at the launch site.
Quality screening.-T he Mercury Project
has featured extremely tight quality screening
for deficiencies during all preflight checkout
operations. This was accomplished by providing a system for effectively reporting unsatisfactory conditions to the contractor and to
NASA management, to obtain conclusive corrective action, and to eliminate irregularities and
deficiencies which adversely affect the spacecraft prol!ram. The e anomalies were recorded
on forms noted as Unsatisfactory Reports
(UR's).
Failure analysis and corrective action.-The
effectiveness of the contractor's failure analysis
and corrective action program was evolutionary
and improved considerably as the project went
through its transition period from unmanned
to manned flight. Later in the program, it became apparent that a streamline procedure was
necessary for failure diagnosis and corrective
action to assure effectivity in subsequent spacecraft. In many cases joint contractor-MSC
teams analyzed a failure on-the-spot, or handcarried the failed part to the supplier where a
laboratory analysis of the failure was made.
In addition to indi vidual failure reports on
all failures, the contractor maintained an up-todate status of all failures, submitting an IBM
tabulation summary to MSC monthly. This
tabulation included all unresolved failures, and
was used to point out critical and recurrent
problems.
Operatio ns
Simul ated Flights

There were several features and practices in
the Mercury operation that are w'orth mentioning in connection "ith reliability and safety. A
great dea,l of attention was given to rehearsal
and simulations of complete missions prior to
each flight. These simulations \yere made extremely realistic. They not only . erved to
"erify the feasibility of planned procedures and
provide cre\y practice for the expected flight
plan, but also included a wide range of emergencies deliberately introduced to show up areas
where improved planning might be needed to
eliminate all possibility of confusion or indecision.

covered in figures 6-2 and 6-7. In Mercury,
the philosophy was adopted that a launch would
not take place with any unresolved difficulty.
To insure this, preflight launch vehicle readiness
and spacecraft readiness review meetings were
set up. In these meetings, representatives from
engineering, operations, flight safety, astronauts, and Cape inspection reviewed in detail
with the specialists responsible for the checkout
of each system, all malfunctions observed in
the system, and all changes and corrections
made. T,,'o sets of contractor failure records
" 'ere maintained: first, a segregation of failures
from a 11 testing into specific subsystems; second,
It file of all failures associated with subsystems
of a specific spacecraft. From these records, it
was possible to determine any general weaknesses and to review the case histories of critical
areas in any specific spacecraft. These data, together with the unsatisfactory reports (UR's)
and record of anomalies occurring in the subsystems checkout recorded by MSC personnel at
the Cape provided a major input in these
meetings.
These detailed meetings on the major pieces
of equipment were followed by a Final Mission
Reyie,," meeting. This meeting provided a final

Interface Control

·With different groups responsible for the
launch vehicle and the spacecraft, there ,yas
need for very special planning and procedures
to insure proper handling of interface problems. It was found necessary in the field to
establish a joint inspection team charged " 'ith
the responsi.bility for witnessing all mating and
other interface activities, measuring and verifying the adequacy of all physical clearan?es,
inspecting all structural joints and electrlcal
connections, and assuring that no debris was
left in critical areas. Adequate access ports for
field inspection were found to be an absolute
requirement.
Special procedures "'ere established for maintaining and periodically distributing one and
only one official interface wiring diagram, reflecting the exact current status of the wiring on
the vehicle at specified dates.
Flight Safety Reviews

The final item on figure 6-6, Flight Safety
Revie,,'s, deals with the problem of determining
that the launch vehicle and spacecraft were in
fact ready for launch. These activities are
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confirmation of launch-vehicle and spacecraft
reacliness and established the readiness of the
range, recovery, weather, and aeromedical
elements.

These operating procedures ,yere very effective in concentrating tile attention of the best
qualified technical tal ent available 011 the detailed engineering problems of each vehicle.
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7. TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
By

P. MAYER, Asst. Chief Jor Mission Planning, Flight Operations Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center; and CARL R. Huss, Flight Operations Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

JOHN

Summary

A description of the mission ana lysis studies
conducted for Project Mercury is given along
with pecific examples for the various mission
analysis phases.
Aborted mission studies constituted about 90
percent of all mission -analysis studies conducted. These studies were necessary from a
flight-safety standpoint and are considered
equally applicable to future manned spacecraft
projects. It was found that the basic· mission
design must be chosen in a flexible manner so
that consideration can be given to the changes
in mission constraints. Real-time computing
has proved extremely valuable in Project
Mercury; however, consideration must be given
to changes in mission operational plans which
cannot be effectively included in the Real Time
Computer Complex.
Introduction

The mission-analysis effort in Project Mercury ,,-as conducted in several phases leading up
to the flight missions. These phases include the
mission analysis supporting the systems design
of the spacecraft, the basic operational design of
the Mercury missions based on mission requirements and objectives, detailed operational mission analysis for each specific flight, and the
formulation of the mission logic to be included
in the computer used for inflight real-time control of the missions.

and the spacecraft propulsion performance requirements ,,·ere determined leading to the deign of the retrorocket ystem. ~\'fter the spacecraft y tems ,,·ere essentially designed, the mission-analysis effort shifted to the operational
phase. In this phase the system design was
reasonably fixed and the detailed mission design
was then accomplished by takinO" into account
an of the constraints, including spacecraft,
launch-vehicle, and operational constraints.
The objecti,·e in this phase is to desiO"n a mission
within the capabilities of the actnal spacecraft
system deyeloped. In this phase of the mi sion
some feedback into ystem design was made,
although these were small changes since the
early de ign proyed to be sound.
The next mis ion analy is phase ,,"as in the
design of specific missions. In this case the
mi ion analy is ,,"as specialized to handle the
aspects of a particular mission by using: the
actual performance characteristics of the
launch vehicle and spacecraft beincy used. This
phase also included the analysis for the particular operntionalmission objectives and ground
rules deyelopec1 for these missions.
The next plw e was the real-time missionanalysis pha e, which started at the beginning
of the launch countdowll and lasted until the

Mission Phases

In figure 7-1 are shown the important phases
of mission-analysis studies. In the early mission-analysis phase, the· analysis ,,·as specifically for use ill spacecraft system design. For
example, the maximum loads alld heating conditions were determined for structural design,

FIGURE

7-1.-Mission analysis sequence diagram.
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vehicle ,yas recovered after the mission. I n
this, calculations "-ere accomplished in rea l lime
by a computer; ho,,·ever, the logic and equations
used in this computer were developed in the
preceding operational mission-analysis phase.
Although every effort wa made to anticipate
all the pos ibilities that could affect the flight
and include them in the real-time computer
program, the·e possibi lities were never fully
established. Therefore, mission-analysis experts \\·ere used as flight controllers and also
performed :H.1xiliary computing using off- line
computers other than those used in the realtime computing complex during the missions.
The next mission-analysis phase was a postflight analysis phase in which the information
obtained from actual flights ,,-a fed back into
the plans fo r future flights and, in some cases
resulted in ystem modifications to the spacecraft, the launch vehicle, and the ground support system.
Some specific examples of mission constraints
affecting the analysi · are s11o"-nin figure 7-2.
Some of the spacecraft constraints that must lJe
considered are the performance of the spacecraft propul ion system, the spacecraft control
system accuracies, and other system limitations.
Some of the ground complex constraints to be
considered are performance (which includes the
effects of the locations of command stations and
command ranges) and sy tern limitations. Constraints involving the launch nhicle which had
to be considered "-ere performance, guidance
accuracies, and systems limitations. III Project

OperaTi o nal

Factors

I Launch operations
2 Abort considerations
3 Environmental surroundings

4

Landing and recovery

5 Human foctors

I
MISSion AnalysIs

I

1

Spacecraft

Ground Complex

I

Launch Vehicle

I . Performance

I Performance

I Performance

2 GUidance and
control

2 System

2 GUidance and
control

3 System
limitations

FIGURE
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3 . System
limitations

7-2.-0perational mission analysis.

Mercury the systems limitations of the lalU1ch
vehicle included heating and load restraints and
the guidance radar look angle constraint.
The operational constraints to be considered
in the area of launch opera I ions are range safety
limits, abort considerations, enyironmental considerations, landing and recovery considerations, and human factors. Some of the envil"onmenta I factors that were considered were the
effect of atmospheric and geophysic constraints
and winds. Consideration had to be given to
recovery and landing constraints for both
normnl and aborted missions and, in all cases,
the human tolerances to acceleration loads and
motions were considered.
~\.bort considerations resulted in about 90 percent of the mi sion-analysi studies. Studies
were made to provide fl ight controllers with the
information as to when to initiate aborts for
maximum pilot safety. Studies " -ere also made
to determine allowable tolerance in order to
obtai n sa fe miss distance between the launch
vehicle and the spacecraft and acceptable lateral loads. Also of importance "-ere the studies
to determine the abort recovery areas for all
phases of the flight.
In order to illustrate some of the techniques
used and the results a.ccomplished in the mission-analysis area, a fe" - pecific examples from
each phase will be discussed.
Design Mission Analysis

One example of the work performed in the
advanced mission analysis phase is illustrated
by a study of the immediate post-abort conditions. The selection of the escape-rocket offset
involved a compromise between high lateral
loads and low miss distances bebyeen the space
craft and the launch vehicle in the high-dynamic-pressure abort phase of launch. For lo'y
offset yalues the probability of exceeding high
lateral loads was 10" -; however, the probability
of obta i n ing low miss distances "-as high . For
high "alues of the offset the opposite is true.
Thl! , the selection of the offset was made on
the basis of minimum combined probability of
occurrence of either e,-ents. In figure 7-3 the
combined probability of exceeding either a dangerous latend loael or an unacceptable miss distance is shown plotted against the escape-rocket
offset.
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example, an orbit having an 80-mile perigee and
a 170-mile apogee.
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7-3.-Selection of escape-rocket thrust offset.

Operational Mission Analysis

A typical example of the operational mission
analysis was in the selection of the Mercury
orbital elements. The orbital inclination which
governed the ground track for Project Mercury
was selected because the network facilities established prior to Mercury could be used to good
advantage, reentries for the first three orbital
passes and the 16th to the 18th passes occurred
over the United States, and the orbital ground
track fell within the temperate region of the
world. In addition, the specific Mercury inclination was affected by launch-abort recovery
consi derations.
The orbital altitude and shape of the Mercury
orbit were selected based on launch-vehicle performance, accuracy, and abort operational considerations. These considerations are illustrated in figures 7-4 to 7-7. In figure 7-4 the
orbital lifetime is shown plotted against apogee
altitude for given perigee altitudes. For Project Mercury it was desired to have minimum
lifetime of 36 hours for a 24-hour mission.
Since the atmospheric densities at orbital altitudes were not well-defined at the time Project
Mercury was initiated, it was believed that a
conservative value for density must be used for
estimating lifetime. The density used in this
figure is considered to be a 30', or very conservative, dense atmosphere. From figure 7-4 it can
be noted that for an adequate lifetime a circular
orbit at an altitude of 105 nautical miles could
have been selected, or an elliptical orbit having
the same lifetime could have been selected, for
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7-4.-Minimum lifetimes for elliptical orbits.

The next constraint to be considered is that
of launch-vehicle performance. In figure 7-5
the staging time is shown plotted against the
insertion or perigee altitude. The curves shown
a.re given for a constant orbital lifetime; that
is, the apogee altitude decreases as the insertion
altitude increases. For a constant insertion altitude the performance, or excess velocity available above that required (f:" V mtn), increases
with staging time until it reaches a peak value.
For greater staging times the performance decreases. The minimum acceptable performance
curves are shown in figure 7-5. The increment
of velocity /::,. V that defines the acceptable
performance is the difference between the
velocity at fuel depletion and the planned
velocity. Therefore, all of the clear area in the
figure would represent acceptable orbital insertion altitudes.
The launch-vehicle guidance accuracies are
considered in figure 7-6. Since the Atlas launch
vehicle used for the Mercury program was
guided by a radio guidance system, the guidance accuracy was dependent to some extent on
t he radar elevation angle at cut-off. In figure
7- 6 the minimum elevation angle E mtn which
'''as considered acceptable is sh0'yn. Again the
clear area in the figure is indicative of acceptable orbita.l insertion conditions. Next, however, the operational considerations must be included. These are shown in figure 7-7. In this
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case the operational consideration which affected the orbital conditions was the requirement
to avoid a landing in Africa for an abort from
the minimum acceptable velocity. In this figure t he position of the line shown is such that
the pacecraft would not land in Africa if an
abort were made at the no-go velocity, ,yith allowance for the dispersions on the abort landing
area. From figure 7-7 it may be noted that the
operational consideration significantly affects
the orbital insertion altitudes which could be
used for Project Mercury.
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7-7.-Effect of operational constraints.

Specific Mission Analysis
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7-5.-Effect of launch-vehicle perform ance.

A considerable mission-analysis effort is
made in the design of each specific Mercury
flight. Included in this effort are detailed trajectory calculations for the mission, dispersion
calculations, calculations concerning aborts
during all phases of the mission, and calculations of retrograde time to be used in the mission. When the flight day arrived, special
mission-analysis studies were performed to support the flight. These studies included evaluating the wind effects on the loads o~ the launch
vehicle and determining the landing areas of the
spacecraft in aborted missions based on actual
wind profiles. In figure 7-8 the effects of the
actual winds on the abort landing areas at various times of the flight are shown for the MA-9

\
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140
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7-6.-Effect of launch-vehicle guidance.

As operational experience was gained in
Project Mercury flights, confidence and knowledge in the systems made it possible to reduce
to some extent, the original guidance and performance constraints. For example, the minimum elevation angle was reduced after obtaining a better understanding of the effects on
guidance accuracy from operational experience
with the guidance system.
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Time of abort, sec

FIGURE 7-,

.-Effects of actual winds on
landing.
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mISSIOn. These calculations were made to enable the recovery forces to be positioned prior
to the launch such 'that they could most easily
make an emergency recovery should abort occur.
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Real·Time Mission Analysis
General Computing Requirem e nts

Real-time computing has proved very valuable in Project Mercury for use in flight control
and monitoring. The basic computing requirements in real time are as follows :
(1) Powered flight.-Pertinent trajectory
parameters were computed in order that the
status of the launch could be monitored for any
indication of an impeneling abort. The cut-off
velocity was used to determine the acceptability
of the orbital parameters based on preplanned
criteria . In addition, landing points for possible aborts and radar-acquisition data were
computed.
Aborted missions.-For aborted missions
the computer must be programed to select a target recovery area and if necessary compute the
time for retrofire to Jand within this area.
(3) Orbit.-In this phase the orbital parameters were predicted with sufficient accuracy
to establish the minimum lifetime of the orbit,
to predict the retrofire time to land in normal
and contingency recovery areas, to determine
spacecraft orbital position, to determine acquisition data for all radar sites, and to predict the
time of landing for use by recovery forces.
(4-) Reentry.-During reentry the computer
program recalculates and updates the landing
point and time of landing, based on conditions
at retrofire, in addition to predicting acquisition data for reentry radar stations.
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The computation of the go-no-go parameters
was probalbly the most important of the realtime computations. The selection of the Mercury go-no-go criteria which were used in the
real-time computing program is shown in figures 7-9 to 7-11. In figure 7-9 the minimnm
energy for an acceptable Mercury mission is
ill ustrated. The flight-path angle at insertion
is plotted against the insertion Yelocity. The
llJinimum acceptable orbit was defined as that
orbit in which the spacecraft could safely complete one orbital pass and land. Be<:a use of the
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critical flight 'nfety nature of the problem, the
minimum orbit was selected on the basis of a
\"e1'y consenative drag coefficient CD and atmospheric density p. The symbol, (C DP ) n,
shown in fignre 7-12 has been normalized and
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represents the ratio of the parametric drag coefficient-density product to a nominal value of
this product. Therefore, values of (Cnp)n
which are greater than unity are considered to
be conservative. The 99-percent probability
curve shown in figure 7-9 "as the one selected
for the go--no-go criteria. Therefore from a
lifetim.e consideration the conditions would be
"go" at velocities higher than this boundary;
however, other constraints imposed a limit
at higher velocities.
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7-12.-EfI'ects of actual atmosphere on MA-9
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In figure 7-10 the determination of the maximum energy ol,bit is illustrated. As the velocity
is increased above orbital velocity the apogee
increases approximately 1 mile for every 2 feet
pel' second. When the velocity reaches a certain
critical value, an area occurs near perigee such
that, if the retrorockets were ignited, excessive
heating would occur during reentry. As the
velocity increases above this value this critical
urea near perigee extends over most of the orbit
and another critical area for initiation of reentry appears near apogee. At this point if reentry were initiated, the reentry loads would
become excessive. As the velocity is further increased, a velocity is reached in which these
critical areas cuver the entire orbital range and
a safe reentry would not be possible from any
point in the orbit. The operational go--no-go
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criteria that resulted from these constraints a.re
shown in figure 7-11 where the fiight-path angle
at cut-off is plotted against the insertion velocity. The region for a minimum acceptable
orbit lies ,,-ithin the boundaries shown. For all
Project Mercury missions the cut-off velocities
were ,yell w'ithin the safe boundaries. For the
~L\..-9 mission, for example, the cut-off occurred
,,-ithin the boundary of the symbol shown in
this figure.
As ,yas previously stated, some auxiliary
computing ,,-as performed during each mission
outside of the real-time computers. An example of this auxiliary computing is shown in
figure 7-12 where the effects of the actual atmosphere on the orbital lifetime of the MA-9
mission are shown. In figure 7-12 apogee altitude is plotted against time. Because of the
length of the MA-9 mission and the uncertainty of the density of the actual atmosphere on the
day of this flight, it ,vas thought necessary to
attempt to determine the variation of the actual atmosphere from that used in preflight
computations. This calculation was necessary
in order to commit the mission to completing
22 passes at a predetermined time during the
flight. The lines shown in the figure are for
precalculated atmospheric densities which varied from that of the assumed atmosphere. The
symbols in this figure indicate the actual apogee
obtained during the flight and also that the actual atmosphere was very close to that used in
the preflight computations. The actual orbital
lifetime for the MA-9 mission ,yould have
been about 4.7 days if a reentry were not initiated llsing the retrorockets.
Concluding Remarks

The operational experience obtained in mission-analysis studi.es for Project Mercury has
proved valuable for application to other
manned space-flight programs. Aborted mission studies constituted about 90 percent of all
the mission-analysis studies conducted for Mercury. Although the results of these studies were
not required operationally, the amount of effort
spent on abort studies is necessary from a flightsafety standpoint and will be eqmdly applicable
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to future manned space projects. It is also
e\'ident that the basic mission design must be
chosen in a flexible and manner so that consideration can be given to changes in the spacecraft
launch vehicle or operational constraints. Realtime computing has proved extremely valuable

in Project Mercury; however, it seems that consideration must always be given to changes to
mission operational plans which cannot be effectively included in the real-time computing
complex. Therefore, auxiliary infiight computing probably should always be considered.
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Summary

Because the Mercury orbital flight program
required effective ground control during the
unmanned and manned phases, a worldwide
tracking and telemetry network was developed.
Early in the project, the requirements for the
network in terms of systems, installation, site
10c,,'1tions, testing, and training for network personnel were esta'blished. Maximum utilization
was made of existing facilities, but additional
stations had to be implemented because of a
strategic need at certain points along the orbital ground track. In addition to the telemetry and tracking facilities, two important
centers were established, those of the Mercury
Control Center, which was the focal point for
all flight control activities, and the Computing
and Communications Center. System reliability and provision for ease of maintenance were
primary guidelines during the network implementation. Because of the unique spacecraft
tracking task, an acquisition aid device was developed to assist in the location and tracking at
first contact with the spacecraft. As the telemetry, tracking, and computation functions of
the network were being installed, the network
was staffed to support even the early ballistic
flight program. As the scope and complexity
of the missions increased, the network was expanded and modified to accept the changing and
more demanding flight control and monitoring
requirements. In addition to the tracking and
data reception cap'abilities of the network, a
multi-frequency air-to-ground reception and
remoting provision was necessary during the
manned flight program. A requirement had
been established to provide continuous tracking

and communications during the launch phase,
as well as voice communications with the astronaut within maximum prescribed time intervals.
Throughout the Mercury-Atlas orbital flight
program, the Mercury Worldwide Network
provided adequate and timely support in each
of its charged responsibilities. Voice communications, telemetry, and tracking were satisfactory for effective flight control and monitoring,
and the computation and data handling facilities provided timely support during the critical retrofire and reentry phases of each of the
manned orbital flights.
Introduction

Meeting mission objectives required that a
worldwide tracking and ground instrumentation system be developed to provide a continuous flow of information to be used for mission
control. The intent in this paper is to describe
the evolution of the network in support of the
various ~rercury missions. Specifically, the
paper discusses the development of network req uirements and systems; installation, test, and
training; the net,,-ork configuration and later
changes made in response to mission requirements, operations, and performance.
Development of Network Requirements
Approach

The task of implementing a tracking a.nd
ground instrumentation system was given to the
NASA La.ngley Resea rch Center (LRC). LRC
formed the Tracking a.nd Ground Instrumentation Unit to manage and direct this effort.
This unit in turn utilized industrial firms to
assist in determining the approach to be taken
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in meeting the requirements in certain critical
areas and to augment the NASA team.
Basic Requirements

Basically, network systems were required to
provide all functions necessary for ground control and monitoring of a Mercury mission from
launch to landing. The function of the network was to end when the spacecraft had landed
and the best possible information on the location of the landing point had been supplied to
the recovery teams.
At the outset, the following functional requirements were established:
(1) Provision of adequate tracking and computing to determine launch and orbital parameters and spacecraft location for both normal
and aborted missions.
(2) Voice and telemetry communications
with the spacecraft with periods of internlption
not to exceed 10 minutes during the early orbits,
contact at least once per hour thereafter, and
communications to be available for at least 4
minutes over each station.
(3) Command capability to allow groundinitiated reentry for landing in preferred recovery areas and to initiate abort during critical
phases of launch and insertion.
( 4) Ground communications between the
ground stations and the control center.
Safety of the Mercury spacecraft and its
occupant was made a dominant consideration.
Speed and efficiency of installation were essential to meet the planned operational dates. Although no compromises with safety were made,
economy was an important consideration in the
overall plan.
Selection of Stations

Stations were selected on considerations of the
flight plan and on the character of the spacecraft electronic systems consistent with the basic
requirements. Because of factors relating to the
earth's rotation and the lack of suitable geographic locations, certain compromises had to be
made in selecting the total number and locations of the stations required for a three-orbit
mission. These compromises resulted in gaps,
primarily on the third pass, greater than the
desired 10 minutes. For stations selected, see
figure 8-1.
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FIGURE 8-l.-Map showing the locations of the selectf'd
Mercury stations.

Two Centers were also required :
The Mercury Control Center (MCC), to be
located at Cape Canaveral, was to provide
equipment necessary to allow control and coordination of all activities associated with the
Project Mercury operation.
The Computing and Communications Center,
to be located at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, Mary land, was to provide for communications control, switching and
distribution; also, it was to provide all computations necessary to monitor and control the mission from launch to landing.
Such an arrangement of stations, supported
by appropriate instrumentation, would provide
for tracking, command, and monitoring capabilities in the highest probable abort phase of
launch through insertion and for the critical
reentry phase after orbital flight. It also allowed the maximum use of facilities at the N ationa 1 Ranges and of equipment at the Australian Department of Supply facilities at Woomera, Australia. The participating countries
and ranges were as follows :
The U.S. Department of Defense provided
use of facilities at the Atlantic Missile Range,
Pacific Missile Range, White Sands Missile
Range, and the Eglin Gulf Coast Test Range.
Australia allowed the use of certain existing
facilities and construction, installation, and operations of the required new facilities. These
arrangements were made through the Australian Department of Supply and were implemented by the Weapons Research Establishment.
United Kingdom permitted the construction
of stations in Canton Island and Bermuda.

Nigeria agreed to the lease of land and permission to construct a station in Tungu and
Chawaka.
Spain agreed to provide the land for the Canary Island station.
Development of Equipment Systems
Criteria and Equipment Functions

Basic equipment design and implementation
criteria for this program were the result of several major considerations. One of these was
economics: existing facilities were to be used
wherever they met the Mercury location requirements. Thus, at six locations, a major
part of the equipment, including most of the
network's tracking radars, was already available. Another major consideration was time.
Maximum use of existing, proven equipment
was dictated by the necessity to avoid the longlead times required for research and development. But the primary consideration, overriding all others, was the safety of the astronaut. Some of the design requirements stemming from this consideration follow:
(1) Reliability of components and units was
required to be designed and engineered into
every element of the equipment configuration,
and adequate testing was required to prove this
reliability.
(2) Despite rigid reliability requirements of
units, redundanoy was to be used extensively
throughout each system and always at any critical point. Likewise, diversity was to be added
to redundancy. Thus, a very reliable system
was to be physically duplicated and then to be
partially duplicated again by the use of an alternate frequency, location, or some other means
of achieving diversity.
(3) Wherever possible, the network system
should have the ability to verify its own proper
functioning. Suitable monitoring and display
devices were thus required.
There were also other requirements resulting
from "overlapping" of two or more systems.
One of these concerned interference. Determined efforts were made to minimize interference to non-Mercury users of radio frequencies;
to reduce mutual interference between Mercury
equipment so that there "as no degradation of
system performance under normal equipment
operation; and, to minimize interference from

non -Mercury sources by carefully selecting station locations and equipment placement. Interference studies and field measurements were to
be undertaken as required. Radiated noise
measurements were to be made at all sites.
Particular attention had to be given to system integration problems and to simplifications
which might be possible; for example, without
compromising reliability, the possibility of reducing the number of antennas at a given site
by use of antenna-sharing systems had to be
considered.
Finally, all equipment had to be able to withstand the environmental conditions found in
such diverse climates as those of the desert at
W ooment and the "salt air" of Bermuda. '
To provide mission support, the equipment of
the network had to provide the following major
functions:
('1) Ground radar tracking of the spacecraft
and transmission of the radar data to the Goddard computers
(2) Launch, orbital, and reentry computations during the flight with real-time display
data being transmitted to Mercury Control
Center ('MCC)
(i3) Real-time telemetry display data at the
sites
(4) Command capability at various stations
for controlling specific spacecraft functions
from the ground
(5) Voice communications between the
spa:cecraft 'a nd the ground, and maintenance of
a network for 'Joice, teletype, and radar data
communications.
Development of the individual systems to
meet these requirements is described in the following paragraphs. Some systems have been
discussed in earlier publications (refs. 1 and 2) ;
so they are only briefly described here, whereas
other systems, especially systems requiring extensive design, are covered in more detail.
Radar

Mission requirements dictated the need for
con'tinuous radar tracking during launch and
insertion to monitor the launch phase and to
establish the initial orbital parameters on which
the go-no-go decision would be based. During
orbital flight, additional tracking data would be
required for a more precise determination of the
orbital parameters and time of retrofire for the
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desired landing point. As nearly continuous
tracking as possible was necessary during the
less predictable reentry 'p ortion of the flight to
provide adequate position data on the spacecraft's landing point.
To obtain relirubility in providing accurate
trajectory data, the Mercury spacecraft was
equipped with C-band and S-band cooperative
beacons. The ground radar systems had to be
compatible with the spacecraft radar beacons.
The FPS-16 radar (fig. 8-2) in use at most

FIGURE 8--2.-FPS-16 radar installation at California.

national ranges was selected to meet the C-band
requirement. Although it originally had a
range ca,pability of only 250 nautical miles,
most of the FPS-16 radar units selected for the
project had been modified for operation up to
500 miles, a NASA requirement, and modification kits were obtained for the remaining systems. In addition to the basic radar system, it
was also necessary to provide the required datahandling equipment to allow data to be transmitted from all sites to the computers. Details
on data flow and computation are discussed subsequently in the computer section.
The FPS-16 system originally planned for
the network did not have adequate displays and
controls for reliably acquiring the spacecraft
in the acquisition time available. Consequently, a contract was negotiated with a manufacturer to provide the instrumentation radar
acquisition (IRACQ) modifications. An essential feature of this modifh;lation is that it
examines all incoming video signals, verifies the
target, and automatically establishes angle-only
track. Once the spacecraft has been acquired,
in angle range, 6'acking in the automatic mode
can be achieved with relative ease. Other features of the IRACQ system included additional
angle scan modes and radar phasing controls to
permit multiple radar interrogation of the

spacecraft beacon. T he addition of a beacon
local oscillator wave meter permitted the determination of spacecraft-transmitter frequency
drift.
Early in the instn.llation program, it 'Was
realized that the range of the Bermuda F P S-16
should be increased beyond 500 miles. With
the 500-mile-range limitation, it was possible
to track the spacecraft for only 30 seconds prior
to launch-vehicle sustainer engine cut-off
(SECO) during the critical insertion phase.
By extending the range capability to 1,000
miles, the spacecraft could be acquired earlier,
and additional data could be provided to the
Bermuda computer and flight dynamics console.
This modification also increased the probability
of having valid data available to make a
go-no-go decision after SECO.
The Verlort radar (see figs. 8-3 ( a) and
8-3 (b» fulfilled the S-band requirement with
only a few modifications. Significant ones
,,-ere the addition of specific angle-track capability and additional angular scan modes.
At Eglin Air Force Base the MPQ-31 radar
was used for S-band tracking by extending its
range capability to meet Mereury requirements.
The data-handling equipment was essentially
the same as for the FPS-16. Coordinate conversion and transmitting equipment was installed at Eglin to allow both the MPQ-31 and
the FPS-16 to supply three-coordinate designate data to the AMR radars via Central
Analog Data Distributing and Computing
(CADDAC) .
After implementation these radar systems
performed as planned, and only minor modifications were made.
Active Acquisition Aid

Once the types of radars to be used were determined, it became evident that these narrowbeam, precision-tracking units would have difficulty in initially acquiring the small, highspeed spacecraft. Without externally supplied
dynamic pointing data, the spacecraft would
pass through the radar beam so quickly that the
basic radar circuits and/ or operators would
have very little time in which to recognize the
target and switch into automatic tracking.
Two basic types of solution to the radar-acquisition problem were considered. One was
the use of an on-site analog computer which
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would be supplied with predicted spacecraft
time and position data by teletype from the
Goddard computers. The on-site computer
would then generate dynamic-tracking data
along the predicted orbit and supply it to the
radar during the passage of the spacecraft.
This approach was rejected because of the cost
and development time necessary to provide suitable analog computers and because it was felt
that complete dependence on teletype data for
acquisition would not provide sufficient overall
tracking system reliability.
The second solution to the problem was a new
development called the "active acquisition aid."
This device was designed to receive the space-

craft telemetering signals and automatically
track the spacecraft in angle with sufficient accuracy to provide suitable pointing data to the
radar.
The hardware to meet these requirements was
developed around refurbished and modified
SCR-584 radar pedestals, antenna, and receiver
components. The major units of the final configuration used for Mercury are shown in figure
8-4, and figure 8-5 shows the acquisition aid
antenna installation at Guaymas, Mexico.

Antenna assembly

Antenna assembly

(square ground screen version)

(round ground screen version)

:0
Fn"
~

J

5 channel
multiplexer

RF housing
Servo
cablne!
Receiver
cabinet

(a) .-Verlort installation at Bermuda.

Amplidyn6

Control console

FIGURE 8-4.-Major units of the acquisition system.

Performance analysw.-Tests of the first systems delivered showed two major performance
deficiencies. The first of these stemmed from
the fact that the spacecraft-telemetering transmitter bandwidth was substantially wider than
had been anticipated; the acquisition aid re( b) .-Interior view of a Verlort radar van.

ceiver was consequently unable to achieve phase

FIGURE 8--3.-Photographs of Verlort installations.

lock. This deficiency was corrected by adapt-
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ing another existing detector design to the Mercury equipment.

FIGURE

8--5.-Acquisition aid antenna installation at
Guaymas, Mexico.

The second major performance problem was
that the equipment could not meet tracking accuracy specifications on a continuous basis.
Two principal factors contributed to the accuracy problem. The predominant one, especially at low and medium elevation angles, was
that of multipath signal reception. The lesser
factor was the inherent coarseness of the quadhelix antenna array and other RF components.
Redesign of the antenna would have pushed beyond the state of the art and probably would
have delayed the program. Use of another,
existing antenna with less beamwidth and there-
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fore less multi path susceptibility would, of
course, have meant some sacrifice of one of the
most desirable advantages of the system: that
of being able to cover large areas of space in a
short period of time.
Fortunately, early experience with the radars,
particularly the FPS-16 which, equipped with
the IRACQ modification, can lock on a target
very quickly, indicated that the accuracy requirements of the acquisition aid could be relaxed; analysis of tracking requirements showed
that with proper alinement, the equipment
would provide sufficiently accurate data to the
radars. The specified accuracy for the active
acquisition aid was thus relaxed to require only
tracking within the beamwidth of the particular radar with which it worked (-+-0.5° for the
FPS-16 and -+-1.0° for the Verlort) for 2 seconds out of every 5 instead of -+-0.5° on a continuous basis.
With these changes, the initial performance
deficiencies of the system were alleviated.
However, in the course of the project, a number
of other modifications to the equipment were
found necessary to improve reliability, ease of
maintenance, and ease of operation. Installation of hermetically sealed RF components,
waterproof connectors, better antenna limit
switching and mechanical limit stops, and bias
regulators for the RF amplifiers was made to
improve reliability. Test points and grounding
switches in the voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO) and a connector board with many of the
system test points in one convenient location
were installed to improve the ease of maintenance. Changes to the antenna handwheels, relocation of controls, and installation of mode
switches were made to increase the ease of
operation.
In conclusion, it should be noted that although
a number of problems of varying degrees of
seriousness were encountered with the acquisition aid-most of them stemming from the necessity of developing a new system in an extremely short time-the equipment successfully
fulfilled its intended function. Rarely during
the latter Mercury missions did one of them fail
to acquire and track the spacecraft shortly after
horizon time and thereby aid the radar in acquiring an automatic track.

Computing System

Requirements.-Early in the design of the
Mercury system it was considered mandatory to
receive information on a real-time basis and to
provide for instantaneous computation and ~is
play of mission data from lift-off to land~g.
To meet these requirements, new data transmISsion equipment and computer peripheral gear
were required. A new concept in large-scale,
real-time data processing was required to tailor
computations to a computer cycle and to manage
the priorities of the computations performed
automatically.
In all phases of the Mercury mission, it was
vital that the many different forms of calculations be performed with exact precision and the
data be made nvailable almost instantaneously.
For example, in a matter of seconds a~er
launch-vehicle cut-off and spacecraft insertIOn
into orbit the computers were required to -furnish dat; based on tracking information for
evaluating whether or not the mission should be
permitted to continue.
.
Before the Bermuda submarine cable was mstalled, it was decided to supplement the Goddard-Cape Canaveral complex with a secondary
computing station at Bermuda. Installed there
was an IBM 709 computer that received the inputs of the Bermuda FPS-16 and Verlo~
radars. The role of Bermuda was twofold: It
served as a backup remote control center during
the launch phase and as a tracking site th~re
after. Specifically, it performed the followmg
computing tasks:
.,
(1) Provided all the necessary tra.Ject~ry illformation to drive the display devlCes III the
Bermuda control center.
(2) Computed an independent go-no-go at
insertion based on Bermuda data.
(3) Computed retrofire times to be used ~
the event of an abort to land the spacecraft 111
one of the designated recovery areas.
(4) Computed refined landing points for several abort cases.
(5) Computed orbital characteristics.
(6) Sent postinsertion conditions to Goddard.
After the submarine cable was installed in
April 1962, the Bermuda computer was removed and all the computations listed above
were programed in the Goddard computers.

SY8tem de8cription.-Since t~e computing
system was described in a prior publication
(ref. 2), only a brief review is presented here.
During a mission, radar data from the network stations are transmitted by way of data
circuits (ref. 2) to the communications center
(fig. 8-6). Here, real-time equipment places
the radar data from each tracking station automatically in the core storage of the computers.
Two IBM 7094 computers operating independently but in parallel, process the data. Should
a co~puter malfunction during the mission, the
other computer can be switched on-line to support the mission while the malfunctioning computer is taken off-line and repaired.
The computers provide trajectory inform.ation necessary for the flight control of the mISsion. At MCC, about 18 digital displays, 4
plotboards, and the wall map (fig. 8-7) are
driven by the computers. This map shows the
present position of the spacecraft and the landing point which would be achieved if the retrorockets were ignited in 30 seconds.
Development of new equipment.-To implement a real-time computing system of the complexity of the one considered for Project

FIGURE 8-6.-Computing center at Goddard Space
Flight Center.

FIGURE 8-7.-View of Mercury Control Center showing
wall map, plotting boards, and digital displays.
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Mercury, it was necessary to design some specialized equipment. An example is the IBM
7281 Data Communications Channel (DCC)
which automatically accepts inputs from a large
number of data sources, places the information
quantities directly at the disposal of the computer, automatically accepts calculated output
data from the computer, and makes the information immediately available for transmission
to many destinations.
For early missions, a duplexed confio-uration
of IBM 7090 computers ,,'as connected by a
DCC to radar stations, and sources comprising
the real-time tracking and instrumentation system. For the MA-9 mission, a Triplex configuration of IBM 7094 computers, ,yhich were
updated from the IBM 7090 configuration, was
used.
T est and evaluation techniques.-Any system
as complex as the Mercury network had to be
thorouo-hly tested under conditions as close to
actual operating conditions as possible. It had
to be certain that the units and subsystems were
functioning properly and that all elements were
functioning together as a complete system.
Thus, it was necessary to devise computer-controlled tests to check out all computer-related
elements of the total system. Called OADFISS
(Computation and Data Flow Integrated Subsystem) testing, this worldwide network test
concept was employed in Mercury launch countdowns to determine final tracking and data processing system readiness.
Performance analysi~ .-A brief analysis of
how the computing and data system performed
during the manner orbital Mercury missions is
presented.

Table 8-1 shows FPS-16 and Verlort radar
performance. Both radars approached their
design limits while tracking an orbital target.
The values were derived by fitting the data to
the equations of motion. The data were far
better than expected. Note that, up until the
MA-9 mission, the standard deviation in elevation for the FPS-16 is twice that in azimuth,
probably as a result of refraction errors. An
improved correction for refraction was incorporated into the Mercury programs for MA-9.
This is not apparent in the Verlort; apparently
the much higher noise level concealed the refractive error. In many cases the data from
certain FPS-16 and Verlort radars were better
than the 0.1 mil and 1.0 mil criteria.
A comparison of the single-station FPS-16
orbit.:'l.l determination with the single-station
Verlort solution shows that the FPS-16 is
roughly four times as accurate in position and
eight times as accurate in velocity determination.
The accuracy of the Mercury integration
scheme, atmospheric model, and tracking data
is demonstrated in table 8-II. The orbit, as determined by mUltiple st.:'l.tion solution, was integrated fonyard to compare with newer trackinodata. The vector changes in position and
velocity were averaged and are presented in
table 8-I!.
The accuracy of the total system is demonstrated by the calculation of time-to-fue retrorockets. The spacecraft timing system is such
that the rockets are fired at the integer second.
With the spacecraft traveling at 5 miles per second, the landing point is known only to ±2.5
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Table 8-I.-Radar Performance
Standard deviations-mission averages

MA-6 ________
MA-7 ________
MA-8 ___ _____
MA-9 __ _____ _

Verlort

FP8-16

Mission
Range,
yd

Azimuth,
mils

Elevation,
mils

8. 5
9. 8
8, 6
11. 2

O. 23
,22
.25
.27

O. 44
,40
.36
.26

Range,
yd
29.
33.
39.
20,

0
7
6
2

Azimuth,
mils
1.
1.
1.
1.

63
62
22
36

Elevation,
mils
1. 35
1.72
1. 34
1. 42
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miles. The recovery forces are able to estimate
their position to about ±2 miles. Thus, the
total uncertainty may be approximately +5
miles. Table 8-III shows the landing points
predicted for the four manned missions. The
center column shows the landing point established by radar tracking. The tracking information in MA-7 and MA-.6 provided landing
points within 15 to 20 miles of that reported by
the recovery forces. This difference may have
resulted from lift experienced by the spacecraft in reentry. The predictions for MA-8 and
MA-9 are well within the area of uncertainty
and show a nearly perfect retrofire and reentry.
Several years ago, a prediction such as that
shown in table 8-III would have appeared very
optimistic for the performance of the manned
space-flight network. In consider~ng performances as a whole, the network can be said to have
performed considerably better than originally
anticipated. The network tracking and computing system has successfully predicted the
spacecraft landing points, and at all times has
provided accurate information on the astronaut's position. For all of the Mercury missions, the network and computing system performed their basic functions normally and withont exception.

Table 8-II.-Average Ohange in Position and
Velocity
Change in
position,
yd

Mission

MA-6 ___ __________
___ __________
MA-8 _____________
MA-9 _____________
~A-7

265
266
217
-220
bl,040

Table 8-III.-Results of Landing-Point
Predictions !Ifade by Oomputers
Mission

MA-6 _____
MA-L ____
MA-8 _____
MA-9 _____

Predicted
landing point

21°31.2'
68°52.9'
19°24' N.
63°52' W.
32°06' N.
174°31.8' W.
27°22' N.
176°29' W.

Reported
pickup point of
spacecra.ft
21°25.6'
68°36.5'
19°30'
64°15'.
32°05.5'
174°28.5'
27°22.6'
176°35.3'

N.
W.

W.
N.
W.

installations for the Telemetry
and Control (T and Cj Building Area, Guaymas,
Mexico.

FIGURE ~.-Antenna

Change in
velocity,
ft/sec
O. 9
1. 1
1.0
-I. 6
b4. 5

• First three passes
b

MissIon averag&-no data on 15 of 22 passes

Telemetry

Because the telemetry system has been described in reference 2, this section briefly describes only the design approach, modifications,
and performance. To help orient the reader,
a typical antenna installation at a telemetry
station is presented in figure 8-8, and display
and control consoles aboard a telemetry ship are
presented in figure 8-9.

FIGURE

8-9.-Display and control consoles aboard the
Rose Knot.

De8ign approach.-Obviously, the groundstation design requirements were established to
be compatible with the spacecraft's telemetry
characteristics. The basic type of telemetry
system chosen early in Project Mercury was
P AM/FM/FM. This system was chosen because it could provide the needed information
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and "as a reasonably well proven state-of-theart type which could be implemented on the
ground stations with commercially ava.ilable
hardware. Implementation guidelines used are
as follows:
(1) Two independent links were to be used
to gain reliability. The equipment at each station was to provide independent receiving systems for the two links from the spacecraft.
Separate preamplifiers, receivers, diversity combiners, filters, subcarrier discriminators, and the
a sociated monitor and control equipment were
to be provided. Separate monitoring of the
data from the subcarrier di.scriminators of each
system with commutated data not decoded was
to be provided to permit the operator to select
the telemetry system output to be displa.yed a.t
a main control console.
(2) At the stations which were to have command transmitters, separate decoding and display equipment was to be provided for the two
telemetry links. (This arrana-ement was necessary to provide reliability in determining that
the proper commands were received at the
spacecraft.) At all other sites, only one set of
decommutation and output data display equipment was to be provided, with appropriate
witching to the output of either receiving
system.
(3) Provisions were to be made for separa.te
magnetic tape recordings of the received outputs from each telemetry system to peI1nit playback and reassessment of the data following a
pass. These recordings also "-ere to provide a
permanent record of the data with an overall
accuracy of 1 percent.
(4) Data-output display equipment was to
be provided with the appropriate meters, lamp
indicators, and direct writing records.
(5) Continuous data on IRIG channels 5,
6, and 7 were to be recorded and displayed on
direct writing strip chart recorders with an
accuracy of 2 percent of full scale. Each of
these channels was also to be provided with a
suitable events-per-unit time display. (Tlus
provision was needed by aeromedical personnel
to monitor the astronaut's heart action and respiration.)
(6) Individual data outputs of the analog
quantities handled on the com mutated subcarrier (PAM) were to be displayed on meters
with an accuracy of 2 percent of full scale.
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Display of the events data carried on the commutated subcarriers was to be in the form of
lights. Appropriate translation equipment was
to be provided to display the time measurements
as in-line decimal digits in hours, minutea, and
seconds.
(7) Monitor displays were to be provided to
permit the operator to assess the outputs of
both receiving systems at a station and to select the system to drive the final data output
displays.
(8) A permanent recording system capable
of rapid processing and display was to be provided to record all subcarrier discriminator outputs, all decommutated analog quantities, and
received si!mal strength.
(9) The overall system-accuracy requirement
was that system error not exceed 2 percent under field conditions.
SY8tem performance.-The wlemetry and
display system performance was outstanding
throughout the project. During controlled
flight, coverage time was generally horizon to
horizon. Missions which had periods of drifting flight caused occasional signal dropouts due
to nulls in the spacecraft antenna pattern. During reentry phases, both telemetry links were
attenuated by the ionized sheath created by intense heat and ablation of the heat shield and
reception was completely lost for periods of 3
to 5 minutes.
System accuracy (to the displays) of 2 percent, as originally implemented, was met satisfactorily. Summary data from remote sites
which included the degradation factors of 2percent meters, meter parallax, short mission
meter scales (e.g., utilizing 50 percent of fullmeter scale deflection), and reading error were
generally within +3 percent of full-scale meter
deflection.
Air-Ground Communications

A system was required at each site to permit
direct communications with the astronaut.
This system, termed the air-ground system,
would comprise all of the ground-based transmitting, receiving, control, and antenna equipment required to establish two-way voice communications with the Mercury spacecraft.
General requirements included communications
reliability, ease of rapidly restoring system operation in case of failure, and the use of proven
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off-the-shelf equipment to reduce both delivery
time and costs. The following paragraphs
describe the specific requirements for this
system, the system modifications, and a summary of system performance.
Requirements.-To provide a highly reliable
system of communications which would be able
to overcome difficulties arising from spacecraft
equipment failure, atmospheric disturbances,
and ground-equipment breakdown, the following specific requirements 'were established:
(1) Complete voice transmission and reception facilities for both HF and UHF operation
were to be provided, with the HF equipment to
serve as a backup facility for the UHF.
(2) Standby UHF transmitters were required for backup purposes at all stations.
(3) Standby HF transmitters were required
for backup use at certain critical stations.
(4) Remote and local transmitter control was
required for all transmitters.
( 5) The means for operating these transmitters on tone modulation as well as voice was
required.
(6) At those sites equipped with command
transmitters, a voice-modulation capability for
the command transmitters was required as an
emergency mode of operation.
(7) A means was required for individual operation of the UHF, HF, and emergency-voice
modes, as well as simultaneous use of the UHF
and HF or the UHF, HF, and emergencyvoices modes.
(8) At sites where transmitting equipment
was to be installed in vans, provisions for moving the van from the transmitting antenna to
a receiving antelma were required in case of
transmitting antenna or pedestal failure.
(9) To offset space-fading effects and also
to provide built-in equipment backup facilities,
dual space and polarization-diversity equipment \\"Us required for UHF reception, and
dual-space diversity equipment was required for
HF reception. This stipulation, then, required
that two complete and identical sets of antennas,
transmission lines, and receiver elements for
both the HF and UHF equipment be furnished
at each site.
(10) Circular polarization of UHF transmitting and receiving antennas 'was required to
offset signal attenuation caused by any skew
I
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attitude of the spacecraft antenna with relation to the ground antennas.
(11) Recording facilities were requi red for
all transmitted and received audio.
(12) Varied distribution of all received audio and transmitter sidetones was required
through monitor speakers and the station intercom system in order to satisfy the site operating requirements.
. Performance.-UHF was used for primary
voice communication throughout the project with very satisfactory results.
Because of wave propagation, HF communication proved too intermittent to be used as
more than backup communication and could not
be considered as a reliable means of extending
communication beyond station horizon. The
HF quality improved somewhat, however, after
a dipole antenna was instaJJed on the MA-8
and MA-9 spacecraft.
A photograph of the air-ground antenna and
transmitter van installed at Guaymas, Mexico,
is shown in figure 8-10.
Command

Requirmnents.-The criteria for the command equipment followed the general guide
lines for all Mercury equipment. The basic
requirement \yas the transmission of commands
from certain stations to the spacecraft in order
to provide a command backup for the manually
controlled or internally programed eyents in
the spacecraft. The range coverage of the
command system was to be limited only by lineof-sight conditions to the spacecraft. The minimum normal range of the systems was originally set at 700 nautical miles.
This equipment \yas to employ a suitable coding technique to provide high reliability with
particular attention to preyention of incorrect
commands because of noise, interference, or
transmitting equipment failures. All command sites would have dual FRW-2, 500-watt
transmitters. The command antenna was to
have at least 18-db gain, circular polarization,
and to be steerable.
,
111odiftcations.-Bermuda, having coverage of
the critical insertion phase, required the ability to "brute force" command signals to the
spacecraft regardless of the spacecraft an-
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tenna position. A 10-kw RF power amplifier
"'as to be provided for that purpose. Likewise,
monitoring facilities that would provide failure
sensing of this power amplifier were required.
If failure occurred, antenna transfer to the
operational 500-watt transmitter ,,"ould be done
$tutomatically. Three existing sites already
had this high power and failure switching
capability.

Durilig the implementation phase of the program, ancillary equipment consisting of control
and monitoring facilities was designed and fabricated. This equipment was necessary to provide the desired fail-safe features and degrees
of flexibility this program required. Furthermore, at sites equipped with command vans,
provisions were made to allow the transmitter
van to be moved to the receiver antenna pedestal
in case the command antenna pedestal failed .
Mission requirements made major command
equipment additions necessary. The need for
additional command coverage became apparent
when the program was expanded beyond threeorbital-pass missions. Consequently, dual 10kw command facilities were installed on the
Rose Knot Victor telemetry ship. The basic
equipment furnished was identical to that furnished previously to the land-based stations.
Temporary dual 500-watt command facilities
were also added to the Coastal Sentry Quebec
Ship. Here again, the basic equipment furnished was identical to existing land equipment.
Another major change in the command configuration was the MCC-Bermuda tone re'moting system which became practical only after
submarine cable circuits were available between
Bermuda and Cape Canaveral.
Perjonnance.-As with the other systems, the
command equipment functioned as planned
throughout the project.
Ground Communications

B-IO.-Transm itter van and antenna installation at Guaymas, Mexico, for command and air·
ground voice.

FIGURE

It was necessary to remove the standard coder
controller of the FRW-2 and substitute coder
control units de igned to be compatible with
the coding technique employed in the spacecraft equipment and the input requirements of
the FRW-2 coder KY-I71/ RW coder which
,yas part of the FR\V-2. Furthermore, the
coder controllers were to be capable of remote
activation and rapid changeover to anyone of
several codes which might be desired.
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Introduction.-Operation of this system was
discussed in reference 2; therefore, it is only
briefly reviewed in the present paper. Again
the basic design criteria were used: reliability,
cost, and speed of implementation.
Requirem,ents.-A primary requirement for
the tracking network "as that the stations be
tied together with an adequate and reliable communications center. This center was to act as
the heart of a communications system which
would perform the following functions:
(1) Transmit acquisition information from
the computing center to the tracking and telemetry stations.
(2) Transmit commands and instructions
from the MCC to the stations.
(3) Transmit digital tracking data from the
tracking stations to the computing center.

( 4) Transmit telemetry summary messages
from the stations to the MCC.
( 5) Provide high-speed data transmission between the computing center and the MCC for
display purposes.
(6) Provide voice communications capability
between certain stations and the MCC.
(7) Transmit mission teletype traffic throughout the network.
Both teletype and voice circuits were required. The teletype circuits usually operated at
60 words per minute and provided for transmission of all of the required types of information
except high-speed tracking data and, of course,
voice communications. These two were handled
by voice-quality circuits with a pass band of 280
to 2,800 cps.
The network that was established to meet
these requirements is illustrated in reference 2.
Because these channels traverse extremely
long distances and employ a variety of transmission media, such as land lines of various
types, submarine cables, and HF radio, it was
necessary that the design arrangement and operating technique preserve their transmission
capability. The chief factors involved were
overall attenuation, bandwidth, distortion,
noise, return loss, and echo.
1Ifodifications and Performance.-Following
are some of the major changes made after the
initial configuration was established:
(1) The HF link to Bermuda was dropped
after the cable became available, and two highspeed data circuits from Bermuda to Goddard
were added.
(2) The network was expanded to include the
switching, conferencing, and monitoring
(SCAMA) voice capability to Canary Island,
Kano, Zanzibar, Canton Is]and, the Rose l{not
Victor, and the Coastal Sentry Quebec.
(3) Zanzibar became a primary HF link for
the Coastal Sentry Quebec.
(4) HF backup to Guaymas was added.
The Mercury communications network included 102,000 miles of teletype lines, 60,000
miles of telephone lines, and 15,000 miles of
high -speed data lines.
The ground communication system operated
very satisfactorily for all missions. Performance figures for the MA-7 and MA-8 missions
are listed in table 8-IV.

Table B-IV.-Messages Handled During MA-7
andMA-8

Total number of
messages _________
Information flow
time, min

o to 5 ______

MA-7

MA-8

1, 814

5,587

Messages

Messages

1,597
169
24
24

4,335
878
334
40

1 to 2 ______________
2 to 3 ______________
3 to 4 ______________
4 to 5 ______________
Over 5 _____________
Undetermined ______

526
625
410
128
40
75
10

1,073
2, 087
1, 151
569
134
515
58

Garbled messages ___
Lost messages ______

2
0

2
0

-------

5 to 10_____________
Over 10 ____________
Undetermined ______
Message transmission
time, min

o to

L _____________

Timing

A timing system was required to provide
timing signals for all recorders in a common
format, binary-coded time signals for radar
data, strobe pulses for radar interrogation, and
outputs for driving wall clocks and displays.
The system was to have the capability of synchronizing with WWV timing with a resolution accuracy to within 0.001 second. The
stability of the timing system was to be such
that the local timing oscillator drift would
not exceed 0.001 second in 48 hours.
The timinO' system which had been developed
for the scientific satellite tracking stations was
selected since it had proved to be reliable and
accurate under actual field operating conditions.
The timing system performed satisfactorily
throughout the Mercury Project, and only
minor modifications were necessary to correct.
component failures and increase reliability.
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Intercom

It was apparent at the outset that rapid and
flexible voice communications (intercom)
would be needed within each station. Station
persOlmel who would need such communications were (1) the flight controllers, who would
monitor the flight status of the spacecraft and
the overall conduct of the mission and who
would advise and assist the astronaut in makina
decisions as required, and (2) the maintenanC:
and operations personnel, who would provide
technical support to the flight controllers in the
operation of the various tracking, telemetry,
and communications systems.
The intercom system had to have the capability of interconnecting several different consoles or positions in a conference type circuit
(loop) whereby several people would be able
to carryon a discussion, with others being able
to "listen in" or be called on for oomments or
information. Also, because of the varied activities of different positions, there had to be
several of these conference loops so that simultaneous conversations could be carried on with
each loop usually isolated to one system or
activity. The system also had to connect to
outside lines so that the flight director could
have immediate contact with any of the flight
controllers at any station through the worldwide communications network.
After implementation by using standard
components, only a few minor modifications to
the intercom system were necessary to obtain
proper, reliable operation. The system met the
project requirements in a first-rate manner.
Control Centers

Mercury Oontrol Oenter.-The primary
function of MCC was to provide a means of
centralizing control and coordination of all the
activities associated with a Mercury mission.
Figure 8-11 is a view of the operation room of
MCC. Mission control .and coordination were
conducted from MCC beginning at approximately 10 to 12 days before lift-off and continuing through the launch, orbital, reentry, and
recovery phases. Communication, display, and
control capability for MCC operation was provided in the various consoles, which are shown
in figure 8-1'2. Many of the positions contained
duplicate displays and controls to provide
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redundancy which was considered essential to
the Mercury Proj ect.

FIGURE

8-11.-Mercury Control Center as viewed from
the observation room.

B ernvuda Oontrol Oenter.-In the earlier
phases of the project, this secondary control
center "-as required because the critical orbital
insertion point of the spacecraft would be at a
marginal distance and low-elevation ano-Ie from
'" and
MCC, which might give unreliable data
would allow little time for MCC to determine
go-no-go conditions. In addition, since Bermuda's vital tracking data needed for establishing insertion parameters had to be relayed by
HF, a more fail-proof arrangement was needed.
The Bermuda Control Center had the following basic functions:
(1) To command an abort in the event of
critical spacecraft equipment failure or pilot
difficulty late in the launch phase.
(2) To command an abort as directed by
MCC in the event of certain propulsion or
guidance system malfunctions.
(3) To control the mission independently in
the event of communications failure with MCC.
Figures 8-13 and 8-14 show a view of the
center and an equipment layout.
After the submarine cable to Bermuda was
available, it was possible to remote the control
data safely to MCe. The Bermuda station
functioned as a remote station for the MA-9
mission with a minimum of flight-control staff.
Simulation Equipment

The development of a simulation system was
established primarily to answer the need for an
active training device for mission flight controllers. A secondary use for the simulation

I
2
3.
4.
5
6.

7
8.
9
10.
II.
12.

Instructor's console
Recovery commander(USN)
Operations director
Network commander (USAF)
Recovery status monitor
Range safety observer
Flight director
Network status monitor
Missile telemet ry monitor
Strip chart recorder (3)
Support control coordinator
Flight surgeon

FIGURE

13
14
15
16
17.
18
19
20
21

22.
23
24

Spacecraft environment monitor
Spacecraft communicator
Spacecraft system monitor
Retrofire controller
F light dynamics officer
TV monitors (3)
X-V recorders (4)
Trend charts (16)
Operations summary display
and alpha numeric indica tors
Signal distribution panel
Teletype printers
Data entry console

8-12.-0perations Room and Observation Room, Mercury Control Center.

of training flight controllers who would be ultimately assigned to stations other than the control center.
Equipment Documentation

FIGURE

8-13.-View of Bermuda Control Center.

system was the .familiarization of the maintenance and operating personnel with the mission
support required of them for a particular flight.
The simulation system was designed in two
parts : the first and major part was the addition
of specialized instrumentation and control consoles at MCe that could be used by instructors
to provide the stimulus necessary to activate the
~t[ec operational consoles; the second part was
a separate remote-site simulator for the purpose

Within a general requirement to furnish adequate instruction manuals for the network
equipment, detailed specifications for individual
manuals were prepared and the overall organization of this family of documentation was developed. The detailed. specification called for
new manuals to. be prepared in accordance with
the best commercial practices and established
minimum content requirements for the acceptance of existing, off-the-shelf manuals. The
most notable feature of the overall organization
of the manuals was the concept of system manuals and equipment manuals. Equipment manuals covered individual units and subsystems,
such as communications receivers, audio line
amplifiers, and radar sets; and system manuals
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I
2
3.
4.

Alphanumeric indica lars
World map
Partition wall
Lighting panel
5 Plot board
G Tool and parts locker
7. Ma intenance and operations
supervisor's desk
a Flight supervisor 's
console

9
10
I I.
12.
13.

Telecommunications panel
Signal distribution panel
Power distribut ion panel
Common equ ipment cabinets
Fl ight surgeon's console

14

Spacecraft environment monifor 's console

15.
16
17.
18.

Spacecraft commun icator's console
Spacecraft systems mon i tor's console
Flight dynam ics off icer's console
StriP chort recorder

FIGURE 8-14.-0peratioDS Room, Bermuda.

provided information on how the individual
units and subsystems tied together to form the
major network system. Altogether, approximately 450 separate manuals with copies totaling nearly 50,000 were supplied for use on the
network.
In stallation

The installation of ground instrumentation
equipment actually began \yith the efforts of the
teams who selected the sites for the remote stations. The general area for each station had
been determined from the planned orbit charts,
but selected areas required on-site inspection for
the evaluation of local problems and land availability. Each station had to be considered
from cost, adaptability, and accessability standpoints. Every attempt was made to use existing facilities, but where these \yere not available
below the orbital paths, sites were chosen which
presented the fewest problems "'hile satisfying
the necessary criteria.
The Project Mercury tracking stations required considerable land area to provide neces-
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sary isolation (separation) between transmitting and receivino- antennas. The equipment
covered a Yery wide range of frequencies and
required pecific terrain configurations to operate at maximum efficiency. It was determined
that five of the stations and the control center
could be located on national ranges where use
could be made of existing facilities. · One new
station was to be located in Texas and two on
shipboard. The remainino- eight would have to
be established on foreign or overseas territory.
Selection of the foreign locations was accomplished by two teams. The first, a management
team which had representation from the U .S.
Department of State, was to determine and resolve, if possible, all difficulties of a general
nature such as political considerations, preference of local officials as to station location, and
currency problems. In addition, contact was
made with local contractors, material suppliers,
and service companies. Labor sources were
also investigated and data on living conditions
were obtained. The management team selected

a preferred and an alternate location for each
station.
Data gathering was the prime function of the
technical survey teams. Project personnel
spent several days at each prospective site checking soil conditions, topography, ,Yater, se"IYage
disposal, communications, transportation, electric power, and climate. ~\. comprehensive report prepared Oll each site provided the basis
for station selection and was used thereafter as
a guide for equipment design and location.
The tight schedule made it impossible to
stagger construction at the various stations.
Although first construction operations were not
started until April 29, 1960, all stations were
under construction by midsummer, and construction was completed at the last station in
Kano, Nigeria, in March of 1961.
Most buildings were constructed of prefabricated galvanized sheet metal supported by rigid
steel frames. In addition to the buildings housing electronic equipment, most stations contained power buildings, cooling towers, air
handlers, water chillers, and hydropneumatic
tanks. Diesel generators were installed to produce power to back up commercial power.
Extreme precision was necessary in the positioning of every radar antenna. Each unit
had to be surveyed to determine true latitude
and longtitude with exact interrelation, and
angles were established with a maximum allowable deviation of 6 seconds.
As construction of facilities was still underway at some stations, the equipment and the installation teams were arriving. The number of
installers on a site team varied between 5 and
25, depending on the amount of equipment to
be installed. A typical team consisted of the
site manager, the team crew chief, a lead man
for a subsystem or a combination of subsystems,
several technicians, and one or two subcontractor advisors for specialized areas such as the
acquisition system. Each team was also supported by a logistics man.
All installation team leaders were authorized
to work with the local labor unions and utilize
the local labor market to perform certain jobs
beyond the capabilities of the installation team
and its facilities.
Two depots-one on each coast of the United
States-were established to provide logistics

support for the overseas stations and to handle
the customs details involved in such shipments.
The depots served as staging areas for overseas
shipments, whereas equipment destined for stations in the United States was shipped directly
from the manufacturer. More than 1,000 tons
of cargo were processed through the depots,
most of it in preassembled units. A rigid receiving and inspecting system was set up at each
station to check in all equipment before it was
turned over to the installation team.
Spare parts provisioning was another logistics consideration. There had to be a reasonable on-site repair capability. Each industry
team member supplied a 2-year supply of
spares unique to his equipment and a list of
recommended common item spares. From
these lists a combined list of common item
spares was drawn up to eliminate duplications.
Common item spares were procured in accordance with the combined list and shipped to each
site.
Thus, the concept of a network of stations
became a reality with equipment and logistic
support. The scope of design, construction,
installation, and activation for the Mercury
Network is shown in figure 8-15.
Figure 8-16 shows construction underway at
Kano.
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FIGURE

8-16.-Construction of the receiver building
Kano, Nigeria.
Testing

Del'lwnstration site.-The necessity of testing and evaluating the ground instrumentation
equipment as a complete system prior to its
installation on a worldwide basis was recognized in the early planning stages of the Mercury Project. Equipment from more than 10
major manufacturers plus numerous subcontractors was involved, and it had to be determined that all interrelated problems had been
solved and that the equipment would perform
as a system.
The selection of NASA Wallops Station,
Wallops Island, Vir.ginia, as a test site was determined primarily because of its availability
and its proximity to Langley Research Center
at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia, and the
Goddard Space Flight Center at Greenbelt,
Maryland. A complete tracking station was
installed, with the Mercury data conversion and
acquisition equipment connected to the existing
FPS-16 at the Wallops Station Launch Complex.
Representatives from the suppliers of equipment conducted tests at Wallops under NASA
supervision. As a result of these tests, many
changes were made to equipment in the prototype stage prior to worldwide deliveries. Also
developed at the Demonstration Site were test
procedures that were used throughout the network for acceptance testing of on-site equipment.
The test procedures were of four types:
(1) Mercury Unit Tests (MUT) were developed to provide acceptance of self-contained
equipment such as the R-390 HF voice receiver
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or the Ampex FR-100B tape recorder. The
unit tests covered every measurable aspect that
could influence the reliability of minimum performance expected of the unit.
(2) Mercury System Tests (MST) were developed to provide acceptance of a complete
system. These tests checked the action of each
interfaced relay as well as system performance.
(3) Mercury Integrated Tests (MIT) were
developed to provide acceptance of the station
as an integrated complex. These tests assured
successful interface of systems. They also revealed RF interference problems.
(4) Mercury Dynamic Tests (MDT) were
developed to test the equipment under simulated operating conditions. As ground station
equipment was installed and evaluated at the
Demonstration Site, the need for a method of
closely simulating spacecraft tracking soon became apparent. Small leased aircraft were used
to check the tracking accuracy of the new acquisition aid, and it. was found that certain modifications were necessary for the equipment to
meet specifications.
Instrumented aircraft.-As a result of these
and other special aircraft tests, it was decided
that aircraft would be obtained and completely
instrumented ,yith actual spacecraft electronics (see fig. 8-17) to serve three functions:
(1) To qualify each ground system prior to
worldwide equipment delivery so that compatibility between ground and airborne systems
was assured.

FIGURE

8-17.-Interior view of aircraft showing a
small portion of the test equipment.
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(2) To provide a complete checkout of each
station in the network so that operational readiness was determined.
(3) To provide continual testing and training throughout the Mercury Project.
Training

I
I

I

Prior to station assignment, selected senior
engineers received specialized equipment training and later helped to install the equipment at
the Demonstration Site. After assignment,
these senior engineers were responsible for
making their equipment operational and for indoctrinating the other team members. Training was largely accomplished by working with
the equipment during installation and by playing an active role in conducting acceptance
tests. As time allowed, semiformal classes were
held in theory and maintenance.
F o1'mal training.-Installation technicians
were technically capable of performing maintenance, but operational requirements posed
the need for a refinement of the team concept
and a regimented reaction to the demands of
mission accomplishment. Transition from installer and maintenance technician to operator was accomplished by a rigorous training
program that included: formal indoctrination
lectures on space-flight matters and on Project
Mercury; on-the-job training combined with
classroom drills covering operation of the
equipment; local-station simulated missions;
and network simulations using countdowns, live
communications, and telemetry tapes.
The maintenance and operation capability
of station personnel had to be continually upgraded, and replacement personnel had to be
provided. Likewise, the station had to be exercised as an entity to assure that it could work
as a cohesive unit during a mission.
Training center.-To upgrade individual
capabilities and to provide replacement personnel, a training center was established at the
Demonstration Site. The primary long-term
objective of the Engineering and Training
Center was to sustain or improve the level of
competence of the personnel manning the Mercury network stations through a comprehensive
training program in each of the equipment subsystems making up the station. It was also
designed to give the necessary high-level train-

-- - - - --

ing to replacement personnel so that network
proficiency would not suffer from personnel
attrition.
To supplement the training received at the
center, cross-training packages of lesson guides,
equipment exercises, and examinations were
developed for use at all the Mercury network
stations. These were used for training of personnel in secondary areas of responsibility to
enhance the o,Terall capability of each team at
the stations.
Network Configuration
Arrangement for MA-6

Up to this point, network requirements and
systems development and implementation have
been discussed. The types of systems available
at each site are listed in table 8-V. To illustrate how a Mercury station was arranged, a
line drawing of the Hawaii station layout is
shown in figure 8-18.
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Table 8-V.-Station Equipment
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• No monitoring facilitics; downrange antennas for MCC .
b Radar t racking station only.

Major Changes for Succeeding Missions

(,hanges for MA-7.-The second manned
orbital flight, MA- 7, was also planned as a three
orbital pass mission. The network configuration was the same as that for MA-6 except
for minor exceptions; there ""as no Atlantic
Ship, and the Indian Ocean Ship was repositioned in the Mozambique Channel, of!' the east
coast of Africa.
Ohanges for MA-8.-The MA-8 mission was
planned to be a six orbital pass mission with
landing to be made in the Pacific Ocean. For
this mission, the former Atlantic Ship had a
command system installed and was redesignated
as the Pacific Command Ship (PCS) for positioning south of Japan. Three additional ships,
the Huntsville, the 'Vatertown, and the Ameri-
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can Mariner, were made a part of the network
and positioned near Midway to get reentry data.
Ohanges for MA-9.-Since it was decided to
extend the length of the MA-9 mission to 22
orbital passes, it was necessary to modify the
network so that adequate support could be provided. The following describes the changes
that 'were required:

Equipment:
(1) All command sites were provided with
additional command capabilities to give the site
flight controllers the capability to turn on the
spacecraft's telemetry transmitter, radar beacons, and an astronaut alarm. Other command
changes included the addition of a complete
system aboard the Coastal Sentry Quebec
(CSQ) and an increase of the Rose Knot Victor
(RKV) command power from 600 watts to

10 kilowatts. Figure 8-19 shows the two ships
in the port of Baltimore for modifications.

FIGURE 8-19.-Rose Knot Victor and Coastal Sentry
Quebec in Port Baltimore for MA-9 modifications.

. (2) Mercury tracking site clocks showing
"spacecraft elapsed time" and "time to retrofire"
were modified to extend their reading time.
(3) Additional equipment was installed at
Oalifornia and Bermuda, allowing biomedical
data to be sent (over land lines) to MeO display
consoles.
(4) A telemetry automatic processing system
that used a small general purpose computer
(AN/UYK-1) was installed at Bermuda. The
system was designed to accept P AM/ FM/FM
frames of 88 parameters every 800 milliseconds
in real-time and generate special and regular
summary messages. The output data were in a
format which represented selected parameters
in engineering units. A running tolerance
check of all parameters was included and selected data were stored for postpass analysis.
(5) Receivers ,yere installed at MCC, Canary
Island, and the CSQ for reception of the slowscan TV picture from the spacecraft. The installation at MCO and on the CSQ included
record and display capabilities, whereas the installation at CYI ,,,as for record only.
(6) An additjonal IBM computer was added
to the computer complex at GSFC, and the
two 7090's already in operation were converted
to 7094's.

oommlunications :
(1) The radio links to BDA were discontinued since the submarine cable was now
operational.

(2) Communications to the CSQ at the new
location were handJed through a radio link
which could operate through either Honolulu
or Bassendean and thence by the usual path.
(3) Communications to the RKV were
handled by RF links to Honolulu and New
York.
(4) A new circuit was added to relay the
Range Tracker data through Honolulu.
(5) The mission message format was changed
to improve circuit operation and to facilitate
accumulation of more data.
(6) New equipment arrangements were instituted at Goddard to permit OADFISS and
operational programs to be conducted simultaneously.
Relocation of ships : The Coastal Sentry Quebec was relocated to the approximate position
of 28°30' N. latitude and 130°00' E. longitude.
The primary purpose of this location was to
provide adequate retl'osequence command backup during the 6th, 7th, 21st, and 22nd orbital
passes.
The Rose Knot Victor was relocated to the
approximate position of 25°00' S. latitude and
120°00' W. longitude. In this position, it provided optimum command coverage for passes
not covered by other network sites. The RKV
provided coverage with its 10-kw command
tra.nsmitter during the 8th and 13th orbital
passes.
Additional support : To provide the necessary coverage to support a mission of this duration it was necessary to add the following tracking facilities:
(1) The Range Tracker (O-band radar
equipped ship) was stationed at 31 °30' N. latitude and 173°00' E. longitude to provide reentry radar coverage for the 4th, 7th, and 22nd
orbital passes.
(2) The Twin Falls Victory (O-band radar
equipped ship) was stationed in the vicinity of
31 °3' N. latitude and 75°00' W. longitude for
reentry radar coverage for the 2nd and 17th
orlbital passes.
(3) The Ascension Island station provided
FPS-16 radar tracking during the fourth orbital pass. Also provided were telemetry recording' air-ground relay, and ECG remoting.
( 4) The East Island, Puerto Rico, station
provided FPS-16 radar tracking.
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(5) The Antigua Island station provided
telemetry recording, air-ground relay, and ECG
relay.
(6) Air-ground voice facilities were provided at Wake Island, Kwajalein Island, and
San Nicholas Island. The Wake and K wajalein
sites provided an extension for the Hawaii airground facilities. California had additional
coverage provided by the San Nicholas installation.
Network Operations

Time at the tracking station is generally
divided into mission periods and nonmission
periods. The mission period for Mercury comprised some 10 days prior to launch and the
actual flight time. The nonmission period was
the time between missions used for personnel
training, equipment modification, testing, and
checkout. The operations activities during the
mission period are explained in the following
paragraphs, with the MA-9 mission used as an
example.
Precountdown

The MA-9 precountdown period for all network stations was scheduled as follows:
F -7 day-Orbital mission simulation and
reentry simulation
F -6 day-Orbital mission simulation and
reentry simulation
F -5 day-Two reentry simulations
F-4 day-Detailed system tests
F -3 day-Equipment maintenance
F -2 day-Orbital mission simulation
F-l day-Patching check and equipment
maintenance
These various activities are described in the
following paragraphs.
Sim;ul,ations.-To the station, the simulations
were full-dress rehearsals for the missions.
With the entire network participating and all
onstation systems in operation, authentic dry
runs were conducted, complete with builtin
emergency situations which had to be detected,
analyzed, and acted upon in "real time" by the
flight controllers and station personnel. Authenticity was gained by the use of taped inputs
to the telemetry displays and events recorders
and by the use of a communicator reading from
a prepared script over the intercom loop that
would ordinarily carry the real astronaut's
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voice. In addition to anticipated problems of
spacecraft equipment malfunctions, the ground
team had to cope with such remote possibilities
as simulated heart attacks of the astronaut in
flight.
Simulations would ordinarily cover launch
and three orbital passes and might or might not
cover reentry. Each simulation would take
from 41;2 to 61;2 hours. Prior to MA-8, a full
18-orbital-pass mission was simulated in anticipation of MA-9 as a means of pointing out any
major problem areas in personnel scheduling,
sleeping, and eating plans.
Detailed system tests.-The detailed system
tests (DST), mentioned earlier as being performed on F-4 day, were a group of standard
procedures used to check and measure thoroughly the operational performance of each of
the station subsystems. Since the same test was
used for corresponding systems at all stations,
and since results of previously run DST's were
recorded, the current status of any subsystem
could be easily evaluated by the DST performed
just prior to the mission.
The DST procedures consisted of two parts:
the instructions and the data sheets. Meter
readings, voltage and current measurements,
standing-wave ratios, and various other parameters were recorded on the data sheets which
were returned to Goddard for analysis immediately after the mission. On the station, the
cumulative results of the DST's were used in
the determination of the station status, which
was a factor in the decision to proceed with or
delay the launch.
o
Maintenrunce day.-F-3 day and F-l day
were left open for last-minute maintenance details, particularly in correcting any equipment
deficiencies detected during the DST's. Final
briefings were also held to correct any procedural problems pointed up by the previous
simulations.
Network Countdown

The network countdown began 5 hours and
50 minutes prior to the scheduled launch. This
time was devoted to computer and data flow
checks, teletype checks, voice checks, and Ib rief
system tests. The Network Countdown document specifically scheduled each of these activities, and designated the stations and equip-

ment positions to which a particular operation
was applicable. The brief system test was a
shortened version of the DST and was designed
to lend assurance that equipment performance
had not significantly deteriorated since the DST
was run 4 days previously. Whereas the DST
may have taken 12 or more hours, most DST's
could be performed in less than 2 hours.
The Network Countdown also contained the
"plus-count," a scheduling of pertinent activities to be performed before acquisition of the
spacecraft and during the pass.
'
Flight Activities

After launch of the spacecraft, a time period
of from about 5 minutes (at Bermuda) to 90
minutes (at Eglin) would elapse before the
spacecraft passed over the station. The actual
pass, the time from which the spacecraft appeared above the horizon until it was lost below
the horizon, averaged about 7 minutes. Average time 'between passes was about 85 minutes.
This time was devoted to equipment calibrations-setting up known levels and annotating
the recorders so that later analysis would have
known standards-and preparation for the next
pass.
Prepass calibrations were begun 45 minutes
before the start of the next pass. Twenty-five
minutes prior to the pass the first acquisition
message would be received. This was a teletype message sent from the control center advising the station of the time and coordinates at
which it could expect to acquire the spacecraft.
These figures were derived by the computers at
Goddard based on the real-time radar aata from
the last station passed over by the spacecraft.
The information permitted the acquisition and
and radar operators to train their antennas to
the spot where the spacecraft would first be
"sighted." A second acquisition message was
received 5 minutes prior to the spacecraft passage to communicate any inflight ,deviations
during the intervening 20 minutes.
Acquisition would ordinarily t!1ke place
within a few seconds of horizon time. Because
of the wide beam width of the antenna used by
the active acquisition aid, this system'ordinarily
was the first to acquire the target. At radar
sites, the S-band and C-band radars would nonetheless search independently. At contact, all

antennas were immediately slaved to the system
which acquired first.
As the radar locked on target, it would then
be set to track automatically, and, at operator
discretion, it could be made the controlling system for the other antennas. At dual radar
sites, data from the C-band radar-the most
accurate of the two systems-was fed to the
teletype for transmission to the computers at
Goddard. If this radar lost track, data from
the S-band radar were put on the line.
As soon as possible after the last pass over the
station, the postlaunch instrumentation message
conwas teletyped to the control center.
tained a tabulation of the times of acquisition
and loss of signal for the various systems, the
modes of operation, and a summary status
report.
It was obvious that the length of the MA-9
mission would preclude the manning of all station equipments from launch to termination.
The flight path was such, however, that an stations had periods when the spacecraft would
not pass over them for three or more orbital
passes.
Documentation guides.-Three documents
provided the major guideline for station personnel activities during the pass.' The Network
Operations Directive 61-1, was produced jointly
by MSC, GSFC, and DOD and it set forth the
general operating procedures for all systems so
that a standard action would be used in a given
circumstance at any station in the network. '
The second document, the Data Acquisition
Plan, gave detailed instructions for recorder
setups, pen assignments, patching arrangements, and plotboard assignments, and gave information for disposition of data records after
the mission. A new Data Acquisition Plan was
published prior to each launch. It was prepared by MSC with inputs from GSFC.
The third document was the Communications Operations Plan, prepared by GSFC.
This was a detailed account of how the communications network was to function.

It

Performance

The Mercury network, throughout all orbital
flights of the Mercury spacecraft, has clearly
demonstrated its capability to keep track of a,
manned spacecraft and remain in communica-
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tion with the astronaut. These capabilities are
the direct result of the many months of planninO"
b' instrumentation installation and checkout,
training, and the highly efficient performance

FIGURE

8-20.-MA-9 orbital char ts.

chimpanzee aboard (MA-5) , and four manned
(MA-6 through MA-9). The network performance continually improved during these
missions as more and more experience was
gained. This progress was typified by the peak
performance demonstrated during the last Mercury mission, MA-9. It lasted for nearly 22
orbital passes (fig. 8-20) with the spacecraft
landing in the planned landing area near Midway Island in the Pacific Ocean. There were
some minor equipment failures associated with
the Mercury network, bu t they did not materially affect mission support or detract from the
excellent performance demonstrated by the network throughout the flight.
A summary of network performance for the
MA-9 mission is presented in the following
paragraphs.
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of the equipment and personnel at all network
sites during the actual missions.
There were six orbital fligHts of the Mercury
spacecraft, one unmanned (MA-4) , one with a

R adar T rackin g

During the countdown on May 14, 1963, the
radar at Bermuda failed to pass the CADF I SS
sle'Y tests. Digital data were intermittently of
poor quality in both the azimuth ' and range
channels. Efforts to locate the trouble were ineffective, and the quality of the data gradually
decreased. At T-15 minutes, the range data
error exceeded the tolerable limits, and at T-13
minutes the mission was postponed for 24 hours.
Subsequent investigation revealed a faulty preamplifier in the azimuth digital-data channel
and a faulty shift register in the range digitaldata channel. The simultaneous failure of
both components complicated the failure
analysis.
On launch day there were no radar problems,
and the C- and S-band beacon checks prior to

launch indicated no beacon problems. The network O-band radars tracked approximately 10
percent of the total mission time, which is 80
percent of the total time that the O-band beacon
was turned on. The network S-band radars
tracked 1.7 percent of the total mission time,
which is 36 percent of the total time that the
S-band beacon was turned on. The amount of
radar data furnished to the Goddard computers
was of sufficient quality and quantity to update
the trajectories, and it was determined that the
orbital parameters did not decay an appreciable
amount. Initial tracking reports indicated
that the C-band beacon was not as good as it
had been on previous missions because of the
heavier than usual modulation on the beacon
replies. The heavy modulation experienced by
the MOO and Bermuda radars during launch
seemed to lessen as the mission progressed.
In addition to the normal Mercu ry Network
radar sites, the following sites were used for
the MA-9 mission: Ascension Island, East
Island, Puerto Rico, and the radar ships Twin
Falls Victory and Range T racker.
Acquisition Aid

I

I
I

I

In general, the performance of the acquisition-aid systems at all stations " as satisfactory
and comparable to that of previous missions.
Low-angle elevation tracking, belo,,' approximately 15°, was accomplished manuall y because
of multi path conditions at most station. The
only major acquisition-aid problem experienced
during the mission 'YaS on the Coastal Sen"try
Quebec, where failure of the elevation antenna
rIrive system occurred prior to the 6th orbital
pass. However, the antenna was positioned
manually from t he 6th through the 8th passes,
and the malfunction in the dri \'e system \\'a
corrected in tim e for acqui sition in t.he 9th pass.
Computing

The MA-9 countdown began at midnight on
)1ay H, 1963. The Goddard comp ut er, equipment, interface, CADFISS, and trajectory confidence tests ,,'ere all satisfa ctory. During the
conntdo,,'n, ,,-hile using the "B" compnter,
~ome dl'OP011t ",as observed at the MCC. The
high-speed output subchannel on the "B " compnter communication channel ' \'as intel'chano'ed
\\·ith the plotboard high-speed sllbchan neJ. '"

At the request of the Flight Dynamics Officer, the powered flight phase was supported
with the "A" and "0" computers, then switched
to the "A" and "B" computers during orbital
ft.ight. The "B" computer gave no indication
of dropout during the rest of the mission. Liftoff occurred at 08 :04 :13 a.m. e.s.t .
The Atlantic Missile Range (AMR) I.P.
7094 and the General Electric-Burroughs
guidance computers provided excellent data
throughout the launch. A "go" decision was
indicated by all three data, sources.
In the orbital phase, during the periods when
the spacecraft C- and S-band beacons were on,
the tracking data received from the network
sites were excellent. During the mission, spacecraft weight change data resulting from fuel
and coolant-water usage \\'ere manually put into
the computers.
The retrofire time recommended by the Goddard computers was 33 :59 :30 ground-elapsed
time (g.e.t.), and retrofire was manually initiated at this time. After retrofire, the predicted
landing point transmitted to the MOO from the
Goddard computer was 27°22' N. latitude and
176°29' W. longitude. An attempt to refine this
prediction with six frames of data acquired by
the Range Tracker ship during blackout failed
to yield a converged solution. The computed
time of the blackout was from 34 :08 :16 to
~-! :22 :~O O'.e.t. The actual time of initial blackout \\'as reported by the Range Tracker to be
~4 :08 :1'7 g.e.t. The actual landing point was
reported by the recoyery ship to be 27°22.6' N.
latitude and 176 ° ~5.3' \V. longitude.
~\'lthough S"everal minor computer problems
were encountered and corrected throughout the
ft.ight, at no time during the mission did the
computer fail to driye the digital displays and
plot boards at the UCC. In addition, performance of the high-speed lines between Goddard
and the :MCC was excellent.
For the first time. CADFISS test were conclllcted during the mission to determine the operational . tatus of major equipment subsystems
at network sites. These tests were considered
necessary since mandatory equipment at muny
sites did not operate for prolonged periods of
time "hen the spacecraft was out of range. All
of these tests were successfully supported by the
third Goddard computer while the other two
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Goddard computers continued the operational
support of the mission.
T,yo range ships, the Range Tracker and the
Twin Falls Victory, were used to provide tracking data to the computers. The Range Tracker proyided good tracking data during the 7th,
20th, and 21st orbital passes. During reentry
the Range Tracker was poorly positioned with
respect to the blackout zone and provided only
six frames of data for this phase of reentry.
.\.n analysis of these data indicated a landing
point which was about 3° or 180 nautical miles
a,,·ay from the correct landing point. Twin
Fa11s Victory data readout was good on three
passes.
Ground Telemetry System

The telemetry coverage for the mission was
excellent. There ,yere no major ground system
failures, although some coverage was lost because of the manual switching procedure used
onbollrd the spacecraft. In general, any deviation from nominal cOYerage can be attributed
to spacecraft attitude or to the transmitters being turned off. The telemetry relay circuits
from Antiglla, California, Bermuda, and Ascension "ere satisfactory in aU respects. During all passes oYer these stations when telemetry
antennas were radiating, data were remoted to
the MCC. During the third orbital pass, the
telemetry was switched to the high-frequency
link prior to the spacecraft's passing over
Hawaii and remained 0.1 until it was over the
California site, at which time telemetry was
s,,·itched back to the low-frequency link. At
all other times, the telemetry remained on low
frequency. No telemetry system anomalies
were noted during this period.
Air-to-Ground Voice Communications

The air-to-ground communications were of
good quality. The UHF system was used as the
primary communications system except for the
scheduled HF checks. During periods of communication, UHF coverage varied only slightly from predicted acquisition and loss times because of the nominal orbital trajectory . As expected, air-to-ground communications could not
be established during the communications
blackout period. An Instrumentation Support
Instruction was transmitted to the network outlining the use of the UHF squelch circuit as
defined in the network documentation. A pre-
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mission checkout and the mission results indicated that proper use of the squelch circuit eliminated background noise from open UHF receivers during periods of silence. This change
also resulted in a reduction of noise level on the
Goddard circuit during air-to-ground transmisSIOns.

Relay aircraft in the Atlantic Ocean area reported good UHF reception from the spacecraft
and good relay transmissions to MCC on the
2nd, 3rd, and 17th orbital passes. A relay attempt on the 16th pass was unsuccessful because
of a severe thunderstorm in the vicinity of the
relay aircraft. Communications from the MCC
to the spacecraft through the relay aircraft
were not attempted on the 2nd pass, and they
were unsuccessful on the 3rd pass because the
spacecraft had passed out of range. H owever,
the relay commtmications were successful on the
7th pass. Ascension and Antigua Islands in
the Atlantic were also available for relaying
communications between the spacecraft and the
MCC. Relay through Ascension was successfnlly accomplished for a period of approximately 6 minutes during the third orbital pass.
The Antigua yoice relay was not used during
the mission.
In the Pacific Ocean area, communications
were successfully relayed from Hawaii through
Kwajalein and Wake Islands on passes 3 and
19, respectively. A voice-operated relay from
the MOC through the Range Tracker was attempted on the 20th orbital pass. However,
this attempt was unsuccessful beCc'luse the
transmission was made on the MCC-Hawaii
remote air-ground position instead of the Goddard Conference Loop. This error apparently
placed a 1700-cps tone on the circuit to the
Range Tracker and resulted in keeping the automatic voice relay continuously closed; howeYer, several tran. missions from the astronaut
"-ere received in the MCC. Another attempt to
use the relay on the 22nd pass was ineffective.
As in the MA-8 mission, satisfactory communications were establi hed in the primary landing
area between the spacecraft and Hawaii by
nsing relay aircraft.
Command System

The reader is referred to appendix F for a
transcript of the MA-9 air-to-ground voice
communica tions.

The command system for the MA-9 mission
operated in a satisfactory manner, and the command control plan was followed very closely
throughout the mission. Several malfunctions
were noted at various sites,.but command capability was never lost by any site during the time
in which the spacecraft was passing over that
site. The command carrier "on" indication
from 'the Bermuda station to the MCC was delayed approximately 32 seconds on the first
pass; however, it had no net effect on the mission since the onboard command receiver signal
strengrh remained above the receiver threshold
setting.
A total of 19 functions were transmitted from
the command stations. All of these functions
were received onboard the spacecraft with the
exception of one telemetry "on" function from
Much&'L and the clock change from the Coagtal
Sentry Quebec. The telemet.ry "on" command
from Muchea was not received because it was
transmitted when the spacecraft was out of
range of the 600-watt ground transmitter. The
clock change from the Coastal Sentry Quebec
was not received because the command tone was
also sent before the spacecraft was within
range of the grOlmd transmitter.
The following ground-system malnmctions
were experienced:
(1) The Rose Knot Victor had an intermittent problem in the beam power supply of the
backup power amplifier. It was detected before lift-off and the equipment remained inoperative throughout the mission. The prime
transmitter was used to support the mission.
(2) Guaymas had a failure in the filament
transformer of the standby transmitter at
29 :40 :47 g.e.t. which damaged the power amplifier tube. The filament transfoI111er and
the power amplifier tube were both replaced
and the equipment was operational by 32 :05 :47
g.e.t. The prime transmitter remained operational during this time.
(3) The Bermuda high-power transmitter
came on with a 3.6-kw output but did not come
up to full power. The station automatically
switched to low power, 600 watts, at 00 :06 :31
g.e.t.

707- 0560- 03--11

Ground Communications

All regular, part-time, and alternate circuits
of the network pltrticipated in the MA-9 mission. Critical coverage was continuously established on these circuits during preflight
countdown until the end of the mission for Adelaide, Muchea, Honolulu, New York, Mercury
Control Center, and GSFC. For other sites,
critical coverage was dependent upon standby
status (critical coverage being allowed to lapse
when the station was on a standby basis.
Upon review of the SCAMA log for the mission, it is apparent that this phase of communications was quite reliable. The few instances of
poor readability were mainly a result of the station operation techniques and excessive background noise inside and outside the station.
Communications during the mission were
nearly perfect. Every communication patch
performed properly when needed. As anticipated, outages occurred on a few occasions when
a station did not have the spacecraft "in view"
or during otherwise unimportant communications periods.
Average total message delays during MA-9
approximated 2 minutes, compared with 3 minutes and 15 seconds for MA-S. This difference
can be accounted for by the heavier traffic concentration of MA-S.
The MA-9 mission occurred during a period
of high solar activity. Unlike MA-S, however,
there were no geomagnetic disturbances and the
propagation conditions were favorable.
Timing

The timing system performed satisfactorily
at all stations except California. On passes 3,
4, 5, 16, 17, and IS, the serial decimal timing
was in error in tens-of-seconds readout. The
problem was corrected after pass IS by replacing all tubes in the timing counter units and
adjusting the phanastron in the time-comparison unit. During pass 20, the timing system
was again defective since it indicated 21 hours
rather than 20 hours.
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Summary

The Mercury-Atlas 9 mission marked the
successful conclusion of the nation's first
manned space flight program to which extensive
operational support had been provided by the
Department of Defense. This support covers
many assets uniquely available within the broad
scope of this nation's military structure and
includes such areas as early "ind-tunnel studies,
astronaut training facilities, parachute development, launch vehicles and launch operations,
aeromedical assistance crews, network facilities,
recovery forces, and public information.
Early in the program a need was recognized
for a more precise planning and control of the
many areas of DOD support to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. A Department of Defense RepresentatiYe for Mercury Support Operations was designated 'by the
Secretary of Defense and was the sole point-ofcontact within the DOD for coordinating all
NASA requirements with DOD resources. A
coordinating organization, the Mercury Support Planning Office, was established to administer the plans, policies, and directives of the
DOD Representative.
Both the Redstone and Atlas launch vehicles
developed by the DOD for other programs were
modi ned and together with launch operations
provided support for the Mercury flight program. Military facilities and persons associated
with tracking and telemetry stations within the
DOD complex "ere made available to complete
the Mercury ·World"ide Jetwork. By far the
largest DOD support effort in terms of people,
was the level of recovery forces deployed for
the vn,rious Mercury missions. This manpower
level was approximately 14,000 people fO'r the
manned orbital missions. For those missions
"here n,n occupant "as included in the spacecraft, DOD medical teams were deployed to

provide assistance to NASA medical specialists.
The global DOD communications complex "as
activated for use during Mercury missions to
lend support in a \-ariety of areas where highspeed information flow was required. This communications complex, in addition to facilities
of the Mercury Worldwide Network, was especially valuable in coordinatino- the deployment
and operation of the recovery forces for an orbital mission. The DOD also supported the
NASA in dis eminating and controlling Mercury mission information for public consumption through its public information organization.
Providing support to Mercury flights has contributed greatly to the Department of Defense's
Imo"ledge and experience in areas of launch,
nehvork, recoyery, communications. and medical space operations. Future space-flight operations can be effectively supported by applying
the experience and procedures derived during
Project Mercury.
Introduction

Throughout the Mercury Project, the Depa,rtment of De-fen!Oe (DOD) provided "aluable
and timely support in critical operational
phases of the project. As the project progressed and the scope of its activities increased,
n, need for a centralized coordinating agency
\,ithin the DOD was recoQ'Tlized. The person
in charge of this agency "as designated the
DOD Representative "ho had the sole responsibility of coordinating the resources of the various military organizations to satisfy the project requirements of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. In this regard the
DOD Representative "as the primary point-ofcontact for the NASA Operations Director in
conjunction "ith pecific requests for :Mercury
support.
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Prior to the designation of a DOD Representative for Mercury support operations, operational support for the project was handled on
an official but some"hat informal basis. The
intent of this paper is to describe the operational support that was provided after the
designation in ] 959 of a DOD Representative
for Mercury support operations. This designation also provided NASA with a single pointof-contact for the submission of their DOD
support needs.
Early in the Mercury Project wind tunnel
facilities such as the Arnold Engineering and
Development Center, Tullahoma, and the crew
training devices such as the Centrifuge at
Johnsville, Pa., were also made available; however, these support areas will not be discussed.
The support areas which are discussed comprise
launch vehicles and operations, worldwide
tracking, recovery, communications, aeromedical, and public information. These areas are
discussed separately as they pertain to MercuryRedstone and Mercury-Atlas mission activities
and are followed by a summary of DOD support provided for each specific mission. Although the DOD provided launch, range, and
recovery support for the first Atlas launch,
named Big Joe, and for the Little Joe spacecraft development flights, these are not presented. The Big Joe flight was conducted to
provide early aerodynamic and thermodynamic
data by reentering a boilerplate spacecraft. A
greater emphasis is placed on describing the
gradual build up of operational support from
the relatively simple ballistic flights, requiring
assistance primarily in the area designated the
Atlantic Missile Range, to the worldwide orbital
missions requiring DOD medical, network, and
recovery forces stationed around the globe.
This paper is intended only as a summary of
the concepts and techniques employed in the
various support areas relating to the Department of Defense. The Aeromedical Activities,
Network Development and P erformance, Recovery, Redstone Development and Performance, and Atlas Development and Performance
papers should be consulted for greater detail
in the operational aspects of these subjects.
Planning and Organization

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration had sole responsibility for conClucting
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the Mercury project. The NASA Operations
Director was designated as the single point-ofcontact with the Department of Defense. The
talents, resources, and facilities of the Department of Defense were used to assist NASA in
attaining the overall objectives of the project.
The Secretary of Defense approved DOD support of Project Mercury in areas of launch,
network, recovery and bioastronautics.
The Commander, Atlantic Missile Range Test
Center (AFMTC), was designated as the Department of Defense Representative for Project Mercury support operations by the Secretary of Defense and was made responsible to
coordinate the efforts of the many DOD elements involved and to provide a single pointof-contact for NASA for the Mercury Project.
The DOD Representative was authorized such
staff as he might need to accomplish his duties
and was required to make maximum use of
existing DOD organizations and procedures.
Broad plans of DOD support for Project Mercury "ere developed by the DOD Representative and published in an Overall Plan on January 15, 1960.
The Mercury Support Planning Office, consisting of representatives from the major participants in DOD support of Project Mercury,
was created to administer the plans and policies of the DOD Representative. This office
coordinated NASA's support requirements for
Mercury with the DOD elements to insure that
needed support in the form of talent, facilities,
organization and other resources, was timely
and suffici.ent to the extent compatible with
DOD's primary defense mission. The Mercury
Support Planning Office was the final coordinating staff office for the DOD Representative
in all matters relating to DOD support of
Proj ect Mercury operations.
Department of Defense support was originally divided into two stages: preoperational
and operational. The operational stage included launch through recovery phases and the
preoperational stage included all other times
duri.ng which DOD supported Project Mercury.
During each of these stages, control of DOD
support differed, and a separate functional organization was required. In the preoperational stage, the DOD Representative had responsibility for coordinating the action of DOD
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forces in Project Mercury activities. In the
stage, full decision-making responSI~IIIty was exercised by the NASA Operations
Director. In either stage, additional guidance
was provided by direct contact beb"een the
DOD Representative and the NASA.
These planning, coordination and control
procedures, set up in the early days of Project
Mercury, remained basically unchanged until
the end of the seventh Mercury-Atlas mission
(MA-7). After MA-7, it was decided to
amend the charter of the DOD Representative
to insure a tighter control of the diverse DOD
elements during mission operations, because of
the expanding scope of the program, the need
for a change in operational procedures and
realinement of recovery communications. As
a result, the duties and responsibilities of the
DOD Representative were revised in June 1962.
Significant changes were incorporated into the
revised terms of reference for the DOD Represe~tative which established two phases of operatlOnal support: the coordinatinO' phase and
the operational control phase whi~l, at times,
ran concurrently. The coordinating phase ,yas
that time during which plans '''ere developed
a.nd resour~es arranged to support future operatIons. ThIS phase was continuous and included
training and simulation exercises preparatory to
flight operations. The operational control
phase included the launch through recovery
aspects of the mission and began at 24 hours
before the scheduled launch at which time the
DOD Representative assumed operational control of the DOD forces, assets, and facilities
used for support of Mercury operations. This
phase terminated at the time the spacecraft and
its occupant were recovered and turned over to
NASA officials.
To provide for the centralization of overall
operational control of the global recovery
forces, the DOD Representative established the
DOD Mercury Recovery Control Center at
Cape Canaveral. Another method used by the
DOD Representative for exercising operational
control of the support forces was the publication of operations orders and directives prior
to each mission. These orders proved to be an
effect ire means for conducting these missions
and contained a more detailed description of
the procedures by which operational control
would be exercised by the DOD Representative.
0.r~r~tional

Based on these orders, the supporting commanders prepared their individual directives
for the control of their assigned forces.
Documentation

Several methods were used by the DOD Representative to evaluate DOD performance during the Mercury Project. Monthly status
reports were submitted by the DOD Representative to the Secretary of Defense and Annual
Reports summarized calendar year operations.
Postmission reviews and preoperational confel'ences were held by the DOD Representatire
and attended by representatives fr0111 NASA,
the National Ranges and DOD support forces.
Prior to each mission, the DOD Representative received readiness reports from the support forces and kept NASA informed as to the
DOD's ability to support the mission. DOD
forces were kept apprised of countdo"'n status
lift-off time, flight progress, and landing infor~
mation during an operation.
To consolidate and standardize the administrative and operational procedures for the DOD
National Ranges, Operations Plan 60-1 was
published in 1960. The procedures proved so
effective for the early Mercury flights that a
joint DOD/NASA document, Jetwork Operations Directive 61-1, was published with a detailed description of the manner in which the
DOD, NASA and the Australian Weapons Research Establishment (WRE) facilities would
operate as an integrated global network in support of Project Mercury. The documentation
flow which transferred information between
NASA and DOD started with the NASA Program Requirements Document which requested
specific items of support from the ranges. The
ranges, in turn, replied with a Program Support Plan which specified how they would meet
NASA's requirements.
Launch Support

Launch operations for Project Mercury were
conducted at the Cape Canaveral Missile Test
~\..nnex of the Atlantic Missile Range. The Redstone vehicles were lannched by N~\..SA 1arshall pace Flight Center assisted by members
of the Army Ballistic .Missile Agency. Other
DOD participation in the Redstone launches
\Yas lim ited to standard launch complex and
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in trullwl1tntiol1 support nOl'mally pro"ided to
missile ]Jl'ogrnms by the A~ m,
The DOD role in .\ tlas launches "as extenrle rl
to include the Atlas D launch vehicle, guidance ystem, and 1:1.u11('h complex, llnd ,,,as provided by the Spllce Systems Diyision (SSD)
of the .\ ir Force Systems Command (AFSC).
The G5,");)th .\ crospace Test lYing of SSD located at Patri ck .\ FH ,,'as giYen the responsibility for final in stallation, prelaunch checkouts, and actual launch of the .Hla s launch vehicle to insert the Mercury spacecraft into a
proper orbit.
Network Support

The mission of the "Jiercnry , Yorld"ic1e Net,,'ork ,,'as to enable flight co ntrol people to
monitor, by electronic mean s, the status and
performance of the spacecraft, it·s systems, and
its occupant and to com municate " 'jth the pilot.
To nccomplish this mission, NAS.\ , ,,-ith the
assistance of t he DOD, implemented a global
tracking and telemetry nehyork. This network
requ ireel the use of certa in existing DOD sta !'ions as "ell as the const ruction of additional
facilities, .\ s originally planned. the neh~'ork
consistecl of 14 land-based tations, hyo DOD
tracking ships, and a communications center,
A li sting of the nehyork stat ions is as follows:
Station
number
Station name
1 Cape CanaveraL ________________ _
Grand Bahama _________________ __
Grand Turk ____________ _____ __ __ _
2 Bermuda ____ _______ ______ ______ _
3 Rose K not ___ _______ ________ __ __ _
4 Canary Island _________ ____ ______ _
5 I{ano _______ ___________ _________ _
6 Zanzibar ________________________ _
7 Coastal Sentry __________________ _
________________________ _
8
9 Woornera _____________ _____ _____ _
~1uchea

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

Operating
agency
AMR
AMR
AMR
NASA
AMR
AMR
NASA
ASA
AiVIR.
WRE
WRE

(Deleted)
Canton Island ___________________ _ PMR
Hawaii. __ _________ _______ ______ _ PMR
Pt. Arguello ___ ______ ____________ _ PMR
Guaymas _________ ____ __________ _ NASA
White Sands ______ ____ ____ ______ _ WSMR
Corpus Christi ______ _____ _______ _ WSMR
Eglin ______ ____ _____________ ____ _ APGC

The net"ork "'as later modified on a missionto-mi sion basis by other DOD facilities, including additional stations of the Atlantic Missile Range and tw'o radar tracking ships. The
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DOD ('ommunications Center was replaced by
the J.\ S.:\ Communications and Computing
Center at the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) and some Mere-my stations became
identified by names more descriptive of their
actual location.
During Mercury missions, the entire network
"'as under operational control of the D OD RepresentatiYe's net,,-ork commander, assisted by
t he network status monitor, " 'ho advised the
K.\ SA Operations Director on the status of
the neh,ork to perform its mission. Upon
termination of the mission, operational control
of the stations reverted to the respective range
commander or the NASA, as appropriate.
.\fter the neh,ork had been established, JASA
provided the technical planning, augmentation,
and modification of the network to complement
the DOD operational control.
In trul11entation for the initial Mercury
flight s involved only the facilities of the AMR.
The entire network, except for the Coastal
Sentry, ,"as first called up for support of MA-3.
The first time a Mercury net"ork instrumented ship 'YaS used in support of a Mercury
mis ion ,,'as during MR-3 , The Coastal Sentry
ship was located in the landing area for telemetry and communications between the spacecra ft and the ground.
For the second manned flight. MR-4, the
AMR Rose Knot ship, was deployed in the
landing area. It "as during MA-4 that most
of the net"'ork stations had their first opportunity to attempt radar track. In general, radar
track from the stations "as poor and the Ber111mb, , Vhite Sands, and Woomera data were
not usa ble at Goddard. A postflight review
"as held at A iR and was attended by repreentatives from all of the radar sites, It was
learned from this review that the antenna patterns for both the C- and S-band beacons were
not good because of deep nulls in the antenna
pattern s. A decision "as made to install an antenna pattern-phase shifting device on the
spacecraft for the next mission. This device
introduced a phase delay of 400 cycles per second to shift the antenna pattern and effectively
smear over the deep nulls.
The installation of the phase shifter on the
('-band antenna system for MA~5 proved successful. During the MA-5 postmission review,
indication s were that the radar coverage was

1-'
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much improved. This improvement was the
result of the use of the phase shifter, the intensive training received by the radar operators
between missions, and by the use of a radar controller on the handover net.
During the MA-7 flight, several stations reported amplitude modulation by the phase
shifter on the C-band beacon; however, reentry
data were smoother than on previous missions.
The two relay aircraft obtained SARAH beacon bearings on the spacecraft and confirmed
its 10C<'ttion prior to sight!ing.
Failure of the magnetron driver unit on the
Canary Islands Verlort radar caused a 15-minute hold in the MA-8 countdown. Some communications problems were encountered during
periods of poor propagation conditions and aircraft relay was unsuccessful because the distance between spacecraft and aircraft was too
great.
The launch for the Mercury-Atlas 9 (MA-9)
mission "as the first mission rescheduled because of network difficulties. Bermuda's Cband radar had unacceptable range data errors
because of a faulty shift register in the range
digital data channel and a faulty preamplifier
in the azimuth digital data channel.
The network for MA-9 was augmented by
the addition of the Twin Falls Victory Ship
(AMR), the USNS Range Tracker (PMR),
Antigua Island, Ascension Island, East Island,
Wake Island, and Kwajalein Island.
Relay aircraft were equipped with high gain
antennas and the spacecraft-to-ground voice relay was successful. Voice relay was also accomplished through Ascension, Wake, and Kwajalein. Radar aircraft of the Air Defense
Command, used as part of the network for the
first time, obtained a good skin track of the
spacecraft during reentry, including blackout,
and were ruble to obtain some contact during
orbit. For the first time, stations were allowed
to go on standby status during the orbital phase,
and computer and data flow tests were conducted to confirm their return to operational
status.
Recovery' Support

During Project Mercury the DOD contribution to planned and contingency recovery operations expanded considerably. Starting with a
concentration of all recovery efforts about a
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single planned landing area, recovery support
multiplied until the DOD was supporting 32
planned landing areas and 51 contingency landing areas for the final Mercury mission. For
MR-IA, the first unmanned ballistic flight, the
recovery support forces consisted of 8 ships
and 15 aircraft all located within 1,500 nautical
miles of Cape Canaveral. Recovery support
for the final MA-9 mission consisted of 28 ships
and 171 aircraft.
Mercury-Redstone Series

The Mercury-Redstone series of four flights
which required recovery support took place
during the period December 1960 to July 1961.
These missions all involved ballistic trajectory
flights, with the primary planned landing area
located directly downrange northeast of Grand
Bahama Island. Naval ships and aircraft
formed the recovery task force and were assigned stations within the designated recovery
areas. Aircraft units from the Air Rescue
Service (ARS) and the Air Force Missile Test
Center (AFMTC) assisted the surface recovery
forces. Contingency recovery commanders
were designated and units of their commands
were pre-positioned along the ballistic track to
insure readiness should a contingency recovery
situation have occurred.
Mercury·Atlas Series

Mercury-Atlas missions MA-3 to MA-9 were
all planned as orbital flights varying from one
orbital pass to the extensive I-day, 22-orbit
mission which concluded the Mercury program.
,Yith the advancement from ballistic to orbital flight, the support provided by elements
of the DOD substantially increased. No longer
was it sufficient to consider on Ii a downrange
flight path, but now it was necessary to view
the entire earth-circling orbital paths as potential contingency reco,'ery operation areas. Althouo-h
the number of planned landing areas
6
.
increa ed from 1 to 32, the greatest expanSIOn
of DOD recovery effort occurred in the area of
contino-ency
recoyery operation. The support
o
.
of contingency recoyery landing areas was pnmarily borne by aircraft, and in many instances
by the same aircraft used in support of planned
landing areas. The nmnber of aircraft directly
participating in recovery operations for this
series increased from 22 located along the AMR
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ballistic track to 171 located at 30 land-based
sites and onboard two aircraft carriers.
The unmanned flight of MA-3 was the first
planned one orbital pass mission, but failure in
the launch vehicle resulted in its destruction by
the Range Safety Officer. The spacecraft escape
ystem worked perfectly and the spacecraft was
retrieved by a launch-site recovery-force helicopter, 200 yards off shore. Tills was the only
time during the program that the launch-site
recovery forces had to put into practice the
many hours of training for just such an
emergency.
Because of extensive slippages in the original
scheduled dates for the orbital missions, two
separate and distinct recovery-force deployments were required. The DOD recovery
forces in support of these missions adjusted and
substituted units as necessary to meet normal
military commitments during the periods between recovery deployments. D espite these
reorganizations, all recovery elements and units
were ready and effectively performed their
recovery missions.
The MA-7 mission of Astronaut Lieutenant
Commander Carpenter, USN, terminated after
a three-orbital flight with a 250 nautical mile
overshoot of tl1e primary landing area. Recovery was effected, hO'wever, about 3 hours
after landing. A postmission review of this
flight revealed the need for a change in recovery
communications and operational procedures.
This revie'y led to the establishment of
a DOD Mercury Recovery Control Center (MRCC) jointly staffed by Commander
Cruiser-De troyer Flotilla Four (CTF-140)
and his depnty, Commander Air Rescue Service, who performed the recoV'ery mission for the
DOD representative. Furthermore, recovery
communications equipment and procedures were
changed for future missions so as to provide a
more tightly controlled recovery organization
capable of quick response to changing situations.
The last two missions of the Mercury Project' MA-8 and MA-9, constituted a culmination of all the lessons learned in previous missions, and reflected the flexibility of the recovery forces when the primary planned landing
area was relocated from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. The final flight had the greatest
number of recovery forces providing support
and required the closest coordination of effort.
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The Pacific recovery force trained intensively in
preparation for these missions, and the smoothness with which the two operations were conducted reflected their efforts and refined procedures. In both flights the manned spacecraft landed within 411z miles of the primary
recovery ship and was recovered and on board
within 45 minutes in each case.
Recovery forces supporting MA-8 were deployed with 19 surface units in the Atlantic and
7 in the Pacific. A total of 134 aircraft provided the planned and contingency recovery
support for this mission. For MA-9, surface
upport forces in the planned landing areas
numbered 15 ships in the Atlantic and 11 in the
Pacific. Air support was provided by aircraft
from the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, and the U.S. Coast Guard. Commander,
Middle East Force, provided a contingency surface recovery force of two sillps for the north
Indian Ocean areas.
Aeromedical Support

To fulfill the objectives of Project

Mercury~

t he NASA requested the Department of Defense

to provide certain medical support. The purpose of this support was to assure thorough onscene medical care and a prompt and complete
asses ment of the astronaut's postflight condition.
On December 1, 1959, the Department of Defense Representative for Project Mercury Support Operations desiQ"llated the Staff Surgeon,
AFMTC, as his Assistant for Bioa tronautics.
The principal function of the Assistant was to
plan, organize, and deploy worldwide medical
support for Mercury flight operations in response to NASA medical requirements.
The Department of Defense provided medical
support in the categories of administration, people, training, facilities, and equipment. The
extent of this support is discussed to show the
magnitude of such support.
Administrative SuPPort

Administrative support included selection
and deployment of medical resources and facilities and the formulation of medical support
plans. The scope of this support included the
following:
(1) Development of medical plans and programs.

(2) Acquisition, siting, and making operationally ready, the required medical facilities.
(3) Requisition, preparation, and deployment of all needed medical equipment.
( 4) The preparation of plans to provide
blood for an injured astronaut and procedures
in case of non-survival of an astronaut.
(5) Medical staffing of a Forward Medical
Station, an Operational Support Unit, and
launch site recovery forces.
(6) Deployment of people and equipment to
fleet recovery units.
(7) Establishment of specialty teams and
alerting of specific DOD hospitals.
In addition, administrative actions were
taken to procure medical specialists from Australia and the Public Health Service to SUpport each mission. Arrangements were made
for immunizations, distribution of publications
to recovery medical forces, and training programs.
Training

For the later manned missions, 84 medical
officers were trained by the AFMTC in June
1960 and in April 1963, 23 DOD medical officers
were trained specifically for MA-9 by NASA.
People

During the program 233 medically trained
people were made available by the DOD in support of Project Mercury flight operations.
These people served in the following areas:
(1) As aeromedical monitors. The monitors
were assigned to Mercury network tracking
stations. Their functions were to monitor,
using telemetry displays, the physiological
condition of the astronaut.
(2) At Cape Canaveral, to provide emergency surgical support in the event of a launch
site incident or disaster.
(3) On recovery vessels, to provide immediate on-scene medical assistance in the event of
a medical emergency during recovery operations.
( 4) At advanced medical units in high probability landing areas at Grand Bahama Island
and Grand Turk Island.
(5) In the Bioastronautic Holding Facility
in Hangar "S", Cape Canaveral, to assist in preflight preparations.

(6) A dietitian and food service supervisor
"ere provided in the astronauts' dining facility to prepare and serre prescribed diets to the
flight astronaut and his backup.
Facilities

The following medical facilities were provided:
(1) Cape Canaveral: Two blockhouses were
modified to provide a forward Medical Station,
a Medical Command Post, a Medical Commlmications Center, an astronauts' diet kitchen
and dining room, and a ready room for the
Medica.l Specialty Team.
(2) Downrange: Two prefabricated surgical
hospitals and medical debriefing units were
erected at Grand Bahama Island and Grand
Turk Island.
(3) The Wilford Hall USAF Hospital,
Lackland AFB, Texas; the US Navy Hospital,
Portsmouth, Virginia; the 'Valter Reed Army
Hospital, 'Vashington, D.C.; the TripleI' General Hospital, Honolulu, Hawaii; were designated as specialty team hospitals. Seven other
DOD hospitals were alerted in high probability
landing areas, to support the astronaut if
needed.
Senior medical officers from the three armed
services established the medical equipment
needs in support of Project Mercury. The medical supplies and equipment were provided to
NASA on a loan basis and will be available for
support of future manned space flights.
The DOD medical participation in Project
Mercury has been mutually beneficial in that
the J ASA received support otherwise unavailable to them and the Department of Defense medical services gained extensive experience in medical support operations. These
Itrained -experienced people represent a core
of technically competent specialists to support
future manned space programs.
Communications

The termination of Project Mercury was also
the termination of an extensive communications
complex used by the Department of Defense
forces in support of this NASA project. This
complex started with the early Mercury ballistic
missile communications limited to that of radar
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and telemetry data needed within the confines
of the Atlantic Missile Range (A'MR) .
As the project progressed to the orbital
flights, communications grew in complexity to
a point which involved the resources of the national ranges, Defense Communications Agency,
and the equipment and facilities available to
the separate commands, commercial agencies,
and foreign governments.
Programs were initiated to provide communications that were uniquely required by the
Mercury mission. Some of the equipment resulting from these programs was adopted by
NASA for incorporation into future facilities
support.
As Mercury missions advanced from unmanned suborbital to manned orbital flights, it
became necessary for the DOD representative's
staff to have communications specialists immediately available to assist in the overall DOD
communications support as well as to participate
actively in the operational phase of the missions. Beginning with the MA-7 mission, the
function of the Communications Coordinator
was performed for the DOD Representative by
the Chief, Range Support Communications
Division, AFMTC, assisted by other communications specialists in the AFMTC organization.
The value of this group was fully realized during the course of the MA-9 mission. For this
mission the most complex communications system employed in the support of the national
space effort was implemented. From 48 hours
before lift-off through test termination, this
group of communicators supervised and maintained constant surveillance of the worldw'ide
communications systems insuring that the best
possible support and performance was afforded
this Mercury mission.
Network Support

Communications for the Mercury suborbital
flights consisted basically of the following:
(1) Launch pad intercommunications systems with associated circuitry to other Cape
Canaveral instrumenta-tion areas, such as command control, telemetry, radar, and central
control. These systems were interfaced with
those provided by NASA within the Mel'cury
Control Center for internal communications.
(2) Voice, teletype, data, and ·timing circuits
to Grand Bahama and Grand Turk Island
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tracking sites through the use of the AMR submarine cable.
(3) Ultra-high frequency (UHF) and high
frequency (HF) communications between the
spacecraft and ground with equipment provided by JASA and operated by the AMR at
Cape Canaveral, Grand Bahama, and Grand
Turk.
Additional communications support for the
first manned suborbital flight consisted of a
basic teletype and voice plan to provide for the
passing of traffic to a recovery force consisting
of 10 surface vessels and 11 aircraft in the Atlantic area. Teletype circuits connected the
Mercury Recovery Control Center (MRCC) at
Cape Canaveral to the three service communications centers, Andrews AFB, Ft. Detrick, and
Cheltenham, in the vVashington complex; the
AMR submarine cable connected the MRCC
with the recovery forces in Puerto Rico; and
simple high-frequency single sideband (HF /
SSB) voice communications connected the
MRCC to the recovery ships and aircraft.
As the missions progressed into orbital flights,
the NASA tracking network could not meet the
need for expanded global tracking and communications requirements. The DOD augmented the existing NASA network by
providinO' coverage at such stations as Antigua,
Ascension, Pretoria, Kwajalein, Wake Island,
and San Nicholas Island. DOD also provided
range ships and aircraft specially configured
for spacecraft voice relay.
During MA-8 and MA-9 the DOD provided
communications support for the xenon flashing-lig-ht experiment being conducted at Durban, South Africa, by routing communications
through the AMR sta'tion at Pretoria, South
Africa.
The DOD Interrange tie line connecting Pt.
Arg-ll ell 0, White Sands Missile Range, Eglin
Air Force Base, and Cape Canaveral was
widely used during the Mercury mission for
radar handover and for intersite coordination.
The value of this circuit was realized by both
NASA and DOD elements for radar control.
Beginning w'ith the MA-6 and subsequent missions, modifications were made to include the
sites at Guaymas, Mexico, and Corpus Christi,
Texas. The line was extended to the Hawaii
tracking site for MA-8 and MA-9.

--~--~" ---

To overcome problems associated with spacecraft-to-ground communications especially during the reentry period, the DOD initiated a developmental program on the use of airborne
platforms as automatic relay stations. Special
C-130 aircraft were configured with equipment
capable of the receipt and automatic retransmission of the modes of communications,
HF/UHF, available from the spacecraft or
ground stations. Included in the program were
various patterns by which the aircraft would
fly so as to provide the best coverage and relay
conditions. During MA-8 and MA-9' this system was also incorporated aboard the telemetry
aircraft operated by the PMR in the Pacific
area.
Shortly after MA-8, the AMR developed a
technique for the relay of telemetry data by
way of single-sideband radio. This system was
successfully demonstrated in Novemb~r 1962
from AMR stations Antigua and Ascension
Islands to Cape Canaveral involving distances
of 1,200 to 4,400 mi~es, respectively.
The system was offered to the NASA for use
during MA-9 as a means of relaying
real-time aeromedical data. The NASA accepted this proposal and the system performed
successfully.
Recovery Support

In addition to the basic teletype and voice
plan for passing communications traffic to the
recovery force deployed in the Atlantic, provisions were also made for the handling of classified traffic by the installation of a secure teletype circuit between Patrick AFB and Cape
Canaveral. The AMR submarine cable "as
used to interconnect the MRCC at Cape Canaveral with the recovery forces in Puerto Rico.
High-frequency single-sideband (HF/ SSB)
voice communications ,yere used between the recovery ships and aircraft in the Atlantic and
MRCC.
For the MA-9 mission communications were
needed to support 28 surface vessels, 171 aircraft, and various Recovery Control Centers
and contingency forces deployed around the
world. To tie this vast complex into an effective communications network, the communications resources of the DOD, w'ith its inherent
capability to interconnect with other governmental and commercial systems, "ere available
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to the DOD Representative's communications
staff for support of MA-9.
The hub of the DOD recovery communications effort was the Mercury Control Center at
Cape Canaveral. As missions progressed from
suborbital to full orbital flights, the center was
modified from one of limited communications
support to an extensiye and complex system
which supported the 22;orbital flight (MA-9).
This Center " 'as designed to provide for the
receipt of status information from ,yorldwide
deployeq forces and for the passing of directions to the task force commanders. Desks were
replaced by operational-type consoles equipped
with communications systems capable of providing direct communi.cations between the deployed forces and individuals on the recovery
staff. Visual display equipment was provided
for the rapid dissemination of information, as
needed, within the MRC,C and intercommunications links "ere installed for coordination bet"een DOD and NASA elements.
General Support

As originally planned, the Mercury net"ork
communications system did not provide voice
communications to nehYork 'stations having an
HF link connecting them with the Goddard
Space Flight Center. In order to maintain
voice communications with AMR range vessels
operating under their control, the MiR established a voice circuit to two range vessels by
using the unused sideband of the NASA SSB
teletype circuit. This method of operation,
commonly in use though not applied to the
Mercury network, proyed exceptionally useful
to the flight controllers during early missions.
This method of operation was extended to other
Mercury stations so that during MA-9 voice
communications ,rere available to all sites.
Prior to MA-9, teletype communications from
the Mercury Recovery Control Center were
routed to the three military services communications stations in the Washington area complex. The basic service, although satisfactory,
created delays when it became necessary to provide alternate routing or to correct technical
difficulties and was also cumbersome in effecting
coordination during the course of the mission.
For MA-9, a plan was created which routed all
teletype communications for the recovery forces
through one station, Army East Coast Relay
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Station at Ft. Detrick, for further dissemination by automatic means to the final destination.
This new system proved very effective during
MA-9 by providing a single point of contact for
coordination purposes, a reduction of circuitry
between Cape Canaveral and Washington, D.C.,
and an ability to react quickly to alternate routine requirements.
The Area Frequency Coordinator at AFMTC
was given the responsibility for providing procedures and controls necessary to insure that the
11 spacecraft frequencies were protected from
harmful interference. Critical times were
established as being from 6 hours before lift-off
through mission termination. The frequency
protection plan, as developed, was applicable
throughout a belt extending some 700 miles
north and south of the predicted orbital paths.
To provide the control agencies with timely information on implementation and termination
of frequency protection, some 87 addressees were
contacted by use of Address Indicator Group
teletype messages. In addition to these actions,
it was necessary during the course of Project
Mercury to coordinate the assignment and use
of 171 HF frequencies. Throughout the Mercury program a total of 43 cases of electronic
radiation interference was reported and satisfactorily resolved or alleviated.
Puhlic Information

Department of Defense support of the NASA
public information effort on Project Mercury
began with logistic su.pport of news media covering the early launches. A press site which offered a direct view of the Redstone launch
complex was built near the Mercury Control
Center for the flights of Astronaut Commander
Shepard, USN, and Astronaut Major Grissom ,
USAF (MR-3 and MR-4, respectively). A
new, improved press site was constructed near
the Cape Canaveral landing strip, neaT the
~\.tla s launch complex, for the orbital flights.
Logisti c support of the ne"-s media ('overing
the Mercury activities developed into a general
pattel11 Yfith the greatest amount of support reqllired at Cape Canaveral. The number of accredited news media representatives covering
the flights increased with each launch until
more than 700 covered the MA-9 flight. Support included transportation, escorts, commnni-
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cations lines (525 pairs of telephone lines and
six wideband video lines from the Cape press
site), shelter, and public-address systems.
AFMTC had a full-time representative at the
NASA news media center; and for MA-8 and
MA-9, a DOD information officer was on duty
at the Pacific Jews Center in Honolulu.
For coverage of recovery operations, news
media representatives were positioned with
DOD forces in the primary landing areas and
communications channels were furnished so that
real-time reporting was possible. Excellent cooperation was received from all DOD agencies
in the preparation of information material and
in the support of news media people by DOD
forces.
After MA-8 and MA-9, NASA Headquarters
convened in a meeting of the press pool representatives from all news media to critique the
information aspects of the flights. The reports
of the media personnel indicated that the logistic support furnished by DOD was sufficient
and timely.
Review of Mercury Missions

The Department of Defense support discussed here is limited to that provided for the
Mercury-Redstone (MR) missions and nine
Mercury-At1'ts (MA) missions during the Mercury Project. DOD support in the early
phases of the Mercury Proj ect was primarily
in the areas of launch and network. As the
project developed and missions became more
complex in scope and objectives, DOD support.
expanded into the additional areas of recovery,
communications and bioastronautics. The
scope of this support, in terms of people, aircraft, and ships for the manned orbital flights
is shown in tables 9-1 and 9-II. A brief summary of each mission with regard to DOD support follows.
The first Mercmy-Atlas vehicle (MA-1) was
launched on JUly 29, 1960. The spacecraft was
unmanned and was intended to land northeast
of Antigua Island in t.he West Indies. Standard AMR t.racking and data acquisition equipment was available and the recovery support
consisted of units frol11. the Atlantic Fleet
(CINCLANT), Air Rescue Service (ARS),
and AMR forces deployed as a task force. A
structural failure occurred approxmiately 1

Table 9-1.-DOD Support for Project Mercury lIfanned Orbital Missions
Organization

People Activity

Commander in chief, Atlantic Fleet ____ _ Recovery forces in Atlantic ____________________________ _
Commander in chief, Pacific Fleet _____ _ Recovery forces in Pacific ___________ __________________ _
Atlantic Missile Range _______________ _ Range support, three tracking stations, safety, telemetry
aircraft, radar ships.
Base Support Division/Space Systems Booster, guidance, pad (Canaveral/West Coast) __________ _
Division.
European Command _________________ _ Contingency recovery forces in Africa ___________________ _
Pacific Missilc Range ________________ _ Three tracking stations, telemetry aircraft, radar ship ___ __ _
Air Rescue Service _____________ - - __ -- Contingency recovery inland area and Atlantic __________ _
Bioastronautics ________________ - ____ _ Supportof medical operations, Air Force, Army, Navy ____ _
White Sands Missile Range ___________ _ 2 tracking stations ________________________________ ____ _
Air Proving Ground CenteL __________ _ Tracking station _____________________________________ _
Comm unications _______________ - - __ -- Air Force, Navy, Army Communications Centers _________ _
Commander Middle East Force __ - ____ _ Contingency recovery (2 ships) _________________________ _
Pacific Command ______________ - - ___ _ Contingency recovery _________________________________ _
Military Air Transport Service ________ _ R ecovery aircraft (12 C-130's) Wx Recon _______________ _
Caribbean Air Command___ _ ____ - _-- Contingency recovery _________________________________ _
Miscellaneous __________ - - ____ _ - - _- _-- Radar aircraft, Air Photographic and Charting Service,
Adm Aircraft, RF silence.
Total. ___________________ _

~

0\

~

MA- 6

MA- 7

MA-8

MA-9

15, 000

10,000

6, 750
6, 700
6, 700

o

o

1,300

1, 250

9,000
5,000
1, 250

500

480

455

430

215
195
160
160
40
100

265
165
210
130
80
60
100

215
310
210
95
85
60
100

160

160

100

90

100

120

300
345
485
100
75
105
150
345
100
400
150
45

18,000

13, 000

17,000

18, 000

80

o

o
o

o

o
o

o
o

o

Table 9-II.-DOD Ai1'craft and Ship S 1lpport for Project Mercury
MA-6

MA-7

MA-8

M a uriLiu ------- - -- - - --- - - - - -Pho to Reco n __ ____ _________ ___ _
Weather Recoll _____________ ____
Admin A/C __ __ ____ ____________

82
12
16
4
0
4
3
1
4

74
12
16
2
0
2
3
1
4

65
41
16
4
2
0
2
1
3

Total ____________ ____ __ _

126

114

134

Aircraft
At la nt ic Area ___ ___________ ____
P acific Area' ___ ______ __ _______
E U CO M _____ ____ ____________ _
Inland U.S ____ ________ _________
CAIRC _ ___ _______ ___ _________

24

Recovery ship

------ - ----------1

MA-9
65
58
27
4
5
0
4
4
4

---

20

1

I
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26

1

28

1

• Includes 4 aircraft from RAAF.

minute after lift-off. After a 2% hour search
by the launch-site recovery group, \"Yithout success, activity reverted to regular salvage operations by ~\. IR forces augmented by two Navy
minesweepers. Approximately 98 percent of
the spacecraft and some parts of the launch vehicle w'ere ultimately recovered.
On November 21, 1960, the first MercuryRedstone mission with an unmanned spacecraft
using the Redstone launch vehicle was unsuccessful because premature engine cut-off activated the emet'gency escape system when the
launch vehicle \,as a few inches off the pad.
The launch vehi cle settled back on the pad and
was damaO'ed slightly. The spacecraft was recovered for reuse.
The unmanned Mercury-Redstone 1-A mission (MR-1A) on D ecember 19, 1960, was a reattempt of MR-1, and was successful. The recovery phase started with visual sighting by
ship and aircraft lookouts and search and rescue
and homing (SARAH) detection by search aircraft prior to spacecraft landing. A helicopter
hoi sted the pacecraft clear of the water 15 minutes after landing and deposited it onboard ship
17 minutes later.
The spacecraft for the Mercury-Redstone
mission '2 (MR-2) was launched on January 31,
1961, and carried a 37-pound chimpanzee 420
statute miles downrange. The spacecraft was
tra,cked by the AMR a,lmost to landing, although it had overshot by about 100 miles.
Ultm-hi gh frequency (UHF ) transmissions
were detected by several recovery a,ircraft dur-
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ing the flight. Recovery aircraft located the
spacecraft, and a helicopter returned it to a
dock landing ship. Medical support people and
materiel were provided on ships, at Cape Canaveral and a,t Grand Bahama Island to assist
in medical operations.
The second Mercury-Atlas mission (MA-2)
on Februa,ry 21, 1961, was successful and the
landing was northeast of Antigua I sland. A
recovery helicopter retrieved the spacecraft 42
minutes after launch and delivered it to a dock
landing ship from which it was delivered to
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico.
The unmanned Mercury-Atlas 3 (MA-3)
mission on Apri l 25, 1961, was planned as a onepa,ss orbital flight with landing east of Bermuda. All network stations except the Coastal
Sentry ship were call ed up to support the mission. The Recovery task force was deployed to
cover the designated landing area. A recovery
team from U.S. Commander in Chief, Europe
(USCr JCElTR) provided a contingency capabi lity to 0° longitude. A failure in the launch
vehicle resulted in the R ange Safety Officer's
aborting the mission 40 seconds after launching.
The spacecraft was retrieved 200 yards off shore
by a recovery helicopter which was deployed for
this purpose.
The first manned Mercury flight, MercuryRedstone 3 (MR-3) took place on May 5, 1961.
After a successful reentry, the spacecraft, with
Astronaut Commander Alan B . Shepard, Jr.,
L SN, aboard. was sighted prior to its landing in

the planned landing area by deployed helicopters. One of the helicopters delivered the
Astronaut and spacecraft safely to the recovery
aircraft carrier 26 minutes after landing. All
phases of DOD support, including range, recovery, and medical, were excellent. For this mission the AMR Coastal Sentry ship was located
in the landing area for telemetry and spacecraft-to-ground communications. Medical support consisted of aeromedical monitors aboard
the Coastal Sentry Ship, emergency medical
teams aboard recovery vessels and at the launch
site, and a medical debriefing team at Grand
Bahama Island. Aircraft of the ARS were on
station to assist in search operations.
The second manned flight, Mercury-Redstone
4 (MR-4) , was conducted on July 21, 1961.
DOD support was comparable in scope to that
of MR-3. For this mission the AMR Rose Knot
ship ,ms used in the landing area. The flio-ht
and landing phases were successful. After
landing, premature actuation of the spacecraft
side hatch resulted in an emergency situation in
which the spacecraft filled rapidly with water
and began to sink. Astronaut Major Virgil r.
Grissom, USAF, egressed from the spacecraft,
and, after a short but difficult period in the
water lasting approximately 3 minutes, was
hoisted aboard the recovery helicopter and
delivered on board the recovery ship for medical examination 19 minutes after spacecraft
landing. A second helicopter attempted to
recover the sinking spacecraft. The weight of
the flooded spacecraft exceeded the lift capability of the helicopter at full power and the
pilot elected to release the spacecraft rather
than to jeopardize further the safety of the
helicopter and crew. The spacecraft sank in
2,800 fathoms of water.
A second attempt, to orbit an unmanned
spacecraft, was scheduled for August 25, 1961.
This mission was designated Mercury-Atlas 4
(MA-4). All network stations were scheduled
to participate. Recovery forces were deployed
similarly as had been for MA-3. Contingency
support was increased in scope to include full
deployment by forces from CINCLANT,
and partial deployment by forces from
USCINCEUR, CINCP ACFLT, and ARS.
Bioastronautic support included additional
forces deployed for training in the launch-site
area. Shortly prior to beginning the count-

down, launch-vehicle problems were identified
which resulted in a 3-week delay of the launch.
All deployed forces were recalled, then redeployed for a September 12 launch. On September 13, the mission was successfully conducted
with the spacecraft completing a one orbital
pass and landing in the planned landing area.
A C-54 search aircraft located the spacecraft
and retrieval was accomplished by the USS
Decatur and delivered to Bermuda Island.
Network performance, with the exception of
gener.a lly poor radar tracking, was good. The
tracking problem was traced to the lack of
operator training and poor spacecraft antenna
patterns.
Mercury-Atlas 5 (MA-5) was scheduled for
November 14, 1961, to carry a chimpanzee on a
three-pass orbital flight. Recovery planning
included the primary landing area at the end
of the third pass, as well as the probable areas
for landing at the end of the first and second
orbital passes. Recovery forces were deployed
accordingly and contingency recovery commanders planned for a full deployment. Additional medical forces included veterinary specialists for postflight care and examination of
the chimpanzee, as well as a complete launchsite support team. On November 12, space-.
craft problems resulted in a 2-week delay in the
launch. During this period, recovery forces
reverted to normal operational control, were
reorganized, and redeployed for a November
29 launch date. The launch was successful and
flight was normal until spacecraft problems
prompted a decision to land the spacecraft at
the end of the second orbital pass. Radar
tracking was greatly improved through intensified training prior to the flight and better
spacecraft antenna patterns as a result of a
beacon modification. Reentry and landing proceeded normally and the spacecraft was sighted
in the planned landing area by recovery aircraft about 260 miles south of Bermuda. It
was retrieved within 80 minutes after sighting.
The spacecraft and occupant were delirered to
Bermuda.
Mercury-Atlas mission 6 (MA-6) on Februftry 20, 1962, was the first manned orbital flip:ht
and involved three orbital passes. The spftcecraft, with Astronaut Lieutenftnt Colonel .John
H. Glenn, USMC, aboard, landed about 166
miles due east of Grand Turk Island, approxi-
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mately 4 miles from the recovery destroyer
which retrieved the spacecraft 21 minutes after
landing.
All network instrumentation remained operative and provided full coverage throughout the
three orbital passes. Telemetry and communications were excellent in spi te of some telemetryrecording and radio-propagation problems.
Radar coverage was better than expected, exceeding the performance for MA-5. Although
a 4-minute ionization blackout occurred during
reentry, the C-band radars were able to maintain track of the spacecraft which resulted in
an accurate prediction of the landing point.
The landing areas after passes 1, 2, and 3,
were treated as primary recovery areas for this
mission. The recovery task force comprising
a total of 24 ships and 41 aircraft was stationed
in the nine planned landing areas in the Atlantic
Ocean. An additional 37 aircraft were standing by at .Tacksonville, Florida; Bermuda, Lajes
Air Force Base, Azores; BenGuerir, and
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. Forces from
USCI :rCEUR, CINCP AC, and USAF were
deployed along the remaining orbital tracks for
contingency recovery.
A full Bioastronautlc Task Force, consisting
of 159 medical people was provided by the DOD
and deployed to support this mission. These
people staffed or augmented 4 medical treatment facilities, 21 recovery ships, and 14 medical monitoring stations. The medical evaluation and debriefing of the astronaut was
completed at the advanced medical treatment
facility at Grand Turk Island on February 23,
1962.
The seventh Mercury-Atlas mission (MA-7)
was launched on May 24, 1962. This mission
'TaS the second three-pass orbital flight. Astronaut Lieutenant Commander M. Scott Carpenter, "( SN, was the pilot for this mission. All
network stations were scheduled to participate
except the AMR Rose Knot ship which was
undergoing modification for a command-control system. Only the landing area at the end
of the third orbital pass was designated as
primary for this mission, requiring support .of
only one aircraft carrier. The spacecraft was
launched and inserted into a nominal orbit with
exceptionally good precision. Just prior to
retrofire, at the end of three passes, a failure in
the automatic control system was noted. A
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manual retrofire maneuver was planned and the
countdown ,,-as sent from the California site.
Attitude errors at retrofire caused the spacecraft to overshoot the planned landing point by
approximately 250 miles. A directional finding (D/F) bearing on the spacecraft was quickly obtained by search aircraft and a SC-54 arrived within 1 hour after spacecraft landing
,yith an auxiliary flotation collar and other survival equipment. Helicopters were launched
from the carrier U.S.S. Intrepid when the carrier was within flight range. Although an ARS
SA-16 arrived on scene before the helicopters,
the Task Force Commander decided to effect
recovery by helicopter. The astronaut was retrieved 3 hours after landing and returned to
the carrier. The spacecraft was retrieved by a
recovery destroyer for delivery to Puerto Rico.
A postmission review held at Patrick Air
Force Base, Florida, revealed the need for a
more rapid flow of information between the
Mercury Recovery Control Center (MRCC) at
Cape Canaveral and the on-scene forces. Recovery communications equipment and procedures were changed for future missions so as
to provide for a more tightly controlled recovery oqranization capable of quick response
to changino- situations.
On October 3, 1962, the eighth Mercury-Atlas
mission (MA-8) was launched. This mission,
planned for six passes, was successfully completed and the spacecraft, with Astronaut Commander Walter M. Schirra, USN, aboard,
landed in the primary landing area approximately 4% miles from the recovery aircraft
carrier. For the first time in the Mercury Project, recovery forces were deployed in the Pacific Ocean for a primary landing northeast of
Midway Island. The landing area in the Atlantic Ocean at the end of the third pass was also
treated as a primary area in the event that a
full six-orbital mi8sion could not be completed.
Contingency recovery forces were expanded to
cover the additional ground tracks in the South
Atlantic, C'a.ribbean, and western Pacific Ocean.
The AMR Coastal Sentry ship was positioned
in the Pacific Ocean to monitor the planned
retrofire maneuver. Two S-band radar ships
from the Pacific Missile Range and an Army
C-band radar ship were positioned uprange
from the primary landing area :for reentry
tracking. The Bioastronautic Task Force con-
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sisted of 84 medical specialists assigned to the
launch area, network stations, and recovery
units. An additional 22 specialists were available on a standby basis.
Centralized operational control together with
the cooperation of the DOD forces participating in MA-8 were instrumental in achieving an
integrated and responsive organization.
The ninth Mercury-Atlas mission (MA-9)
was launched on May 15, 1963. This manned
1-day mission was planned for 22 orbital passes
with the primary landing area in the Pacific
Ocean southeast of Midway Island. The
MA. -9 spacecraft, with Astronaut Major Gordon Cooper, USAF, aboard, was placed into a
near-perfect orbit by the Atlas launch vehicle.
After 33 hours of normal flight during which
the major objectives were met, a malfunction
in the spacecraft control system required manual control of the spacecraft during retrofire
and reentry. This was accomplished successfully and precisely by the astronaut and the
spacecraft landed in the primary landing area
within 4% miles of the recovery aircraft carrier.
There were a total of 26 pla,n ned landing
areas in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans for
the MA-9 mission. These areas were selected
so that the ships of the Atlantic and Pacific
task forces could cover more than one area. A
worldwide deployment of contingency recovery
forces was required to cover the antire ground
track of the spacecraft. All theater forces were
augmented by long-range 0-130 MATS airplanes. There were 98 aircraft deployed for
contingency recovery by the Air Rescue Service
(ARS), Caribbean Air Command (CAIRC),
Pacific Air Forces (PACAF), and CINCUSAREUR. Two AMR network ships were positioned in the Pacific Ocean to give commandcontrol coverage. Reentry tracking in the
Atlantic and the Pacific was available from
two C-band radar ships. The Bioastronautic
Task Force included 78 medical people deployed, 32 specialty team members on standby,
two specialty team hospitals, and 7 recovery
support hospitals.
Support efforts of DOD also included the
successful accomplishment of voice relays both
in the Atlantic and Pacific. Relay to Mercury
Control Center (MCC) of the astronaut's voice
while in orbit was obtained by the AMR
0-130's stationed near Bermuda. During re70T 0;:;0 0 - (;3-
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entry and after landing, "oice communications
'were relayed through PMR aircraft to the
Hawaii network site where it was patched
through network voice circuits to MCC. Radar
airplanes of the Air Defense Command stationed in the Atlantic and Pacific obtained skin
track of the spacecraft. The network provided
excellent tracking coverage throughout the
flight, considering the lengthy operating period
for the equipment and long working hours for
site people. Thoroughness in planning and excellent performance of assigned missions by
DOD forces were reflected in the success of the
MA-9 mission.
Concluding Remarks

Many changes in procedures and techniques
used in providing Department of Defense support were developed during the course of the
Mercury Project. Many lessons were learned
and put into effect during successive missions;
however, only those significant items which may
have possible application in supporting future
manned space programs are described.
The organization for the coordination and
control of the overall DOD participation in
Project Mercury was highly satisfactory. The
designation of a DOD Representative for c0ordination of DOD support for Project Mercury operations was effective in that NASA was
provided with a single point-of-contact for the
submission of their overall DOD support requirements.
The operation of the global Mercury network
comprising DOD ranges, NASA stations, and
two statio11S 1n Australla. was a significant
achievement in coordinated team effort and was
only accompllshed by the complete cooperation
of all concerned. Network management and
operational procedures were clearly defined and
compiled in a comprehensive joint DOD-NASA
Mercury Network Operations Directive which
proved to be a very useful and effective
document.
The demonstrated ability of several ranges
to combine their collective resources effectively
to support global missions proves the possibillty
of combining all such national missile tracking
resources under a single management control for
the support of all missile and space programs
of all agencies.
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The integration of radar-tracking equipment
into a tracking system at the DOD missile
ranges increased the capability of each range to
support future missions. Technological experience and achievements of each range were
pooled to permit all ranges to take advantage
of such advancements or modifications.
The application of relay techniques for transmitting remote telemetry data from the do\ynrange stations, derived from AMR experience
in data transmission, \\Us reported to NASA
for possible adaptation to the wire and radio
circuits of the Mercury network. Subsequently
NASA secured a telephone line for data transmission between Pt. Arguello and the Mercury
Control Center. During the ninth MercuryAtlas mission the Mercury Control Center was
supplied with a real-time display of electrocardiograph functions from the DOD sites at California, Antigua, and at Ascension. In addition
to increasing the potential at each site by such
improvements, a considerable saving in research
and development costs was also realized by virtue of this exchange of technical inform"ation.
The use of radar-tracking aircraft during
Mercury missions and especially the results obtained during the reentry phase of the MA-9
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mission added significantly to the flexibility of
network operations.
The use of the vast communications resources
within the DOD and their integiation into existing NASA and commercial systems to support network and recovery operations contributed sio-nificantly to the operational success of
the project.
One of the more important considerations
for support of Mercury operational planning
,,·as to provide for the safe and rapid recovery
of the astronaut. Plans made by the DOD elements provided for the deployment of forces
in a large number of strategic locations to cover
possible aborts during all phases of the mission. Much of the effort in training was expended by forces that were deployed to act in
contingency situations which essentially never
deyeJopec1. Their efforts, nevertheles , contributed to the success of the recovery mission.
Providing upport to Mercury flight s has
contributed greatly to DOD's knowledge and
experience in areas of launch, network, recovery, commun ications, and medical space operations. Future space-flight operations can be
effectively supported by applying the experience and procedures derived durii1g Project
Mercury.
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Summary

Any training program must be based on three
ractors : the requirements or the job, the characteristics of the trainees, and the tra ining facilities a yai1able. Each factor is briefly discussed and its effect upon the nature of the
training program is indicated. Selection of the
Mercury astronauts began in January 1959.
They reported at the :Manned Spacecraft Center
in April of that year and took part in a group
training program for the next 2 years. In
April 1961, when the Mercury manned flight
program began, a special preflight preparation
program was conducted ,yith each of the pi lots
and his backup designated for a flight . The
remainder of the group took part in development, and operational actiyities and did limited
training to maintain the proficiency developed
durinO' the group training program,
The group training program consisted of five
major areas: (1) basic astronautical science in struction, (2) systems training, (3) spacecraft
control training, (4) environmental familiarization, and (5) egress and survival training,
The specific preflight preparation programs involved: (1) integrating the pilot with the spacecraft, (2) specific systems training, (3) development and practice of the specific mission
flight plan, (4) training "'jth fl ight cont rollers,
and (5) medical and physical preparation. All
of the Mercury trainers and training racilities
are briefly listed and discussed, and this section
concludes with an evaluation of the training
devices and of the various phases of the training program.
Overall, the Mercury trll ining program appears to have been successful in providing experienced pilots " 'ith the detailed spacecraft
operation and systems information and ski lls
which were required for them to make the tran-

sition from airplanes to spacecraft. The program seems to have been well suited to the
requirements of the :Mercury Project and future
programs will make use of the same basic techniques. In retrospect, some or the emphasis on
environmental familiarization might have been
reduced, and more complete simulation of the
external view from the spacecraft should have
been provided. However, the great majority
of the trainers and training activities have been
both beneficial and necessary to produce the
level of readiness that was demonstrated in the
flight program.
Introduction

T he Mercury training program was the first
opportunity to prepare individuals for space
flight. In general, however, the techniques used
were not basically new or unique to this project.
Rather, standard training techniques and
training equipment approaches which had
been used for many years in aviation were
adapted for preparing the astronauts for their
flights. From the beginning, the role of the
astronaut has been conceived as being active and
highly similar to that of the test pilot who
carries out the initial flights of new aircraft.
While the Project Mercury drew heavily upon
flight training methodology, there were certain
specific requirements of this program which
were significant in determining its basic form .
It is perhaps worth keeping these requirements
in mind in a review of the Mercury training
procedures:
(1) The Mercury program was not a mass
training program, only seven individuals were
involved, and, therefore, it was possible to reduce the formality or the program and to use a
number of shortcuts which would not have been
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feasible in the larger aviation training programs.
(2) The participants in the training program
were experienced individuals who were already
well along in prepara60n for space flight. This
not only greatly reduced the overall amount of
training nec~ssary, it was also possible to emphasize individual initiative and responsibility
for their training .status.
(3) The training program had to be flexible
because the spacecraft which the astronaut was
being trained to operate was under development
and therefore was being modified according to
mission requirements.
(4) The training program had to be designed
to help feed back into the developmental process. The astronauts were expected to aid the
development enaineers by participating in the
design and review of many of the spacecraft
systems, and the training activities were frequently combined with systems tests to evaluate
both on board and crew equipment.
(5) Unlike flight training, actual training in
space was not feasible. There was a complete
dependence upon ground simulator training
until the astronaut flew the mission for which
he had been preparing.
(6) The training had to be designed to tie
in with the training and preparation of other
operational groups such as the flight controllers.
(7) The significance of the program to our
national prestige, the very great interest of the
public, and the large cost resulted in an unusually strong emphasis upon a very high level
of reliability, perfection, and precision in the
man's performance.
Training-Program Characteristics

:\.ny training program must be based on three
major factors: the job requirements, the characteristics of the trainees, and the training facilities which are available. These factors are
discllssed in the following pamgraphs.
Characteristics of Mercury Astronaut's Job

'W hile the Mercury spacecraft was designed
to complete a limited preprogramed mission on
a completely automatic basis, from the very beginning manual controls were also provided.
It was recognized that the man could provide
increased systems reliability and give flexibility
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to the mission by allowing for a greater variety
of maneuvers and scientific observations. The
decision to provide for complete manual operation was highly significant for the crew training program because it meant that there would
be a requirement for an individual who could
. killfu lly manage the vehicle, as well as merely
tolerate the physical stresses of the flight.
The major tasks (refs. 1 and 2) which can
be identified from an analysis of the Mercury
\'ehicle and its mission, involve:
(1) Sequence monitoring-monitoring all of
t he critical phases of the space mission, such as
lift-off, staging of the launch vehicle, the separation of the escape to,,'e1', the separation of the
spacecraft from the launch vehicle, firing of the
retrorockets, and deployment of the parachute.
(2) Systems management-operation of all
of the on board systems and the management of
the critical consumable supplies to insure that
any out-of-tolerance condition is recognized and
corrected before an emergency situation develops.
(3) Attitude control-maneuvering the vehicle to the proper relationship to the earth or
orbital path whenever it is required during the
mission.
(4) Navigation-being able to determine the
spacecraft's position in orbit at any time and
determining the critical retrofire time.
(5) Communications-operating the radio
links to keep the ground control center informed of his status.
(6) Research observations-carrying out the
special activities related to research and the
e\'a]uation of spacecraft function under flight
conditions. The difficulty of performing these
tasks was increased by the presence of environmental conditions, such as high acceleration,
reduced pressure, heat, noise, vibration, and
,,·eightlessness.
In addition to these tasks involved in the actual operation of spacecraft, the Mercury astronauts were expected to contribute to a number of
areas in the Mercury program. These included
four main areas:
(1) Design of the Mercury spacecraft.
(2) Development of operationa.l procedures.
(3) Development of inflight test equipment.
It was desired to carry out tests of the spacecraft function, of special advanced systems and
components, and to do scientific research during

the space flight that required the astronauts'
participation in the development of a number of
specialized kinds of equipment.
(4) Contribution to public relations activities. The astronauts served as excellent spokesmen for the program and were an important aid
in meeting the requirement set by Congress to
keep the public informed on the space program.
Characteristics of Trainees

The job requirements discussed in the previous section required individuals with high skill
levels, appropriate personality traits, and a
high level of physical fitness. The requirements under each of these areas are summarized
as follows:
(1) In the area of aptitude and rubility factors, -the individual needed:
(a) A good engineering knowledge
(b) A good knowledge of operational procedures typical of aircraft or missile systems
( c) General scientific know ledge and research skills.
( d) High intelligence.
( e) Psychomotor skills similar to those required to operate aircraft
(2) In ehe area of personality factors, the
candidate had to demonstrate:
( a) Good stress tolerance
(b) A good ability to make decisions
( c) Ability to work with others
(d) Emotional maturity
( e) A strong motivation for the program
(3) The physical requirements included:
(a) Freedom from disease or disabilities
(b) A resistance to the physical stresses of
space flight accelerations, reduced pressure,
weightlessness, high temperatures, and so
forth
( c) Medium size so that they could be adequately accommodated by the relatively small
Mercury spacecraft.
Initial planning during the fall of 1958
resulted in the definition of five basic requirements for Mercury crew members: age, 39 or
below; height, 5 feet 11 inches or below; graduate of a test pilot school; qualified to fly jet
airplanes; with 1,500 hours of jet flying time;
and a bachelor degree in science, engineering, or
t.he equivalent. During the first weeks of J anuary 1959, a selection board reviewed the records
of 508 military test pilots and selected the 110

who met the above requirements. The 69 most
highly qualified of these candidates were invited by the selTices to come to the Pentagon to
receive a briefing on Project Mercury and to be
interviewed by t.he NASA Space Task Group.
On the basis of these inten'iews, 82 were
selected to proceed to the Lovelace Clinic for a
"Took of detailed physiological examinations
and then to the Wright Field Aeromedical
Laboratory for a week of stress tests (refs. 3
to 6). Data from these two testing programs
were summarized and reviewed at the Space
Task Group during the first week of April 1959.
In all, 18 men were found to be medically qualified without reservation and, of these, the seven
most technically qualified were selected to enter
training.
Training Facilities

Table 10-1 summarizes all of the major
train ing facilities used in the Mercury Astronaut Training Program. Included are training devices and other facilities used for significant areas of the training program. From
the table, it can be seen that there were a large
number of facilities used. This resulted from
at least three factors.
(1) Since the program was a first effort of
its kind, it seemed appropriate to try all facilities to get a better feel for the relative importance of various types of experiences to the
training.
(2) It was generally impossible to simulate
more than one or two of the environmental conditions at any given facility. Therefore, it was
necessary to use many different dm' ices to obtain experience with all aspects of the environment.
(3) Most of the training devices had to be
simple and rudimentary because the simulation
techniques for space flight were in their infancy, and the training program was based on
an accelerated schedule.
Table 10-1 also lists the availability, date,
approximate training time per astronaut, estimates of cost, lead time, and support time for
each of the major training devices. The scheduling of some types of training activities had
to be held up pending delivery or completion of
this equipment. Also as can be seen from the
source or location of each device in table 10-1,
these training facilities were spread out over
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Table l O-I.-Trainer
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""

SU1I11n({1'Y

,p.

l __

Identifying
letter
from
fi g . 10-1

Trainer

Primary purpose
of tra iner

Approxirn ate date
availab le

Approximate
t ra ining
Approxt im e per im ate cost,
astrodo lla rs
naut,
hr.

Approxim ate
lcad
time,
months

Approximate
s upport
time,
manh ours

Assessment
Source

Early QuesEssen - Desir- avail- t io nt ial
able abili ty a bl e
valu e

------ --a

Analog trainer
no. 1.

Attitude co ntrol.

Apr.

1959

8

---------

0

200

b

Proficiency a irpla ne flights.
Centrifuge
s imulations .

General performance profi ciency.
Acceleration
tra ining; reentry control.
Attitude control.
Attit ud e control, prcss ur es uit training.
Disorientation
fa miliari zation.
Zero-g fa miliarization .
Star recognition trai ning

May

1959

460

---------

0

60, 000

Aug .

1959

-i8

500,000

4

15,000

Oct.

1959

12

50, 000

6

150

NAS A Langley
Resear ch
Ce nter .
U.S. Air F or ce
and inhouse.
U .S. Navy,
Johnsville,
Pa.
Inhouse ________

Oct.

1959

10

20, 000

3

200

Inhousc _______ _

Oct.

1959

1

---------

0

15

D ec.

1959

O. 7

---------

0

1,000

U.S. Navy,
P ensaco la,
Fla.
U.S . Air Force __

Feb .

1960

28

---------

0

600

Disorientation
Feb.
familiarizat ion
Egr ess training __ F eb.

1960

J

---------

0

300

1960

25

119,000

10

1,000

1960

101

4,000,000

12

100, 000

c

d

ALF A trainer

e

Ana log trainer
no. 2.

f

Navy slowly
revolving
room.
Zero-g a irpla ne
flights .
Chapel Hill
Planetarium

g
h

i

MASTIF
tra iner

i

Egress t ra iner

k

Procedures
trainers (2)

Systems ma nage ment,
attitude control, mission
training

June

University of
N orth Carolina
NASA Lewis
Resear ch
Center
McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
McDonnell Aircraft Corp.

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

- - - - --

-I

I
ECS trainer _____

m

n

~

""

I:Il

Attitude instrument display
mockup
Ground recognition trainer

0

Yaw recognition
trainer

p

Virtual image
celestial disp lay

Environmental
control system management
Characteristics
of attitude
instruments
Periscope training and terrain familiarization
Out-the-window
yaw angle
recognition
Attitude control at night;
star recognition training

Nov. 1960

3

228, 000

12

1,000

Jan.

1961

10

5, 000

4

50

Inhouse _____ __ _

Apr.

1961

2, 000

3

5

Inhouse ________

30

Inhouse _____ ___

x

75

Farrand Optical Co.

x

Sept. 1962

2

1, 000

1963

2

--- - -----

May

12

McDonnell Aircraft Corp.

x

x

x

the country. This resulted in a large amount
of tm\'el for the astronauts. As a result, their
time was used some,yhat less efficiently than
jf all the training facilities had been available
from the beginning of the program at MSC.
:;\Iost of these facilities are pictured in figures
10-1 (a) to10-1(p).
Training Chronology

Figure 10-2 presents a chronology of the
Mercury training program. The astronaut selection program occupied the period from Janu~tl'y to ~\.pril 1959. The group training program ran for approximately 2 years, to April
1961. After April 1961, the manned flight
program began. Prior to each flight, a preflight preparation program was conducted for
the pilot and his backup. The length of this

(c) Centrifuge acceleration facility.

(a) Langley analog computer simulator.

(b) A.ircraft used for proficiency fiights.
FIOURE
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(d) ALFA trainer.

10--1.-Pbotographs of various training facilities.

f--·
I

I
I

(g) Zero-g airplane fiights.
(e) Analog computer trainer no. 2.

(f) Slowly revolving room.

(h) Chapel Hill Planetarium.
FIGURE

10-1.-Continued.
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( k ) Procedures trainer.

( i) MA.STIF t r ainer.

-.----(1) ECS .trainer.

( j ) Egress t rainer.

FIGURE l O-l.-Con t inued .
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--~- ,.

f-

-- - -

I
I

(m) Attitude instr'ument display mockup.

(n) Ground-features recognition trainer.

(p) Virtual image celestial display.

(0) Yaw recognition trainer.
FIGURE

10-1.-Concluded.
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10--2.-Cbronology of Mercury training program.

program depended upon the time available
behyeen flights and on the nature of the flight.
In general, the backup pilot on one flight was
selected as primary pilot for the next mission.
In this way, the actual preflight preparation
of each pilot encompassed close to 6 monthsthe first half as a backup and the second half
as the primary pilot.
The pilots' contribution to the development
acti"ities in the Mercury program began soon
after they reported to the NASA and had had
sufficient indoctrination on the Mercury spacecraft systems. The astronauts participated in
planning for the programs to follow Mercury
'"Yhich began in 1961 and became greatly accelerated in 1962.
Each man was assigned to a Mercury network
station as voice commWllcator. Service in this
capacity normally involved a minimum of 3,
or more, weeks. This activity in connection with
Mercury operations began with the manned
Redstone flights in 1961 and became greatly
amplified with the manned orbital flights in
1962 and 1963. After the termination of the
group training program, they had to devote
time to maintaining their proficiency, in addition to these operational requirements.
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Group Training Program

The group training program consisted of five
major areas which are described in the following paragraphs. Portions of this program
have previously been described by Astronaut
Slayton in ref. 7 and others (ref. 6 and 8).
Basic Science Program

An initial phase of the Mercury astronaut
training program consisted of brief but comprehensive courses in the astronautical sciences.
The astronauts had had considerable training in
the aeronautical sciences, but most had not had
an
opportunity to acquire the basic knowledlYe
•
I::>
III such subjects as rocket propulsion and space
n~echanics which were required in the Mercury
flIght program. Training in the space sciences
enabled the astronauts to function better as observers of inflight phenomena and provided a
basis for better lUlderstanding of the technical
aspects of the Mercury spacecraft and vehicle
systems. The series of courses listed in table
10-II was conducted with the cooperation of
the K~\'S~\' Langley Research Center. Time
did not permit a more extensive program although it would have been desirable.

Table 10-II.-Leotures on Space Soiences
Subject

1. Elementary Mechanics and Aerodynarrtics _____ ______ _____ __ __
2. Principles of Guidance and Control __________ ___________ _____
3. Navigation in Space ____ __ __ ___ -4. Elements of Communication ____ -5. Space Physics ____ __ ______ __ - - - 6. Basic Physiology ___ __ - - ___ - -- ---

Hours

10
4
6

2
12
8

Systems Training

A large portion of the training program was
devoted to familiarizing the astronauts with the
Mercury systems. This know ledge was not only
basic to all of their training activities but was
the essential basis of their contribution to the
development program. The primary requirements of this training were: to develop a basic
understanding of the nature and characteristics
of each system; to build on this understanding
a knowledge of the system operation and function; and, finally, to develop, in the Mercury
procedures trainers and the spacecraft, skill in
managing the onboard systems.
Systems briefings.-The systems training began with a series of briefings given by specialists within the Space Task Group. The first set
of lectures covered the Mercury systems and was
followed by another group of lectures covering
operational areas. These lectures were followed
by a series of somewhat more detailed systems
briefings by contractor personnel at the various
contractor facilities. Periodically, throughout
the 2 years of the group training program, systems lectures were repeated.
Oontractor vi.sits.-The astronauts visited
contractor plants and other NASA centers in
order to get a firsthand view of the developing
hardware and of the operational facilities.
Manuals.-Documentation of the Mercury
systems was a particularly difficult problem because the spacecraft was under development.
The first set of systems lectures were used as the
basis for the Mercury Familiarization Manual
(ref. 9). This manual became the basic systems
document used by the astronaut.
A second manual, which was developed later
in the program and which emphasized the operational aspects of the systems management

problem, was the Capsule (Spacecraft) Flight
Operations Manual (ref. 10). This document
was printed in a size small enough to be carried
in the pocket of the flight jacket with the intention that it could be carried along on flights,
if desired. In actual practice, it was not carried
with the flight but was used during some trainer
runs. A third publication used extensively in
training was the Flight Controller's Handbook,
which was developed within the Manned Spacecraft Center (see paper 15) and which provided
a number of useful diagrams for analyzing
system malfunctions.
Specialty Assignments.-To insure that the
astronauts had available to them the most up.
to-date information possible, they participated
in the engineering reviews and other meetings
on the spacecraft systems. Since no one man
could cover all of these meetings, each astronaut
was assigned to a specialty area (ref. 7). Each
man attended meetings in his area and reported
back to the group.
M erour-y Prooedures Trainers.-The bulk of
the operational training in the Mercury systems was achieved on the Mercury Procedures
Trainers (MPT). The name "procedures
trainers" is actually a misnomer since these devices could better be classified as flight simulators. Initially, a very simple open-loop device
had been considered for training in the basic
launch procedures. This was to be supplemented later by a complete flight trainer. However, the time available for development and
delivery of these training devices was so short
that it was decided to combine the two into a
single trainer. In this trainer, it was possible
to simulate the operation of all of the Mercury
systems and induce approximately 275 separate
system failures (ref. 11). Provisions were
made to pressurize the pressure suits. However, with the exception of the indica,tor readings, the actual environmental conditions in the
ca,bin were not provided. Two of these units
were procured in order to have one available
at the launch site to be used in prelaunch training, while the other was used at the main training base at Langley Field, Va. These two procedures trainers differed slightly in their
provisions for animating attitude control system, as is described later, but they were essentially identical in their capability to simulate
the operation of on board systems.
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Ini tial training began by reviewing each system separately in the trainer. The normal operation of each system and all of the failures
which could be simulated were demonstrated
during this initial period. Following this, a
series of both Redstone and Atlas simulated
flights were made for each student, durinO'
which sinmlated emergencies were kept to a
minimum in order to allow the astronauts to
become familiar with the timing of the normal
mISSIOns. Once they were generally familiar
with the timing of the missions and the normal
indications, the numbers and types of malnmctions were increased. By the end of the group
training period, all the astronauts had made a
large number of Atlas and Redstone runs and
had had an opportunity to experience most of
the major emergencies.
Environrnental Oontrol Systems Trainer.Additional training in the operation of the environmental control system was provided by
the environmental control systems trainer
which was a heavy shell mock-Up with a prototype spacecraft environmental system. The device used ,,,as delivered to NASA in November
1960 and installed in a man-rated vacuum chamber at the .5. Javal Air Crew Equipment
Laboratory in Philadelphia (fiO'. 10-1 (l) ).
During December of 1960 and January of 1961,
the astronauts participated in a program of system familiarization that included being exposed
to a simulated reentry heat pulse and approxi-
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mately 2 hours of the expected postlanding
temperature. During these runs, the astronauts
"ore the pressure suits and became familiar
,,·ith function of the suits when associated with
the environmental control system. However,
since a provision had been made for simul~ting
the suit nmction in the procedures trainer, this
type of training was not considered essential.
This was particularly true since the astronauts
received further first-hand familiarization to
the environmental control system by participating in the preflight checkout of the spacecraft
environmental control system at the launch site.
Attitude Control Training

A number of fixed and moving based simulators had to be employed because no single
trainer was capable of simulating all of the
tasks on all of the control systems under all environmental conditions (ref. 12) . The function
of each of t.he principal control attitude trainers
is summarized in table lO-III. This table lists
the attitude control trainers and the spacecraft
control systems which could be simulated, the
reference systems which were available to the
pilots, tasks which could be practiced, environmental conditions simulated, and finally
whether 01' not attitude tasks could be practiced
in conj unction with other flight activities. Each
of these trainers is briefly described in the £01lowing paragraphs.
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Table lO-lIf.-Attitude Oontrol Trainer Summary
Control systems'
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b Added to MPT no. ? late In training program.
• Virtual Image celestial display added to MPT no. 2 just prior to last flight.

Analog trainer.-The analog computer
flight. ...\pproximately 6 months prior to completion of Project Mercury, additional equiptrainer provided the first simulation of the astronaut's manual flight-control task ill Project
ment was obtained to pl'o\'ide manual damping
practice during reentry.
:M:ercury. The simulator (fig. 10-I(a)) was
Trainer no. 1 had an active periscope display
set up by Langley Research Center personnel at
consisting of a moving dot on the face of a caththe inception of Project Mercury and was used
ode ray tube which was activated by the hand
hea\'ily during the first half of 1959, both for
controller and the analog computer. Very late
engineering feasibility tests and for introducing
in the project a new, versatile, virtual image
the Mercury flight. control tasks to the
display was also added to trainer no. 1. This
astronauts.
display was used briefly for training prior to the
.:1rw.l'()g trainer no. ~ .-The trainer "'as acti last Mercury flight.
mted in the latter half of 1959. The simulator
Virtual-image celestial display.-Because of
(fig. 10-1 (e)) utilized a special-purpose a-c
the state-of-the-art of space flight externalanalog computer obtained from an obsolete
"jew simulation at the outset of the Mercury
F -100 gunnery trainer. Realism was enhanced
project and the compressed time schedule, no
by the use of an early type molded styrofoam
external vie\, other than that through the pericouch and a prototype Mercury three-axis conscope was proyided on MPT no. 1 at the time of
troller supplied by the contractor. Aside from
deli"ery of the procedures trainers. However,
providing the astronaut with his first opporconsiderable effort ,,,as expended in trying to
tun ity to practice attitude control in the presdevelop new and versatile displays. One result
surized suit, this trainer was used to perform
of these efforts was the virtual-image viewing
a number of engineering feasibility studies.
system (fig. 10-1 (p)). The first working model
Ai ermtry Proced~tres Trainers.-The Mercury
of the system was delivered and installed on the
procedures trainer no. 1, housed in the NASA
MPT
no. 1 in time for limited training prior to
Full-Scale Tunnel at Langley Air Force Base,
the MA-9 flight. This display could simulVa., and trainer no. 2, housed in the Mercury
taneously accept inputs ranging from three-diControl Center (fig. 10-1 (k)) at Cape Canavmensional models to closed-circuit television or
eral, Fla., were the most valuable flight-crew
film strips. However, the only display availtrainers used in the Mercury Project.
able at the time of the MA-9 flight was
The decision to provide two trainers was
a star view. The stars were produced by
found to be sound sillce, in addition to the astrosett.ing ball-bearings of various sizes into
nauts' requirements, there were requirements to
the surface of a 12-inch diameter, hollow
use both Mercury Procedures Trainers in conmagnesium sphere which was gimballed and
junction with simulations in the flight controller
driven by a computer. The ball bearings, upon
training program. Trainer No.1 was used in
illumination by a point light sOUl'ce, produce
conjunction "'ith the remote site simulator at
exceedingly
realistic point sources of light of
Langley Air Force Base, Va.; and trainer no. 2,
the
desired
brightness to represent the star
with the Control Center Mission Training Comfields.
plex at the launch site. (See paper 15.)
Yaw-recognition trainel'.-Prior to the MABoth trainers \"ere delivered without analog
8 six-orbital-pass mission, there was considercomputers for animating the rate-and-attitude
a ble concern regarding whether or not the pilot
flight instruments.
Therefore, procedures
\"ould be able to detect his yaw position solely
trainer no. 1 was connected to the same comby use of the slow translation of terrain or
puteI' used in the analog trainer no. 2. This _ clouds viewed out the window of his spacecraft.
computer allo"'ed activation of all of the 22 posThe pilot's ability to determine accurately yaw
sible combinations of manual and/ or automatic
by using out-the-window references is all-imattitude controls that were provided in the Merportant if his gyro altitude information was
cury spacecraft. Three months after de]iYery,
lacking during retrofire as in the MA-9 flight.
procedures trainer no. 2 was supplied with a
In this case, Astronaut Cooper had to rely on
small-capacity general-purpose analog comhis window scene to determine heading or yaw
puter which permitted activation of only the
position accurately for retrofire. (See paper
manual-control modes for the orbital phase of
17.)
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In order to give the astronauts a preview of
the out-the-"indow· motion cues they would
have in orbit, a yaw-recognition trainer (fig.
10-1 (0» was conceived, built, and activated in
about 2 ,veeks. The trainer consisted of a
33-foot diameter convex-Iens-shaped screen,
one surface of which represented either the
earth's surface or a constant-altitude cloud
deck. This surface was made of polyethylene plastic and was used to display a real,
moving image of simulated clouds produced
by a film strip moving at the proper speed
through a slide projector. The speed of the
image movement duplicated the in-flight apparent movement between the spacecraft and
the ground by having the observer view
the scene from a point at the middle of the
lens while tanding 2 feet away from the surface. To heighten realism, the flight crews
\yore a box over their heads which had an opening which simulated the proper size and shape
of the spacecraft window.
The MA-8 and MA-9 flight creWS utilized the
yaw recognition trainer prior to their flights.
The other astronauts used the trainer subsequent to their flights. All of the pi10ts who had
flown orbital flights reported that it duplicated
almost exactly the visual yaw motion cues observed from the spacecraft.
Attitude instrum,ent display mock-up.-The
attitude instrument display mock-up (fig. 10-1
(m» consisted of a half-scale transparent
model of the Mercury spacecraft mounted
within a four-gimbal all-attitude support. The
mock-up contained the actual Mercury rate and
attitude indicators without horizon scanner or
ASCS logic hardware. The exteri~r covers of
the attitude gyroscopes were removed so that
the trainee could observe the manner jn which
the attitude gyros tumbled during simulated
motions of the spacecraft. The device illustrated how the attitude indicators can read incorrectly as a result of various spacecraft
attitudes occurring at times when the floating
gyroscope axes are not parallel to the spacecraft
axes. The major purpose of this training device was to teach the astronauts how to regain
use of the attitude gyros and attitude indicating
system if correct reference were lost as a result
of the tumbling of the gyros or the interference
of the "repeater" stops. This conceptual trainer
was very useful and each flight crew spent sev-

eral hours studying the maneuvers planned for
their flights.
Ground-1'ecognition t'r ainer.-The groundrecognition trainer (fig. 10-1 (n» consisted of
a prototype molded couch, an actual fercury
periscope, a back-projection screen, and a
motorized slide projector. The slide projector
displayed a colored, moving image of the earth
on the Screen. No cloud cover was simulated.
The imaCTe ,,"as viewed through the periscope,
located at the proper distance from the screen
to simulate the geometry of a periscope in a
Mercury spacecraft at 110 nautical miles altitude and aimed at the earth's nadir.
The purpose of the trainer was to familiarize
the astronauts with the wide-angle optics of the
periscope which caused a compression of the
images of coastlines, rivers, mountain ranges,
and other topographical features. This trainer
was not used extensively because, to a certain
degree, the scenes viewed were very similar to
those that were seen through the periscope
simulation of the ALF A trainer.
A ir-lubricated free-attitude traine1'.-The
air-lubricated free-attitude trainer (ALF A)
(fig. 10-1 (d) ), was designed and developed by
engineers of the NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center. This trainer moved on an air-bearing
and had 360 0 of freedom in 1'011 and 35 0 of
freedom in pitch and yaw. The astronaut operated compressed air jets through a Mercury
hand controller. Retrofire disturbance torques
were also simulated with compressed-air jets.
Two attitude-control systems were simulated
on ALF A: manual proportional and fly-bywire. In the fly-by-wire simulation, only the
low-torque jets (used for attitude control in
orbit when attempting to minimize fuel consumption) were simulated. All three reference
systems are provided. The periscope was simulated through a wide-angle lens and a system
of mirrors which presented a view of a circular
screen on which a map of the earth was projected from · a film strip. The actual Mercury
gyro package and instrument display were
mounted on the trainer. The window display
was simulated schematically by an illuminated
strip to represent the horizon and small bulbs
to simulate the stars.
Multi- Axis S pin-Test Inertia Facility
Trainer.-The Multi-Axis Spin-Test Inertia
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Facility (MASTIF) trainer, created in February 1960 by personnel of the NASA Lewis
Research Center, "as utilized for a simulation
training program of recovery from tumbling
flight in February 1960. The trainer (fig. 10-1
(i)) consisted of a couch mounted inside three
o-imbals, a three-axis hand controller, and a
b
rate display. The astronauts were spun at rotational rates of about 30 rpm about all three
spacecraft axes simultaneously. At a prearranO"ed
time, the astronauts assumed control
of
b
•
a three-axis compressed nitrogen fly-by-wll'e attitude control system and brought the couch
to rest by reference to a Mercury rate-indicator
instrument.
The purpose of the trainer was to provide the
best technique and improved confidence level
for stopping inadvertent tumbling of the Mercury spacecraft. The training was considered
valuable even though the possibility of its application was thought to be fairly remote.
Centrifuge Training

Four formal centrifuge programs were conducted at the Aviation Medical Acceleration
Laboratory's centrifuge at the Javal Air Development Center at Johnsville, Pa., as part of
the group training program (fig. 10-1 (c)).
The first two programs were combined engineering-feasibility and preliminary astronautfamiliarization programs while the last two
were intensive operational training programs
for the Redstone and the Atlas flights. The
configuration of the centrifuge gondola and the
computer control system varied between proO"rams. The gondola was configured to simu1'tte spacecraft for either orbital or ballistic
missions. The simulated attitude control system was run closed loop and the centrifuge was
run open loop. The astronauts wore full pressure suits and some runs were made at a simulated altitude of 28,000 feet.
Overall, the astronauts experienced an average of 45 hours on the centrifuge. These programs appeared to be extremely valuable both
for training and in providing an opportunity
for checking out items of personal equipment
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and for demonstrating the adequacy of the
spacecraft instrumentation for viewing under
acceleration.
Environmental Familiarization

Despite the general familiarity of the astronauts with the space flio-ht environment and
their demonstrated capability of performing
effectively under stress, an attempt was made
during the training program to provide additional familiarity with this environment. The
following five requirements were thought to be
conducive to good performance under spaceflight conditions:
(1) The astronauts required a detailed knowledge of and confidence in the equipment which
they had to operate in space. This was primarily provided through the systems training
de cribed previously. However, the environmental familiarization involving pressure chamber and centrifuge runs provided an opportunity to become more fully acquainted with the
pressure suit, the couch and restraint systems,
the bioinstrumentation and other items of personal equipment and to develop confidence that
these items would perform their functions adequately in the space-flight environment.
(2) The astronauts also required a familiarity "ith the environment itself. Familiarity
with the conditions of space flight minimizes
the number of novel and possibly distracting
stimuli which will be encountered in flight. Experience with these conditions also permits the
development of the specific techniques for minimizing these environmental effects. For example, under acceleration it is necessary for the
astronauts to learn a special breathing technique to minimize the tendency of peripheral
vision to become blurred because of reduced
oxygenation of the blood. During early training, this breathing technique required some
thouO"ht
..., and distracted the astronauts from their
control tasks. However, as training progressed,
the breathing became automatic and full attention could be devoted to the task.
The accommodation of the pilot to the effects
of acceleration can be seen in figure 10-3 which
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FIGURE

l0-3.-Centrifuge retrofire training.

provides a comparison of the retrofire attitude
control performance, under the simulated acceleration of the retrorockets and statically. The
data presented are average values for all astronauts and show an increase in error with acceleration; however this initial effect tended to
disappear with practice.
Table 10-IV summarizes the environmental

conditions which were simulated during the
group training program. The first column lists
the various conditions experienced while the
second gives the intensity of exposure encountered in suborbital and orbital flights. The
third column summarizes the level experienced
in training while the final column lists some of
the trainers which were used to provide this
experience. With the exception of weightlessness, all the environmental conditions were simulated during training at least to the level expected in a normal flight. Weightlessness
condition cannot be simulated within the atmosphere for more than 60 seconds; however, the
astronauts did, over several rIms, build up an
average of 40 minutes total weightlessness per
man. In general, all of the environmental familiarization experiences were of value. However, with the exception of the linear acceleration experienced on the centrifuge and effects of
suit pressurization, none of the environmental
simulations were critical, including weightlessness.
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Table 10-IV.-Flight and Trainer Environment Summary
Level in Flight
Normal

Condition

Level Experienced in Training

Simulator

Emergency
Redstone/Atlas
Weightlessness _____ ______I Redstone, 5 min
Atlas, 4Yz hI
Acceleration _____ ____ ___-I Redstone, up to llg
Atlas, up to 7g
Reduced pressure ________ _I 5 psi for from

4Yz

hI to 34 hr

Heat ___ _____ ____ _______ -I Capsule inner wall 275°, postrecovery period at 85°,35 percent humidity .
Rotation (Disorientation) __ I 10° /sec

Up to 60 sec. Average of 40
min total weightlessness .
Up to 20g ____ __ All normal Atlas and R edstone
Profiles and abort profiles up
to 16g. Average of 70 dynamic runs per man.
Up to 6 hours in pressure suit;
Pressurized
4.6 in suit.
up to 3 hours in orbit condition; launch and reentry profiles have been experienced in
at 5 psi and in pressurized
suit.
Heat pulse up to 260° with normal recovery period.

!

Tumbling ____ __ _________ _ None
High Levels CO 2 _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ Below 0.04 percent

Up to 3.5 percent.

Noise and Vibration __ ___-I 150 db outside spacecraft,
130 db inside spacedraft,
110 db at ear

L _ . __

-

--_
.-

'- -

-

- - --

-----

--_. - -

- - - - ---_
. -

Environmental simulator Centrifuge.

Environmental simulator.

Up to 60 rpm ______ ___________ 1 ALFA trainer; Pensacola rotating room.
Up to 54 rpm ______________ ___1 MASTIF.
Slow buildup to 3.5 percent ____ Submarine environmental tank.
90 to 110 db for normal Atlas
launch period.

-------

F-IOOF, C- 131B, and C-135
aircraft.
Centrifuge.

I Centrifuge,
test s.

Langley,

Noise

r-

. _-

- - -- --

I

(3) A high level of physical conditioning
was also required. Since, to meet flying requirements, the trainees had been maintaining
themselves in good condition for a number of
years, no formal group physical training program was initiated aside from a short period
of instruction in scuba diving. Reliance was
placed on each individual to keep himself in
good physical condition and he was aided in
monitoring his conditions by frequent physical examinations and by his own observations
of his ability to perform adequately on the
centrifuge and in other types of environmental
training.
(4) A fourth requirement was the detailed
planning and practice of emergency procedures
until they could be rapidly and correctly executed. The majority of this type of training
occurred on the procedures trainer, particularly during the period just prior to the flight.
(5) A final requirement for performing effectively under stress was to maintain their
habits of altertness and their ability to react
rapidly and think effectively iri emergencies,
which they had developed during their careers
in flying. Since none of the training situations
involved any significant amount of hazard, it
was important that the astronauts have an opportunity to maintain their skills in meeting
real emergencies. As a result they were provided with aircraft so they could maintain their
flying skills (See fig. 10-1 (b) ) .
Through these five steps, knowledge of the
equipment available to their use, familiarity
with the environment, physical conditioning,
preplanning for emergencies, and the habit of
constant alertness and readiness for action, the
astronauts were provided with the basis for a
high degree of effectiveness in performing well
under the unusual environmental conditions
associated with space flight.
In considering the problems of preparing individuals for performing effectively in a realistic environment, it is interesting to note that a
number of programs, in which it was intended
to use actual hardware in real environments in
order to train the astronauts, were considered
but were not put into practice because the training value appeared to be too small to justify
the cost or safety hazards involved in their implementation. At the initiation of the Mercury
program, it had been recommended that as part

of the training program a series of balloon
flights be undertaken in which .the actual Mercury spacecraft would be carried to altitudes
of from 80,000 to 100,000 feet. The plans for
this program were carried for several months
and the requirements studied in detail. The
studies indicated that training value did not
justify the risk or the cost involved in the program. Two other programs of a similar nature
were also eliminated. One program involved
placing the actual spacecraft on the Lewis
MASTIF device for training in controlling attitude during retrofire. The MASTIF device
was inside a full-scale wind tunnel, which could
have been depressurized. Analysis also showed
that it would be very difficult to reproduce the
conditions of motion typical of space flight because of the very high inertia of the MASTIF
gimbals. A final program of the same sort was
a plan to place a flight Mercury spacecraft on
top of the Redstone launch vehicle during static
firing so that the a tronaut could experience
the actual noise and vibration typical of launch.
Once again neither the risk nor the cost appeared justified in view of th(; limited training
value. These three examples illustrate what
seems to be a basic result of the Mercury training experience. Using actual flight equipment
in simulated environments for training purposes alone generally involves too great an expense to be worthwhile. V\Then only training is
involved, mission simulators are most efficient.
On the other hand, in the Mercury program,
valuable training was achieved during the
launch checkout of the actual flight vehicle in
the pressure chamber at Cape Canaveral. In
this case, however, the simulation benefited not
only the training program but the checkout of
the flight article.
Egress and Survival Training

The astronauts were provided with several
training programs designed to prepare them to
egress successfully, survive and be recovered
under various contingency conditions. The
egress and survival programs are summarized
as follows.
Egress training, pha8e 1.-The first egress
training program was conducted in February
1960, in which the egress trainer, spacecraft no.
5, (fig. 10-1(j)) and the NASA Langley Research Center Hydrodynamic Basin no. 1 were
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1
used. Each of the astronauts. made several
egresses through the top hatch with and without the pressure suits in calm water and in artificially generated waves up to 2 feet in height.
Egress training, phase ~.-The first full-scale
ope{l water egress program was conducted in the
Gulf of Mexico near the Pensacola Naval Air
Station in March and April of 1960. This program consisted of 1 day at sea, during which
both top and side hatch egresses were accomplished, and a second day at the training tank
for water-survival technique and drill.
Egress training, phase S.-Underwater egress
was accomplished at NASA Langley Research
Center in August 1960, with the Langley Research Center Hydrodynamic Basin No.1 again
being used. Each astronaut made six egresses
while the spacecraft was submerged. Half of
these were accomplished while wearing the Mercury pressure suit.
Periodically, the astronauts were given refresher courses on proper egress and recovery
procedures through briefings and participation
in subsequent egress and recovery exercises.
In addition, each designated flight crew particiPated~' n a full-scale recovery exercise prior
to each fl ght duryng which both top and side
egress, s rvival ,equipment deployment, and
helicopte'r pickUp operations were accomplished.
Survival training, phase i.-Water survival
training was accomplished in conjunction with
most of the water-egress progra~ns and through
briefings. The first water-survival training
program was conducted at Pensacola, Florida,
in March 1960. The training consisted of several briefings, a training film, and actual practice with the use of the survival equipment in
the training tank and in the open sea during
egress and recovery operations.
Survival training, phase ~.-In JUly 1960,
the Mercury astronauts completed a 5th-day
course in desert survival at the Air Force Survival School, Stead Air Force Base, Nevada.
The course consisted of three phases: (1) 1%
days of academics oriented to survival operations in the North African or Australian desert;

(

(2) 1 day of field demonstrations covering the
utilization and care of available clothing and
spacecraft and survival equipment; and (3) 3
days of remote-site training during which the
astronauts applied the knowledge and techniques that they had learned during the briefings and demonstrations.
P reflight P reparation

Approximately 3 months prior to each flight,
the designated pilot and his backup began specific preparations for the mission. The period
of preparation was, however, somewhat variable depending upon the particular mission and
the time between missions permitted by the
flight schedules. Pilots participating in the
earlier missions had the advantage that the
training received in the group program was
fresher and that less change had occurred in
the vehicle configuration between the time of
this program and their flight. Those participating in later flights experienced a lapse of intensive trainino- from 1 to 2 years and had the
problem that the spacecraft configuration had
changed considerably in the interim, particularly as the mission length was extended. Thus,
the preflight period of training became more
and more significant. The final impression developing out of the Mercury experience was
that on a day-for-day basis preflight preparation was the most valuable period of the training program. Experience indicated that the
pilot was required to put in a 10- to 12-hour
day for at least 6 days a week during this preflight period. Astronaut Cooper's activities
during this time are shown in table 10-V.
Since there were so many demands upon the
pilot's time, a definite danger existed that important items of training would be pushed aside
or overlooked unless care was taken to plan
carefully in advance, and frequent training reviews were held to assure that all critical training items had been accomplished. During this
period there are five major preparation activities for the flight crew. The e activities have
been described previously by Astronaut Carpenter (ref. 13).
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Table 10-V-MA-9 Pilot Preflight Activities From January 1,1963 to Launch Date

i'

Date
Jan. 2 ______________
Jan. 4 to 7 __________
Jan. 10 _____________
Jan. 12 _____________
Jan. 18 and 19 ______
Jan. 2L____ __ __ ___ _
Jan.22 _____________
Jan. 23 _____________
Jan. 24____ __ ____ _ __
Jan.25 _____________
Jan. 30____ ___ ___ _ __
Jan.3L ____________
Feb. L ____________
Feb.2 _____________
Feb. 3_ _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ _
Feb. L ____________
Feb.5 _____________
Feb. 6 _____________
Feb. L ____________
Feb.8 _____________
Feb. lL _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
Feb. 12 ____________
Feb.20 ____________
Feb. 2L ~ _ _ ___ _ ___ _
Feb. 23 _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _
Mar. L ____________
Mar. 4 ____ ___ ______
Mar. 6 ___ _ ____ __ ___
Mar.8 _____________
Mar.12 ____________
Mar.13 ____________
Mar. 14 ____________
Mar. 15_ ____ __ _ ____
Mar. 19 ____________
Mar. 20 to 24 _______
Mar.24 ____________
Mar. 26 ____________
Mar.27____________
Mar. 28_ _ ____ _ ___ _ _
Mar. 29_ ___ __ __ _ __ _
Apr. 1 and 2 ________
Apr.4 _____________
Apr. 5 _ _ _ _ __ __ ___ __
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

6 _____________
7_ _ _ ___ __ ___ _ _
9_ _ _ ___ __ _ ____
10_ _ _ _________
lL _ _ __ __ ___ __
15 _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _
16 _ _ _ __ ___ ____

Day

Activities

Wed _______________ Altitude Chamber Systems Test Review, blood-pressure
checkout in altitude chamber, flying (TF-102A)
Fri. to Tues ________ Altitude Chamber Systems Test
Thurs ______________ Flight-plan review, flying (TF-I02A)
Sat ________________ TV systems test, flying (TF-102A)
Fri. and Sat ________ Morehead Planetarium (celestial review)
Mon__ ____ ___ ____ _ _ Weight and balance
Tues _______________ Systems briefings (ASCS and RCS)
Wed _______________ Systems briefings (communications and sequential)
Thurs___ __ _ __ _ ____ _ Flight-plan and experiments review
FrL _____________ __ Systems briefings (electrical and ECS)
Wed_ __ _ __ ___ __ _ _ __ Flying (F-I02A)
Thurs ______________ Flying (T-33A)
FrL _______________ Launch vehicle rollout inspection
Sat ________________ Flying (T-33A)
Sun_____ _ ___ ___ __ __ Flying (T-33A)
Mon _______________ Experiments status review
Tues _______________ Flight-plan review
Wed _______________ Couch fitting
Thurs ______________ Flying (T-33A)
FrL _______________ Observation of flashing beacon on T-33A
Mon__ _ __ __ _ _______ Flight-plan briefing to Deputy Director for Mission Requirements
Tues _______________ Flying (F-I02A)
Wed _______________ Flying (F-I02A), flight-food testing
Thurs___ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ Experiments briefings
SaL _____ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ Flying (T-33A)
FrL __ _____________ TV systems test
Mon _______________ Communication systems radiation test
Wed__ __ _ ____ _ _____ Weight and balance
FrL _______________ Flying (F-102A)
Tues _______________ Couch fitting
Wed _______________ Flying (T-33A, F-I02A)
Thurs ______________ Communication systems radiation test
FrL _ _ __ ___ _ __ _ _ __ _ Communication systems radiation test, Mercury Procedures
Trainer
Tues _______________ Darkness and egress test
Wed. to Sun ________ Simulated flight (Hangar)
Sun ________________ Flying (F-I02A)
Tues _______________ Flying (T-33A)
Wed _______________ Flying (T-33A), Mercury Procedures Trainer
Thurs___ _ __ ____ __ __ Flying (T-33A), Centrifuge-acceleration refamiliarization
FrL _ ____ ___ ___ ____ Mercury Procedures Trainer
Mon. and Tues ______ Mercury Procedures Trainer
Thurs ______________ DOD- NASA MA-9 Review, Prepad ReS test
FrL _ ____ ____ __ __ __ Mercury Procedures Trainer, flying (TF-102A), Morehead
Planetarium (Celestial review)
Sat ________________ Morehead Planetarium (Celestial review)
Sun______ ____ _____ _ Flying (F-I02A)
Tues___ ___ __ _ __ ____ Flying (F-I02A)
Wed _______________ Egress and recovery training
Thurs___ __ __ __ ___ __ Egress and recovery training, survival pack exerciEe
Mon__ ____ __ __ _ ____ Flying (F-I02A)
Tues_ ____ __ __ _ _ ___ _ Mercury Procedures Trainer, mission and flight controller
briefing

Apr. 11- ___________ Wed _______________ Mission and flight controller briefing
Apr. 18 ____________ Thurs ______________ Alinement, weight, and balance; Mercury Procedures Trainer
Apr. 19 _ _ _ ____ __ ___ FrL _ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ _ Mercury Procedures Trainer
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Table 10-V-MA-9 Pilot Preflight Activities From January 1, 1963 to Launch Date-Continued
Day

Date

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

~ay

22 ____________.
23 ___________ _
24- __________ _
25 ___________ _
27 ___________ _
29 ___________ _
30 ___________ _
1 ____________ _
2 ____________ _
3 __________ __ _

~ay

4 ____________ _ Sat __ __________ ___ _

~ay

~ay

~ay

~ay

~ay

~ay

~ay
~ay

~ ay
~ay
~ay

~ay
~ay

~on__ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ __
Tues _____________ __
Wed _____________ __
Thurs _____________ _
Sat _____________ __ _
______________ _
Tues __ ____ ________ _
Wed ______ _______ __
Thurs _____________ _
Fri _______________ _
~on

5 ____________ _ Suu _______________ _
______________ _
6 ____________ _
7 ____________ _ Tues ______________ _
8 __ __ ________ _ Wed ______________ _
9 ____________ _ Thurs _____________ _
10 ___________ _ Fri _______________ _
11 _________ __ _ Sat _______________ _
12 ___________ _ Sun _______________ _
______________ _
13 ___________ _
14 __ _________ _ Tues __ ___ ______ ____
15 __ _________ _ Wed _________ _____ _
~on

~on

.

Activities

~ ec hanical mate
Simulated flight no. 1
Electrical mate
~ercury Procedures Trainer
~ercury Procedures Trainer
Yaw demonstration (AF Hangar)
Systems briefings (review)
Systems and operations examination
Launch simulation, ~ission Rules review
Examination questionnaire review, marked spacecraft's normal and emergency instrument limits
Launch simulation
Flying (TF- I02A)
Flight configuration sequence and aborts
Network simulation, Flight Plan Procedures training
Launch simulation and RF compatibility tests
etwork simulation
Simulated flight no . 3, flying (F- I02A)
~iss ion Status Review, flight-plan and experiments briefings
etwork simulation, physical examination
~ercury Procedures Trainer, mission review
Countdown (canceled)
Launch

Integration of the Pilot and the Spacecraft

After the spacecraft had been delivered to the
launch site, a primary opportunity was provided
for the pilot to operate the actual controls of

the spacecraft. The participation of the MA-9
pilot with the checkout activities of the spacecraft is listed in table 10-VI (a) and a summary
of the time spent in the actual spacecraft of all

Table 10-VI. -Pilot Time in Spacecraft During Hangar and Launch Oomplex
(a) MA-9 Pilot Time in Spacecraft 20
Date

Oct. 11 to 19, 1962 __________
Nov. 11, 1962____ ___ __ ___ _ __
Jan. 5, 1963_ _ _ _ ___ __ __ _ _ ___
Jan. 12 and ~ar. 1, 1963 _____
~ar. 4,14,15,1963 _________
~ar. 19, 1963___ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _
~ar. 20, 21, 22,1963 ________
April 4, 1963_ __ __ ___ _ _ __ __ __
April 18, 1963 _______________
April 23,1963 _______________
April 24, 1963____ _ _ __ __ ___ __
~ ay 3,1963 ________________
May 6,1963 ________________
May 8,1963 _____________ ___
May 10, 1963 _______________
May 14, 1963 __ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ _

Test description

Duration,
hr:min

Integrated systems tests _________________________________ _
RCS-hangar _____ : _____________________________________ _
Altitude chambeL ______________________________________ _
TV systems test ________________________________________ _
Communications systems radiation test __________ _____ ____ _
Darkness and egress ____________________________________ _
Simulated flight, hangar _________________________________ _
Prep ad RCS test _____________________________ __________ _
Alinement, weight, and balance __________ ____ ______ ____ __ _
Systems test and simulated flight no. L _____ _____ _________ _
Electrical mate __________________________________ ____ ___ _
Mark instrument normal and emergency limits _____________ _
Flight configuration sequence and abort _____ __________ ____ _
Launch simulation and RF compatibility __________________ _
Systems test and simulated flight no. 3 ____________________ _
Countdown (canceled) __________________________________ _

06:45
03:15
06:45
07:00
04:45
01 :20
12:10
00:50
04:00
04:00
04:30
00:45
03:00
05:00
03:45
06:00
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Table 10-VI.-Ooncliuded.

Systems Training

(b) Approximate Time in Flight SpacecraJt During
Preparation Periods for Each Orbital Fligllt

A second major area of activity of the astronauts during this period was in systems training
for his spacecraft. This systems training began
with one or more series of lectures by the engineers involved in the checkout of the vehicle.
Each lecture covered a specific system in great
detail, emphasizing operational techniques and
functional interrelationships. These systems
lectures were then followed by extensive practice in emergency procedures on the Mercury
procedures trainer. A problem was encountered in modifying the Mercury procedures
trainer no. 2 to keep it as close as possible to the
configuration of each spacecraft. It was, of
course, impossible to make them completely
identical. However, in general, it was possible
to alter the trainer so that as the spacecraft
systems were modified, the changed performance would be reflected to the pilot during simulations. When modifications could not be made,
it was extremely important to make the pilot
aware of the differences between the trainer's
operation and the flight operation so that he
could keep them clearly in mind.
Table 10-VII(a) summarizes the MA-9
pilot's training on Mercury Procedures Trainer
no. 2 whereas table 10-VII (b) shows the total
amount of time spent on the Mercury procedures
trainer by the pilots of the four orbital missions
during their preflight training program. Also
indicated in table 10-VII (b) are the numbers
and categories of malfunctions experienced.
These data give some indication of the amount
of time devoted to recognition and correction
of the many malfunctions which could be programed into the trainer. The relative emphasis
to be placed on emergency procedures in comparison with normal mission activities is difficult to assess. This seems to be a characteristic
which may be increasingly true in the future,
since a major function of the man may be to
correct malfunctions of the vehicle's systems.

Flight

Time, hr

MA-6
MA-7
MA-8
MA-9

25:55
45:00
31:27
73:50

Average

44:03

the orbital pilots is given in table 10-VI (b).
This activity is essential, since:
(1) An opportunity was provided to make
final adjustments of personal equipment, such
as the pressure suit, survival equipment, food
items, and check lists to satisfy the special requirements of the flight spacecraft and the
pilot.
(2) These tests provided an opportunity to
check out the spacecraft system with the man
in the loop; thus, for example, the adequacy of
the environmental control system was checked
with the pressure drop resulting from the pilot
in his suit.
(3) The pilot became familiar with the
specific configuration and performance of his
spacecraft. The settings for the cooling system or the feel characteristics of the control
systems vary slightly from spacecraft to spacecraft, and the pilot had an opportunity to become familiar with these features of the vehicle
he would fly.
(4) The pilot had an opportunity to gain
further familiarity with the prelaunch checkout procedures on the launch pad. During this
time, he learned his role in the countdown and
became familiar with the instrument indications and the lights and sounds that accompany
the various tests as the vehicle is readied for
flight.
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Table 10- VII.-Summary oj Time Spent on MPT N o. 2 During Preflight Preparation Period
(a) M A-9 Pilot

Date, 1963

Typ e of training

Mar . 15 _____
Mar . 27 __ __ _
Mar . 29__ _ __
Apr . L _____
Apr.2 ______
Apr.5 ______
Apr. 18 _____
Apr. 19 _____
Apr. 25 _ _ _ __
Apr. 27 _ _ _ _ _
May 2 _ __ ___
May 4 ______
May L __ ___

Flight checklist review __________________ _
Attitude control practice ________________ _
Simulated systems failures ______________ _
Simulated systems failures ______________ _
Simulated systems failures _____________ __
Simulated syst ems failures ______________ _
Simulated systems failures ____ __________ _
Simulat ed systems failures _____________ __
Flight-plan a ctivities ___________________ _
Sim ulat ed systems failures ______________ _
MCC-BDA simulation ______________ ___ _
MCC-BDA simulation _________________ _
Network simulation and flight-plan activities.
May 9 ______ 1 Network simulation ___ __ _______________ _
May 12 _____ Network simulation ____________ ________ _
May 13 _ _ ___ Simulated systems fail ures ______________ _

Time,
hr:min

Number a nd type of simulated missions
Number
ofsimu-I ____.-___,-___-,_ __ -,_ _ _-,_ _ ___
Special
training
lated
activities (0)
misSequen- \ Elec- \ ComECS I R CS I tial
trical munica- I Other
sions
tions

I

02:15
0-1 :45
02:30
02:30
02:00
01:30
02:15
03:45
02:00
01:30
01:30
01 :30
05:00

4
1

01:00
01:00
01 :30

2
1
5

TotaL __________________________________________ I 33:30

52

• The column numbers refcr to thc following activities:
I-Normal launches and recntries
2-L aunch aborts

8
5
3

3
2

2

2
2
1
1

4

6
2
3
2
2
2

2
--------

2
--------

1
1
1

4
5
5
2
4
4

3
2
1
4
3

1

1
1

-------- ------- -

1

--------

--------

1
1
1

2
1

2

1
1

1

--------

1
1

1
1

--- __ -- _1 _ - - - - - --1- - - -- -- -1- -- - - - - - 1- - - -- - --1- -- - - - - - I

1

13

1

3

1

8

32

17

3-0 rbital and reentry emcrgencies
4-Retrofire Or reen try attitude controi
5-Fllght-plan activities

-----

--- ---

---_._---

1

5

6

1, 3, 4
1, 4
1,2,3,4

1, 2, 3
2, 3
2,3
1,2,3
2,3,5
1,4
1,2, 3
2,3
2,3
1,4,5
1
1
1,2, 3

Table 10-V ll.-Ooncluded
(b) Four Orbital Pilots

Flight

MA-6
MA-7
MA-8
MA-9
Average

Number of
Missions

80
73
37
52
60

Number and type of failures

Total Hours
on MPT
no. 2

ECS

RCS

59:45
70:40
29:15
33:30
48:35

30
24
10
13
19

24

Flight Plan Development and Training

The pilot also participated in the development and practice of a mission flight plan,
which varied considerably in each mission.
(See paper 1'7.) The astronaut participated in
this process to help insure that he adequately
understood the requirements and that the
specific procedures could be carried out without
compromising other mission requirements. The
flight plan activities were tried out in the Mercury procedures trainer to determine the best
procedures and equipment configurations.
Since it was highly desirable to give the pilot
ample opportunity to practice the flight plan
and to get experience with the experimental
equipment prior to the flight, it was essential
to finalize the flight plan and have the experimental equipment ready well ahead of the
launch date.
In addition to the practice of the specific mission activities in the Mercury procedures
trainer, a number of special refresher training
activities were conducted. Normally, each of
the flight crews received a short refresher
training program on the centrifuge. In this
program no attempt was made to provide a complete simulation of the Mercury instrument
panel or control t.c'tsks. The pilots normally
experienced from six to eight launch or reentry
profiles in the centrifuge to help refresh them in
their breathing and straining techniques.
The flight crews also normally received a
planetarium indoctrination (fig. 10-1 (h) ) to
help them review the celestial sphere as seen
from orbit. Since these programs were held
close to the flight date, it was normally possible
to simulate the appearance of the sky on the

11

5
8
12

Sequential Electrical

57
43
22
32
38

35
26
15
17
23

Communication

Other

11

25
32
11
6
18

7
5
5
7

actual day of the launch and to simulate some
of the special astronomical phenomena to be
observed during the flight.
Combined Astronaut-Flight Controller Training

A fourth area of training conducted during
the preflight period was the combined training
of the astronaut with the flight control groups.
For this training the Mercury procedures
trainer no. 2 was tied into the Mercury Control
Center's simulation equipment so that the astronaut could communicate directly with the flight
controllers and the vehicle parameters from the
Mercury procedures trainer no. 2 would be displayed to the flight controller in the same form
as the vehicle data during the flight. Two
types of training runs were made. The first
was the launch-emergency training sessions in
which only the launch portion of the mission
was simulated. Various types of emergencies
were simulated, some affected the astronaut but
most involved information displayed to the controllers. During this time the astronaut and
the ground flight controllers had an opportunity to become familiar with each other's procedures and to refine the launch communications
and emergency procedures. Following each
run, a debriefing session would be held to critique the run and to modify any procedures
which did not appear adequate.
Following the launch abort simulations, network simulations were run with the flight controllers. On these simulations the pilot,
through the hardline, could be in direct communication not only with the launch control
center but with the other flight-control
sites in the United States and Australia. In
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these simulations the pilot would frequently
take part, thereby providing some of the stations with an opportunity to become familiar
with his particular voice and communication
patterns. This was particularly significant for
the medical monitors since they made use of
voice communications as one of their major
monitoring aids. While these sessions were
highly valuable for the flight controller, they
were less valuable for the astronaut since much
of his time would be spent with the spacecraft
in the orbital configuration with little or no opportunity to practice emergency procedures.
As a result, the astronaut frequently went
through a launch and perhaps one-orbital pass
with the network simulation and then spent
the rest of his time in the simulator, carrying
out emergency procedures and other special
activities in which he particularly needed
practice.
Medical and Physical Preparation

A final area of activity during this preflight
period was in the medical and physical preparation of the astronaut. During this period, the
final physical examinations, establishing the
fitness of the pilot for the flight, were given and
the majority of the baseline data with which
the in flight results would be correlated was collected. It was also during this period that the
astronaut was placed on a special diet in order
to prevent possible solid waste problem during
the flight. Medical preparations for the flight
are described in greater detail in paper 11.
During this preflight period each of the astronauts intensified their physical fitness program, bringing it to a peak shortly before the
launch date. This physical activity was important not only in insuring a high level of fitness
at the time of launch but it also served the purpose of giving the pilot an opportunity to relax
from the pressing technical problems which occupied the majority of his day. Overall, the
problem of maintaining good physical fitness
and avoiding excessive fatigue during this period was a serious one.
Concern was expressed in some quarters that
the repeated delays which often occurred in the
launch date would produce anxiety in the pilot
or result in a letdown in profficiency due to
"over training" or loss of motivation. No such
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effects were noted with any of the pilots. Astronaut Glenn experienced the longest delay following a launch attempt (30 days) with no undesirable effects either by his own account (ref.
14) or as indicated by his trainer performance.
His performance on the retrofire control task
for the month before and after the postponement of his flight is shown in figure 10-4. As
o Error

scores

In

degrees - each pOint

represents the 30xis summed maximum

attitude errors. Averaged over 5 or more
retrofire scores.
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can be seen there is no evidence of decrement in
performance following the postponed launch.
Training Evaluation

The inflight performance of the pilot provides
the best indication of the adequacy of the astronaut training program. Further verification
was provided by comparing performance of
specific maneuvers during flight with those on
the trainers, and by having the pilots' comment
on the value of the various training devices.
In those cases where specific flight maneuvers
were practiced on the procedures trainer, comparisons can be made between the attitudes held
in the trainer and those maintained in flight.
This has been done in all previous flight reports
in the sections on pilot performance (refs. 15 to
19). However, the numoor of these comparisons is limited since many periods of manual
maneuvering could not be compared with
ground data because the specific maneuver carried out during flight was not practiced under
controlled conditions or because the maneuver
involved attitudes outside the limits of the autopilot sensing system, in which case, attitude data
would not be available from the gyro indicators.
A great deal of evaluative material was obtained from the astronauts during the debrief-

ings following each mission. In general, the
astronauts reported that while weightlessness
was generally pleasant, there was a short period
during the flight when they felt that they needed
some time to adapt to both the weightless
experience and to the novel view through the
spacecraft window. (See paper 20.) Both of
these features of the space flight were inadequately simulated during the training periods
since the weightless condition could not be simulated for more than a minute and, until late in
the program, there was no dynamic simulation
of the view through the Mercury spacecraft
window. This adaptation period, to the orbital
flight condition, might have been reduced had it
been possible to have a simulation of the external view and more prolonged weightless experience. In any case, this small adaptation period
was not a serious problem for any of the
astronauts.
The pilots were unanimous in indicating the
importance of their participation in the checkout of the spacecraft during the period just
prior to the flight. Many of them felt that this
was the most valuable single portion of the
training program. All of the pilots felt that
the procedures trainer was the single, most useful training device. However, there were variations among them in the opinions of the
amount of time required on the trainer prior
to the flight. There was also general agreement that the centrifuge was the most critical
environmental simulation device and that a
short refamiliarization experience on the centrifuge prior to the flight was highly desirable.
The Mercury flight program was too limited
to evaluate in detail all the many training devices and programs which were used in the
astronaut training program. However, the best
estimate of the authors as to the relative utility
of the various trainers and programs are indicated in Table 10-1 in the last column. In
considering these ratings, the reader should note
that they apply to programs with the special
features of the Mercury training program listed
in the introduction to this section. In addition
to these ratings, the following genera:l conclusions appear warranted:
(1) The devices and programs used in the
Mercury astronaut training program were adequate to provide transition training for skilled
pilots to the operation of a spacecraft.

(2) The program could have been shortened
and made more efficient had adequate training
facilities been available at the initiation of
training and in one location.
(3) The most important environmental factors requiring simulation during the training
were linear acceleration and the reduced mobility produced by the pressurized suit.
(4) Other environmental simulations were
desirable but not critical to adequate flight preparation. This conclusion includes the weightless' experience. However, it should be noted
that training in weightlessness was relatively
unimportant in the Mercury program because
the astronaut was unable to move from the seat.
(5) Simulations involving actual flight hardware in realistic environments were studied and
generally found to involve more cost and risk
than could be justified by their training value,
unless they were required for vehicle checkouts.
(6) Experience in the actual vehicle to be
flown prior to the flight is a highly essential feature of the preflight preparation and is an
exception to the foregoing generalization.
(7) Flight plans and all experimental and
other movable equipment items which will be
used within the spacecraft must be available
and finalized well in advance of the launch date
in order to permit adequate time for training
in their use.
(8) A fixed-based simulator with dynamic
displays is generally adequate for orbital flight
training since angular and linear acceleration
cues are relatively insignificant in the weightless condition. However, in certain cases
m6tion may simplify the simulation problem.
(9) Two simulators are necessary in order to
support both the general group training program at the central site and the preflight preparation program at the launch site.
(10) External view simulation on the fullmission simulator is essential since much of the
orbital maneuvering will be done with the external view used as a reference.
(11) Integrated flight crew-flight controller
training is essential to refine mission rules and
communication procedures.
(12) Flexibility in the design of all trainer
systems is essential in order to permit modification to fit the particular configuration of each
:!light vehicle.
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Summary

The lessons learned from the operational
medical program conducted in Project Mercury
are discussed in this paper.
The objectives of the medical portion of the
crew selection program ,,-ere met, and detailed
physical examinations on even select test pilot
groups have found rejectable defects. Stresstesting has been made part of a selection-indepth training program.
Medical training given to the astronauts has
been of great value during inflight monitoring
and discussion of medical problems.
Medical maintenance has included routine
medical care, and annual and special physical
examinations. Close association of the flight
surgeon and the astronaut in training has produced an excellent preventive medicine practice. The flight crew surgeon is best fitted to
determine the astronaut's readiness for flight,
but a specialist team conducts the examination
for baseline data to compare with postflight
data. Preflight examinations were conducted
before each checkout procedure and more formally at 10 days and 3 days before flight, and
on flight morning. Longer missions with Pacific recovery caused modification of the postflight examinations. The importance of practice runs of most of the medical procedures
was sho,,"n and a medica] countdown was developed and integrated with the Mercury Control Center (MeC) and blockhouse countdown.
Complete isolation of the crew is impractical
and has depended on a reduction of stronger
contacts in the immediate preflight period.
Drugs " 'ere pro,-ided in injectors, and. pills
were available in flight and in the survival kit.
The only drug used was the dextro-amphetamine sulfate on the MA~9 mission . The astronaut must always be pre-tested to any drug he
may use. Scheduling of rest, activities, and ex-

ercise periods is necessary. A method of obtaining separate urine samples was successfully
used. Dietary control of defecation was successful. Inflight food and water ingestion must
be scheduled.
Medical monitoring was performed for flightsafety reasons and for aiding the surgeons in
making go-no-go recommendations to the operations director. The value of range flight
simulations and of the medical flight controller
has been shoml. Parameters monitored included body temperature, respiration, electrocardiogram, blood pressure, and voice. The
comparison and correlation of readings with
environmental data are stressed. Correlation
of inflight events and physiological responses is
very meaningful. The space-flight environment, while expo ing men to numerous stresses,
has produced no unmanageable physiological
overload. Postflight orthostatic hypotension
has been noted for a period of several hours.
Recovery operations have been modified from
taking medical care to the astronaut to taking
the astronaut to medical care. The support has
been trimmed to require fewer highly trained
personnel to "wait it out" at the launch site.
Project Mercury gave the opportunity to define more closely the medical problem areas as
the future is anticipated with great expectations and confidence in man's ability to adapt
to and conquer this new frontier.
Introduction

The development of an operational medical
program for Project Mercury posed a challenge
to the national aerospace medical community
in line with that which the orbiting of man
posed to the national engineering community.
The purpose of this paper is to review briefly
and necessarily incompletely the medical operations and findings from all our manned space
flights and to emphasize the knowledge ac-
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qui red which may be applied to future programs. Details of the operational procedures
and findings are documented in the several reports of the Mercury missions (refs. 1 to 12).
The nature of the challenge called for the
development of some ground rules applicable to
the medical aspects. It was determined that:
(1) The simplest and most reliable approach
should be used.
(2) Off-'the-shelf items and existing technology should be used wherever possible.
(3) Man was being thrust into a truly unknown environment, and his reactions to this
environment were relatively unknown.
(4) A direct approach would be taken to the
problem areas, and attempts would be made
to provide the best protection and monitoring
capable within the operational constraints of
the mission.
Many lessons have been learned from this
first experience of the free world with manned
space-flight operations. The responsible medical community had honestly attempted to evaluate potential problems based upon knowledge
at that tim,e. In doing this, several possible
problems were raised which, it appears, this program has answered to some degree. Weight1essness is a good example of the many barriers
to man's entry into space which were raised
prior to this program. Some of the dire physiological effects predicted as a result from exposure to this condition and therefore to be
limiting to space flight were anorexia, nausea,
disorientation, sleepiness, sleeplessness, fatigue,
restlessness, euphoria, hallucinations, decreased
g-tolerance, gastrointestinal disturbance, urinary retention, diuresis, muscular incoordination, muscle atrophy, and demineralization of
bones. It will be seen that few of these remain
of concern. Another area in which there were
predictions of undesirable effects is in the psychological response to the isolation of space.
The astronauts to date have not been isolated in
space and have generally complained of too
much earth contact. There has been no evidence of any breakoff phenomenon or aberrent
psychological reaction of any sort. Thus, while
no serious problems have developed, more information is needed on increased time periods in
space and the conclusions of the present paper
can only be based upon the duration of flights
thus far flown. Each mission has been used as
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a means of evaluating the next step into space,
and it is believed that the six maImed missions
in this program have laid the groundwork for
future programs. Project Mercury gave the
opportunity to define more closely the medical
problem areas, and the future is anticipated
with great expectations and confidence in man's
ability to adapt to and conquer this new
frontier.
Crew Selection and T raining

The medical portion of the selection program
had as its objectives the provision of crew members who (1) would be free of intrinsic medical
defects at the time of selection, (2) would have
a reasonable assurance of freedom from such defects for the predicted duration of the flight
program, (3) would be capable of accepting
the predictable psycho-physiologic stress of the
missions, and (4) would be able to perform
those tasks critical to the safety of the mission
and the crew. The selection board found themselves viewing already trained test pilots some·
what in the same manner as cadets entering a
training program are viewed. Small numbers
were selected, leaving little excess for attrition.
In view of these objectives, the group was culled
by records review, interview, and testing until
a final group was given a rigorous medical
examination at the Lovelace Clinic in Albuquerque, New Mexico. This examination was
followed by a stress-testing program at WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The results
of these examinations were reviewed by the participating physicians, and the candidates were
given a medical rank order. This rank order
was then presented to a board which selected the
original seven astronauts. In retrospect, it can
be said that the results of this program were
adequate in view of the fact that the assigned
astronauts have successfully completed their
flight missions. This early program has been
of assistance in the development of current selection program. The stress-testing in the
initial selection efforts has been deleted since it
was found to be of little value in a group who
had already been very thoroughly stress-tested
by virtue of their test-pilot background.
Stress-testing has become a part of the training
program with a selection in depth carried on
during the training. Thus, each exposure is
mission-oriented and further is an additional

selection test as well as providing baseline
medical information. In the current programs,
this technique is being used; and the astronauts
understand that they are continually undergoing selection and that there may be attrition.
The premise that detailed physical examinations given to groups as select as test pilots will
show up many physical defects which would
interfere with a reasonable prediction of career
length in the manned space-flight program has
been confirmed in this program.
The training program has included a series
of lectures on the anatomy and function of the
human body, and the series has proven to he of
great value during inflight monitoring and discussion of potential medical problems. Every
attempt has been made to use engineering
analogies where possible and to impress the
flight crews with the fact that the human
organism and its many systems must be monitored as thoroughly as many of the engineering
systems if mission success is to be assured.
There has been no formal physical training program 'but each astronaut has been charged with
maintaining his fitness through programed
exercise of his choice. A wide variety has boon
used -by the group. Medical advice was offered
and the importance of regular training periods
was stressed during the preflight preparation
period. A plateau should be reached and, although no specific level is specified, it is believed
the astronaut is better prepared to withstand
the flight stresses if he maintains a sta,te of
physical fitness.
Medical Maintenance and Preflight
Preparation

The medical maintenance during this program consisted of the routine medical care
similar to that provided specialized groups of
aircraft pilots, annual physical examinations,
and special physical examinations performed
before procedures such as altitude-chamber
runs, pressure-suit indoctrinations, and centrifuge runs. The flight schedule with its necessary preflight spacecraft checkout procedures,
simulated flights, and launches, frequently exposed each flight crew member to several physical examinations within a given year. An
attempt was made to make these physical examinations serve several purposes such as
qualifying the individual for his annual physi-

cal, being ready to participate in a given procedure, and collecting baseline data. A close
and frequent contact between flight crews and
flight surgeons, with the flight surgeons monitoring participation in all stress exposures and
training exercises, proved to be extremely valuable preparation for the flight mission. This
close association also provided excellent preventive medicine practice among the flight crews.
It is thought that the flight crews have certainly had no more illness than what would he
expected in a routine pilot population; and the
general feeling is that there was probably much
less.
The preflight physical examinations "ere to
serve two basic purposes. First, they should
allow the flight surgeon to state that the astronaut was qualified and ready for flight. Second,
they should provide a baseline for any possible
changes resulting from exposure to the spaceflight environment. The flight crew surgeon
appears best qualified to determine whether the
astronaut is medically ready for flight. Early
in the program, the search for unexpected
changes in body systems as a result of exposure
to space flight dictated specialty examinations
of various body systems. A team was assembled
from the Department of Defense and included
specialists in internal medicine, ophthalmology,
neurology, psychiatry, and laboratory medicine.
The same specialties have continued to be represented, but certain items of the examinations
have been modified as knowledge of the lack
of serious effects of flight on the astronaut was
gained. Prior to the selection of a flight astronaut for a given mission, the medical records
of those being considered are reviewed in detail
and a medical recommendation given to the
operation director. Following experience on
the early missions, it was determined that a
thorough evaluation of the flight astronaut
would be made 10 days prior to the scheduled
mission to assure management and the flight
director that the astronaut was indeed ready
for the mission. This examination included a
medical evaluation of both the flight astronaut
and his backup. Three days prior to the mission, the detailed physical examination was
completed by the various medical specialists
and the necessary laboratory work was accomplished. On flight morning, following a brief
medical examination, a final determination was
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made as to the readiness of the astronaut for
flight. This examination was principally concerned with noting any recent contraindications
to flight which may have developed. While
early in the program other specialists participated in this examination, on tIl(' last two missions, the participation was reduced to that by
the flight crew surgeon.
The postflight medical examinations were
initially made by the Department of Defense
recovery physicians stationed aboard the recovery vessel. On the early mission, the astronaut was then flown to Grand Turk Island and
was joined there by the team of medical specialists who had made the preflight examination
and by the flight crew surgeon. As the flights
became longer and recovery was accomplished
in the Pacific Ocean, the plan was changed and
one of the NASA flight surgeons was predeployed aboard the recovery carrier to do the
initial postflight examination and debriefing.
On the MA-8 mission, the Director of Medical
Operations and the medical evaluation team
deployed to the Pacific recovery site several
hours after recovery, and this was not only a
tiring experience, but necessitated that a great
deal of the examination and debriefing be done
prior to their arrival. The detailed postflight
specialty examination was then conducted at
Cape Canaveral when the astronaut returned
from the recovery site. In some instances, this
practice required the teaching of special techniques to the flight surgeon in order that early
information could be obtained. Project Mercury has been most fortunate in having rapid
postflight recovery and examination of the
flight astronauts, allowing excellent comparison
of postflight with preflight data. It would
seem from our experience that the retention of
any specialty examination team at a mainland
launching or debriefing site would be the preferable plan of action.
Early in the preflight preparations, it was
determined that there was a need for many
practice runs of various procedures. These
runs were accomplished by doing the actual
flight-type preparation for centrifuge runs,
spacecraft checkout runs in the chamber at
Hanger S, ~mulated flights and launches, and
procedures trainer exercises. The MercnryRedstone suborbital flights were also extremely
helpful in preparation for orbital flight. A
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medical countdown was -developed with specific
timing of the various events and coordination
with the blockhouse and range countdown . I n
order to have no delay in the scheduled launch,
a great dea,] of practice in this countdown was
necessary. It has continued to pay dividends in
the later missions. Backup personnel in the
various medical areas are needed just as backups are needed for the various pieces of equipment. Experience has allowed the number of
backup personnel to be kept to an absolute
mlmmum.
Prior to the first launch, consideration was
given to the necessity for isolating the flight
crew in order to prevent the development of
some communicable disease immediately prior
to or during flight. It soon became evident,
however, that such isolation was impractical in
view of the numerous requirements upon the
flight crew during the 2 weeks prior to launch.
Many activities required the presence and participation of the astronaut, and the isolation
was reduced to attempts to curtail the n umber
of contacts with strangers. As the missions get
longer and longer, the situation may have to
be re-evaluated since the mission could last
longer than the incubation period of some diseases. No difficulty was encountered during the
Mercury program with the U'Se of only a very
modified isolation plan.
One of the basic ooncepts developed stated
that there would be no drugs used as routine
measures, but that drugs would be made available for emergency use. Inj ectors were made
available which could deliver their contents
through the pressure suit into the astronaut's
thigh. During the first four missions, the
drugs available in the injectors included an
anodyne, an antimotion sickness drug, a stimulant, and a vasoconstrictor for treatment of
shock. In the later missions, this was reduced
to the antimotion sickness drug and an anodyne,
available both on the suit and in the survival
kit. An evaluation of the longer mission programed for MA-9 led to the decision to make
available tablets of dextro-amphetamine sulfate,
both in the suit and in the survival kit. Antimotion sickness and antihistamine tablets were
also made available. The astronaut's mental
and physical integrity were never in doubt during the mission. As the time for retrofire
approached, a review of the mission tasks made

it evident that the astronaut had undergone a
long and rigorous work schedule from which he
might be expected to experience considerable
fatigue, even assuming ideal environmental conditions and full benefit from restful sleep. As
has been reported, medication was used for the
first time during flight when the dextro-amphetamine sulfate was taken pI:ior to the initiation
of retrosequence. Such drugs should be available and plans must be made for their availability both during flight and postflight in the survival kit. The astronaut must always be pretested for effect of the drugs which will be used.
Experience has shown that care must be taken
to prevent astronaut fatigue during the final
preflight preparations as well as postflight.
Many individuals have matters of importance
which must be decided by the astronaut during
the final week of preparation; and as launch
day grows closer, the demands on the astronaut's
time increase. Careful scheduling of rest, activities, and exercise periods are needed; and
much more attention must be paid to this
scheduling in future missions. Since the effects
of these variables were unknown, it was the
flight surgeon's decision to administer 5 mg of
dextro-amphetamine sulfate to the astronaut
in order to increase the probability of peak performance during reentry. Experience has
shown that 48 to 72 hours is a minimum time
for a postflight rest and relaxation following a
34-hour mission. Seventy-two hours should be
a minimum for future missions.
Early missions required only simple provisions for the collection of urine and blood
samples. The short-mission durations made it
entirely feasible to collect all the voided urine
in a single container within the suit and to
recover it after astronaut recovery. As mission
duration increased, this became an unworkable
procedure; and further, there was a desire to
obtain separate urine samples for analysis. The
last mission utiiized a system for collecting five
separate and complete urine samples for later
evaluation. This system worked properly but
will require modification for future missions.
No blood samples have been obtained during
flight. Every attempt has been made to combine the various blood requirements in order
to require as few vena punctures as possible
both preflight and postflight.

l. ____ _

Early in the preparation period, a medical
flight plan is developed and integrated \vith
the overall mission flight plan. A good deal
has been learned about realistic sampling in
light of flight plan and in utilizing normal
operational activities and reports as means of
medical evaluation.
Dietary control has been utilized for approximately 1 week prior to each mission. The first
several days were used to assure a normal balanced diet during the rather hectic preflight
preparations. In order to prevent defecation
during the mission, the low-residue diet was
programed for 3 days prior to launch, and the
time extended if the launch was delayed. This
diet performed its task very satisfactorily during the entire Mercury program; still, indications are that any more prolonged period would
seem unwise. The inflight food has consisted
of the bite-size and semi-liquid tube food on the
early missions. On the last mission, the freezedehydrated food was added. Problems with
crumbling have been encountered with the bitesize food, and difficulty in hydrating the freezedehydrated food was encountered on the last
mlSSIOn. The assurance of palatable food is
necessary, and proper containers and practice
in their use appear indicated. It also appea,rs
necessary to schedule food and water intake on
the flight plan and to check to see that it has
been properly accomplished.
Medical Monitoring

The Mercury program provided the free
world with the first opoprtunity for full-time
monitoring of man in the space-flight environment. At the start of this program, the continuous monitoring of physiological data from
a pilot conducting a mission was a very recent
concept. At the time, there were no off-theshelf items available to allow continuous and
reliable physiological monitoring. It was decided to attempt to monitor body temperature,
chest movement, and heart action (ECG).
Standards required that the sensors and equipment be comfortable, reliable, compatible with
other spacecraft systems, and would not interfere with the pilot's primary mission.
It should be realized that the biomedical sensors are used as a means of flight-safety monitoring. The primary purpose is to assist the
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monitoring flight surgeon in determining
whether the astronaut is capable of continuing
the mission from a physiological point of view.
The information is used as a basis for making
go-no-go decisions in the control center. No attempt has been made under the current operational conditions to perform detailed system
evaluation or analysis.
A great deal of experience in medical flight
control of an orbiting astronaut was obtained
through the use of the many range simulations
and the several actual flights. The participation in simulations and in flights prior to those
which were manned proved to be extremely valuable training exercises for the actual missions.
The'medical flight controller has indeed shown
himself to be a valuable member of the flightcontrol team. The development of mission
rules to aid in flight control was necessary in
the medical area just as in the many engineermg areas. It is difficult to establish definite
number-value cut-offs for various medical parameters, but this was done early in the program. Gradually, these rules were made less
specific so that the evaluation and judgment of
the medical flight controller were the prime determinants in making a decision. The condition
of the astronaut as determined by voice and interrogation rather than physical parameters
alone became a key factor in the aeromedical
advice to continue or terminate the mission.
This is as it should be and follows the lessons
which were learned in general medicine wherein
numerical laboratory values are not necessarily
the final answer. Trend information as shown
by at least three stations was shown more reliable than single values. In developing the
flight-control philosophy prior to the first
manned flight, it was thought that it would be
necessary for the flight surgeon to talk directly
to the astronaut very frequently in order to
evaluate his physiological state. As operational experience was gained, it became obvious
that this was not the case. Information inquiries were passed easily and smoothly through
the spacecraft communicator with the flight
surgeon retaining the privilege of talking directly should the need arise. It was also
thought early in the program that the occurrence of most any medical emergency in flight
would require an early or even a contingency
landing. Again, as operational experience was

gained with the range and with the planned
recovery operation, it was determined that the
best philosophy was one which held that the
astronaut was in a very fast, air-conditioned
ambulance on 100-percent oxygen and in most
instances it would be better to return him in
the spacecraft to a planned recovery area rather
than to abort the flight in a contingency area
where it might take hours or days to recover
him.
The physiological parameters monitored and
the sensor changes and problems may be summarized in the following manner. Body temperature was monitored in all missions through
MA-9 with a rectal thermistor. Rectal temperature was found to be the most reliable
measurement. The long duration of the last
flight and a desire for more comfort resulted in
this thermistor being modified for oral use.
The range of the thermistor was also changed,
so that when it was in the stowed position on the
right ear muff it would record suit-outlet temperature. It worked very satisfactorily irr this
manner.
Respiration was at first measured by an indirect method by using a linear potentiometer
and carbon-impregnated rubber. This method
was changed early in the program to a thermistor kept at 200 0 F and placed on the microphone
pedestal in the helmet. Neither of these
methods gave reliable respiration traces during
flight, and a change was made to the impedance
pneumograph for the last two missions. This
device gave very accurate respiration information during most of the flight.
Electrocardiographic electrodes were of a low
impedance to match the spacecraft amplifier.
They were required to record during body
movemep.ts and to stay effective during flight
durations of over 30 hours. These electrodes
functioned well and gave very good information on cardiac rate and rhythm. The value of
having two leads of electrocardiograph, even
though they differed from the standard clinical
leads, was repeatedly shown. This allowed
easier determination of artifacts and was most
helpful in determining the valid sounds on the
blood-pressure trace by comparison with the remaining ECG lead. The electrode paste was
changed from 30-percent calcium chloride in
water mixed with bentonite to a combination of
carboxy polymethylene in Ringer's solution.
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The ten times isotonic Ringer solution not only
retained the necessary conductivity and low impedance required, but also afforded decreased
skin irritation after prolonged contact.
In 1958, the obtaining of blood pressures in
flight was considered and then delayed as no
satisfactory system was available. Definitive
work began about the time of the MercuryRedstone 3 (MR-3) flight, and the automatic
system which used the unidirectional microphone and cuff was developed for use in the
orbital flights. This system without the automatic feature was used on the MA-6 mission of
Astronaut Glenn_ During the MA-7 mission,
all of the inflight blood pressures obtained were
elevated, and an extensive postflight evaluation
program was undertaken. It was determined
that the cause of these elevations was most
likely instrumentation error resulting from the
necessity for very careful gain settings matched
to the individual astronaut along with the cuff
and microphone. A great deal of preflight calibration and matching of these settings was done
prior to the MA-8 flight; and on both MA-8
and the last mission, MA-9, very excellent
blood-pressure tracings were obtained.
Voice transmissions have been a very valuable source of monitoring information. The
normal flight reports and answers to queries
have been used for evaluation of the pilot. In
order to insure that the monitors were familiar
with the astronaut's voice, tapes of mission
simulations with the flight astronaut as a pilot
were dispatched to all of the range stations for
use in preflight simulations. In addition to
normal reports, verification of actual comfort
level was very valuable in determining the importance of temperature readings obtained by
way of telemetry. Inflight photography and,
on the last mission, television views of the astronaut have been planned as additional data
sources. In Mercury experience, both of these
sources have proven to be of very little value
in the medical monitoring of the astronaut because of poor positioning of cameras and varying lighting conditions resulting from the
operational situation. A full face view of the
astronaut in color on a real-time basis would be
a good monitoring tool for it would approximate the clinical face-to-face confrontation of
the patient.
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The value of the comparison of multiple
physiological parameters and their correlation
with environmental data has been repeatedly
proven. Abnormal or lost values attributed to
instrumentation difficulty have frequently been
obtained, but it has been found that interpretation of the astronaut's physiological condition
could be made by the use of the parameters remaining or the correlation of those remaining
with environmental data.
It has been interesting to note that a satisfactory amount of information on current astronaut status can be obtained with the use of
such basic vital signs or viability measures. It
is realized that the monitoring methods may be
far from ideal. They did not provide the ultimate in the measure of man's physiological
status. It would have been desirable to have
a single parameter which would tell the ground
monitor whether the nervous system of the pilot
was capable of the peak mission performance
necessary. To date, however, there is no such
single or even mUltiple measures; and an attack
must be made upon this problem from the periphery. It is believed that at present the raw
physiological data cannot be replaced by computer evaluation. The basic idea of computer
reduction has merit, and help is certainly needed
in relieving ground medical monitors of long
periods of observation. At present, however,
there appears to be no useful system to meet this
demand.
In the postflight report on the MR-3
mission (ref. 3), it was stated that "the remote
monitoring on a noninterference basis of
parameters such as temperature, respiration,
the electrocardiogram, and blood pressure in
active men fully engaged in prolonged and
exacting tasks, is a new field. Hitherto, flight
medicine has accepted the information concerning the well-being that could be derived from
the pilot's introspection and conveyed by the
invaluable voice linle For the rest it has relied
on performance to tell how close the man was to
collapse. It is to be hoped that some of the
developments in automation necessitated by
Project Mercury will find application in clinical medicine."
This hope is rapidly coming to fruition in
the light of the wide activities in medical monitoring now being carried on in everyday medicme.
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Table ii-I.-PUlse Rate8

Physiological Responses to Space Flight
One of the basic objectives of the Mercury
flights was the evaluation of man's physiological responses to exposure to this space~flig~t
environment. These responses also had ImplIcations as to his performance capability in this
environment. The stresses of this environment
to which physiological responses are elicit~d include the wearing of the full-pressure smt although not pressurized in flight, confinem~nt
and restraint in the Mercury spacecraft WIth
the legs at a 90° elevated position, the 1.00percent oxygen 5-psi atmosphere, the changmg
cabin pressure through powered flight and reentry, variation in cabin and suit temperature,
the acceleration force (g force) of launch and
reentry, varying periods of weightless flight,
vibration, dehydration, the performance required by the flight plan, the ~eed .for .sle~p and
for alertness, changes in illummatlOn mSlde the
spacecraft, and diminished food intake.
Sources of data used in evaluating these responses have included the control baseli~e dat.a
previously referred to, data from the blOmedlcal sensors received at both the Mercury Control
Center and the range stations, voice responses
at these stations and the detailed onboard tape,
the film record of the onboard tape, answers to
debriefing questions, and the detailed postflight
examination.
In considering these physiological responses,
it was found necessary to have a detailed infliO'ht event history since the peak physiological
re:ponses are closely related to ~ritic~l i.nflight
events. This meaningful relatIOnshIp IS very
well demonstrated in considering the pulse responses to the Mercury flights. The peak pulse
rates during the launch phase has usually occurred at sustainer engine cut-off. This peak
value has ranged from 96 to 162 beats per minute. The peak rates obtained on reentry have
ranged from 104 to 184 beats per minute. This
peak usually occurred immediately after obtaining peak reentry acceleration, or on drogue
parachute deployment. Pulse rates obtained
during weightless flight have varied fro~ 50
to 60 beats per minute during the sleep perwds
to 80 to 100 beats per minute during the normal
wakeful periods. (See table 11-I.) Elevated
rates during weightless flight can usually be
related to flight-plan activity. The respiratory

Mission

SECO

(Peak)

MR-3
MR-4
MA-6
MA-7
MA-8
MA-9

138
162
114
96
112
144

WeightJessness
(Range)

108
150
88
60
56
50
80

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

125
160
114
94
121
60 (sleep)
100 (awake)

Reentry
(Peak)
132
171
134
104
104
184

rates have ranged from 30 to 40 breaths per
minute at sustainer engine cut-off, from 8 to
20 breaths per minute during weightless flight,
and from 20 to 32 breaths per minute at reentry.
Changes noted in the electrocardiograms have
included alterations in the pacemaker activity
with wandering pacemakers and aberrant
rhythm including atrio-ventricular nodal beats
and rhythm, premature atrial and ventricular
contractions, sinus bradycardia, atrial rhythm,
and atrio-ventricular contraction. All of these
"abnormalities" are considered normal physiological responses when related to the dynamic
situation in which they were encountered. Inflight blood-pressure values and body-temperature readings have all been within the physiologically normal range.
The six astronauts who have flown have
shown themselves capable of normal physiological function and performance during the acceleration of launch and reentry. The launch accelerations are those imposed by the Redstone
and the Atlas launch vehicles. These impose a
peak tmnsverse acceleration load of 11g in the
case of the Redstone and 7g to 8g in the case
of the Atlas.
The vibration produced by launch or reentry
has been well tolerated in all cases.
There has been no conclusive evidence of disorientation during flight; and while. the astronaut may not have been oriented with respect
to the earth, he has always remained so with
respect to his spacecraft. The lack of earth
orientation has posed no problem whatsoever.
There has been no evidence of motion sickness
in any of the flight astronauts.
The heat loads imposed by the environmental
control system have on occasion caused discomfort but have not been limiting factors in the
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missions to date. The heat loads and decreased
water intake have resulted in postflight dehydration. It has been learned that thermal control in the environmental system is of critical
importance.
The Mercury mISSIOns were originally
planned for altitudes which would not involve
contact with the Van Allen Belt of radiation.
It was therefore believed that radiation posed
no problem in the conduct of these missions,
and this was the case until the man-made radiation belt was noted just prior to the MA-8
mISSIOn. Personal dosimeters were added within the astronaut's suit and inside the spacecraft
at this time in addition to the film packs which
had originally been carried. The results obtained from this dosimetry on the last two
flights revealed that the astronauts have received no more radiation dose than they would
have received had they been here on earth and
certainly less than that received during a chest
X-ray.
. The Mercury program has provided incremental exposures to weightless flight in order
to obtain information on which to base predictions of reactions to more prolonged exposures.
The crews have uniformly reported that the
condition is extremely pleasant and restful. In
fact, most of the crews think that it is the only
time they have been comfortable in a pressure
suit. They have conducted complex visual
motor coordination tasks proficiently in the
weightless environment. No evidence of body
system disfunction has been noted. during the
period of weightless flight through any of the
means of monitoring at our disposal. Food, in
cube, liquid, and reconstituted freeze-dried
forms, has been eaten normally. Urination has
occurred quite normally in timing and amount,
and there is no evidence of difficulty in intestinal
absorption in the weightless state. Our one experience with sleep periods has raised the question as to whether brief periods of sleep in the
weightless condition are more restful than the
same .periods in a 19 atmosphere. The MA-9
astronaut feels that they are. There is also
some question concerning the effect of such a
relaxing condition as weightlessness because a
number of unscheduled naps occurred. This
question will require further investigation on
other flights. In the missions to date, there has
been no evidence of the mobilization of calcium.

On the last two missions, some postflight
orthostatic hypotension, or changes in blood
pressure and pulse rate with change in body
position, has been noted. This postflight condition has been investigated by the use of the
tilt table during the last mission and these results confirm what was only a suspicion on the
previous mission. Symptoms of faintness occurred following egress from the spacecraft,
and the changes in blood pressure and pulse rate
were present for some 7 to 19 hours after landing. In both instances, these changes have been
present up until the astronaut retired for the
night, a time period of approximately 7 hours;
and they have always disappeared by the time
of the first check after the astronaut has a waken.
Thus, the orthostatic changes have lasted no
longer following the more prolonged flight in
the MA-9 mission than for the shorter flight;
and in both instances, blood pressure and pulse
rate have returned to normal while the astronaut was at bed rest. These findings do c.'mse
concern about prolonged exposure without some
interim steps for further evaluation of this
condition.
Recovery

The medical support of the overall Project
Mercury recovery operation had to meet two
basic requirements:
(1) The capability of providing prompt,
optimum medical care for the astronaut, if necessary, upon his retrieval from the spacecraft.
(2) The provision for early medical evaluation to be made of the astronaut's postflight
condition.
It was considered essential to establish a
medical capability for any circumstance under
which recovery could occur. The general concept was to provide the best care in the fastest
manner possible. Details of the medical recovery requirements may be found in the appropriate NASA documents (refs. 1,4,7, 10, and
12) . The original plans were necessarily based
on anticipating the direst situation expected,
and very correctly so. The extent of medical
care which could be effectively administered to
the astronaut during the recovery operation is
governed to a large degree by the physical circumstances under which recovery occurs. Consequently, the level of medical support necessary at the different recovery areas varies
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according to the potential extent to which competent medical treatment can be administered
in that area, and the most extensive medical
support is properly concentrated in those areas
where descent to earth !by the astronaut is most
probable. Access times for the various recovery areas were determined to be medically acceptable time periods to allow reasonable protection of the astronaut based upon accumulated
knowledge of human survival, need for medical
attention, and reaction to physiologic stress.
Since the recovery forces are routine operational units diverted to this operation by the
Department of Defense, it also became obvious
that the medical support must be obtained
through the cooperation of the Department of
Defense. Civilian physicians are not available
for deployment for the necessary time periods.
It will be noted that one of the basic philosophy
changes during the program involved a change
in emphasis from taking medical care to the
astronaut in the early missions to provisions for
returning the astronaut to definitive medical
care in the later missions. The medical support
was provided for three basic categories:
(1) Rapid crew egress and launch-complex
rescue capaJbility during the late countdown
and early phases of powered flight.
(2) Positive short-time recovery capability
throughout all phases of powered flight and
landing at the end of each orbital pass.
(3) Reduced capability in support of an unplanned landing along the orbital track.
In the launch-site area, this support included
a medical-specialty team consisting of a general
surgeon, an anesthesiologist, surgical technicians and nurses, a thoracic surgeon, an orthopedic surgeon, a neurosurgeon, an internist, a
radiologist, a pathologist, a urologist, a plastic
surgeon, and supporting technicians. In the
early missions, these individuals were deployed
to Cape Canaveral and were available should
the need arise for their use either at Cape
Canaveral or, in the event of a requirement for
their services in the recovery area, they could
be dispatched by aircraft. On the last two missions, it became necessary to develop a team at
TripIer Army Hospital, H awaii, to cover the
Pacific area as well as a team deployed to Cape
Canaveral to cover the Atlantic area. It became
obvious that there were large numbers of highly trained physicians who were merely waiting
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out the mission in a deployed state with an tilllikely probability that they would be utilized.
Careful evaluation of the experience and of
sound medical principles involving emergency
medical care led to the conclusion that the
specialty team could be maintained on standby
at a stateside hospital and easily flown either to
Cape Canaveral or a recovery site if their services were needed: There were surgical resuscitatives teams available at these sites. Other
launch-site support was provided by a point
team consisting of a flight surgeon and scubaequipped pararescue personnel airborne in a
helicopter. Medical technicians capable of
rendering first-aid care were also available in
LARC vehicles and in a small water jet boat
stationed on the Banana River. A surgeon and
an anesthesiologist with their supporting personnel were stationed in a blockhouse at Cape
Canaveral to serve as the first echelon of resuscitative medical care in the event of an emergency. Physicians were stationed throughout
the recovery areas aboard destroyers and aboard
one aircraft carrier in the Atlantic and one in
the Pacific. In the early missions each vessel
was assigned a surgeon, anesthesiologist, and
a medical technician team with the supporting
medical equipment chest necessary for evaluation and medical or surgical care. As confidence was gained in the operations, this distribution was modified to assigning only a
single physician, either surgeon or anesthesiologist, to the destroyer. Attempts were made
to place a surgeon on one and an anesthesiologist
on another vessel nearby. This would allow
their teaming up if necessary. The general
concept was, however, that they would provide
resuscitative care only and then evacuate the
astronaut to the carrier in their particular area.
The carrier was provided a full surgeon, anesthesiologist, technician team. Hospitals along
the orbital track were alerted for their possible
use, and some near planned landing areas were
briefed by NASA-DOD teams. These briefing
are thought to be extremely valuable aids in
assuring adequate medical support. Early in
the missions, blood was drawn from donors and
made available for transfusion at Cape Canaveral and in the recovery area. As the operation
grew wider in scope involving the Pacific, and
as more confidence was gained, dependence was
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placed upon walking blood bank donors who
were typed, and drawn blood was available only
in the launch site area.
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12. SPECIAL INFLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
By LEWIS R. FISHER, Technical Asst. to the Manager, Mercury Project Office, NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center; WILLIAM O. ARMSTRONG, Flight Crew Operations Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center;
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The Mercury spacecraft, although not designed as a vehicle for performing experiments,
was used to accomplish a program of special inflight experiments not directly related to mission
objectives. The major constraints imposed on
the experiment program by the spacecraft were
the weight and volume requirements, and the
consumables required such as attitude-control
system fuel and electrical power. The program
evolVed from an early period when no planned
experimental endeavor existed through the development and implementation of an inflight
experiments panel specifically chartered to evaluate the growing number of proposed inflight
experiments. The inflight experimental program carried out during the Mercury manned
orbital flights is outlined in this paper and the
results of these experiments are briefly presented. An analysis of the results of those experiments performed in the area of the physical
sciences is presented in paper 19.
1introduction

A major objective of the Mercury manned
space-flight program was the determination of
man's ability to function in the space environment. The Mercury spacecraft was designed
to sustain a man in space for a given period of
time and to protect him against the accelerations
and temperatures to be encountered during exit
from and reentry into the earth's atmosphere.
Because of the emphasis on the sustentation and
protection of man in space in the design stages,
practically no consideration was given to the
employment of the spacecraft as a platform
for specific inflight experiments. Astronaut
safety was the prime design consideration; and,
even in the latter stages of the Mercury Proj-

ect, this concept was not compromised by the
desire to perform experiments.
However, an inflight experiment program
was evolved in the latter stages of the Mercury
Project within the constraints imposed by the
spacecraft and operational requirements. The
experiments, in general, fall into three categories-·biomedical, physical sciences, and engineering. The biomedical experiment program
is described in paper 11 and is not covered
herein.
This paper discusses the constraints placed
on the Mercury experiment program by the
spacecraft and the operational limitations, describes the procedures which evolved for the
evaluation and implementation of experiments,
and summarizes the Mercury inflight experiment program. An analysis of those experiments in the area of space sciences is made in
paper 19.
Spacecraft Constraints
Weight

The maximum allowable weight of the Mercury spacecraft was dictated by the capability
of the Atlas launch vehicle and by the requirement to achieve an extremely high probability
of satisfactory orbital insertion. The entire 5year history of the Mercury Project has been
inarked by a constant struggle to maintain the
weight of the spacecraft within the weight
constraints. Even without the addition of inflight experiments, the spacecraft weight was
still increasing approximately 1 pound per
week at the close of the program.
After the first manned orbital mission, when
it was shown that man can function reliably
in the space environment and is a competent
technical observer, an increasing amount of
spacecraft weight was devoted to the accom-
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plishment of experiments. The battle to reduce the weight of the Mercury spacecraft had
not been won by any means; but weight devoted
to the performance of experiments was considered to be justified by the fact that Mercury
became a part of a growing national program
of scientific space exploration for peaceful
purposes.
The weight associated with experimental
equipment carried on each of the Mercury
manned orbital missions is tabulated as follows:
Mission

Weight, lb

MA-Q
MA-7
MA-8
MA-9

18
22
62

11

Volume

An observation of the Mercury spacecraft interior, particularly with the astronaut in place
and wearing his pressure suit, impresses one
with the compactness of the spacecraft and the
lack of available volume. Several worthy suggestions for experiments were rejected simply
because there was no space available to store the
equipment required for the experiment. A relatively small hand-held camera, for example,
became a major problem because of no suitable
place to stow it for launch and reentry. Although the astronauts have had available to
them a personal-effects container, this storage
space was rapidly filled with food, flight plans,
star charts, and other paraphernalia required
for the flight. Astronaut Cooper on the MA-9
mission managed to squeeze into this bag two
cameras together with associated film magazines and lenses, but he experienced a great
deal of difficulty in extracting and storing his
camera equipment. One planned experiment
could not be completed because a piece of equipment could not be taken from the container.
Operational Limitations

On the two, three-orbital-pass missions, the
short duration of these flights allowed little
time for experimental observations. In general, on such a mission, the astronaut used the
first orbital pass to acclimate himself to the
space environment and verify proper systems
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operation. The major portion of the third
orbital pass was devoted to preparations for
retrofire and reentry. Thus, only part of a continuous 90-minute period was available for the
performance of experiments. On both the
manned three-pass missions, control-system difficulties forced the astronauts to devote their
attention to flying the spacecraft. Although
the time available was limited, both Astronauts
Glenn and Carpenter were able to make observations of scientific interest. Even on the 34hour manned I-day mission (MA-9), the requirements for engineering and operational
data, astronaut rest periods, communications,
and other duties resulted in only a limited time
a vail able for experiments.
A major constraint on the selection of experiments for the Mercury spacecraft was the small
amount of control-system fuel available for experiments. At least some degree of attitude
control of the spacecraft was required for practically all of the experiments. After reserves
were first established for operational requirements, in particular the retrofire and reentry
maneuvers, the fuel available for experiments
was allocated according to priorities established
for the experiments.
Other limitations imposed by the spacecraft
consumables were requirements for electrical
power and for data-recording channels. While
these limitations were not severe, they were additional considerations in the selection of experiments.
Some types of experiments require an extremely accurate control of spacecraft attitude.
Such fine control was not designed into the
Mercury spacecraft because of weight limitations and the necessity for conserving controlsystem fuel. The automatic-control system, for
example, had a dead band of up to 11°. The
manual-control system and the attitude and rate
indications to the astronaut "ere such that the
astronaut could control the spacecraft attitude
within a deadband of approximately only 2°.
These tolerances made the spacecraft unsuitable
for certain types of experiments.
The optical qualities of the Mercury spacecraft "indow "ere limited to begin with, and
even these qualities were considerably degraded
by residue from the escape rocket which was
normally ignited when the escape tower was jettisoned just after launch-vehicle staging. Fu-

ture spacecraft will require some type of highquality optical port if precision photographic
experiments are to be conducted.
Evalution and Selection of Experiments

Prior to the MA.-6 manned orbital flight, no
formal procedures existed for the acceptance,
evaluation, and incorporation of proposed
experiments in the Mercury missions. Suggestions were made informally by organizations both within and outside of the Manned
Spacecraft Center for certain types Of observations or photography to be accomplished on the
MA-6 mission. These suggestions were made
directly to the office responsible for astronaut
training activities; and, where possible, certain
of the suggested experiments were incorporated
into the MA-6 flight plan.
With the successful accomplishment of the
MA-6 mission, the original objective of the
Mercury Project was fulfilled. It had been
proven that man could function effectively in
space and be safely recovered. With the realization that the Mercury Project was now in
a position to perform certain types of experiments of scientific value from an orbiting
spacecraft, the Mercury Project Office became
the recipient of a large number of proposals
for soch experiments. These proposals originated from divisions within the Manned
Spacecraft Center, other organizations and centers within the NASA, industry, and educational institutions. It was Soon evident that a
special organization was needed to serve as the
focal point of the effort devoted to inflight
experiments.
In April 1962, the Manned Spacecraft Center
officially established the Mercury Scientific
Experiment Panel (MSEP). This panel was
made up of representatives of the Mercury
Project Office and all technical, operational,
aeromedical, and scientifically oriented divisions of MSC. The MSEP was specifically
charged with the following responsibilities:
(1) To evaluate inflight experiments proposed for inclusion in Project Mercury missions.
(2) To propose to the manager of the Mercury Project the order of priority in which
acceptable experiments should be incorporated
into the program.

(3) To seek out and foster the generation of
suitable experiments from all available sources.
In carrying out these responsibilities, the
MSEP formed a close working relationship
with scientists in the NASA Office of Space
Sciences and the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center.
The major considerations in the ~valuation of
proposals for experiments by the MSEP were:
scientific, technical, and biomedical merit;
weight of equipment; volume and location of
equipment; attitude-control-system fuel requi red; electrical power. requirement; instrumentation requirement; effect on safety of
flight; state of readiness and qualification of
equipment and effect on spacecraft schedule;
and extent of changes required to the spacecraft.
The MSEP functioned effectively for the
MA.-7 and MA-8 missions. With the approach
of the MA-9 manned one-day mission, however,
it became increasingly evident that the scope of
the M'SEP should be enlarged to include consideration of scientific experiments for MSC's
advanced programs and to encompass a broader
background of scientific interest.
To accomplish this broadening of responsibilities, the MSEP was supplanted in October
1962 by the Manned Spacecraft Center InFlight Experiments Panel (IFEP). The
IFEP difers from the MSEP in that its membership was enlarged to include representatives
of the other two spacecraft project offices and
an ex-officio member from the NASA Office of
Space Sciences. Its recommendations for the
implementation of experiments are made to the
Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center for
approval. The chairman of the IFEP is the
MSC Assistant Director for Engineering and
Development.
It is the policy of the MSC to make maximum
use, for scientific and research purposes, of the
flights scheduled under approved spacecraft
programs. In keeping with this policy, the
Center encourages the development of worthwhile investigations which can be implemented
on manned flights within the limitations of operational requirements and flight safety. To
promote this policy, the IFEP has established
formal procedures for the submission, evaluation, and acceptance of proposals for inflight
experiments.
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Implementation of Experiments

The IFEP recommends to the MSC Office of
the Director the experiments for a given spacecraft mission. With the approval of the Director, these experiments become the official experiments for the mission. An experiment coordinator was appointed from within MSC for each
of the approved experiments. His responsibility was the timely development and flight qualification of hardware required for the experiment. In general, the equipment required for
an experiment was furnished by the organization which had proposed the experiment.
The Mercury Project Office was responsible
for the integration of experimental equipment
into the Mercury spacecraft. The experiment
coordinator submitted the following documentation for an approved experiment:
(1) A firm schedule showing all significant
milestones for the delivery of equipment
(2) A qualification plan in accordance with
specified requirements
(3) A weekly status report
To prevent the spacecraft schedule from being
affected by the integration of experiments, it
was necessary to set the deli very date of experimental equipment well in advance of the
scheduled launch date. In a normal prelaunch
schedule for a Mercury spacecraft, the final
checkouts of the spacecraft and its systems are
made 8 weeks prior to the scheduled launch
date. Once these tests were complete, absolutely no changes were made to the spacecraft
except those dictated by flight-safety considerations. Therefore, the experimental equipment
was required to be at the la·u nch site 3 months
prior to the scheduled launch in order to allow
sufficient time for the installation and checkout
of this equipment before the final spacecraft
tests were begun. It was also imperative that
the flight astronaut be thoroughly familiar with
the equipment and trained in its use. It becomes apparent, then, that the selection and
evaluation procedure for experiments must be
completed many months before the scheduled
launch of a spacecraft to allow time for the design, construction, and qualification of equipment before the required delivery date.
It was specified that the qualification environments and the levels of these qualification tests
for experimental equipment be no less stringent
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than the qualification testing that was required
of all Mercury spacecraft systems. The possibility of the compromise of a Mercury mission
because of the failure of a piece of experimental

apparatus could not be tolerated. Failure
modes of the experimental apparatus were examined very closely to assure that such failures
could have no degrading effect on the mission or
on pilot safety.
The responsibility for integrating experiments into the mission flight plan and into the
astronaut training activities was that of the
MSC Flight Crew Operations Division. This
division worked closely with other elements of
MSC to develop a flight plan for each mission
which ,,'ould accomplish the mission objectives
and would, at the same time, provide for the
performance of experiments. It was necessary
that the flight plan be completed in final form
many weeks prior to a mission so that the training of the flight astronauts in the procedure
trainers would conform with the flight plan.
Once the final phases of astronaut training in
preparation for the mission had begun, -the
flight plan could not be changed except for
compelling reasons because late changes could
seriously disrupt the astronauts' training status
to the point where mission safety could have
been affected. This, then, was the second reason
why experiments must have been approved for
a given mission many months in advance.
Mercury In8ight Experiment Program

With this brief background on how the experimental program in manned space flight has
evolved, a review of the results of the Mercury
experimental program will now be presented.
These experiments generally can be divided into
two major categories. The first category, that
of special inflight experiments, is the topic of
this paper. The second category, that of analysis of observations and comments on the space
environment and astronomical phenomena, is
discussed in paper 19.
Planned In8ight Experiments

The inflight experiments planned for and
carried out during the Mercury Project can
be grouped generally into several areas of
study. These areas are: (1) visual acquisition
and perception experiments, (2) general photo-
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graphic experiments, (3) radiation experiments' (4) tethered balloon experiment, and
(5) several miscellaneous studies whiclt include
investigations of fluid behavior under zero gravity and of the characteristics of various ablative
materials under reentry conditions.
Visual Acquisition and Perception St udies

I
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In future space flights it may be necessary
for astronauts to acquire and track lighted
targets either on the ground or in space to provide a backup capability for rendezvous and
navigation. Visual acquisition of a target in
space may also be used to back up the primary
method of rendezvous with other space vehicles.
Experiments were, therefore, undertaken on
Mercury flights to evaluate the operational
problems associated with visual acquisition
from space of both earth-based lights and
lighted targets ejected from the spacecraft.
Ground-light experiments.-Attempts were
made on each of the manned orbital Mercury
flights to sight known earth-based lights at
night. These studies were expected to provide
information on man's ability to acquire a fixed
light source against an earth background and
determine to what extent targets of this type
would prove useful as navigational aids in
space. An attempt was made by Astronaut
Glenn to sight flares launched by mort.:'trs from
the Indian Ocean Ship on the first and second
orbital passes of the Mercury-Atlas 6 (MA-6)
flight. The astronaut was unsuccessful in his
attempts to see these flares, however, because of
heavy cloud coverage in the area. Attempts
were again made to acquire ground flares· of
1,000,000 candle-power intensity over the Woomera missile range in Australia on both the
Mercury-Atlas 7 (MA-7) and Mercury-Atlas
8 (MA-8) missions. These experiments were
also unsuccessful on both flights because heavy
cloud cover and poor visibility prevented the
pilots from sighting these targets. A groundbased xenon light located at Durban, South Africa, was also used on the MA-8 mission to increase the probability of having favorable
weather at one site. Unfortunately, rain and
clouds obscured the light in South Africa as
well as the ground flares in Australia. Another
attempt to sight the xenon light was planned
for the Mercury-Atlas 9 (MA-9) mission. By

I
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FIGURE

12--1.-Ground-Ught installation.
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using statistics furnished by the U.S. Weather
Bureau to determine a favorable location, the
light was positioned at Bloemfontein, South
Africa. Sightings were scheduled for the sixth
orbital pass and in this case Astronaut Cooper
was successful in acquiring the light.
The light assembly used for this experiment,
shown in figure 12-1, was a pulsed xenon arc
light consisting of three sections of six lamps
each. The lamps were mounted in a shallow
open-top box above a polished reflector and
were operated by using a 50-cycle, 220- volt,
three-phase a-c circuit. Each section operated
independently from a single phase and flashed
once every cycle. Thus, the three sections produced a total of 150 flashes per second, well
above the response of the eye, and appeared as
a steady burning light. The measured average
intensity of the light was found to be between
30,000 and 35,000 candle power and required
between 13 and 15 kilowatts of power for operation. The light could first be viewed at a
slant range of 320 nautical miles from the spacecraft and was calculated to be as bright as a
3.5 magnitude star. Astronaut Cooper estimated the light to be third magnitude in brightness when first acquired, and he was able to
retain it in sight for 30 to 40 seconds before it
faded out. Thus, the experiment produced
sighting results approximately as predicted and
the light was considered of sufficient brightness
to be used as a navigational landmark. A flashing light or some distinctive light pattern, however, was believed essential for identification ?f
a target light for any future use. The rapId
angular passage of the spacecraft over the
ground will also pose a problem for use of
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ground targets of this sort as navigational fixes.
Weather conditions on the ground also proved
to be an important factor in using ground lights,
and perhaps airborne lights carried above the
weather region of the atmosphere would prove
more dependable. More testing is needed to
prove the operational feasibility of using airborne lights and to determine flash frequencies
most desirable for acquisition and tracking.
Flashin.q -light experiment.-The problem of
visual acquisition of other space vehicles directly relates to the rendezvous of two spacecraft. For visual sighting of another vehicle at
ranges up to 100 miles, the problems of visual
acquisition and tracking need to be identified
and studied. Therefore, a study to investigate
some of the problems of visual acquisition of a
target vehicle in the space environment was
carried out on the Mercury-Atlas 9 (MA-9)
flight.
On this flight a flashing light was ejected
from the spacecraft and viewed by the astronaut at varying distances in orbit. The light,
its container, and the ejection mechanism were
built by the NASA Langley Research Center,
and the details of this assembly are shown in
figure 12-2. The flashing-light unit was a 5.75inch-diameter spherical assembly weighing
about 10 pounds and equipped with two xenongas-discharge lamps located at opposite poles.
The two lamps flashed simultaneously at a rate
of approximately one signal per second. The
beacon was designed to appear about as conspicuous as a second magnitude star when
viewed at a distance of 8 nautical miles. As
shown in the figure, the sphere was ejected from
the container at a speed of 10 ft/sec by means of

FIGURE
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12-2.-Assembly for flashing-light beacon.
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12-3.-Time history of a typical flash of the
beacon.

a compressed spring acting against a piston
when the canister covers were released. The
light was powered by mercury-cell batteries,
which were connected in series, and it delivered
approximately 8 watt-seconds of power per
flash.
A typical time history of one of the flashes
is shown in figure 12-3. This figure shows
that the light reached a peak intensity output
of about 8.0 X 10 4 candles and that the light has
a flash duration of about 100 microseconds at
or above one-half peak intensity.
Extensive measurements were made by the
National Bureau of Standards to determine the
integrated light intensity and to establish that
the distribution of the light was reasonably uniform in all directions and reasonably constant
throughout its designed lifetime of 5 hours.
Figure 12-4 is an example of this directional
survey and shows the variation of integrated
light output in candle-seconds per flash with
light orientation. Distributional measurements of this type for varying viewing angles
showed that the light output was reasonably
uniform and produced a flash intensity of approximately 12 candle-seconds per flash. As
shown by figure 12-4, regions near the 0 0 and
180 0 orientation showed some degradation in
light intensity, with intensity falling as low
as 8 to 9 candle-seconds in these regions. By
using a value of 0.2 for the Blondel-Rey constant for threshold viewing of flashing lights,
this light can be converted to an equivalent effective steady-light intensity of from 40 to 60
candles. This intensity corresponds to a light
of second magnitude in brightness when viewed
at a distance of between 7 and 8 nautical miles
by using the commonly accepted value of 8.3
X 10- 7 lumens per square meter for a first magnitude light. Visual air-to-air and ground-
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12-4.-Integrated intensity of the flashing beacon about an axis passing through the lights and inclined
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sighting tests, with Astronaut Cooper as one
of the test subjects, indicated that the light intensity was approximately the same as had been
measured in the laboratory.
Trajectory studies of ballistic number, ejection angle, ejection velocity, and orbital position at ejection were made to determine the
proper orbital conditions for deployment of the
light. These studies showed that if the beacon

were ejected 88 0 below the pitch horizon of the
spacecraft at a velocity of 10 ft/ sec, the desired
trajectory would be obtained. Figure 12-5
shows the spacecraft attitude and canister location used to provide the desired ejection angle.
The pilot controlled the spacecraft attitude to
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12-5.-Spacecraft orientation at beacon
deployment.
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FIOURE 12-7.-Typical boriwn definition pbotograpbs.

the desired position by using horizon-sighting
markings on the window for aiming. The
beacon was ejected 15 minutes prior to sunset on
the third orbital pass and postflight records indicated the pilot controlled attitude to within
+ 1 0 of the desired attitude. Figure 12--6 shows
the calculated separation distance between the
spacecraft and the beacon as a function of time
after deployment. The band between the upper
and lower curves represents the variation in
range that might have occurred because of an
uncertainty in ejection attitude.
Astronaut Cooper was unable to locate the
beacon on the first night pass after deployment,
probably because the spacecraft ,yas not
oriented closely enough in yaw to position the
light in the field of view. During the second
night pass after deployment the astronaut successfully sighted the beacon and was able to
change the spacecraft attitude and then return
to reacquire the light. During these sightings,
noted on figure 12--6, the astronaut rated the
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light as about one star magnitude dimmer than
had been expected. For example, when the
beacon was between 7.5 and 9 nautical miles
away at 2 hours and 14 minutes after deployment, the light was described as not very bright
but discernible, about the order of a third magnitude star. The light was also seen during the
third night at a range of between 9.5 and 11.5
nautical miles and was rated as very, very weak
and just barely discernible.
In general, the flash was found to make the
light easily distinguishable from stars. The
beacon's intensity and flash rate appeared to be
adequate for acquisition distances of up to 8
nautical miles at night which corresponded to
a light intensity of about a second magnitude
light.
General Photography

H orozVn-dejinition photoqraphy.-Horizondefinition photography was conducted on two
Mercury space flights to assist the Instrumenta-
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tion Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) in determining the effectiveness with which the earth's sunlit limb
could be used for navigational sighting during
the terminal phase of advanced space missions.
Photographic studies were carried out on both
the MA-'7 and MA-9 flights. A 35-mm Robot
camera was flown in MA-7 and a 70-rom Hasselblad was used as the photographic device for
MA-9. For both flights, a special red and blue
split filter was inserted in the field of view just
ahead of the film plane. This filter was used to
provide information on the resolution and effectiveness of using the limb as a navigation aid
at the two extremes of the visible spectrum.
Data obtained from these photographic
studies are presently being analyzed by Instrumentation Laboratory scientists under the direction of Dr. Max Peterson. Limited results
of the MA-7 flight have shown, as expected,
that the earth's limb viewed through a blue filter has a somewhat higher elevation than when
viewed through a red filter. This distinction
is clearly evident in figure 12-7 which shows
typical photographs obtained on both the MA'7 and MA-9 flights. The MA-7 flight results.
have shown that contrast and definition are improved when viewed in the longer wavelengths
of the visible spectrum (see fig. 12-7). The
limb viewed through a blue filter is expected,
however, to provide a better navigational reference because the blue limb appears more
stable and is not as subject to interference effects
from clouds and other atmospheric conditions
as is the red limb.
The MA-9 photographic study was conducted to provide additional information on the
limb elevation viewed through the red and blue
filters. It was also planned to obtain information for determining the radiance of the limb,
for evaluating the effect of variations in scattering angle of incident light on limb height, and
to establish the height of the limb above the
surface of the earth. To accomplish these objectives, it was planned to take a series of photographs in the four quadrantal directions relative to the sun, of the setting moon near the
earth's limb, and of the limb during the daylight period of most of an orbital pass. It was
not possible to obtain the daylighlr--period
photographs on the MA-9 flight because of op-

erational difficulties during the period in which
this photography was planned.
A preliminary analysis of the MA-9 photographs taken substantiates the initial results of
the MA-7 flight. Although the analysis is not
yet complete, it is expected that the limb radiance in both the red and blue portions of the
spectrum can be fairly acc~lrately established.
An accurate determination of the height of the
limb cannot be made by using data from the
MA- 9 flight, however, because the image of the
moon is too distorted and indistinct. The film
and dust layer which collected on the spacecraft window might well have contributed to
this indistinct image. Although no significant
difference in limb height was noted when the
four quadrantal photographs were compared,
much more data covering a wide variation in
the angle of incidence of sunlight striking the
atmosphere are needed to determine the effect
of variation in scattering angle on limb height.
In order, therefore, to establish the value of the
earth's limb as a navigational reference, additional studies are needed to determine limb
height and the variation in this height at different scattering angles of incident light.
W eather photogmphy.-Weather observations and photography were carried out during
the Mercury flight program to augment other
meteorological information and to provide specific information that would be useful in designing advanced weather satellite systems. On
both the MA-6 and MA-7 missions, cameras
equipped with special film and filters were carried on board for photographing interesting
meteorological phenomena. However, because
of difficulties. arising during each of these
flights, no photographs were obtained. Meteorological data obtained on these missions were
derived from the astronauts' observations and
the general-purpose color photography.
Photographic experiments were conducted
during both the MA-8 and MA-9 flights for
the National Weather Satellite Center. These
experiments were designed to examine some of
the spectral reflectance characteristics of cloud,
land, ana water areas of the earth's surface as
viewed from space. Figure 12-8 shows the
camera and filters used on these two flights.
The 70-mm Hasselblad camera shown in the
figure was used for both missions. For the
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MA-8
Filter and magazine

MA-9
Filter and magazine

70mm Hasselblad

FIGURE 12-8.-Photogl'aphic equipment used for Weather Bureau experiment.
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FIGURE 12-9.-Weather photograph of a region of the South Atlantic, southeast of Brazil taken by Astronau~
Schirra on the MA-8 flight.
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The MA-9 weather photography was con~ucted to investigate this hypothesis by using
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FIGURE 12-10.-Weather photograph of the Baja
California area taken by Astronaut Cooper on MA-9.

MA-8 mission a wide bandpass Wratten filter
consisting of six elements varied in range of
spectral transmission from blue to- far red.
Neutral density was added to each of the color
filters to produce a nearly uniform neutral density over the entire spectrum examined. Film
sensitivity extended from 3,700 A to 7,200 A
thus limiting the wavelength response to 7,200 A.
Figure 12--9 is a photograph from the series
obtained during the MA-8 flight and was
taken over the South Atlantic on the fifth orbital pass. It was exposed at an altitude of
140 nautical miles viewing northwest toward '
the southeast coast of Brazil approximately
1,000 miles away. Analyses of this and other
photographs of tlus series were carried out by
Mr. Stanley Soules of the National Weather
Satellite Center to provide design inputs to future weather satellites. Results from the MA-8
flight indicated that contrast increased with
wavelength in the visible spectrum as shown by
figure 12--9. These results indicate that the
optimum wavelength for viewing the earth
might be the near infra-red spectrum where
scattering by atmospheric particles is relatively
low.

Camera

Flight
MA-6
MA-7
MA-8
MA-9

35-mm
35-mm
70-IDID
70-mm

Ansco Autoset
Robot Recorder
Hasselblad
Hasselblad

mfra-red film and a special filter shown in figure 12--10. This filter divided the infra-red
spectrum from 6,600 A to 9,000 A into three
parts. To accomplish this division of the spectrum, the filter was divided into three sections
each having the bandpass width shown in figure 12--10, which is a typical photograph and
was taken over southern Arizona looking westward. As pointed out by Mr. Soules in his
analysis of these results, water has a very low
reflectance in the near infra-red as shown by
the dark portion on the left of the photograph
covering the Pacific Ocean. Clouds and land
have a very high reflectance; hence, coastlines
and cloud patterns over water are easily discernible. However, as illustrated by the figure,
clouds are more difficult to detect over land
area because both the clouds and land areas
covered with green vegetation have a high reflectance.
Terrain photographs.-Terrain photographs
have constituted a portion of the general purpose photographs on each of the four manned
orbital flights. However, they were specifically
scheduled as a part of the flight plan on only
the MA-8 mission. On the other three flights
terrestrial photographs were taken when th~
opportunity arose rather than as specifically
planned activities. These photographs were
taken to aid in building up a catalog of space
photographs of various geological features such
as folded mountains, fault zones, and volcanic
fields, and to provide topographical information over a major portion of the earth's surface,
They were taken on each flight by using highspeed color film in the general-purpose camera
carrie~ aboard for the flight. The following
table lIsts the camera and exposure settings used
on each flight.
Generally, the terrain photographs of the
first three manned orbital flights were of poorer

Film
Eastman color negative stock no. 5250
Eastman color negative stock no. 5250
Super Anscochrome color ASA no. 160
Ultraspeed Anscochrome color FPC 289

Exposure
Automatic
1/ 125 at f/ 16
1/ 125 at f/ 11
1/250 at f/16
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quality than those obtained on the MA-9 mission, although some useful photographs were
obtained on each of these flights. The reduced
quality of the photographs on these first missions resulted primarily from the much poorer
weather conditions that existed over the land
areas of the earth and by the limited land area
covered during the flights. It was quite fortunate that worldwide weather conditions during the MA-9 mission were much better than on
previous flights; and because of the favorable
weather and the fact that the flight covered
many land areas of the world, excellent photographic coverage, particularly regions of the
African and Asian deserts and the Himalaya
mountains, was possible.
Preliminary analysis of these photographs
has been made by Mr. Paul D. Lowman of the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and is
presented in paper 19. As a result of the analysis of these photographs, Mr. Lowman concluded that potentially useful geological and
topographical information could be obtained
from all terrain photographs taken during
orbital flight. The quality and resolution of
these photographs approached or equaled that
of the black and white exposures from the best
rocket flights.
Dirnr-light photography.-A dim-light photographic experiment sponsored by the School

FIGU RE

12-11.-Modified Robot camera used for
l\IA- 9 dim-light photography.

of Physics, University of Minnesota, was carried out for the MA-9 mission to obtain photographic data on two dim-light phenomena
best observed outside the earth's atmosphere.
These phenomena are the so-called zodiacal
light and the night airglow. Photographs of
the zodiacal light were needed to assist in determining its exact origin, geometric distribution, and relationship to solar radiation and
flare activity. Data on the airglow were needed
to define the layer further and to provide information on the solar energy conversion proc·
ess occurring in the upper atmosphere.
Figure 12-11 shows a photograph of the 35mm Robot camera as it was modified for this
experiment. The camera was equipped with
an automatic film advance and had a fixed lens
with an equivalent speed of f/ 0.95. Exposures
were timed manually, and the camera controls
were simplified to improve operation by the
astronaut in a pressure suit. Three small supports or "feet" (see fig. 12-11) were provided
to aid the pilot in positioning the camera
against the window for aiming.
Photographs, varying in exposure time from
1 to 30 seconds, of the zodiacal light were to
begin immediately after sunset and were to
cover the ecliptic region from sunset to about
30° of arc past sunset. Photographs of the airglow layer were to be taken periodically over an
entire night orbital pass with exposures varying
in duration from 10 to 120 seconds.
Unfortunately, the zodiacal-light sequence
yielded very little useful data since all of these
photographs were underexposed. A small de-

FIGURE
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12- 12.-Photograph of the airglow layer taken
by As tronaut Cooper on the MA-9 flight.
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lay in initiating the sequence or an error in
exposure time could have caused these unsatisfactory results since the gradient in zodiacal
light intensity varies quite rapidly near the sun.
The airglow photographs, however, were of
quite usable quality. A representative photograph from this experiment is shown in figure
12-12. Preliminary analysis of these photographs by Dr. Edward P. Ney and associates
at the University of Minnesota has shown them
to be useful in determining surface brightness
of the airglow layer. These photographs also
were found to be valuable for assessing the
height of the layer with varying latitude, in
measuring the angular width of the iband, and
in determining angular displacement above the
earth's horizon. Considerably greater discussion of this phenomenon is presented in paper 19.

Radiation Experiments

Some form of radiation measurement has
been included on all Mercury space flights to
record the dose received by the astronaut and
to furnish experimental information on the
space radiation environment over the Mercury
altitude profile.
Generally, data obtained during these experiments were measured by the following method:
(1) Studies in which film or lithium-fluoride
thermoluminescent detectors were used ·to measure the dosage to the astronaut.
(2) Emulsion packs and ionization chambers
to measure the radiation level inside the spacecraft.
(3) A package containing Geiger-Mueller
tubes to measure the electron flux external to
the spacecraft.

FIGURE 12-13.-Variation in predicted flux at 100 kID in the anomaly of the earth's magnetic field over the South
Atlantic on the MA-9 flight. Increased flux density shown by increase in amount of shading.
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Film badges and thermoluminescent detectors used to monitor the electron dose to the
astronaut were mounted on the helmet and on
the chest and thigh of the astronaut's undergarments on each of the final two manned orbital flights. Evaluation of these detectors has
shown that the radiation dosage received by
the astronaut is quite low, less than that normally received by a man from cosmic radiation
in 2 weeks on the surface of the earth.
Emulsion packs carried on the MA-8 and
MA-9 flight at several locations inside the
spacecraft as well as an ionization chamber
mounted on the spacecraft hatch \yere used to
assess the radiation level inside the spacecraft.
Data obtained from these devices generally
agreed with results derived from the film badges
and showed a very low radiation level inside
the spacecraft.
Radiation measurements were made on the
MA-9 flight to map the electron flux in an
anomaly of the earth's magnetic field occurring
over the south Atlantic Ocean where the radiation levels are expected to reach a peak in the
Mercury orbit. (See fig. 12-13.) Variation in
between radiation intensity is indicated by the
variation in shading in this region. Measurements were taken in this region on the seventh
orbital pass as indicated by hatched region on
this figure. Operational problems interfered
to some extent with completing all of the scheduled measurements.
A package with two Geiger-Mueller tubes
were mounted on the spacecraft retropackage
as shown in figure 12-14 to measure these data.
One tube was collimated to view along the
spacecraft roll axis over a solid angle of approximately 0.8 steradian as illustrated in figure

12-14. The other tube vie'Yed essentially a
hemispherical area about a direction 40 0 below
the roll axis.
The uncollimated tube was shielded to reject
all electrons having energy levels less than 2.5
mev to avoid saturation, and because the radiation le\'el in the anomaly was much lower than
anticipated the shielded tube was never energized sufficiently to record usable data. Usable
data were recorded by the collimated tube.
Results obtained from these Gieger-Mueller
tubes and emulsion package measurements from
both the MA-8 and MA-9 missions, summarizing the decay of the artificial electron belt
created by the July 1962 atomic explosi6n, are
shown in figure 12-15. The solid curve defines
the decay in percent of initial flux based on unpublished riometer data of Dr. Gordon Little of
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The
environmental measurements obtained on both
the MA-8 and MA-9 flights are also identified
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12-14.----Geiger-Mueller tube installation on the
MA-9 spacecraft.

in the figure. The electron belt is shown to have
decayed as predicted by several orders of magnitude during the time period between MA-8
and MA-9 flights, possibly because of atmospheric collisions or other processes.
Tethered Balloon Experhnent

A 30-inch mylar inflatable sphere was packaged in the antenna canister of both the MA-7
(see ref. 1) and MA-9 Mercury spacecraft.
These balloons were to be ejected, inflated, and
towed at the end of a 100-foot nylon line through
one orbital pass to measure the drag experienced
by the balloon throughout the orbit. The
measured drag could then be readily converted
into air density over the Mercury altitude profile. In addition, it was hoped that the astronaut could obtain some sightings yielding visual data on objects in close proximity to the
spacecraft.
The design, construction, and qualification of
the equipment used on this experiment were carried out by the NASA Langley Research Center. The components of the equipment are
shown in figure 12-16. The results of this experiment conducted during the MA-7 flight are
contained in reference 1. Briefly summarized,
the balloon was deployed satisfactorily but was
only partially inflated; hence, little useful data
were obtained on this flight.
By a thorough investigation of the MA-7
failure, it was concluded that the balloon failed
to inflate because one of the seams connecting
the many gores comprising the balloon skin
pulled apart.
The experiment was believed to have been of
sufficient value to be repeated on a later Mercury
flight; therefore, new equipment was developed
and qualified for the MA-9 flight. Careful

FIGURE

12-16.-Balloon canister assembly.

control of balloon construction was maintained
throughout the development program and numerous deployment and inflation tests were conducted by the Langley Research Center to insure the quality of the device. These tests were
conducted with the flight equipment under conditions which closely simulated the space environment without a single failure. NumeroU3
squib firingE> were made, without a single failure, to insure that either one or both of the
squibs used to unlatch the cover of the canister
" 'ould accomplish this task. The assembled
unit was carefully checked after installation on
the spacecraft and was found to be satisfactory.
It was, therefore, believed that this experiment
was well qualified for flight, but unfortunately
the balloon failed to deploy in flight. Failure
was attributed to some malfunction in the squibfiring circuit that released the hatch cover of
the balloon canister. The exact cause of this
malfunction could not be determined because
the circuit was contained in the spacecraft antenna canister which is jettisoned prior to
landing.
Miscellaneous Studies

Study Of liquid behavior at zero gr(JIIJity.An experiment sponsored jointly by the NASA
Lewis Research Center and the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center was developed to examine the
behavior of fluids of known properties in a
weightless state by using a given container configuration and was flown on the MA-7 mission
(see ref. 1). Basically, this experiment was intended to provide data that would complement
and extend work already carried out at the
Lewis Research Center. Data obtained from
this study were expected to provide information
relating to the tankage and fuel transfer requirements on future space missions.
The results of this experiment are well defined in reference 1 and other NASA publications dealing with this subject. It need only be
noted here that the limited results obtained on
this experiment generally tended to verify past
experimental and theoretical data obtained
from laboratory studies.
Study of various ablative materials on a
Mercury flight.-Several advanced ablative materials were flown on the cylindrical section of
the MA-8 spacecraft to evaluate the thermal
performance of each. These materials were
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FIGURE 12-17.-Location af ablation panels on the Mercury spacecraft used for the MA.-8 flight.

located as shown in figure 12-17. Each ablative
panel was 15 inches long and 5 inches wide.
Each sample was centered on a beryllium
shingle and was attached to the shingle at the
cone-cylinder junction of the spacecraft. The
materials were bonded to each of these shingles,
and temperature-sensitive paints were applied
to the rear face of the shingles to assist in determining the temperature profiles present along
the ablation panels during reentry. (See
ref. 2.)
Upon completion of the MA-8 flight, each
strip of ablative material was removed from the
spacecraft and examined to determine char
depth and temperature distribution and to examine the material for delaminations, pitting,
and cracks.
It was not possible to compare the panels collectively because of significant circumferential
variation in heating around the cylindrical section, probably caused by a spacecraft angle of
attack 0.£ 2° during high heating. As expected,
all samples showed an increasing thermal exposure and char depth with length aft (away
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from the blunt end) along the specimen. No
material, regardless of the heat rate to which
it was exposed, showed any marked superiority
in performance over that of the other specimens
although the elastomeric materials did prove
superior to hard ablation materials in limiting
the growth or delamination of intentional cutouts. Surface effects and imperfections noted
during preflight ground testing were also evident during the postflight analysis, but to a lesser extent. However, the scaling effect when
comparing the relatively large specimens flown
with those tested in a ground facility has not
been established.
Micrometeorite studws.-Examination was
made of all the spacecraft flown on manned orbital flights during the Mercury Project for
evidence of micrometeorite impact encountered
in orbit. Macroscopic surveys were made of the
beryllium shingles and the window of the MA6, MA-7, and MA-8 spacecraft before and after
flight in an effort to determine if any micrometeorite impacts could be detected. Microscopic

surveys were made of the areas in which any
indications of impact were noted. As a result
of these examinations, no evidence was found
that could be construed to be a micrometeorite
impact.
Microscopic mapping of the vycor window of
the MA-9 spacecraft was performed before and
after the mission. During the postflight survey, one small surface pit was detected on the
outer surface of the MA-9 spacecraft window.
A photograph of this pit is shown in figure 1218. This surface pit has the circular shape,
depth to width ratio, and general characteristics

•

of a hypervelocity impact in basalt.

FIGURE 12-18.-Photograph of the surface pit on the
window of the MA-9 spacecraft. X42, top and
bottom lighted.
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Further

analysis is in progress to ascertain whether or
not the pit resulted from a micrometeorite impact or was caused by spacecraft debris encountered during reentry.
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ROBERT

Summary

During the progress of the Mercury Project
an effective method evolved for the postflight
data processing, analysis of systems performance, and timely reporting of the results of the
analyses. This method was a compromise between the conflicting requirements of completeness, clarity, and technical accuracy on the one
hand and an early publication date on the other.
It was learned that there is a need for extensively planning the report preparation effort
and establishing procedures for expediting data
processing in order to provide engineering data
rapidly and in readily usable forms. It was
also learned that for a report to be effective,
it must be factual, carefully written, and edited.
Introduction
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The success of a complex technical endeavor,
such as Project Mercury, depends to a great extent on the ability to analyze and report rapidly
the very large amount of information which is
generated. Rapid availability of information
was essential to maintain the Mercury schedule,
since the developments from any mission might
need to be implemented for subsequent missions.
Extensive planning and scheduling was done
to facilitate the acquisition and preparation of
data. The flight data and information were
examined to determine weaknesses and malfunctions in the performance of manufactured systems and human organizations, and to verify the
proper performance of these systems and organizations. When these analyses had been
made, they were summarized and a brief, accurate, and factual report was written so that
the management of the program would have
available all significant information to aid in
making necessary decisions. This primary re-

port of the results for each flight, the Postlaunch Memorandum Report, is discussed in detail in this paper.
This paper describes the techniques employed
to process raw data into usable form, to obtain
the overall analysis of mission results, and to
report those results to management.
The proce sing of certain data, such as the
trajectory information from the radar tracking
network, and the numerous reports that ,vere
made by the spacecraft contractor and other
supporting organizations after each mlSSlOn,
are not discussed in this paper.
Scope
Data Sources

The flight data with which this paper is primarily concerned were those data available
from the spacecraft onboard tape recorders
since these tapes contained the most complete
data and were available for quick processing.
The onboard tape included information pertaining to the operation of the spacecraft systems, the astronaut's physiological conditions,
the pilot's voice communications, and other
special measurements. A list of typical measurements is presented in table 13-1. Most
of this information was also transmitted to the
ground and recorded by range network stations,
and some of the information was displayed in
real time to monitoring personnel. These
range-recorded data have often become critical
to the analysis conducted after the flight, in
addition to serving as a complement for the
onboard recorded data. Since the spacecraft
sank in deep water following the Mercury-

Redstone 4 (MR-4) flight, the onboard-recorded data were not recovered, and the
range-recorded data became the only source of
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information from this flight. In the MercuryAtlas 9 (MA-9) mission, the tape supply of the
onboard recorder ,yas insufficient to provide

the Postlaunch Memorandum Report (PLMR)
was completed. The analysis of problems requiring study beyond the publication date of

Table 13-I.-List of Typical Recorded Flight Measurements
Flight accelerations in three axes
Physiological measurements
Body temperature
ECG
Blood pressure
Respiration rate and depth
Events (approximately 20)
Environmental control system
Oxygen supply pressures
Suit pressure and temperature
Cabin pressure and temperature
Static pressure
Heat exchanger temperatures
Oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures
Electrical system
Instrumentation reference voltages
Main, standby, and isolated bus voltages and
current
Fans and ASCS bus a-c voltages
Inverter temperatures
Communications system
Command receiver signal strength
Command receiver on-off

Reaction control system
Automatic and manual fuel pressures
Fuel line and thruster temperatures
Stabilization and control system
Control stick positions
Spacecraft attitudes (gyros)
Spacecraft attitudes (horizon scanners)
Automatic system high and low thruster actuation
Spacecraft attitude rates
Onboard time
Time since launch
Time of retrosequence initiation
Time since retrorocket ignition
Structural heating
Heat shield temperatures
Retrorocket temperatures
Shingle temperatures
Experiments
Balloon drag
Radiation flux density

continuous recording for the entire mIssIOn;
therefore, the range-recorded data were used
to supplement the onboard-recorded data.
The pilot's comments recorded during the
mission and in postflight debriefings were an
important source of information. This information was used in many cases in defining the
performance of the spacecraft or launch vehicle systems when the measured data were
lacking or permitted ambiguous interpretations.
Even more important, the pilot's debriefings
and reports were the only source of information
regarding many of his observations.
Additional sources of information during
various flights were provided by a variety of
cameras which were carried onboard the sp~e
craft and used to photograph the instrul1lent
panel, the astronaut, the view through the spacecraft window, and, for the unmanned MercuryRedstone and Mercury-Atlas flights, the view
field of the periscope.

the PLMR was continued to completion, and
the method of reporting the final results is discussed in the following section of this paper.

Analysis

The analysis of the flight data began at the
launch site during the flight and continued until
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Reporting

The results and analyses for each mission were
(or will be) presented in five formal NASA
reports, which are listed in table I3-II.
The first of these reports, issued in the form
of a telegram approximately 2 days after the
end of the mission, gave a broad overall summary of mission results as they were known at
that time. For most of the flights this report
was issued within a day of the end of the mission in order to disseminate the available information as quickly as possible; however, for
the MA-9 flight it was found that more time was
needed to gather and summarize significant information, and as a result this telegram was issued 3 days after the end of the flight. This
first report had a very limited distribution, going only to those organizations directly concerned with the mission.
The second of these reports, also issued in
the form of a telegram approximately 6 to 10
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Table 1S-II.-Mercury Postflight Reports

9'

I

Type of Report

Approximate period to report completion, days'

~
~

Content

Broad overall summary of mission results as known
at that time.
Updated version of preliminary telegram describing
status and problem areas.
Contains all detailed spacecraft data and description
of resolutions of problem areas or status of investigations of unresolved problems. This report
contains 95 to 98 percent of all important information that would come from the mission.
Summary report of mission results for distribution to
the public.
Official presentation of detailed analysis of mission.
This report is an updated version of PLMR with
latest information and in a format suitable for
distribution to the technical community.

MR-3

MR-4

MA-6

MA-7

MA-8

MA-9

Telegram (preliminary)
Telegram (Interim)

1

1

1

1

1

3

Confidential

b

b

7

7

9

10

Confidential

Postlaunch Memorandum Report
(PLMR)

II

10

11

14

19

26

Confidential

Public Release·

30

30

44

80

90

130

Unclassified

Technical
Memorandum (TM) or
Working Paper
(WP)

41d

60 d

•

Confidential

.

•

.

• Elapsed calendar days from end of mission to completion of tlnal review and editing.
b Interim telegrams were Dot used [or MR-3. and MR-4 .
• 800 references 1 to 6 and tbls document.

t-:I

Classification

dWP .

• TM.

In

preparation.

days after the end of the mission for the more
recent manned missions, had a dual purpose.
The first purpose was to sho,," any significant
changes to the information contained in the first
telegram, and the second purpose was to describe the status of the analysis of the mission
results at that time with emphasis on any problem areas. Any problems encountered during
the mission were of particular interest since
such problems might have a direct effect on the
schedule or the prepartions for the next mission; as a consequence, little time was spent in
this second telegram discussing systems that
had exhibited satisfactory performance. This
telegram had the same limited distribution as
the first telegram.
The third type of report, the PLMR, was
bound into one or more volumes depending on
the amount of information contained. This report was completed in a period of 10 to 26 days,
and contained 90 to 95 percent of the significant
information that would come from the flight.
The amount of time needed to complete the
report depended primarily on the amount of
data collected during the mission. This report was the most important of the postflight
reports in terms of its usefulness to the program
management in the timely prosecution of the
program. This report had a relatively wide distribution within NASA.
The fourth of these reports was a summary
of the important highlights of the mission, with
classified information deleted to permit release
to the public (see refs. 1 to 5) .
The fifth of these reports was issued as a
working paper (WP) for the Mercury-Redstone manned flights. The WP was used for
rapid dissemination of information, and the format and quality of presentation was not suitable for general distribution outside NASA.
For the manned Mercury-Atlas flights the fifth
report will be issued as a Technical Memorandum (TM), suitable for distribution outside
N A'SA. These TM's (oIle for each mission)
will be distributed within the scientJi.fic community after publication. Both the WP's
and TM's contained, or will contain, the significant information published in the PLMR's
plus any additional results that became available after publication of the PLMR.
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The remainder of this paper will be limited
to discussion of the preflight and postflight
activities related to the PLMR.
Report Planning and Organization
Planning

In the early days of the Mercury Project,
the plamling and organization for postflight
analysis and reporting of mission results did
not need to be very elaborate, and these plans
were made known to the participants on an
informal verbal basis. A NASA Project Engineer was responsible for all aspects of a particular flight.
For the first few flights, such as the padabort flight and early Little Joe flights, the
flight time was measured in minutes, with a
relatively small amount of data collected. The
analysis and reporting effort, though intensive,
was correspondingly small in terms of the number of people involved and the total amount of
time spent when compared to the later orbital
flights. All of this analysis and report preparation was done at the launch site at Wallops
Island, Virginia.
The plans for organizing the analysis and
reporting efforts continued on an informal basis
through the Little Joe phase of the Mercury
Project and extended into the Redstone and
Atlas phases. As the flight time, amount of
data, and number and complexity of the systems to be analyzed increased, and the number
of personnel grew, it became difficult and then
virtually impossible to disseminate by verbal
discussions and telephone calls the work assignments, schedules, changes in plans, et
cetera, to the participating personnel. To circumvent these difficulties, informal memorandums came into increasing use. As a result,
prior to the MA-5 flight a data processing,
analysis, and reporting schedule was prepared
for the first time, and was in the form of a fivepage memorandum. This memorandum, which
was distributed to all participating personnel
and to the necessary organizations, outlined the
schedule for data processing and noted when
and where various types of data would be available, the assignment of individuals to various
sections of the PLMR, and the detailed sched-

ule for the writing and editing of the various
sections of the report. This procedure was
found to be eHective, and the memorandum
grew steadily in scope and detail as the need
for additional information became evident
through the subsequent orbital missions. For
the MA- 9 mission this memorandum had grown
to 31 pages. It contained such things as personnel assignments, data-availability and report-preparation schedules, schedule of the
pilot's postflight activities including debriefings, locations of various facilities where people would be working on data analysis and
report preparation, and a definition of the
responsibilities and work scope of the organizational elements participating.
Organization

The organization of the eHort of the analysis
and reporting went through a continuing evolution as the Mercury flight program proceeded,
up through the PLMR for the ~:1A-5 flight. By
this time, a method of organizing the eHort had
evolved which was satisfactory in producing in
a short time a reasonably complete and factual
report, written with sufficient clarity.
As in the case of the dissemination of the
plans, the organization of the eHort for analysis
and reporting was relatively small and informal
for the first few flights of the Mercury Project.
The eHort was headed by the NASA Project
Engineer for that particular flight, who largely
determined the scope of the analysis eHort and
edited the various sections of the PLMR.
During a part of the early phase of the Mercury-Atlas and Mercury-Redstone flights, as the
analysis and reporting became more complex
Ibecause of the increasing complexity of the
flights, additional NASA organizational elements became more deeply involved in the
analysis and reporting. Because of this, there
was a movement to create an editorial board
consisting of one member from three or four
of the major organizational elements involved,
with each member having equal responsibility
and authority. One of the early Mercury-Atlas
reports was prepared under the direction of
a three-man editorial board but this arrangement was quickly found to be unworkable
mainly from the standpoint of settling policy
and procedural questions that inevitably arose
during each analysis and reporting eHort. The

method of managing this analysis and reporting eHort reverted for the next flight to an arrangement ,""('ith a single organization responsible for the eHort. This arrangement was kept
throughout the remainder of the Mercury Project.
Prior to the first manned Mercury-Redstone
(MR-3) flight, the increasing responsibilities
for data analysis and reporting had resulted in
the assignment of key technical personnel to
duties on editorial boards Or Senior Editorial
Committees headed in each case by the appropriate project engineer. The function of this
editorial board was to actively participate in
the planning and monitoring of postflight systems testing, data analysis, and editing of sections of the report.
The membership of the editorial board
during the early flights changed from flight to
flight, but usually one or more members were
the same for at least two flights in order to
provide continuity and some consistency of
eHort. The PLMR editorial board for MA-5
and a majority of the systems-performance
analysts were for the most part the same people
who had served in those capacities for the
PLMR for MA-4, and these personnel assignments remained relatively constant for the remainder of the Mercury Project.
As an example of the organizational arrangement of the reporting team, figure 13-1 shows
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the major elements of the task organization for
the MA-9 report. The Senior Editorial Committee members and the supporting members
were drawn from various elements of the
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, and for the
period of the PLMR preparation the members
reported functionally to the Chairman of the
Senior Editorial Committee. As each member's
part of the task was completed, he returned to
his parent organization.
The functions of the elements shown in figure
13-1 are described briefly below:
The Manager's office provided the overall directions for the postflight test program. In
addition, the Manager's office reviewed the
PLMR for teclmical accuracy, completeness,
and policy, immediately prior to printing.
The Senior Editorial Committee comprised the senior editors of the separate parts
of the report and the MA-9 backup pilot and
these persons directed and coordinated the detailed efforts of postflight testing, analysis, and
reporting. The members of this committee also
performed a continuous review and editing of
the individual sections of the report in an effort
to maintain continuity and technical agreement
among the sections 01 the report. The Chairman directed the planning of the overall reporting effort prior to flight, provided intermediate and final editorial reviews of major
portions of the report, acted as official representative of the Manager's office, and coordinated the report preparation effort continually
through the Senior Editorial Committee.
The Senior Editor of Part I, Mission A Mlysis, gave overall direction to a team of subeditors and system specialists who performed
postflight analyses, and tests required to explain inflight systems malfunctions. These
sub-editors participated as required with the
system specialists in the analysis of the data
from the mission and the preparation of this
part of the report which summarized the overall results of the mission.
The Senior Editor of Part II, Data, gathered
data-processing requirements prior to flight,
planned and provided data processing, presentation, and distribution. In addition, he directed the analysis of data quality and was
responsible for the preparation of the flight data
section of report.
The Senior Editor of Part III, Mission Tran-
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scripts, managed the preparation and editing
of the various voice transcripts for both flight
communications and post flight debriefings, and
planned and conducted the postflight scientific
debriefing.
The functional organization shown in figure
13-1 was used in the overall management of the
mission analysis and reporting. A more detailed breakdown of the functional organization
of the Part I effort is shown in figure 13-2 to
illustrate the depth of organizational detail
needed. The personnel for each assignment
were drawn from throughout the Manned
Spacecraft Center, with assistance from other
NASA centers and contractors as needed.
The need for a well-planned organization can
best be illustrated by noting that for the MA-9
PLMR analysis and reporting effort, contributions were made by personnel from fourteen
NASA organizations, four contractor major
organizational elements, numerous organizations of the Department of Defense, the U.S.
Weather Bureau, and several colleges and universities. During this analysis and reporting
period, approximately 20,000 man-hours were
spent by approximately 130 p~ople in producing a 1,000-page 3-volume report in 26 days.
Analysis of Mission Results
Data Processing

To meet the needs for processed data to be
used for analysis and reporting purposes in the
shortest possible time, several 'decisions ,yere
made as experience was acquired. The maximum use would be made of electronic data processing to provide data in the most readily usable
form. Where necessary, manual effort would be
used, iil addition, to provide the data in a format which would require the least additional
manipulation on the part of the analyst. In
processing the data the initial format would be
made as nearly as possible of a quality that
',ould be suitable for final report use. In this
'Yay the data would be prepared for its various
types of usage by photographic reproduction
rather than by recomputing, rescaling, and replotting. The requirements of the analysts
would be determined as far as possible well in
advance of the generation of the data in order
that the parameter arrangements, scale selection, and priority might be determined. As
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successive flights were made, formats were
standardized to enable comparison betwMn the
data from various flights, thus providing an
additional constraint.
When the electronic data-processing method
became operational, a decision was made to process all applicable data during one effort for
each flight. To permit parallel processing, several copies of the onboard tape were prepared, If the processing results were to
be accurate, the tape copying had to be
carefully checked. To accomplish this, oscillographic records were prepared from the
master and tape copies. These oscillographic
records were visually compared, If visual
in'Spection indicated any differences, !the records were compared by superimposing records
over a back-lighted glass plate. If there
were any significant differences between the
records, the tape copy was rejected.
The automatic data-processing capabilities
were not easily obtained. Data reduction processes may introduce errors at many points in
the system. The accuracies of the basic spacecraft data system were sufficiently high to re-

quire more care in the reduction of the data
than was the general practice.
tilization of
experiences gained from the preceding flights
were required to obtain the product quality and
processing efficiency attained on MA-9. The
Mercury experiences have indicated that significant improvements in quality and efficiency
can still be attained.
The initial effort to use automatic processing
methods was begun with the off-the-pad abort
and Little Joe tests. In this effort, time-history plots were prepared from telemetered data
by using analQg plotting methods. The differences between the oscillographic-type records and the analog plots were that the time
axis was compressed and engineering units could
be read from the analog plots. The compression of the time axis accentuated the scatter in
the data, however, and the processing methods
themselves added some additional scatter. As
a result, the electronically processed data lacked
the desired accuracy. In these cases, the analysts continued to use the oscillographic recordings as a primary source of data.
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To improve the quality of the processed data,
various techniques of reducing scatter (filtering) were applied and some of the plotted data
were smoothed by line fairing. The requirements for the postflight analysis were still not
satisfied by the electronically processed data,
since vital information might still be lost as
a result of data filtering or line fairing. Nevertheless, it was recognized that here ,,,as a method
which provided all of the flight data in a standard format and in a compact form suitable at
least for indicating major trends.
The use of digital computers for the data
processing increased as the Mercury Project
continued. At first the computer-processed
data were used for checking analog plots and
later some of the data were plotted from computer-prepared cards by using a small card-fed
digital plotter. The data obta,ined from the
digital plotter were hand faired to provide a
trace comparable to the analog processed data.
The greatest "bottleneck' 'encountered in data
preparation was in the plotting of data. Initially, one analog plotter was used in preparing the Mercury data. Only one parameter
could be plotted at a time and the time to
plot was the same as real time. At the time
of the MA-5 flight, four analog plotters were
in use and they were operated at a speed of
eight times real time.
Because of the difficulty in making corrections to the analog plots when graph paper was
used, it was decided to plot on a clear plastic
film. This innovation speeded the plotting process by making it possible to erase an error
rather than replot several parameters on a new
page, and by providing a means for superimposing analog plotted data onto digitally plotted data for related parameters. The plastic
film was also less affected by temperature and
humidity changes than was graph paper.
It was not until the MA-6 mission that digital computers and digital plotters became the
primary processing tools. Prior to this mission, the computer was used to prepare tabulations of data in engineering units, and some
digital plots were prepared. But now a faster
general purpose computer and a magnetic-tapefed plotter were available. It became the exception rather than the rule to use analog
plotters. With these faster tools available, it
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was practical to sample the data and it was
much easier to apply nonlinear calibrations. By
this time the electronically processed data had
become acceptable, since comparisons of both
methods had shown them to be equally accurate.
Also by this time most of the data requirements had become well established through discussion with systems analysts. These requirements included a definit.ion of the parameters
of interest, their grouping for analytical purposes, the time periods of concern, the plotting
scales, and the priority of processing. Thus by
the time of the first manned orbital flight the
basic equipment, methods, and standards were
established. Further improvements were made
but these were improvements in methods rather
than equipment. The most important of these
improvements were:
(1) The plotting density was reduced, thus
speeding up the plotting and improving the
appearance of the plot. This required more
thorough checking to insure against the loss of
data during transients. To overcome this fault
a variable plotting density was used; that is,
each data point was compared with the previous data point. If the difference was more
than a predetermined amount, both the previous point and the present point were plotted.
If the difference was less than the predetermined amount, a point was plotted at fixed
intervals of time.
(2) Instead of rewinding a plotter tape to
plot. a second parameter on a page, time was
sa ved by plotting the second parameter in reverse.
(3) Special photographic techniques were
used to minimize replotting. Analysis plots,
normally made with expanded horizontal scales
for detailed work, were photographically reduced in the horizontal axis without reduction
in the vertical axis. Thus working plots were
compressed in length for use in the reports
without it being necessary to replot.
(4) A developmental program was initiated
to permit the determination of heart rate by
digital means. Such a method became a
necessity on the longer flights in order to obtain a complete time history of heart rate. The
method developed provided the time between
beats so that an average over any selected period of time could be obtH.ined. Statistical
treatment of these data was thus made possible.

(5) Much valuable information was voicerecorded during flight by the astronaut but its
value was to a great extent depen'dent upon
having an accurate knowledge of the time a
statement was made. Early methods required
that a typed transcript of the voice record be
timed with the use of a stopwatch and the voice
tape; tl1is method was adequate for the shortduration flights. For the three-orbital manned
flights, timing was accomplished by use of the
typed transcript and an oscillograph record
containing the voice patterns and time from
lift-off in I-second intervals. By simultaneously relating the voice transcript to the voice patterns while listening to the voice tape, an accu6000
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essed for MA-9. However, the total processing
time was held nearly constant at 5 days as the
productivity of manpower increased and procedures were improyed. Figure 13-4 shows a
comparison of the time required for manual
processino- as compared with semiautomatic and
automatic data processing for a given sample of
data.
Systems PerforInance Analysis

Most of the analysis of the Mercury systems'
performance was made either at Wallops Island, Virginia, or Cape Canuyeral, Florida, by
NASA and contractor personnel who were responsible for the spacecraft preflight preparations and checkout and who were familiar with
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rate time for each communication was det.ermined. For the longer 6-pass and 22-pass orbital flights, a method was developed to automate this process to some extent. A magnetic
tape recording of the voice, with spacecraft time
recorded on a second track, was played while an
operator followed the typewritten text. At the
first word of each communication in the text,
the operator pressed a switch to compute and
record the time. This process permitted the
rapid preparation of a complete and accurately
timed transcript of all of the pilot's voice communications.
Figure 13-3 provides some statistics related
to data processing for each flight. As may be
noted, the number of data points processed increased rapidly for the longer duration flights;
for example, 14 million data points were proc-
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these systems. The majority of the. analysts
had extensive experience in appropnate specialty fields.
As discussed in the Data Processing section of
this paper, the major portion of the ~nalysis
of the early flights in the Mercury ProJect was
made by using oscillograph' records and handprocessing only those portions of the records
that seemed to be significant. This hand-processing was time-consuming and several days
were required to obtain an appreciable amount
of data in the form of engineering units plotted
against time. The conversion to electronic d~ta
processing was a most important fact~r durmg
the later missions in permitting a rapId assessment of the mission results; without this electronic data processing, an incomplete analysis
would have resulted if the same flight schedule
had been maintained.
Toward the end of the Mercury Project a
few data-comparison plots were prepared by
usinO' the electronically processed data. The
pur;ose of such plots was to. display time .histories of the data for a partlcular system m a
manner to allow very rapid comparison of the
nature of the data on previous missions, showing
at a glance the normal scatter and variations for
both proper and improper system performan~e.
The very limited amount of data prepared m
this comparison-plot form was found to be a~
extremely useful tool for the analysts, the edItors and technical management personnel.
D'uring the analysis and reporting period of
the earlier flights, various types of work weeks
were tried. The maximum number of hours
worked by individuals was limited to 60 exc~pt
in unusual circumstances. Work days rangmg
from 8 hours to 12 hours each, in combination
with 5-day to 7 -day work weeks, were utilized
at various times. Experience showed that a
schedule of 10 hours a day, 6 days a week, was
a good arrangement to accommodate both the
schedule and the participants' non-work-con
nected responsibilities.
In the analysis of the data, it was found that
mission-oriented technical personnel were
needed to supervise and direct the analysis and
ensure that the overall effort would be integrated and fully coordinated. Few of t~e
spacecraft systems could be analyzed as to theIr
performance without considering the performance of other systems and the particular phase
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of the mission in question. For example, the
temperature of the pilot's pressure suit was directly controlled by the operation of the suit
heat exchanger; however, there was an indirect
effect resulting from the temperatures in the
spacecraft cabin, which in turn were affected by
the operation of the cabin heat exchanger, the
amount of electrical po'Yer being used (heat
generation), and whether or not the spacecraft
was in the sunlight or in the earth's shadow.
Thus an analysis of the suit temperature could
not be made without considering possible effects
from these secondary sources of thermal
disturbance.
Postflight Tests

It was extremely important that immediate action be taken to determine the causes of any
system malfunction or failure and the corrective
action to be taken, since this information was
necessary in order to support subsequent
missions.
A person or group was assigned to determine
the reason for the malfunction, and these investigations often became quite detailed and timeconsuming. It was found to be necessary to require, ,,-hen ever practical, that the malfunction
be repeated with the same or an identical piece
of equipment in laboratory tests to demonstrate
that the cause of the malfunction was fully understood. In addition, when the flight equipment had been modified to preclude future
malfunctions of that type, it was again demonstrated in ground tests with the simulated inflight environment that the modification would
do its intended job.
An example of postflight testing that could
not be accommodated to the above philosophy
of duplication on the ground of inflight malfunction was occasioned by the MA-1 inflight
structural failure. It '''as impossible to duplicate this failure in ground testing, since the inflight loads spectrum resulting from vibration,
acceleration, aerodynamic drag, unsteady airflow, and noise could not be simultaneously applied in ground tests. The postflight investigati.on was therefore centered around tests on the
structure of the front end of the launch vehicle,
and on the adapter between the spacecraft and
the launch vehicle. These tests, and a concurrent analytical investigation, did not conclusively define the exact cause of the failure but
did show that strengthening the front end of

the launch vehicle and stiffening the adapter
would be sufficient to prerent a simi lar failure.
These change ,,·ere incorporated in the M \,-2
mission, and the flight demonstrated that the
modifications were satisfactory.
Report Prepara tion

The preparation of the PLMR actually began
just prior to the mission when some sections of
the report that dealt with preflight activities
were written. The main body of the report containing the sections of technical significance
was generated during approximately the last 5
to 10 days prior to issuance of the report. During this time, the rough drafts were prepared
and examined for accuracy, completeness, and
absence of conjecture, by appropriate members
of the report editorial staff.
As in the case of data analysis, it was found
that mission-oriented teclmical personnel were
indispensable in performing the editing functions. The editors were technically experienced
personnel and most had degrees in appropriate
specialized fields of study. They were temporarily relieved of their various technical duties
in their organizations to serve as editors. There
was never any attempt to use non-technical
people as editors of technical parts of the
PLMR, since the nature of the editing task
was such that the use of technical personnel in
this fWlction was mandatory .
The experiences in the PLMR reporting indicate that three main factors contributed
heavily to the rapid completion of the reporting
phase:
(a) All reporting participants were relieved
as completely as possible of their day-to-day
responsibilities so that they could devote full
time to the reporting task. In addition, when
possible they were physically relocated to a
place away from their usual duty locations in
order to minimize distraction by non-reporting
duties.
(b) A steady and intensive work week schedule was utilized, consisting of approximately 10
hours per day, 6 days per week.
( c) The editors exercised close and constant
supervision of reporting personnel in their tasks
of writing the sections of the report, with emphasis on the need for completeness, clarity,
accuracy, and absence of conjecture or speculation.

It was quite difficult, of course, to separate
key technical personnel completely from dayto-day duties, since these duties needed their
continuous attention. However, it had to be
done to a large extent, or the postflight analysis
for a mission would have proceeded at a relatively slow pace and the program schedule could
have suffered. The steady and intensive work
schedule of 10 hours per day and 6 days per
"eek, necessary to meet the analysis and reporting schedule, was maintained for two to three
weeks on occasion without any apparent ill effects on the work output.
As the reporting of the Mercury mission results progressed from flight to flight it became
increasingly clear that a strong editorial policy
would have to be followed in order to insure
that the PLMR's would be effective. One reason why this strong editor policy was necessary
was that quite often it was necessary to dicuss
different facets of a subject in different sections
of the report, with the sections being prepared
by different authors; a strong editorial hand
was needed in such cases to make sure that the
various discussions were consistent with each
other and with the facts. Another reason was
that the various sections of the report needed
to have a reasonable consistency in the format,
and amount of summary material and depth
of discussion relating to the systems' performance and their effect on the overall mission resuIts; a strong editorial hand was again needed
to implement and enforce these requirements.
From experience it was thoLwht that a sinule
person hould perform the final editing task·
however, as the reports became larger and more
complex with the longer flight, it al 0 became
apparent that one person could not edit all
sections of the report in the hort time available. The compromise used in the report of
the last few flights was that one person (the
Chairman of the Senior Editorial Committee)
edited the technically important ections of the
report, and the supporting sections of the report
were edited by an editorial as i tant or one of
the members of the Senior Editorial Committee. This arrangement worked quite atisfactorily, although the work load on the Chairman was very great, particularly during the
few days just prior to final typing and printing
of the PLMR.
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During the period just prior to printing the
report, the senior editorial committee reviewed
and edited all sections of the report. This review was accomplished to insure that the various
sections were compatible in the discussions and
treatment of common subject matter. The report was then reviewed in detail by the staff
of the Project Managers Office for accuracy
and technical emphasis. It was found that the
various reviews and editings of the sections
of the report and the report as a whole were
necessary, although publication of the report
was delayed somewhat by this process. Experience showed that the most useful report resulted
from a compromise between the conflicting requirements of completeness, clarity, and technical accuracy on the one hand and an early publication date on the other. It was also found
that a report was ineffective if it was not complete, clear, and factual.
Conclusions

As the Mercury Project progressed from the
relatively simple flights to the more lengthy
orbital missions, the postflight data processing, mission analysis, and reporting, went
through a steady evolutionary process. A number of lessons were learned and are summarized
as follows:

Data Processing

(1) Electronic data-processing equipment
can accurately process' quantities of data that
are impossible to accomplish in the same time
with manual methods.
(2) Analysis requirements must be determined in advance and data processing must be
planned to supply these needs.
Analysis

(1) Mission-oriented technical supervisors
are needed to supervise the analysis in order to
insure integration and coordination of the
effort.
(2) Extensive time-history data are essential
to the analysis of spacecraft system performance.
Reporting

(1) A report should have all of its technically
important sections edited carefully by one person if the report is to be of maximum usefulness.
(2) A report, to be useful, must be a compromise between the conflicting requirements
of completeness, clarity, and technical accuracy
on the one hand and an early publication date
on the other. Such a report is ineffective if
it is published quickly but is not complete, clear,
and factual.
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J.

SUDlDlary

This paper presents the evolution of test philosophies and procedures used in preflight
checkout of Mercury spacecraft at Cape Canaveral, Fla. The impact on preflight operations of tight schedules, mission changes, discrepant performance of ground and spacecraft
equipment, and new information gained from
ground testing and flight are discussed. Included in this discussion are numerous examples
to illustrate the kinds of problems that were encountered and their effects on preflight operations. In addition, this paper presents the lessons learned in preflight preparation and checkout over the 4-year span of the program.
Test operations personnel learned that only
formalized testing with all inter-dependent systems operating simultaneously would provide
a flight-ready spacecraft. Tests emphasized
astronaut saJety and included participation of
the astronaut as often as possible. Few substitutes for actual flight equipment were permitted
during spacecraft assembly, rigging, and testing. Such matters of quality control as cleanliness, component limited-sheH and limited-operationallife, and equipment failure, influenced
the test philosophy. Validation and troubleshooting of spacecraft systems revealed the need
for many more test points to be provided for
in-place testing. Repair and bench testing of
failed equipment reemphasized that the equipment needed to be made more accessible for removal and reinstallation. Rapid feedback of
test results and failure analyses to design and
manufacturing personnel was necessary and led
to the increase of inspection and on-the-spot
failure analysis. Digital checkout equipment

was developed and proved that digital computer
systems were superior to analog methods in providing information and control to test engineers.
Introduction

Preflight preparation and checkout experience began at Cape Canaveral in 1959 with the
Big Joe boilerplate spacecraft. This spacecraft was the first to be launched in Project
Mercury. The Big Joe spacecraft was designed and built by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) to determine the aerodynamic and heating characteristics of the Mercury shape.
In the following year, a variety of test and
checkout equipment and the first production
spacecraft arrived at Cape Canaveral. During
the next 2 years, the techniques and procedures
for preparation and checkout of spacecraft for
manned flight were developed and refined.
By the time of the early manned flights, these
preparations and procedures had been proved
through operational experience. A formal but
flexible operations routine had evolved, incor~orating close coordination with design, misSlOn management, manufacturing, and quality
control groups. For example, components were
inspected and tested before installation; and
work to be done on the spacecraft was described
in detailed work sheets. This procedure controlled the disturbance of spacecraft components
and assured that the status of the spacecraft
configuration was known at all times. Detailed test procedures had been written, and
step-by-step test results recorded. Checklists
had been established to guide spacecraft assembly and configuration before each test.
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Spacecraft Assembly

In preparation :£or spacecra:£t testing, component mockups and simulators were constructed and used as substitutes :£or components
that were :£ragile, dangerous to handle, or in
short supply. However, it was found that these
mockups and simulators could not be constructed accurately within a reasonable cost and
time schedule, and there:£ore they proved to be
0:£ marginal value.
For example, wooden pyrotechnics mockups
did not properly establish cable fits, and substitute escape towers did not establish clearances.
This resulted in delays and difficult working
conditions when modifications had to be made
while at the launch pad. Other simulators did
not work because 0:£ the high packaging density
and multiple inter:£aces inside the Mercury
spacecra:£t.
Ultimately, it was deemed necessary to fitcheck all flight items simultaneously, and,
where substitutes had to be used, exact flight
types were required. Because better :£acilities
for mechanical modifications were available at
the point of manufacture, experience indicated
that complete assembly of the spacecra:£t should
be accomplished at the factory; this was true
even for those components which had to be removed for shipment.
Test Preparation

spacecraft was connected to the complex and
testing was begun.
Various efforts were made to accelerate preparation of the spacecra:£t; :£or example, when
the spacecraft was idle, as during periods when
data were being analyzed, efforts were made to
continue work on the apparently-unaffected systems. However, it was :£ound that this work
would adversely affect the test setup and thereby the spacecraft preparation schedule. Mercury components were so closely packed that
there was little room for a man to work inside
the spacecraft without accidentally damaging
such things as cables, tubing, connectors, or
cameras. Generally, it was ruled that only testassociated work would be done on a spacecra:£t
while it was being tested.
Early in the program be:£ore systems interrelationships had been completely analyzed,
some equipment was damaged when tests of one
system influenced another. For example, reaction control system (RCS) valves in a dry state
overheated when activated by the automatic
stabilization and control system (ASCS).
As test crews and planners gained experience
in attending to these many details, test plans
became more reliable. Offsetting this experience were the number of modifications made to
the spacecraft to accommodate mission flexibility and safety and to improve systems per:£ormance. As a result, plans and procedures were
constantly changing.

General

In the early planning stages 0:£ Project Mercury, it was thought possible to deliver flightready spacecraft to Cape Canaveral, conduct a
single, total spacecraft test in the hangar, and
launch very soon therea:£ter. However, it was
demonstrated that more preflight preparation
was required at the launch site and formal procedures evolved from experience.
Before spacecra:£t testing was begun, very
careful preparations were made. Each step had
to be formalized through configuration documents, checklists, and test procedures. The
ground-support equipment was tested to prove
its readiness. Test complexes were checked for
compatibility with the particular spacecraft.
The spacecra:£t was put into test position and
its configuration conformance to test plans was
established; of particular concern were proper
cabling and plumbing of all systems. Then the
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Test Philosophy and Procedure

Gradually, a set of guidelines evolved which
were used as the basis :£or all testing. Two
principles served as foundations for checkout
procedures throughout this evolution. The
sa:£ety of the astronaut was considered foremost, and secondly, all philosophy was directed
toward a test plan which would guarantee a
flightworthy spacecraft at lift-off. These were
expanded to six principles which were applied
to all spacecraft tests.
Building block approach to testing.-The
operational status of each system and each component in the system was functionally verified
before that system was operated concurrently
or in conjunction with another system with
which it might have an inter:£ace.
End-to-end testing.-During testing, the initiating function and end function took place

sequentially as would actually occur in flight.
The use of artificial stimuli was minimized.
Implementation of this guideline was most
evident in the hangar-simulated flight test.
Isolation and fumctional verification of all
redwndancies.-All redundant signal paths
were isolated and functionally proven by endto-end tests. These included redundancies
between the spacecraft and launch vehicle and
redundancies within the launch complex.
Interface testing and verification.-There
were two basic interfaces in Mercury : The
spacecraft to launch vehicle and the space
vehicle to ground complex. These interfaces
included RF, hardwire, and mechanical features. Tests involving these interfaces were
consistent with the test philosophy previously
discussed, namely, end-to-end testing and testing of all redundancies.
Mission profile simulation.-Simulated mission tests, which included the spacecraft, launch
vehicle, and ground complex, were designed to
approach functionally actual mission conditions
as nearly as possible. This procedure included
simulating real-time functions through orbit
insertion. The astronaut was aboard for these

simulations and functioned as he would during
the actual flight. These simulated flights were
made both in Hangar S and at the launch pad.
Figure 14-1 shows preparations being made for
a simulated flight test of a spacecraft in the
altitude chamber.
The astronaut as an integ1'al part of the system during tests.-The astronaut was considered part of the total system and functioned
during systems test and mission simulations as
he would during the actual mission. This resulted in a dual advantage. The system tested
was closer to flight configuration when the astronaut was included, and the astronaut became
intimately familiar with the spacecraft and
spacecraft system. Figure 14-2 is a photo-

FIGURE

14-2.-Astronaut Cooper in spacecraft on
tower for communications test.

RF

graph of a spacecraft on the RF tower for communication tests. This test, with Astronaut L.
Gordon Cooper, was made to determine voice
clarity under simulated flight conditions.
Component Acceptability

14-1.-Spacecraft being prepared for simulated
mission test in altitude chamber at Cape Canaveral.

FIGURE

Components of proven design were planned
for use in Project Mercury. In order to insure
that only properly-operating items of these
proven designs were used for flight, not only
spare parts but also many components installed
in the spacecraft were subjected to testing at
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Cape Canaveral. Numerous component failures

equipment immunity to these effects. These

"ere experienced during these spacecraft tests;
in addition, during 1962 and 1963 approximately 50 percent of component spares were rejected after testing. These failures were discovered by rigorous preinstallation acceptance
(PIA) tests which in most cases exceeded the
test conditions that could be achieved after component installation. These tests increased confidence that replacement components in a state
of incipient failure would not be installed in
Mercury spacecraft.
Control of the stock of spares also waS
tightened to assure that qualified replacements
were available when troubles occurred. Spares
which were significantly affected by shelf life
were periodically tested and returned to stock.
In special cases, the inspection was extended to
the source. Vendor and component manufacturing plants were visited by engineers and inspectors to convey the nature of problems and
to encourage higher quality of work.
Component acceptability and rejection rate
was governed by such factors as performance
criteria modificatiop., the delivery of partially
qualified items, and inadequate shelf life of some
components.

procedures were frequently quite involved.
High voltage problems were encountered in
ground power supplies. Electrically-regulated
power supplies operating over long lines tended
to react and surge to high voltages and cause
loss of remote sensing, and they were abandoned
in favor of lead-acid batteries.

Modified Performance Criteria

During systems tests of Mercury spacecraft,
the effects of electrical-current surges demonstrated the need for performance criteria modification. These current surges, resulting in
momentary variation (transients) of the battery
voltage, occurred during testing and were attributed to the normal starting of mechanicalelectrical systems, such as the orbital timing device or the spacecraft cameras. As a result of
these voltage transients, energized timers would
occasionally exhibit early time-out, interference
would appear in instrumentation amplifier outputs causing faulty indications, and noise would
appear in the astronaut voice channels. The
solution to these problems required inclusion of
a special battery for the maximum altitude
sensor, the addition of capacitors to circuits
with time relays as a protective measure to prevent early time-out, and the replacement of
components with like items that demonstrated
low susceptibility to voltage transients.
Extensive voltage-transient tests were added
to spacecraft checkout procedures to prove

Partially Qualified Equipment

Equipment not fully qualified for fligl1t when
delivered included tape recorders, ECG amplifiers, water traps for the environmental control
system (ECS), and impedance pneumographs.
Tape recorders \,ere brought to acceptable
status by careful shop asembly and testing. The
electrocardiogram (ECG) amplifiers were redesigned and rebuilt. Internal voltage regulators
and feedback loops were modified. Rebuilt
units were requalified in detail. Later, new
models were specified for vendor development
based on experience with the originals.
In some cases, flight systems had to be modified to accept new components, and special systems tests had to be devised to be sure that the
effects of the modification were not serious. For
example, the environmental control system performance depended upon closely balanced pressures and flow, and testing of the system was
conducted to insure that the addition of the
\vater tra p did not degrade system performance
in the MA-9 spacecraft.
Shelf Life

Many components procured for the Mercury
Project proved to have inadequate shelf life
because of the time period required to complete
the program. Such items as rockets had to be
refurbished because of an 18-month shelf limit
established by the vendors. A system was established whereby equipment that utilized rubber
O-rings "as periodically exercised or returned
to the vendor for replacement of time-critical
components. For example, the Environmental
Control System (ECS) negative-pressure relief
valves were operated at prescribed time intervals, and the Reaction Control System (RCS)
relief valves were reconditioned by the
manufacturer.
Another problem involved deterioration of
the solder connections of nichrome bridge wires
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to the electrical connectors of many pyrotechnic initiators. This deterioration resulted in a
gradual increase in the resistance of squib circuits. This was precluded by establishing a
time limitation of 6 months between date of
soldering and actual use.
Test· Equipment and Procedure Changes
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The need to prove the acceptability of spacecraft equipment required many changes in procedures and test equipment at the Cape. Component and systems simulators were used less
and less in spacecraft testing even to the point
of requiring participation of the astronaut, fully suited.
Bench simulators were made more realistic.
Voltage-transient generators and ECG simulators were added to the Cape's test equipment.
Battery source impedance and load impedances
were more carefully simulated as was line noise
character. There was, also, an increased tendency to operate equipment on the bench in exact
connection with production models of their companion components and systems. Camera solenoids and transmitters were properly connected
to and operated with instrument systems during
final bench tests before spacecraft installation.
Quality Assurance

Some equipment and components such as
rockets and pyrotechnics could not be fully validated before use. Reliability of these items
was almost entirely dependent upon good design, workmanship, and qualification. This
workmanship requires great patience and attention to detail even under the tedium of production lines. Considerable progress has been made
in promoting this extreme attention to detail
which directly contributes to the success or failure of each spaceflight mission and the safe return of the astronaut.
In the MA-9 mission, the three retropackage
umbilicals and one of the byo spacecraft-toadapter umbilicals failed to separate from the
spacecraft. Each of these contained two squibs:
and initiation of either squib should have resulted in explosive disconnection. Postflight analysis revealed that the umbilicals failed to separate from the spacecraft because the squibs were
not loaded with the appropriate charge.
As the Mercury Project matured, it became

evident that the use of proven and qualified
components did not result in the reliabilities
desired to satisfy man-rated system requirements. A more-rigid quality control procedure
was required in all aspects of component and
system assembly. The need for this requirement
was typified by the number of discrepancies
(performance or configuration deficiencies) to
be corrected for the MA-9 backup spacecraft.
A total of 720 system or component discrepan·
cies \yere recorded, of which 526 were directly
attributed to a lack of satis£actory quality of
workmanship. Of this number, 444 required
specially-scheduled time to correct.
Additionally, flight-safety considerations required that inspection be made of all parts and
components scheduled for the space-flight program. These inspection requirements extended
from the parts vendor to the Cape in order to
locate and reject every defective or marginal
part.
As a result of inspection, fourteen 1,500
watt/ hour storao-e batteries were rejected for
case leakao-e during preparation for the MA-8
mission. Several incidents of leakage were due
to tooling holes not being plugged during manufacture. Others were from case cracks or lilldetermined sources. Also, an inspection of battery vent-pressure relief valves revealed
dimensional deviations in valves after assembly, and improperly applied potting adhesive.
Three of the e yalves failed to operate at proper
pres ures. These defective batteries were rejected following inspection at the Cape.
Five failures were experienced on D"as-presure regulator a emblies in the lA- reaction
control sy tern (RCS). ~\n imoestigation of the
failed as emblies re,'ealed that internal
scratches, inadequate cleanline s, and improper
torquing of end caps were contributing cause
of these failures.
Also in the RCS, an examination of failed
gas-pressure vent valves revealed clamao-ed
O-rings. In one case an O-ring was found to be
scuffed, while in another case the O-ring had a
metal fragment driven into the material.
The MA-8 spacecraft wa demated from its
launch vehicle and returned to IIanD"ar" ., to
replace the manual selector valve in the RCS
due to a leakage encountered during a preflio-ht
pressure check of the system. Upon removing
the valve, it was noted that the valve had been
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installed out of alinement so that an excessive
side-load was induced into the valve internal
parts.
During an inspection of the escape-tower
wiring for the MA-6 primary and backup
spacecrafts, it was found that the electrical connectors had improperly-soldered joints. Additionally, it was discovered that improper insertion of the conductor wire into the solder had
been ~ade as a result of the use of an 18-gauge
wire with a 20-gauge solder pot.
In Project Mercury, thousands of man-hours
"Were expended in testing, calibration, assembly,
and installation of a variety of hardware that
later failed to meet performance specifications
or that malfunctioned during systems tests in a
simulated space environment. When malfunctions occurred or when these components failed
to meet specifications, it was necessary to remove, repair, or replace them, a procedure.
which could have been avoided in a large percentage of cases if adequate attention to detail
during manufacture or thorough inspection before delivery had been exercised.

carbon dioxide absorber itself. Ten and onehalf hours were used to gain access to the absorber and then to restore the spacecraft to its
original condition.
The number of removals of equipment is an
index of the amount of modification, repair, and
servicing required as the program progressed.
Figure 14-3 exemplifies the amount of work required at Cape Canaveral.
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Mercury spacecraft were literally packed
with equipment and components were installed
three deep in some instances. Limited interior
working space, which posed a severe handicap
to preflight preparation, resulted in a certain
amount of wiring and equipment damage during normal work and test operations. Repair
was a continuing work item during all phases of
spacecraft modification and checkout. Any
system affected by these repairs or modifications
had to be reverified by test.
Extensive changes and modification were
caused primarily by component or subsystem
malfunction, as well as extension of mission requirements.
As an example, it became necessary to replace
MA-6's life-limited carbon dioxide absorber in
the ECS, since more time than had been planned
was required to check out the system. This replacement required no less than eight major
equipment removals and four revalidations of
unrelated subsystems. It caused an overall delay of nearly 12 hours. By way of comparison,
it took only an hour and a half to replace the
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FIGURE 14-3.-History of equipment removals for ~fer
cllry spacecraft for rework sen-ice and replacement.

Cleanliness

Early in the Mercury program motion pictures of the inside of a spacecraft in orbit
showed washers, \yire cuttings, bolts, and alligator clips floating in the cabin. The cabin
fan became plugged on a,n early unmanned flight
with similar free-floating debris.
Such evidence led to more care in the habits
of technicians working inside the spacecraft.
A periodic tumbling of the spacecraft to dislodge and expose dirt and loose objects became
standard practice at the Cape. Figure 14-4
sho\,s a spacecraft in the tumbling fixture during a cleaning operation, and figure 14-5 shows
the debris removed.

fore being put into their spacecraft containers,
and a variety of equipment which was found
to contain contaminating deposits was carefully
inspected and cleaned before being used. This
equipment included astronaut suits, valves,
hoses, and tubing.
Provisions and Procedures for
Troubleshooting

It can be seen from the preceding discussion
that there was a great need for troubleshooting
spacecraft components both in spacecraft and
on the bench. As a consequence, facilities at
the Cape were expanded to include a malfuncFIGURE

14-4.-Spacecraft being tumbled to remove
debris left during work periods.
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tion investigation laboratory, staffed with experienced specialists in such areas as X-ray,
spectroscopy, microscopy, and chemistry. Also,
because of the need to qualify many spacecraft
components, a laboratory of test equipment was
developed and fully equipped with environmental chambers, shaker table, accelerator, impact tester, and pressure testing equipment.

14-5.-Debris removed from spacecraft during
tumbling.

Teclmicians generally were not aware of the
strict cleanliness required in handling components of the ECS and RCS systems. It became necessary to specify handling procedures
for these highly dirt-sensitive components.
Many parts were kept in sealed plastic bags
until installation was to begin, at which time
ultra-clean handling methods ,yere used. Vendors have delivered many items of spacecraft
equipment which contained wire ends, solder
balls, and stray hardware. Such items as gums,
powders, lubricants, chips, and hydrocarbons
have appeared on components where they could
not be tolerated for proper operation. Hydrogen peroxide systems have yielded some decomposables which could have caused extreme
reaction. Breathing oxygen and drinking
water also have been contaminated. As a result,
all consumables were chemically analyzed be-

In Project Mercury, it was necessary to add
ground support equipment to that provided
with the spacecraft and to devise means for
testing individual components in the spacecraft. Test points were not available and interconnectinO' cables and tubing had to be broken
into for tests. This invalidated the very circuit
or pressure system that was being tested.
Preplanned Troubleshooting

In Project Mercury it became necessary to
plan exact steps and equipment configuration
before troubleshooting was begun. Expected
values in response to stimuli that had been C.'l.refully defined were listed in documents prepared
in advance. It was found that preplanned
troubleshooting procedures significantly reduced testing time.
In addition to drawinO's and standard spacecraft test procedure, the contractor provided
logic diagrams and detailed drawings and specifications of systems and components. Systems consisting of many separate circuit elements were detailed by separate subsystem
diagrams sho\ving all wire routing throuO'hout
the spacecraft. As an example, instrument systems were broken down to show ea,ch sensor and
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its signal conditioning and cable connections.
This was in addition to overall system cabling
diagrams and detailed drawings of repairable
items including mounting details that were provided. These drawings were invaluable for
troubleshooting.
Scheduling

To accomplish spacecraft preflight preparations and checkout within schedule objectives,
it was necessary to increase the number of
spacecraft undergoing preflight preparations
at Cape Canaveral from one to two, or three, at
any given time. This approach provided additional time for preflight preparations of each
spacecraft without a corresponding increase in
the time interval between successive missions.
Preflight Preparation

Preflight preparations and checkout operations included: (1) modifications to update the
untested spacecraft configuration based upon

knowledge gained from previous flight experience; (2) modifications as extensive as reworking a spacecraft from a suborbital
configuration to an orbital configuration to increase spacecraft systems capabilities for extended mission requirements; and (3) changes
and modifications resulting from component or
system malfunctions during preflight testing.
Changes of considerable magnitude were
made at the Cape only because it was more
efficient and less time consuming than returning the spacecraft to the factory. In any event
the final flight configuration of any particular
spacecraft could not be entirely determined
until successful completion of the preceding
mission. This required that final configuration
changes be accomplished at the Cape if the
schedule was to be maintained.
On the average, spacecraft modifications accounted for more than half the time that the
spacecraft remained at the Cape prior to flight.
Examination of the average time that the spacecraft spent at Cape Canaveral shows that 60

Hangar S
Launch, recovery and return
Prelaunch:
Total days at Cape Canaveral 247
Total rework days In hangar 5 aero . 142 (non-work days 48)
Total test days in hangar 5 area 40
Toto I days on complex, 14: 17

Pad operation -7 days

Postlaunch
Total hours In orbit 09:13 hours
Total days of test (approx) 6
Total days at hangar S: 54 (until Nov 25, 1962)
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and work schedule for prelaunch preparation of spacecraft in Hangar S.
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1percent of the total time involved modification,
repair, assembly, service, and inspection. Only
25 percent of the time was spent in hangar tests
and 15 percent for all work and testing at the
pad.
When converted to months, these percentages
show approximately 3 months for hangar work,
1% months for actual hangar testing, and 1
month on the launch pad, for a total average
time at the Cape of approximately 5% months.
The Mercury-Atlas spacecraft averaged 33
more hangar work days, 6 additional hangar
test days, and 4 additional days on the pad than
the Mercury-Redstone spacecraft. This small
increase in test and pad time indicated that the
increased complexity of Mercury-Atlas missions was offset by increased experience, and
therefore there was little effect on time required
for hangar testing or total pad time. Figure
14-6 shows how the time was divided between
testing and other work in the preparation of
spacecraft 16 (MA-8) .

Failure Analysis

Rapid failure detection and corrective action
were basic requirements in maintaining program schedules. Facilities were provided to
permit extensive failure analyses at Cape
Canaveral where failure conditions were intimately known to engineers and technicians.
These analyses provided a basis for accurate
feedback through quality control channels.
However, the lack of spares often made it impossible to take the necessary action required in
order to meet preflight preparation and test
schedules.
Evolution of Digital Checkout Equipment
One of the more time consuming problems
during Project Mercury was that of spacecraft
preparation for testing. This required connecting a large number of cables to the installed equipment, largely by breaking cables
and tubing. As shown in figure 14-'7, many of

Operational Life

Equipment having a short operational life
caused many problems in meeting spacecraft
checkout schedules. Dissipating chemicals,
such as lithium hydroxide which was used to
adsorb carbon dioxide in the astronaut's breathing-oxygen circuit, exemplify this problem.
The carbon dioxide and oxygen partial-pressure
sensors are another example. The latter had to
be installed late in the countdown and required
some spacecraft disassembly for installation.
If holds occurred during the countdown, a new
removal-activation-calibration -installation cycle had to be completed.
Spacecraft cameras also posed short-life
problems in the Mercury Project. Most of the
camera shutter and film advance mechanisms
failed frequently. Complicating matters further was the fact that the camera olenoids
caused momentary deep reductions in battery
voltage because of periodic pulsing. In addition, excessive back-voltages in the coils caused
failures of programer switche. Becau e cameras placed transients on other systems, these
systems had to be tested often to establish their
ability to accept these transients. This extended use, in turn, burdened the cameras and
their failures accelerated. Spare cameras soon
became Wla vailable.

}i'IGURE

14-7.-Spacecraft in Hangar S.

these cables were draped around the spacecraft
and through the hatch. Not only did this tend
to invalidate systems being tested, but it required much detailed planning and preparation
of the spacecraft and test equipment. Each
time the spacecraft was moved, the entire test
complex had to be torn down, putting another
strain on equipment in the spacecraft.
A study of digital equipment proved that
data conversion provisions could be built into
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the spacecraft and permanently wired to test
points. Pulse code modulation-a form of digital data-allows compression of data so that
hundreds of measurements can be sent over one
cable. By this means, test configuration probl~ms can be greatly reduced. Spacecraft can
be moved from place to place with much less
breakdown and buildup of test configurations.
.\s the Mercury Project progressed, many
different methods of data presentation and distribution were investigated. Through these efforts, it was demonstrated that data of the pulse
form could be consistently transmitted by radio
frequency or by cable. The receiving and conversion equipment which was used for about 4
years proved to be a reliable and accurate means
for presenting data to test engineers.
In an effort to make data more immediately
useful to these engineers, printers and digital
displays were added. It was gradually realized
that this immediacy was of prime importance
to men who had to make constant decisions as
to the state of their systems. These studies of
improvements needed in spacecraft checkout led
to the design of a digital computer-controlled
system capable of automatic checkout of
manned spacecraft. It also had the capability
of use as a completely manual system controlled
by test engineers miles from the spacecraft,
thereby allowing a natural evolution to automatic checkout. An experimental model was
assembled and proved during hangar and pad
tests of Astronaut Cooper's spacecraft.
Technical, Configuration, and Mission
Reviews

Close coordination between preflight operations personnel and those of other organizations, including contractors, subcontractors,
vendors, the Department of Defense, the ground
complex, the network, and other NASA centers
was maintained continuously to insure that intprinre compatibility of operations planning as
well as equipment left no significant problems
unresolved.
Throughout Project Mercury, a continuing
series of technical, configuration, and mission
review meetings were conducted to resolve
problems, to initiate action where necessary,
to coordinate activities on a wide variety of
matters affecting each Mercury mission and to

provide technical direction where required. In
addition, engineering specialists from these organizations met frequently at Development
Engineering Inspections (DEI) at the spacecraft manufacturing plant to review in detail
the hardware being produced so that results of
current experience were reflected in this hardware. Each of these efforts provided management a valuable tool for directing effort along
the desired channels . . A significant management device employed during the project to
assure mission success was the spacecraft
Flight Safety Review meeting held prior to
each launch. At this meeting, every activity
connected with the spacecraft was discussed in
detail between management and engineering
specialists to determine the flight readiness of
the spacecraft. The criteria established for this
review was that a Mercury launch would not
take place in the face of unresolved difficulties
t.hat might affect. mission success or flight
safety.
Conclusions

The foregoing discussion has presented in detail the lessons learned in preflight preparation
and testing during the Mercury Project. The
conclusions that have been drawn from this experience follow:
(1) Test procedures incorporating the techniques of end-to-end testing, interface verification, and astronaut participation should be documented and continually updated.
(2) Spacecraft should be completely assembled at the factory, using a minimum of
simulated hardware.
(3) The number of component malfunctions
during testing proved the need for better quality control and inspection procedures.
( 4) The lack of test points, spares, and formalized troubleshooting procedures often hindered rapid malfunction analysis and corrective
action.
(5) Limited shelf life and operational life
of romponents create spares problems and possible delays in launch schedules.
(6) Pursuance of exacting cleanliness pro("pdurel'; reduces the possibility of component
and system malfunctions.
(7) An automatic checkout system can provide complete real-time test documentation and
better control of test operations by test engineers than an analog system.
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15. FLIGHT CONTROL OPERATIONS
By

JOHN

D.

HODGE, Asst. Chief for Flight Control, Flight Operations Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center; and DANIEL T. LOCKARD, Flight Operations, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

Summary

An organization was established at the beO'inning of Project Mercury to provide SUPP01~ to
the astronaut in all phases of the mission. This
organization was to monitor and direct the mission to insure a greater margin of safety for the
astronaut, provide support necessary for mis. ion success by extending the analysis capability
of the astronaut, and record data for detailed
postflight analysis.
. To be able to accomplish the assiO'ned tasks ,
It was necessary to plan operational requirements, generate documentation for real-time
use, and train personnel specifically for the job
of flight control.
. ~\.s the program progressed from the planlllng stages through manned orbital flight, flight
control progressed in its ability to provide better support.
All Mercury flights were successfully supported by flight controllers at the Mercury
Control Center .and sites located throuO'hout
b
the world. Durmg the program a number of
~ifficulties occurred which required changes and
l1~provements to methods used in the early
flIghts. Most of these difficulties were corrected
~tnd flight control provided the necessary support to contribute significantly to the success
of the program. Because of the experience
gained in the Mercury program the flight control organization is now more qualified to
progress to the more complex programs planned
for the future .
~

Purpose of Flight Control

I

I
I

L

.At the beginning of the Mercury program, it
was recognized that a ground-based crew would
be needed to aid the astronaut in monitorino·b the
spececraft systems, to evaluate systems performance, and to advise the astronaut on the
proper action necessary in case of a spacecraft

malfunction. Also, the ground crew would
have the capability to command reentry of the
spacecraft in unmanned vehicles and in manned
:rehicles should the necessity arise. In addition,
It. was necesary that the flight control orO'aniza0
tlOn record information for postflight analysis.
The major objectives of flight control were:
critical mis(1) Assist the astronaut durinO'
.
b
slon phases where additional close monitoring
and direction would insure a greater margin of
safety.
(2) Provide support as required in conducting the flight plan to contribute to mission
success.
(3) Extend the system analysis capability of
the crew and make available experts in all vehicle systems should they be needed to support
the crew.
Flight control is the team work existing between the spacecraft crew and a worldwide
ground crew to accomplish manned space flight.
This task covers the entire premission preparation phase and terminates with the recovery of
the spacecraft and crew. Flight control was
broken into five separate tasks:
(1) Preparation of the ground and flight
crews prior to launch, which includes the detailed development of Flight Plans, countdowns, Mission Rules, and training of personnel
in vehicle systems and ground network operations.
(2) Execution of mission control, which includes the direct supervision and coordination
of all aspects of mission real-time ground support and the control of the launch vehicle and
spacecraft crew during flight.
(3) Supplement the vehicle systems analysis
capability of the spacecraft crew, primarily by
the compilation, reduction, and evaluation of
telemetered and voice data from the spacecraft
and its crew.
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(4) Assistance to the spacecraft crew in attaining the mission objectives. This task requires participation in the development of an
optimum flight program, provision and coordination for real-time ground support necessary for execution of this optimum Flight Plan,
modification of the Flight Plan in real time as
l'equired, and assistance in preparation for subsequent mission phases.
(5) Participation in postmission analysis,
recommendations, and the preparation for subsequent flight programs.
History of Communication Between Ground
and Pilot

The development of a complex vehicle requires the parallel development of a test and
control organization to proyide the support necessary to accomplish the test objectives.
The advent of air-ground data links has allowed a ground-based crew to monitor the test
in progress, to modify the flight if necessary,
and to recommend the most expeditious course
of action to be taken in the event of a contingency situation. The missile age brought
about the deyelopment of a ground-to-air data
link by which information and commands could
be sent from a monitoring ground crew to the
\'ehicle to modify its flight plan.
In the early planning stage of Project
Mercury, it became evident that an extensive
tracking and data-acquisition network would be
required. The presence of man in an orbiting
satellite demanded that considerably different
requirements be placed on the tracking network
than had previously been necessary for unmanned vehicles. The most significant of these
requirements ,,'as that it was now imperative
that. the lletwork respond rapidly to contingency
situations to insure adequate safety of the astronaut. In order to meet the new requirements
and to analyze the progress of the flight, the
tracking nehvork combined pre\'iously used
methods of monitoring. These methods are
telemetry and radar and voice communications
which fire discussed as follows:
(1) Telemetry and radar, ,,·hich were used
to monitor and track satellite and missile syslems, prol' ided a llIeallS in Project Mercury not
only of analyzing launch \'ehicle performance
anel trajectory pro~)'ess but also of monitoring
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spacecraft systems and making medical analyses
of the astronaut's physical status.
(2) The voice conversations between the
astronaut and the spacecraft communicators
around the world proved to be invaluable. The
ability of the astronaut to make observations
and relay them to the control center, to verify
telemetry data, to update the retrofire timer, to
exchange information with the ground, and to
carryon discussion of problem areas proved to
be the best tool for flight-control analysis.
Voice communications also proved to be a primary method of making a medical analysis of
the astronaut's physical status,
Development of Flight-Control Operations
Network Requirements

In the planning stages for manned flights,
the design criteria for the tracking network
\\'ere established. These requirements were:
(1) A central control facility able to coordinate a worldwide network of tracking stations.
(2) Continuous monitoring of the poweredflight phase of the mission.
(3) A worldwide network capable of monitoring a spacecraft while in orbit.
(-:1:) Voice, telemetry, radar tracking, and
command capability at the time of retrofire for
a planned reentry.
(I)) A recovery force capable of astronaut
rescue in case of an emergency as well as recovery after a normal reentry.
Development of Detailed Flight Control Operational
Planning

As preparation began for manned space
flight, it became apparent that a need existed for
a \I'ell-trained control organization in order to
perform the flight-control tasks previously mentioned. As in the case -with any engineering or
scientific undertaking, the ability to control a
mission successfully is primarily a result of premission planning.
Documentation,-At the beginning of the
project, the different organizations connected
with the Mercury program published a number
of documents in which the method that should
be used to accomplish the flight-control task was
described in detail. Some of the documents
were revised and used in Astronaut Cooper's
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flight. However, the majority of the documents
proved to be too cumbersome for real-time use
and too difficult to keep updated for use by
the flight-control organization. Consequently,
some of these documents were revised, others
were discontinued, and new ones which would
be more adaptable to use in real time were written. As a result of the experience gained by
the use of these documents, several specifically
designed for flight control were published.
The most difficult task of flight control is that
of being prepared to make a real-time decision.
A real-time decision by flight control could result in an action to change the entire mission.
The action based on this decision may range
from a slight variation of the flight plan to
immediate termination of the mission. The
documentation to be used by flight control personnel not only must have all necessary information available to research a problem, but also
must contain information that can be quickly
located, if time is limited. The most significant
documents that evolved through experience and
use were Mission Rules, Flight Plan, Flight
Controller .Handbook-l, and the Trajectory
Working Paper.
Mission Rules: A fundamenta1 approach to
the analysis of systems failures in any flighttest program is to formulate a set of probable
component failures and their respective countermeasures which may either rectify the problem, provide for the safety of the occupant, or
protect the equipment. This compilation of
preplanned actions for each flight is called Mission Rules. In no other document are the actions of the crew and the flight control teams
so well defined. Each rule is carefully scrutinized by the flight controllers and astronauts
for possible ramifications which need more
clarification. This document shows the inte2Tated actions of the spacecraft crew and
ground-support personnel which are required
to establish an efficient team that may be called
on to take life-saving actions should an emergency situation arise.
These Mission Rules are put to the final test
during the extensive series of simlllations prior
to the mission. Some of the rules may be modified as a result of the realistic situations created
by the simulation. A Mission Rule Review is
held the day before launch to assure a consistent
interpretation and a complete understanding of
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the rules. A page from the Mission Rules for
orbital reentry is shown in table 15-1.
Flight Plan: The Flight Plan for the manlied Mercury missions consisted of a time-referenced step-by-step list of the astronaut's activities during an individual mission and the necessary supporting information. It was basically
written as a guide for the astronaut in conducting the mission, but it also served as a focal
point for the coordination of all the inputs into
the mission and the coordination of the groundcontroller activities with those of the astronaut. In addition, it served as a basis for premission training, simulations, system tests, and
detailed management in meeting the mission
objectives.
The formulation of the Flight Plan required
the coordination of inputs from many organizations into a sequence that not only met the
mission objectives and ground rules, but also
could readily be performed by the astronaut.
The inputs into the Flight Plan were concerned
with the astronauts, the spacecraft systems,
flight controllers, medica1 requirements, and
experimental considerations. As these inputs
were received, they were arranged to meet the
requirements of astronaut usage, reliability,
priority, Mission Rules, and ground control.
In order to obtain the maximum amount of useful information from the flight, the Flight Plan
was continuously coordinated with and reviewed by the various input organizations and
finally approved by the Operations Director.
The Flight Plan, as an operational document,
served several purposes. Primarily, it provided the astronaut with a coordinated schedule
of his activities during the mission. It also outlined part of the astronaut's preflight training.
The Flight Plan further served to inform the
flight controllers of the astronaut's planned
activities and was used as a tool to help coordinate the activities. In addition to the activity
schedule. the Flight Plan provided the normal
and emergency procedures and checklists for
the control of the spacecraft and procedures for
conducting experimental and medical activities.
During the mission it provided a basis from
',hich changes could be made because of~ystem
malfunctions or alterations in the requirements.
~\.Jso, it provided nonoperational organizations
with information concerning the activities
scheduled for an individual mission. See table
15-II for sample page from flight plan.
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Table 15- I. -Mission Rules-Orbital Reentry
Revision

Item Condition-Malfunction

Ruling

Notes, Comments, Standard
Operation Procedures

8. Failure of one suit fan .
9. Failure of both suit fans.

2

8. Continue mission.
9. Select EMER O2 r ate ASAP and reenter at next planned landing area.
I 10. Smoke, fum es, unusual or annoying I 10. Switch suit fa ns. If this docs not clear up the fum es or smoke,
odors in suit circuit.
go to EMER O 2 rate and try further to isolate cause . If
cannot isolate, reenter next planned landing area.
11. Smoke, fumes, fir e, unusual or I 11. Close faceplate, attempt to isolate cause . If source isolated
annoying odors in cabin.
and no other Mission Rules are violated, continue mission.
If fire, decompress .
12a. Reenter next planned landing area.
12. Faceplate will not reseal.
a. Cabin pressure above 4.6 psi.
b. May require contingency landing area reentry or ASAP
b. Cabin pressure below 4.6 psi.
reentry if cabin pressure below 4.0 psi.
13. Conditions for selection of EMER
O2 r ate.

-

I 13.

10. Check suit PC0 2 reading.

12. Astronaut should get
spacecraft in RETRO
ATTITUDE and prepare to reenter.

Astronaut should select EMER O2 rate when:
a. Suit pressure below 4.0 psi.
b. R espiration rate increasing to 40 breaths/min.
c. Unsatisfactory operation of suit heat exchanger that is not
corrected.
d. Rise in partial CO 2 reading to 7.5 mm Mercury.
e. Smoke, fum es, unusual or annoying odors in suit circuit.
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Table 15-II.-Excerpt From Flight Plan
Action

LOS

Remarks

Orbit

AOS

Site mode

21

32:05

ASCS
Orbit

21

32:15

ASCS
Orbit

21

32:22

ASCS
Orbit

21

32:23

CSQ
ASCS
Orbit

32:30

21

32:40

HAW
ASCS
Orbit

32:46

22

33:33

ZZB
ASCS
Orbit

33:39

A-Tape recorder-CONTINUOUS. Complete stowage and
prerctrosequence checklists. Check manual proportional and FBW-high thrusters if required. Readout fuel
and O2 quantities.

22

33 :57

CSQ
ASCS
Orbit

34:03

A-TV ON for pass.
C and S-band radar beacons.
CONTINUOUS . Rep 0 r t checklists-COMPLETED.
CSQ-Confirm astronaut ready for retrosequence. Confirm
retrosequence time setting.
A-Squib switch ARM at retrosequence minus 5 seconds.

A-Turn ON cabin fan and cabin coolant flow for precooling
prior to reentry.
32:20

A-Radiation ex periment ON for 5 minute period .
A-Tape recorder-PROGRAM. Take horizon definition
photographs.
The astronaut cannot talk for a
period of 3-5 minutes during oral
temperature taking.

A-TV ON for pass.
Oral temperature.
Blood pressure.
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Flight Oontrollers Handbook: The first document designed specifically for flight controllers
was published in December 1960. This book
was designed to contain operational information needed by a flight control team to analyze
spacecraft systems problems. Schematics, logic
diagrams, and other publications ,yere used to
prepare schematics oriented for operational
utilization. This document, entitled Flight
Control1ers Handbook No. 1 (FCH-l), was
used from the M:A-3 mission until the end of
the :Mercury Project. During this time, the
FCH-l 'Yas modified and revised to include
more system details. The final document contained highly detailed functional schematics of
spacecraft systems, yet the arrangement of these
schematics along with notes explaining details
provided information yery adaptable to realtime use. The schematic diagram, shown in figme 15-1, was taken from the Flight Controller's Handbook.
Trajectory Working Pape?'8: Real-time decisions concerning flight dynamics are of paramount importance to the astronaut's safety and
to mission success. Should the flight trajectory
yary from the precalculated nominal during
launch, there is no time for analysis, and corrective action must be immediate. In order to
aid the flight controllers in making these fast
decisions, a flight dynamics document was prepared to provide a ready reference of charts,
curves, tables, and other data illustrating the
expected normal trajectories, calculated allowable limits, and timed sequence of eyents. This
document contained not only information pertaining to an the conditions necessary for insertion of the spacecraft. into orbit, but it also
contained curves for calculating retrofire times
and making reentry landing predictions. Table
15-III and figure 15-2 are examples of information contained in the Trajectory 'Working
Paper.
Trrtining.-In November 1960, training
courses were organized for NASA personnel
who ,yere to become flight controllers. The
classes covered basic spacecraft systems. Because of the limited number of personnel a,'ailable to man a ,yorldwide tracking network, it
"as necesSc'lry to bono" personnel from other
organizations to be used as flight controllers on
a part.-time basis. However, it 'TaS soon discovered that this arrangement was not ade-
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quate. Since these people ,yere responsible to
their own organizations except during a mission, t.hey were not available for premission
planning and postmission analysis. In addition, the flight-control tasks interfered with
their responsibilities to their own organiZations.
.\s a result, it was determined that full-time
tlight controllers were needed. The first fulltime team of systems monitors came to J ASA
in January 1961, and new techniques of instruction were incorporated through the experience
gained in the preceding class. These systems
monitors leanled the spacecraft and ground
systems and conducted the succeeding flightcontroller training classes. The following
facilities and aids "ere used in the flight-controller training program: classroom lectures,
Mercury procedures trainer, and training documentation.
An updated formal training course "as held
in April 1962 and consisted of 156 hours of
classroom lectures on spacecraft and grolmd
systems. The original NASA flight controllers
were the instructors and were responsible for
the training lesson plans. The FCH-1 manual
was the primary source of information for the
lectures on spacecraft systems. Within one
year, a total of six classes were conducted without any significant changes in the format.
The Mercury procedures trainer was utilized
in training flight controllers in network operational procedures, spacecraft communications,
and systems analysis. The first Mercury procedures trainer was installed at Langley Air
Force Base, Ya., in 1960 and became operational
the latter part of the year. The remote site
console simulator was also installed at Langley.
For a description of the procedures trainer and
the simulator, see paper 10. This remote-site
simulator was designed to operate from outputs
of the spacecraft procedures trainer for simultaneous site-vehicle training. Initially, the procedures trainer "as used primarily by the astronauts for systems training, and there ,yas
limited ayailability for use by the flight controllers. In 1961 a Mercury procedures trainer
was installed at Cape Canaveral, and more time
was then available for the Flight Controllers to
train on the one at Langley. The trainer configuration was continuously updated to make it
identical with the spacecraft used for the realtime operation.
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Table is-lIfo-Sequence of Events for Abort Trajectories a
Time of event, min:sec
Time of
abort,
min:sec

00:00
00: 10
00:20
00:30
00:40
00:50
01:00
01:10
01:20
01:30
01:40
01:50
02:00
02: 10
02:20
02:30
02:35.7

Tower
jettison

00:07
00: 19
00:31
00:43
00:54
01 :06
01: 18
01 :41
02:07
U~: 19
02:29
02:39
02:49
02:59
03:09
03: 19
03:24.7

Retropack
jettison

00:00
00. 10
00:20
00:30
00:40
00:50
01:00
01: 10
01:20
01:30
01:40
01:50 '
02:00
02:10
02:20
02:30
02:35.7

• Times based on normal abort trajectories.

I-

L ~_

Blackout
(start)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

....

-----

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Begin
reentry
(Oo05g)

00: 10
00:22
00:34
00 :46
00:57
01:08
01:24
01:41
02:07
02:42
03:36
04:46
05:48
07:05
07:30
07:22
07:23

Reentry flight-path
angle at Oo05g, deg
Blackout
(end)
Spacefixed

Earthfixed

----------- -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------

-9.812
-17. 77
-19.327
-20.810
-20.327
-19.321
-18.801

For dispersed trajectory, the sequence chanres.

-12.94
-21. 93
-22.81
-23.01
-23.07
-29. 18
-21. 10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------

Drogue
parachute
automatic
deploy at
21,000 ft

Main
parachute
deploy at
10,000 ft

00: 10
00:22
00:34
00:46
00:57
01:45
02:28
03:21
04:24
05:23
06:21
07:13
08:09
09:22
09:46
09:44
09:40

00:10
00:22
00:34
01:46
01:43
02:21
03:04
03:57
05:00
06:00
06:57
07:49
08:45
09:59
10:23
10:21
10: 16

Landing

01:15
02: 18
04: 12
05:33
06:09
07:07
07:50
08:43
09:46
10:45
11 :43
12:35
13:31
14:45
15:08
15:06
15:02

Recovery
area

A

A
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15-2.-Separation distance as a function of in-

cremental time from SECO for different thrust sensing levels during nominal thrust conditions.

A flight plan was written which deviated
from the normal Flight Plan in order to give
the flight controllers experience in a contingency situation. A typical simulation picked
up the last five passes of the spacecraft and during that time three flight controllers practiced
simultaneously: one as the astronaut, one as the
spacecraft communicator, and the third as the
systems monitor.
In order to apply some of the defined procedures and to gain experience in the operation
of the spacecraft systems, the Mercury procedures trainer at the Mercury Control Center
(MCC) was used for launch and network simulations involving the MCC and the remote sites.
The primary objective of the launch simulations was to train the MCC flight controllers
and the astronauts as a team by means of simulated launch experiences in order to develop
their ability to perform correctly in any situation during the launch phase. In order to provide a realistic simulation, the launch trajectory was determined and prerecorded on tape
with the additional capability of introducing
an abort at any time by the operations staff, the
astronaut, or a simulated automatic launchvehicle abort. A complete voice network was
exercised within the MCC and to the astronaut
for complete familiarization of communication
procedures. The telemetry backups of the MCC
trainer allowed the flight controllers at MCC
to view actions taken by the astronaut without
a fixed simulation program. This practice resulted in a more realistic flight simulation than
that afforded by the taped simulations used at
the remote sites.

A full network simulation was first used for
the MA-3 mission and was the basic final mission preparation tool utilized in all subsequent
flights. The flight controllers were sent to
their stations approximately 2 weeks before the
scheduled launch date. Before the launch three
o~ four simulations were conducted to gi~e the
flIght controllers experience in the use of correct procedures, coordination of the efforts of
all support groups, and to exercise systems
analysis capabilities. For the MA-9 mission a
real-time simulation of 18 orbital passes ,;as
performed to determine if any network operational difficulties existed which could affect the
success of a lono--duration mi sion. Thus, the
problem areas were unco\'ered and solved before
deployment for the MA-9 flight. After each
simulation,
there was a briefinoe in which the
.
fl Ight controllers explained their actions and
any problems \yere reYie\,ed. ...\.s a result, many
changes to operat iona 1 procedures and documentation "ere made.
The. flight .c?ntroller·s detailed systemsanalYSIS capabIlity coupled with his understanding of the network equipment ,yere the
basic requirements necessary to perform his job.
..:-\. brie~ examil~ation of an orbital station passage WIll
permIt a better understandinoof the
.
b
real-time aspects of flight control.
Prior to radar and voice acquisition of the
spacecraft at a particular site, the flight-control
team at t~1at site received systems status reports
and momtored the air-to-O'round transmission
bebyeen the spacecraft and other network sites.
Trend plots \yere prepared and acqui ition messages were received from the Goddard computers. The flight controllers at the site were
generally briefed by the Mercury Flight Direct?r prior to contact. At the expected acquisitIOn and the approximate horizon time, the
spacecraft communicator attempted UHF contact with the a tronaut. Almost simultaneously
the telemetry supervisor announced contact, and
shortly thereafter, solid telemetry lock was obtained. The spacecraft communicator took the
astronaut's sy terns status report; the aeromedical and spacecraft monitors evaluated system
status. After completion of the preliminary
systems assessment, the flight-control team
concentrated on any potential problem areas.
If a problem existed, the data were rapidly
evaluated and notification was sent to the MCC
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and network by either voice or teletype. 1£
time did not permit or if loss of communications with the MCC did not allow instructions
to be given by the Flight Director, the flight
controller had to be prepared to advise the astronaut. In order to provide the proper advice
to the astronaut, the flight controller must rely
on his knowledge of Mission Rules and spacecraft systems.
Flight Control Chronology

The ability of the ground cre'y and the astronauts to ,york together as a team has contributed greatly to the SUCCf'SS of Project Mercury.
The astronauts' confidence in the flight-control
organization and its ability to :lchise and dirf'ct
their actions ,yhen problems occurred greatly
simplified the flight control task.
MR-3 AND MR-4

.\.merica's first manned space flight, ~\.stro
naut Shepard's flight (MR-3), '''as performed
satisfactorily despite the tension involved ,yith
the first mannecllaunch.
The flight-control operations of Astronaut
Grissom's flight (MR-t) ,,"ere smoother than
those of the MR-3 flight, indicating the benefits obtained from flight-test experience. Information pl'O"ided by all sources al1o,yetl a
good analysis of the flight to be made in real
time. From launch through landing, the flight
was completely normal from the standpoint of
flight control. However, early release of the
spacecraft hatch caused the spacf'craft to flood
with \yater after landing and it \\"as not
recovered.
MA-3, MA-4, AND MA-5

Although the ~L\.-0, ~L\.-t, and MA-5
flights were unmanned, they provided valuable
experience to the flight-control team. In MA-3
and MA-4 a mechanical man was used to exercise the Environmental Control System. In
~L\-5, a chimpanzee '''as on board.
The MA-3 flight of April 25, 1061, was the
first attempt to orbit a Merclll'Y spacecraft;
however , because of a launch-vehicle guidance
malfunction, the mission \"as aborted shortly
after lift-off. From the viewpoint of the flight
control organization, a tremendous amount of
experience was gained from this orbital at-
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tempt. For the first time, flight controllers
,yere deployed to remote sites. As a result,
many difficulties ,"ere experienced with logistics and communications. Originally, the
MA-3 mission was to have been a suborbital
flight, but 3 weeks prior to the actual launch, the
mission profile "'as changed to an orbital flight.
~\.s a.. result, problems were encountered with
transportation, currency, passports, and trayel
orders.
The remote-site flight controllers on the MA4: mission were able to acquire, evaluate, and
transmit real-time data; however, problems developed because of the delay in preparation of
summary and postpass messages. The major
concern during this mission was the inability of
the sites to acquire C- and S-band radar tracking. The inability of the sites to acquire C-band
radar tracking was attributed to poor spaceeraft antenna radiation pattern which was corrected for later flights. Failure to track S-band
at several sites was determined to be the result
of personnel error. This difficulty was corrected by further training of the maintenance
and operational personnel at the remote sites.
For the MA-5 mission, the telemetered data
from the spacecraft were of good quality and
all sites received total coverage. Data transmission from all sites was good, and the Goddard conference loop '''as utilized for the first
time to provide real-time voice data to MCC
from sites that had access to a telephone cable
for voice capability. The MA-5 mission was
originally scheduled for a three orbital-pass
mission, but a series of problems caused termination of the flight at the end of the second pass.
The apparatus used to meaSure the chimpanzee's
psychomotor responses malfunctioned. In addition, there was a suit and cabin temperature
increase; however, a control-system malfunction causing high fuel usage '...-as the reason for
termination of the flight. If the flight had been
allowed to continue an insufficient quantity of
fuel would have been available for retrofire and
reentry. The decision to terminate was made
and executed in 12 seconds in order to be able
to bring the spacecraft into a planned landing
area. The decision was made, and the California spacecraft communicator commanded
retrofire. The MA-5 flight proved to be a fine
example of the importance of being prepared

to make a real-time decision and to act on it
immediately.
MA-6

Because MA-6 was the United States' first
manned orbital flight, the events which occurred
are quite familiar. At the beginning of the
second orbital pass over Cape Canaveral, the
telemetry data indicated that the heat shield
had become unlatched. This indication caused
a great deal of concern to the ground crew because of the possibility that the heat shield was
loose. W11ile he was in contact with the Hawaii
station during the third pass, Astronaut Glenn
was asked to put the landing-bag switch in the
automatic position to determine if the landing·
bag deploy light would come on. The astronaut did not get an indication "hich meant
that the problem was probably an instrumentation failure. However, after further analysis
it was decided that the safe t approach was not
to jettison the retropackage so that the retropackage straps could hold the heat shield in its
proper position during reentry until sufficient
aerodynamic force was exerted on the shield to
hold it in place. Another problem was a partial
failure of the automatic stabilization and control system (ASCS), but this problem was
handl~d very adequately by the astronaut's
using manual backup and fly-by-wire (FBW)
control.
MA-7

For the MA-7 mission, the air-ground contact procedures were reviewed and negative reporting procedures were initiated to eliminate
unnecessary conversation with the pilot and network teletype traffic. The only major systems
problem was the improper functioning of the
ASCS. Astronaut Carpenter was forced to perform a manual retrofire since attitudes could
not be controlled by the ASCS.
MA-8

As far as the flight was concerned, the MA-8
mission "as a "textbook flight," in which no
problems of any importance developed. As a
result of the excellent performance of Astronaut Schirra and the spacecraft, the flightcontrol task became one of monitoring, gathering data, and assisting the astronaut with the
Flight Plan.

MA-9

Permission.-The flight controllers began deploying for the MA-9 mission on April 30,
1963, and by May 5 all teams were at their sites.
Onsite prelaunch preparation began with
launch simulations at Cape Canaveral and Bermuda. A total of ten launch simulations were
conducted, five on May 2 and five on May 4.
The network simulations began on May '7
with two simulations being conducted on that
day. In the first simulated mission, the systems-analysis capabilities of the flight controllers were exercised by a failure of the FBW
high thruster control followed by a loss of cabin
and suit pressure integrity. The second simulated mission contained a I-second-Iate sustainer eno-i11e cut-off resulting in an overspeed
insertion which caused a higher than normal
apogee. These conditions tested the ability of
the flight dynamics officer and retrofire monitors to calculate new reentry areas and retrofire times. Also, all the flight controllers were
tested in their ability to adjust to an abnormal
sequence of acquisition-of-signal and loss-ofsignal times.
On May 8 the first sim~lation cont.ained noisy
and intermittent telemetry data, and the flight
controllers were required to obtain data from
backup recorders. The second mission contained a leaking regulator in the manual fuel
pressurization system. During the second
orbital pass a Military alert was simulated,
which caused a reevaluation of the Mission
Rules concerning loss of hyo-way communication ·with the spacecraft.
The first mission of the third day of simulations, May 9, ,"as primarily an aeromedical
monitor exercise with the astronaut experiencing a simulated heart attack. The second mission of the same day contained another systems
problem with a failure of the main fans inverter and the standby inverter. Reentry was
initiated by the California station when the
Guaymas station experienced a failure of the
air-ground transmitting capability. Landing
was approximately 1,100 miles downrange from
nominal because of a failure of the third retrorocket to fire.
The last simulation was on May 12 and an attempt was made to exercise both the range
maintenance and operations personnel and the
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flight controllers. During the mission the 10.5kc voltage-controlled oscillator drifted in frequency, and this action required the telemetry
ground-station operators at the remote sites to
adjust the discriminator center frequency control constantly, and the. flight controllers to
analyze the pulse-amplitude-modulation wave
train on the backup recorders.
Throughout the simulations, the intent was to
provide the flight controllers and support personnel ,yith the atmosphere of an actual mission.
For that reason, each mission began with liftoff, and reentry was determined by the condition
of the spacecraft and the astronaut without regard to any set pattern of orbital or reentry
simulations.
The performance of the site simulation teams,
and particularly the astronaut simulators, was
outstanding throughout the MA-9 simulations.
Probably the most often heard criticism of the
MA-9 simulations was the fact that 3 consecutiye days of network simulations were
scheduled. This rigorous schedule imposed
extremely long hours on the maintenance and
operations personnel as well as the flight controllers.
Jfission.-The network countdown for MA-9
was initiated on May 14 at 2 :00 a.m. e.s.t.
The spacecraft-Iaunch-vehicle countdown proceeded normally. The network radar-computer
data test was completed on schedule, and the
mandatory equipment at all stations was operating satisfactorily with the exception of the
Bermuda FPS-16 radar, which had failed the
slew tests in both azimuth and range. The slew
tests ,yere scheduled to be rerun for Bermuda,
and the "C" computer at Goddard was standing
by to check the Bermuda data. Bermuda estimated that it would take an hour to isolate the
problem. Reruns of the radar-computer data
tests indicated the azimuth and elevation data
',ere good; however, some dropouts were experienced in range.
At T-60 minutes, a series of short-duration
holds, eventually totaling 2 hours, "Were called
because of problems with the diesel generator
used for moving the gantry. The fuel system
on the diesel was changed and the count was resumed at 9 :09 a.m. e.s.t.
The Bermuda radar had passed the test performed during the hold; however, there was still
a 14-percent error rate in the range data. Con-
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tinual status reports were obtained from Bermuda, and the performance of the radar was
marginal for the T-45 minute liquid-oxygen
status check. A final slew test was performed
with Bermuda at T-20 minutes, and the error
rate on these data was unacceptable. It was determined at this time that the radar would not
be able to support the mission and the launch attempt ,vas canceled at 10 :00 a.m. e.s.t.
The Bermuda station began immediate troubleshooting of the FPS-16 system, and the Goddard computer was placed on a standby status
to run data sle,,· tests with the radar when it was
repaired. The problems were isolated to the
preamplifier in the azimuth digital data channel and the shift register in the range digital
data channel.
The count ,,·as recycled for 24 hours and the
network count ,,·as resumed at 2 :00 a.m. e.s.t.
on May 15. All primary network systems 'yere
operational when the countdown was initiated.
The confidence summaries transmitted by the
network to verify the site patching and calibrations were very good. No major discrepancies were noted in the network voice communications; however, Zanzibar, Canton Island,
Rose Knot Victor, and Coastal Sentry Quebec
stations were influenced by propagation and
several repeats were required from the stations.
The May 15 countdown was continuous except
for a short hold for the launch vehicle ground
support equipment. The countdown was resumed within approximately 4 minutes and liftoff occurred at 8 :04 :13 a.m. e.s.t.
The powered-flight phase was normal, and all
launch events occurred at the expected time.
The performance of the guidance and data systems was excellent. A clear go condition was
evident at insertion, and orbit lifetime was not
considered to be a problem. All vehicle systems performed satisfactorily through launch
and the air-ground communications were better
than those of the previous mission.
After spacecraft separation from the launch
vehicle, the astronaut manually performed a
FB'V-low turnaround maneuver. Shortly
after the completion of this maneuver, the Bermuda station advised the MCC that they had
observed approximately a 6° F rise in cabin and
suit dome heat-exchanger temperatures. The
astronaut was informed of this situation and
increased the coolant flow. 'Vhen the astronaut
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-acquired voice communications with the Canary
Islands station, he said that the dome temperature warning light had come on, which indicated
that the suit dome temperature was below 51 0
F. The astronaut was required to monitor this
temperature throughout the flight and to make
frequent adjustments to the coolant control
valve. The cabin temperature rose from 94 0
F at launch to approximately 118° F when the
spacecraft passed over Muchea as a result of the
exit heat pulse; subsequently, this temperature
began to decrease slowly to a value of between
90° F and 100 0 F. All spacecraft systems were
.functioning normally, and MCC advised the
Guaymas station to transmit to the astronaut
the go decision for seven orbital passes.
Throughout the flight, cabin air temperature appeared to vary slightly as a function of the
spacecraft a-c power configuration. During
the periods when the ASCS 115v a--c inverter
was powered for an appreciable time, the temperature rose to a maximum value of 105° F;
and when this inverter was powered down, the
temperature decreased slowly over a period of
several orbital passes to a value between 85° F
and 95° F.
The first discrepancy occurred over Cape
Canaveral at the beginning of the second orbital
pass. When the telemetry was commanded by
the ground, a series of repetitive telemetry calibration signals occurred. It was decided that
the programed telemetry calibration fUnction
would be turned off during the sleep period so
that it would not interfere with normal
telemetry.
At the beginning of the fifth orbital pass,
the astronaut turned the cabin fan and cabin
heat exchanger off as indicated by the Flight
Plan. It was noted subsequently that turning
off the cabin cooling did not materially affect
the cabin temperature. The astronaut opened
the outlet port of the condensate trap, and
whenever this trap was activated, it is believed
that the system performed satisfactorily. It
was noted early in the flight that the actual
power consumption was less than predicted.
This surplus electrical power was utilized to
obtain more beacon tracking during the 'later
phases of the flight. The C-band beacon was
powered up three times prior to passes over the
Ha waii station to enable tracking by the Range
Tracker ship.

Fuel usage was also less than expected, and
all reports indicated that the astronaut was
managing his fuel supplies exceptionally well.
The astronaut made several attempts to deploy
the tethered balloon, in support of air-density
studies and visual tests; however, all attempts
were unsuccessful. After ground analysis of
this system, it was decided that no further attempt would be made to deploy the balloon.
The most serious trouble of the flight was
reported over Hawaii during the 19th orbital
pass. The Hawaii spacecraft communicator
contacted the astronaut and received a report
that the 0.05g green telelite had come on and
that the astronaut had placed the ASCS O.05g
fuse switch and the emergency 0.05g fuse
switch to off. The main concern at MCC was
to establish the state of the amplifier-calibrator
(auto pilot) unit and to determine what functions of the ASCS were lost as a consequence.
There was no need for planning early mission
termination at this time as no Mission Rules
had been violated and there was an effective control mode remaining on both the automatic and
manual control systems.
After analysis and discussion of the problem,
it was decided that the first step was to have the
astronaut power up the ASCS bus as the spacecraft passed over Guaymas. Subsequently,
over Cape Canaveral, the gyros were slaved to
the horizon scanners; and after about a minute
of operation, no gyro or scanner deviation from
the gyro caged condition was noted. This situation indicated that the gyro and scanner power
actually was off and that the O.05g circuit was
latched up. It was realized at this time that a
manual retrofire would be required and that a
checklist must be prepared for the astronaut.
The remote-site flight control personnel on
standby status were called to their stations and
advised to be prepared to attempt to relay communications to the astronaut if directed by the
MCC.
While he was in contact with the Coastal
Sentry Quebec, the astronaut was requested to
turn on the telemetry and C-band beacon to
allow the Range Tracker to check its radar
data. These data were very important since
the retrofire maneuver would be performed
manually. While the spacecraft was passing
over the Hawaii station, the astronaut was requested to place the ASCS O.05g and emergency
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O.05g fuse switches to the on position and to
select the ASeS automatic mode to verify the
O.05g event. If the spacecraft began to roll as
it would normally do when the O.05g indicators
were valid, the ASCS would be latched in the
reentry mode. The astronaut verified this roll
rate and the 0.05g event which were again confirmed by telemetry over the Guaymas station.
At this point the flight controllers knew the
exact configuration of the ASCS logic and the
required configuration for reentry. After completion of these tests, it was determined that the
ASCS would provide proper attitude control
and roll rate for reentry after the normal 0.05g
event time. The manual retrofire checklist was
completed and thoroughly reviewed by the MCC
flight control team. This checklist was relayed
to the spacecraft via the spacecraft communicator on the Coastal Sentry Quebec and written
down by the astronaut. The astronaut was advised to "take Green for go" which was a coded
means of telling him to take a dexadrine pill.
The purpose for taking the pill was an added
precaution to be sure that he was alert for the
manual retrofire maneuver. The fli.ght surgeon
was not concerned over the astronaut's condition but he was not certain the astronaut was
thoroughly rested from his sleep. On acquisition by the Zanzibar station on the 22nd orbital
pass, the astronaut reported that the ASCS
inverter had failed and the standby inverter
would not start. These failures meant that the
pilot could no longer have automatic control
after 0.05g but would have to introduce the
reentry roll rate manually. The failure of the
inverters to start required that a revision be
made to the checklist previously transmitted to
the astronaut. The revisiOl;t consisted of changing only one switch position on the earlier
checklist.
Prior to retrofire, the Coastal Sentry Quebec
acquired the spacecraft and the reentry procedures were reviewed. The astronaut was
given time hacks at retrofire minus 60 seconds,
minus 30 seconds, and a 10-second terminal
countdown. The telemetry immediately confirmed the retrofire and the astronaut indicated
that his attitudes were good and confirmed that
all three retrorockets had ignited. Reentry
blackout was confirmed by the Range Tracker
ship within 2 seconds of predicted time which
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indicated that the landing point would be close
to nominal.
The network flight-control teams performed
\velJ during this flight. Communications between the ground and the astronaut were precise
and conveyed the necessary information. The
(light control teams utilized the proper contact
and reporting procedures that were developed
for this flight test. The operations messages
provided much useful real-time data, and no
difficulty existed in determining the precise
status of the spacecraft, the astronaut, or the
mlSSlOn . The entire mission period from deployment through recovery was an extremely
smooth and well coordinated effort. The cooperation between the flight astronauts and the
flight control personnel had a significant influence on the success of the MA-9 mission.
Concluding Remarks

The flight control organization has played a
significant role in the first space flights and has
made a major contribution to the success of the
:.\1ercury program . A wealth of experience and
information has been gained from the project.
Some of the more important are as follows:
(1) Documentation used by flight control
had to be easy to update, contain detailed information, yet be put together in such a manner
t hat the information could be found quickly in
real time.
(2) People could not be borrowed from other
organizations on a part-time basis to be flight
controllers. It not only disrupted their own
organizations but prevented them from being
able to devote the required amount of time to the
flight control task. As a result, it was learned
that full-time flight controllers were a necessity.
(3) It was also discovered that a flight controller had to have the following special qualification : The flight controller must be a technically trained individual. It became apparent
he should be an engineer or oriented toward
engineering with a wealth of experience in
system analysis.
( 4) It was also found that a continuing program of training was necessary to keep flight
controllers proficient in knowledge of spacecraft systems and operation procedures.
(5) The network and launch simulations held
prior to the actual mission were found to be a
necessity. In simulations, mistakes are made

and corrected. Simulations are run until the
entire network is functioning as a team and
complete confidence is gained in the ability of
the flight controllers to respond correctly to any
emergency.
(6) Because of the experience gained in Mer-

cury it has become obvious that the more complex missions of Gemini and Apollo ,yill require
more automation. In order to be able to process
the information in real time and arrive at a
proper decision, it is necessary that more data
processing aids be utilized.
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STONESIFER, Flight Operations Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

ROBERT

Summary

The basic philosophy for the recovery phase
of Project Mercury was to provide a positive
course of action for any conceivable landing
situation that could develop, and to provide recovery support according to expected needs and
the probability of such situations occurring.
Throughout the program this philosophy was
continuously reviewed as experience was
gained and mission complexity increased. Although certain improvements and changes were
made in recovery equipment and techniques,
there was no significant change in the basic
philosophy originally adopted and all recovery
operations were highly successful.
Introduction

This paper presents a general review of the
recovery planning and operations conducted for
Project Mercury. A discussion of the overall
recovery philosophy and a brief description of
the location and retrieval techniques that were
planned and used for spacecraft recovery are
included.
Recovery Philosophy

In reviewing Project Mercury recovery operations, it is appropriate to go in some detail
into the basic philosophy upon which recovery
planning was based. The foundation of this
philosophy was the premise that a positive
course of action to provide safe recovery of the
astronaut would be planned for all conceivable
landing situations, including provisions for the
most expeditious return of the spacecraft. The
type of action to be taken was determined by the
probability of occurrence and location of the
landing. For this purpose, possible landings

were divided into five general categories, as follows:
(1) The first category included landings
which might occur durinO' that period of the
mission from arming of the launch escape system prior to launch unW that point after launch
where an abort would result in a landing within
12 miles of the launch site at Cape Canaveral.
This area is referred to as the "Launch Site
Abort Landing Area."
(2) Aborts subsequent to this time and prior
to insertion of the spacecraft into orbit would
result in a landing in one of several planned
"Pre-<>rbital Abort Landing Areas."
(3) After the spacecraft was committed to
orbit, Planned Landing Areas were selected
so that a landing could be made in the vicinity
of predeployed recovery forces at approximately 100-minute intervals through the flight.
(4) The "Primary Planned Landing Area"
was that area where the flight would be ultimately terminated, if possible.
(5) Finally, a landing might occur at any
place along the ground track as a result of an
emergency situation. This emergency might
not permit the spacecraft to reach one of the
planned landing areas and, therefore, would
result in a contingency recovery situation. A
location capability was provided along the entire ground track of the flight. To reduce the
search area, when some choice of spacecraft
landinO' point remained available, so-called preferred contingency landing areas were designated. These areas were intermediate location
along the growld track between planned landing areas that either "ere adjacent to land areas
or location forces.
The degree of support in terms of the number
of ships, aircraft, and personnel planned for
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each of these landing areas "'as determined by
the degree of probability that a landing might
occur. Hence, since the greatest probability of
a landing was in the primary landing area, the
greatest level of support was provided here.
The amount of support provided for contingency landings \,as considerably less, consistent
\\'ith the much lower probability of a contingency landing.
It can readily be seen that ex1 ensiYe reCO\'ery
forces "'ere necessary to support this philosophy. In keeping with the National Space Act,
maximum utilization was made of Department
of Defense (DOD) capabilities, \,ith a minimum of interference with their normal operational functions. (See paper D.) Although
standard DOD ships and aircraft could be utilized, the requirement existed for specialized
equipment to support the Project Mercury recoveryoperation. The special equipment necessary was provided by the ASA. Indoctrination and training programs \\'ere conducted to
establish and qualify recoyery procedures and
familiarize the forces inyolved \\'ith the use of
specialized equipment and techniques.
This basic philosophy for recovery planning
,,-as continuously reviewed throughout the program, particularly in light of experience
gained fronl. each successi ve mission and with
regard for the increasing complexity of forthcoming missions. Nothing deyeloped to justify
any significant change in the basic philosophy
originally adopted, altho1lgh certain improvements and changes were made in the equipment
and techniques used in support of the recovery
plans.
There are three major phases in the recovery
operation: location, retrieval, [mel postrecovery
acti vities. The location pha e began \vith the
notification of the recovery forces that a landing was imminent and the general area in which
the landing could be expected. As the landing
progressed from retrofire through reentry to
actual touchdown, information from the Mercury Worldwide Network provided a predicted
landing point.
Search aircraft, both airborne and on station
in the planned landing areas or staging from a
contingency deployment site, then proceeded toward this point conducting an ultra-high. frequency/ direction finding (UHF/ DF) electronic search for the spacecraft recovery beacon
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or personal survival beacon enroute. Upon receiving a signal, they would then home in on it
until close enough to conduct a visual search,
aided in daylight by dye expelled from the
spncennft or by a flashing light at night.
In the absence of a reliable network landingpoint prediction, alternate sources could be
ca.lled upon for such information. Some geographical areas were blanketed with either HF I
DF or SOF AR networks "hich could determine
the general location of spacecraft landing within their limits of coverage. For landings outside those areas, where no other specific location
information was available, location would be
accomplished by searching the ground tracks
along which the landing could have occurred.
In the early part of the project it was desirable that the retrieval of the spacecraft could be
accomplished by either ships or helicopters.
All ships utilized in the program had the capability of lifting the spacecraft from the water.
Those ships not having a lifting crane could,
with a minimum of modifications, utilize their
existing boat davits to lift the spacecraft (fig.
16-1). Helicopters with the capability of lifting the spacecraft were equipped with special
hooks and lifting slings (fig. 16-2) to provide
them with a man-rated retrieval system. Early
in the project, when uncertainties about the
condition of the spacecraft and occupants were
the greatest, helicopters were considered the
most desirable means of retrieval because of
their ease of access to the scene of the landing
and the rapid method of spacecraft retrieval.

FIGURE 16-1.-:Uodified davit and hold-off rig on

destroyer.

FIGURE 16-3.-A.uxiliary flotation collar.

FIOURE 16-2.-Spacecraft being lifted from water by
helicopter.

Procedures ,yere established whereby the astronaut would be retrieved by the same helicopter
that picked up the spacecraft. It was not possible to have helicopters in all the landing areas,
however; so in those areas of lower landing
probabilities only ships, with retrieval capability, were provided.
This philosophy existed throughout the &'Lrly
development flights at Wallops Island and
through the Redstone program. The helicopter retrieval method by its very nature required
maximum demands on both personnel and recovery equipment. The expel'ience of MR--4,
when the helicopter was able to hook the spacecraft but was unable to retrieve it successfully,
pointed out the limitations of this method. It
was apparent then that this method expo ed itself to many hazards that were not desirable.
During the early development flights, a concurrent program for development of an auxiliary flotation collar was underway. The attachment of this collar (fig. 16-3) to the spacecraft

provided increased flotation capability to the
spacecraft under all water-landing conditions.
The collar also provided a suitable workinO' platform for rendering assistance to the astronaut,
and it also served as a platform from which the
astronaut could be retrieved by helicopter. The
spacecraft, even with an open hatch, was seaworthy when fitted with the auxiliary flotation
collar.
After the suborbital flights had been completed, the following technique was instituted
a the primary retrieval method. After pacecraft location, either swimmers or pararescuemen, deployed by helicopter or aircraft, would
attach the flotation collar to the spacecraft.
The astronaut could then exit the spacecraft
or remain within as he chose. Medical assistance could be given and pacecraft systems
could be ecured a well. Retrieval of the spacecraft was to be made by surface ships and use
of the helicopters was primarily intended for
retrienl of the astronaut only.
Follo,,-ing retrieval, the po t-recovery activities of the a tronaut include: personal medical attention as required' physical examinations; a medical debriefing and technical debriefings with trained specialists in these fields;
and scheduled re t periods. Following retrieval
of the spacecraft, trained personnel secured the
spacecraft systems, conducted initial postflight
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inspections, and removed the onboard data for
rapid delivery to Cape Canaveral. The spacecraft was then transported by special airlift to
Cape Canaveral for detailed inspection and
analysis.
The recovery plan for contingency area landings included the deployment of pararescue men
by parachute as soon as possible after the spacecraft had been located by search aircraft. For
water landings the auxiliary flotation collar,
also dropped by parachute from the search
plane, was then attached to the spacecraft so
that the astronaut could emerge to await rescue.
Rescue of the pilot and retrieval of the spacecraft were then to be accomplished by the most
expeditious means available under the circumstances. Had the spacecraft been located by an
aircraft not carrying pararescuemen, or had
local conditions precluded their jumping to the
spacecraft before the aircraft had to leave the
landing area, drop buoys were provided to assure relocation of the spacecraft. These buoys
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were fitted with radio beacons compatible with
the UHF/ DF equipment in the search aircraft.
Many other preparations were made to insure
a safe and rapid recovery. For example, a
worldwide recovery communications network
was established utilizing both DOD and commercial facilities. This extensive communication network was required to provide for rapid
reporting and coordination among the recovery
forces, Area Command Centers, and the Recovery Control Center at Cape Canaveral. A
worldwide weather reporting and analysis system was also established to provide pertinent
meteorological data in the recovery areas, so
that action could be taken to delay the launch
or move the recovery area in the event of adverse weather conditions.
Table 16-1 provides pertinent recovery facts
for all Project Mercury missions and shows
how the various preparat ions described above
were useful in each case.

-----~---

Table i6-f.-Summary of Recovery Operations for Project Mercury

Flight

Little Joe
series (9
flights)

Launch date

October 4,
1959, to
April 28,
1961

Big Joe L ____ September 9,
1959

~

.....:t

~

Description

Range,
nautical
miles

Recovery forces
Ships

Airplanes and
helicopters

Location
method

SuborbitaL _____ 10 to 169_ 3 to 4__ 3 helicopters
(typical)
(plus 2 airplanes on
LJ II)

Visual and
electronic

Suborbital ______ 1,300 ____ 13 _____ 7 airplanes
3 helicopters

Reentry glow,
SOFAR,
electronic

Retrieval
by

Ship or
helicopter

Remarks

Little Joe and Beach
Abort-Development
flights made from
Wallops Island. Retrieval by helicopter
or ship was accomplished on all successful flights a nd
qualified the recovery
methods.
Ship _______ __ Planned for 1,83 1
na utical miles but
res ulted in an undershoot with landing at
1,300 nautical milesabo ut halfway
between two destroyers. No tracking
information is available; but on the basis
of visual sightings of
reentry by three
destroyers and confirmation of the
landing point by a
SOF AR bomb fix
(T+2 hr), search
aircraft located the
spacecraft after
acquiring beacon
contact (T+3 hr) and
directed a destroyer
in for the retrieval
operation (T+8 hr) .

Table J6-1.-Su'TfIIm(J,ry of Recovery Operations for Project Mercury-Continued

Nl
"'-l

~

Recovery forces
Flight

Launch date

Description

Range,
nautical
miles

a

Location
method
Ships

Retrieval
by

Remarks

Airplanes and
helicopters

MA-L _______ July 29, 1960

Suborbital
(unmanned)

4.85 _____ 8 ______ 5 airplanes
3 helicopters

Visual and
electronic

MR-L _______ November 21,
1960

Suborbital
(unmanned)

0 ____ ____ 8 _____ _
6 airplanes
3 helicopters

VisuaL _______

MR-1A_, ____ December 19,
1960

Suborbital
(unmanned)

204 ______ 8 __ ____ 4 airplanes
4 helicopters

VisuaL _______

MR- 2 _____ ___ January 3,
1961

Suborbital
(chimpanzee)

363 ______ 8 ______ 6 airplanes
5 helicopters

Electronic ____

MA-2 ________ February 21,
1961

Suborbital
(unmanned)

1,244 ____ 8 ______ 14 airplanes
5 helicopters

Electronic ____

MA-3 ________ April 25, 1961

Orbital (unmanned)

O. 25 ___ __ 15 _____ 12 airplanes
7 helicopters

Visu aL _______

Salvage ship __ Flight-vehicle structural
fail ure shortly after
launch. Salvage
operations recovered
most of spacecraft
components.
-- --------- --- Launch-vehicle shut
down immediately
after lift-o ff . No
recovery req uired.
Helicopter ____ Recovered by helicopter
which was operating
from landing ship,
dock.
Helicopter ____ Retrieved by helicopter
which was operating
from a landing ship,
dock, although a
destroyer was on the
scene. A contingency
recovery operation
(overshoot) with damaged spacecraft near
sinking at time of
retrieval.
Helicopter ____ Successful suborbital
flight. Helicopter
retrieval and return
to landing ship, dock.
Helicopter ____ Guidance system failure,
destructed by RSO resulting in spacecraft
landing off-shore near
Cape Canaveral.
Launch-site helicopters successfully
retrieved spacecraft.

I

1--

------

MR-3 ________ J May

1

Suborbital
(manned)

263 __ ___ -' 8 _____ -' 7 airplanes
7 helicopters

MR-4 ________ J JUly 21,1961

1

Suborbital
(manned)

262 ____ _-' 8 _____ -' 7 airplanes
7 heli copters

MA-4 ________ J September 13,
1961

Orbital (unmanned)

1 orbital
pass

9 _____ -I 34 airplanes
6 helicopters

MA-5 __ _

Orbital (chimpanzee)

2 orbital
passes

18 ____ -I 49 airplanes
9 helicopters

Orbital
(manned)

3 orbital
passes

24 ____ -I 49 airplanes
14 helicopters

November 29,
1961

-These figures do not Include nonoperating contingency or backup aIrcraft .
~
~

--

5,1961

MA-6 _____ ___ -' February 20,
1962

-...l

.~--~

VisuaL ___ ___ -' Helicopter __ __1 First manned rrusslOn.
Spacecraft and astronaut retrieved by
carrier-based helicopter
less than 11 minutes
after landing.
VisuaL __ ____ J HelicopteL __ _i Second manned mission.
Spacecraft hatch prematurely opened and
astronaut escaped into
water. Helicopter
hooked onto spacecraft but could not retrieve it. Astronaut
was recovered by
another helicopter
and returned to
carrier.
Planned one orbital-pass
VisuaL ______ -' Ship ________
miSSIOn. R etrieval by
destroyer after being
located by aircraft in
nominal land ing area.
Electronic ____ I Ship ___ ______ I Planned three orbital-pass
mission terminated in
planned landing area at
end of two passes.
Spacecraft and occupant
(chimpanzee) successfully recovered by
destroyer following
aircraft location .
VisuaL ______ -' Ship _______ __1 First manned orbital mission. Spacecraft landing in the prime recovery area at the end
of third orbital pass.
Nearby destroyer retrieved the spacecraft
and astronaut.

-I

Table 16-I.-Surrvmary of Recovery Operations for Project Mercury-Concluded
t-:l
....:J

0'1

Flight

MA-7 ________

Launch date

May 24,1962

MA-8 ________ October 3,
1962

MA-9 ________

May 15, 1963

Description

Range,
nautical
miles

Recovery forces •
Ships

3 orbital
passes

20 ___ -- 49 airplanes
14 helicopters

Orbital
(manned)

6 orbital
passes

26 _____ 69 airplanes
14 helicopters

22 orbital
passes

• These figures do not include nonoperating contingency or hackup aircraft.
b This number does not include 2 ships in the Middle East.

b

Retrieval
by

Remarks

Airplanes and
helicopters

Orbital
(manned)

Orbital
(manned)

Location
method

26 ____ 110 airplanes
14 helicopters

Electronic ____ Helicopter
(astronaut)
Ship (spacecraft)

Planned three orbital-pass
mission terminated in a
landing 250 miles downrange of the planned
landing point. A contingency recovery operation included pararescue deployment approximately on hour after
landing. Astronaut recovery by helicopter and
spacecraft retrieval by
destroyer.
VisuaL _______ ship _______ __ Planned six orbital-pass
mission. Landing within sight of prime recovery carrier. Spacecraft provided with
auxi1ia~y flotation collar
installed by helicopterdeployed swimmer
teams. Spacecraft and
astronaut retrieved by
carrier.
Visual ________ Ship _________ Planned twenty-two
orbital-pass mission.
Landing within sight of
prime recovery carrier.
Spacecraft was provided
with auxiliary flotation
collar installed by
helicopter-deployed
swimmer teams. Spacecraft and astronaut
retrieved by carrier .

I

MA-9 Recovery Operations

A brief description of the recovery plan and
operations for the MA-9 mission will serve as
a typical example of the Project Mercury recovery, based on the philosophy and techniques
previously described.
Prior to the MA-91aW1ch, all recovery forces
were reported to be on station and ready. After
insertion of the astronaut into the spacecraft, a pad-emergency egress team was standing by to assist the astronaut in the event he
had to leave the spacecraft for some emergency
that did not require activation of the launch
escape system. This team included medical
personnel, spacecraft specialists, and fire fighters in special vehicles.
Special recovery teams were locat~d in t~e
launch site abort landing area to prOVIde rapId
access to the spacecraft for landings resulting
from possible aboI1ts utilizing the launch escape
system during the late countdown and ea~ly
phase of powered flight. Because of the varIations in the type of terrain and proximity to the
ocean in the launch site area, these teams utilized helicopters and amphibious vehicles.
Small craft operated in the Banana River, and
standing by offshore were several salvage ships.
Winds at the launch site were measured and
abort landing positions were computed and
plotted. These plots were used to evalua~ ~os
sible landing hazards prior to commIttmg
the spacecraft to a launch and to optimize the
positioning of these recovery forces.
Areas A through F, the pre-orbital abort
landing areas stretching across the Atlantic
Ocean and shown in figure 16-4, supported all .
probable landings in the event an abort. was
initiated at any time during powered flIght.
Landings in Areas A and B would result from
an abort at velocities up to about 24,000 feet
per second, and Areas C, D, E, and F would
support aborts at higher velocities where p~
O'ramed use of the retrorockets
would prOVIde
E>
•
for selection of the landing area.
Also shown in figure 16-4 are the numbered
landing areas. These locations are planned
landing areas or areas in which the spacecra~
could have landed if the flight had been terIDl nated prior to the planned end of the mission.
The planned landing areas were spaced so that
the spacecraft would pass over one of them ap-

proximately every 100 minutes or about once
per orbital pass.
Recovery forces were deployed within these
landing areas so that location and assistance
could be provided within a period of from 3 to
9 hours after spacecraft landing. This period,
denoted as the recovery "access time," was a
function of the planned deployment of recovery
forces in a given area and varied according to
the probability of a spacecraft landing within
that area. Selection of landing -areas at spacecraft ground track intersections permitted certain recovery units to move from one area to
another during the flight and thereby provide
support in several landing areas.
Throughout the mission, flight progress was
continuously monitored, and periodically during the mission, decisions based on spacecraft
and astronaut conditions were made to continue
the flight. Obviously, a higher probability of
landing is asso('.iated with the landing areas
immediately following these decision points.
Landing Areas 2-1 and 17-1 in the Atlantic and
Area 7-1 in the Pacific were such areas and
were referred to as "go-no-go" areas. Area
22-1 the Primary Planned Landing Area for
a n~minal flight, was located in the Pacific
about 70 nautical miles southeast of Midway
Island and adjacent to Area 7- 1. Since the
probabilities of landing in these two areas, 2-1/
17-1 in the Atlantic and 7-1/ 22-1 in the Pacific:
were considered to be higher than for other
planned areas, recovery-support helicopters
operating from aircraft carriers were provided
for a more rapid access to the spacecraft and
astronaut after landing.
A total of 23 ships and 44 aircraft were employed in supporting the planned water landing
areas designated for the MA-9 mission, of
which 12 ships and 26 aircraft were in the Atlantic planned landing areas, and 11 ships and
18 aircraft were in the Pacific planned landing
areas. Additional search aircraft were available as backups to these aircraft on station.
A total of 66 contingency recovery aircraft
and associated personnel were on alert status
at staging bases around th~ world to provide
support in the event a landmg should occur at
any place along the ground track. These aircraft were equipped to locate the spacecraft
and to provide emergency on-scene assistance
if required. A typical support unit at a stag-
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16-4.-MA-9 planned landing areas.
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16-5.-MA-9 staging locations for contingency recovery.

ing base consisted of 2 or 3 long-range aircraft
with pararescue personnel. The location of
contingency recovery units for the MA-9 mission is shown in figure 16-5. All recovery
forces, including those in the planned landing
area and those supporting contingency landings, were linked by communications with the
Recovery Control Center located within the
Mercury Control Center at Cape Canaveral.
The location .a nd retrieval of Astronaut
Cooper and his spacecraft were straight forward. The spacecraft of the MA-9 mission
landed approximately 41;2 miles from the recovery aircraft carrier, the USS Kearsarge,
positioned in the center of Area 22-1. The
USS Kearsarge had radar contact with the decending spacecraft, and carrier personnel visually sighted the spacecraft as it descended on
its main parachute.
Helicopters launched from the carrier prior
to spacecraft landing were in excellent position
to deploy swimmers who immediately installed
the auxiliary flotation collar around the spacecraft. As the carrier approached the spacecraft
a motor whaleboat carried a retrieving line to

the spacecraft (fig. 16-6). The spacecraft was
lifted clear of the water and placed on the carrier deck. The explosive-actuated hatch was
then released, and medical personnel began
their initial examination of the astronaut.
Following a debriefing and rest period aboard
the carrier, the astronaut and his spacecraft
were airlifted to Cape Canaveral from Honolulu, Hawaii.

FIGURE

16--ti.-Motor whale boat carrying retrieving
line to MA-9 spacecraft.
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Introduction

As flight experience was gained, confidence
in the Mercury mission and particularly in the
pilot's capabilities increased, which resulted in
the pilot playing an increased role in establishing the configuration and in the operation of
the spacecraft. As a result (1) improvements
were made in preparing the crews for flight,
(2) ground-flight coordination was improved,
(3) mission rules became more definite, (4) more
functions were delegated to the pilot, (5) many
systems modifications were made to increase the
pilot's systems management capabilities, (6) operating procedures were simplified, (7) flight
activities became more flexible, (8) inflight activity priorities were more clearly defined, and
(9) pilot workload became better distributed.
The benefits of this experience "ere manifested
during the MA-9 mission where the success of
the flight was directly attributable to the performance of the pilot.
Mercury flight experience has shown that
man's performance in a pacecraft environment
is very similar to his performance in an aircraft
environment. This fact \Yill enable manned
spacecraft designers to utilize several decades
of aircraft design and operational experience in
the formulation of man-machine relationships
for Gemini and Apollo.
Overall results of the :Jfercury program verify that the pilot, giyen adequate controls and
displays, and sufficient monitoring instrumentation, is a reliable and flexible system of the entire spacecraft and launch yehicle and enhances
the success of the mission. In addition, with
the proper equipment, he can greatly benefit the
experimental effort.

This paper is the summary report on the pilot's ability to operate the Mercury space vehicle
and to accomplish experiments as well as make
scientific observations. The main topics to be
discussed are attitude control of the vehicle and
overall manaO"ement of spacecraft systems because of their importance during Mercury and
future space missions, and because it generally
in these areas that the most objective and valid
data were obtained. The results obtained from
each Mercury flight are summarized with particular elaboration upon the MA-9 results since
the results of prior flights have been reported
in references 1 to 5. Topics are discussed chronologically with examples from each flight when
applicable. This approach should illustrate the
trend in operational philosophy throughout the
program concerning the increased role of the
pilot.
Attitude Determination
Throughout the program a great deal of effort
was applied toward investigating the relative
value of the Mercury spacecraft's controls and
displays for various maneuvers and for vehicle
orientation. The results of these investigations,
as well as brief description of the different controls and displays, are summarized. Figure 171 illustrates the display and control systems that
were available in the spacecraft.
The attitude displays available in the Mercury spacecraft were a centerline window, a
periscope, and an attitude and attitude-rate inclicating instrument (fig. 17-1). The centerline window, located directly in front and almost level with the pilot s head, was trapezoidal
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17-1.-Mercury spacecraft display and control systems.

in shape. The viewing limits, with the head
restrained, were 33 0 vertically, 22 0 laterally at
the bottom, and 54 0 laterally at the top. The
periscope, located at the bottom of the center
instrument console, was oriented to the earth's
nadir when the spacecraft was at a pitch attitude of -140. The field of view through the
periscope was 1720 • The attitude and attituderate indicating instrument, located at the top
of the center instrument console, consisted of
six needles, one for each attitude, and one dial
which displayed attitude rates. (See fig. 17-2. )

FIGURE
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17-2.-Mercury rate and attitude indicators.

The attitude indicators were referenced to the
gyros which, in turn, were slaved to the horizon
scanners during normal operation.
The relative value of each display system was
dependent upon the task to be accomplished.
Generally, the window and periscope were both
adequate for spacecraft orientation during daylight conditions, whereas only the window was
an adequate external display system under reduced lighting conditions. For example, the
periscope was the best display for·acquisition of
the earth horizon and for realinement of the
gyros to the true earth-referenced spacecraft
attitudes because of its wide field of view.
However, in obtaining' this wide field of view
it was necessary to reduce the image, which resulted in a high attenuation of available light
and caused the periscope to be ineffective during the night period. The periscope was removed for the MA-9 flight.
The attitude indicators were used primarily
during those periods when the pilot's attention
was required in the cockpit, when external references were lacking, and when establishing
proper rates and attitudes prior to engaging the

automatic system. The indicators were also
preferred for controlling the spacecraft attitude
during the firing of the retrorockets because the
pilots had been trained much more thoroughly
in this method than in using an external visualdisplay system. Although the attitude indicator system provided good references for such
operations as those described above, they also
had several shortcomings. Attitude maneuvers
beyond a very narrow operating corridor had a
great effect upon the accuracy of the system.
This problem was reduced as a result of modifications to the later Mercury spacecraft attitudecontrol systems; however, because of the basic
characteristics of the gyros and of the attitude
repeater stop limits, it remained a non versatile
system.
In summary, the window was the most versatile and reliable of the three display systems.
The periscope disadvantages outweighed its advantages, and the attitude and attitude-rate indicators were a good display system within
rather narrow operating limits.
Controls

The Mercury spacecraft had four basic attitude-control modes which could be used singly
or in various combinations. These control
modes were: automatic stabilization and control
system (ASeS), manual proportional (MP),
fly-by-wire (FBW), and rate stabilization control system (RSeS). Each of these modes was
used and evaluated extensively throughout the
early Mercury flights, and as a result, their relative value and efficiency for various attitudecontrol maneuvers became evident.
The ASeS was capable of controlling spacecraft attitude and rates, or both, in all three
axes by using information from the attitude and
rate gyros. Four automatic modes of operation were available: a reentry mode, an orientation mode, a retrograde attitude hold mode, and
an orbit mode. The reentry mode positioned
the spacecraft to the proper reentry attitude,
inserted the roll rate, and damped the reentry
oscillations. The orientation mode was designed to position the spacecraft to any specifically commanded attitude to within -+-10.
The retrograde attitude hold mode utilized the
high torque thrusters to maintain the spacecraft
to within -+-1 0 and -+-1;2°/sec of retrofire attitude. The orbit mode was designed to control

the spacecraft at the retrofire attitude to within
approximately -+-8 0. The purpose of the first
three control modes is self-explanatory, and
their relative value compared with the manual
control system is discussed in a subsequent section of this paper. The orbit mode of operation, however, requires a brief discussion at this
point. This mode was designed to control the
spacecraft within rather broad limits for long
periods of time and with economical fuel usage.
While in orbit mode, the pilot could devote his
attention to other systems, perform experiments,
make observations, or relax. During the MA9 flight this mode was used extensively for conducting various experiments. In addition, the
MA-9 pilot utilized a modified orbit mode of
operation by manually positioning the Y-Z
plane of the spacecraft parallel to the ecliptic
plane and then manually realining the attitude
gyros to this new reference plane. This action
resulted in automatic control of the spacecraft
in the desired plane and allowed the pilot to
complete the dim-light phot.ographic experiment, the results of which are reported in
paper 12.
Of the three manual control systems, FRvV
proved to be the most versatile. In the initial
design, the I-pound thrusters were actuated at
approximately 25 percent of full control-stick
travel, whereas the 24-pound thrusters were
actuated at approximately '75 percent of full
control-stick travel. In order to prevent inadvertent actuation of the high thrusters, a
modification was made on the later spacecraft
by w)lich the pilot could, by thro'Ying a switch,
lock out the high thrusters. Generally, the
pilots preferred this control mode during orbit
because precise attitude maneuvers and control,
or both, could be accomplished with minimum
fuel usage.
The MP system was not used extensively during the Mercury flights except in the M .A-9
mission. Earlier mission results indicated that
neither fine attitude control nor fuel economy
could be obtained with this system during orbit
because of the minimum thrust ]eyels that could
be obtained and the rather lon~ thrust-response
lag characteristics that existed in this system.
During the lA-9 mission the pilot demonstrated that by making very rapid hand-controller motions, the MP system "'ould produce
thrust impulses of a much lower level than
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expected. Results of this mission indicated that
the pilot was able to exercise precise attitude
control with fuel consumption rates similar to
those of the FBW 1-pound thrusters.
The RSCS was used primarily for the reentry
phase of the flight. It was normally not used
for orbital maneuvers because fine attitude control was difficult to maintain and required an
excessive amount of control fuel. The RSCS
was removed from the spacecraft for the MA-9
flight.
All the various manual control systems were
controlled by the pilot by using the three-axis
hand controller. This proved to be an adequate
controller for manipulation of the manual control systems.

of the orbit. (See ref. 5.) The results of these
maneuvers are shown in figures 17-3(a) and 173 (b) and include the attitude variation in all
three axes, fuel, time required, and the sole
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Yaw Detenninntion

Throughout the Mercury program, investigations were made to determine the pilots'
abilities to orient the spacecraft in yaw by use
of external reference information. Although
pitch and roll reference was not considered difficult as long as a view of the earth's horizon
was available, as expected, yaw determination
was more difficult. Inflight information was
considered necessary to evaluate how accurately and how long it would require the pilot to
orient the vehicle, particularly when good external references were lacking.
The results from the MA-6 and MA-7 flights
indicated that yaw determination during day or
moonlit night conditions was not difficult but
took more time than did determinations for
pitch and roll. Yaw orientation at night with
no moon required even more time, and accuracy
was somewhat reduced. Both the MA-6 and
MA-7 pilots reported that yaw determination
by using the window was improved as the
vehicle was pitched toward the nadir point.
However, since the horizon is not in view to the
pilot beyond a pitch-down attitude of approximately 45°, this method makes it difficult to
distinguish between yaw and roll errors.
The results of the first two orbital flights suggested that a thorough analysis of yaw determination areas was desirable. A series of yaw
maneuvers were planned and accomplished during the MA-8 mission which provided quantitative information on the use of the window and
periscope as independent references for determining yaw during both day and night phases
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17-3.-Yaw maneuvers during MA-8 mission.
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reference used. At the termination of each
maneuver the pilot "marked" it on the onboard
tape recorder.
As can be seen by these figures, the pilot was
successful in determining yaw under both day
and moonlit night conditions by using the view
through the window as a sole reference. Furthermore, these maneuvers ,,-ere accomplished
at a pitch attitude of - 34 °, "" hich made the horizon available for good pitch and roll reference. 'The day ya,," maneuver in ,,-hich the view
through the periscope was used was completed
within the same accuracy and time period as
were the yaw maneuvers in which the view
through the window was used. The pilot did
not attempt a night yaw maneuver using the
periscope because he found that it "as ineffective even under moonlit night conditions. The
pilot stated that he could have alined the spacecraft much more quickly than these maneuvers
indicated if urgency had been a more important
consideration than the conservation of fuel.
Since the information obtained from the first
three orbital missions was quite conclusive, the
periscope was removed from the MA-9 spacecraft, and no specific investigation concerning
yaw determination was pI aImed for the MA-9
flight. However, it should be noted that in preparing for retrofire, the MA-9 pilot performed
a very critical and precise yaw alinement at
night by using stars and ground references
only.
The MA-9 pilot reported that yaw determination in daylight was quite easy even when
only a small portion of the earth horizon was in
view (-20° to -25°, pitch attitude). He felt
he could accurately aline the spacecraft directly
toward or away from the direction of motion
over the ground within 1°. At the 90° yaw position he believed his accuracy might be degraded to +10°. The pilot used several cues
to determine yaw attitudes and rates during
daylight, such as the "streaming by' of terrain
features, and cloud patterns, or both, the convergence point of these flow lines, and the tracking of terrestrial objects or cloud prominences
across the window.
The pilot reported that yaw-attitude determination at night was not difficult but it usually
required more time. If he was well darkadapted and the moon was illuminating the
earth, he used the motion of terrestrial features

and cloud features. Occasionally, lighted cities
provided good yaw reference even without
moonlight. When these references were not
available, he was required to use identifiable
stars and constellations. This was more complicated and usually took more time because the
restricted field of view through the spacecraft
window made identification of the constellations more difficult.
A convenient method of yaw determination
was noted by the MA-9 pilot after observing
the relative motion of the so-called fireflies seen
by all of the pilots of previous orbital missions.
These luminous particles, which appeared to
emanate from the thrusters, were observed to
move outward from the spacecraft and then to
recede back along the spacecraft's trajectory in
the manner of a contrail, remaining visible for
several seconds. The pilot believed that by positioning the spacecraft relative to the motion
of these particles, an accurate determination of
the 0° yaw position could be achieved.
Gyro Realinement

The realinement of the attitude gyros to the
spacecraft's attitude was an important function
because it directly affected the usability of the
entire ASoS and Mercury attitude indicating
systems. The two important objectives in accomplishing this maneuver were maximum accuracy of alinement and mll1lillum fuel
expenditure. There were seyeral variable
which directly affected these objectives, such as
the control and display systems used, the external conditions (day-night), the external references available, and the time available. Time
was particularly important because the spacecraft could be alined accurately and with low
fuel usage even during worst conditions, providing ample time was available to complete the
maneuver.
One important systems modification which
significantly affected the capability and ease of
realining the gyros to the spacecraft attitude
was changing the IYyro caging position to - 34°
in pitch. All but the MA-9 spacecraft's gyros
caged to the zero position in all three axes.
With the spacecraft in this position, the earth
horizon was not available through the window.
Although the total realinement maneuver was
quite complex in the earlier missions, the MA-9
realinement maneuver was relatively simple and
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consisted of orienting the spacecraft to the
retroattitude position by using the horizon and
caging and un caging the gyros (fig. 17--4).
As an example, the amount of fuel used by the
MA-9 pilot in accomplishing this maneuver was
only approximately 25 percent of the average
amount required for the maneuver during the
previous Mercury missions.

FIGURE

17-4.-Horizon view at retroattitude.

Attitude Control
Turnaround Maneuvers

During the suborbital flights and the first
oribital flight the spacecraft was turned around
to the retroattitude position by the ASeS,
whereas the turnaround maneuvers after orbital
insertion for the subsequent orbital missions
were accomplished manually as shown in table
17-1. The reasons behind this change warrant
a brief discussion.

Table 17-I.-Summary of Turnaround
Maneuvers
Flight

Control system

MR-3
MR-4
MA-6
MA-7

ASCS __________
ASCS __________
ASCS __________
FBW (high and
low).
FBW-low _______
FBW-low _______

MA-8
MA-9

Fuel,lb

4.0
4.0
5. 8
1.6

0:30
0:35
0:38
0:30

O. 3
O. 2

1:10
1 :40

ASeS-Automatic stabilization and control syste11l .
FBW-Fly-by-wire.
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Time,
min: sec

At the very beginning of Mercury Project, it
"-as not lmo,,-n how "ell the pilot would be
able t.o function in a space environment. This
contributed to the Mercury spacecraft being
designed so that most of the inflight functions
would be automatic with the man being used
as a backup system. As flight experience was
gained, confidence was increased in the spacecraft, mission operations, and particularly in
the man's capabilities. As a result the pilot was
permitted more latitude an.d given more responsibilities as far. as inflight activities, such
as the turnaround maneuver, were concerned.
A second important factor was that fuel conservation became more important during the
longer duration missions. Early flight results
indicated that an automatic turnaround maneuver would require between 4 and 6 pounds of
control fuel. Results on the Mercury procedures trainers, which simulated quite accurately
fuel usages for the various control modes, indicated that the pilot could, after practice, perform the maneuver within the same time period
required by the ASeS and with a significant
savings in fuel.
On this basis, it was decided that the MA-7
pilot would perform the turnaround maneuver,
by using FBW, and complete it within approximately the same time normally required by the
ASeS. As can be seen by table 17-I, the MA7 turnaround required only 1.6 pounds of fuel
as compared with the 5.8 pounds of fuel required for the MA-6 automatic turnaround.
This fuel consen-ation \'erified that subsequent
flight turnarounds should be conducted manually.
During the MA-8 flight it was planned that
if the flight \yere proceeding smoothly, the
turnaround maneu\,er would be executed at a
leisurely pace at a yaw rate of 3° /sec to 4° /sec
with the pilot relying solely on the rate and
attitude indicat.ors and using only the FR,y
I-pound thrusters to conserve fuel. A secondary objectiye was to confirm that the pi10t
could perform the maneuver as precisely in a
space-flight environment as he could in trainers on the ground.
The pilot performed the maneuver identically
as it had been practiced on the procedures
trainer. Figure 17-5 shows the flight gyro attitudes ,,·ith a background envelope of five
turnaround manem'ers accomp1ished on the
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FIGURE · 17-5.-Turnaround maneuver, MA-8 mission.

procedures trainers. The pilot executed the
maneuver smoothly and with precision, using
0.3 pound of control fuel, which is less than 10
percent of the control fuel normally required
by ASCS. As a result of this flight it was
clearly established that a leisurely executed
manual turnaround, providing the flight was
proceeding smoothly, was the most efficient
maneuver.
The MA-9 pilot accomplished the turnaround maneuver in a manner similar to that
of the MA-8 pilot except that it was not intended to be completed in as precise a fashion
as the MA-8 maneuver. He used FBW-Iow; to
conserve fuel, but he elected to observe and
photograph the launch vehicle rather than position the vehicle directly to the proper retroattitude position. The pilot had been informed
that he had a good insertion, that all systems
were functioning properly, and therefore that

Control of the spacecraft attitude during the
firing of the retrorockets was perhaps the most
critical and exacting function of either the pilot
or the ASCS. Therefore, a great deal of the
astronaut's attitude control training on the various fixed and dynamic trainers was devoted to
the determination of the relative value of the
different control-display configurations and in
perfecting the pilot's capability to use these
various configurations effectively in accomplishing this maneuver.
The summary of the planned and actual control-display systems used for controlling the
spacecraft during the retrofire maneuver of the
manned Mercury flights and resultant fuel
usages is shown in table 17-II. Of particular
note is the fact that only one (MA-8) of the
four orbital flight retrofire events was accomplished as planned. The amount of fuel used
agrees quite well with the trainer results; that
is, in terms of fuel savings there are no significant advantages in selecting any particular
control mode.
During the orbital flights it was planned to
use the A CS to control the spacecraft during
the retrofire event because it was designed to
maintain attitude within very tight limits of
-+-1 0 and because a manual retrofire did not
represent a significant saving in fuel. However, because of systems failures or anomalies
affecting the ASCS only the retrofire maneuver
of the third orbital flight (MA- ) was accomplished solely by the ASCS.
The MA-6 pilot decided to backup the ASCS
by using the MP control system. With this
particular set of control modes 11.6 pounds of
control fuel were used during the maneuver.
Because of a problem with the ASCS, the
MA-7 pilot controlled the spac~craft during
retrofire by using both FBW and MP, again
resulting in a rather high fuel usage. Because of an error in the pitch indicator the p ilot
,,-as required to cross-check between the view
out the window and his instruments.
The M.A -8 spacecraft was controlled by the
ASCS during the retrofire event within ± lOin
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Table 17-II.-Summary of Retrofire Maneuvers
Control system
Flight

Display
Planned

MR-3
MR-4

MA-6
MA-7
MA-8
MA-9
1

MP _________ _
MP _________ _
ASCS _______ _
ASCS _______ _
ASCS _______ _
ASCS _______ _

Fuel,lb

Actual
MP ____ __ ___ ___ __ Instruments _______________ _
MP ____ __ __ ____ __ Instruments _______________ _
I ASCS, MP _____
Instruments _______________ _
1 FBW, MP ______
Instruments and window ____ _
ASCS _______________________________________ _
MP ____ _ __ __ _____ Instruments and window ____ _

43. 6
11.6
7. 0
3. 8
3. 2

Landing
error,
nautical
miles

-40
+250

-4
-1

Double authority
MP-Manual proportional
AseS-Automatic stab1l1zatlon and control system
FB W - Fly-by-w1re

all axes. The pilot had selected MP as a backup
but it ,yas not required_
As a result of the loss of ASCS power, the
MA-9 pilot was required to initiate the retrofire
event manually and to control the spacecraft
during retrofire by using the rate gyro indicators (the attitude indicators were non-operational) and the view of the earth through the
"in dow as rate and attitude references, respectively_ The pilot, realizing that he would be
conducting the retrofire maneuver shortly after
sunrise of the final daylight phase, oriented and
maintained the spacecraft very close to the
proper retroattitude throughout the last night
period by using stars and clouds as references_
The pilot was well prepared for retrofire, having completed well in advance the storage and
preretrosequence checklists.
During the retrofire maneuver, the pilot used
MP and cross-checked between his rate indicators and the view through the window_ Because of a high contrast between the relative
brightness of his interior and exterior references, the pilot experienced difficulty in adapting his vision while shifting from one reference
to the other. Consequently, he had to shade
his eyes with his left hand when attempting to'
view his rate indicators. In spite of this problem and the fact that he did not have the opportunity to practice retrofire maneuvers with this
combination of attitude references, except much
earlier in his training program on the air-lubricated free-attitude (ALFA) trainer, the pilot
was able to maintain excellent control of his
spacecraft with this combination of attitude
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references, as evidenced by the nominal reentry
trajectory and accuracy in landing position_
Figure 17-6 shows the spacecraft's attitude
rates and attitudes, which were calculated from
an integration of the spacecraft rates during
the retrofire period. The calculated attitudes
and the initial attitude of the spacecraft at the
Flight rates and attitudes
---- Desired rates and attitudes
3. 2 Ib manual fuel usage
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17-B.-l\1A-9 retrofire maneuver.

beginning of the retrofire were further verified
by reentry trajectory computations. The pilot
controlled rates extremely well particularly
in pitch which is the most critical axis. Rate
control was maintained within +2° / sec in pitch
and roll and within +5.0/ sec in yaw throughout the first 19 seconds of the 22-second retrofire period. A maximum misalinement torque
of approximately 40 to 50 foot-pounds appears
to have occurred in left yaw when the number
two retrorocket fired. This value represents
approximately 40 percent of the MP control
capability.
The pilot maintained good control of spacecraft attitudes, with a maximum deviation of
-12° in roll at the completion of the maneuver.
Deviations in pitch and yaw attitude were negligible as far as the reentry trajectory and landing accuracy are concerned. The maximum
pitch deviation was go, which occurred very late
in the retrofire period; and the maximum yaw
attitude deviation was 5°. The pilot purposely
maintained the pitch attitude at the nominal
- 32° position or slightly lower, a direction of
deviation which least affects the reentry trajectory.
Reentry

During the reentry the ASCS or the pilot,
by means of one of the manual control modes,
was required to initiate and maintain a roll rate
of approximately 10° / sec and to damp the oscillations in the pitch and yaw axes. Since the
frequency and damping of the oscillations
varies considerably during the reentry phase,

with frequency increasing until maximum dynamic pressure, and damping decreasing after
the maximum dynamic-pressure period, the
control task requires a considerahle amount of
pilot skill and technique.
The preferred control systems for this task
were either the auxiliary damping (ASCS) or
the rate command mode. Rate command, although highly effective in controlling the oscillations, usually consumed a large amount of
fuel, as can be seen in the case of the MA-8
reentry shown in table 17-Ill. The MP control mode had a significant response lag and tailoff in thrust, which made it very difficult to damp
effectively. The FBW was not completely adequate for effective control because it was limited
to the selection of two discrete thrust levels.
All of the manned Mercury flight reentries
except MR-3 were planned to be controlled by
the auxiliary damping or rate command control
modes. Furthermore, these two control modes
were used entirely or in part for each Mercury
flight reentry with the exception of the MA-9
reentry. The rate command system had been
removed from the MA-9 spacecraft and the
auxiliary damping system was inoperative because of the loss of ASCS power.
The MA-9 pilot decided to control the reentry by using FBW, but when he checked the
system just prior to 0.05g, he was not satisfied
with the way it was operating and elected to
use both MP and FBW. During the early portion of the reentry he was able to damp the
small and rather slow oscillations by using the
FBW I-pound thrusters and the MP control

Table 17-I II.-Reentry Oontrol
Control mode
Mission

Fuel, lb
Planned

1

Actual

MR-3
MR-4
MA-6
MA-7

MP
RSCS
Aux. damp.
Aux. damp.

MP, switched to Aux. damp.
RSCS
(MP and FBW)l switched to Aux. damp.
Aux. damp.

MA-8
MA-9

RSCS
Aux. damp.

RSCS
(FB Wand MP) 1

6.5
6.0
8.6
4.6 to fuel
depletion
10.0
5.2

Dual authority

MP-Manual proportional
RS e S-Rate stabilization and command system
Aux. damp.-Auxlllary damping part of automatIc (ASeS) system
FBW- Fly-by-wJre
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mode. At approximately 1 minute and 30 seconds prior to peak reentry deceleration, the
pilot inadvertently actuated the FBW-high yaw
thruster. This actuation resulted in almost 49
pounds of control thrust and added to the amplitude of the oscillations. However, the pilot
maintained positive control of the oscillations
through drogue parachute deployment. The
pilot had no other difficulties in controlling the
reentry oscillations except during maximum
deceleration for a brief period in which he was
unable to manipulate the control handle properly because the g-forces pulled his arm away
from the control handle and into a trough on
the arm rest.
The maximum frequency of oscillations occurred at peak deceleration with a period on the
order of 0.9 second. Maximum rates were approximately ± 15 0 /sec with a maximum amplitude of approximately ±10° in pitch and yaw
which occurred after peak deceleration. The
pilot reported that he believed he needed dualauthority control to be effective after the peak
deceleration point.
Systems Management

As flight experience was gained and as the
successive flights increased in length and complexity, it was necessary to make many modifications and improvements in the controls, displays, and monitoring instrumentation SO that
the pilot could more effectively manage and
assess the status of the spacecraft systems.
Increased onboard monitoring capability was
particularly important during the MA-9 flight
because of the long time periods during which
the spacecraft was not within communication
contact with the various ground stations. A

second advantage of onboard monitoring instrumentation was that it was often more
reliable than telemetered data, and, if discrepancies did occur between ground and flight
information, the actual status could be better
determined \,ith the onboard instrument.ation.
Finally, as mission duration incr8<'l,sed the management of consumables, such as fuel and electrical power, became more critical.
Figure 17-7, which compares the MR-3 and
MA-9 spacecraft instrument panels, illustrates
the numerous changes in the Mercury panel
configuration. These changes primarily resulted from the increased knowledge about the
spacecraft systems and their operations as well
as the mission requirements. One of the major
modifications was to the attitude control system and its controls in order to maximize the
capabilities of the system and also to simplify
the control system management requirement.
Control-Mode Switching

A major pilot function during all of the Mercury missions, but particularly during the MA9 flight, was control-mode usage and switching
which had a direct effect upon control-fuel expenditure and the success. of the entire mission.
Table 17-IV shows control-mode usage and
switching during the MA-9 flight. In general,
the control system was used almost exactly as
planned until the 0.05g relay prematurely
latched in and the ASCS power was subsequently lost. After this point, the pilot used FBW
and MP, or both, since these were the only
available systems.
The pilot was very successful in switching
from the manual control modes to the ASCS.
The orientation high-thruster mode was never

Table 17-IV.-MA-9 Oontrol Mode Usage
Control mode configuration

1)rut ____ ____ _________________________________ _
1)rift and MP _________________________________ _
ASCS orbiL __________________________ - ________ _
Drut and FBW-low ____________________________ _
FB W-low (gyros uncaged) _____________________ -_
ASCS reentry ________________ - ______ - - - - ___ - _-MP (gyros uncaged) ____________________________ _
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Percentage time
used in rank
order

Maximum time
used at anyone
time, hr: min

43
26
13
13
2
2

13:01
8:44
1:20
3:11
0:11
0:37
0:04
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17-7.-Spacecraft instrument panels.
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inadvertently actuated throughout the entire
flight. The maximum excursions, during the
eight times the spacecraft was manually alined
to retroattitude and control switched over to the
ASeS, were 50 in attitude and ±lj2 0/ sec in rate.
The pilot did not at any time inadvertently use
double authority during the mission. Double
authority was used purposely for the reentry.
The MA-9 pilot's success in control mode
utilization can be attributed primarily to two
areas: simplification of the control mode switching operations, which reduced the chances of
inadvertent use of orientation mode or inadvertent dual authority, and a very thorough understanding of the operational characteristics of
the entire attitude-control system.
Pilot Reliability

Throughout the Mercury flights there were
several minor and a few major systems failures.
In order to illustrate the value of the pilot as a
backup and/ or primary system indispensable
to the Mercury space flights, a brief review of
the failures which occurred in the spacecraft's
attitude-control system during the four orbita1
flights and the effect that these failures would
have had on mission success had the spacecraft
been unmanned is warranted.
At approximately 1 hour 30 minutes after
lift-off of the MA-6 flight, the I-pound left
yaw thruster malfunctioned. After repeated
switching between the ASeS and FBW control
modes, the thruster began to function properly.
However, almost immediately thereafter the
right yaw I-pound thruster malfunctioned and
continued to be inoperable for the rest of the
flight. Although mission safety was not jeopardized, this malfunction \,ould have required
an early termination of the flight because, had
the pilot not been on board, the spacecraft
would have repeatedly dropped into the ASeS
orientation high-thruster mode, and a premature fuel depletion would have resulted.
The pitch horizon scanner malfunctioned
throughout the MA-7 flight. At retrofire, the
pitch horizon scanner read approximately
-16 0, whereas trajectory computations based
on radar tracking data yielded a pitch attitude
of - 36.5 0. This discrepancy was verified by
the pilot who reported that the ASeS orientation mode caused the vehicle to pitch down below the -34 0 position to such an extent that the
earth's horizon was no longer visible through
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the \,indow. As a result the pilot had to place
the attitude permission s"'itch to the "bypass"
position and initiate and control the retrofire
event manually. ·W ithout the pilot the retrofire could not have been initiated from the
proper attitude.
During the MA-9 flight, the amplifier calibrator'locked into the O.05g configuration, which
resulted in putting the ASeS into the reentry
mode of operation. Shortly thereafter, all
ASeS pow'er was lost, and the pilot was required to perform manually all subsequent functions, such as retrofire initiation, retrofire attitude control, and damping of reentry rate
oscillations.
In summary, without the man, only the MA-8
flight would have progressed normally; the
MA-6 mission would have had to be terminated
early; and the MA-9 spacecraft \yould not have
reentered successfully.
Management of Consumables

An important function of the pilot was to
monitor and conserve to the extent possible the
various consumables, including attitude-control
fuel, electrical power, oxygen, water, and the
onboard recorder tape. The first two items
were extremely critical to the success of the
mission since mismanagement or a malfunction
affecting either of these quantities could cause
an early mission termination or a loss of the
spacecraft.
- Attitude-control fuel was the prime consumable quantity over "hich the pilot had both
monitoring and control capability. The normal
premission procedure was to establish both predicted and minimum fuel-consumption levels
that were expected and required for a successful mission. After lift-off, the management of
the control fuel to meet the mission requirements was the sole responsibility of the pilot.
It was found that for both the Redstone missions and the first two manned orbital missions
the fuel quantities required were within the system capabilities; however, during the later two
missions the longer duration required that particular attention be paid to this parameter. In
most cases, particularly during MA-9, the pilot
demonstrated an ability to perform the required
maneuvers by using less than the expected
amount of fuel and to stay well below the predicted and minimum fuel consumption levels as
illustrated in figures 17-8(a) and 17-8(b).
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Electrical power capacity was ample for the
shorter duration missions, such as the MA-6 and
MA-7 flights. However, monitoring of this
quantity was still of importance since a malfunction, if major, could jeopardize flight
safety. It was only during the final two misI
sions that electrical power conservation became
a concern with respect to full completion of the
mission. During the last two missions the electrical power source was not sufficient to allow
the use of all electrical equipment throughout
the mission and still have an adequate reserve.
Consequently, the flight plan included periods
of drifting flight in order to conserve power.
Thus, during both these missions, it was very
important that the pilot monitor and control
closely this consumable quantity.
1n8ight Activities
Flight Plan

The activities of the pilot on each Mercury
mission included requests and requirements
from medical, engineering, and scientific are.:'ls.
In order to obtain the maximum amount of information from each mission, it was necessary
to schedule all the activities of the pilot and to
assign a priority system in the event of overlap
between activities.
The type of activities with which the pilot
was involved varied from mission to mission,
but generally they included normal systems
monitoring and control, spacecraft attitude
control, systems checkout, air-ground coordination, medical, and experimental. Activities related to mission reliability such as spacecraft
control were given top priority. Second priority activities were those investigations which
were intended to improve the spacecraft and
its mission capabilities in general. Third
priority was given to the experimental and
other operational activities that were not directly related to the mission safety. Once all
of the flight activities had been determined,
they were formulated into a flight plan that
was designed to meet all of the objectives of
the mission.
The period of weightlessness of the manned
Mercury-Redstone flights was too short to
allow many activities. The flight plan for these
two missions concentrated primarily upon the

overall operational requirements, and during
the weightless period emphasis was placed upon
an evaluation of the various spacecraft attitudecontrol systems. Starting with the MA-6 mission, all conditions during orbital flight had to
be considered. The launch, retrofire, and reentry procedures were similar to those of the
Mercury-Redstone mISSIOns; however, the
orbital period required detailed scheduling.
Spacecraft systems checkouts were scheduled
following insertion and at the end of each
orbital pass. Activities related to mission control and mission-orientated information, such
as medical, control-display analyses, and experimental activities, were scheduled so that
they would not interfere with basic operational
tasks. Results of each mission were analyzed
and the knowledge gained was applied to the
subsequent missions. The following are the
general areas where improvements were made
based on the previous mission experience.
First, pilots were allowed more time for each
specific activity. The first orbital pass was reserved for systems checkout, and time was allowed for the pilot to become orientated to his
new environment. More time was allotted for
monitoring systems, and the air-to-ground communications were improved and simplified so
that they would require a minimum of the
pilot's time. Second, the spacecraft systems
were analyzed in more detail and the pilots were
thoroughly briefed on their characteristics.
The spacecraft configuration and activity
schedule were also finalized at an earlier date
than had been true on previous missions and
this allowed the pilot valuable additional time
to train and become more familiar with the
flight activity schedule.
The sum total of all these improvements was
reflected in the MA-9 mission plan. At only
one period did the pilot feel rushed; howenr,
even in this case he ,,,as able to complete the
scheduled activity. Two additional factors
which contributed greatly to the improved
flight activity schedule of the MA-9 mission
were that activities were scheduled at any of
several different points in the mission so that
the pilot could conduct the activity at the most
convenient time and that the increased mission
duration allowed a reduction in the frequency
of activities.
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Conununications

Air-to-ground communications procedures
were continually being improved throughout
the Mercury program in an attempt to determine the best set of procedures which would be
simple for tIle pilot and yet insure proper information flow.
The MA-6 pilot was requested to report a
large quantity of information to the various
ground stations. . Over each ground station, he
reported the fuel and oxygen quantities, the
control mode, and the general status. In addition, approximately twice during each orbital
pass, he was required to report to a ground station all the switch positions and gage .readings
on the instrument panel. In addition many
communication attempts were required to establish contact with each station, primarily because the stations would attempt communications contact prior to the expected acquisition
time. These premature attempts resulted in
many additional transmissions in an attempt to
make two-way communications contact.
Several changes were made in communications procedures prior to the MA-7 flight. The
requirement for reporting all the switch and
gage readings was deleted and the initial transmission from the ground was not begun until
the expected time of acquisition. The MA-8
pilot reported only control mode and status. In
addition, many intermediate transmissions were
eliminated because the pilot transmitted specific information at given stations, which reduced the number of requests initiated from
ground stations. The net effect of all these
changes was to decrease the amount of the pilot's
time required for this activity and thus permit
more time for other activities.
The MA-9 communications procedures ·r epresented the application of all the previous
experience and included several major improvements. Ground stations did not attempt communications with the spacecraft until after they
had received the spacecraft telemetry signals
and had evaluated the data. This procedure insured that the spacecraft and around station
were in good communications range. In addition the MA-9 pilot reported only go-no-go
status to each station and read out fuel and

oxygen quantities once per orbital pass. The
sleep period, during which communication silence was maintained, also greatly decreased the
total air-to-ground communications. One communications problem that did occur during the
MA-9 flight was an interruption due to ground
station communications while the pilot was conducting the dim-light experiment.
Conclusions

Conclusions concerning the performance of
the pilot during the Mercury program and the
implications for future manned space programs
are:
(1) The pilot. during Mercury flights was a
reliable and flexible part of the system, and
therefore enhanced mission success.
(2) The three-axis hand controller proved to
be adequate for spacecraft control.
(3) Although the Mercury training equipment was generally adequate, good external displays would have provided valuable additional
training.
-( 4) Spacecraft systems modifications should
be finalized as early as possible to permit earlier
flight-plan finalization and to allow more time
for the pilot to practice the various inflight
tasks.
(5) There was no significant effect upon
pilot's operating capabilities resulting from his
being subjected to the space environment for up
to 34 hours.
(6) Throughout the Mercury Project there
was a trend toward design and operational concepts similar to those for flight-test aircraft.
This indicates that the decades of aircraft experience will be very useful in designing systems, selecting and training astronauts, and mission planning.
(7) It is advantageous from a reliability and
systems simplicity standpoint to make maximum use of the pilot's capabilities in pacecraft
operations. Early design should take manual
operation into consideration in order to achieve
a most effective and efficient overall system.
Those functions that are determined to be beyond man's capability or are of a monotonous
or repetitious nature should be designed for
automatic operations.
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Summary

Introduction

The results of physiologic measurements and
medical studies of Astronaut Cooper made
prior to, during, and following his flight as
pilot of the spacecraft of the MA-9 mission are
presented in this paper. The pilot was in excellent health and in a complete state of mental
and physical fitness for his mission on launch
morning. The data revealed that all physiologic parameters measured in flight remained
within the envelope of normal variability developed for this pilot through extensive monitoring of these same parameters under dynamic
circumstances during his participation in training activities as a Mercury astronaut.
Astronaut Cooper withstood the stresses of
the flight situation with no evidence of degradation of his functional integrity as a pilot. He
slept as part of the planned mission activities
during his flight and reported that sleep was
subjectively normal. Postflight examination of
Astronaut Cooper revealed that he had developed dehydration. He exhibited an orthostatic hypotension accompanied by an accelerated pulse response in the postflight examinations. The pulse and blood pressure responses
returned to normal while the pilot was sleeping
between 9 hours and 19 hours after landing.
A reversal of the ratio between neutrophiJes and
lymphocytes was noted in the peripheral blood
at an examination accomplished 4 days after
the mission. This lymphocytosis persisted for
2 weeks and subsided spontaneously by June 14,
1963. With respect to all other studies, the
medical status of the pilot was found essentially
unchanged between the preflight and po tflight
examinations.

This paper presents the specific results of
medical studies of Astronaut Cooper's responses
during and after his MA-9 mission in the dual
context of a detailed report of the final Mercury
mission and an effective summary in its own
right of the mooicaJ findings from Project
Mercury. The results of the MA-9 mission
are an effective summary of the entire program
because every observation which was made on
pilots during the earlier missions was repeated
and qualitatively reconfirmed in the final flight.
At the same time, the medical-data collection
program for the last flight was developed on the
foundation of knowledO'e gained from each of
the preceding manned space missions. The
suitability and the limitations of the Mercury
spacecraft environment to meet the requirements of human physioloO'y were better understood with each succeeding flight. Thu, the
final flight wa approached with a better underetanding of the likelihood of a given physiologic
re ponse occurrinO' after expo ure to the known
tres es of a mi sion profile than had been preyjou ly pos ible. The opportunity for making
valid medical observations during the M .\-9
mi ssion wa further enhanced by the duration
of the mi ion, as well a by the length of participation of A. tronaut Cooper in the Mercury
proO'ram, ,,,hich provided an invaluable fund of
baseline data prior to hi e actual flight.

1 Currently a research fellow In the Department of Physl·
ology at the University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.

Preflight Observation

Data were evaluated from very thorough
medical studies of the pilot, Astronaut L.
Gordon Cooper, Jr., conducted immediately
prior to his selection for astronaut training in
1959 and from annual examinations since that
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date. Medical examinations were also conducted both before and after six preflight spacecraft checkout tests and a session in the Cape
Canaveral procedures trainer, all of which required the pilot to wear the full-pressure space
suit. Special examinations to assess the pilot's
fitness for flight were conducted 11 and 3 days
before launch. The latter examination conducted on May 12, 1963, designated the "Coro-

prehensive Medical Evaluation," was conducted
by specialists in internal medicine, ophthalmology, neuropsychiatry, radiology, and aviation medicine. The NASA flight surgeon who
had examined the pilot for most of the preflight
activities conducted the final preflight medical
examination on launch morning. The preflight
aeromedical procedures and examination are
listed in table 18-1.

Table 18-I.-Pilot Preflight Activities
[Selected activities for which medical study or support was performed]
Date

Activity

Medical study or support

January 5_ _ _ __ _ __ __ Altitude-chamber spacecraft Physical examination before and after
checkout.
Background data (hiosensors)
March 22-23 ______ __ Hangar flight simulation _____ _ Physical examination before and after
Background data (biosensors)
Low residue diet (3 days) and flight food (2 days)
ApriI23 ____________ Flight simulation no. L _____ _ Physical examination
Background data (biosensors)
Timed urine collection
May 4 _____________ T-10 day physical examina- Physical examination, 45 minutes
tion.
May 7 _ _ __ ___ _ __ __ _ Mission simulation (proced- Physical examination before and after
Background data (biosensors)
ures trainer).
Timed urine collection
May 8 _____________ Launch simulation __ ________ _ PhySical examination before and after
Background data (biosensors)
Timed urine collection
Begin controlled diet
Blood specimen, 50 cc
May 10 ____________ Flight simulation no. 3 ___ ___ _ Physical examination before and after
Timed urine collection
Background data (biosensors)
May 1L ___________ ____________ ___ ______ ___ ____ Begin low residue diet
May 12_ _ _ __ _ __ _ ___ T-2 day physical examination _ Comprehensive medical examination, 2 ~ hours
Blood (30 cc) a nd urine specimen
May 14_ _ _ __ _ ___ __ _ Countdown (flight canceled) __ _ Physical examination before and after
Timed urine collection
Blood specimen, 30 cc
May 15 ____________ Flight countdoWll ___ __ ______ Physical examination
Aeromedical countdown
Awaken 2:51 a.m. e.s.t.
Launch 8:40 a.m. e.s.t.

In addition to examinations by physicians,
baseline clinical evaluations included an audiogram, an electrocardiogram, a chest X-ray, and
laboratory studies of blood and urine. The
results of these evaluations are found in tables
18-II to 18-V. For the 3 months prior to the
flight, the pilot continued in excellent health
with no significant abnormalities. In the month
prior to flight, he maintained his physical fitness by daily distance running and calisthenics.
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Close supervision of the pilot's food intake
began 7 days before the planned flight ,,-ith special preparation of a normal balanced diet. In
order to reduce the need for defecation during
the mission, a low-residue diet was followed for
4 days before the launch (ref. 1). This diet was
well tolerated, although the pilot did mention
that appetite satisfaction was short-lived following the low-residue meals.

Table i 8-II.-Pertinent Excerpts From Clinical Examination
Postflight (U.S.S. Kearsarge)
May 16, 1963, 7:15 to 7:45
p .m . e.s.t.

Preflight, May 15, 196~;
3:55 to 4:11 am. e.s.t.
Temperature (oral), °F ______ ___ _______ ___
Heart rate, beats/ min ____ ____ ______ ______
Respiration rate, breaths/min _____________
Blood pressure, left arm, mm Hg __________

97. 4
76
16
108/ 76 supine
122/82 standing
ude weight (bladder empty), lb __________
147
Comments ______________________________ Alert, cooperative, 2+ erythema at BPMS microphone tape site.

99.4
86
16
90/80 supine
139}~

Fatigued and sweating.
text.

See

Table i8-lII.-Complete Blood Count
[All times are in e.s.t.]
Sept 4,
1959

Hematocrit, percent ___
Hemoglobin, grams/
100 rnl ____________
Red blood cells,
millions/mm8 _____ -Platelets/mm3---- ___ -White blood cells/
mm3________ -- ___ -Differential blood
count:
NeutrophiJes,
percent __________
Lymphocytes,
percent ___ ____ ___
Monocytes, percentEosinophiles,
percent __________
Basophiles, percent __

Mar 4, May 12, May 16, May 17, May 20, May 31, June 14,
1963;
1963;
1963;
1963;
1963;
1963
1963;
1:40 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 8:55 p .m. 9:00 p.m. 11:00 a.m. 3:00p.m.

46

44

43

49

43

43

43

43

14.8

14. 3

15.0

16. 5

14.0

14.7

14. 3

14. 2

4. 83

- - - --

5. 09

284, 000

4. 79
314, 000

- - - --

--

---

4. 50
230, 000

- - - -- - - --

5,850

6, 800

6, 500

9, 200

5, 650

6, 000

7, 700

5,100

69

50

60

75

49

35

38

49

29
1

46
2

36
3

20
5

42
5

58
5

61
1

47
2

0

2
0

1
0

0
0

3
1

2
0

0
0

1
1

I

-

- - --

4. 80

-- ---

-

- - --

Table i8-IV.- Comparison oj Typical Preflight and Postflight U1'ine Values
Preflight

Postflight

Date, 1963_ _ _ _ ___ _____ _____ ____
Source_ _ ___ _ _ __ ___ _ __ _ ____ ___ _ _
Specific gravity _ _ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ _
pH ____________________________

May 12 _______________________ _ May 20
Random sample ________________ _ Random sample
l.01 _________________________ _ 1.019
6.0 ____ _______________________ _
6.0
Albumen, sugar, acetone, and bile_ Negative ______________________ _ Tegative
Microscopic_____ ____ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ Few "VBC, no RBC, small amounts One to 2 WBC/HPF, no RBC, no
of amorphous phosphates and
casts, moderate amount of
mucus, and one hyaline cast.
amorphous phosphates.
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Table 18-V.-Urine Analysis
Date

Time

Total
volume,
cc

Specific
gravity

Na,
mEq/1

K,

Cl,
mEql1

mEq/1

Ca,
mEq/1

55
49
40
38
17
14
42
54
41
31
34
38
47

4.15
16. 3
10.1
8. 7
7. 5
5. 0
10. 3
16. 85
7. 6
10.6
25. 5
21. 3
20. 85

161
207
159

18. 9

119

PO.,
mg%

Creatinine,
mg%

20, 1963
20, 1963
20, 1963
20, 1963
21, 1963
21, 1963
21, 1963
21, 1963
21, 1963
22, 1963
22, 1963
22, 1963
22, 1963

7:30 a.m . to 9:26 a.m _____
9:26 a.m. to 12:59 p.m ____
12:59 p.m. to 4:45 p.m __ __
4:45 p.m. to 9: 10 p.m _____
9:10 p.m. to 1:00 a.m _____
1:00 a.m. to 7:52 a.m ___ __
7:52 a.m. to 12:46 p.m ____
12:46 p.m. to 5:28 p.m ____
5:28 p.m. to 11:35 p.m ____
11:35 p.m. to 3:26 a.m ____
3:26 a.m. to 5:36 a.m _____
5:36 a.m. to 10:47 a.m ____
10:47 a.m. to 6:35 p.m ____

184
260
420
330
340
830
470
286
600
210
110
255
300

1. 012
1. 013
1.014
1. 015
1. 012
1. 005
017
015
015
018
018
1. 020

141
180
129
125
137
79
143
179
189
239
216
154
116

Mar. 23, 1963

6:35 p.m. to 1:20 a.m ____ _

360

1. 023

131

51

Apr. 23,1963

6:00 a.m. to 6:50 a.m _____

32

------

196

58

7. 75

158

Apr. 23, 1963

6:50 a.m. to 12:35 p.m ___ _

394

1. 020

226

85

3. 04

220

70.8

106

Apr. 23, 1963

12:35 p.m. to 5:08 p.m ____

122

1. 022

195

51

5. 95

187

68. 6

98

Apr. 25, 1963

Unknown to 11:35 a.m ___

170

1. 020

192

83

6. 3

212

18. 7

107

Apr. 25, 1963

11:35 a.m. to 4:28 p.m. ___

134

1. 024

242

40

5. 75

226

35. 4

104

Apr. 25, 1963

4:28 p.m. to 5:55 p.m ____ _

308

1. 018

250

44

3. 40

234

46. 1

107

May

7, 1963

6:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m _____

64

1. 020

115

56

May

7, 1963

8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m _____

480

1.014

124

60

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

LOll
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

13.9
5. 65

III

100
79
174
210
178
163
165
142
86

198
146

26.
42.
56.
73
58.
31.
26.
74.
48
54
55
54
135

7
2
6
3
4
6
3

75. 4
146

103
63. 6

85

Comments

Low residue diet.

llO
86
111
102
62
94
125
105
- - -- - --

134
152
142
144

152
88

Before hangar simulated
flight.
During hangar simulated flight.
Simulated flight no. 1
(before) .
Simulated flight no. 1
(during).
Simulated flight no. 1
(after) .
Simulated flight no. 2
(before).
Simulated flight no. 2
(during).
Simulated flight no. 2
(after) .
Procedures trainer
(before).
Procedures trainer
(during) .

-l

~

ffi

May

8, 1963

9:15 a.m. to 1:40 p.m ___ __

540

1. 012

137

79

7. 4

166

41. 6

May

8, 1963

1:40 p.m. to 6:00 p.m ____ _

360

1. 012

137

53

3. 2

125

43

104

May 10,1963

7:30 a.m. to ll:45 a.m __ __

180

1. 023

148

85

17. 8

176

45.7

130

May 10,1963

ll:45 a.m. to 2:00 p.m ____

170

1. 025

198

72

20. 7

219

76

114

May 10,1963

2:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m __ __ _

320

1. 023

181

83

13.4

201

97

ll5

May 10,1963

6:30 p.m. to 10:05 p.m ____

80

1. 026

200

71

6. 9

165

148

139

May 13,1963
May 14,1963
May 14,1963

6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m _____
9:00 p.m. to 2:50 a.m ___ __
2:50 a.m. to 7:30 a.m ___ __

440
225
680

1. 025
1. 024
1. 012

177
165
120

54
32
49

19.95
10. 0
5. 6

165
107
128

128
161
12.6

137
152
56

May
May
May
May

14,1963
15,1963
15,1963
15,1963

7 :30 a.m. to 12 :30 p.m ____
10:00 p.m. to 2:52 a .m ____
2 :52 a.m. to 3:55 a.m __ ___
3:55 a.m. to 7:56 a.m _____

315
178
25
177

1. 015
1. 028
1. 025

98
112
98
184

50
34
48
68

5.
23.
12.
8.

85
4
4
25

109
89
212

34
214
185
33.8

104
162
165
125

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

15,1963
15,1963
16,1963
16,1963
16,1963
17,1963
17,1963
18,1963
20,1963

7:56 a .m. to 12:29 p.m ____
12:29 p.m. to 10:09 p.m ___
10:09 p .m. to 7:15 a.m ___ _
7:15 a.m. to 1:14 p.m ___ __
1:14 p.m. to 9:30 p.m ____ _
9:30 p.m. to 1:05 p.m ___ __
1:05 p.m. to 9:12 p.m _____
9:12 p.m. to 12:00 p.m __ __
8:00 a.m. to 10:15 a.m ____

195
314
333
107
70
475
315
605
-- --

213
197
120
137
107
41
29
29
125

69
56
38
41
96
62
54
70
92

14. 1
12. 6
17.7
15. 6
16. 4
20. 95
24. 3
17. 4
15.2

236
188
128
150
126
29
59
41
150

28. 4
130
125
136
240
149
68. 5
114
68

131
154
169
170.8
177
148
148
139
llO

------- --- --- - --- --- -

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

026
031
026
020
023
019

73

74

Launch simulation
(during) .
Launch simulation
(after).
Simulated flight no. 3
(before).
Simulated flight no. 3
(before) .
Simulated flight no. 3
(during) .
Simulated flight no. 3
(after) .
Before canceled flight.
Before canceled flight.
Collection devicecanceled flight.
After canceled flight.
Preflight.
Preflight.
Preflight (pad) bag
no. 1.
Inflight bag no. 2.
Inflight bag no. 3.
Inflight bag no. 4.
Collection device.
1st voided sample.
2d voided sample.
3d voided sample.
4th voided sample.
4 days after recovery
(physical exam
Patrick AFB).

I
,
I

I
I

The results of the final prelaunch examination
revealed a healthy pilot who was read~' for the
mission. T,,'o minor discrepancies were local
skin erythema at the biosensor sites and moderate erythema, edema, and tenderness of the skin
over the right sacral prominence, He frequently demonstrates a skin reaction around the
sensors for 24 to 36 hours after application,
despite the llse of microporons surgical tape for
fastening these sensors. It should be noted that
these sensors were in place for 7 hours dllring
the canceled launch on the preceding day. The
skin findings oYer the sacrum are freqllent ly
present follo',ing prolonged periods of 4 or
more hours on his back in the couch.
On the night before the postponed launch of
May 14, 1963, the pilot slept well for abont 2
hOlll'S and then (lozed restlessly for another 3%
hours. IIo"'ever, on the night before the successful launch, he slept well for 6 hours.
Although he did become sleepy during periods
of relative inactivity. such as the period spent
in the transfer n1l1, he felt adequately rested
Oll launch J1lorning.
.\.t no time "-as a drug
administered to induce sleep.
The sources of deta iled preflight physiologic
data are. outlined in tables IS-VI to IS-IX.
These sources include dynamic tests for evaluation of general physical condition, :\lercury.Ulas three-orbital pass simulations, and Mercury-Atlas acceleration profiles conducted at the
r.s. Xayal .\ viation :\Iedical Acceleration Laboratory (A:\1AL) in .To11l1syille, Pa., and various spacecraft checkout procedures required
during the final stages of preparation for flight.
The procedures which were monitored resulted in the largest number of total hours of obsen'ation yet ayailable for anyone astronaut.
This extensive monitoring was possible as a
result of his activity as the MA-S backup pilot
and of his participation in three altitude-chamber spacecraft-checkout procedures, including
the long-est snch test condnctec1 at Cape Canaveral.
The pilot-safety monitoring and data-gathering biosensor system for this mission consisted
of h,·o sets of electrocardiographic (EeG)
leads, the ill1pe(lanee pneumograph, an oml temperature thermistor, and the blood-pressure
measllring syst em (BP:\IS). The c1eta ils of
operation of the biosensor system have been cles<Tiberl ill references 1 to :1. Recau e of the in-
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creased duration of the :\1.\-9 flight, a change
'\'as made from continuOllS rectal to intermittent oral body temperat lIl'e measurement. The
basic thermistor was retained. The thermistor
,md its lead ",ires remained "'ithin the suit.
The sensor ",as attached to the right ear muff
inside the helmet "'here it "'as readily accessible.
The sensor and its location are illustrated in
figures 18-1 and lS-2. It thereby provided all

FIGUHE

FIGURE

I8--I.-Oral temperature probe.

I8--2.-Installation of oral temperature probe
in helmet ..

indication of suit-outlet temperature "hene,'er
an oral tempemture mlS not being taken. ,Vhen
oral temperature "-as desired, the pilot placed
the small thermistor uncleI' his tongue for about
5 minutes. Preflight body temperatures were
all within the normal range. The remainder of
the biosensor system "-as the same as that used
for the :\1.\"-S mission (ref. 1) .
Preflight biosensor preparation included
careful calibration of the system so that accurate, repeatable determinations "'ere assured.
.\djllstl1lents "'ere ref]uired to compensate for
incli"idl1al nlriations. This requirement was
especially true for the blood-pressure measurillg system . The clinical blood-pressure mean

- --

--

I

Table J8-V I .-Detailed P1'eflight HurTt-Rate and Re8piTation-Rate Data
[Flight simulation numbers 1 and 3, launch simulation, launch countdown (canceled), and launch countdown were performed on
Hear~

Mean

Date

Procedure

February
Lovelace Clinic
1959.
exercise tolerance test.
Sept. 28,
Mercury-Atlas Centrifuge
1961, and
dynamic simulations.
Mar. 28,
1963.
Apr. 13, 1962_ Al ti tude-c ham ber
spacecraft checkout.
July 23, 1962 _ Altitude-cbamber
spacecraft checkout.
Jan . 5, 1963 __ Altitude-chamber
spacecraft checkout.
Mar. 23, 1963_ Hangar flight simulation ___
Apr. 23, 1963_ Flight simulation No. L __ _
May 7, 1963 __ Mission simulation
(procedures trainer).
May 8, 1963 __ Launch simulation ___ ______
May 10, 1963_ Flight simulation No. 3 ____
May 14, 1963_ Launch countdown (canceled).
May 15, 1963_ Launch countdown ____ ____
a Durutiop determined hl' the ma'{llnullt hrsrt rate.
b :-.I ot r~cordr<I.

~

C

""'

Duration of
observation,
hr :min

Hear~

rate,
beats/
min

rate

Respira- Number ±2 standtion rate,
of
ard deviations,
breaths/ values
min
beats/min

~he

launch pad]

Respiration rate
Range,
beats/min

±2 standNumber ard
deviaof
tions,
values
breaths/
min

Minimum

Maximum

-- --- -

- --

185

(b)

Range,
breaths/min
Minimum

Maximum

--- - --

- --

- --

80: 14

- - --

- - --

4: 18

83

(b)

177

57 to 109

58

151

(u)

------

---

---

10:29

79

18

161

54 to 104

60

129

117

11 to 25

12

28

7:33

64

19

III

49 to 79

46

92

111

14 to 24

13

26

6: 17

74

17

20,000

56 to 92

56

102

123

10 to 24

10

26

2:00
3:40
5:22

64
71
71

19
19

51 to 77
56 to 86
50 to 92

55
51
50

106
92
102

44
75

8 to 30
14 to 24

13
13

41
28

(b)

4, 254
75
103

(b)

-- -- - -

--

-- -

4:48
3:30
5:41

72
62
71

20
19
20

17,232
67
19, 666

54 to 90
39 to 85
53 to 89

52
48
47

107
96
132

94
67
96

13 to 27
13 to 25
14 to 26

11

10
14

28
26
30

2:31

73

16

9,010

48 to 98

51

104

50

10 to 22

10

24

(b)

-

"'o"

0'\

Table 18-rIl.-Summary of Hea.rt-Rate and Respiration-Rate Data
Preflight
Overall mean

September 1961 to
May 15, 1963.

Duration of
observation,
hr:min

Procedure

Date

Centrifuge simulations
and checkout
procedures.

Range of ± 2 standard
deviations

Range of mean rates

Heart rate,
beats/min

Respiration
rate,
breaths/min

Heart rate,
beats/min

Respiration
rate,
breaths/min

Heart rate,
beats/min

Respiration
rate,
breaths/min

72

19

62 to 83

16 to 20

39 to 104

8 to 30

56:23

I

Inftight
Heart rate

Mean
Date

Procedure

Duration
of observation,
hr: min

Heart
rate,
beats/
min

Respiration rate,
breaths/
min

Number
of values

±2 standard deviations,
beats/
min

Respiration rate

Range,
beats/
min

Number
of values

±2 standard de viations,
breaths/
min

Range,
breaths/
min

----- - - - - May 15 and May
16, 1963.

Orbital flight

34:16

89

15

76,174

62 to 116

55 to 180

151

5 to 25

4

72 to 82

56 to 88

1

(b)

Postflight
May 16 and May
17, 1963.

Physical
examinations.

(a)

77

16
--

• Not determined, not time critical.
b Not applicable.

6 to 28

l

Table 18-VllI.-Detailed Preflight Blood-P?'e88Ure Data

Date

Mean
Systole
Durablood
tion, pressure,
Range,
hr:min mmHg Number
of values mmHg

Procedure

Diastole
Number
of values

Range,
mmHg

Mean
pulse
pressure,
mmHg

Preflight, clinical
February 1959 ____ ______ ___ __ Lovelace Clinic exercise tolerance tesL _____
March 1959 _____ ____________ Aeronautical Systems Division dynamic
tests:
Cold pressor ___ ____________ _________
Tilt ___ ___ _________ _________________
Treadmill ___ _______ ______ ___ _______
September 1959 ______________ Lackland USAF Hospital physical examination.
April 1962 ___ ______ ____ _____ Physical examinations ____ _____ ___ ______ __
July 1962 ____ ______ ____ _____ Special BPMS tcst ___ ____________________
July 23, 1962 _______ _________ Physical examinations __ __________ ______ __
March 12, 1963 __ _____ __ __ ___ Physical examinations ____ _____ ______ _____
Apr. 23, 1963 to May 15, 1963 __ Physical examinations during final preflight
checkout period.

00:14 • 174/86

(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)

105/74
109/75
134/87
113/70

13
30
18
4

100
92
110
110

to
to
to
to

112
138
156
116

13
30
18
4

70
68
80
68

to
to
to
to

82
88
100
72

31
34
47
42

(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)

100/80
116/78
103/79
108/72
115/78

5
58
16
4
8

88
102
98
98
105

to
to
to
to
to

108
124
106
118
120

5
58
16
4
8

72
64
73
68
72

to
to
to
to
to

88
84
82
78
82

20
39
25
37
37

114/85

12

103 to 144

12

66 to 98

29

134/91
110/79
94/71
108/80
112/83
94/71
114/91
106/82
110/90
120/82
110/82

10
73
8
14
12
5

128
96
79
99
99
89
104
101
107
117
107

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

10
69
8
14
12
5

70
63
61
73
77
65
81
71
89
77
73

Preflight, blood pressure measuring system
Sept. 12, 196L ______ _______ _ Mercury-Atlas centrifuge dynamic simula2:23
tion.
Apr. 13, 1962 ________ __ ______ Altitude-chamber spacecraft checkout __ ____ 10:29
July 10 and July 23,1962 __ ___ BPMS calibration __ _______ _______ _______ 3:00
July 23, 1962 __ ______________ Altitude-chamber spacecraft checkout __ ____ 7 :33
Jan. 3, 1963 _________ __ ______ BPMS calibration ____ ______________ _____ 1:00
Jan. 5,1963 ________ _________ Altitude-chamber spacecraft checkout __ ____ 6 : 17
Mar. 22 and Mar. 23, 1963 ___ _ Hangar flight simulation _____ ___ _________ 2 :05
Apr. 23, 1963 ___ _____________ Flight simulation No. L _________________ 3:40
May 8, 1963 _________ __ _____ Launch simulation ___ _______________ ____ _ 4 : 48
May 10, 1963 ________ _______ Flight simulation No. 3 ___ ___________ ____ 3:30
May 14,1963 ____________ ___ Launch countdown (canceled) ________ __ ___ 5:41
May 15, 1963 _______________ Launch countdown _____________ _________ 2:31
~

o""-l

6

12
2
8
4

148
128
III
116
122
107
123
123
112
127
119

6

12
2
8
4

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

124
88
79
87
89
81
99
91
91
89
89

43
31
23
28
29
23
23
24
20
38
28

• Value at test endpoint, other values not avaUable.
b Not determined, not time critic.~1.

~

~

~

Table 18-IX.-8mnmary of Blood Pressure Data
Diastole

Systole
Date

Procedure

Duration,
hr:roin

Mean
blood
pressure,
mm Hg

±2
Number of standard
deviation,
values
mmHg

Range,
mm Hg

±2
Number of standard
deviation,
values
mm Hg

Range,
mm Hg

Mean
pulse
pressure,
mmHg

69 to 89

64 to 88

34

Preflight, clinical
February 1959
to May 15,
1963

Crew selection examination, special tests and
preflight examinations.

(a)

113/79

95

99 to 127

88 to 124

95

Preflight, blood pressure measuring system
September
1961 to
May 15,
1963

Centrifuge simulations
and preflight test
procedures.

56:09

112/79

160

86 to 138

79 to 148

160

58 to 90

61 to 124

33

Inflight, blood pressure measuring system
May 15 and
May 16,
1963

Orbital flighL ___________

34: 16

119/81

12

(b)

109 to 131

12

(b)

73 to 89

38

75 to 107

86 to 100

16

55 to 77

52 to 82

25

Postflight, clinical
May 16 and
May 17,
1963

Postflight physical
examinations.

(.)

91/66

16

• Not detcrmined . not time critical.
b Not applicahle.

- -- - - - - -

values, shown in table IS-IX, are of particular
interest and indicate that the correlation behyeen these readings and those taken \yith the
BPMS is valid. The stability of these calibrations ,,-as rechecked on several occasion before
flight. All systems operated properly during
the final prefligh t -prepara tion period.
The preflight bio en or data are presented ill
tables IS-VI to IS-IX. The analysis methods
lIsed were both manual and automat ic.
All respiration minute rates ,,-ere obtained by
manual reduction; 30-second counts made from
the continuous direct-recorded analog signal,
with sampling intervals either e\'ery 3 or every
4 minutes. Heart rates from many of the records "-ere determined in the same manner.
Those sets can be readily identified by the relatively low number of values used. The automatic analysis utilizes a general-purpose
computer to determine the intervals between all
the R wayes of the ECG complex in the record,
and the reported values were compnted from
these determinations. The automatically reduced rates are readily identified by the large
number of values. The validity of both of these
methods has been substantiated by repeated
cross-correlation of results during the two years
of development of the analysis program. Although the data analysis format was arbit rarily
selected, the results are fully reproducible and
appear to be adequate for the present medical
requirements. All blood-pressure measnrements on record were incorporated in the tables.
A hio-hly significant aspect of the preflight
data is the rather ,,-ide rano-e of values recorded,
particularly heart rates, which have modified
the understandino- of expected or so called "normal" responses. This wide variation is a common phenomenon among healthy individuals in
dynamic situations, and clearly indicates the
need for the use of extreme caution in attributing changes observed in flight to weightlessness
or other £actors peculiar to the flight environment.
The ECG from the preflight observation period was scanned repeatedly by numerous observers. The collective opinion were that
marked normal sinu arrhythmia ,,-as present
with frequent occurrences of a ,,-andering cardiac pacemaker. At times, sinus node suppression was sufficient to allow acti,'ation by the

atrio-ventricular (A-V) node with escape and
fusion beats. This occurrence was identified by
both biphasic and negative P waves of decreased
amplitude, and on occasion by changes in the
ventricular complexes. Numerous such beats
were noted during the countdown of the postponed launch, and one brief episode of nodal
rhythm occurred during this period. This finding was considered acceptable as a normal variant in this pilot only by yirtue of the extensive
preflio-ht monitoring which had shown nodal
rhythm to be an incidental occurrence. These
data are illustrated in figure IS-3. There was
sinus bradycardia, which, at times, was followed
by a sinus-generated beat and, at other times,
was followed by an A-V nodal-o-enerated escape
beat. Other infrequent rhythm alterations
were premature atrial and ventricular beats.
The preflight data ,,-ere collected in order to
establish the baseline physioloo-ical responses of
the MA-9 astronaut specifically using the flight
biomedical instrumentation.
FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS

Inflight biomedical monitoring spanned a
time intenal of 34 hours, 16 minutes, and 43
seconds on this flight. Continuous onboard recording included the first 1 hour and 35 minutes
and the last 10 hours and 45 minutes of flight
time until biopluo- disconnect. Flight data were
programed to be intermittently recorded for 1
minute of every 10 minutes between 1 hour and
39 minutes elapsed time and 23 hours and 32
minutes elap ed time. Recording of physiological drrta through the mid-portion of the flight
was erratic and did not follow original plans
because of a malfunction of the tape-recorder
proo-ramer which occurred at approximately
12 :00 :00 ground elapsed time (o-.e.t.) and continued throughout the flight. However, sufficient data p-o ints were obtained for confident
extrapolation of trends of physiologic values
during this portion of the flight by the astronaut's voice contacts with the ground, his use of
the vox-record actuation of the tape recorder, or
his turning the tape recorder temporarily to
continuous to document certain inflight experiments. Data during the final portion of the
flio-ht, from 24 :00 :00 o-.e.t. until landino-, were
obtained because the failed programer was oYer-
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ECG (chest)

ECG (side)

ECG (chest)

ECG (side)

FIOL"RE

18-3.-MA-9.

May 14, 1963, 07 :42:00 e.s.t. Sample record illustrating nodal beats occurring during
canceled launch countdown. Recorder speed 25 mm/ sec.

ridden by the astronaut's selection of continuous recorder operation. During the period
when the astronaut ,yas resting quietly or was
asleep, essentially no medical data were obtained on the onboard recorder; consequently
mean heart-rate values for the entire duration
of the flight are probably biased on the high
side of a true mean. Data from the onboard
recorder l-,aye been supplemented by data obtained during network station passes throughout the mission, and an exceptionally valuable
short period of recording was obtained onboard
the carrier during egress of the astronaut. The
inflight responses are summarized in tables 18VII and 18-IX. Heart-rate response, including mean rates, was obtained through a computer reduction of the inflight data from the
onboard tape recorder.
Respiration rates were obtained by the manual reduction of 30-second periods every 3 minutes during the period of continous recording
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and from 30-second averages taken at all other
short intervals when data were available from
the onboard tape recorder. Blood pressures
were obtained according to the flight plan with
only very minor variations. These values were
with few exceptions not recorded on the onboard recorder since the astronaut was generally quiet whi~e sending the blood pressure, and
therefore the tape recorder was not operating.
However, the values were received at ground
stations in every instance and read in real time
by medical monitors. The readings were subsequently verified by postflight analysis of the
tracking-site data. Body temperature was sampled intermittently during the flight with an
oral thermistor, which the pilot placed under
his tongue on four of the five planned occasions.
One additional oral temperature was requested
and obtained during the flight. Body temperatures obtained in flight and listed in table 18-X
were all within an acceptable range.

Table 18-X.-Oral T emperatures Obtained in
Flight
Ground elapsed time,
hr: min: sec

1: 10:00
6:00:00
10:25:00
12:25:00
23:50:00

Oral temperature, of

98.
100.
100.
99.
98.

5
0
0
0
0

The overall mean heart rate recqrded during
the period when the inflight recorder was operative "as 89 beats per minute, and the overall
respiratory rate recorded from available data
was 19 breaths per minute. The significant
events of powered flight showed corresponding
increases in heart rate and respiratory rate, as
has been the case in all manned Mercury flights.
The pilofs heart rate at booster-engine cut-off
(BECO) "'as 147 beats per minute; at launchescape-rocket ignition, 154 beats per minute;
and at sustainer-engine cut-off (SECO), 144
beats per minute. Within 2 minutes after
SEC'O, the heart rate subsided to about 110
beats per minute and then gradually declined
over the next 13 minutes to rates of 80 to 100
beats per minute for the remainder of the first
orbital pass. Respiratory rate was 28 breaths
per minute at BECO, between 25 and 30 breaths
per minute through SECO, and then declined
to rates of 18 to 20 breaths per minute within
the first 15 minutes of weightless flight.
Heart rate remained stable around 80 beats
per minute throughout the first 8 hours in space
except during periods when the astronaut announced on the tape that he was undergoing
some specific exertion such as emptying the
condensate tank or removing equipment from
the equipment kit. During these intervals, rates
" 'ould increase to values from 100 beats per
minute to as high as 130 beats per minute for
very short times.
At 8: 25: 00 g.e.t., tJ1e pilot specifically mentioned struggling with his writing desk. At
this time, his heart rate rose to 96 beats per
minute and then promptly settled back to its
resting rate of about 80. The longer period of
ubservatiol1 and the opportunity which this
flight afforded to correlate pilot activities with
heart and respiratory rates permit a tentative

appraisal of the effect on these rates of exertion
under equally cramped circwnstances at 19.
There does not appear to be a significant difference in terms of heart-rate and respiratory-rate
response in the two situations. This impression
"'as further borne out in the two planned exercise periods in which there was similarity bet',een the response to exercise in orbital flight
and the response to exercise in preflight practice
sessions, as shown in table 18-XI.
'\Then the flashing light was deployed at about
3: 26 : 00 g.e.t. his heart rate rose to a sharp
peak of 134 beats per minute and then promptly
declined to 95 beats per minute while the pilot
"-as maneuvering the spacecraft in an attempt
to sight the flashing light.
The respiratory rate sensor malfunctioned
during the flight. The failure was subsequently
traced to a separation of the lead wire from the
electrode, which was attached to the left lower
chest. The first sign of respiration-sensor failure oCUlTed at '7 :08 :00 g.e.t. j and throughout
the remainder of the flight, the respiratoryrate recording was intermittent. Sometimes,
the trace appeared to be a faithful replica of
the pilofs breathing, but at other times it was
entirely unreliable or without apparent relationship to respiration. The respiratory rates during the last portion of the flight are tentative
rates based on the appearance of the pneumograph waveform during periods when evidence
,tvailable indicated it was following changes in
thoracic volume. Typical signals of properly
operating biosensors are illustrated in figure
18-1.
During the sleeping period, heart rates recorded on passes over tracking stations were
generally as low as 50 and averaged between
55 and 60 beats per minute. However, when
the pilot awoke and announced anything which
was recorded on the onboard recorder, his heart
rate immediately rose to about 80 which is the
same value as during his working period earlier
in the flight. After about 23:32:00 g.e.t. and
for the remainder of the normal orbital flight,
the astronaut's mean heart rate rose to a value
of about 100 beats per minute. His first indication of a spacecraft system malfunction occurred at about 23 :59 :00 g.e.t. when he noticed
that the O.05g relay light had come on. Heart
rate at this time rose sharply to 148 beats per
minute and then rapidly declined to the low of
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Table 18-XI.-Summary of Oalibrated W01'k
Prework
Heart rate, beats/ min

Work

Blood pressure, mm Hg

Postwork

Heart rate, beats/ min

Blood pressure, mm Hg

Heart rate, beats/min

Range
Mean

Range

Range

Mean

Range

Mean
Systolic

115
Flight,

~----

----

117

Mean
Systolic

74 160 to 100 1 104/81 189 to 1131 77 to 851

1

Range

I Diastolic
Preflight,

89 /80 to 105/ 117/77

Mean

1

77

1

Diastolic

5calibrated work periods
1

91 to 160

1

85

2calibrated work periods

131
--

I

120 to 1451
/

106

1
1

61 to 120
124/95
-

1
1

111{79
90 to 130

1

89 to 137

1

1 ~9 ~ 1291

71 to 89
89
- -

I
I
I

~
~

Blood

~ rrT4-r~~~+H+

~ Fr+1~+1~+1~~

~ _E$I

. ~ Pr~F+~~~~~~~~~~

~ H--HI:-+ '!'
U

~~~~

____

~-L~-L~~~~~

C

)j'IGl' UE

18-4.- :\1.\- !).

12 :29 :1)2.

Sample of typical biosensor data received at a range station.

117/ 3 mm Hg.

GO beats per minute and stabilized at a rate of
Hround 100 beats per minute. After a preliminary allalysis of the nature of the malfunction
indicated by this 0.05g light, the pilot's heart
rate varied, "'ith a peak of 142 beats per minute
while he was engaged in checking his ASCS
system at approximately 30 :08 :00 g.e.t. Again,
the heart rate declined rapidly to its resting
level of approximately 100 beats per minute.
. \t about 32 :41 :00 g.e.t., the pilot was advised
to take 5 mg of dextro amphetamine orally
whi ch he did very shortly after receiving the
advice. His heart rate rose gradually beginning
at 3:3 hours elapsed time, with rather marked
swing. in rate behyeen levels as high as 140
beats pel' minute and 100rs of about 80 beats
per minute throughout the remainder of the
Right-. .\. significant change in heart rate occurred at retrofire ,,-hen the heart rate rose to
loG heat. pel' minute for no longer than 20
seconds.
The heart rate during reentry varied behyeen
1:2() and 140 beats per minute until drogue parachute deployment when it spiked to 184 beats
pel' minute. It then gradually declined to 164
heats pel' minute when bioplug disconnect was
acC'omplished subsequent to main parachute
deployment.
The changes in heart rate throughout this
flight seem to fall readily into hyo categories.
;\[odernte increases in rate ,,-ith p:radual return
707-0561 0--63----,21

Blood pressure

(Recorder speed 23 mm/sec.)

to the normal resting rate were seen in response
to physi cal exertion. The peak heart rate noted
during the flight genera,lly corresponded to
levels whi ch ha\'e been seen following an equivalent amount of exertion under 19. A sha,rper
rise of heart rate to high levels in excess of 140
beats per minute was seen as a response when
t he astronaut was evidently emotionally a,lerted
to a highly significant change in his environmental situa,tion .
The ECG intelTals were ,yeH within normal
physiologic limits during the major portion of
this flight. The A-V nodal beats noted during
the prelaunch period were rarely een during
the 34lh hours of flight monitoring. A careful
l'e"ie'" of all flight records revealed that data
from both leads of ECG showed periodic
changes in the character of the P ,yave and the
P-R interval, ,,,hieh are consistent with a wandering pacemaker. There were frequent prolonged sinus pauses during the flight which
generally are associated with deep inspiration
by the pilot, and in the great majority of
instances a sinus beat, rather than a ventricular
escape, followed the pau e. One period in which
this rule did not hold ,,,a during the sleeping
time as (he astronaut was pa ing o'"er the Ro e
Knot Victor tracking ship. At 17 :10 :00 and
18 :45 :00 g.e.t., the medical monitor reported a
nodal rhythm which was verified during the
postflight examination of the records. Figure
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lR-fl.-MA-19. 16:11 :30. Sample of hio. ensor record at a range station illustrating one of the frequent
oc('urrE'!1CE'S of sinus arrhythmia with wandering of the cardiac paeE'maker. In this sample, the negative P
\ya\'e suggests inverse depolarization from the atrioventricular nodE'. Similar changes were observed before
fI igh t. (Recorder speed 2.5 mm/sec.)

FIGuRE

18-5 illustrates this variation. Late in the
flight, the sternal ECG lead became rather noisy
with a marked fluctuation of the baseline. This
fluctuation appeared at times to be synchronous
\yith respiration and at other times to bear little
or no relationship to respiratory movements.
At this period in the flight, sinus arrhythmia
was some\yhat more pronounced that it had
been early in the flight. A recurrent finding on
the record consisted of a simultaneous disruption of the sternal ErG recording with a sharp
negative impulse on the relatively insensitive
respiratory channel and a sinus pause showing
on the side-to-side ECG lead. It is believed
that this characteristic pattern resulted from
either a habitual deep sighing breath taken by
the pilot or perhaps a repeated stretching motion made in an attempt to relieve his cramped
position.
Blood pressures did not vary remarkably during the flight from preflight values, as shown in
table I8-IX.
Postflight analysis of the film badges worn
by the astronaut revealed a total radiation
dosE' \Yell belo\\" it lHel of medical concern.
(See papE'!" 12 for a report on the radiation
l11E'asurement. )
With regard to symptoms related to the flight
experience, the pilot repeated the obserYations

of each of his predecessors that the g-forces are
readily tolerated and that the sensation of
\yeightlessness is an entirely pleasant experience to which he adapted readily. Astronaut
Cooper noticed that his perspective within the
spacecraft cabin was altered during the first
few minutes of weightless flight. Specifically,
he observed that after SECO and during the
first 20 minutes or so of weightlessness he felt
that the equipment kit located near his right
arm was rotated 90°. A similar phenomenon
of orientation \yas reported by the MA-7 pilot.
See reference 2. This was not a troublesome
illusion to the pilot and gradually vanished as he
became accustomed to the altered sensory cues
of orbital flight.
The astronaut stated that he did not feel particularly hungry during most of the flight and
ate primarily because it had been scheduled.
ITo\wver, later in the flight he did feel hungry
on one occasion and after eating felt better.
Because of problems with the food conta.iners
and \"ater nozzle during flight, he was unable
to reconstitute properly the freeze-dehydrated
food and could only eat one-third of a package
of beef pot roast. Therefore, he subsisted on
bite-sized cubed food and bite-sized peanut butter "sandwiclws." He avoided the bite-sized
beef sandwiches, sincE' they had crumbled in
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their package. His caloric intake during the
flight was only 696 calories of the 2,369 calories
ayailable to him at launch. He rapidly tired of
the cubed "snack-type" foods and this contributed to his low caloric intake. Typical amples
of the food types carried aboard from the MA-9
flight are shown in figure 18-6.

FIGt.:RE

18-6.-Types of food used during MA-9 flight.

The astronaut's \,ater intake was also limited.
,Vhen the condensate transfer system would no
longer permit fluid storage in the 3.86-poundcapacity main condensate bag during the flight
he was forced to put condensate water into one
of the drinking-water tanks before he had consumed all of its contents. Normal operational
procedures required the exclusion of condensate
water as a drinking-water source. He began
drinking small amounts from his survival-kit
water supply, as planned, but he \\"ished to conserve this supply as much as possible. He ,ms
not really thirsty until during the last orbital
pass, but he was so busy at that point that he
did not take time to drink. Because condensate
watH was placed into the drinking-water tank
in \yhich an unknown amount. of drinking water
remained, it is impossible to make a precise
statement as to his water intake during flight,
but he did consume more than 1,500 cc.

He urinated without difficulty several times
during flight and stated that bladder sensations
were normal. The urine collection and transfer
system \\"orked well, and separate urine samples
were obtained at four different times during the
flight . It required, however, a considerable
amount of time and effort to transfer the urine
to the storage bags manually.
The astronaut had a Yery good sleep the night
prior to launch and was as rested as possible.
He found, even early in the flight, that when he
had no tasks to perform and the spacecraft \,as
oriented such that .the earth was not in view
from the window, he easily dozed off for brief
naps. This dozing did not occur during times
when there were tasks to perform or items to
see throlwh the window. During the period
designated for sleep, he slept only in a series
of naps lasting no more than 1 hour each. His
tota,l sleep time was about 4l1z hours. He awoke
from these 30- to GO-minute naps feeling alert
and rested, but 30 to 45 minutes later he would
again doze off. He stated that if there had been
:lllother person along to monitor the systems,
particularly the environmental control system,
he could have slept for much longer periods, but
still "no more than 4 to 6 hours in a day."
Table 18-XII lists estimated inflight sleep
periods.
He had a brief period of confusion the first
time or two that he awoke in that he did not
realize exactly where he was. However, it took
hUn only a Yery few seconds to become completely awake and oriented. He reported that
this brief period of confusion did not occur later
in the flight. The pilot stated that he lept
"perhaps a little more soundly" than on earth.
He did dream, but he did not remember the
contents of the dreams. This is consistent with
his past experience.
He felt that being strapped into the seat made
little difference in his sleep, but he definitely had
the feeling he was sleeping sitting up. He noted
when he awoke that his arms were floating out
in front of him, and because of his concem that
he might inadYertently trip a critical switch
during sleep, he folded his hands and hooked
his thumbs under the helmet restraint cables.
He was never startled or alarmed to awaken
and see his hands floating in front of his faceplate.
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Table 18- XII.-Inflight Sleep P eriods
[Other 'unrecorded naps occurred]

I

Time, g.P.t.

Estimated
duration,
min

02: 10 :15 to 02: I 4: 00 ____ ___ _________ _
05:40:00 to 05:45:00 __ __ ___ __________
13:50:00 to 14:46:00 ______ __ __ ____ ___
14:20:00 to 14:47:00 __ ____ _________ __
15:11:00 __ __ ____ ______ ____________ __
15:20:00 to 16:05 :00 _________ _____ ___
16:28:11 ____ ___ ___ ____________ ___ ___
16:50:00 to 17:50:00 __ __ _____________
08:20:00 to 18 :25:00 __ __ __ ____ _____ __
18 :40:00 to 19:27:00 ______ ____ __ ____ _
19:38:39 ____ __ __ ____ ________ _____ ___
21:22:44 ___ ______ ________ ____ ____ ___
27:26:08 ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___ _____ _

4
5
56
27
( 0)

45
Ca)

60
5
47
( 0)
Ca)
Co)

Source

Onboard tape.
Astronaut record .
Onboard tape.
Astronaut record.
Onboard tape.
Astronaut record.
Onboard tape.
Astronaut record.
Astronaut record.
Astronaut record .
Onboard tape.
Onboard tape.
Onboard tape.

Total sleep recorded: 4 hours and 9 minutes.
, Short naps, duration not deteml ln ed .

The oral temperature probe was easily handled by the pilot. It was necessary to use a small
hand mirror to check its position on the right
ear muff to be sure it \yas not extending heyond
the helmet, but at no time did it interfere with
closing the faceplate.
The only real discomfort experienced during
the flight was associated with the pressure suit
being pulled tightly across the pilot's knees.
By the sixth or seventh orbital pass, his knees
were becoming quite uncomfortable. He alleviated this discomfort somewhat by periodically
sliding his feet up past the normal foot position into the tower area of the spacecraft. This
action permitted the straightening of his legs
to relieve most of the pressure and also allowed
him to pull on the legs of the suit to gain a little
slack around his knees.
The astronaut took 5 mg of dextro-amphetamine sulfate approximately 1 hour 20 minutes
prior to retrofire on advice of the MC'C surgeon.
H e stated that within 20 minutes he felt much
more alert and confident and seemed to be "more
011 top of things." lIe had less tendency to drop
off to sleep for the remainder of the flight.
There was no apparent degradation in the
pilot's performance follO\ying this medication.
The pilot stated that the drug, as far as he could
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tell, had the same effects as test doses taken prior
to flight.
During the last byo orbital passes, the C<'trbon-dioxide partial-pressure (PC0 2 ) gage was
noted to indicate a rise in the amount of carbon
dioxide in the suit. The astronaut actuated
the emergency oxygen flow rate for 30 seconds.
It did not seem to change the pilot's onboard
reading noticeably, although telemetry signals
indicated a slight drop. At this time the pilot
closed his faceplate and felt that his respirations were deeper and more rapid. This change
in respiration could not be confirmed by postflight examination of respiration and heart rate
recordings. Although he felt more comfortable
with the faceplate open, he kept it closed during
the final orbital pass and the reentry as planned.
The PCO, gage indicated about 5 mm Hg at
reentry. This concentration is not enough to
cause symptoms of hypercapnia on the ground,
and there was no apparent interference with the
pilot's normal responses.
Postflight Observations

The spacecraft landed in the water about -:1:.5
miles from the recovery ship, the USS l{earsarge, and was placed on deck approximately 40
minutes later. In order to gain medical data as
ea rly as possible, the NASA flight surgeon

I
I

I
I

I
I

aJboard the recoyery ship ,,-as equipped with an
8-foot extension cord for the biomedical cable.
Immediately after the hatch was opened, this
cord was attached to the astronaut's biosensor
plug and blood pressure fitting and connected
to the spacecraft onboa,rd recorder to record
blood pressures and ECG before, during, and
after egress. This system was extremely effective in deriving egress data.

The astronaut was then taken to the ship's
sick bay 'where a comprehensive medical examination and preliminary debriefing were performed. The remainder of the debriefing was
conducted by the NAS~\. flight surgeon in the
admiral's inport cabin. The astronaut spent 48
hours on board the ship. Details of his activities during this 48-hour period are shown in
table 18-XIII.

Table lS-XIlI.-Pilot Postflight Activities
Date, 1963

Time, local Midway·

May 16 ____________ 12:25 p.m __________________
12:55 p .m __________________
1 :09 p.m_ _ _ ___ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ ___
1:12 p.m ___________________
1:15 p.m_ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ ___ __ __
1:45
3 :00
3:30
3:42
4:10
5 :45
7:11
9:30
May 1L _ _ _ __ _ ___ __ 7 :00
7 :40

p.m_ _ _ __ __ _ ___ ___ _ ____
p.m_ _ _ __ ___ ______ _ __ __
p .m ___________________
p.m ___________________
p.m_ _ __ _ ____ _____ __ ___
p.m_ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____ __ _ ____
p.m ___________________
p.m ___________________
a. m _ _ _ _ __ ______ _ _ __ ___
a.m _ _ _ _ __ __ _ ___ _ __ _ __ _

8:00
9:00
2:00
7:00
May 18 ____________ 1:00
May 20_ _ __ _ ___ _ __ _ 9 :00

a.m ___________________
to 11:00 a.m ____________
to 5:00 p.m _____________
to 9:00 p.m _____________
p.m ___________________
a.m. e.s.t____ __ __ ____ ___

Activity
Landing.
Spacecraft on deck.
Blood pressure, recumbent in spacecraft.
Egress and blood pressure standing.
Physical examination begun in recovery ship sick
bay.
First tilt table procedure.
Examination completed.
First postflight urination.
Second tilt table procedure.
First postflight meal.
First postflight bowel movement.
Third tilt table procedure.
To bed.
Awakened.
Fourth tilt table procedure and brief medical examination.
Breakfast.
Self-debriefing.
Technical debriefing.
Medical debriefing.
Left recovery ship.
Comprehensive postflight medical examination at
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.

,

• To convert times to e.s.t., add 6 bours.

The postflight examination began prior to
egress from the spacecraft. Approximately 40
minutes after landing, two measurements of the
astronaut's bloou pressure were recorded while
he was still Iying in the spacecraft on the deck
of the reco\'ery ship. He was then able to egress
from the spacecraft w'ithout assistance and
stand erect on the deck \yhiIe his blood pressure
was again recorded on the onboard tape. Later
examination of this 3% minute record sho\ys
that, \yhile he \yas still in the spacecraft, his
blood pressures were 101/65 and 105/87, with
a corresponding heart rate of 132 beats per minute. During egress and immediately thereafter
\yhile standing upright on the deek, his heart
rate rose to 188 beats per minute with atrio-

yentricular dissociation. At that point, another
blood pressure recording 'was attempted and,
although the apparatus appeared to cycle normally, no pressure pulses \yere seen on the recording. His heart then returned to a normal
sinus rhythm \yith a rate of 92 beats per minute
at sensor c1iscOlmect.
After standing on the deek for approximately
a minute, the pilot began to look pale and, although his face was already wet, new beads of
perspiration appeared on his forehead.
He swayed slightly and reported symptoms
of impending loss of consciousness including
lightheadedness, dimming of vision, and tinglin.g of his feet and legs.
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The cable \nlS immediately disconnected and,
with support at each arm, he began to walk away
from the spacecraft . ~\fter a few steps, 5 to 10
seconds later, he \\"as able to \\"alk \yithout assistance and to salute the ship's commanding officer. There \yerb no other objective changes
of this kind throllp:hout the postflight examination and debriefinp: period.
The remainder of the physical examination
\\"as conducted in the ship's sick bay and was
completed \\"ithin :2 hours after landing. DurinO" desllitino- it was noted that the astronaut
'"'
\\"as
soaking '='\yet, presumably with perspiration.
His hands had the \yhite, \\Tinkled appearance
characteristic of prolonged submersion in water. His feet and socks were dry. He complained of being thirsty and his yoice \\-as dry
and hoarse. He participated actively in the
desuitinp: and examination but appeared tired
,md less talkative than usual.
The urine collection device contained 107 cc of
urine. 'Yhen the soaking wet underwear was
removed, the lead wire to the lower left
of the pneumop:raph sensor on the chest was
seen to be disconnected. It is not known
whether it separated prior to this time, although
it appears probable that it was loose and was
making partial contact, held by the plastic insulation sleeve until the suit was removed.
There were some evidences of pressure on the
skin at all lateral sensor locations, but no signs
of irritation by sensors, or past.e. All sensors
\yere securely in place and the electrode paste
seemed to luwe maintained its normal consistency. At the sensor locations on the left lateral
chest, there were narro\\' semicircular marks
t hat looked I ike yery shallo\y cuts with a sharp
blade. These cuts may han been caused by the
thin edp:e of the tape where the rubber sensor
elisc slightly o\'erlapped it.
There were painful and slip:htly swollen red
areas oyer each patella caused by the pressure
suit having been pulled tightly across the anterior knee when the knee was flexed. Other reddened areas were found oyer each posterior inferior iliac spine and the posterior spinous
process of the fifth lumbar vertebra. There
was a di fl'use redness over the right lateral iliac
area, but none over the left.
Additional findinp:s of note were a bilateral
("onjuncti\-itis, which probably resulted from
elryinp: of the eyes by the constant oxygen flow
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and a slight reddening around the left tympanic
membrane. The astronaut complained that he
had a little trouble clearing his left ear during
descent. Both ears "crackled" for 6 to 8 hours
after recoyery as the oxygen in the middle ear
was wadually absorbed and replaced with air.
This condition is commonly seen in aviators
\yhen they have been breathing 100-percent
oxyp:en.
Tilt table studies were performed at 1, 3, 61,/z,
and H) hours after landing. At no time did the
astronaut have any subjective complaints, nor
\\"ere objecti\'e changes noted except in heart rate
and blood pressure. Specifically, there were no
unllsual color changes in the feet, as had been
noted following the MA-8 flight. The results
of the tilt table studies are tabulated and discussed under Special Studies.
The medical findings durinp: the initial examination after desuiting are shown in table I8-II
and included a blood pressure of 90/80 mm Hg
\yhile supine, a heart rate of 86 beats per minute,
a respiration rate of 16 breaths per minute, a
body weip:ht of 13nl!~ pounds, and a body temperature of 99.4° F taken orally. Three hours
after landinp:, his urine showed a specific p:ravity
of 1.031, and the hematocrit was 49. These
findinp:s, combined with the clinical evaluation,
indicate a moderate dehydration. As has been
indicated elsewhere, this dehydration resulted
from a reduced intake of food and water durinp:
the flip:ht. Detailed results of the blood and
urine analyses are contained in tables 18-III to
18-V. The reversal of the ratio of lymphocytes
to polymorphonuclear leukocytes during the
\Yeek followinp: the flip:ht, without a sip:nificant
change in the total count, has not been explained. This ratio has since returned to normal. ~\ clinical electrocardiop:ram and a chest
X-ray completed the initial postflight examination. The chest X-ray sho\wd no changes when
compared \yith that taken before the flight on
~fny 12, 1!)fi3. The ECG showed a moderate
rip:htward shift in the QRS and T axes when
compared to that of ~fay 12, 1963.
The astronaut slept very sOllndly for n%
hOllrs and tnyoke cheerful and eager to complete
the clebriefinp: acti,·ites.
.\ brief examination the follo\ving day showed
that the conjunctiyal irritation, the hoarseness
of his Yoice, most of the skin pressure marks,

and most of the evidence of dehydration had
disappeared. The areas of pressure over the
knees were still painful and somewhat more

swollen than on the previous day. The sharp
semici ·.cular marks were still much in evidence
and remained visible for several days.

Table 18-XIV.-Period of Pilot'8 Weight Ohange8
During the 3-week period prior to flight, the pilot's maximum weight was 149~{ Ib and his minimum weight was
146 lb. His weight on launch morning was 147 Ib and his weight on the recovery ship was 139H lb.]
Activity

Date

1

Dur~;ion,

1

Weight
loss, Ib

1

Preflight.
Jan. 5,1963 _________ Altitude-chamber spacecraft checkout
procedure.
Apr. 23, 1963 ________ Flight simulation ____________________
May 8,1963 _________ Launch simulation ___________________
May 10, 1963 ________ Flight simulation ____________________
May 14, 1963 ________ Canceled launch _____________________

9

3. 5

7

2. 0
3. 0
2. 0
1.3

8~~

6
8

Flight

May 15/16, 1963 _____ 1 Orbital f1ight ______________ --- _-- --

Table 18-XIV shows the pilot's weight loss
during several preflight activities and the inflight experience. Intake and output records
for the first 24 hours after recovery indicate a
fluid intake of 3,900 cc and a urine output of
545 cc.
The pilot returned to the launch site on the
fourth day following launch and was examined
the following morning. The same medical specialists who examined him prior to flight found
him to be in exceJlent health. The only changes
noted were the persistent slight erythema and
tenderness of both patellae resulting from the
pressure areas in the suit, a continued rightward
shift in the QRS and T axes of the ECG, and
persistence of the previously noted alteration
in blood count. The ECG shift had become less
l1pparent, however. The laboratory studies of
blood and urine are contained in tables 18-II1
to IS-V.
The pilot remained in good health and mainhtined his high morale following this examination. He participated in debriefing sessions and
other postflight activities without further medical change.

--I
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Special Studies
Tilt Test Evaluation

The medical examination performed immediately after the 1\1A-8 recovery suggested an
alteration in the pilot's cardiovascular responses
to position changes (ref. 1). In order to obtain
more quantitative measurements of these responses, an operational tilt procedure was developed for shipboard use. This procedure
utilized a Stokes' Litter with cross-bars added
for lifting and stabilization. The modifications
permitted a tilt of 70° from the horizontal in
3 to 4 seconds. The individual being tested was
comfortably secured in the litter, without circulatory interference, by straps across the knees
and the upper chest.
Heart-rate and blood-pressure measurements
were taken at least every minute in all tests and
were chosen as the primary indicators of altered
functions, in conjunction with observation of
visible reactions and subjective comments. Operational use called for minute heart rates
calculated from 15-second counts of the right
radial pulse with clinical blood pressures taken
from the left arm. Greater capability in the
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Space Medi cine Laboratory in Hangar S permitted simultaneous determination of both clini('al and BP~IS blood pressllres and continuolls
recording of respiration rate and ECG from
t he biosen sor sytelll. Minute heart rates were
determined from the directly recorded biosensor data by using 12-seconcl counts made every
:30 seconds.
Minute respiration rates 'were determined
from 30-second counts made each minute. There
were no apparent differences beh\-een the clinical and biosensor values.
The procedure ,yas carried out in the follo,,-ing manner. ~\.fter four sets of similar control
values, the indi vidual ,ms tilted for 5 minutes
and values '''ere sampled at least e"ery minute.
Then the subject was returned to the horizontal
position for a recording of at least foul' more
sets of similar "alues. Thus, the minimum time
for the complete test ,,,as 1:3 minutes. In order
to superimpose a further cardiovascular stress,

a modified Flack Test ,\"as used in some of the
tilts. This test utilizes a tube with a small orifice through which the individual exhales after
a maximum inspiration, producing a constant
pulmonary overpressure of 40 mm Hg. The
Flack Test lasted 15 seconds and was conducted
from 3% to 4% minutes aft er the individual
was tilted to the 70° position.
Preflight results were obtained from 11 tilt
tests on the flight astronaut from January 5 to
May 10, 1963. Flack Tests were performed
with four of the tilts. All of these tilts were
performed in conjunction with a spacecraft
checkout procedure which required at least 2
hours in the spn.cecraft couch in the semisupine
position. The time between the prerun tilts
and the procedure varied from 1 to 5 hours beca use of uncontrollable operational factors. In
each case, the post run tilts were conducted from
5 to 15 minutes after the proceclure, ancl on J an-
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uary 5, 1963, a second postrun tilt was performed 1 hour after the first.
The heart-rate and blood-pressure values are
summarized in table IS-XV and illustrated in
figures 18-7 and 18-8, The preflight results fall
,yithin the ranges reported in the literature. In
the prerun period, most heart rates were between 55 and 80 beats per minute. The tilt

produced a rise in heart rate varying from 5 to
about 20 beats per minute 'w ithin 30 seconds.
This reading gradually increased during the
first 2 minutes to rates of SO and 90 beats per
minute, at which point it stabilized, Posttilt
values between 100 and 110 beats per minute
occurred after a 6'1h hour run, ""hich was more
than twice as long as any of the other runs.
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I8-8.-Tilt studies-blood pressure respoll'ses-MA-9.

.\t the beginning of the Flack Test, a bradycardin. for 3 or 4 beats usually occurred, follo"-ed by an increase in rate to 80 to 90 beats per
minute. On several occasions, the maximum
observed rates of 110 beats per minute followed
n. Flack Test. The sudden release of the increased intrathoracic pressure again produced
n. transient bradycardia. follo,,-ed by an "overshoot" of 10 to 15 beats per minute. Conclusion of the tilt period- consisten.tly produced an
immediate drop in rate to the pretilt range.
Respiration rates were without significant

change and are not reported. The increases in
diastolic blood pressure were the most remarkable produced by the tilt. The mean increase
was 15 mm Hg, but many of the diastolic pressures rose 20 to 30 mm Hg. An initial systolic
drop was followed by a compensatory rise.
Postrun tilts produced somewhat more striking
blood-pressure changes, with narro,ying of some
pulse pressures to as little at 6 mm IIg. The
maximum systolic levels followed Flack Tests,
without an associated diastolic change of
significance,
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Table 18-XV.-Summary of Tilt Studies
TlIt

PretiJt
Number
01

Subject

determin ations

Heart rate,
beats/min

Mean

Range

Blood pressure,
=Hg

Mean

IIeart rate,
beats/min

Range
Systolic

I Diastolic

Mean

I

Range

Posttilt
Blood pressure,
mm IIg

Heart rate,
beats/min

Blood pressure,
mmHg

Range
Mean

Mean
Systolic

I

Range

Mean

I Diastolic

Range
SystOlic

I Diastolic

Preflight
Cooper preprocedure_

5

66

53 to 76

100/73

91 to 112

60 to 87

82

60 to 105

100/86

88 to 144

60 to 94

66

105/87

92 to 134

60 to 97

62

60 to 90

102/75

89 to 114

60 to 88

52 to 76

102/75

9Oto114

b4to 94

- -Cooper postproce·
dure ________________

6

61

51 to 85

99/74

92 to 128

66 to 82

85

;2 to 108

----- --Cooper and Shepard
(ali preflight tilts) . _

15

67

55 to 85

lOOj7l

90 to 112

60 to 82

86

60 to 117

107/86

88 to 145

M to 98

64

52 to 80

1O~/72

90 to 114

W to 94

Postflight
Coopor· _______ . ____ .

3

83

76 to 81

89/64

8e, to 90

52 to 82

123

96 to 144

90/73

80 to 110

68 to 84

76

64 to 88

98(69

90 to 106

58 to 80

Coopcr b __ . _____

I

58

56 to 60

98(61

96 to 100

60 to 62

80

76 to 88

94/68

86 to 100

&< to 78

60

56 to 61

102156

96 to 108

54 to 58

•

• Tilts uetween 1 and 7 hours alte. landing.
b Tilt 18 hours alte, l a ndin~.

L

The ECG demonstrated expected alteration
of the QRS axis secondary to position change.
Decrease in size of the QRS ,yas especially
prominent in the chest lead as a consequence of
R-wave depression. There were sinus pauses
with an occasional aberrant complex of ventricular origin. The usual pretilt sinus arrhythmia
disappeared with the rate increases. The Flack
Test produced dropped beats and occasional
premature ventricular contractions during the
period after sudden release.
On no occasion could symptoms of near-syncope be detected. Subjectively, all of these tests
were exceedingly well-tolerated. Obsenation
of the physical apearance while tilted showed
a tendency to bluish mottling of the hands and
feet and a tendency to increased filling of the
veins of the legs.
Postflight results are shown adjacent to the
preflight findings in table I8-XV and figures
18-7 and 18-8. It is readily evident that in
the postflight tilt test no. 1 (conducted approximately 1 hour after landing) the mean pretilt
heart rates were found to be 11 beats pel' minute
higher than during the preflight controls, and
the tilt produced a greater heart rate response
than any of the preflight tilts. Most of the
values from tilt test no. 1 were 120 beats per
minute (maximum 132 beats per minute) and
exceeded any of the maximnm values obtained
during the 11 preflight tilts. A Flack Test
was not believed to be indicated in view· of the
tilt response. Tilt test no. 2, conducted 3 hours
after landing and 2 hours after no. 1, began
from a higher point and showed an even greater
rate response; three of the six values were between 140 and 144 beats per minute. Within
4% minutes after tilt, the heart rate had
declined to 132 beats per minute when the Flack
Test produced a jump to 145 beats per minute.
The tilt was ended and subsequent rates were
similar to the pretilt rates. Tilt test no. 3, conducted 6% hours after landing and 3Y2 hours
after no. 2, showed responses very close to the
preRight maximums, which are still excessive,
but much less so than the previous two tilts.
The rates decrease slightly after the Flack Test.
Tilt test no. 4, initiated 19 hours after landing
and 12% hours after no. 3, produced responses
very near those obtained before flight with a
continued slowing of heart rate after the Flack

Test.
niortunately, simultaneous ECG could
not be recorded with any of these tilts.
The blood-pressure responses to the postflight tilts were nearly uniform; therefore, only
the mean values are shown in figure 18-8. Instead of the preflight systolic drop with prompt
compensation and a 15 mm Hg diastolic rise
following the tilt, most of the postflight tilts
were followed by a systolic drop, a very delayed
systolic rise, and little or no change in diastolic
levels. N arrov.-ing of pulse pressure to as little
as 6 mm Hg was evident in the early postflight
tilts. Table 18-XVI presents the postflight
blood pressure values during the tilt studies.
The blood pressure responses to the final tilt
were nearly normal but still showed a delayed
compensation for the systolic drop. No visible
objective changes occurred and there were no
subjective symptoms.
In summary, the preflight tilt test produced
expected cardiovascular compensatory reactions
in that they could be demonstrated by heart
rate, blood pressure, and ECG data., and all of
these tests were well tolerated. The postflight
tilt tests demonstrated the presence of moderate
orthostatic hypotension, with far greater heart
rates required to maintain effective cardiovascular function. Compensation was achieved,
however, and the pilot did not develop even
near-syncope. Tilt studies of responses after
stresses similar to those experienced during
flight are not available. Contributing stress
factors including heat stress, the effect of prolonged confinement, dehydration, fatigue, and
a possible effect of ,veightlessness per se are
thought to be the principal elements re ponsible
for this change. The picture is further clouded
by residual effects of the dextro amphetamine.
Calibrated Work

A device for calibrated work consisting of a
short plastic handle and expandable buno-ee
cords (see fig. 1 -9) was fixed within the spacecraft near the astronaut's feet. A limiting
cable ensured repeatability of handle travel, requiring 65 pounds of force for each full extension. At 2: 25 : 00 and again at 7: 41 : 00 g.e.t,
the astronaut recorded his blood pressure, pulled
the device 30 times in as near 30 seconds as possible, and again recorded his blood pressure.
The results of these two work periods were com-
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T((ble J8-Xl'I.-Blood Pl'es.YllJ'e V((lues D1l1'ing Tilt Studies. Postflight
Pretilt

Tilt

Posttilt

Tilt
Time

Value

Time

1

13:35:00
13:36:00
13:37 :00
13:46:00

90/80
90/80
90/82
88/76

13:46:30
13:46:45
13:47:30
13:48:30
13:49:00
13:50:00

May 16, 1963; No. 2

15:42 :00
15:43:00
15:43:15
15:43:30

86/60
88/62
R8/64
88/66

May 16, 1963, No. 3

19:11 :00
19:11:30
19:12:00
19:13:00
19:14:00

May 17, 1963; No . 4

07 :42:00
07:43 :00
07:44:00
07:45:00

l\Iay 16, 1963;

~o.

Value

Time

Value

90/70
86/70
86/78
86/70
84/70
84/70

13:52:00
13 :53 :00
13:54:00
13 :55 :00
13:56:00

90/70
94/72
96/74
98/78
100/80

15 :44:00
15:44:30
15:45:00
15:46:00
15:47:00
15:48:00
15:50:00

100/70
94/74
84/78
82/72
92/84
-102/80
86/60

15 :51 :00
15 :51 :30
15:52:00
15:52:30
15:53:00

104/72
104/72
106/74
102/70
104/72

R8/52
88/54
90/52
90/54
88/54

19:15:00
19:15:30
19:16:00
19:17:00
19:18:00
19:18:30
19:19:00

110/68
84/70
RO/68
86/68
80/74
a120/90
80/70

19:19:45
19:20:15
19:21 :00
19:22:00
19:23:00

92/58
96/60
92/60
94/58
92/58

96/60
98/60
100/62
98/60

07:45:30
07:46:00
07:46:30
07:47:00
07:48:00
07:49:00
07:50 :00

92/78
100/68
88/68
92/70
92/66
86/64
all0/64

07 :51 :00
07:52:00
07:53:00
07 :54:00
07:55:00

96/56
100/54
100/56
108/58
104/54

• Values recorded during Flack Tests.

[·'IGUIlE

device used for calibrated
work.

]S-n.-l~xer<:ising

paredwith five such periods performed at normal gravity in the spacecraft and in the procedures trainer.
Subject i \'ely, the astronaut could tell little
difference between the \york performed under
normal gravity and under zero gravity, the effort under zero gravity being, if anything,
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slightly easier. During flight he felt his post',ork breathing was not as labored as it was
folJo,ying cont 1'01 rUllS, and he thought his heart
rate returned to prework ntlues more rapidly.
The data, howe"er, do not support this statement .
~\..nalysis of the data does not show any striking differences behyeen the one gravity and
zero gra \'ity work periods. Inflight mean heart
rates during the calibrated work period are 16
beats per minute higher than preflight, but his
inflight mean heart rate before \york is 15 beats
per minute higher. (Return to prework values
was slo\yer following the inflight exercise.)
The results are gi\'en in table IS-XI and presented graphically in fip:ure lS-10. One prefl ight heart rate during ,york was 160 bents per
minute. This \'nlne occurred at the only time in
olle of the se\'en periods in which he 'Worked

1-

~----- .---

flight mean heart rate dropped to 11 beats per
minute over the preflight value, while during
the flight it fell to 17 beats per minute over the
prework mean.

over 0.7 minute and probably reflects the prolongation of the work period rather than indieating a higher work load. During the 18secoJ1Cl l'econry period after the test, the prec:::=:::-
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Table Z8-XV 11.~Blood Ohemistries
D etermination

Mar. 12,

1963

Calcium, mEq /L ___ __ __
Chloride, mEq /L ____ ___
Protein (total), g/ lOO mL
Phosphorus, mg/ lOO mL _
Sodium, mEq /L __ _____ __
Potassium, mEq/L ____ ___

4. 17
105
6. 0
4. 2
153
4. 6

lay 8,

1963

4.
106
6.
3.
151
4.

28
3
5
6

Special Oinical Studi es

Retinal photography, urine and plasma electrolyte determinations, and plasma enzyme
studies comprise special clinical studies. The
retinal photographs, taken after the flight for
comparison with preflight pictures, show no
changes. The results of the urine-electrolyte
determinations are presented in table 18-V.
The results of the plasma electrolyte determina-

l\Iay 12,

1963

4.
100
6.
4.
161
5.

60
0
4
4

1Iay 14,

1963

4. 22
104
6. 6
4. 4
144
5. 2

:\Iay 16,

:\Iay 17,

1963;

1963;

4. 67
104
6. 3
4.5
153
5. 2

4. 56
102
6. 2
4.0
147
5. 0

landing
landing
+ 27~ hours + 24 hours

20,
1963

~Iay

4. 22
104
6. 2
3. 4
146
4. 9

bons appear in table 1 -XVII. It should be
noted that mineral content of the diet ,,,as not
provided in equal daily portions during the period of time represented by this table. There
was no indication of increased urinary calcium
excretion. Sodium and chloride retention
ShO\Yll on May 17 and 18 are consistent " 'ith the
period of restoration of fluid balance following
the dehydration which occurred in flight. All
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other values are within the normal range for
Astronaut Cooper. Enzyme studies have been
made in each of the Mercury flights as part of a
development program. The clinical significance of the data is still undergoing validation;
therefore, interpretation has not been attempted. Consequently, results are not reported in this paper.
Conclusions

On the basis of the total experience obtained
during Project Mercury, the following medically significant facts have been derived from
the medical operations.
(1) There has been no evidence of significant
degradation of pilot function attributaJble to
space flight. A mission of 34 hours in the zerogravity condition has been well tolerated and
all measured physiologic functions remained
within anticipated ranges throughout this
flight.
(2) Sleep in flight is possible and subjectively normal.
(3) The radiation dose received by the J,stronauts to date is considered medically insignificant.
(4) There is no evidence of abnormal sensory, psychiatric, or psychologir;al response to
an orbital space flight of up to 1% days.
(5) Following missions of 9 and 34 hours
duration, an orthostatic rise in heart rate and
faU in blood pressure has been noted and has

persisted for between 7 and 19 hours after landing. The changes were of greater magnitude
following the 34-hour flight than those following the 9-hour flight; however, all changes disappeared in a similar time interval in both
cases. The implications of this hemodynamic
response will have to be given very serious consideration as longer missions are undertaken.
No other clearly significant changes have been
found in comprehensive preflight and postflight
physical examinations.
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19. OBSERVATIONS OF SPACE PHENOMENA
By JOHN A. O'KEEFE, PH. D., Asst. Chief, Theoretical Division, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center;

Space Sciences Division, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center; STANLEY
U.S. Weather Bureau, National Weather Satellite Center; WILLIAM F. HUCH, U. of
Minnesota; and PAUL D. LOWMAN, JR., PH . D., Theoretical Division, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center
LAWRENCE DUNKELllIAN, PH. D.,
D. SOULES, PH. D.,

Summary

In the follo·wing report are presented the
principal scientific obsenations made by the
Mercury astronauts, arranged according to the
sequence : daylight, twilight, and night. The
first section is principally concerned with the
examination of the earth as seen from these
heights, although a section is also presented on
the sky. In the second section, the appearance
of the sun at sunset is discussed, then the twilight atmosphere, and the astronomical phenomena peculiar to the early twilight. In the
third section are discussed the new data about
the earth as seen at night and the difficulty associated with "iewing the moon at the horizon.
Introduction

From the beginning of time, man has looked
out upon this world with an actiye curiosity,
cataloging what he sa,,· and eventually developing explanations for why the earth and sky
appear as they do. The results of this type of
naturalistic activity as they relate to the earth's
atmosphere have been summarized by Minnaeri
(ref. 1), whose ,,-ork summarizes at least the
main lines of all of the knowledge which man
had been able to gain from an earthbound position, by use of the unaided eye. With the advent of manned space flight, it is possible for
the first time to observe the earth from outside
the atmosphere, and so to extend the naked-eye
observations \yhich are summarized in Minnaert's work.
This section compiles and summarizes the
observations of the Mercury astronauts and the
findings from the principal photographic studies conducted during the Mercury flights.
These observational and photographic data
,yere limited by a number of operational COll.-

straints discussed in paper 12. The position,
transmission polarization structure, and fieldof-view of the spacecraft window are described
in figure 19-1. As can be seen, this window
contains two panes of plate glass and two panes
of Vycor, the latter set at oblique angles, which
increases the problem of light scattering and
window reflections from internal lighting during night time observadons. The window
transmission cuts off sharply at the lower end
of the visual spectrum, precluding photography
in t he ultra,·iolet region. Transmission in the
infrared range permitted photography in this
area for the 'Weather Bureau. Transmission
in the visual range is reduced approximately
to the same extent that light is attenuated by the
atmosphere. The polarization produced by the
window was probably of no significance to any
of the observations described in this section.
The field-of-view was a limiting factor since
control fuel conservation restricted the freedom
of the pilot to orient his vehicle for making
observations. In addition to the viewing limi·tations indicated in figure 19-1, during the
normal launch, the window frequently becomes
covered with a film from the exhaust of the
escape tower when it is jettisoned, which reduces slightly the light transmission and increases the problem of scattering.
Throughout this portion, an attempt is made
to present an integrated picture of the appearance of the earth and sky as viewed from space,
together with a physical explanation of the phenomenon observed ·where sufficient information
is available to make hypothesis. In general,
most of ,,·hat has been reported by the astronauts confirms data from other sources, such
as recent aircraft, balloon, and sounding rocket
studies. If much of the information is not
novel, it has helped to fill in the basic outlines
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19-1.-Mercury spacecraft window.

of our knowledge about mHny features of the
Ilpper atmosphere.
The program of astronaut observations and
their interpretation has been greatly aided by
consultation with investigators in a number of
fields. The individuals \"ho consulted with
~fannecl Spacecraft Center personnel on the

SC Ience program Hre listed at the end of this
section.

Appearance of the Earth in Daylight From
Space

During the daylight phase of the orbit, the
general impression of the earth as seen from a
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eli tance of 100 to 150 miles has been characterized by the astronauts as similar to the view
from a high-flying jet aircraft. The earth's
~ul'face, parti cularly when vie"ed obliquely,
ctppears to have a some"..hat bluish cast, as would
be expected from the longer visual path through
the atl110 phere. Greens are less readily visible,
except ,y hen directly below the spacecraft.
However, major color variations can be dist i ng"uished. The coastlines and rivers are easily
visible (fig. 19-2) as are mountain ranges (fig.
19-3) .
In the daytime, the clouds are extremely
bright and easily visible. The astronauts have
reported that, general1y, they can determine
relative cloud levels, perhaps by noting shadows
or the apparent motion of cloud tops relative
to the surface. Different types of cloud forma-

tions are relatiYely easily discernible. These
may be quite spectacular as ,yhen the spiral
sh ape of a hurricane a thousand miles in diameter is clearly seen from above (fig. 19-4).
The day horizon has been described as a lightblue band, shading off into the blackness of the
space above the earth. Photographs taken by
the astronauts provide some indication of banding in this horizon layer. Such banding has
been reported by ~\..stronauts Shepard, Grissom,
and Glenn in references 2 to 4, respectively.
The banding appears to be related to the layers
in (he atmosphere. The width of the daytime
horizon appears to correspond to the ,,,idth of
the troposphere and to be approximately %0
as viewed from the spacecraft. This is demontrated in figure 19-5, ,,·hich shows the moon
just above the daylit horizon. The diameter of

Burdwan

FIGUllE

707-0560-&3--22

19-2.-Ganges

Ri,er Ba in.

MA-9

photograph.
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}i'lGURE

19--3.-Anti-Atlas Mountains in North Africa.

t he moon, which is lj2 0, is approximately equal
to the thickness of the daytime horizon as pictured in the photograph.
Visibility of Ground Features

The visibility of small features on the surface
of the earth from space is a complex but important problem since ground landmarks offer a
potentially very useful navigational reference.
To obtain some information on the operational
problems of viewing objects on the surface of
t he earth in addition to that provided by the
ground light study reported in the section on
experiments, the pilots "'-ere asked to report
carefully ,,,,hat could be seen from orbit. These
observations have been described in the pilot's
l'eport made after each manned flight.
One of the major features of interest to Glenn
during the MA-6 flight (ref. 4) was the extent
of the cloud cover over the earth. The only area
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MA-4 photograph.

that has been consistently clear throughout all
the orbital flights is the western African desert
shown in figure 19-3 and the southwestern
rnited States. Efforts to observe ground signal
lights from the spacecraft were frustrated on
three of the four flights by overcast conditions
(See paper 12). Astronaut Cooper enjoyed the
best visibility conditions of any of the astronauts and yet he estimated the cloud coverage
to a vel'age 50 percent during his flight.
Even ,,·here no clQud coverage is present, visibility may be markedly deteriorated by haze
produced by smoke, dust particles, or other
aerosols. Thus, for example, Astronaut Cooper
noted that, while he could see roads and fields
and an airport in the EI Centro area, he coulrl
not see either Los Angeles or San Diego, though
he flew right over them. Figure 19-2, which
shows a view of the Ganges River Basin photo-

I

J
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graphed on the MA-9 flight, demonstrates this
problem since the city of Calcutta with 21/2
million population is almost completely invisible and was not seen by Cooper during the
flight. Landmarks carr be most clearly seen
when viewed directly below the spacecraft. The
qlue haziness, which is seen in photographs of

FIGURE

of North Africa.

The position of the cloud
produces an apparent change in the coastline,
which could be confusing if such geographical
features were to be used for navigation.
Thus, the extent of cloud cover and atmospheric haze in the latitudes in which the Mercury
flights have been made reduces the usefulness

19-4.-Hu r ricane Debbie.

the daylight horizon (fig. 19-5), illustrates the
reduction in visibility produced by the longer
path through the atmosphere. The visibility
of features farther from the spacecraft is also
reduced by the reduction in size because of viewing distance and foreshortening because of the
angle-of-view and the earth's curvature.
Moreover, cloud cover may not simply obscure
targets. It may also produce cues which lead
to misinterpretation of terrain features. An
example of this is shown in the photograph in
figure 19-3, taken on the MA-4 flight, which
sho'ws a low lying cloud over the Atlantic coast

MA-4 photograph.

of landmarks or ground lights for navigation. On the other hand, in areas where the
weather is good, relatively small objects may be
sighted. However, this is not a result of magnification produced by the difference in refractive
index between the atmosphere and the vacuum
of space as had been proposed in reference 5.
The effect proposed is the same as the magnification of a penny at the bottom of a cup of
water-the penny appears to be a little higher
than it really is (fig. 19-6). Because of the
relatively small difference between the refractive index of the atmosphere and the vacuum,
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19---5.-Moon near horizon.
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the effect is much smaller than in water. If
the index of refraction is computed and summed
for each kilometer of atmosphere up to the altitude of 45 kilometers (where it becomes unity)
based on the U.S. Standard Atmospnen, 19613,
the maximum magnification possible is on the
order of only 1.00002, or a rise of 8.5 feet.
The problem of "isibility from aircraft has
received considerable attention in recent years
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MA-5 photograph.

(ref. 6). This work is too extensive to be
reviewed here. Ho,,-ever, it is well known that
where the dust, smoke, and aerosol content
of the atmosphere is 10\", small objects may be
seen for considerable distances if the illumination and the contrast between the object and its
background are high. The relationships among
illumination, contrast between the object and its
background, and the size of the object or
angle subtended at the eye is indicated in
figure 19-7. These data, taken from the wellkno\\'n work of Blackwell (ref. 7), illustrate
that the smallest object that can just be detected
50 percent of the time is dependent on size contrast and illumination. One minute of arc is
often taken as a "rule of thumb" for the practical limit of human visual acuity. Ho\yever, as
can be seen from this figure, this is an oyersimplification. Under many combinations of illumination and contrast, the smallest object that
can just be seen is 10 times that large, while at
other combinations of these factors, objects approximately %' of arc can be seen. ,Vhere contrast or illumination are very high, even smaller
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objects may be seen. Thus, Zoethout (ref. 8)
gives a value of 10" of arc for the minimum
visible white square on a black background.
This corresponds to 30 feet at 100 nautical miles.
These general relationships are complicated
by several factors. Thus, for point light
sources, such as stars, visibility is independent
of size and dependent only on the intensity of
the stimulus. For line or ribbon objects, the
extended length reduces the necessary diameter
for detection, thus the width of a line, which
can just be detected, may be one-sixth or less
than the minimum diameter of a circular object
"hich can just be seen. This is illustrated in
figure 19-8 which sho'ys an infrared photograph
taken by a Viking rocket over the southwestern
United States (ref. 9). This photograph was
taken at a height of 150 miles. From the type
of film, the characteristics of the camera lens,
the exposure length, and the extent of enlargement, the resolution can be calculated to be 500
feet (ref. 10) . Yet roads running across the
desert, "'hose "idth must be on the order of 50
feet or less, can be clearly seen.
There have been several reports by the astronauts of sightings of small objects on the daylight side of the orbit. These observations have
primarily been confined to the area of the southwestern desert of the United States beh,een EI
Centro, California, and El Paso, Texas. In this
region, cities, cultivated fields, roads, airports,

and railroads have been reported by all four of
the pilots who flew orbital flights. These observations haye all been made at close to perigee
altitude (86 to 90 nautical miles) bebyeen 8 :00
and 12 :.00 a.m., local time, under excellent visibility conditions. Astronaut Cooper, who enjoyed unusually good weather conditions, also
reported identifying the cities of Dallas and
Houston, in Texas, and from the pattern of lakes
and wooded areas, the region around Clear Lake
where the new Manned Spacecraft Center is
being built. In addition, the astronaut made
a number of obsenations in the mountainous
and plateau regions of India and Tibet. There
he reported what appeared to be individual
buildings in Tibetan villages. Some of these observations were apparently aided by trails of
smoke from the chimneys of the buildings. In
addition, he reported he ,vas able to see roads
on one of which he saw a trail of dust. At the
intersection of the dllst trail and the road, he
saw a spot "'hich he felt might be a vehicle (See
paper 20). These observations over Tibet were
made from an altitude of 8 nautical miles at
approximately 7 :30 a.m., local time. The
,yeather conditions were clear with good visibility. ~\tmospheric attenuation was further
reduced by the altitude of the Tibetan plateau
which at this point is approximately 16,000 feet.
It should be recognized that aU these obsenations were greatly facilitated by the context in
which the obsenation ,vas made. To be reported, objects must be perceived. Previous training and experience have a marked effect on
what an individual will report in any situation.
Experience generally increases the likelihood
that a small object near visual threshold will
be detected, although it may work in the opposite direction as when an unusual angle of
lighting or shadow changes the appearance of
an object to the point that it goes unrecognized.
Such experience and training can also lead to
the accurate identification of object that would
otherwise not be recognized. This procedure
is much like that of interpretation of a photograph where a set of vehicle treadmarks, running into a forest area, indicate the possible
presence of a yehicle among the trees.
Astronaut Glenn described a situation in
,,,hich he saw a road crossing a river. Each of
these could be recognized because they were
extended, ribbon-type objects. At the point
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HI--8.-Yiking photograph of El Paso. Texas. area.

where they crossed, he said that he felt he could
almost see the bridge, though he recognized
that it was too small to be seen.
Since the actual objects which were being
\-ie\Yed at these points cannot be yerified, it is
not possible to determine the accuracy of these
observations. However, from lulo\yledge of the
factors which affect yisibil ity under these conditions, there appears to be no reason to suspect
that these identifications were not generally accurate. All the astronauts have normal, or better, distance visual acuity. Astronaut Cooper
in particular has an acuity, as measured during
a recent annual physical, of 20/ 12, "'hich is significantly better than 20/ 20 which is the normal
standard of good acuity. A.ll the observations
were made under high levels of illumination,
excellent visibility conditions, and with the aid
of many contextual cues. Thus, there appears
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to be no need for postulation of either improved
visibility resulting from "'eightless conditions
or unexpected atmospheric magnification effects to account for the observations made to
date. Despite the impressiye nature of these
observations, the important feature to be kept
in mind is that they are scattered and involve
viewing under essentially optimal conditions.
As pointed out earlier, the large amounts of
haze and cloud coyer make ground obsenTations
difficult and somewhat unreliable.
Terrain Photography

As with the problem of direct vie\ying, it is
not possible to put a lower limit on the physiographic and geologic detail which can be delineated on space photographs \yithout an extensive study. However, a rough idea of the useful
resolution can be gained by examination of
some of the Mercury pictures listed in table

Table 19-I.-Summary oj Potential Usejulness oj Mercury Earth Photographs
Flight

Area covered

Film type

Approximate number
useful pictures

Potential uses and
remarks
I

MR-l

AMR

70 mm, black
and white

168 total

Meteorology

MR-2

AMR, Florida,
Bahamas

70, mm, color

30 useful

Meteorology and topography; good quality

MR-3

AMR

70 mm, color

50 feet exposed

Meteorology; relatively
poor quality

MA-4

Atlantic Ocean,
North Africa

70 mm, color

About 350 usable photographs

Meteorology, topography, and geology;
excellent quality

MA-5

Florida, West Coast,
Mexico, Ocean
areas

70 mm, color

80 feet probably about
5 to 10 usable terrain
photographs

Meteorology, topography; fair quality

MA-6

Florida, North
Africa

35 mm, color

38 usable pictures, about
5 or 6 terrain photographs

Meteorology, topography, geology;
good quality

MA-7

West Africa.

35 mm, color

200 pictures, 4 or 5 terrain photographs

Meteorology, topography

MA-8

Mexico, South
America

70mm

14 color photographs

Fair to poor quality;
meteorology; quality
of terrain pictures poor

MA-9

Tibet, South east
and South Central
Asia, Africa, Middie East

70mm

30 photographs

Meteorology, topography, geology; excellent

I

I

I
I

19-1. This table summarizes the general purpose photographs taken on manned and unmanned Mercury flights.
The MA-4 photographs of North Africa are
of considerable interest because they are among
the best color pictures showing unobscured terrain. The Anti-Atlas Mountains are especially
striking (fig. 19-3) in the amount of geologic
detail which can be seen. The folded structure
of the mountains is o'bvious, and many individual plunging folds can be traced. A linear feature suggestive of the Zemmour fault (ref. 11)
can be seen intersecting the coast south of Agadir but not identified with any certainty.
Many of the MA-9 photographs show abundant topographic and geologic detail. Figure
19-9, taken over the Tibetan plateau, is partic-

ularly useful because of the favorable camera
angle. .A geologic sketch prepared from this
photograph is shown in fig. 19-10. A number
of structures of possible economic interest are
indicated in the sketch. For example, the domes
and anticlines represent potential oil-bearing
areas, and inter ections of some of the lineaments might be the loci of mineral deposits.
It is interesting to note that manmade features (excepting large areas of cultivation) are
generally yery difficult to identify on the color
photographs. As already noted, figure 19-2
shows the area of Calcutta but the city itself
cannot be recognized.
The scientific value of the ~Iercury terrain
photographs depends on several characteristics
in which they differ from conventional aerial
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I!'IGURE

H)-9.-Photograph of Tibetan Plateau.

photography. The most obvious of these is the
tremendous aerial coverage provided by each
picture t;aken from orbital altitude. This is
illustrated by comparison of the 1 : 800,000 scale
of figure 19-9, taken on the M.A.-9 ft.ight, with
the 1 : 20,000 or 1 : 40,000 scales of cOlwentional
air photos. The area coyered increases with
approximately the inyerse square of the scale,
and is so much greater in pictures taken from
space as to be ,-irtually a qualitati \'e difference.
This great co\-erage permits continuity of obselTation which may lead to disco\'ery of large
geologic features unnoticed on conventional
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MA-9 photograpll.

photographs, such as the very long lineaments
illustrated in figure 19-10. It should also be
mentioned that the synoptic nature of space
photography is ,-aluable in meteorological and
oceanographic applications.
Another characteristic of space photographs
is the fact that they show the earth, subject to
limitations of visibility and resolution, as it is.
Stereoscopic vision is possible ,,·ith even roughly
oriented photographs if there is overlap. In
addition, subtle tonal differences covering large
areas can be detected. Both of these properties
are essential for geological interpretation and
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cannot, in general, be provided by mosaics of
conventional aerial photographs. This strongly
suggests the unique scientific yallle of terrain
photographs from orbital altitudes, not only
for unexplored areas such as Tibet, but also
for areas previously covered by conventional
photography.
In sumary, photographs of the earth from
orbiting spacecraft are potentially valuable for
(1) geologic reconnaissance, (2) topographic
mapping, (3) forest mapping, (4) icepack and
iceberg monitoring, (5) supplemental weather
observations, and (6) mapping of near-surface
ocean currents. In addition, experience in interpreting such photographs ",ill prove useful in
interpreting similar photographs of the planets
when they become available.
Meteorological Information From Mercury Flights

Each astronaut has deyoted part of his spaceflight program to visual and photographic
obsprvations of value to meteorology (ref. 12).
Since high photographic contrast is needed in
pictures from weather satellites to aid in distinguishing . coastlines and patterns of thin
clouds, two photographic studies were initiated
to study cloud, land, and \yater contrast as a
function of wavelength . These studies have
been described in paper 12.
.\stl'onaut Schirra took a series of 13 black
and ",·hite photographs of the earth through
six color filters in the visible spectral region
from 3700 A to 7200 A to record some of the
spectral reflectance characteristic of clouds,
land, and water areas when viewed from outside the atmosphere. In general, the results
from this study showed that, as would be
expected, photographic contrast increases with
increasing \,avelength in the visible spectrum.
It might be concluded that the optimum
\\'a"elengths for viewing the earth \yollld be in
the near infrared spectrum \,here scattering
from atmospheric particles is relatiyely low.
That this is not quite true was demonstrated
in a second study conducted by Astronaut
Cooper. In this study, three areas of the infrared spectrum were isolated by use of filters and
infrared film.
,Yater has a vpry low reflectance in the near
il1frared, \\'hile clouds and land have a high
reflectance. Therefore, in this second study,
coastlines and cloud patterns oyer \,ater were
easily discernible. Fnfortunately, however,

clouds were more difficult to see over land in
the near infrared because of the high reflectivity of both clouds and areas covered with green
vegetation containing chlorophyll.
These two studies show, then, that the spectral sensitivity of television camera systems for
weather satellites should probably be restricted
to the region from about 5000 to 7500 A as a
compromise between the adverse effects of scattering by molecules and aerosols at shorter visible ",ayelengths and the low contrast effects of
clouds over land areas at near infrared
\\'avelengths.
Many of the black and white pictures taken
by Astronaut Schirra show a bright band on
the earth's horizon. The bright band is approximately 16 kilometers thick, which agrees
with the expected thickness of the tropical
troposphere. Large light scatterers in the troposphere, such as dust and water droplets,
produce this bright band at the earth's limb.
The thermal stability of the stratosphere severely limits the convective transport of aerosols to higher leyels, so that there is very little
scattered light coming from the stratosphere.
The apparent brightness of the tropospheric
layer varies from picture to picture, suggesting
that there are changes in the size or concentration of scatterers over different geographic
areas. Changes in brightness in the same picture from one filter to another demonstrate the
\\'ave length dependence of the scattering of sunlight; more light is scattered at the shorter
wave lengths. However, within an individual
picture, both geographical and wave length
effects may appear.
The pictures obtained with photographic film
contains more meteorological information than
do the 10\\' resolution pictures from present
weather satellite television pictures. Because
of the greater resolution and lower altitude the
cloud types and patterns can be seen in greater
detail in the Mercury photographs. If a meteorologist can see the smaller cloud forms and
their orientation, then he may have important
clues to the direction of the wind, the \yind
shear, and possibly a rough estimate of the
wind speed in the lower levels of the atmosphere. Photographs from Mercury flights have
been useful in cloud studies to help interpret
the meteorological information 1I1 Tiros
pictures.
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Several .Mercury astronauts have seen lightning in thunderstorms at night, appearing, as
~\..stronaut Glenn described it, "like balls of cotton illuminated from within." Astronaut
Cooper observed that each lightning flash was
accompanied by static on his high frequency
and ultrahigh frequency radio receivers. This
observation confirms the findings of a recent
research study conducted for the ·Weather Bureau, ,,·hich concluded that high frequency
energy radiated from a lightning stroke can
propagate and be detected and located on a
worldwide basis by means of a lightning (or
sferics) detector carried on a satellite. Efforts
are underway now to develop such an instrument and our confidence that it will work is
much higher because of Astronaut Cooper's
alert observation.
Cloud systems were yisible at night with partial moonlight or none, indicating that low-light
level television cameras on \,eather satellites
may photograph cloud cover at night successfuny. Photographs of clouds over snow are
being studied to seek ,yays of discriminating
one from the other in television pictures.
Cooper reported he could detect the difference
between snow and clouds. He also reported
that smoke trails gave an indication of surface
wind direction.
Daylight Sky

To date, none of the astronauts has reported
seeing stars on the daylight side when the sun
ot' the illuminated earth's surface was within
the field of view. Nor was the flashing light
released from the MA-9 spacecraft seen by
Astronaut Cooper during the daytime, though
the possibility that he was looking in the wrong
direction cannot be ruled out (See paper 12).
Howerer, some of the astronauts have reported
observations of a few bright stars or planets
at twilight, but their level of dark adaptation
1\J1d the degree of cabin lighting are uncertain
factors to be considered. There is, of course, no
difficulty in seeing the moon (fig. 19-5) since
it is even yisible from the stu'face of the earth
in daylight.
",Yhen the sun and the illuminated earth's surface is not within the field of vie", it is possible
to look into space and maintain dark adaptation. Under these conditions, Astronaut Cooper reported that the dayside sky appeared less

dark than the night sky, and the threshold of
star visibility correspondingly raised by as
much as two magnitudes. T,yo hypotheses suggest themselves to account for this obseryation.
The more probable one is that this results from
a high altitude dayglow possibly that of the
atomic emission at 6300 A..
A second less likely hypothesis is that the sky
appears less dark durillg the daytime as a result
of scattering due to small solid particles. The
argument against this proposal is as follows.
If the glow were due to small solid particles,
they would have to be at a leye110w enough so
that the sun could not reach them during the
night; otherwise, this glow would be apparent
from the ground all night long. Since astronomical twilight is defined by saying that
at the end of astronomical twilight the zenith
has reached full night-time darlmess, it is
clear that at this time, the dust particles,
if any, must be out of the sunlight. It is
lmown that astronomical twilight occurs when
the sun is 18° below the horizon; and it
is a matter of simple trigonometry to show that
at this time an object more than about 350 kilometers high would still be in the sunlight.
Hence, if there is a layer of dust particles, they
must be below 350 kilometers.
Now, Astronaut Cooper reports that the dayglow as he saw it drowned the light of stars
fainter than about the fourth magnitude. This
is a.bout the same thing that ha.ppens on a night
of full moon; the fifth and sixth maO"nitude stars
become very difficult or impossible to see.
Hence, the brightness of the sky as Astronaut Cooper sa ,y it ,yas more or less like the
brightness of the sky on a night of full moon.
",Ve know that from the ground the sky causes
a loss of about 30 percent in the light reaching
the earth; and, thus, we may think of it as if
there ,yere small particles co,-ering about onethird of the sky. Above the spacecraft, the sky
is so much reduced in scattering power that it
scatters only as much light from the sun as the
"hole atmosphere scatters from the moon.
Since the full moon is about 400,000 times fainter than the sun, it follows that the amount of
scattering material must be such as to cover
about 0.3 of 1/4:00,000 of the sky, or roughly,
one millionth. By the usual laws of optics, this
means that in a column one square centimeter
in cross-sectional area and 350 kilometers in
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length, there must be enough matter to cover
one millionth of a square centimeter.
It \yill be shown that this is too much matter.
The most efficient size of particle for producing
scattered light is about 1 micron in diameter;
smaller particles perform the electrical equivalent of bobbing up and down on the light
waves without disturbing them, and larger ones
simply block the light. A I-micron particle blocks about 10-8 square centimeters;
hence about 100 such particles are needed in the
above-mentioned column. Since the volume of
the column is 35 cubic meters, the density is
about 3 particles per cubic meter.
A spacecraft moving at 8,000 meters per second will then encounter 24,000 such particles
per second per square meter. Actually, however, micrometeorite counters, which are adequately sensitive for these very small particles,
show between 1/ 100 and 1 particle per second
per square meter outside of showers. Rates of
thousands of particles per square meter per second are never observed (ref. 15) . Hence the
layer cannot consist of micron-size particles.
Neither can it consist of particles of other sizes,
because the counts are even lower for these.
There is approximately the same amount of
mass in each logarithmic increase in size; and
the other sizes are less efficient. The hypothesis
of a dust layer thus fails by a factor which can
be conservatively estimated as 10,000.
Appearance of the Earth at Sunset and
Twilight

The spacecraft window attentuates the avera~e I ight intensity in the visible range to about
the same extent as the atmosphere. It does
not, however, produce the same color change.
To the astronauts, the sun appears white; they
describe it as having the color of an arc light,
rather than the yellowish color seen from the
earth. As the sun approaches the horizon, a
band of orange light spreads from below the
snn around the horizon. Above this orange
band can be seen the hazy blue layer similar to
that of the daytime sky. As the sun comes
closer to the horizon, a white layer appears
above the orange band. The orange, white, and
blue layers are quite distinct, particularly the
border between the white and blue layers. Some
astronauts have been able to report on layers
,,'hich do not appear in photographs. The 01'-
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ange, white, and blue layers, however, show up
very clearly in the photographs of the setting
sun and of the orbital twilight which follows.
As the sun approaches the horizon, the terminator passes below the spacecraft and moves
off toward the horizon so that, at sunset, the
earth directly below the spacecraft is dark. All
that can be seen is the band of light in the west,
stretching perhaps as much as 180° around the
horizon.
The sun, of course, sets much more rapidly
for the astronaut than for the observer on the
ground. Since the sun moves for the ground
observers at approximately 15° an hour, neglecting the effects of atmospheric refraction, it takes
t he sun, which is lh ° in width, 2 minutes to set
from the time it first touches the horizon to the
time when it completely disappears. In conh'ast, for the orbital vehicle, the sun moves
at 4° per minute so that, once again neglecting
the effects of refraction, it sets in 7Y2 seconds.
Once the sun has set, the glow along the western
horizon gradually fades but remains visible for
apparently about the astronomical twilight period or until the sun is 18° below the horizon,
which is approximately 4lh minutes at orbital
velocity.
Solar Flattening Effect

.Just prior to sunset, calculations show that
t he effects of terrestrial refraction should be to
give the sun a football-shaped appearance.. The
phenomenon lasts such a brief time and is so
extremely difficult to observe because of the
problem of glare that only the visual report
from Astronaut Carpenter (ref. 16) conclusively confirms it. It is, however, plainly visible
on photographs, obtained by both Carpenter
and Glenn (fig. 19-11), and matches the theoretical shape (ref. 17). The significant point
here is not that the path of the ray through
the atmosphere is different from the path as
seen from the ground. Actually, the distance
between the observer and the refractive layer
causes the entire atmospheric effect to be compressed in such a way that it results in a completely different phenomenon.
Twilight Bands

During twilight, three atmospheric layers at
least are distinguishable (fig. 19-11). As illustrated in figure 19-12 at the top of the atmos-
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19-11.-Sunset photograph.

19-12.-Proposed explanation for horizon bands,
een at twilight from pace.

phere, the light of the sun is scattered in the
ordinary ,yay (Rayleigh scattering) by atoms
and molecules of the upper atmosphere. This
layer is blue for the well-known reason that
Rayleigh scattering varies as the minus fourth
power of the wavelength and, therefore, effects
the shorter blue wavelengths much more than
the longer wavelengths. Lower in the atmo ph ere the scattering apprortches saturation in
all wavelengths, and so we have a white layer
because there is enough atmosphere to scatter
even the red light. Close to the horizon the
brightness of more distant atmospheric layers
exceeds that of the layers at which we are looking. .\.. a consequence, we see, not the lio-ht
" 'hich has been scattered by the atmosphere but
that ,,-hich has come through it either from the
un itself or from bright layers. As a result,
this layer appears red, since the beam which
reaches us has lost blue light.
Volz and Goody have studied the colors of
t \\'ilight as seen from the ground (ref. 18) .
They find that in the rare cases when there are

MA-7 photograph.

no storms between the observer and the sun,
the twilight colors change slowly and continuously. Discontinuous changes occur when the
contribution to the sky which should be made
by some distant region is blocked by a storm.
In the same way, if there were no storm along
the line of sight as seen from the spacecraft, it
would be reasonable to anticipate that the colors
of the twilight horizon band would melt uniformly into each other. In general, however,
just as the storms interrupt the orderly time
sequence of colors as seen from the gronnd, so
also they may interrupt the orderly spatial display of colors as seen from pace in the hyilight
horizon band. In addition, the variation
between troposphere and stratosphere may play
a part in producing these line.
In addition to these bands, which can be seen
on photoo-raphs taken at twilight by Astronaut
Glenn and Carpenter, Astronaut Schirra noted
further detail in the area in and below the
Rayleigh scattering leyel. He observed the
planet fercury setting through this region and
reported a dark-blue band, a light-blue band,
and then a dark-blue band near the earth
surface. The
observations are still being
analyzed; however, there is orne indication
t hat the Chappus absorption bands of ozone
may playa role in producing the central blue
band (ref. 19). Copper confirmed the e ob ervations of Schirra by describing the appearance
of the blue banding and by examininp: a ketch
p repared from Schirra.'s report.
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Luminous Particles

On numerous occasions, when the sun was
abo\'e the horizon, small luminous particles
drifting generally backward along the spacecraft line of motion at relative velocities of a
few meters per second were obsen-ed by the astronauts. Carpenter demonstrated by rapping
on the hatch that such particles could be produced from the spacecraft itself. Given the
very close coincidence in orbit velocity, which
is implied by the small relative velocity, it is
considered highly probable that all such particles originate from the spacecraft. From the
remark of Glenn that the particles seemed to be
about as luminous as fireflies, it is possible to
estimate that the sizes of those seen by him are
of the order of one millimeter (refs. 20 and 21) .
Some of them may have been bits of debris. The
majority, however, appear to be ice crystals
probably formed from the steam which is released by the life-support system.
Astronaut Cooper (paper 20) reported seeing
particles emerging from the attitude jet nozzles.
He was obserYing them under especially favorable circumstances, namely at a time when the
sun was up but the window faced away both
from the sun and from the earth, so that he had
a black sky against which to see them. Furthermore, he was dark-adapted. Under these circumstances he could see oibjects as faint as the
fourth magnitude, as compared with an estimated - 9 magnitude for the objects seen by
Glenn (refs. 20 and 21). They must thus have
been as much as 100,000 times fainter, corresponding to the difference of 13 magnitudes.
Thus, their diameters may have been as small as
25 microns. For such small particles, it is extremely difficult to be sure of the origin. Given
the high temperature of the jet exhaust (approximately 1,300° F.), ice crystals "Would not
be expected. Furthermore, most of the material
leaving the nozzles should be moving at supersonic velocities if the jets are to be effective in
moving mass of the spacecraft. However,
Glenn reported seeing a small "V" of steam each
time he activated the pitch down thruster (ref.
4). Such steam, under more favorable viewing
conditions might appear as individual particles.
It appears possible that some of the material in
the periphery of the jet exhaust may be moving
relatively slowly and cooling rapidly upon leav-
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ing the nozzle producing minute droplets or
crystals which can be viewed under very favorable conditions. It is possible that these particles are tiny fragments of the catalyst eroded
by the hydrogen peroxide blast. In any case,
particles coming from the jets were not seen by
Glenn, Carpenter, or Schirra, probably because
the latter were observing them under less favorable circumstances. Cooper had the enormous advantage that his C:'tbin ligh'ts could be
completely extinguished and his window covered for extended periods of time to assist him
in becoming fully dark-adapted.
Dim-Light Phenomena

At the time of the beginning of the orbital
flight program, it was realized that the most
promising field for nighttime observations was
the study of extended dim objects, especially
immediately after sundown or before sunrise.
At all times, the astronaut is above a major
portion of the airglow layer; and this
means a major reduction in the background
illumination. Near the time of twilight,
the astronaut has the further advantage over
the growld observer that his sky is without
t"Wilight except for the band along the horizon.
Since the majority of comets are found by
ground observers in hvilight, the astronauts
were urged to keep an eye out for them at this
time. It should be noted that a new comet was
discovered at the eclipse of July 20, 1963
(ref. 22). It was hoped that the astronaut would observe the no-man's land between
the zodiacal light, which can be observed from
the ground only at distances of 30° or more
from the sun, and the outer corona, which is invisible at distances from the sun more than
about 3° (ref. 23). This gap has 'been partially
bridged by airplane flights, but more data are
still needed.
Astronaut Cooper reported that at about 20
seconds after sunset, he saw a "Whitish arch extending some 15° or so out from the sun.
Approximately 1 minute after sunset, Cooper
successfully observed the zodiacal light as a
faint band concentrated along the ecliptic. The
failure of previous astronauts to see it was presumably because of lights in the cabin which
could not be extinguished. As part of an experiment developed by Ney and his associates

a series of photographs were taken of the zodiacallight, but these w"ere unsuccessful because
of the problems described in paper 12.
Appearance of Earth and Sky at Night
Once the orbital twilight has faded, the visibility of the earth depends upon the phase of
the moon. EYen·with no moon, the earth's horizon is visible to the dark-adapted eye.
According to Cooper, the earth's surface is
somewhat darker than the space above it, which
is filled not only with the visible stars, but also
has a diffuse Jight produced by the countless
stars, which cannot be individually resolved by
the eye and by dim light phenomena, sllch as
airglow and zodiacal light. With the aid of
starlight, zodiacal light, and airglow, clouds and
coastlines are just visible to the dark-adapted
eye. With moonlight reflected on the earth,
the horizon is still clearly defined, but in this
case, the earth is brighter than the background
of space. With moonlight, the clouds can be
seen rather clearly and their motion is distinct
enough to provide a cue to the direction of
motion of the spacecraft. Lights from cities
can be distinguished, even through thin clouds.
Thus the lights of Shanghai shining through the
clouds were used by Cooper to help aline his
vehicle in yaw on the last night pass prior to
retrofire.
The night sky appBars quite black with the
stars as well defined points of light which do not
twinkle. Lights upon the earth do twinkle when
viewed from above, according to Cooper.
Comparison of visual e timates of angles near
the horizon with the corresponding measurements shows that the so-called "moon ilJusion"
continues to exist in space; that is. objects near
the horizon seem to be larger than th~ir true
angular dimensions (ref. 21). The fact is interesting, since it shows that this illusion is not
related to any sensation of gravity, but is a
consequence in some way of the visual perception of the location of the horizon.
The Nightglow
Around the horizon, all the astronauts report
that they saw a band of light, which appeared to
them to be centered at a height of some 6° to 10°
above the visible horizon. Astronaut Glenn

describes it as "tan to buff"; similar descriptions
were given by the others. The nature of the
band was made clear by Astronaut Carpenter
who employed a filter which passed only the
5577 A line of the neutral oxygen atom (refs.
21 and 24). Through the filter, the band continued to be visible although all other details
of the horizon had vanished. It was thus clear
that the band resulted from the phenomenon
of nightglow; that is, the emission of light by
gases of the high atmosphere. In this emission
.
'
the lme 5577 plays an important part; it constitutes about % of the total, according to
Tousey and his associates. Carpenter reported
that the light seen through the fil1ter seemed to
be about the same as that without; this remark
should, however, be understood as an indication
of order of magnitude rather than as a precise
measurement, for which neither time nor instruments were available.
Carpenter also provided a rough estimate of
the brightness, indicating that it was comparable with that of a bank of clouds near the horizon illuminated by the quarter moon, or about
30 kilorayleighs, according to later computations. This figure happens to agree closely with
rocket measurements (ref. 25).
The height of the nightglow layer was also
measured on the M.:\'-7 flight. Carpenter
observed the passage of the second magnitude
star Gamma Ursae Majoris through the nightglow layer. He timed its entrance into the layer.
its passage through the level of maximum
brightness, and its emergence. From this information, it has been possible to calculate the
height of the nightglow layer, by using the
standard formulas for the dip of the horizon.
A value of 91 kilometers was found; the close
agreement with rocket measurements is probably to be expected, since the method is capable
of considerable precision.
On the MA-fl flight, a camera with a £/0.8
lens of 3.8 cm focal length using Ansco H 52fl
color film vms carried to photograph the nightglow (see paper 12). A total of 15 usable
exposures were made. Some of these were
degraded by 1'0]] of the spacecraft during the
exposure, but a number of them show the nightglow layer as a thin line a few degrees aboye the
horizon as can be seen in figure 19-13 (a). The
results of this study are summarized in table
19-II.
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(a)

;\,i~htgl ow

FIGURE

photograph number 29 (MA-9) (Unretouched) .
19-13.-:\ightglo\\" photography .

supported by the densitometry of the photographs taken by Astronaut Cooper.
Table 19-II sho"s the altitudes of the spacecraft as a function of time and the measured
angles that the ail'glow layer has with respect
to the observable earth's limb. It also shows
the inferred heights of the airglow layer, and
these heights vary from somewhat in excess of
100 kilometers do,,'n to something just under 80
kilometers. The average height as determined
from all the pictures is 88 kilometers, and the
thickness of the layer is 24 kilometers. There
is an indication (figs. 1D-13 (a), (b), and
(c) ) that the earlier photographs of the airglow
layer show it higher above the horizon as determined by lightning flashes on the horizon

Table 19-Il.-lllA-9-Nightglow Photographs ['sed

/07'

Geomet?'ical Measurements

[From Gillett, Hueh, and Ney, U. of Minn.]

Itween
Angle beearth's
Picture
o.

22 ___ ____
23 __ __ ___
25 ___ ____
27 __ ____ _
28 __ ____ _
29 _____ _
3L _____ _
3L __ ___
35 ___ ____
Average.

Time, G.m.t.

limb and
nightglow
line, deg

Height of
spacecraft
above earth,
km

1342:50
1343: 10
1346:20
1349 :30
1350:20
1350:40
1355:00
1355 : 10
1401:40

3. 62
3. 26
3. 00
2. 26
2. 40
2.41
2. 66
2. 65
3. 20

241
240
232
220
218
217
202
202
181

- - - - - - --

2. 86

- - - - - - --

The color of the ni~htglow band, as determined £rom the photogra phs, is greenish with
respect to the bluish-white illumination of the
earth. It is not, hO"'ever, the same green as
a pure 5577 ~\. line since, as noted above, the
light of the 5577 A line is diluted with other
ra di ahons.

On some of the photographs, the atmospheric
clouds and haze neal' the horizon can be seen,
illuminated by the moon, then at last quarter
(fig. 1D-1::1 (b) ) . As remarked by Carpenter
(ref. 2"*), the brightness of the nightglmY layer
is comparable with that of the clouds illuminated by the quarter moon; this conclusion is
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Height of
center of
nightglow
band, km

III
105
97
75
78
77
81
81
87
88

Angular
width at
half intensity of
nightglo\\"
band, deg

ormal
exposure
time, sec

27° ~ .
26 .5° S.
23° S.
18° S.
17° R.
16.5° S.
8° S.
8° S.
8° N .

O. 66
.69
.88
.71
.89
.87
.78
.78
.92

30
10
30
120
30
10
30
10
10

-- -- - ---

O. 80

-- ---- --

Latitude
at which
nightglow
is observed

than the later pictures, in which the earth's
limb is illuminated by the qun.rter moon. This
could be true In.titude effect, and, if it were,
"'ould indicate that the air~lo" layer has a
hi~her altitude at high latitudes-the highest
latitude in this case being about 27° S. where the
layer is about 108 kilometers as measured from
the lightning horizon references. The lowest
altitude of the airglow layer is near 17° and is
about 78 kilometers.
The ,,-idth of the nightglow band at the ha1£intensity points was measured from the films
as beh\"een 0.6G o and 0.92°. By comparison,
the distnnce from the center of the nightglow
layer to the bottom waS measnred by Carpenter
and his cO"'orkers (ref. 2"*) as 0.34°; he did

not measure the entry of the star into the layer.
Carpenter's half width is in good agreement
with the photographed total width; both indicate that the nightglow layer is considerably
narrower than the space between itself and the
horizon. Table 19-III summarizes and compares the data from the MA-7 and MA- 9
tlights.

(c)

(b)

Artist skelch based on nightglow photogr aph
number 29 (MA-9) .
FIGURE 19-13.-Continued.

.\..stronaut Schirra observed on one occasion
on the night side, while over the eastern portion of the Indian Ocean and probably while
looking in a northerly or northeasterly direction, a large luminous patch "Which he described
as a bro\,nish smog-appearing patch. He saw
stars above and below this patch which he felt
"'as higher and thicker (wider) than the "normal" nightglow. On the average, this higher
patch or layer did not seem to be as bright as
t he "normal" nightglow layer. Some stars
could be seen near the feathered edges of the
layer, but he \yas not certain he could see any
stars in the central denser portion (nor is it
likely that, at the short period of observation,
there ,yas a rich and bright star field in the
background). It is tempting to conclude that
this phenomenon may have been a view of a
707--{)fi.6 0-001----213

Arti t

sketch based on nightglo\\" photograph
number 22 (~lA-9).
FIGUilE 19-13.-C{)ocluded.

tropical 6300 A atomic oxygen emission, first
reported by Barbier and his associates (ref.
14). It is believed that the arc observed
by Schirra is similar to that observed at
Tamanrasse't, .\..lgeria, and Maui, Hawaii. On
one occasion, Cooper noticed and immediately
reported a patch, similar to that described
by Schirm, aboye the "ordinary" nightglow
layer while over onth .\..merica. It had been
predicted that there might be yisual concomitants of the South .\..tlantic magnitude anomaly;
hO\YeYer neither of the e observations were in
the correct geographical location to be related
to this phenomenon.
Acknoll·Zedgment .-In addition to the individuals pecifically referred to in the text of
t his section. the following scientists a i ted in
the development of the Mercury intlight research program as consultants, or member of
the ".\..el Hoc Committee on cientifi Experiments," or the' Panel on Inflight Scientific Experiment" of the X.\"S.\.. Office of ,pace
Sciences : Jocelyn R. Gill, Ph. D., NA A Headquarters; Gordon C.•\.uga 011, ~ A .\. .\.mes
Re earch Center; :\Iaurice Dubin, NA A Goddard Space Flight Center; Frederick R.
Gracely,:N AS.\. Headquarters; John E. Nangle,
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Table 19-JIJ.-Comparison oj MA-7 and MA-9 Nighiglow Observations
Type of measurement

Carpenter et aJ.

Color ______________________ At least partly 5577 _________
Brightness___ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ Like a cloudbank under a
quarter moon; 30 kilorayleighs.
Height _____________________ 91 km _____________________
Width _____________________ 0.68° _______________________

Ph. D., NASA Headquarters; Freeman H .
Quimby, Ph. D ., NASA Headquarters; George
P. Tennyson, NASA Headquarters; Ernest J.
Ott, NASA Headquarters; Albert Boggess, III,
Ph. D., NASA Goddard Space Flight Center;
George Swenson, Ph. D., U. of Illinois; Frank-

Cooper photographs
Whitish green.
Same.

88 km.
0.66° to 0.89°

lin Roach, National Bureau of Standards; Edward P. Ney, Ph. D., U. of Minnesota; Leslie
Meredith, Ph. D., NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center; and Dale W. Jenkins, Ph. D., NASA
Headquarters.
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20. ASTRONAUT'S SUMMARY FLIGHT REPORT
By L.

GORDON COOPER, JR .,

Astronaut, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

Summary

Introduction

The :MA-9 flight marked the conclusion to
the United States' first manned space-flight
program. From their initiation into the program in 1959, the seven Mercury astronauts
participated as a specialist team, and their combined experiences, both in space and on the
ground, constitute a valuable contribution to
the nation's manned space-flight capability.
The launch checkout activities constitute one
of the most valuable portions of this experience,
and the ~L\..-9 flight demonstrated once again
ho\y critical this period is both to the preparation of the spacecraft and the pilot. The sensations and experiences of the flight were
generally similar to those reported by the pilots
of previolls flights with the exception that better dark adaptation was obtained and therefore
more dim light phenomena could be seen. During the MA-9 flight, the zodiacal light and ,,·hat
may have been the daytime airglow were observed for the first time. While some new
observations ""ere made on phenomena such as
the airglow and space particles, the appearance
of the earth features and weather patterns generally seemed to be similar to the description of
t he previous pilots. As on previous flights,
several photogmphic studies were conducted
and the results of these exercises have proved
to be valuable. A series of new experiments
and evaluations of Mercury systems were conducted, ,yith generally good results. The mission appeared to be relatively routine until a
malfunction in the control system late in the
flight made it necessary to control attitude
manually during retrofire and reentry. The
flight of Faith 7 concluded after some 34 hours
in space with a landing within 4112 miles of the
primary recovery ship, the URS Kearsarge, in
the Pacific Ocean.

'Vhen the seven of us came together as a group
for the first time at Langley Field, Virginia,
in April of 1959, neither we, any of the newly
created JASA Space Task Group, nor anyone
in the country knew what our exact roles as
Project Mercury Astronauts ',"ould entail. We
were unsure how we should train for space
flights, how we would become familiar with the
spacecraft and its many systems, or eyen how
the pilot would be integrated into these systems.
We \yere all starting from scratch, from the
ground floor in manned space flight.
Looking back no,,- on more than 4 years of
concentrated training, detailed study of spacecraft systems, attending countless hundreds of
coordination and planning meetings, participating in hundreds of hours of hardware development and checkout, we can all recognize that in
some cases there would have been more efficient
ways of doing things. IIoweyer, considering
the limited knowledge in this space busines in
the spring of 1959, I consider it remarkable that
Project Mercury ran so close to its originally
planned time schedule. Few programs in the
history of airplane development ever ran as
close, and no airplane program ever had so
many unknowns staring the test operations
team in the face.
By correlating all that we have learned in
the last 4 years and properly applying it to future manned space program, we phould be able
to increase the efficiency of our next program.
This application of experience ,yill be important
because taking the st~p from the successful missions of Project Mercury to manned interplanetary flights involves many stumbling blocks and
unknowns. These uncertainties must be uncovered and solyed in a logical manner.
Back in 1959, the pilot was one of the real
unknowns in space flight. No one could really
say for certain ho,.... a pilot ,yould react or ho\y
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well he could perform in a space environment.
Partially for this reason and because unmanned
flights were scheduled as part of the deyelopment program, the Mercury spacecraft was designed to perform the mission automatically.
~fanual controls for spacecraft control and systems management "ere included primarily as
backups to the automatic program. From the
start of the program we encouraged the concept
of the pilot being a primary part of the overall
system. Throughout the manned flight phase,
this concept has become more and more of a
reality.
·While we adopted the team concept during
most of our space-flight training, we were required to be at so many places and cover so many
areas that each man was assigned a specialty
a.rea. to monitor closely and brief the others on
periodically.
"Faith 7" was the name I selected for the
spacecraft which performed so \Yell for me
until the electrical problem late in flight. I
chose this name as being symbolic of my firm
belief in the entire Merctll'y team, in the spacecraft which had performed so well before, and
in God. The "7," of course, as in the names used
by the others before me is representative of the
original astronaut team. This flight report will
present a discussion of my entire flight experi-

ence, but I shall attempt to summarize the inflight sensations and obsen-ations of the other
astronauts and relate their experiences to my
own. Beginning ,,-ith the prelaunch activities
which are so necessary to preparing for the mission and concluding "ith my landing in the
Pacific after 34 hours of weightlessnesS, I shall
try to discuss the many experiments and systems
operation in \,hich each of us took part.
Preflight And Launch
Spacecraft Readiness and Checkout

The period from the time the spacecraft arrived at Cape Canaveral until the time it "as
mated ,,-ith the launch vehicle ,,-as the period
\,here the pilot and his backup became completely familiar with the spacecraft and all its
\'arious systems (fig. 20-1) . We learned all the
individual idiosyncrasies of each system. ,Ve
also became familiar "'ith many of the members of the launch crew and learned whom to
call on for expert advice on each system. It
was also during this period that we had an
opportunity to discuss the coming flight with
team members ,,,110 had flown before (fig. 20-2)
and take advantage of their experiences.
The preflight phase ,,-as used to incorporate
Cel'blin modifications into the spacecraft and

2o-2.-Astronauts Glenn and Cooper discuss
items of the pilot's per onal equipment during the
~IA-9 prelaunC'h period.

FIGURE
FIGURE
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:lo-l.-Astronauts Cooper and Shepard discuss
MA-!) ('alllera during prelaun('h activities.

to add some pieces of equipment necessary to
meet operational requirements. Because of the
limited usable cockpit space and the even more
limited center-of-gravity tra"el and gross
weio-ht of the Mercury spacecraft, these configuration changes were ah-ays a soul-searching problem. Regardless of how they were
accomplished, additions often resulted in some
type of compromise to the pilot's comfort, freedom of movement, and/ or operational
smoothness.
The natural tendency ,yas for everyone to
"'ant to impro\'e on existing equipment and to
add wortlnyhile experiments that could be fitted
in. Space flight is so expensive that no one
wants to waste a single second of orbital time.
However, we all discovered that the entire
flight is compromised when all equipment, all
experiments, and all the flight plan detail are
not frozen early enough to check out each piece
of equipment and allow everyone, particularly
the pilot, to become thoroughly familiar with
all procedures.
On all our flights the cockpits haye been cluttered to the point where the space remaining
for the astronaut and the equipment with which
he must work is very limited and inefficiently
arranged. In most cases getting some of the
equipment located and moved about provided
more exercise than did the special onboard exercise device. Stowage of equipment is a very
real problem that too often is not given enough
consideration.
As the flights lengthened, a detailed flight
plan and abbreviated checklists for experiments
and operational procedure.'3 became a real necessity. It is impossible for a pilot to remember
all the details of times, amounts, and so forth,
of the many experiments and tests to be conducted. Proper formats and storage for these
items had to be developed during the preflight
preparation periods.
Integrated Checkout

Faith 7 passed all the spacecraft tests in
fine shape and was taken to the launch complex to be mated w'ith the Atlas 130D launch
vehicle. At this time, a buildup of integrated
launch vehicle and spacecraft tests, system by
system, was initiated and proceeded until the
program was culminated in a fully integrated
simulated flight from countdown to recovery

with all systems operating. This series of tests
was felt by all of us to be a necessity not only to
check out all the systems, but to train the
latmch crew, the pilots, and the personnel of the
worldwide network.
Countdown

I believe that we can very readily shorten the
time that the pilot is in the spacecraft prior
to launch. I was busy enough with the countdown activities that time did not drag, but I
did have time to take a short nap during this period. It seems to me that to conserve the pilot's
energy it would be desirable to accomplish
more of these checks with the backup pilot prior
to insertion. Of course, you do need a few
minutes to shift around and get settled, see that
the equipment is located properly, before you
are prepared for the flight.
Most of the countdowns in Mercury went
fairly smoothly as a result of the practice that
the launch crews had acquired on simulated
flight tests. The first attempt to launch MA-9
on May 14 was delayed for a diesel engine that
would not operate to drive the gantry back.
Then it had to be postponed because a critical
radar set became inoperative. I was in the
cockpit for some 6 hours before we scrubbed on
that first day. I was quite tired but felt ready
to recycle for another count the following day.
The countdown on May 15, 1963, went almost
perfectly. Everything was really in a "go"
status and I think everyone felt that we were
going to have a good launch. And it was!
I had thought that I would become a bit more
tense as the count neared minus 1 or 2 minutes,
but found that I have been more tense for the
kick-off when playing football than I was for
the launch on May 15. I felt that I was very
well trained and was ready to fly a good flight.
Powered Flight

. It is a wonderful feeling when the engines
light and you haye lifted off. The long period
of preparation is over, and at last you are ready
to settle down to your work.
The acceleration is not disconcerting or degrading at the levels encountered in the Mercury flights. In fact,', it gives one somewhat the
same feeling as that of adding full throttle on a
fast car, or a racing boat, or a fighter airplane.
The pilot can easily monitor several of the more
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critical parameters, including his attitudes,
throughout the entire launch phase. The task
that he is given to do should be uncluttered with
minor details if possible, but he is fully capable
of functioning as an intricate part of the system
throughout the entire launch. I "'as surprised
at how many things I could keep track of and
feel that I had plenty of time to do the exact
item planned.
On previous flights, it had been noted that
vibration encountered in the region of maximum dynamic pressure was feeding through the
couch to the helmet and causing slight blurring
of vision. We found that this could be eliminated by adequate padding between the helmet
and the couch. I had approximately % inch of
foam rubber between my helmet and the couch
and experienced no blurring of vision.
Booster engine cutoff (BECO) is very distinctive, by the decrease in both the acceleration
and the noise. It was just as I had expected it
to be from talking to the others.
John Glenn and Scott C'arpenter had discussed with 'Vally Schirra and me how they had
encountered some springboard effect from the
guidance while in the latter phases of the sustainer flight. Wally Schirra experienced very
little or none of this effect. I had an almost
perfect sustainer trajectory with almost no
guidance corrections at all, so it was an exceptionally smooth and almost perfect insertion.
Sustainer engine cutoff (SEC'O) is also quite
distinctive, in the same manner as BECO. This
is followed by the noise of clamp rings and posigrade rockets. The spacecraft is in orbit.
Orbital Flight
Insertion

"Te had all run many full launch profiles on
the centrifuge, so I felt very well prepared for
all the powered flight, but there is some difference between the transition from positiYe acceleration on a centrifuge back to 1-g and the
transition from positive acceleration on the
flight to zero-g. I felt some"'hat strange for the
first fe,,' minutes. The view out of the "indo,,'
is a tremendous distraction as the spacecraft
yaws around and the earth and the booster come
into full view for the first time. 'Ve all noted a
strong desire to concentrate on the tremendous
view out of the windo,",'" Atl as 130D was only
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about 200 yards away from me. It was certainly beautiful. I could read the lettering on
the sides and could see various details of the
sustainer. It ,,-as a very bright silver in color,
with a frosty white band around the center portion of it. It was still wisping vapor from the
aft end. It was yawed approximately 15° to
20° to its left. I had it in sight for a total of
approximately 8 minutes. The front end was
slm,ly turning in counterclockwise rotation.
Despite these distractions, the many hours of
training took over and we all proceeded to do
our tasks as scheduled. After a few minutes
I readily adapted to the ne,Y em'ironment and
felt completely at ease. Weightlessness is extremely com:fortable. After a pilot has once
experienced w'eightlessness in space flight, he
should almost immediately adapt to this condition "'hen exposed to it again. We all even
tended to forget we were weightless.
I agree with Scott C'arpenter that the cockpit did seem to be somewhat differently located
in respect to myself upon insertion into orbit.
You move up forward in the seat, regardless
of how tight your straps are cinched. The
equipment storage kit on the right seems to be
at a different angle to you than it is when you
are. on. the launch pad. I did feel very distinctly
that I w'as sitting upright. Most of the time
I felt as if I were lightly floating. A couple
of times I felt almost as if I were hanging
upside down because of the feeling of floating
into the shoulder straps. Because the spacecraft was weightless, equipment stayed where
it ,,,as whenever I let go of it. Ne,'ertheless,
every time I "dropped" something, I had the
tendency to grab below it, expecting it to fall.
You really need to have a low workload on
the first pass in order to collect. your senses, to
acclimatize yourself to this new situation, and
to organize the flight activities. I felt that I
was not on top of the situation as completely
as I wOllldlike to be right after insertion. Although I was thinking about all the. items to be
done and of how to do them, I did not feel
completely at home. I felt that I ,,,as in a
strange environment and was not at my best,
until perhaps halfway through the pass. By
the end of the first pass, I was feeling really
adjusted to my ne," surroundings.
One indication of my adjustment to the surroundings was that I encountered no difficulty

in being able to sleep. ,Vhen you are completely
pO"'ered down and drifting, it is a relaxed,
calm, floating feeling. In fact, you have difficulty not sleeping. I found that. I ,ns catnapping and dozing off frequently. Sleep seems
to be very sound. I woke up one time from
about an hour's nap with no idea where I was
and it took me several seconds to orient myself
to ,,,here I was and what I was doing. I noticed
this again after one other fairly long period of
sleep. You sleep completely relaxed and very,
very soundly to the point that you have trouble
regrouping yourself for a second or two when
you come out of it. However, I noted that I
was always able to awaken prior to having a
task to do. I did not encounter any type of
the so-called "break-off phenomena." Although
this flight was very enjoyable, a thing of delight, it still is a strange environment to a human being and you have every desire to get
back to earth at the planned time.
Comments on Systems Operatio n

The automatic control is rather sloppy due
to the wide limit cycle it operates "ithin. It
is no problem as soon as you get accustomed to
it. I found that Grissom's and Schirra's description of the manual proportional flight control system was very accurate. It is a rather
sluggish system until you learn to use short
blips. The fly-by-wire low is much more precise
with the crispness of control produced by the
firing of the I-pound thrusters.
I found that orienting the spacecraft after
drifting flight ,,-as quite easy on the day side
and not too difficult on the night side, although
orientation on the night side takes more time
unless there is moonlight or broken clouds or
land masses below. Stars and star patterns are
more difficult to recognize because of the limited
view through the windo,,-. You can slowly
drift until you find a star pattern that is recognizable and from this you can pick up a zero
ya ,,- star. If you have moonlight, or any broken
cloud masses or land masses, you can pick up
zero ya \y very readily if you turn all the lights
oft' in order to become dark adapted and pitch
do'Yn to approximately -20°.
Speed is very apparent when flying over clear
or broken-cloud areas. Ho,yever, if there is a
solid cloud deck underneath you and no other

motion cues are available, you have a very slow,
floating feeling.
,Vhen I was drifting, the changing view out
the window ,,,as not at all disconcerting, and
the random orientation caused me no concern.
In fact, it is a very relaxed way to travel. I
might mention an item here on the natural
dynamics of the spacecraft. "Vhen rates were
near zero, and the spacecraft was powered
down, I never observed any rate greater than
1° / sec about anyone axis. Generally, if there
were a rate about one axis as great as this, there
\Yere no rates about the other two axes. These
rates would switch from axis to axis and more
than likely only t,yO axes would have any rate
at all, and these rates would be between
% °/ sec and % o/sec, at the most. Frequently,
for long periods of time, the spacecraft would
ha ve absolutely no rates at all and would be
almost completely motionless. The one axis
that appeared to have more predominate rates
than the others was the roll axis; and the rate,
almost invariably, was to the left, approximately % 0/ sec.
Although my suit temperature was satisfactory, like Wally Schirm I had to adjust the
water flow continually to attempt to hold temperature in limit. The condensate pump that
was added just prior to launch failed; so that
the condensate tank filled up and the suit was
yery moist all the time.
The valve on the drinking water container
" 'as leaky, and I was unable to place water into
the plastic freeze-dehydrated food containers.
Therefore, I ate only the bite size foods.
Visual Sightings

During the day, the earth has a predomina,tely bluish cast. I found that green showed
up very little. "rater looked very blue, and
hea "y forest areas looked blue-green. The
only really distinctiye green showed up in the
high Tibetan area. Some of the high lakes
,yere a bright emerald green and looked like
those found in a copper-sulphate mining area.
The browns of the Arabian desert. showed up
quite distinctly, but the Sahara '''as not quite
so brown. If you are looking straight down on
things, the color is truer than if you are looking
at an angle.
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I could detect individual houses and streets
in the low-humidity and cloudless areas such
as the Himalaya mountain ~rea, the Tibetan
plain, and the southwestern desert area of the
U.S. I saw several individual houses with
smoke coming from the chimneys in the high
country around the Himalayas. The wind was
,apparently quite brisk and out of the south. I
could see fields, roads, streams, lakes. I saw
what I took to be a vehicle along a road in the
Himalaya area and in the Arizona-,Yest Texas
area. I could first see the dust blowing off the
road, then could see the road clearly, and when
the light was right, an object that was probably a vehicle.
I saw a steam locomotive by seeing the smoke
first; then I noted the object moving along what
was apparently a track. This was in northern India. I also saw the wake of a boat in a
large river in the Burma-India area.
At times during the day, the pattern of the
sun coming through the window was hot on
my suit. I could also feel heat on the inside
of the window right through my glove. Like
Scott, I never tired of looking at the sunsets.
As the sun begins to get down to"'ards the horizon, it is very well defined, quite difficult to
look at, and not diffused as " 'hen you look at it
through the atmosphere. It is a very bright
white; almost the bluish white color of an arc
lamp. As it begins to impinge on the horizon
line, it undergoes a spreading, or flattening
effect. The sky begins to get quite dark and
gives the impression of deep blackness. This
light spreading out from the sun is a bright
orange color which moves out under a narrow
band of bright blue that is always visible
throughout the daylight period. As the sun
sets farther, it is replaced by a bright goldorange band which extends out for some distance on either side, defining the horizon even
more clearly. The sun goes below the horizon
rapidly, and the orange band still persists but
gets considerably fainter as the black sky
bounded by dark blue bands follows it on do'YJ1.
You do see a glow after the sun has set, although
it is not ray-like. I could still tell exactly
where the sun had set a number of seconds
afterward.
~\.t night I cou ld see lightning. Sometimes
five or six different cumulus buildups ,,,ere visible at once. I could not see the lightning di-

redly, but the whole cumulus mass of clouds
would light up. From space, ground lights
twinkle, whereas stars do not. I could not distinguish features on the moon. It was a partial
moon at night, but it appeared full when it ,,,as
setting in the daytime. It ,,,as quite bright at
night, but on the day side it was a lightish blue
color.
I immediately saw the airglow layer, which
all the orbital pilots luwe seen, in which the
stars appear to fade as they pass through it and
then reappear belo'" ,it before disappearing behind the horizon. The earth has a sharp horizon even at night. At the time, the layer appeared to be about 12° to 13° high. It was, of
course, actually lower than this as discussed in
paper 19.
~\.t h"o different times, I saw a faint glow
just after sunset or prior to sunrise; it was somewhat cone shaped, and I belieye it was the faint
glow of zodiacal light. It was not exactly perpendicular to the horizon. I had a feeling that
this was just a glow off the sun. It was not as
bright as the Milky Way. Another night phenomenon that I noticed occurred when I was
over South America looking east or northeast.
It appeared to be the lower edge of a cloud
ceiling on an overcast day. It did not appear
to have an upper edge. It was not distinct and
did not last long, but it was higher than I was,
"as not well defined, and was not in the vicinity
of the horizon. It was a good sized area, very
indistinct in shape. It had a faint glow with a
reddish brown cast. It seemed to be quite extensi"e, yery faint, and contrasted as a lighter
area in the night sky. It may have been the
same high airglow layer that ,Yally reported.
,Yhen there is no moon, the earth is darker
than the sky; there is a difference in the two
blacks. In general, there was more light from
the sky: the sky is a shining black as compared
with a dull black appearance of the earth.
There is a distinct line at the horizon and the
earth is the darker.
I saw the lights of Perth, ~\..ustralia, and a
bright orange I ight from the British oil refinery
to the south of the city. If there is moonli.ght.
then cloud layers and ground features can be
seen . The moonlight ",as bright enough to detect motion of the ground. On seYeral occasions
I could see light from cities on the ground
through the clouds. On the last night pass, I
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nsecl the light of Shanghai glo"'ing through the
clouds to help me line up in ya\\' for retrofire.
At times I could see the glo,,' frol1l eYer)" one
of the thrusters. I saw a tremendous amollnt
of .Tohn Glenn's fireflie regardless of my attitude. They appeared to come out from the
spacecraft and go back along the flight path.
I could see some of them for as long as ~o 01'
40 seconds. I could see them coming directly
out of the pitchdo"'n thruster ,,·hen it "'as activated. I had the feeling that the direction of
their motion back along the orbital path was
(listinct enough that they could be used a a
rough ya", reference.
The first indication I got of the sun coming
up behind me was the lighting of the clonds
from llllclemeath. I noted the clouds getting
lighter and lighter, and I could sti ll see the
stars. Suddenly, my \\'indo\\' would get. into
the oblique sunlight and appear to frost over
just as an aircraft canopy does. This \\'as the
result of a greasy coating on the inside of the
outer pane, which completely occluded my
VlSlon tU1der these lighting conditions.
Experiments

Since MA-9 was so much longer than previous flights, I had ample time to conduct numerous experiments. The first orbital flight
had very few experiments. As the experimental
program increased and the flights lengthened,
the number of experiments carried on board increased. In addition to the experiments all of
us have tried to make as careful Observations as
possible. We have been told that these observations of new phenomena can provide some of
the most yaluable data on features such as the
spectacular colors in su nrises and sun sets, zodiacal light, airglow, space particles, stars on
the day side, and various distinct earth features
(see paper 19).
Photography.-All the orbital flight pilots
haye carried along a hand-held camera of some
type for color photographs of interesting phenomena. These have all yielded some good
photos of the earth from a new \-antage point.
Several photographic programs were carried
out during the orbital flight program. Scott
Carpenter took horizon definition pictures for
:MIT, and 'Wally Schirm made an eyaluation of
sel'eral different filters for the IFeather Bureau.
These hyo studies \"ere extended on my flight.

In addition, I attempted to get dim light photographs as "'ell as movies (see paper 12) .
(hound light experiment.-The ground light.
experiment \,as attempted on all the orbital
flights. However, weather precluded John,
Scott, and 'Wally from seeing it. I was fortunate enough to ha\'e excellent weather and saw
the ground light as scheduled. The lights from
the town of Bloemfontein, S. Africa, were more
distinctiye than the signal light and helped me
to locate it.
Flashing Ught experiment.-On the MA-9
flight, we tried a new experiment designed to
provide information that ,yould help us on future rendezvous missions. ~\. 5.75-inch-diameter
sphere with two xenon-gas discharge lamps
which strobed at approximately one flash per
second was ejected from the spacecraft into its
o,,'n orbit. In this orbit, it moyed back and
forth relative to the spacecraft so that it would
appear at different distances.
At 3 : 25 : 00 I \"ent to fly-by-wire low, slowly
pitched up to the -20 0 mark on the window,
deployed the flashing beacon, and there was a
loud "cloomp" as the squib fired and it departed. I then caged the gyros and powered
down the ASC'S a-c bus. I never did see the
beacon on that first night after it was ejected.
However, I was having some difficulty finding
my 180 0 yaw and the spacecraft may not have
been properly ali ned for making the observation. I tried unsuccessfully to observe the flashing beacon early on the day side also.
On the second night side after deploying the
flashin 0' beacon, shortly after going into the
night side, I spotted the little rascal. It was
quite visible and appeared to be only 8 to 10
miles away. I deliberately moved off target,
waited until 5: 40: 00 and eased back to 180 0
yaw and saw the light again, at which time it
appeared to be around 12 to 14 miles away and
still quite visible.
On the third night side after deploying the
flashing light, I had no anticipation of seeing it
at all; but at 6 :56 :00 ground elapsed time
(g.e.t.) there it was, blinking away. It was
very faint and appeared to be at a distance of
about 16 to 17 miles. I would say it was approximately the brightness of a fifth-magnitude
tar, whereas on the second night side after deployment it had appeared to be about that of a
second-magnitude star.
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Systems Difficulties Encountered Towards the End of
the Flight

Partial pressure of oxygen in the cabin slowly
dropped throughout the flight to nbout :3.5 psin.
I was worried that the nehyork might get concerned about this on the next to the last pass.
~\'lso, the pnrtial pressure of (,0" in the suit
circuit had gl'a.c1ual1y increased to a, reading of
3.5 mm Hg. I suspected the gage and went to
emergency rate flo'Y and did not get any apparent decrease in this reading. However, I
did not stay on emergency rate flow very long.
I recognized that my breathing was more rapid
and deep. The PCO, gage indicated that we
were up over 5 on the gage setting just prior to
retrofire. HO"'ever, I could have gone on
emergency 0" flmy and accepted slightly higher
suit temperatures becanse of the fans shutting
down, which reduces snit circuit flow .
On the 19th orbital pass, I had been switching the warning light control switch to the "off"
position in order to darken completely the i.nterior of the spacecraft and thus become dark
adapted. 'Vhen I returned the switch from the
"off" to "dim" position, the 0.05g green light
illuminated. I immediately turned off the
ASCS 0.05g switch fuse and the emergency
0.05g fuse. Thereafter, we made three checks
to verify that the ASCS O.05g relay functions
were operative. Since the amp-cal was now
latched into the reentry mode, the attitude gyros were no longer operational.
The 250 v-amp main inyertpr failed to operate
on the 21st pass. At about 33: 03 : 00 g.e.t. the
automatic changover light for the standby
inverter came on. I had noticed two small
fluctuations in the ammeter just previous to this
time and had gone through an electrical check;
everything appeared normal. The temperature
on the 250 v-amp inverter was about 115 0 F .
The temperature 011 the fans im'erter "'as about
125 0 F, and the standby inverter was about 95 0
F. .\.t this point the light came on and
I checked the inverters. The 250 v-amp inYerter "as still reading about 111) 0 F on temperature, but it was indicating 140 ,"olts on the
ASCS a-c bus voltage. I then turned it off.
At that time I selected the slug positio11 (manual selection of the standby im'ette!" for the
.\.SCS) and found that the standby im'erter
would not start. I put the switch back to the
"off" position of .\.SC8 a-c pO"'er and elected
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to make a purely manual, or fly-by-wire, retrofire and reentry .
•\.nalysis of these malfunctions illustrated
that the entire Mercury nehYork had developed
an operational concept of teamwork that culminaJed in an almost perfect example of cooperation between the ground and the spacecraft on
the MA-9 flight. Almost eyeryone followed the
prestated ground rules exactly, and the radio
discipline was excellent.
Retrofire

.\,11 of liS belie"ed that "-e could control att itude manually during retrofire. However,
the fiight plans call for autopilot control. Nevertheless, becanse of failures of one type or another, "rall y ' s was the only flight in which only
the autopilot controlled attitude during retrofire . .John had trouble with a low-torque thrustPI' Hnd elected to assist the autopilot with the
manual proportional system. Scott had a problem \yith the horizon scanner and controlled
during retrofire ,,·ith the fly-bY-"'ire and manual proportional systems. I had a malfunction
associated with one of the control relays which
eliminatecl my autopilot as "-ell as my attitude
indicators. Therefore I had to initiate retrofire, nse \yindm\' ,·iew for attitude reference, and
control the spacecraft ,,·ith the manual proportional system. This " 'as no problem, though I
did haye some difficulty reading the rate indicators due to the large yariation in illumination
between the inside and outside of the spacecraft.
This disparity in illumination became a problem
because I had to shift back and forth for attitude reference outside and readings of the rate
indicators inside. In order t.o be ready for retrofire which had to occur just after first light,
I oriented the spacecraft to the retrofire attitude
on the night. side. Night orientation is no problem, but it does take considerably longer, because yaw determination is more difficult than
on the day side.
.\..s with the others, there was no doubt in my
mind when the retrol'ockets fired. They produce
a good solid thump which you can see and hear.
IIo"'ever, our sensations at the time they fired
"'ere different. John Glenn felt like he had
reversed di rection and ,,-as goin./! "back to,Yard
Hawaii." Scott Carpenter felt that he came to
a, standstill. "Tally Schirm and I did not feel
that the motion of the spacecraft changed.

Reentry

After retrofire, there is a period of several
minutes prior to the start of reentry (0.05g).
As you approach 0.05g, the spacecraft control
becomes sluggish and feels as though it wants
to start reentry.
As in the retrofire case, all of us knew that we
could reenter on manual control. However, the
flight plans generally called for autopilot control during reentry. Nevertheless anomalies of
system function resulted in partial manual control in all but Wally's flight. I used manual
proportional control on MA-9 since I had lost
the ASCS and standby inverters during the 20th
orbital pass. The reentry worked out very successfully and showed again that the pilot can
accomplish this control task very adequately.
I found that the oscillations of the spacecraft
were not difficult to damp until I descended to
an altitude of approximately 95,000 feet. At
this point, the amplitude of spacecraft motions
increased as they normally do and it took a substantial increase of control inputs to keep within
comfortable limits. The oscillation became
more severe at approximately 50,000 feet, but
I deployed the drogue parachute at 42,000 feet,
as planned, and the spacecraft was quickly stabilized.
The g-forces are more sustained on reentry
than on launch but are still easily tolerable.
During reentry there was no uncomfortable
increase in cabin temperature. If the pilot is
performing a manual reentry, he will be perspiring profusely when landing, but mostly because
of the work load rather than the increased temperature.

ately after landing in the event it starts to sink.
If the pilot knows that the recovery forces are
in the immediate area, this first period on the
water is considerably more relaxed and
enjoyable.
By the time the landing occurs, the pilot is
perspiring profusely. The air from the snorkels is quite cooling, but the cabin is fairly
warm and humid.

FIGURE 20-3.-Astronaut Cooper climbs out of Faith 7
after the 34 hour MA-9 flight.

Landing And Recovery

Landing at a rate of 30 fps with the landing
bag down is a good solid jolt, but certainly
tolerable. In fact, one does not really have to
be in an ideal position and braced tightly to be
able to take this momentary shock in good shape.
There have been varied opinions among the
pilots of all the Mercury space flights as to the
sensations encountered upon landing in water.
When the spacecraft rolls over and goes under
the water, there is a natural tendency to wonder
if it will sink or float and whether it will right
itself. One item we stressed in training was
that of preparing during the descent on the
parachute to evacuate the spacecraft immedi-

FIGURE 20-!.-Ailtronaut Cooper stands on the deck of
the USS !\.('(trsal·06 immediately after egressing from
Faith 7.
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Almost the full gamut of recovery procedures
\,ere us~d in the course of the ~lercury program. The recovery procedure is greatly simpified if the spacecraft lands near a recovery
ship. In this case, the spacecraft can be lifted
out of the water directly onto the deck. Howe,-el", a11 the procedures would be simplified
even more if land landings were made.
·When I first steppe.d from the spacecraft on
board the ass KearMll'ge I felt fine (figs. 20-3
and 20-:l:). ~\s I stood still waiting on a blood
pressure check, I began to feel dizzy. I mentioned this to the doctors, who then started moving me along. As soon as I took two or three
steps, I immediately began to feel clear-headed
once more, and ar no time did I become dizzy
again.
Concluding Remarks

After my recoyery in the Pacific, the aeromedical specialists conducted their prescribed
tests designed to glean as much from my flight
as possible. Upon my return to the launch
site, a series of formal debriefino-s
coverinob
""
every aspect of my space flight experience \Yere
begun. In these debriefings, I found it useful
to refer to my previous training, and that of
my six colleagues, in describing my sensations
and observations. In the 4: years since ,ye \Vere
first initiated into Project Mercury, a great deal
has been accomplished and a great deal has been
learned. Many of the anxieties and miso-ivino-s
et'"
of space flight have been relie,-ed. ~\1thouo-h
relatiyely brief, our early training "as int:nsive and complete, and its effectiveness has been
proven, "e believe, by our ability to participate
actively in the operation of the spacecraft.
Al Shepard's flight was our first manned
launch, and this initial experience in getting
the spacecraft, launch vehicle, and the man
ready at the same time was valuable. As a
result of losing Gus Grissom's spacecraft, our
landing and recoyery procedures ,yere promptly
changed. In.J olm Glenn's flight, a serious
control system malfunction and a somewhat
frightening but erroneous signal that the heat
shield had been released caused some concern
among us on the ground, but John's manual
retrofire and reentry completed his mission
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sl1ccessfully. Scott had a problem in the control system also, but his manual retrofire alt~lOugh not quite as precise as he would l~ave
lIl~ed, brol~ght the AUl'ora 7 spacecraft home.
" ally Sclllrra, after bringing his suit temperature under control, completed a "textbook" sixpass mission and landed just under 5 miles from
the aBB [{earsarge.
As I think back o'-er my mission, which actually began right after 'Vally's fiio-ht it has
b.een an. e~citing experience indeed. b Tlle speclfi~ traI~mg f~r my I-day mission, the many
engmeermg reVIews of the chano-es required for
~he Faith 7 spacecraft, the phy~ical conditionlI1g, and eyen the low~residue diet were all mem?r~~le parts of the prelaunch preparation. The
lIubal experie~ce of prolonged weightlessness
and the magl1lficent view of the earth takes a
while to get used to just as it did for all the orbital pilots, but once I was accustomed to the
ne\, surroundings, e'-ents and acti"ities proceeded as scheduled. In fact, until that infamous ~oment in the 19th orbital pass, it
seemed lIke another Wally Schirm "textbook"
flight. Only three more passes stood between
me and a routine landing off the bow of the
USB Keal'sar.qe. 'Vhen I received the first indication that the sequencing system had malfunctioned a number of interesting experiments and
~ystems evaluations had been completed, with
Just a few more to go. Then, with the sudden
electrical anomaly and the sequence of events
which followed, I kne" I had a job ahead of me.
t!nlike Scott's case, ho"ever, I had sufficient
tIme to contemplate a plan of action and collaborate with the flight-control personnel on the
ground. Their valuable assistance was instrumental in the completion of my successful
retrofire, reentry, and landing.
Now that Mercury is over and we stand at the
threshold of more ambitious programs, the lessons each of us have learned will be constant
tools with which to accept and accomodate
new developments. Mercury has been only a
beginning for the seven of us. The job at hand
is to work to meet our new challenge in space
with the same enthusiasm that everyone exhibited throughout this program.

;:;---- - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX A
TYPICAL DOCUMENTS PREPARED FOR MERCURY
This appendix contains a listing of the types of documents prepared for use in the control and
reporting of Project Mercury. Most of these documents are not available for general distribution.

Type of document

1. Mission Rules ____________ ____ __ ____ _

2.
3.
4.
5.

Technical Information Summary ______ _
Fligh t Plan _____ ____________________ _
Mission Directive ___________________ _
Data Acquisition Plan __ ________ _____ _
6. Instrument Oalibrations _____________ _
7. Recovery Documents ________________ _
a. Recovery Oper~tions
b . Recovery Requirements
c. General Information
d . Recovery Procedures
e. Operations Plan for Recovery
Team.
8. Postlaunch Reports ___ ______________ _

Estimated
number of
different
voLumes of
each type

8
14
4

Prepared by-

17
13
23
27

Ms6
MSC

21

MSC

9. Working Papers ____________________ _
10. Technical Memorandums _______ __ ___ _
11. Miscellaneous ______________________ _

134

MSC
MSC

a. Schedule and Oost Analysis ____ _
b. Descriptive Synopsis of Project
Mercury.
c. Articles for j ournals ___________ _
d. Oonference papers ____________ _
e. Operational Requirements __ ___ _
Documentary Film __________________ _
Quarterly Reports _____ ______________ _
Flight Oontroller Handbook-L ___ ___ __
Flight Oontroller Handbook-2 ________ _
Consolidated Remote Site ReporL ____ _
Mercury-Redstone Monthly Status Report_
Master Operational Schedule __ _______ _
Complete Firing Test Report (5 parts ) __
Operations Procedures _______________ _
Network COuntdOWD __ ____ __________ _
Communications Operations Procedure_

1
1

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

'007-OM 0-613---24

2

Remarks

MSC
MSC
MSC
All issued as working
papers.

MSC

Issued as working papers
prior to MR-1 (7
issues).
Includes Items 5 and 9.
Includes items (a) through
(d).

61

23
30
3
26

20
14
6
6

12
4
4
2
5
2

MSO
MSC
MSO
MSC
MSC
MSFO
MSFO
MSFO

GSFC
GSFO

GSFC
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Type of document

Estimated
number of
different
voLumes of
each type

23. Network Performance ReporL - _ - - - - - _
3
24. Network Operation Directive _________ _
1
1,125
25. Test Requests, covering such items as:
vibration, shock, heating, systems
tests, destruction tests, accoustical
tests, Project Orbit, functional tests.
26. Drawings (spacecraft) __ - ___ - _- __ - - __ _ >1,800
(3,200
pages)
27. Formal Report Releases _____________ _
200
a. Spacecraft configuration _______ _
b. Failure Summary Report ______ _
c. Full Scale Simulated Mission
Test.
d. Contractor Furnished Equipment
Status Report.
e. Other _______________________ _
28. Service Engineering Department Reports
«SEDR).

Prepared by-

GSFC
GSFC
Con tractors

McDonnell
Aircraft
Corp.
McDonnell
Aircraft
Corp.

20

Does not include reviSlOns.

Includes
items
(a)
through (e).
For each spacecraft.

41

25
Periodically revised.

1

128
444

McDonnell
Aircraft
Corp.

29. Miscellaneous:
a. Contracts (formal) _____________ _
b. Contract change proposals ______ _

85
390

30. Detailed Test Objectives ______________ _

9

31. Operations Requirements _____________ _

3

32. Operations Directive _________________ _
33. Flight-Test Reports __________________ _

2
9

MSC
McDonnell
Aircraft
Corp.
Aerospace
Corp.
Air Force
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Center
Convair/
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Remarks

Separate SEDR's were
generally issued for
each system and test
for each spacecraft.

APPENDIX B
NASA CENTERS AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
This appendix contains a list of government
agencies that supported Project Mercury.
NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C., and
the following NASA Centers participated in
Project Mercury:
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station,
Hampton, Va.
Launch Operations Center, Cocoa Beach,
Fla.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,
Ala.
Wallops Station, Wallops Island, Va.
Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.:
Space Systems Division, U.S. Air Force,
Los Angeles, Calif.
U.S. Navy, 5th Naval District Headquarters, Norfolk, Va.
Arnold Engineering Development Center,
Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn.
EI Centro Naval Parachute Test Facility,
EI Centro, Calif.
Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville,
Pa.

Wright Air Development Center, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio
Air Force Missile Development Center,
Holloman Air Force Base, N. Mex.
Naval Ordnance Test Station, Pensacola,
Calif.
Pensacola Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Fla.
Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin Air
Force Base, Fla.
Army Ballistic Missile Agency, Redstone
Arsenal, Ala.
U .S. Army Transportation Command, Ft.
Eustis, N ewport News, Va.
U.S. Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry
Point, N.C.
Military Air Transport Sciences, Dover,
Del.
White Sands Missile Test Center, White
Sands, N. Max.
Pacific Missile Range, Point Mugu, Calif.
Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi, Tex.
Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral,
Fla.
State Department, Washington, D.C.
Weather Bureau, Washington, D.C.
Aeronautic Chart and Information Center,
St. Louis, Mo.
Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.
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APPENDIX C
PRIME CONTRACTORS
This appendix contains a list of the prime
contractors for Project Mercury.
Aerospace Corp., EI Segundo, Calif.
Chrysler Corporation, Highland P ark,
Mich.
General Dynamics/Astronautics, San
Diego, Calif.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
Burroughs Corp., Detroit, Mich.
The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St. Louis,
Mo.
Nor th American Aviation, Inc., EI Segundo, Calif.
Pan American vVorld Airways, Inc.,
Guided Missiles Range Division, Patrick
Air Force Base, Fla.
Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
T hiokol Chemical Corporation, Bristol, Pa.
1Vestern Electric Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y.
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APPENDIX D
SUBCONTRACTORS AND VENDORS
)

This appendix contains a list of Project Mercury spacecraft subcontractors and vendors that
had contracts totaling more than $25,000:
AiResearch Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Airwork Corp., Miami, Fla.
American Welding and Manufacturing Co.,
Warren, Ohio
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.
Applied Electronics Corp., Metuchen, N.J.
Arnoux Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
Atlantic Research Corp., Arcadia, Calif.
Barnes Engineering Co., Stamford, Conn.
Beckman and Whitley, Inc., San Carlos,
Calif.
Beckman Instruments, Inc., Berkeley Div.,
Fullerton, Oalif.
Bell Aerosystems Co., Div. of Bell Aerospace, Buffalo, N.Y.
The Bendix Corporation, Utica Division,
Utica, N.Y.
Bohanan Manufacturing Co., Falcon Field,
Mesa, Ariz.
Brush Beryllium Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Burton Manufacturing Co., North Ridge,
Calif.
OTL Division of Studebaker-Packard
Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio
Cannon Electric Co., Salem, Mass.
Cannon-Muskegon Corp., Muskegon, Mich.
Carlton Forge Works, Paramolllt, Calif.
Collins Radio Co., Chicago, Ill.
The Connecticut Hard Rubber Co., New
Haven, Conn.
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., Pasadena, Calif.
Consolidated Vacuum Corp., Rochester,
N.Y.
Corning Glass Works, Chicago, IlL
Crucible Steel Co. of America, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Custom Printing Company, Ferguson, Mo.
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DeHaviIland Aircraft of Canada Ltd.,
Downsview, Onto
Dit-MCO, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
Donner Division, Systron-Donner Corp.,
Concord, Calif.
Dorsett. Electronics Laboratories, Inc.,
Norman, Okla.
Dynamic Research, Inc., Los Angeles,
Calif.
The Eagle-Picher Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., Sarasota, Fla., and Princeton, N.J.
Electronic Associates, Inc., New York,
N.Y.
Electronic Wholesalers, Inc., Melbourne,
Fla.
Emerson Electric Manufacturing Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
Endenco Corporation, Los Angeles, Oalif.
F. M. C. Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.,
Cable Division, Joplin, Mo.
Filtors, Inc., E. Northport LT., N..Y.
General Devices, Inc., Princeton, N.J.
Gulton Industries, Metuchen, N.J.
Harris Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Haynes Stellite Co., Chicago, IlL
Hurletron, Inc., Control Products Division,
Wheaton, IlL
Interelectronics Corp., New York, N.Y.
Johns Manville Sales Corp., Chicago, Ill.
Walter Kidde and Co., Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Kollsman Instrument Co., Elmhurst, N.Y.
Leach Corp., San Marino, Calif.
Linde Co., Chicago, Ill.
Lockheed Propulsion Co., Redlands, Calif.
J. A. Maurer, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.
D. B. Milliken Co., Arcadia, Calif.
M. B. Electronics, Div. of Textron Electronics, New Haven, Conn.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Boston Division, Boston, Mass.
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Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Aeronautical Division, Minneapolis,
Minn. (2 locations)
Missouri Metal Shaping Co., Overland, Mo.
National Car Rental, Sarasota, Fla.
National"Water Lift Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp., \Vinchester Western Div., Eastern Alton, Ill.,
and Baltimore, Md.
The Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn.
Radioplane, Division of Northrop, Van
N uys, Calif.
Raymond Engineering Laboratory, Middleton, Conn.
Rock County National Bank, .Tanesville,
Wis.
Schmelig Construction Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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Selb Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Southwest Truck Body Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Tarco, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.
Teleflex, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Thiokol Chemical Corp., Elkton Div., New
York, N.Y.
Thompson Ramo \Vooldridge, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Titanium Metals Corp. of America, New
York, N.Y.
Unidynamics, A Division of Universal
Match Corp., St. Louis, Mo.
United Aerospace Div. of United Electrodynamics, Inc., Pasadena, Calif.
\Valtham Precision Instrument Co., Inc.,
Waltham, Mass.

APPENDIX E
NASA PERSONNEL WHO PARTICIPATED IN PROJECT MERCURY
This appendix contains a listing of NASA personnel that cont.ributed to the Mercury Projedt
and represents the best effort possible to obtain a complete listing; however, it is known that some
names are missing, such as people from the Langley Research Center. Those contributors whose
names are missing are recognized as a group.
Ackerman, Sylve. ter J .
Actor, J. Paul
Adams, Robert S.
Adams, Ruth Ann
Adams, Walter I.
Adkins, James E., Jr.
Aiken, Donna S.
Aldrich, Arnold D.
Aldridge, R-oy C.
Alexander, James D.
Alexander, Nancy C.
Alexandel', W. Carter
Algranti, Annebell
Algranti, Joseph S.
Allaback, Wilber
Allen, Charlie C.
Allen, David J., Jr.
Allen, Elizabeth D.
Allen, Louis D.
Allen, Thomas H., Jr.
Allen, Vera J .
Allison, Howard .J.
Anastos, Steve
Anderson, Donald W.
Appel, Margaret C.
Arabian, Donald B.
Arbie, Richard G.
Ard, Elizabeth H.
Armistead, Lucille B.
Arm itage, Peter J.
Armstrong, Carol A.
Ar mstrong, Curtis S.
Armstrong, Dale E.
Armstrong, Geri
Arm.·trong, Lawrence D.
Arm trong, Stephen
.\r m trong, William O.
Arnette, Randra A.
Arnold, James P.
Arslanian , .J-ohn G.
Arthur . .lame: ..
Ashe. Gloria .Jean

Ashley, Fancine
Askew, Abner N.
Assadourian, Arthur
Atamancl.mk, Ivan J.
Atkins, Jones, Jr.
Augerson, William J.
Au lt, John W., Jr.
Avery, John J., Jr.
B a bola, Robert J.
Bailey, Charles L., Jr.
Bailey, E. Lou
Bailey, Frederick J., Jr.
Bailey, Glenn F .
Bailey, Jame. ,,'.
Bailey, John R.
Bailey, Norman R .
Bailey, Robert J .
Baillie, Ri cha rd F .
Baker, Ben R.
Baker, Robert L .
Balinas, Verby Lee
Balisky, Eileen 1\1.
Ball, George D.
Ball, William R.
Ballas, Bebe B.
Banks, Harold 'H.
Banks, Judith Bower
Barker, Edward S.
Barker,.To eph T.
Barkley, Garland B.
Barnard, Jack
Barnes, Harold F.
Barne , Lyndon S.
Barnett, James R., Jr.
Barney, Walter F.
Barr ow, John 1\1.
Barsky. Jerome
Barton. Ruth A.
Bates. James Richard
Battagli a . H a rold F.
Battin. Ri chard B.
Ba Ulll . H e rman

Heach, ;\lary
Beane, Patricia B.
Beatty, Lamarr D.
Beck, Harold D.
Beck, Jeanette H.
Becker, Robert W.
Beckman, David A.
Beddingfield, Samuel T.
Beerman, Rebecca
Beers, Charles A.
Beeson, Willirie M.
Begnaud, Ellis L.
Behuncik, John A.
Bell, Anita S.
Bell, Daniel :\1.
Bell,John
Bell, Larry E.
Bell, Lawrence Wi! on
Bender, David
Bennett . .Tame A.
Bennett, Marvin L.
Benson, D-onald D.
Benson, Richard B., .Jr.
Bergman, Clayton 1\1.
Bergtholdt, Charle P . I.
Bernardin, Robert :\1.
Berney, Kathryn C.
Bernstein, Ruth
Berry, Dr. Charles A.
Berry. Ronald Lewis
Bertram. Emil P.
Bias, A. Dell
Biggs, Charles
Billingham, John
Bilodeau. ,hlllle. W .
Bishop. Halley ~1.
Bivens. Yirginia T .
B1~l(·k. Dugald O.
BI:H'k, Tholl\as
BIllekwood. IIoward F ...Jr.
Blakemore. Thomas L ...J1·.
B1ance. Lueille
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Blanchard, Robert S.
Blanco, J . A.
Bland, William M. , Jr.
Blankenbaker, Lloyd
Blanton, Fred B.
Blanton, Lelia M.
Blase, William A.
Blevins, Edwin K.
Blue, Barbara
Blume, Donald D.
Blumentritt, James
Bobik, Joseph M.
Bobo, Leonard F.
Bobola, Robert E.
Bodmer, James E.
Bogart, William M.
Boler, L. Joseph
Bond, Aleck C.
Bond, Arthur C., Jr.
Bone, Eric Dale
Bone, James E.
Bonham, Robert L., Jr.
Booher, Cletis R.
Boozer, Becky
Bopp, 1\1arlin Leroy
Borgman, Elsa M.
Borgman, Richard R.
Boring, James W .
Bostick, Jerry C.
Bostick, Linda T.
Bost, James E.
Boswick, GUY W., Jr.
Bosworth, George L.
Bothmer, Clyde B.
Bott, Barbara E.
Bowen, Maureen E.
Bowman, Melvin D.
Bowman, Robert A.
Boyce, William M.
Boyd, R'Obert
Boydston, Donald L.
Boykin, Wilbur R.
Boynton, J()hn H.
Bracey, Gerald W.
Bradford, Halley, Jr.
Bradford, William C.
Bradley, Raymond H.
Brady, James T.
Branscomb, Albert L., Jr.
Braquet, Louto J ., Jr.
Braslow, Myrtle S.
Braun, Alois, Jr.
Braun, Jane D.
Bray, Donald O.
Bray, Julia F.
Brent, ~Inry Rue
Brenton, Westley II.
Brewer, ~Inry II.
Brewel', Gernl(l " ' .
BI'iekel, Jlllllef< R.
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Briggs, Thomas
Brigham, Richens E.
Brinkman, John
Britt, Leon E.
Britt, Malcolm Y.
Broadwell, James D.
Brock, Eugene H.
Broman, Roseannll A.
Brooks, Laura A.
Brooks, ~Ielvin F.
Brooks, Russell G.
Broome, Douglas R.
Broughtoll, Thomas G., Jr.
Broussard, Marcus .I.
Brown, Beverly P.
Brown, Constance G.
Brown, David
Brown, Doris J.
Brown, James T.
Brown, J. Robert
Brown, Richard L., Sr.
Brown, Shirley A.
Brown, Timothy Murphy
Brown, Woodridge C.
Browne, Robert A.
Brownstei~, Herbert
Bruce, David F.
Bruce, D. Jean K.
Bruemmer, Carline M.
Brumberg, Dolores
Brumberg, Paul G.
Brums, Dr. RUllolf H.
Bryan, Catherine C.
Bryan, Comer B., Jr.
Bryan, Doris E.
Bryan, Frank G.
Bryant, George K.
Bryant, John P.
Bryant, William C.
Byrne, Frank
Buck, Ann L.
Buck, Kenneth J.
Buckley, Charles L. , Jr.
Buckley, Robert Hunt
Buller, Elmer H.
Bullock, Edward C.
Burbank, LaRue W.
Burbank, Paige
Burge, Betty Shelton
Burgeson, Frances
Burgess, James A.
Burgh, Anabel
Burke, Richard J.
Burkett, James E.
Burton, ~Iary Shephprd
Burton, "'alter G., Jr.
Busch, Arthur ~I.
Rush, William H. , .Jr.
Bu,;hong, Wilton E.
Rutlt'!", "',lltpr Emm ett

Butler, Wilbur E.
Butterworth, Ronald C.
Byer, David L.
Byrnes, Martin A., Jr.
Byrum, Doris
Cagle, Jewel J.
Cain, James L., Jr.
Caldwell, Ernest S.
Call, Dale W.
Callaway, Shirley L.
Calloway, Willis G.
Calonna, Richard
Calvillo, Efren
Camady, John E.
Cameron, Winifred S.
CHIllI), Howard C.
Campagna, G. Edward
Campbell, Jack A.
Campbell, Janet S.
Campbell, Jewel T.
Campbell, Marianne C.
Campbell, .M elvin E.
Cannon, William L.
Canright, Richard B.
Capo, Raymond Y.
Capps, Charles H.
Carbaugh, James P.
Carley, Richard R.
Carlson, Robert L.
Carmines, Sidney D.
Carpenter, Edward A.
Carpenter, Malcom S.
Carr, Ronald
Carroll, James B.
Carson, June 1\1.
Carson, Thomas 1\1.
Carter, Dan S., Jr.
Carter, Elmet· J ., Jr.
Cartet·, Nancy K.
Carter, Rosemary
Carter, Thomas F., Jr.
Case, Darlene D.
Casey, Francis W., Jr.
Casey, L. O.
Cash, Wanda
Cashion, Kenneth D.
Cason, Barbara L.
Cassels, George A.
Cassetti, Marlowe D .
Catloth, Mary M.
Catron, Dora B.
Catterson, Dr. Duane
Cerven, James C.
Cessac, Robert J.
Chalkley, Lois G.
Chamberlin, James A.
Chambers, Jerome P.
Chambers, Milton
Chambers, Thomas V.
Chandler, Amie F.

Chandler, William
Chandler, William 0., Jr.
Chaplick, Robert G.
Chapman, Arthur C.
Chaput, Paul Theodore
Charlesworth, Clifford E.
Charters, Richard E.
Chase, William Raymond
Ohauvin, Leo T.
Chauvin, Theodore T.
Cheatham, Donald C.
Chicoine, Ervin L.
Childers, Frank M.
Childs, Dewey L., Jr.
Chilton, Robert G.
Chitwood, Willie N.
Ohop, Al
Christman, Laurence M.
Ohristopher, Kenneth W.
Christopher, Maxwell G.
Claffey, Patricia L.
Clark, Bobbie W.
Clark, Howard E.
Clark, Robert H.
Clark, Stewart
Clarke, J. C.
Clary, Charles D.
Clason, Robert M.
Clay, Russell P.
Clayton, Elden G.
Clayton, Mance S.
Clemence, Raymond R., Jr.
Clemens, Joan
Clements, Henry E.
Clements, James R.
Clemmons, Margaret D.
Clever, Edwin Q.
Clickner, Russel E., Jr.
Cline, Jack S.
Clinton, Thomas S.
Coats, Boyd R.
Cochran, Harold W.
Cobb, James B.
Coble, Bill M.
Cockerham, Earl D.
Coe, Frank S., III
Coffman, Sandra B.
Cofield, John T.
Cohen, Jack
Cohen, Robert
Cohen, William
Cohn, Stanley H.
Cole, Charles W.
Coleman, Donald J.
Coleman, Mary R.
Coler, Charles
Coley, Patsy M.
Colleps, Dorothy
Collier, Frank
Collins, Curtis C.

Collins, Daniel D.
Collins, Dorothy
COllins, Harold G.
Collins, Walter E.
CoUner, Joseph D.
Collura, Salvadore J.
Colonna, Diane
Colonna, Richard A.
Comer, Howard E., Jr.
Compton, Harold R.
Conley, James O.
Conlon, John W.
Conn, W. Jane
Connelly, Russell
Conner, Alfred L.
Conneway, Fred D.
Conrad, Ralph
ConteUa, Janice E.
Contella, "Jilton C.
Con versa no, Andrew
Cooke, Arthur M.
Cooper, James
Cooper, LeRoy G., Jr.
Coppedge, Frank O.
Corbett, Bailey L., Jr.
Corbett, Gloria C.
Corbett, Wayne W.
Corcoran, Donald 1\1.
Corey, Donna
Cormany, Charles A.
Cornelius, Paul T.
Corn, Graydon F.
Correale, James V.
Coston, Charles L.
Cottee, Gatha F.
Cotton, Paul E.
Cour-Palais, Burton G.
Covington, Clarke
COVington, Ozro M.
Cowan, John R.
Cox, Flo
Cox, Roy L.
Cox, William M.
Craighead, Paul T.
Crain, Doris J.
Crain, Josephine C.
Cmin, Ronald L.
Crane, Luther L.
Craven, John P.
Creech, C\"orwood
Creighton, Henry C.
Cressman, John H.
Cribb, Herbert E.
Crichton, Frank :\1.
Criddle, Wil1inm S.
Critzos, Chris C.
CritzoR, O. Constall('('
Crone, C\"Ol'lnlll1 A.
('I'm\", Fl'ank G.
('row, l'auline G.

Crutcher, Thomas M.
Crowell, James L.
Crunk, Henry G., Jr.
Cumberworth, Gloria E.
Cunningham, Monte T.
Curlee, Harvey L., Jr.
Currie, C. Elsie
Curry, T. Bradley, Jr.
Dabbs, John II.
Dalby, James F.
Dalke, Edgar A.
Dall, C. E.
Dalton, Danny A.
Daniel, Tom H., Jr.
Daniels, Patricia A.
Dasilva, Anibal J.
Davenport, William H.
Davidson, William L.
Davids, Irving
Davis, Lawrence
Dayis, Mary S.
Davis, Walter A.
Dawn, Frederic S.
Day, Joe L.
Day, Richard E.
Dayidson, John C.
Davis, Leo P.
Davis, Philip " '.
De La Portilla, Martha
De La Ro a, Herman J.
Dealy, Kathleen R.
Deagro, Richard P.
Dean, Kenneth J.
Deans, Philip 1\1.
Deason, WiUiam P.
Debus, Dl·. Kurt H.
Decamp, Royal D.
Decker, William E.
Deering, Ross E.
Deese, James H.
Deluca, Louis A.
J)ement, Marvin Ernest
Deming, James E.
Dennis, William R.
Del' Bing, William
Deshields, Shirley R.
Dessens, Charles Wa~'ne
Devine, Robert G.
Devore, Phoncille
Dewell, William G.
Diaz, Rodolfo A.
Dibella, Jo ephine
Dickinson, John H .
])iekinson, William B.
I )ick on, Ernest L.
Jlietleiu, Luwreute F.
Dills, J ucli th
1linglllHn, R eece
DiSl1l'I', John H.

])ittlllel',

])1'.

Daniel
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Divone, Louis Y.
Dixon, Ruth H.
Dobbs, John H.
Dobbs, :'\ancy Lynn
Dodel, Richard P.
Dodson, Joe W.
Donadio, Sullivan C.
Donaway, A. Inez
Donegan, James ,J., Jr.
Donnelly, Panl C.
j)'Onofrio, Gus A.
Dotts, Homer
Dougherty, Raymond
Douglas, William K.
Dowling, CarliRe W.
Downs, James E.
Doyle, Eugene L.
Driskill, Bi llie R.
Driver, Mary H.
Driver, W. B.
Drone, Benjamin R.
Drummond, William E.
Dryden, Dr. Hugh L.
Duck, Kenneth J.
Dudley, Brenda T .
Dudley, Xan Goode
])uggan, Orton L.
Duggins, Alberta D.
Dugol!, Leon
Dukes, Francis B.
Dumay, William Henry
Dungan, Larry J .
Dunning, Robert W.
Dunseith, Lynwood C.
Dupree, B.
Duret, Eugene L.
Durocher, ChArlotte
Durrett, William Reuben
Dutton, Richard E.
Dyal, Lawrence E.
Easter, William B.
Eaton, Albert J.
Eckert, Charles J.
Eddington, Chester E.
Eddy, B. Eugene
Edelberg, Robert E.
Edmonds, Eugene
Edmondson, Florence .tH.
Edmondson, F. William
Edrington, John W., II
Edwards, Elwood S.
Edwards, Kermit A.
Edwards, Marion D .. Jr.
Edwards, Thomas M.
Eiband, A. Martin
Eicher, Grace E.
Eickmeier, Alfred B.
Eickmeier, Lester R.. Jr.
Eik-XeR, Kristen H. D.
Ekeroot. Stig
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Elk, Jimmy R.
Eller, Joseph M.
Ellis, Anna Whiteside
Ellis, Wilbert Edward
Elms, Charles P.
Emily, Jerry
Enders, John H.
Enderson, Laurence W., Jr.
Engel, Jerome N .
Engvall, John L.
Enlo\y, Roger D.
Ensley, Betty M.
Epperly, James W.
Epperly, Virginia H.
Erb, Bryan R.
Ernull, Robert E.
Ertel, Ivan
Ertl, Emily M.
Erwin, Sue R.
Esenwein, George F.
Evans, Norma M.
Everline, Robert T.
Ewart, David D.
Ezell, Melvin
Faber, Stanley
Fagan, John E.
Faget, Maxime A.
Fahlstrom, Paul G.
Fairchild, John J., Jr.
Falbey, lola .tH.
Fannin, Lionel E .
Farley, John S.
Farmer, Norman B.
Farrior, Leona
Faulk, Ryan J., Jr.
Feddersen, William E.
Fellows, Mary E.
Fergerson, Shirley J.
Ferguson, Barbara
Ferguson, Clarence
Ferguson, Gordon M.
Ferguson, Helen L.
Ferguson, Nellie G.
Ferguson, PaulO.
Ferguson, Richard B.
Fernandez, Joseph
Ferrall, Gordon B.
Fielder, Dennis K
Fields, E. M.
Filipowski, John J.
Filley, Charles C.
Filley, Charles W.
Finn, James E.
Finley, Robert P.
Fiorentino, Kelly A.
Firth, Ruth R.
Fisher Emmitt E.
Fisher, Frankie
Fif'her, Jackie L.
Fisher, Lewis R.

Fisher, Vernon E.
Fitch, David C.
Fitzgerald, Evelyn B.
Fitzgerald, Hugh D.
Fitzgerald, James J.
Fitzgerald, Norma B.
Fitzkee, Archie L .
Flanagan, James R.
Fletcher, Calvin B .
Flournoy, Walter
Foley, Helen N.
Folkes, Doris P.
Folkes, William G.
Folwell, Paul A., II
Forquer, Madeline H.
Foster, Galloway B ., Jr.
Foster, Mary P.
Foster, Norman G.
Foster, Richard W.
Fout, Blanche H.
Fowler, James W .
Fowler, Joe
Fowler, John F.
Frandsen, Niels P.
Franklin, Arthur E.
Franklin, Darold Bernard
Franklin, George C.
Franklin, Marion R., Jr.
Frank,M. P.
Frasier, Cline W .
Frazier, Jesse C.
Frazier, Thomas W.
Frazier, Violet M.
Freedman, Gilbert M.
Freeman, Gil
Freeman, James R.
ll'rench, Burrell O.
Frenc'h, Harold N.
French, John C.
Frere, John A.
Fridge, Ernest Marion III
Friloux, Henry J., Jr.
Frye, C. Lawrence
Fugler, Bartley A.
Fuller, Carolee Boykin
Fulmer, Otis, Jr.
Funderburg, Paul E.
I·'ult'On, ,Tea nne S.
I<'ultz, Bennet ;\1.
Funk, J.
Funkhouser, Robert B.
Gadow, Charles G.
Gaffney. Patrick S.
Gall'zo\\'~ki. Stanley H.
(;allng-her. Thomas F.
(;allagher. Yirginia 1\1.
Ualloway. Sarah Helms
Gambill. Ilona G.
GamIl1on. Frank ~I.
Cans. Barbara
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Gant, William L.
Gantz, B. R.
Garbacz, Michael
Gardner, Benson B.
Gardner, Virgil F., Jr.
Garino, .Joe D., Jr.
Garland, Benjamine J.
Garner, Charles W.
Garner, Iris A.
Garrett, Arnold W.
Garrett, Crayton
Garrison, John C., Jr.
Garza, Alfred M.
Gaster, Barbara J.
Gaster, Jeanne
Gatchell, Herbert L.
Gates, Sally D.
Gaughan, David
Geddes, Leslie A.
Geier, Douglas J.
Geier, Robert
Geisler, Phyllis A.
Geller, Samuel
Gerber, David L.
Gerstle, John E., Jr.
Gfeller, Virgil A.
Gibbons, Howard
Gibbons, Jim L.
Gibbons, Thomas F.
Gibson, Pearl C.
Gibson, Thomas F.
Gifford, Burton M.
Giles, June A.
Gilkey, John E.
Gillespie, Ben
Gillespie, Warren
Gill, William L.
Gills, Sidney
Gilruth, Robert R.
Glenn, John H ., Jr.
Glenny, Virginia T.
Glover, Kenneth E.
Glynn, Francis 1. P.
Goad, John W.
Goldcamp, Thomas F.
Goldenbaum, David M.
Goldsmith, Veri A.
Goldstein, Stan
Gonzalez, Jose L.
Goodman, Jerry R.
Goodson, Adolph
Goodwin, Burney H.
Goodwin, Haskell J.
Goodwin, Mary Ann
Gordon, Bob
Gordon, Donald L.
Gorman, Robert E .
Gorman, T . P.
Goslee, John ,Yo
Gottuso, Yincent .J.

Grace, Thomas J.
Grafe, Robert L.
Graffe, Robert T.
Gmham, Glenn W.
Graham, John B., Jr.
Graham, Ralph E.
Graham, William
Grames, H. Jack
Grammer, Donald B.
Grana, David C.
Gl'andfield, Allen L.
Granger, Harold E.
Grant. Charles M., Jr.
Grave., Barry
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APPENDIX F
MA- 9 AIR-GROUND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
The following is a transcript of the MA-9
flight communications derived from both the
spacecraft onboard recordings and the Mercury
nebvork station recordings to form a single
text. It is, therefore, a complete transcript of
the air-to-ground and ground-to-ail' communications during station passes and inflight
comments made by the pilot behyeen stations.
A few non flight-related transmissions and an
occasional repetitive word or partial sentence
were removed by the astronauts and the editors
to improve the clarity. Instances of this type
are noted by an asterisk at the beginning of the
altered transmission. Where a whole transmission has been deleted because of lack of confirmation or nonflight-relationship, the asterisk
appears where the transmission was removed.
The text is otherwise verbatim.
The format used for presentation is as follows, from left to right: The first column contains the spacecraft elapsed time (c.e.t.) from
lift-off in hours, minutes, and seconds at which
each communication was initiated. The second column identifies the communicator and the
third column contains the text of the communication. The station in communication with
the astronaut is designated at the initiation of
communications. When no station contact was
made for a complete orbital pass the text is
headed with the orbital pass number only.
The c.e.t. ,yas reduced from the recording of
the spacecraft-clock commutated time segments
on both the ol1board tape and the net,yor-k statiOl1 tapes. These c.e.t. times are accurate to
±O.B second. Timing of a fe"" communications
was not obtained because of either weak noisy
signals on the network tapes, or the short sampling of onboard commutated time segments
resulting from commutator sampling interruptions when the pilot ""as recording in the \"OXrecord programed mode and paused longer than
% second. 'Vhen timing was not obtained for

either of these reasons, the first column
contains the notation "unreadable" for that
communication.
The communicators are identified as follows:
P-Pi10t
CG-Spacecraft communicator at the range
station
SY-Systems monitor at the range station
F -Flight director at Mercury Control
Center
RI-Pilot of primary recovery helicopter
R2-Pilot of backup recovery helicopter
Stony-Blockhollse communicator at launch
(;omplex 14
Ie-Communicator onboard the USS Kearsarge
At various times throughout the flight, the
pilot or net"ork station communicator would
indicate a precise time, event, or action by the
use of a significant ,YO I'd, such as "MARIe",
or "NOW". The transcript editors also selected a fe'" significant words or events £01'
timing. The timing of these words or events
was accomplished by the same process as that
used to determine the c.e.t. times for column
one and is indicated by the time enclosed in
brackets followed by the superscript T.
All temperatures are given in 0 F; all cabin
and suit pressures are in pounds per square
inch, absolute (psia) ; fuel and coolant quantities are expressed in remaining percent of total
nominal capacities; retrosequence times are
expressed as grOlmd elapsed time (g.e.t.) in
hours, minutes, and seconds.
"W ithin the test, a series of dots is used to designate cOl11l11unirations or portions of communi~ ation s ,,-hich could not be deciphered.
A single
clash indicate a pause during a communicatioll . Informati on cont.ained within unmarked
parentheses indicates editorial insert ions for
cI a ri fica tioll.
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10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1, O.
Lift-off.
Roger. I have a lift-off and the clock is operating.
Roger, clock.
Sigma Seven, Faith Seven on the way.
Standing by to start the backup clock.
Roger.
3,2,1, MARK. [00 00 20]T
Rogel'. And the backup clock is running.
Roger. You look good here, Gordo.
Roger. Feels good, buddy.
Good sport.
Thirty seconds, and fuel is go. Oxygen is go. Cabin pressure on the top peg. Altemeter is
working.
Roger. You're looking beautiful.
What an afterburner!
That's a beauty, and your clock's are in sync.
One minute and fuel is go. Oxygen is go. Cabin pressure, 10 psi on schedule. All systems go.
Roger. We have a good go here, and pitch, 50 [degrees].
S till looks go.
Roger. One minute 30 seconds. Fuel is go. Oxyg-en is go. Cabin pressure is 6 psi.
Rogel'. Pitch 32 [degrees], looks good.
Roger. The Sun is coming in the window now.
Roger. Standing by for your BECO.
Roger.
Running pretty smooth now.
Good show.
Two minutes. Standing by on BECO.
Roger. Time out good.
Roger. Have BECO.
Roger. Your BECO. Confirm staging.
-[Undetermined transmission omitted.]
And you can feel the staging-waiting on tower.
Very good on BECO time; SECO should be nominal.
Roger.
And there goes the tower. Does she take off!
Roger. Confirm your tower.
Roger. Retrojettison switch to off.
Retrojettison switch off.
-Okay. Fuel is go; oxygen is go; cabin pressure sealed at 5.6 [psi] and holding.
Roger. Sealed on 5.6 [psi] and holding. Very good. Pitch -4 [degrees].
Roger. I agree on pitch.
You look real pretty here.
She felt real pretty.
-[Nonflight-related transmission omitted.]
All electrical is go. Pressure is go. Oxygen is go. Sigma. Faith Seven is all go.
We have a full go here for you, Gordo .
IWger.
This is Sigma Seven down here, buddy.
That's what I said. Sigma, Faith Seven is go.
Roger, Faith Seven.
Four minutes and fuel is still go. Oxygen go. Pressure holding. All systems look good.
Roger. Your pitch indi('ation is -4 [degrees] ; we concur.
Rogel'.
Trajectory looks real good, Gordo. I'll give you a mark on 0.8 [V IV,].
Rogel'.
Four plus 30 [seconds]. All systems still go.
Roger. ·We're still go herE'. COJlling tlp on 0.8 [Y I Y, J. Stand by.
Rogel'.
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We have O.S V IV,.
Good deal.
You have a real sweet trajectory, Gordo.
Excellent.
Go.
Roger.
Roger. I have SECO, sep cap. Going to aux damp.
Right in there, baby.
Have sep cap green. SECO. I'm on aux damp. Going fI~-b ~-wire.
E\'erytbing is green bere.
Seven, we're right smack dab in the middle of the plot.
Say again.
Smack dab in the middle of the "go" plot. Beautiful.
Seven. Your turnaround looks beautiful.
Roger. She's yawing around very nie-ely. What a view. Boy, oh boy!
And there's the booster.
Real pretty.
Boy, oh boy, is it ever close, too.
Fun, isn't it?
Yeah.
Fly-by-wire is working just like advertised.
·We have good indications on systems here. You did a I'eal good job of it.
Booster is Rtill smoking. It looks silyer, Wally.
Good.
Hello. Cape Cap Com.
Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com. Seven, Cape Cap Com.
I'm in retroattitude or in orbit attitude.
Faitb Seven, Cape Cap Com. How do you read?
Roger. Cape Cap Com. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
Roger. You're on Bermuda relay, and you're coming in real sweet, and everything looks
perfect here.
Roger. Looks migbty good .here. Booster is really in sigbt.
Very good. Wbat COIOI' is she?
-Silver. Silvery as can be with a white froRty band rig'ht around the middle.
Roger. Understand.
Faith Seven, this is Cape. Your l-Alpba [contingency recovery area retrosequence] time
is nominal.
Roger. Tbank you.
Yaw shows up very well.
Roger. Are you ready to copy [recovery area] 2-1 [retrosequence] time?
Negative. Stand by and let me get on auto here.
Going to auto control.
Roger. How is she hitting in auto?
Roger. No quiver at nil on the rates. I'm in auto. Sbe Reems to be bolding so far.
Very good. Let me know wben you're ready for 2--1.
Roger.
Pretty nice equipment, isn't it?
Very nice.
Faitb Seven, Cape. We bad a cabin [heat exchanger) dome [temperature] of 65 [degrees)
at Bermuda.
Roger. I have a cabin dome of 65 [degreeR] and a f;uit dome of about 64 [degree!';].
Roger.
I'm increasing' flow "ery sligbtly.
Roger. You're increasing flow slightly.
I'll give yOU your 2-1 [recovery area retl'osequence] time, and you can write it later. It'R
01+27+52. OYer.
Roger. 01 27 52.
Roger. And [contingeney recoyery aren] I-Alpha [retrosequen('e time] j;.; nominal. IIa\-e
n good ride, boy.
Thank you. buddy.
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Roger. My T s+314.5Iights haye gone out. Squib switch to off.
[A dome-temperature warning tone OCCUI'S at 00 11 OO]T
And the booster is still following me along at 12 minutes 4.') seconds. It's coming down into
the bottom of the windo\y. ASCS i~ \\"ork ing nicely. It is di,erging [drifting] off, to
the 11 degrees. . . .
"Seems to be correcting properly. I have both suit and cabin dome temps on bottom peg.
I'm going back to my initial setting. *[Xonflight-related transmission omitted.]
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Faith Seven. Faith Seyen , this is Canary Cap Com. "We ha\'e T / :\1 solid. We would like
a temperature readout, ou r segment is vcry lo\\'. That's dome temperature, Faith Seven,
suit dome.
Roger, Canary Cap Com. Faith Se"en reading yOU loud and clear. What temperatures
,,"ould you like"! O,·er.
I would like a readout of suit [heat exchanger] dome temperature. Over.
Roger. My suit dome temp warning light is on. I have gone back to my initial suit setting.
My cabin dome was on, and I have gone back to my initial setting on it. Cabin dome
temperature is normal, about 52 degrees. Suit dome is still setting down rather lo\\". I
think it is coming back up though. Over.
"R oger. Understand. I have a message from the Cape. [Contingency recovery] area
i-Bravo [retrosequence time] is nominal. Your apogee is 144.6 [nautical miles]. You
will have no problems with nighttime. Also the Cape would like a blood pressure at this
time. They missed it at Bermuda. Over.
Roger. Sending you blood pressure now.
Canary Cap Com.
This is Canary Cap Com. Have you started your T'+5 second check? Over.
I'm getting ready to start it right now.
Roger.
This is Canary Cap Com. Would you confirm your 16-millimeter camera is off? Over.
Roger. 16-millimeter camera is of!'.
Roger.
This is Canary Cap Com. Could you give us another readout on suit dome temp. We have
lost TIM on that segment. Over.
Roger. Suit dome temp is slowly coming up here. It's still reading about 40 [degrees],
but it's easing back up now.
Roger.
We are having TIM LOS. Could you give us a reading on cabin dome. It's going back down
at LOS here.
Roger. At 50 [degrees], cabin dome.
Faith Seven, this is Canary Cap Com. Do you read? Over.
Roger, Canary, Faith Seven. Still reading you.
Faith Seven, this is Canary Cap Com. Do you read? O,-er.
KANO (FIRST PASS)
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Faith Seven, this is Kana Cap Corn. We have T / M solid. We request the suit-dome temperature reading. We have no reading on the ground. Over.
Roger, Kano Cap Com. I have about 42 degrees. The suit-dome temp is easing back UI)
now. Over.
Roger. You are 42 degrees.
That is affirm.
Kano, Roger.
Faith Seven., this is Kano Cap Com. We have an indication that your TV is still on. Will
you confirm? Over.
TV is off no\\'.
Kano, Roger.
Thank you.
We request a cabin-dome temperature reading. Over.
Roger. Cabin-dome temp is bouncing around a little. It now reads 42 [degrees]. rYe
decreased my setting here lightly on it.
Kano, Roger. We're reading 40 [degrees] on the ground.
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Faith Seven. Give us another cabin-dom e temperature, please.
Roger. Cabin-dome temperature is 54 degrees.
Please give us suit dome.
Roger. Suit dome is 40 [degrees ]. I have decreased my setting a little more to ease it on
up. Over.
·Thank you. What is your present setting?
Roger . I am down below my nominal setting now.
Roger .
Faith Seven. We ha d a r oll scan ncr ignore. Are ~·ou orienting the cap ule at all? Over.
Negative.
Roger.
ZAXZIBAR ( FIRST PASS)
Faith Seven, Faith Seven, this i Zanziba r Cap Com. How do you read?
Roger, Za nzibar. Reading you loud and c lear. Faith, cven here.
Faith Seven. Our telemet ry on t he ground looks lil,e you have a ,ery good capsule at this
time. We would like to confirm the sui t-dome temperature. however.
Roger. The suit·d ome temperature is .. till down low. I'm easing up on it.
We're reading approxima tely 40 degrees on the ground.
Roger . I'm indicating about 42 [degree. ] her('. and I have decreased my setting. It should
be coming up momentarily.
Could you give me auto fuel. manual fuel. amI oX ~'gen readings?
Roger. Auto is still 101 [percent]. Manua l i. 102 [~rcentJ. Oxygen is 196 [percent] on
primary and 100 [percent ] on secondary.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap.Com.
Go ahead , Zanzibar.
·We just had a r eport from the Cape. Basl'Cl on SmithRonian 2, you have approximately
20 over 25 orbit. Thi s gi ves you app roximately three timeR as much on more conservative estimates.
Roger . I understand I have at least 2::1 then. J ~ that affirm?
Faith Seven. Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead, Zanzibar. Faith Se\·en.
Have you co nfirmed your T s+5 check and that the TY is off?
That is affirm. TV is off. I have confirmed illY T,+::I "econd check.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzi ba r Cap Com.
Go ahead Zanzibar. Faith Se'en.
We'ye had a slight rise on both cabin and ;;u it-dome temperature.
Roger. I have a cabin [heat exchange r ] dOllle [temllerature] Ul) to 60 [degrees].
uit
[heat exchanger] dome is still about -12 [degrees]. Over.
Cabin-dome 60 [degrees] . Su it-dome temp, 42 [degree~].
That's affirm.
R oger. You receiYed that [contingency recoyery area] 1-B [retrosequence time] was
nominal. I s that correc t?
R oger . Und er tand it i nom inaL
Okay, do you hllye anything else for this time for us?
Negatiye. Xot thi. trip. I don't belieye.
P lea e r epea t.
Negath·e. ~ ot this time.
Roger. W e'l! lea\'e you alone then.
Roger. Tha nk you .
Zanzibar Cap Com. Do ~'ou read?
Roger.
Xegati"e. W e had H SIl1H ll problem (11\ T / :\1 on tlw ground. "'hat iF< your .\RCR 1m:::
reading?
AS CS bus ren ding. 121 [yolts] .
W'e ('o nfirm. 1Ye had a sllIall T /~I [11'0111('111.
Roger.
Zanziba r, out.
Faith Se'-en, ZanzibHr CH ll C01l1 . Ho,,' a\)out gi"i ng me a suit and dome right no",'! It'll
be LOS time.
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Roger, Suit dome i>; about 45 degrees. Cabin dome is about 61 degrees.
Roger. Thank you Yery much. See you next time.
Roger. Will do.
Okay. I finally baye my dome temps-fairly good handle on them. I ha,e ahout 62
[degrees] on the cabin dome. I ha"e approximately 45 [degrees] on the suit dome.
Tbese temperatures baye takE'11 a setting of 2.0 [comfort-control-val,e setting] on tbe suit
and about 3.8 [comfort contr()l ,'aln> setting] on the cabin. I ha"e checked my control
system>; out. Manual proportional i" operational. It is very Rloppy compared to fly-bywire low. The Sun is "err hot coming in tbe window. I ha"e the Sun directly in the
windo\\'. I haye from fairly midway through the lauDch. LORt it at the top of the
trajectory. And then picked it up again when I yawed back around to orbit attitude.
My cabin pressure has slowly dropped to the ad"ertised "alue of fi.2 [psia] and appears to
bE' holding. :\Iy Ruit dome has dropped down again now to about 42 [degre~s] and seems
to be oscillating about this point area. Body temperature if! good, not quite as cool as I
would prefer, but good. My suit inlet temperature indicates 60 degrees, howe,er, so the
sun is probably the biggest factor heating me up. I have drunk some water.
Time for my short status report. My N2 low pressures, auto is 475 [psi] ; manual is about
480 [psi]. B-nut temperatures: retro temp, 60 degrees; pitch down, 85 [degrees] ; pitch
up, 84 [degrees] ; yaw left, 78 [degrees] ; yaw right, 89 [degrees] ; roll counterclockwise,
90 [degrees] ; roll clockwise, 00 [degrees].
Peroxide reserYe tank temperature, 68 [degrees] ; peroxide manual tank temp, 69 [degrees] ;
peroxide auto fuel tank temp is 72 [degrees].
Isolated bus voltage is 28 [yolts].
·First night side and I haye it bright bluE' band. A thick diffused band of blue color. A
bright blue band. The Sun iR spread out very widely. It's Retting now. And there it
goes. A Yery bright blue band all the way around the earth.
Captured another wasber. That's my second one.
·1 believe I have the dome temps somewhat under control now. My face plate is open.
Cabin air is indicating 100 degrees. Suit inlet temp is 60 degrees. Dome temperature
has stabilized pretty well. There is a very pronounced band-a bright blue band-around
the Earth. ASCS is holding attitude very well on this night side.
·[Non-flight-related transmission omitted.]
Taking my pilot light out, NOW [00 47 15]T-very good.
Turning my warning lights off-to dim.
And I have the haze layer that Wally was talking about. I can see the stars down
in it. But it is-up and around the Earth-to a number of degrees. It is several
degrees thick, perhaps 12 to 15 degrees thick. I can see the stars above it, I can
see the stars down in it.
·1 have seen several lightning flashes on the Earth, now. I see them on the Earth, now.
·Water squeezers are working.
ClOSing my face plate.
And tbere is Orion, Betelgeuse. What a beautiful night tonight.
MUCHEA (FIRST PASS)
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Faith Seven, Faith Seven, Muchea Cap Com. Over.
Roger, Muchea Cap Com, Faith Seven.
Roger. Reading you loud and clear.
Roger. Likewise here. How are things down there?
Very fine, very fine.
Roger.
You appear to be having a little lightning and thunderstorms down there.
Looks clear from here.
Rogel'. Back out to the west of you there are some.
Aeromed is standing by for your blood pressure.
Roger. Blood pressure coming now.
Faith Seven. How does your cabin dome and suit dome temp look now?
Roger. I was waiting until the blood pressure got finished there.
How does your suit and cabin [heat E'xchanger] dome [temperature] look now?
·Roger. My cabin dome and suit dome [temperatures] have been fluctu&ting somewhat.
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Stand by for emerg-ency voice check.
Roger.
This is )Iuchea Cap Com, transmitting- on emergency voice for a short count. 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 5, 4. 3, 2, 1. Do you copy?
Roger. l\Iuchea Cap Com. Reading You loud and clear on emerg-ency voice.
Roger.
Roger. On these dome temps, I have decreased my setting again, and my cabin dome
if; running about 48 deg-rees. ~fy suit dome is back on the bottom, 40 degrees now. I've
d('('reased it: it should be coming back up momentarily.
Roger. Stand by for an astro alarm cheek.
Roger.
Command is on the way. [Command tone occurs at 00 :-,,1 31)] T
Roger. I have retro reset light and the tone.
Roger.
Faith Seven, would you gin,' lIle a reading on .1-ntH· c-Ilbin t(,l1111("'ature plea!';e.
Roger. Cabin temperature is running 100 d('g'I'E'e ..
Roger.
Faith Seven. Perth has their light. Oil tonight: ~'on lIlig-ht l(){lk fnr them and see if they're
visible.
Roger.
They should be just slightly off to the right of yom flight path.
Roger. I'll watch for them.
Roger.
Roger. I have the lights of Perth in sight. Loud and clear.
Roger, Faith Seven. People here I"ill be glad to h('ar that.
Roger. Looks good.
Looks like the refinery down to the south is buming again too.
·Tbat's affirmative.
Roger. I can see that separately.
Cape Flight would like to knolY how ~'our .\, 'CS is Iyorldug nolY nfter sele<'ting gyro slave.
Roger. ASCS appears to be operating as ncl\·ertised. Ovcr.
Roger.
This is Muchea Cap Com. "'e have abol1t 1 minnte to LOS.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Muchea Cap COlli. Could you g-ive u,., yonr [eomfort] ('ontrol valve setting?
Roger. I'll give you my heat exchanger dome telllps here.
Roger.
Roger. I'm reading 52 degrees on cabin dOllie, and I'm reading.w degrees on suit. I have
decreased suit again, slightly. And it should be ('ollling up ag-ain.
Roger.
·This haze layer. I'm describing as light ill color. It·s a white haze, does not appear to
have any color at all to it.
I now have the suit coolant yalve set to 1.:). cabin \'I11\'e set to IUlllwh mark, about 3,(j. and
cabin [dome temperature] read. 50 degrees. ,Ind suit I dOllte tellJperiltllre] is coming UI)
slowly, now reads about 45 degrees. Suit inlet telltlJ is allont :)R rlegrees.
There is considerable cloud eo,'er ()I'el' the Bitrth )WI\'. Thi" bazE' layer is still up above
that. I can see a dark hazy Sky abo"e the Earth. and then this haze layer appears til
be sitting several degrees- it's hard to estilllllte th(' nUllll)('r of degree_abo,-e the Enrth.
The stars are in the baekgrotlncl. The stars are ahm'e thi~ hnze layer, and they're quite
clear, of course, above it.
Long status report. B-nut temperature: Pitch clown is 90 [degrees]; lJitch up is 85 [degrees] : Yaw left is 82 [deg-rees); yaw right i 93 [degrees] ; roll counterclockwise is 92
[degrees]: roll clockwise is 92 (degree]. Cabin outlet. .w degrees; 250 im-erter, 110
degree'; 1:)0 inverter. 112 degrees: standlJ~' inyerter. 00 (degrees). Callin temperature.
102 degrees: suit temp 58 degl·ees. Heat exchanger dome temps: cabin is 1l00Y 50 [degrees] ; suit is now {6 [degrees].
I'm reading JR amps OJ] {'urrent. Main hus reads :!{ [volts]: isolated rhus]. :!R [yolts];
number one llattery. :!{ ["oUs]: number two lJatter~'. :!{ [I'ClltS]: Ilumber three battery.
24 [volts]; standby [batter~'] one, 2;:) [yolts]: standby [battery] two, 25 ["olts]; isolated [battery], 28 [volts] .
I'm now opening my face plate to take an oral temp.
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Faith Seven, this is Canton Cap Com. O'·er.
Faith Seven, we have a valid body temp.
Roger. I'll talk to you then. Ha, ha ' Faith Seq'll here, reading you loud and clear.
Roger. Would you giYe me a readout on your cabin beat exchanger dome temp. please.
*Hoger. sta ndby 1 second . Roger. Cabin heat exchanger dome temperature is 50 degrees;
suit heat exchanger dome temp is 4:) degrees; the suit inlet temperature is 58 degrees;
and cabin outlet temperature if; about 40 degrees.
lJnderstand,43.
40.
40.
Se"en, Canton.
Go ahead Canton, Faith Seven.
[Recovery] area 2-1 retrosequence time 14 32 03. Over.
14 32 03. Roger.
Affirmative.
Roger.
Seven. Canton. Your c.e.t. [capsule elapsed 1 time 011 the 2-1 retrosequence time is 012750.
Over.
Roger. 012750. That's on 2-1. Is that affirm?
Affirmative.
Roger.
· Seven, Canton. All r eadouts are in the green.
Roger. they all look grcell here. thank you.
*1 hayc transferred the urine from the internal suit bag to the number one bag at this time.
Alpha and Beta Centauri.
* [i\on-flight-related transmission omitted.)
Sweet little baby.
*At this time I now have 1 hour and 21 minutes and I am obser'l"ing John's fireflies drifting
away from me. I ('an obse\'\'e them-a ppear to be departing from the spacecraft and
drifting out to the rear. I then can see some of them a considerable distance out to
the r ear.
The Sun is coming up behilld me; I'm beginuing to g-et the glow on the clouds.
*The fireflies appear to be ,,,hite. very whitish. almoHt a green, like real fireflies.
The clouds on the Earth below are challging color, are getting quite light.
;'1 am now on the day side; the Sun is not yet quite up and I am observing stars. The
Earth is light below me. The sun is still behind me, the sky looks dark above me, and
I ran see stars very distinctly.
I am decreasing cabin dome [comfort control valve setting) now to about 3.4.
GUAYMAS (FIRST PASS)
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Faith Seven. Guaymas Cap Com.
Roger, Guaymas Cap Com, Faith Seven here.
Hey, Gordo, give me your heat exchanger outlet temperatures please.
Roger. I've got 50 [degrees] on the cabin, and 50 [degrees] on the suit.
Roger. Are you comfortable?
Roger. .Just slightly warmer than absolutely ideal. but well within a \'ery ('omfortable
range. Uy suit inlet temperature is 58 degrees. Over.
Very good. Everything looks good down here. W e gi,e you a go for seven more.
\Ve are g-i"jng you a go for seven orbit ..
Roger. for 30 how many?
.I.s mil ny as yon want.
Ha. ha! Roger.
.I.nd Gemini senels you t1wir regard".
Roger. Thank you.
'Yi Jl ~'ou g-i ve 1111' a short report '!
Rog-pr. It's great.
That'" good enough.
It's ]lrett~· bard to dE's('l'ihe. hut it reall.,- is. l'"e SE'en the haze layer that 'Yally tnlked aboul.
and I'\'(" seen John's fireflies. saw the lights of PE'rth. and it's been quite fI full night. Qnite
i Illl)!·!'""i"e. 1·;'·er.,-1hing n PIlE'a I'S "er.Y nom ina I on hoa rcl here.
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How was the sunri se?
Quite impressive.
E\'erything seems very nominal on board here.
Excellent.
How's the fishing?
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Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com .
Rogel', Cape Cap Com . Faith Se,en here.
Roger. You look real gooel. rm g;oing to send ,ou a T/~I comma nd.
Roger.
I will wait for your TV camera.
Roger.
Gordo, co uld you giye me a readout on ,our H,O, pressures, plea. e?
Pressure?
Pressure.
I ha\'e475 [p i] auto and I have 490 [p::;i] in manual.
Rogel'. You're getting kind of chin('hy on this fuel up there.
Roger. FQI [fuel quantit, il1(li catorl: I'm inc1ieating; 101 [percent] on auto and 102
(percent] on manual.
You son-of-a-gun, I ha \'en't got anything to talk about.
Ha, ba. ba!
How's your H,O sepa r ato r lights working?
Fine. They're just beating thei \' li ttle heart. out eyery 10 minutes.
Faith Seven. this is Ston,. ~I nyhe. ma,he the FQ'! iR ::;tuck. Why don't you try the
hammer?
Ha, Ha! I'll saye that for later. I'm thinking; of u::;ing the hammer on the dome temp,
however. On the dome temp light.
'W e're starting to pick a picture liP no\\·. You look prett, ca::; lIal.
Oh, I am.
Do you want to do your KK experiment O\'eJ' lIi< plea;;e '!
Roger. Opening the KK clamp.
Roger.
Roger. I'm getting ready to power down.
Roger. I would like to ha \'e you open up your TY ahout one stop.
Roger. Is that any better? It's already wide open.
Roger. I still see that fl, on your nose.
Ha, ha. ha!
Okay, Gorelo. I guess ~'ou can shut your power down.
Roger. Going to fly-by-\yire low. On fly-by-wire low.
R oger.
Going to fly-by-wire 10\,. Going to !!;Jl'OS cageel, anel the, eageel jURt aR advertised. And
ASCS a-c bus off.
Roger. Checking volts clown, and amps down.
Roger.
*Apparently the heat exehanger dome temps ha\'e stnbilized prett, \Yell now.
Roger. It tnkes quite a while to get a grasp on it.
Roger.
Before LOS, don't forget your TV camera. W e're still reading you very well now.
Roger.
The other item to check is your tape recorder on program.
Roger. Tape recorder going to program.
Ton are program.
Are you still receiving the TV picture?
'T hat's affirm.
Roger. I'll hold. Turning it off for a moment.
Okay.
Mode select switches to off.
Roger. Mode, off.
-'Lannal fnel is off.
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Manual, off.
Frank [Samonski] says you can stop holding your breath any time and use some oxygen
if you'd like.
Okay. You set such a good example; I've got to equal you here.
Yeah, you son-of-a-g-un. I'm still higher and faster, but I haye an idea you're gonna go
farther.
AI, .what is my apogee height?
It's about 146 nautical [miles].
Rog-er.
You can kill your TV, Gordo.
Roger. TV off.
Roger. And put your C-band to ground command.
Roger. C-band's on g-round command. S-band's on ground command.
Roger.
Recorder on program; I'm leaving telemetry on continuous.
All of our monitors down here are overjoyed. Eyerything looks beautiful.
Yery good. Looks mighty good up here, too.
There's LOS on your TIM. Bermuda may ha,'e picked up, but I don't think they'll discover
anything we haven't.
Roger.
Fa i th Seven. This is Sigma Seyen. Do you read?
Roger. Sigma Seven, Faith Seyen reading you loud and clear.
Roger. We have no messages for you. We'll let you haye Rome quiet time. Haye a
good ball.
Roger. Thank you.
Might tell Bob Graham I've found a couple of those items that we were discussing. I can
see the smudge layer on the window that Wally was discussing. It looks just like road
grease splashed on a car. It also has spreckledy. streakedy, dots on it, smudged in with
it. The smudge-the added smudges-run length of the window. Closing my visor now
at 01 44 38.
CANARY ISLANDS (SECOND PASS)
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Faith Seven, this is Canary Cap Com. We have T I M oolid, all systems look green. Over.
Roger, Canary Cap Com. I'm turning TV on here for )·ou.
Roger.
All systems are green here.
Roger. Your [contingency recovery area] 2-Bravo [retrosequence] time is nominal.
Roger. Nominal, thank you.
Faith Seven, this is Canary Cap Com. 'W e're haYing T / :'Il LOS. 'l'urn off your TY. Over.
T" control to off.
Roger.
Drifting now; I was upside down in roll attitude. .Just passed over Canaries. EYerything
appears nominal.
I'm now receiving a Z and R cal apparently from program.
"Coming in over the coast of Africa. It's very clear here: no clouds, no haze. I'm drifting
through an ideal location her'!. I'll try and snap off the 16 millimeter. Just took a 16millimeter blurb coming oyer the AtlaR Mountains in Africa. Coming over the coast. It's
very dry, yery clear oyer Afrka. I'm drifting window down, ideal attitude. I'm now
increasing lilY suit flow by jm,t a hair. I'm opening lilY visor now. Cabin still appears
drier than the suit. Apparently suit if< I'l1nning a little moist. although it doesn't feel it
at all. Had six or seyen large sips of wllter from the drinking-water container. I haye
put a little Iiqnid into this little ex peri llIent;]I ball and find that the liquid adhE'l'eR to the
"uJ'face jnst neal' as good as it should. Tr.v a little bit morE' later on hel·e.
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Kano, has solid T/M.
Roger, Kano, Faith Seven. Everything's nominal here.
Faith Seven, this is Kano Cap Com. Everything looks nominal on the ground. Have a good
trip.
Roger. Thank you very much.
*At 2 hours, recording light is on; so I'll slip something on the tape. All systems appear
nominal. My ... cabin dome temp is 48 degrees: suit dome temp is about 56 degrees.
Oxygen is still on the ~op peg on hoth sYi'tems. So .is the fuel. Cabin temp, 98 [d;greeS] .
. . . 2 hours and 3 mlI1utes ... 21 hours and 4 mllluteK MARK [Unreadable].
Rate
indicators are on, I am drifting at tliis point: I have left roll rate of ahout half a
degree/sec. I have a pitch down rate of about one-quarter of a degree/sec and a right
yaw rate of about one-half of a degree, and relatively constant. They're all considerably
different than nominal. I don't feel that it'.' worth gOing into all the settings. I think
the cabin dome temp is the important thing.
ZA~ZIBAR
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Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Roger, Zanzibar. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
Reading you loud and clear, also. 1 have your [contingency recovery area] 2-B [retrosequence] time. It is nominal. Do you need it·!
Xegative, I have it. Understand nominal.
That is affirmative. Would you give me a readout of your rabin heat-exchanger dome
temperature?
Roger. It is sitting on 40 [degrees] . It has just gone down here; it's bobbing around, and
I am decreasing my flow to it.
Roger.
Can you give me fuel and oxygen readouts, please?
Roger. I am still indicating 101 percent on auto, 102 percent on manual. I'm reading 196
percent on primary oxygen. and 100 percent Oil secondary. OYer.
Roger.
How do you feel about this heat situation?
What, the heat exchanger?
No, how is your comfort?
Roger. My comfort is good.
Your comfort is good.
That's affirmative.
My cabin heat exchanger [dome temperaturel is eal'<ing back up now to about 42 [degrees].
Slowly coming back up.
Roger.
I have about 42 [degrees], alld it's coming back up Rlowly now,
Roger.
. . . dome temp.
T/M confirms all your systems go. Your clock is in sync.
Roger.
TIM indicates you are getting a rise ill your cabin [heat exchanger] dome temperature, also.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Roger, Zanzibar. Go ahead.
We've had another increase in cabin heat exchanger dome temperature. It's now 48 degrees on the ground.
Roger. I agree,
Roger,
What is your dome setting-the handle ;:rtting at the pl'i'Sent time?
Xominal. I don't feel that it's worth going into all the settings. I think the dome-the
cabin [heat exchanger] .dome temps are the illlportant things.
Roger. You're getting weak and farling. I'll sign off and see you later.
Roger.

I

I

I
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ZAXZIBAR (SECOXD PASS)-Continued
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The time is 0214 15. People \yonder if it's hard to sleep up !Jere. I just drifted off for
about 3 or 4 minutes on a quick little nap. Sleep here just like you do anywbere else.
Status report. Xitrogen 10'" pressure: anto source, 494 [psi] : manual 490 [psi]. FQI
[fuel quantity indicator]: 101 [perc'ent] on auto: 102 [percent] on manual. [B-nut]
temps : pitch-down, 95 [degrees]; pitch-up, 85 [degrees]; yaw left, 2 [deg-rees]; yaw
right, 06 [degrees]; roll conntertlock\\'ise, 9:) [degrees]; roll clockwise, 93 [degrees];
reserye tank, 75 [degrees]: manual tank. 70 [degrees]; auto tank. 78 [degrees]. [Isolated] bus voltage, 28 1!:!.
I am no\\' drifting on the night side. I h:1I'(, til(' :\loon in sight; I'm npside dO\\'n: 1'111 obsening lightning flaf:heR from ('onsiderahle-size thunder storms that are bela\\' me. These
create static in the radio eYery time the lightning flashes down there.
MUCHEA (SECOND PASS)
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Faith Seyen, :\Iuchea Cap Com. Over.
Roger. :\IuciJea Cap COlli. Faith Se'-en.
Rogel' . Rea(ling 3-0U lond and clear. .\erollled request. that you gi"e him :I mark when
you begin your exercise and a mark '''hen ~' ou stop yonI' exercise. O,-er.
Roger. Will do.
I ha"e [recoyery] area 3-1 retrosequence time. 02 58 05. Do you COI)Y?
02 .iR 05. Is that affirm?
That's affirmati'·e.
Roger. I'll be sending a blood pressure in jllst 1 second.
Roger.
j<'aith Se'-en. Systems report:;; that .v our suit [heat ex('hflnger] dome tE'mp is decreasing
rather rapidly. Would you che('k that. please'!
"Roger. I'll just decrease thE' flo,,, on both c-abin anel suit here.
Roger . 'Ye confirm here.
Roger. I'm getting the exerciser no\\'.
Starting the exercise.
Eneling the exercise now.
Roger.
Sending blood pressure now.
Roger_
We're reading your cabin heat [exchanger] dome temp at 44 [degrees] no'"\'.
Roger. I concur. 44 [degrees] on cabin amI about 47 [degrees] on suit.
Roger. We concur here.
How does your med. like those blood pressures?
Stand by. They report they look yery normal.
Roger.
Could you gh-e me a cabin air temp reading?
Roger. Cabill air temp is 98 degrees.
Roger. 98.
Roger.
Do you haye the Perth lights in sight?
One moment, let me get my cabin lights down .
Xegative, I'm upside down. I can't see them.
Roger.
We have approximately 1 minute to LOS.
Roger .
Tell Warrell not to get lost ont in the onthad:.
"'e almost got lost last RUllda.v _
Ba, ha!
.\stro. most of the boys ha'-e joined tennis ('Inbs here.
Roger_ Thil'; is llIore fUll than tennili.
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Long statu r e-port . .. . . temperature: Let's see, first, retro 60 [de~rees] : pitch down,
95 [degrees] : pitch up. 2 [degrees] : ya"- left, 80 [degrees] : yaw right, 95 [degrees];
roll co unterclockwise, !)2 [cl egr ees] ; r oll clod,wise, !)2 [degrees] : 2r;0 inverter. 102 [degrees] ; 150 imer ter, 11 [degrees]; sta ndby in verter. 98 [clegrees] : cabin tem]lerature,
98 [degrees ): suit inlet temperature, 60 [d egrees] . Beat exchanger dome temperature:
cabin 50 [degree ]; sui t, 48 [degree] . Just then decreased flow and is coming back
up. Maln d-c bu , 24 volt. ; isolated [bus] , 28 [volts] : current, 8 amps. It is 02 36 40.
Milky Wa y is quite di stinct . :\"0" lookin g at the False Cros~. rp. ide down, driftin~
flight at the moment
* And I have the constellation of Sagittarius in sight_ :\"unki right there. There's the :'Iloon
directly in the top of my window.
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ISLAXD ( SECO ND PASS )

Faith Seven, Canton Cap Com. All systems loo k green on the ground. We're standing
by.
R oger , Ca nton. All systems look green here. thank you.
Faith Seven, Canton.
. . . Canton , Faith Seven.
Seven, [contingency recove r y area] 3-Alpha [retrosequence time] is nominal.
R oger, [contingency recovery a rea ] 3-Alpha [retrosequence time is] nominal. thank you.
The time is 02 48 35 XOW [02 48 36]T. Regulated pressure source on fuel, 475 [psi]
auto : 490 [psi] on manual. Fuel, FQI 101 percent on auto: 102 percent on manual.
Cabin clome temp, 50 [deg rees]: uit clome temp. 130 [degrl'es] ; cabin temp. 9.'5 [degree. ] ;
suit inlet temp. 60 [degrees ] : cabin pressure holding at 5 psi.' ~I ain bus 241h [volts].
I'm using 8 amps current.
Sunrise-and the S lln is behind me, moving to the rear of me. with Saturn along by
it. And I'm getting .John's fireflie again. coming off the spacecraft. And -,"ou could
almost aline yaw by the fireflies. They drift away to the rear of the spacecraft
along to the rearward of the flight path .
Sunrise is coming in.
There's a coating of frost on the next to ou tside layer of window, which I beliere,
seems to be burning off as the sun hits the window.
HAWAII ( SECOXD PASS )
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Faith Seven , Faith Seye n, Ha,Yaii Cap Com. H o'" do you reae!?
R oger , Hawaii Cap Com. Reading you loud clear.
Roger. Everything loo ks good on the ground. Your suit [heat exchanger] dome [temperature] is 54 degrees. Aloha from Hawaii_
Roger. Aloha to you, too. EYerything appea rs to be normal here.
Roger. We're standing by.
R oger. Thank you.
And after having entered the da r s iele, rYe drifted around where- I'm looking to\yards the
black sky. I have seen a sta r agai n , an d I"-e been ob l'ning the fireflil' drifting away.
I'm in brigh t daylight now, at 2 hours:5 minutes. I'm up. iele- down. I Rtill haye, oh.
about ~ degree per second r oll rate-very. yer-,". '-en' light-almost ~ degree [1 ecl
yaw. and pitch is OSCillating between 14 and ~ [degree/,ec], clo. e- to the rate of roll.

Faith Seven, Faith Seven, this is Californi a Cal) Com.
Faith Sereno Faith Se yen.
ground. Over.

_\11 . -,"stems here- are green.

'lOll

look rl'Hl good hl're fln thl'

Faith Seven, Faith Seyen. Tbi~ i::; Ca lifornia. p:ot ~-Oll 11('1'1'. and -," Oll look real g ood n1l
ove1' OD the board_ The medics giye- YOU a de-an hill of he-a1th_ They woule! like to know
if you just feel cOlllfo rta ble. O'-er.
Roger. I do feel comfo r table. yerr comfo r table. In faC't, I hacl J little naIl.
R oger. We have a little news here from an olel friend of ~-o urs, likt' :Unjor Dic-k Shankle.
Would you like to say hell o?
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Hello, Dick.
I'll pass that on, Gordo.
Roger.
Faith Seven, we see you have powered up your .I.SCS: and also, I heliP,'e you are sc-heduled
for tape recorder, continuous.
Roger.
Roger. Tape recorder is on continuous.
Roger. Your clocks look rea! good here, in S~·l](·. :\'0 Ill'oblem:; that lYe see.
I'm on fly-by-wire low.
\Ve see.
Roger.
California standing by.
Roger. I'm alining the spacecraft, ,'ery slowly. to go to auto. Coming in over the coastline
now; it's very clear; looks like ,-err g'ood weatl1l'r do",n there with douds standing off
shore.
Ha, ha! Roger.
I see the islands off shore.
Attitudes look really good Oil the g'rouncl. You must han' her 111illecl real good.
Roger.
Oh, wait a minute. Your gyros arc ~lill ('ageli. aren't thl'~- '!
That's affirm.
Cabin heat exchanger outlet temperature.
Systems requests a cabin outlet heat exc-hanger temperature.
Roger. ('abin hent exchallger outlet is about 4R degrpes. 1','1' deereased the flow "ery
slightly a few minutes ago and it should be ealiing on I1Jl.
Roger. 48 [degrees] and you'W dptreased the setting.
Okay. I'm just abol1t in attitude hen>. getting rpnd~' to lineage the g.noR.
I am on auto orbit.
CAPE CASAVERAL (THIRD PASS)
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Faith Seyen, Cape Cap Com.
Roger, Cape Cap COlD, Faith Scyen.
Roger. Rcad you loud nnd a little gal'bled.
Roger.
Li ke to send you a T j ;\I command, Gordo.
Roger. Go ahead.
I ha,e about thrpp requests from you, ('ahiu temperature?
Roger. COl bin temp is 02 degrees.
Read 92.
Roger.
Have you had any results on your KK clamp release?
Ne~ath·e. I could not see any flow at all on it. so I damped it off as llianned.
Roger, \\"onld you give us a readout of your c:lbin dome?
Roger. Cabin dome [tl'mperature] is aoout 46 I degrees]. I haye illereased the flow
slightly on it. Suit is 50 [degree:;;).
Roger.
I mean I haye decreased the flo", on cabin.
I'd like to gi'"p you a time h:1<'k, if you ,,·ill.
Roger.
Give you an elapsed time first at:iO seeomls, that will be 3 hours, R minutes, 50. 2, I, MARK.
(03 OR 52)T
Roger. I'm 1 seeond fast.
Rogpr. 1 se('ond fast.
I am on auto orbit.
Roger. Getting illto att itude. Your attitude looks good here.
*Roger. 1',·1' got illY gyros alillp<l l'elT pasily and wellt Oil auto; and the auto appears to
he a little hit slo", to IlHl\'e it into thp fHllalIpr gatps hut it's \\"orking' very ni<-ely.
Good.
'1"- ('alllera cOllling- OJI JlOI\'.
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I'll gi,e you a G.m.t. back in a fe\\' seconds.

Roger.
16 hours and 14 minutes. 2.1. )fARK. (030948) T
Roger. What was that. 14 minutes?
Tbat's 16 bours, 14 miuutes, 00 second.
Roger. On my standby clo('k I am about 10 seconds slow on that.
Is this your G.m.t. clock?
Roger. Both of them-no on thp wrist watches-hoth of my wrist wat('hes are togethpr;
however, they al'e a little slow. I ha I'e 14 30 XOW. (03 1031) T
Say again. Faitb Seven .
Xever mind I'll catch you later.
Okay.
Faith Seven, Cap Com.
Go ahead Cap Com, Faith Seven.
t have [recovery area 1 3-2 [rptrOSN]Upncp] time if you'rp ready to ('opy.
All right, just a momcnt.
Go.
Faith Sewn this is Cape Cap Com. We han' had four R ancl Z ('als. Request you turn
your Rand Z cal switch off.
Roger.
Go ahead on the [recovery area 1 3-2 [retrosef)upnce] time.
Cape Cap Com. Faith Seven read:v to ('opy 3-2 timp.
Faith Seven . Cape Cap Com.
Roger Cape, go ahead.
Did you copy my 3-2? I did not read you.
Xegative. I didn't copy it.
Roger. It's 04 hours
OS minutes
10 se('onds.
Roger. 04 08 10.
That's correct.
Faith Seven. Your scanners and attitude!'; agrpp yery nicely. On'r.
Faith Seven. Cape Cap Com, yon ('an turn TV off.
Roger. I already have it off.
Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com.
Go ahead Cape, Faith Seven.
Are your tower sep lights anrl cap ep lights ollt?
Affirm.
Roger.
They went out at 314.5.
Roger. They sbould have been. We just bad a TIM. and we wondered why.
Roger.
No problem on tbese at all.
*1 am on fly-by wire, bave armed the squib. pitching up ,ery. very slowly, and will deploy
the flashing light at the -20 degree point. Flashing light is deployed. I'm marking the
tape. Deploy light off. Squib is off. Gyros are caged, free to caged. Roger-and ASeS
a-c bus off. NOW. [03 26 2S]T Stick is now cold .
. . Cape Cap Com. Do you read? Over.... Do you read? Over . . . .
Faith Seven . . . on relay. Do you read? O,er.
Faith Seven . . . do you read?
*ASCS inverter, 110 [degrees] when I powered it down. Sitting at 90 degrees yaw right
now. It is easy to determine that the angle is very large, so far as telling to a high degree
of accuracy, in a short time; but I am yawing around to observe the flaRhing light on the
night side-is very easy to determine that. it is about 90 degrees yaw. now. I'm getting
directly away from the Sun now. observing the night Ride coming on. \Vith the window
head on, I can see the demarcation line between the Sun and the light side and the dark
side. Light blue above the Earth, and a band of blue abo,e the Earth that fades in the
dark side. Observing fireflys taking off no\\". And there's a very, ,ery distinct demarcation now.
At this point I ha "e no way of knowing ,yhat Illy ya\\" is. Left ('abin light only. with the red
filter . . .
*1 still have not obsel"\'ed the flashing light. I have Sagittarius right in the middle of the
window. It is directly on my SO degree yaw
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Faith Seven, Muchea Cap Com.
Go ahead, l\fuchea, Faith Seven.
Roger. Will you confirm that your squib switch is off'!
Affirm. Squib switch is off.
Roger. Area [contingency recovery] -1-A [retrosequence] time is nominal.
Roger. Thank you.
Aeromeds are standing by for your blood pressure.
Roger. Sending it now.
Roger.
I He! the beacon dep loy?
.\ffirmatiH'. I'm still trying to find it out here in the dark.
You haven't seen the li?:ht. Is this true"!
:\"egative. I still haven't fonnd it. Still looking. though.
Rnger.
E"erything is nominal on this trip, l\luchea. I don't belieye anything went wrong at all.
Roger. Lnderstand. T / l\I reports you green here.
Roger.
Aeromed the same.
Roger. Thank you.
Faith Seven. How do ~'Otl know that the beacon has deployed?
I felt it deploy.
Roger.
I don 't know which deployed the fastest , me or it.
Ha. ha, ha! Roger.
I am directly on my 180 [(legree] ya\\" , and with the l\Ioon in the upper left hand corner
of the window.
Hay again, Faith Seven.
. . . 180 degrees, and still ha,'en't seen it.
\Yould you say again your attitudes?
Roger. I'm zero roll, about -:34 degree pitch. and ya\\" at 180 degrees. Small end forward.
Roger, and you still ha yen 't found the Jigh t?
KegatiYe, still haven't found it.
Faith Seyen, Muchea Cap Com. We're approaching LOS. You found the light yet"!
:\"egative. :\"ot yet.
I am now yawed 180 degrees, 0 [degrees] roll, I ha "e a very slight roll attitude into the
right. The Moon is in the upper left hand corner of the window-the--directly on my
lS0·degree path; I'm not able to see the flashing light. I am observing the haze layer
again that Wally described. At this time I am still looking for the light. I'm observing
lightning flashes on the ground, down on Earth that is. Considerable cloud cover. Venus
anel Jupiter in the left-hand part of the window.
I should still be right on track, on the 180-degree yaw. Still no flashing light, and rID beginnin;: to ;:et the brilliant blue of Sun rising in the East. Bright blue band underneath
all thi haze layer. I can see the haze layer, and the bright band of light demarcation
coming underneath it. Quite distinctive. There's a faint greenish tint to it where there
are clouds, apparently.
HAWAII (THIRD PASS)
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Faith Seven, Faith Seven, this is Hawaii.
Roger, Hawaii. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear. Roger, understand.
Roger. Is your C-band beacon in a continuous position?
:\"egatin'. I have it on ground comJll3l1(1. I'll bring it to continuous. now.
Roger. On my mark '1'ill you switch ~'()ur TY control !;witch to T I M, and read out your
fuel and 0, quantities?
Roger. Will do.
Roger. I am just small end forward. 1RO-degree yaw, approaching sunrise. O'·er.
Faith, Faith Sel"en, this is Cape Cap Com 011 Hawaii lrallsfel' for ehe<'ic Ho\\" do you
read me, over?
Roger. Reading you loud alld ('lear, Calle Cap Com.
Roger, Gordo. Pretty long talk·line here.
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You're right.
Stand by for my marie MARK 04 23 35. Switch your TV control switch to T I M.
.. . now going over TY transmitter.
Roger.
Roger. These small particles drift aw ay from you, small end forward . In t his light they
appear brilliant white, without green at all in them. They appear to move on out, and
around back toward the flight path.
We're standing by for your readout of fuel and 0,.
Roger. My auto fu el, I h a Ye 96 percent: on manual, I h ave 102 percent. On oxygen I
have 90 percent on primary and 100 percent on secondary.
Roger. We understand. We also have a message from the Cape. It's possible that you
only felt th e squib blow a nd not the beacon deploy. Is there any way that you might
check this?
~ ot from in here, I don't think.
Roger, you haven't see the beacon at this time.
Kegative. I still haven't seen the beacon.
Check.
Ther e was con siderable noi se, thoug-h, as if someth ing were departing.
Say again, Seven.
• There was considerable noise. ",hieh so und ed like tho!';e door. hlowing open so I assume
the beacon has departed.
Roger, understand.
T IM looks real good on the ground.
Roger.
CALIFORNIA ( THIRD PASS )
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Faith Seven, this is California Cap Com . Over.
Roger, California. Faith Seven.
Roger, Faith Seven . Systems and mediCS are go b ere.
R oger. My date [fligbt plan] put my telemack to normal [switch position] ...
R oger . Just, just stand by a second until systems finish marking tbe meters.
All right, at my mark then would yon switch . I'll start a countdown then. 9, R, 7, 6, 5,
4, 3, 2, 1, MARK.
Roger . .. ,
Okay. You confirm TV control switch to off?
Roger. TV control is off.
We had a sligbt decrease in the two links on d-c current. "WOUld you give us a readout?
Roger. D-c current: tbe main bus is 24 [,",olts] ; isolated [bus], 2 % [volt ].
Roger .
California standing by.
Roger .
. . . can see all up and down the California coa t, here ... yery clear.
Roger.
I seem to have a little discrepancy between c.e.t. and j::.e.t. You 're 2 econds fa t according
to my clock.
. . . I'll giye you a mark .. . 4 37.
Roger.
2, 1, MARK [UnreadableF
Righ t . The ground shows that y OUl' readont there is confirmed with ground. However.
it is 2 second s f ast from onr g .e.t.
R oge r.
CAPE CA:'\.-\. '-ERAI, ( FOl"'RTH PAS. )
Faith Seyen, Cape Cap Com .
R ogel', Cape Ca p Com. Faith Seyen .
R ogel', Calle Cap COl)]. Faith Seyen here.
Faith Seyen. Ca pe Ca p Com. Would you turn 011
Rogel'. Will do.

~' our

TY immediatel;\,?
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Faith Seven passing just about over Houston now.
And would you program Rand Z cal to auto.
Roger. TV coming on now. Rand Z cal programer coming to auto.
l'nderstaud TV on; Rand Z cal to auto.
Seven, from Cape. Could you give us your best coolant "ah'e settings, please.
Roger. Stand by 1 minute.
Roger. I'm below the nominal on the snit. I'm using about the 1 % on suit.
That's 1% on suit.
Rog-er. and using about 3.0 on the cabin.
l'nderstand 3.2 on the cabin.
Give you [recovery area] 4-1 retro time. 05 43 4l.
Roger. 43 4l.
Roger.
'Have you consumed any water up to this pOint'!
Roger. I'm also giving the doctors their til'st space sampl!'. l~or the Electro_Chancellor
System, that is.
Roger. 'Ye understand. ' Ye lIlay SPIHI nil another one; we understand you're full.
Roger, who are you sending Ull with W!
Seven, Cap Com. 'We'd like n ('nbin tlo'lIl]l. ("nhin h!'at ex("hang-e outlet temp, and three
n,o, tank temps.
Roger. Caoin outlet is 42 degree!;;.
R oger.
Peroxide auto tank is 80 deg-rees. ~Iannal tank if< 70 (legTe!'s. Resen-e tank is 71) degrees.
Wha t else do you want?
Like to know about the cabin air.
Roger. Cabin air temp is 90 degrees.
Understand, 90 degrees.
Gordo, this is Wall~·. Did you h:l\"e nnything to ent'!
Xegative, not yet. I'm planning to shortly, here, though.
Roger. For your information, systems' last ('olllputations on fuel ut Hawaii give 88 [per'
centl auto, 98 [percent) manual, which is somewhat better than you're indicating on
board.
Roger. On board I'm indicating 96 anrll02.
Oh, boy what a beautiful shot of Florida.
Roger. Looks good from here once in awhile too.
*R oger. The whole state is (·lear. I ('an see jllsl about all of it. It's been a beautiful
yiew coming oyer Florirla.
. . . looks very good.
Roger.
Rog-er. Faith Seven.
Faith Seven, this is Cape Cap Com. We are ,'ery impressed with the work you're doing.
Thank you.
We lay apat on the back from Walt Williams.
Thank you.
Xow on 180 [degrees] yaw. I got here on manual proportional control. I'm at last day,
light, going into dark. Have been looking for the flashing beacon. 05 05 18 NOW,
[05 05 17]T 28, I'm sorry, not 18. That light in sight-it is below me. It is quite a
brownish, reddish brown alld ('onsiclerable nltitude nboye the groul1(l. Every time I fire
a pitch down thruster, I get a shower of the~e little fireflies. The light is flashing now.
It is the light. It's qllite hright. quitl' disc!'rnihle . . . 1. 2. :~, 4, :;, 6, 7, rate. It appears
to IH> about- it appears to he nboll! IO to 12 lIIiles awa~'. I'm keelling it dire(·tly in the
window. Ahout the orcler of a second lIIagnitude star. XO\\'. [001 11 34]T. Li{!;ht is
still in sig-ht. directl~' in th!' ("enter of the window. In the baekg-ro\lll(l I can lIIake ollt
a lot of ('llll\ulus n<"til·ilies. fa('1o'11 of ('ollrsp to tlw ('Hstprl~' <Iirel·tiol1 at 1HO degrees yaw.
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*The l\Iilky Way i· quite distinct. I can see it out the windo\\". The Milky Way iR quite
clistincth·c. It's right ill the center of the window. Quite Ilotic-eable. 0:) 16 3;) XOW.
[05 16 35]T Light is still in sight. ~loved off from it and then moved back using it for
Yisual--to see if I could pick it up. I am .able to pick it up. . .. tbunderstorm~ all in
under it at the moment. It is quite distinctiye. 05 lR 0:) NOW. [01) lR 05]T Status
report: retro temperatUl"e, 62 [degrees]; pitch down is 82 [degrees]; pitch up is 72
[degrees]. Yaw left, 75 [degrees]; yaw right, 90 [degrees]. Roll counterclockwise, !)2
rdegreesJ, clockwise, no [degrees]. Main im·ertel' tern!)., 98 [rlegrees]: fans il1Yerter
It'IUl> .. 120 rdegrees] ; standby inverter, 98 [degree>:]. The squeezers are working again
as advertised. Okay, the cabin and suit temperature: the cabin air is !JO [degrees];
suit inlet temp. is 61 [degrees]. Heat-exchange dome temperatures: cabin, 56 [degreesJ; ~llit, 56 [degrees]. D-c bus, 24 [volts]: i;;oluted bml, 28 [volts]: and reading
7 amps. current.
*.:; hours and 34 minutes: now it's 35 minutes ;\lARK. [0:) 3:) 10l T Am drifting 1I0\\".
Do have the light in sight at the moment. apparently right on track. I see Antares on
U[I ahead of me, which indicates that I am on the lRO-cle~reE' {lrift \Ioint. RE'e Corona
Australis and. saw Sagittarius with Xunki apparently. :; bonl'f~ 39 minutes 30 seconds.
;)[ARK. 105 39 31]T
Haw, the little tlashing light still in Sight, out ahead of me. .\j}out the order of a first
lllHg-llitUfle star, now. H's not Yery discernable ... due to tbe fla>:hes. IIo\YE'yer, it (·an
be picked up. It appears like it's around 13-1~ to 14 miles.
HAWAII (FOl'RTH PARS)
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[rnilltel1i:.dble. foreign lnn~uage tran>:mi"sioll reeorderl he!'!'.]
. . . there.
Hello, this is Hawaii trun!<mitting on air to ground relay. ])n you read'!
Faith Seyen, Faith Seven, IIawaii Cap Com. OYer.
Roger, Hawaii Cap Com. Faith Seven, here. Over.
Roger. Faith Se'·en . :lIay we haye an ol·al temperature at thiH t illle Ullrl alHO a rearlon!
of fuel and 0, quanti tie ?
Roger.
Roger. It looks goo<1 down here. Reading 100 rdegrees].
Roger.
Stm.Hling by for a fuel and 0, quantity.
Roger. Auto fuel, 94 percent: manual fuel, 102 perc·ent. Oxygen primary about 8!) }X'reellt: sel·ondary, 100 percent.
Roger. ArC' you-are you in drifting flight?
That's affirm. I'm in drifting flight.
Roger. Retrosequence time for [contingency recovery] aI·ea :}--A. is nominal.
Roger. i}-A is nominal. Thank you.
Seven. Cape hus just advised you huve enough time for 92 orbits.
Huwaii, ~tanding by.
Roger.
Seven, this is Hawaii. Have you seen the beacon yet?
Affirm. I was with the little rascal all night last night.
Roger. Very good.
I tracked it the first part of the night. and then went into drifting flight and then pickNI
it up the last part of the nighl again. Over.
Very good.
OA.'LIFOR:\'U (FOURTH PASS)
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Faith Seyen, this is California Cap Com.
Roger, California Cap Com. Faith Seven here.
Roger. F;ystellls and nerollnWllic·" gh·e you a go here: <Ind 1"d like to cbel"l, position nn
your C-band switch.
Roger. C-band is 011 continuou~. Over.
Read you. That's continuous?
That's nffirmatiYe.
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Would you plea e change your S-G-band beacon switch to ground command.
Roger. Going to ground command.
On your schedule, for a B.P. [blood prefisure] oyer this l'tation.
Roger. You ready?
'Ve are. Roger.
Aeromeds said they received the B.P. and would you turn it off.
Rog-er. will do.
"'ould you gh'e me a reading on your cabin PO, pressure?
Roger. Partial pressure of oxygen is about 4.4 [psi].
Roger. Thank you.
Five Baker, Five Charlie, and five . . . [contingency recovery area retrosequence times]
are nominal.
Roger, thank you.
Roger.
Roger, go ahead.
... +17 + 09.
Roger. 07 17 09.
Affirm.
OAPE CAl'lAVERAL (FIFTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Oape Oap Com. Do you read, over?
Roger, Cape Cap Com. Faith Seven, here.
Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com. O"er.
Roger, Oape Cap Com. Faith Seven. here.
Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com. Over.
Roger, Cape Oap Com. Faith Seven reading you loud and c1f>ar.
Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com. Over.
Roger. Cape. Faith Seven is reading you loud and clear. How me'! O,·er.
Roger, Gordo. Read you same. Assume you have TY on. Are you looking out the window?
Affirmative.
Can just see horizon line, sort of interesting.
Gordo, bow did the manual control check work out:
Worked out fine.
Yery good. Yon're looking beautiful on fuel.
Roger.
Environment tells us that you are using about 4·pE'rcent oxygen per hour, indicated. Over.
Roger. It looks that "'ay here.
Well this is a computation that will show later on. This is as much as you're USing.
This is 4 percent of your 200 percent.
Roger.
We'd like to have a brief rundown on the acquisition of the bE'acon if you acquired and
an idea of about what distance awa~' you ,vould guess that it was.
Roger. When last I saw it, in the last orbit, looked like it was about 12 to 13 miles away.
I first thought that it looked like it was about H or 10 miles a\\ ay. And at the last it
was getting fairly diUl, about the order of a fourth or fifth magnit nde star.
Roger.
'When I first . . . looked like n magnitude star.
Tbere's Florida, should. . . .
Roger. We're getting a pretty g-ood picrure t)n this, this time.
Roger.
I'd say your f stop if; idea I.
Gordo, how did you initially acquire the beacon"! Did it jUf;t come in your field of view?
Roger . . . .
Roger, understand.
There it was.
That was during the night side of this last orbit. Is that corrett"
Faith Seven. Cnpe Cap COlli.
Go ahE'ad, Cape.
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You acquired it during the night side of this past orbit. Was that correct?
It's affirmative. Just at night.
You can see it only at night.
I acquired it just as it got dark, right.
Very good.
It was just getting dark when I acquired it. It was shining, there was still sunlight
and I could see it shining before I could see it flash, so apparently it had some light
reflected off of it.
Roger. Understand.
Roger. Turning off [TV] camera now.
Go ahead, Cape.
Go ahead. Cape, Faith Seven.
Roger, Cape. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
At 6 hours and 22 minutes I tUrned off the cabin coolant and the cabin fan, Now I'm preparing to eat a little bite. The sandwiches that I am looking at here are pretty crumbly.
lot of crumbs floating all over in the bag that they're in. I may not open them.
*1 just had two pieces of Brownie and nut. f'mall cakes. and just now eating bacon. Will
drink some water following this.
I have JURt drunk Rix or "even large sips of water from the McDonnell drinky drink.
* And it's {) hoUl'S 54 minutes 37 seconds NOW. [06 54 38] .T I have the flashing light in
sight again-extremely weak, very. very weak. Actually, just barely discernible. I
would estimate it to be Romewhere in order of 1R to 20 mileR away. The Moon is out, and
the water is very. very bright, below. It's quite a lovely moonlit night.
Right on the flight plan, there's OUl' old friend Delphinus. I am drinking water at 07 08 00,
very fine. Took Rev en or eight large swallowR from the McDonnell tank.
*1 was just called by CSQ and informed that Cape desired to leave C-band beacon off.

Short report. Nitrogen low pressure: auto. 475 [psi]; manual 4 . .. B-nut : Pitch-down
is 80 [degrees]; pitch up, 70 [degreesl. Yaw left is 72 [degrees]; yaw right is 75
[degrees] . Roll counterclockwi~e is 78 [degrees]; roll clockwiRe is 75 [degrees]. And
auto tank temp., 79 [degrees] ; manual tanl;:, 71 [degrees]; reserve tank. 75 [degrees].
Isolated bus voltage, 28.
HAWAII (FIFTH PASS)
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Hello Faith Seven. Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Do you read?
Roger, Hawaii Cap Com. Loud and clear.
Roger. Faith Seven, this is Hawaii Cap Com. FOr your information, all your experimenu;
should be on time; you have t\\'o-tenths cloud coverage for the light experiment. Your
electrical power usage has been below expected. [Contingency recovery] area 6-A
[retrosequence time] is nominaL Stand by to copy [recovery area] 6-1 rretrosequence]
time, 08 5017. Did you copy?
085017, for 6-1.
Roger, and 6-Bravo is also nominal. Will you turn your beacons to ground command at this
time and give me a readout on your fuel and oxy,e:en quantities. alRo your peroxide reducer
[regulated] pressure, auto and manual? Over.
Roger. Say again on the beacon. What do you want on them?
Roger. Will you put your beacons to ground command at thi s time ?
Roger. Beacons are on ground command. Peroxide regulated pressure: 475 [psi) on auto;
490 [psi] on manuaL .' 0" percent on manual: oxygen is 11)1 percent c n primary. and
100 [percent on . econdary].
Roger, give me your fuel again please, Gordo.
Fuel i~ auto, 90 [percent]. manual. 102 [percent].
Roger. W("ve copied all. Din yon hll'n ~' our T~{ on for C'SQ? Over.
Ray again. Gordo.
Jegath"e, I did not turn my T I M on for CSQ.
Roger. They did report getting a short burst. Will you plea, e leave T I M off for all period
greater than 30 minutes: no contact with grounn ~tations.
Roger.
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Faith Seven, Ha waii Ca\l Com. Do you read?
Roger, Hawaii.
Roger. I han' [reC'on'ry area] 7- 1 and R-l [retrosequencp] tinH's. Do you read?
Roger. Go.
7-lis 10 23 33. 8-ltime is 11 56 24. Did you copy?
Roger. 7- 1 is 10 2333: R-l is 11 56, and whilt WilR the Recond '!

24.
2·1. Roger.
Roger. You're looking filiI' on the gwund, Gordo.
Roger. Thank you. I "aw the flashing beacon again last night,
Roger. I understand yon saw it thronghout'!
I saw the flashing beacon again last night.
Roger. Undpl'stand.
·In anto orbit. I'm pumping th(' t'ondellsate tank out: and will' open the KK clamp. Two
strokes, both syringeR full, third full syringe full. four syringes full , five syringes full.
CALIFORNIA (FIFTH PASS)
Faith Se\'en, this is California Cap Com.
Roger, California. Faith Sel'en here.
Roger. Faith Seven. Schedule for B.P. [blood pressure], exerdse, and a B.P.'s,
Okay, you ready?
Roger.
Understand,
Same exerdse as Mtl('hea is requested by the medi('s.
Roger.
Here comes the exercise.
Starting exercise now.
GUAYMAS (l<'IFTH PASS)
l!'aitb Sel'en, Guaymas Cap Com.
Rogel', Guaymas.
Roger, Gordo. Ila\'e a little inforlllation to pass on to you.
Roger. Let me get my exerciser stored baek in here.
Roger. You through?
Blood pressure ('oming now, Cal.
Roger. I'm through with thi".
Roger. We would like to remind you to lIUIl1P out your ('ondensate and turn on your water
wick at about 8 hours.
Roger.
And would you giH' us Ol'ul temperature 0\' 1'1' CSQ. Start taking your temperature at
about-elapsed tillle of-at about 08 4~.
Roger. O\'er CSQ. Is that affirm?
Roger. We I"ant to get one oyer CSQ.
Roger.
And the Cape would Iil{e to remilld Sou to keep your T / l\l turned off when you're out of
contact witb stations. They're trying to keep a dORe track of tbe power you'\'e used.
Roger.
And you can tUl'n off your blood [lI'Eo'ssure 1I0W.
Did you read that, Gordo?
Roger.
You said turn off the blood pressure. Right?
Roger. Alld you ('all vower up ,l'our .\.SC'S b\ls a lI.1'tillW.
Roger. Stand by.
Roger. Powered up. l~O \·olts.
Rogel', we ('an-you're okay (10\\'11 IlPre,
Okay.
Gordo, lulYEo' you ('ut allythillg off'! 'VEo' gEo't- j\lst got a drop ill ('U1'rel1t.
NegatiYe.
Roger.
I have ASCS a-l' bus powEo'red up. It (lnlll's lllore ('urrEo'llt wlwlI it start;;, I suppose.
Roger, I guess tbat';; it.
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*Scanners are not working very rapidly. Spacecraft is yawed to the left very, very,
except in yaw is, all right I mean. Correction, is rolled to the left about 10 degrees
and the gyros read okay. Here comes some correction in now. They're beginning to
correct. And this syringe full is about full. There is a lot of air in it; this is
the last one I'll take out.
I'll add it on to all the others, I believe that's 5%. Took 10 large swallows of
water. And I am now opening the Kenney Kleinknecht clamp.
*Peroxide reserve tank is 72 degrees. Peroxide manual tank, 70 degrees; peroxide
auto is 78 degrees. Cabin outlet is 66 [degrees]. 250 inverter is 105 [degrees]; 150
inverter is 120 [degrees] ; standby inverter is 95 [degrees]. Oxygen, 90 and 100 [percent]. Fuel, 86 and 102 [percent] . .. Here, I have the light in sight, in the top portion
of my window. Extinctometer reading I got was-not any good there, blocking out by
the top part of the window.
I did observe the ground light; it's quite bright.
Very recognizable in the little tOWD. A little horseshoe shaped town was quite distinctive;
it was right beside it.
*Now in auto reentry. Gyros gOing to slave. I got there in fly-by -wire low to 0, 0, 0
[degrees], selected auto reentry, and have now put the gyros to slave.
*Manual pitch plane precession was a little too great, as the gyros are torquing a little
bit of negative pitch in here to correct for the pitch torquing ... overage. The damn
desk is unusable; it's too far down on the lap, and it will not lock down. My legs are
in the way at zero g. Cannot bring it down to lock down.
*There seems to be some difficulty with the number two urine collection bag. It's very
difficult to pump more than the 1% syringes full that I got into it. And I hear a hissing
back behind me: so I suspect there is too much pressure on it, and I'm going to cease
on this one.
Auto reentry. I see when each one of the thru ters fires, the little fireflies come out of the
thrusters and drift away to tile rear. Some of them impinging on the spacecraft but
depart later. The auto reentry [ASeS reentry attitude mode] portion of the auto mode
is holding within plui': or minus-\Yithin a 11% degree band. That is, is apears to
be slightly more sloppy than ASCS orbit. However, this may not be tme; ASCS orbit
is not very fine control either. But it is controlling it fairly well.
COASTAL SENTRY QUEBEC (SIXTH PASS)
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Roger. We're not getting TIM: very good here. Do you have T I M on? Over.
Roger.
Roger. He has TIM on.
Do you have TV on, Gordo? Over.
Negative.
Roger.
TV coming on now.
Roger.
Are you ready to copy retro times? Over.
Roger. Go.
Roger. [Contingency recovery area] 7-A [retro equence time] iR 09+ 11+42 and 7-B is
09+40+19. Over.
Roger. . . .
This is CSQ. I didn't get your readback on that. Over.
Faith Seven, CSQ. Cape wants a cabin air temp readout. Illease. Over.
This is CSQ, Faith Seven. We're reading you very weak, barely readable. Repeat cabin
air temp please. Over.
~ow I am getting read.' to release the balloon.
I have tape 011 continuous; I'm on fly-bywire low, going to three xeros. Camera is in place in the mount and really is in the way
of the yaw indicator . And I am on three zeros. Rquib switch to arm . 16 millimeter
camera on, going to extend, hold for 5 seconds; 1, 2, 3, 4, .OJ, off.
Squib off. Pitching slo\Yl~' down. very, very slowly, going down-very slowly. I did not
hear the balloon deploy. Perhaps you cannot hear it deploy ; I don't know. Easing
down ever so slowly. And I don 't see the balloon anywhere yet. And I'm doing a
rather. loppy job of t1~' ing now. trying to look for the balloon.
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Hello Faith, Faith Seven. Hawaii Cap Com. Do you read?
Roger. Faith Seven here.
Roger . Gordo, reading you 3 by 3. We need a fuel, and o]:ygen and cabin-air temperature
r eadouts please.
Roger. Cabin air, 90 [degrees) ; fuel is 86 percent [auto] ; 102 percent [manual). Oxygen
is 190 and 100 [percent],
Roger, copied . Are you ready to begin your balloon e]:periment at this time? Over.
I have already tried to deploy the balloon at 9 hours. The balloon did not deploy.
Roger. Understand you tried to deploy the balloon at 9 hours elapsed. and it did not
deploy. Is tha t correct?
This is affirm.
Roger. Have you had any food and water yet'!
Roger. I bave bad food and water.
Roger. Would you care to comment on tbe ground-light experim ent?
Roger. I saw tbe ground-light experiment.
*Would you ask Cape if they would like me to try deploying this balloon again? Over.
Roger. Tbey are monitoring you; you will get an answer from tbem shortly. What's
your control mode. your gyro switch pOSition, and your status?
Roger. My status is go, my control mode is fly-by-wire low; gyros are on slave.
And your gyro switcb position, please?
Gyro switch position is slave. Over.
Roger.
*Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Corn. Cape ad\'ises that you try to deploy the balloon again. and
would you give us a mark when you throw the switch. Over.
Roger.
Roger.
Roger, 16-mm camera is on.
Roger , Gordo. Is your squib switch on?
Not yet. It will be before I try again. though .
Roger. Just give us a countdown.
Roger. Squib is coming on NOW. [09 06 44)T
*Roger. Understand squib switch is on now.
5,4,3,2,1 [09 07 05)T-no joy.
Roger. Understand the balloon still does not deploy.
Squib switch is off.
Roger. Understand sq uib switch is off. Hawaii "tanding b.,.
Faith Seven. Hawaii Cap Com.
Go ahead, Hawaii.
Roger. What's your status with respect to <:abin temp and suit temp'! Do you feel hot?
Roger. Cabin temp is 90 [d'egrees], suit temp is 61 [dE'goreE's] .
Okay. And yOu feel okay, not too h ot?
Roger, feel fine.
Sounds fine, you look fine. Have a good fligbt .
Roger, thank you.
*The balloon did not (lepluy: felt nu shock: bea l' uotbing on it. I will go contin uous this
portion where the balloon normally would ba "e been used, in auto reentry. I will go
around in auto orbit modE'. Perbaps I can snap a fe\\' pictures for the ground people.
*. .. Bingo, I sbifted into auto. ol'bit lUodE'. I got no thnlsters 1m the shift-and scanner::!
seem to be holding it relatively close.
*What do you know? The Kenney Kleinkne('ht eXIJeri lllE'nt is putting water in the exhaust
tube, so maybe it is working bere.
Short status report. . .. air outlet, ()g degree,;. 2:;0 inverter. 120 [degrees], 150 inverter,
128 [degrees], standby inYE'rter. 102 (degrees]. RE'serve llE'roxide tank , 71 [degrees];
manual peroxide tank, 69 [degrees]; auto peroxide tank, 78 [degreesl. [Retropack]
is 61 [degrees). Pitcb clown. 32 [degrees]: pitch up. :;5 rdegrees). Yaw left, 68
[degrees] ; yaw right, 68 [degl'eE's J. Roll coun terclockwise, 8.3 [degrees) : roll <:io<'kwise,
82 [degrees]. Regulated low nitrogen pref;snre, 47.) [psi] auto: 490 f])si 1 manual. Isolated bus 28 volts.
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going to pump the rest of that urin e into the number :2 tank. First . . . sample. I
believe it is pumping co rrectly. The thillg about this llUllljling under zero g is not good,
t"ncl~ to stand iI' the l}ipe:, ancl ~' ou ha,!'! to actually forcibly force it through.
Radiation experiment on at 09 30.
Radiation experiment coming off, KOW. [09 50 20)T
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O. primary is 79 percent.
Reconfirm that, please.
Roger. Just a hail' short of 80 percent. O,er.
0, primary?
02 primary. That's coming in at 180 percent. Over.
Affirma ti ve.
It's that Frank Samonski gage, and the secondal'Y is 100 percent.
Affirmative.
Faith Seven, this is Zanzibar Cap Com. At this time, you are go for 17 [passes]. You are
go for 17.
Roger. Thank you, Zanzibar.
:.\ICC advises that they do not want you to jettison your balloon. They are working on an
alternate method for releasing the balloon.
Roger. Under tand. I will not jettison.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead.
I have new [retrosequence] times for [reco,ery area] 7-1. Are you ready to copy?
Roger. Go.
Your G.m.t. or c.-, do you want G.m or c.?
C.e.t.
C.e.t. is 10 23 37 c.e.t . Do you read?
Roger. 10 23 37. Understand.
That takes into account the 5-second error in your clock.
Roger. Thank you.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com. Check your cabin [heat exchanger] dome temperatu re.
Roger. Cabin dome temperature is 70 degrees.
We confirm on the ground.
Roger.
Oan you give us a POz cabin?
Roger. P02 cabin is about 4.4 psi.
4.4?
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Roger. Go.
Everything looks good here.
Roger. Thank you very much. Everything looks good here.
Okay, Zanzibar out.
Roger.
·Putting my visor back now. I've had to keep increasing the suit flow from a [comfort
control valve] setting of 1.5 that I have right now to a setting of about 2.7. Dome is
about 58 degrees. Inlet temp. is 58 degrees. This increase in the suit water flow is
probably required by the cabin going on up. The heat load in the cabin is gradually going
on up, using powered up, and having a cabin fan and cabin coolant turned off.
At a [comfort control valve] setting of 3 on the heat exchanger.
COASTAL SENTRY QUEBEC ( SEYEXTH PASS)
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Hello, Faith Seven, CSQ Cap Com. Over'.
Roger, .Tolm. Faith Sewn here.
Faith Seven, CSQ. Cape advises yon could go ahend nnd power down here, over our site
jf y(\U like. O'fOr.
R oger. Will do. You ha"e any kind of a reproduction deYice down there?
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No, we're not, Gordo. We're not getting a doggone thing on that; don't know what's wrong
with it. You are transmitting, is that affirm?
Roger.
Nope. We're not getting any TY at the moment.
Okay . . . .
Negative. The boys here tell me we're not getting any carrier on it at the moment.
Roger.
This is CSQ Cap Com. You're gOing ahead and powering down, is that affirmative?
That is affirm. I'm going to fly-by-wire now ....
Roger.
Roger. Auto is off.
Roger. Auto off.
Gyros are caged.
Roger. Gyros caged.
ASCS a-c bus off.
Roger.
The highest my 2:)0 inverter ~ot up to was 130 degrees.
Roger. Understand 250 only got up to 130, is that affirm?
Roger.
Roger. We're dropping you.
Gordo, the surgeon wants to know if you're sweating any at the moment. Over.
Yery lightly. not very much.
Roger.
*... At roughly 10 hours and 27 minutes, brought auto ASCS control to select. Lights
are off. Caged the gyros. IIlwe ASCS a-c bus. At the time the 230 inverter was reading
130 degrees, the highe;;t it bad been. 'I'he cabin was 96 degrees, the highest: it bas been.
The cabin already is coming down; it's 91 degrees, already.
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Hello Faith Seven, Ha waii Cap Com. Do you read?
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. How do you read?
Roger, Faith Seven. Reading you 3 by 4. Will you turn your tape recorder to program at
this time.
Roger. It is on program. Over.
Roger. Rand Z cal to auto.
Rand Z cal is in auto.
And C-band beacon to ground command now.
C-band to ground command now.
Roger. We're standing by for a blood pressure and a fuel and oxygen readout.
Roger. Fuel, 81 [percent] auto, 101 [percent] manual. Oxygen is 175 percent primary,
100 percent secondary. Cabin temp, 90 degrees. Here comes blood pressure.
Roger. Understand blood pressure is on the air. Say again cabin temp.
Cabin temp is 90 degrees·
Roger. Read 90.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Turn your C-band beacon on at tbis time. Over.
Roger. Ooming on now.
Roger, your [contingency recovery area] 8-Alpha and 8-Bravo [retrosequence] times are
nominal.
Roger. 8-Alpba and Bravo are nominal.
Tjl\f is commanded. Stand by.
Roger, Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Commanding TiM on at this time.
I have it on continuous. You want it on ground command?
Negative, that's fine.
Okay.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Turn your TIM to ground command.
Roger. Going to ground command no,Y.
On ground command.
Roger.
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Cooper, can you come in on emergency frequency. Come up on 11176. Hickam out.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Your mode and gyro switch position please.
Roger. Roger. ASCS control on select, mode select off, fly-by-wire thrust select low, pitch
torquing on, gyros to cage, and pitch attitude on orbit.
Hawaii. Roger.
T IM commanded on this time. Faith Seven.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. We're receiving R cal at this time. Will you make sure
you have your C-band beacon to ground command before AOS. Over.
Roger, will do.
C-band beacon coming to ground command now.
Roger. Understand C-band, ground command now.
Took some pictures out of the window with the remainder of the first roll of film on the
16 mm. The color film camera in the bracket.
* Low nitrogen pressure in 475 [psi] auto; 490 [psi] manual. B-nut temps: pitch down, 86
[degrees] ; pitch up, 65 [degrees] ; yaw left, 66 [degrees] ; yaw right, 70 [degrees] ; roll
counterclockwise, 98 [degrees]; roll clockwise, 92 [degrees]. Auto peroxide tank, 82
[degrees] ; manual peroxide tank, 68 [degrees]: reserve peroxide tank, 76 [degrees].
Isolated bus, 28 volts, and I am pulling 6 amps, right now.
Tape [and radiation] experiment is now on. I'm eating a pot roast or beef. I've had
considerable difficulty getting the water in it from this water device on the McDonnell
water tank. I spilled water all over my bands and all over the cockpit here trying to
get some in it. I bave succeeded in getting about balf of it dampened and am proceeding
to eat.
I am washing my face with a damp cloth now. Certainly feels good.
[Forring grunt]. This is ridiculou.. Corne out of that damned ditty bag-Pandora's
locker.
RadiAtion experiment is off. Tape recorder to program.
• It is rather a strange feeling to be able to place objects out into the cabin and let go of
them and they'll stay in relatively their same position. This is worrisome as well as an
odd sensation. Handy sometimes.
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Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com. I'd like to get a c.e.t. time hack in about 30 seconds.
Roger. We have 11 34 30 on my mark. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, MARK. [11 33 31F
That's 1133 30.
Roger.
Faith Reven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead.
Your dock is now 7 seconds fast-plus 7 seconds.
Roger. Understand. Plus 7 econds.
[Recovery area] 9-1 [retrosequence] time i 13 19 20. 13 19 20.
Roger. 13 19 20.
If you have to set your clock, you'll ha'i"e to aeld 7 seconds to that.
Roger. Understand.
Your T I M looks good on the ground, Faith Seven. Your Tj)f looks good.
Roger. Thank you.
We'd like to have a TRF clock readout from the capsule also, please.
Roger. Time to retrograde will be 22 2320 on my mark. MARK. [11 35 07]T Retrograde
time, 33 58 26.
We concur.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead.
Everything looks real good on the ground. Cape !'ays they have nothing else for you at
this time. We'll see you next time around.
Roger, Zanzibar. Thank you.
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" All right on number 2 [photogrnph]. rye just tnken [a picture, number 3] O\'er India.
And rill just coming in O\'e r China \·er." );hortl~· . This is on the general purpose film in
the Hasselblad.
·Photo 3 with the general ]lurpo~e film. Herc come the Himalayas. Xumber -! [photograph] of the Himalayas. First three at 1/ 2:;0. f / ll. These are t",·o ... that last one
\\"as 1/250, f/16.
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Faith Seven.
Hello, Faith Seven CSQ Cap Com. Over.
Roger. Faith Seven here.
Roger. Reading you loud and clear, Gordo. Is the TV on?
Negative. I'll bring it on now. I didn't think it would work.
Roger, go ahead . 'Ve didn't pi<:k it up before here. I got your [contingency recovery
area 1 !l·.\blc and Baker [rE'trosE'f(llencel tiJl1e~ for .vou if you're read.v for them.
Roger, stand by 1. Roger, go.
Roger. 9-A is 12+18+24 and 9-B is 12+43+05. Over.
Roger 12 18 24. 12 43 05.
That's affirmative, and Cape requests at the end of this pass you can turn your Rand Z
cal switch off so it will be off for the re!<t period. 0\'1)1'.
Roger.
Tbere \\'e go. We're getting a little picture on you here now, jf we can get the thing adjusted a little better.
Roger. How's that?
'Ve're receiving a carrier on you here but we're not getting very good modulation. Just
big light spots going on and off. Over.
Roger. Probably not getting too much light. Just 1 secolld-I should be getting enough
Earth shine off of it here to help.
Okay, good. You upside down?
Roger.
Is it on you?
Roger.
Can you open the lens up a little bit on that. It's not getting enough light here.
Okay it's wide open now.
Roger.
You on f1y-by-wlre, Gordo?
Negative. I have everything powered down now.
Roger. Just drifting. Affirm?
Roger.
Roger.
Full drift with ASCS a-c powered down .
Roger.
You're sure looking good. Everything COUldn't be finer on this pass.
Roger. Everything looks good here, John.
How's cloud cover? Do you have a pretty good view?
Quite a bit of cloud cover right over you here. A little bit earlier there was a pretty
good open area.
It should be interesting to look at.
Roger.
For your info, GordO, we're getting good reports from the monitor aircraft for later on.
for retro too.
Roger. Thank you.
Surgeon \youldlike to kno\y what your cabin temp is now.
Roger. Cabin temp is about 7 degreE'S.
Roger, \'ery good. You're looking fine.
*.\n interest ing aRpect of this little liquid ('xpE'riment that I ha\'e a long- is that the liquid
remains on it in globules, hanging along the side in round glohule form; and the air
is trapped within it in globules and does not separate from it.
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Faith Seven, Ha'IT"aii. Do you read?
Roger, Hawaii. Faith Seyen reading you loud and clear.
Roger. Reading you loud and clear. Standing v.v for blood pressure. fuel and oxygen.
Roger.
Blood pressure coming now.
Roger.
Fuel is 81 percent auto; 101 percent manual. Oxygen is .iust about 170 percent primary,
and 100 percent secondary.
Roger, Faith Seyen. Say again oxygen secondary.
100 percent.
100, roger. Blood pressure off at this time, please. And dic1 yon say 101 manual fuel?
That's affirmative 101 manual and about 81 automatic.
Roger. That's all we need . You lool{ good on the ground, you're cloing a great job.
Roger, thank you, Buddy.
Faith Seven, Hawaii. You clock is holding 7-second error.
Roger. Thank you.
The eighth picture was sllOt orer Hawaii to the. outh.
Faith Se\-en, Ha\yaii. Could you giye me uit [heat exchanger] dome temp, please.
*Roger. Suit dome temp i. about.f5 degree. I increased flow. Got it down a little low,
and I'm easin" it back now.
Roger. Under. tancl, understand suit dome 45.
*That's right.
Faith Seven, Hawaii. What about 0, partial pressure.
Roger. 0, partial pressure i. about 4.2 [psi], cabin.
4.2. Roger.
Roger.
Roger. Now back to the scribe mark on the Ruit temperature selector of about 2.7 with
the power do\yn.
Faith Seyen. Hawaii. Our T/~I shows suit dome of about 38 degree.
Rogel'. I just decreased the setting, just a minute ago, again.
Roger.
*Suit dome temp.'s down to about-slightly below 40 degrees. Decreased the setting of
the flow twice, and it's on its--should be on its way back up any moment.
"'Short status report: Hydrogen peroxide and low nitrogen pressure: 475 [psi] auto, 490
[psi] manual. B-nut temps: pitch down. 5 [degrees]; pitch up, 60 [degrees]; yaw
left, 55 [degrees] : yaw right. 70 [degrees]; roll counterclockwi e, 85 [degrees); clockwise, 92 [degrees] . . . auto tank, 85 [percent]; manual tank, 68 [percent]; reserve
tank,08 [percent]. Isolated bus Yoltage. 28 [volts]. Pumping from the condensate tank
to the reserve tank. I have a syringe full. Suit circuit seems to be getting varying
amounts of water, probably from the condensate tank. or tin can. Coolant water flow
seems to vary considerably. I have it clear back down to a setting of 1. Still haven't
gotten the heat exchanger dome temperature out of the warning light area. It is now
about 45 degrees. Never ha,e been able to put water in theRe containers. that have
water. due to the leaking of this valye in the back of it. I'm unable to put it into the
water, into the plastic neck of the container. and get ,Yater into it without leaking water
all over the cockpit.
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Faith Seven, RKV Cap Com.
HelloRKV.
We haYe aeromed and systems "0 here.
Roger. Say again RKV.
We have aeromed go here. and s.v tems go.
Roger. yer;v good. I'll take the temperature probe out now. then.
We',e ~ot a long list of capsule readouts that the Cape requires before you go into the
rest period.
Roger. Go.
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Okay, 24 volts main. Just rotate the switch through, Gordo. All positions on your d-c volts.
Roger, d-c volts: Main (bus], 24% (volts], isolated (bus], 28 (volts] ; main (battery] one is
25 (volts] ; main [battery] two is 25 [volts] ; main [battery] three is 25 [volts] ; standby
[battery] one is 25 [volts]; standby [battery] two is 25 [volts] ; isolated [battery], 28%
[volts] .
Roger, understand. 150 v-a [inverter] volts?
Roger, 150 v-a is still 121 [volts] ; fan , 121 [volts].
Fans bus, 121 [volts]?
Roger.
Suit-coolant and cabin-coolant control valve settings.
Roger. I'm back on 2.5 on the suit. Cabin is f;tiU shut down.
Roger. Partial CO. and partial 0 •.
Roger. Partial O. cabin is about 4.2 [psi], and suit CO. is on the bottom peg, zero.
Roger. Auto and.manual fuel pressure?
Roger. Auto fuel pressure, 475 [psi] ; manualfucl pressure 490 [psi].
Roger. Okay temperatures, just rotated through pitch , and all tile way through.
Roger. Retro, 62 [degrees]. Pitch down , 75 [degrees]; pitch up, 60 [degrees]. Yaw left,
55 [degrees] ; yaw right, 70 [degrees]. Roll counterclockwise, 95 [degrees] ; roll clockwise,93 [degrees].
Roger, H.O. reserve, manual and auto.
Roger. Auto peroxide tank is 85 [degrees], manual is 68 [degrees], and reserve is 78
[degrees].
Roger. Cabin heat-exchanger-outlet temperature.
Cabin heat-exchanger outlet 72 [degrees]; 250 inverter, 112 [volts]; 150 inverter, about
I-just a second I'll get a light on, I'm getting in the dark-125 [volts].
Roger.
Fans inverter about 110 [volts].
Roger.
Okay, that settles this. Can you give me some indication of your tape remaining?
Roger. Just a moment. Roger. I have about 75 percent remaining.
Roger. Can you give us a blood pressure?
Roger. Coming now.
Okay, the Cape advises that if you desire to turn your TIM to continuous, we'll cut down
on the unnecessary communications for the rest of the rest period.
Roger.
C.e.t. is showing plus 7, plus 7.
Roger. Plus 7.
Seven, RKV. Do you intend to go on a rest period from this site?
Roger.
Seven, RKV. Are you sweating any?
Negative.
No sweat.
We have you all go on aeromedical and systems. Looks like you can settle down for a
long rest.
Roger. Thank you.
Seven, RKV. We have LOS.
(NINTH PASS)
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Photo number 8 being made over Africa, to the north.
* (Non-flight-related transmission omitted. )
Another being made over Africa.
I can see roads, and rivers, and some small towns down here on the ground. Small
villages are pronounced. Can almost make out the individual houses.
*Now we're in the next series of 12. Over . . . Africa. The first series were started
over Africa and across on orbit ~n across Arabia through India, and that last
series of three or four pictures were made right over the Himalayas, and in the India,
India -China area.
Checking fly-by-wire thrusters, they all work. Fly-by-wire lows, manual proportional,
and checking manual thrusters now. Checking yaw, and yaw workS, pitch down workS,
pitch up works, roll left works, roil right works. Manual handle off.
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CSQ Cap Com. Faith Seven_
Hello, Faith Seven, CSQ. Roger. Received you, go ahead with your message.
Roger. Just passing over. Everything's nominal here I haven't really started my rest
period yet. I had a little tussle with the heat ex(!hanger, with the suit, and I finally got
it adjusted.
Roger. Understand, heat exchanger is adjusted now for suit. We are still trying to pick
up your TV here. We're not getting a very good picture on it. Over.
Roger.
RQger. We lrad a message out around the range here to keep quiet that you were asleep,
and we thought it looked like a typical asleep-type pass on your biosensors here.
Roger.
Roger. I was busy here just before the pass.
Roger.
Did you say you were asleep just before the pass. Over.
Negutive. I was busy looking out the window and fiddling with this suit dome temp.
Roger.
I've checked my manual and f1y-by-wire thrusters and am ready to seart my rest period now.
Roger. Understand checked manual fly-by-wire. Ready to start rest period now.
Roger.
All right. You will tell everyone to go away 'a nd leave you alone now. Okay?
Roger.
You're lookipg real good, Gordo. Everything is going real1lne, boy.
Roger. Thank you, John.
•... fourth picture on that second series was made just out from OSQ. Number 6 of
second series, taken over at 13 56. Went to sleep at about 13 50. Slept 'til 14 46
quite soundly, slept quite heavily, awoke not realizing where I was--completely, soundly
asleep. Picture 8 of second series in the Burma-India area at 14 58 30. Took number
9 over the Himalayas.
TENTH PASS
·Standby inverter, 102 [degrees] ; 150 inverter, 110 [degrees] ; 250 inverter, 102 [degrees] ;
H20, auto tank, 85 [degrees]; manual fuel tank, 70 [degrees]. Roll counterclockwise,
78 [degrees]; roll clO(!kwise, 82 [degrees]; yaw right, 65 [degrees]; yaw left, 64
[degrees], pitch up, 58 [degrees]; pitch down, 70 [degrees]. 'Retro,67 [degrees]. I put
the window cover on 15 14 15 fo r a period of time and now have awakened.
ELEVENTH PASS

162851

P

·Short sratus report: Peroxide low pressure regulated: 475 [psi] auto; 490 [psi], manual;
clockwise thruster, 72 [degrees]; counterclockwise thruster, 78 [degrees]. Yaw right
at 61 [degrees]; yaw left at 60 [degrees]; pitcb up is 52 [degrees], pitch down i s 58
[degrees]. Retro is 55 [degrees] ; auto 86 [degrees] ; manual is 70 [degrees]; . .. reserve is 70 [degrees]. Photo series ·a t 16 hours and 40 minutes. Having the prablem
with the suit exchanger dome temp, . . . down to the freezing mark with a [comfortcontrol-valve] setting of about 1%. Take a setting of 1 to 1% and then takes almost
turning it off to get it back. It seems to be very inconsistent, in the settings that will
take to hold an even heat exchanger dome temperature. Went asleep again and am awake
now. Suit temperature is ... 5.
TWELFTH PASS
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P
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P

Photo sequence number 3 made on the Indian coast line at 18 hours and 4 minutes. Next
photo made at 18 hours and 5 minutes.
·The time is now 18 hours and 14 minutes. Short status report: Nitrogen low pressures:
475 [psi], auto; 490 [psi], manual. Retropack, 71 [degrees]. Pitch down thruster, 58
[degrees]; pitch up, 50 [degrees]. Yaw left, 58 [degrees]; yaw right 52 [degrees];
roll counterclockwise, 72 [degrees]; [roll] clockwise, 70 [degrees]. H202 auto tank, 82
[degrees] ; peroxide manual tank, 72 [degrees] ; peroxide reserve. . .. Main bus is 25%
[volts] ; isolated bus voltage is 28% [Volts]. [Battery nomber 1] 25 [volts] ; number 2 is
25 [volts] ; number 3 is 25 [volts] ; standby 1 is 25 [volts] ; standby 2 is 25 [volts] ; isolated
is 28% [volts] ; back to main. Reading 121 volts on the fans. Everything is proceeding
along very well. Everything is normal, except for this bothersome heat-exchanger dome
temp, and I just can't seem to keep it either from being on the freezing mark or going on
over. 1 vary the settings between . . . and completely off.
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*Went to sleep again, sle'[lt "cry soundly. And it"s time for a short status report: :\fitrogen regulated pressure . . . auto, 475 [psi], manual, 490 [psi]. B-nut temps: First,
retro temp, 75 degrees. Pitch clown thrnster, 53 [degrees] ; pitch up thruster, 50 [degrees] yaw left. 56 [degrees] : yU\v right, .')0 [degrees] : Roll counterclockwise, 72 [degrees]. Roll clockwise, 70 [degrees1; Peroxide auto tank, 82 [degrees1; manual tank,
72 [degrees]: resel'Ye tank, 75 [degrees]. Isolated bus voltage, 28.
·One comment on these various sleep periods that I've had; nearly el'erytime that I bave
awakened, I found that I have been so soundly asleep I don't even know where I am
"'hen I a ,,·ake.
*Ha I'e a note to be added in for head-shrinkers. Enjoy the full drifting flights most of
all, where you ha\'e really the feeling of freedom, and you aren't worried about the
systems fouling up. You have everything tUl'lled off and just drifting along lazily.
Howe\'er, I h,wen't encountered any of this so called split-off phenomena. Still, note that
I am thinJdng "ery much about returning to earth at the proper time and safely. Over.
FOL'RTEE:\TH PASS
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Time for another short status report. Auto regulated pressure: -17:) [psi], manual, 490
[psi]. Retropack temp, 73 [degrees], pitch down thruster, i31 [degrees]; pitch up, 41)
[degrees] ; yaw left, 55 [degrees] ; yaw right, 00 [degrees] ; roll counterclockwise, 72 [degrees] ; roll clockwise, 70 [degrees]. Peroxide auto tank, 80 [degrees]; manual tank,
74 [degrees] ; reser\'e tank, 7-1 [degrees].
Darned suit heat-exchanger [comfort-control yalye] again. Setting is down to 114. One
and one-balf beld it for a wbile. And now it's gone down to -l0 [degrees] on the dome
temp. Inlet temp, 62 l degrees].
Number 7, sequence 3 was macle looking back at Arabia. At 21 05, cabin temp is now 82
degrees; 2JO im'erter is 93 [degrees] : 130 1t1\'erter is 11:) [degrees] ; a standby inyerter
is 93 [degrees].
:\Il:CIlEA (FOCRTEEXTH PASS)
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[Extended garbled transmission here. It sounded as though it might have been S1)anish.]
IIello, :\Iuc:hea Cap Com . Faitb Se\'en here. O"er.
Go ahead. Faith Seyen . Tbi;.; is :\Iuchea Cap.
Go abead, Faith SHen. This is :\Iuc:hea C>1P Com.
Roger, :\lu<",hea Cap Com. Faith Seyen. I'm :1'\'nke now . .Just thought I'd check in \Yith
you .
Roger. lIow was your sleep?
lIow \\'a~ yon r sleep?
"ery good.
Do you like your coffee white or black?
I'll howe tea. thank you.
*Roger.
In fnct, hot blllck tea would go "(,I'Y ,y('lIl'ight no"'.
Roger.
"'hen you g('t a chance. will you gi"(' u>: YOllr ~pa('ccraft >:tatns and your stat us ?
Rogel'. Eyer.,·thing is nominal heare. I'\'c had ~()me difficulty with the ~uit heat-exchanger
dome temp. an!l it's been running with t he light on 1110"t of the time: hut I haye it w('11
under control and the sllit inlet temp hns 11('en running "ery ('omfortabl.\'.
\'('ry gooe!.
:\r~· status 'is excellent.
Ro!!er. 'ViII yOU giy(' me an auto and mnnual fuel reading?
Roger. Let me get >:ome m01'e lights on he1'e, sin('(' I'm in the dark.
"Roger. Auto fllcl is )'('arling 6f) percent nnd manual 9.3 percent.
8ay again In>:t.
Oxygen ]:i0 perccnt on primary; 100 percent on secol1(lar.L The man un I fuel is Di5 perc('nt.
Rogel' . I didn't copy yOur mnnual fue\.
Roger. :\Ianual fuel is n.) percent.
I copied allto at79.
Roger. It's 6f). 6f).
Roger.
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Cabin temp is 84 degrees.
Roger.
Stand by, Faith Se1·en.
Roger.
I have [rceo,ery] area 13-1 retl'osequence time. Please prepare to copy.
Roger. Go.
22 02 13.
Roger. 220213.
That's affirm atiw. Area 15-1.
Roger. Got it.
What's your present contr ol mode?
I'm in full drift.
Roger.
,\Ve have about 1 min ute to LOS.
Roger.
Hello, Faith Seven, Muchea Cap Com. Do you have anything to r eport?
Xep:ative. I guess not. En;rything's fine here.
Roger. Systems report. you go here and aeromed, also.
Roger. Thank you.
Roger.
*It is 2136 46 XOW. (21 36 46)T I am obser\"inl! lights of sewral small cities and scattered areas on the ground . Apparently o\"er the east coast of Au. tralia.
*I am viewing to the east now: an d I can see ,ery clearly. as I mentioned before. a band
of haze layer aboye the Earth's horizon through \rhich the stars can be seen. Although
they're quite faint here and then clea r belo'" it. It goes around the earth. approximately
the same di~tance around. just a corOlla-t~' lle thing around the Earth's surface.
*1 would like to take this time to 'ay a little prayer for all the people. including myself,
inyoh'ed in this launch an d this oper at ion . Father. thank You. for the succes. we have
had in flying this flight . Thank You fo r the priYilege of being able to be in this pOSition,
to be up in this "'ol1drou~ place. see in~ all these many startling. wondrous things that
You've created. H elp guide and direct all of us that we may shape our IiYes to be good,
that we may be much better Christians. learn to help one another, to worl, with one
another, rath er than to fi ght. H elp us to complete this mission successfully. Help us in
our future space en<leayors that we may show the world that a democracy really can
compete, and still is able to d o things in a big way, is able to do research, development, and
can conduct yarious scientific, rery technical pro"rams in a completely peaceful en,ironment. Be with all ou r families. Gh'e them guidance and encouragement. anel let them
know that eyerythin g will be okay. We ask in Thy name. Amen.
CAPE CA::-\AYERAL
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PASS)-Continued.

(FIFTEE ~TH
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Hello, Cape Cap Com . Faith Se" en her e.
Roger, shoot.
Tbe regulatecllow pressure sco res.
Roger. I'm reading 475 [psi 1 a uto and 490 [p. i 1 manual.
Could we have a n H ,O. r eading?
Roger. That's-say again .
Just a minute on the . . . .
Roger.
Faith, can I have you on H,O, tank temperature?
Auto tank is 81 degrees; manual tank is 74 degrees; resen-e tank is 74 degrees.
Faith Seven. Cape Cap Com. Over.
Cape, Faith Seven.
Roger. Did you use any a u to fuel during the sleep period?
'egative. '
Would you put you r Rand Z cal to a uto?
Roger.
We reckoned your fuel to the 69 and 89 (percent). O,er.
Roger. I read you 69 and 95.

Pflot answer r eferred to curren t rest period only.
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Roger.
Is your tape recorder on schedule?
'ire are getting- a good picture of you on TV now. Over.
Roger. Understand.
Did you transfer any water or urine? Over.
Boy, did I ever!
Do you have any air wick observation?
Roger. They seem to separate water aU right.
Failli Seven, did you make any air wick observation? Over.
Affirllltltive. It does separate water. Over.
Dill you read me, Cape?
Roger. I read you now. Did you make an air wick observation?
Affirmative. It works.
Roger. How is your comfort and humidity level in the suit?
Fine.
"'ery ;!Ood.
Our surgeon has some goodies. Did you have any dreams?
II."egative. r slept too soundly to dream.
Roger. We thought you might have had one one time when your suit dome light may
have ('orne on.
My suit doml' light was on a good portion of the time.
Roger. 'iVc understand that.
'iVc'd like you to give a body temperature to Canary on your next pass over them coming
up. Would you set your oral probe on for that? Over.
Rogel'.
Pass time at Canary is nomina l, so about 2 or 3 minut~s before would help.
Roger.
' Voultl you give us a reading on your coolant-control-val\'e settings, and what they are
no\\'?
Rogel'. Right at the moment I'm reading about 1.8 on suit temp and the cabin is still
turned off.
Rogl'l'. We concur.
Faith Seven. Rand Z cal program switch to off.
Roger. Off.
And you can secure TY. We had a pretty fair picture.
Rogor.
We can see you were drifting and dreaming, can't we?
Roger.
Faith S('Yen, Cape Cap Com.
Come in ('ape Com, Faith Seven.
I've been a!:'l{ed to relay a message to you from the president of the Republic of El Salvador. I will read: "In the name of the Salvadorian government and people, and in my
own right, it gives me pleasure to send you cordial greetings and sincere congratulations
on the occasion of your val iant exploit, which constitutes an historic triumph for tJhe
free world. Julio Adalbel·to Rivera. President, EI Salvador."
Veloy good, very good.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Cape Cap Com.
Go ahead. Cape.
I'll give you c.e.t. hack at 50 mark.
Roger.
That was 22 11 50.
Roger.
MARK 12 minutes.
R oger.
Faith Senm, you're cutting out, it's about LOS.
Roger.

See you next time around boy-san,

CANARY ISLANDS (FIFTEENTH PASS)
E'aith Seven, this is Canary Cap Com. You need not acknowledge this transmission, requesting you turn on your TV and your S-band beacon if you have not already done so.
Roger. TV's on.
This is Canary Cap Com. Did you put your-wait a minute, we're getting the hody temperature now.
This is Canary Oap Com. Surgeon requests that you hold your body temp probe in your
mouth for about 1 more minute.
This is Canary Oap Com. You may take the body temperature probe from your mouth
now. Over.
Roger. Thank you.
Your (contingency recovery area] 15-Bravo (retrosequence] time is nominal and request a
partial O. readout, please.
Roger. My 15-Bravo is nominal. Cabin partial pressure O. is about 4.2 (psi].
Roger. Understand 4.2. I'd like to h'y to get a c.e.t. clock error here; so I'm going to give
yOU a time hack.
I'd like for YOU to give me the difference in the clocks. On my mark
the time will be 22 20 40. MARK. (22 20 57) T
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Faith Seven, this is Kano Oap Com. We have TIM: solid. We would like a cabin (heatexchanger) dome temperature. That is the only high reading. Oyer.
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Roger.
Astro, have you eaten ? Over.
Astro, this is Kano Cap Com. Have you eaten?
. . ~ Cabin dome is 72 degrees.
Roger. Have you eaten? Over.
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Understand 15 seconds.
Roger. . . . .
Roger. Understand.
astro confirms 15. Over.
Roger.
This is Canary Cap Com. Could you give me a cabin-pressure readout, please?
Roger. Cabin pressure 5.2 (psi].
Roger.
We're getting pretty close to LOS here. Request you turn TV off and the S-band beacon to
ground command. Over.
Roger. TV off and S-band beacon to ground command.
Roger.
KANO (FIFTEENTH PASS)

Over.
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Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Roger, Zanzibar, Faith Seven.
TiM looks good on the ground bere. We bave no big problems. Like to bave fuel and
oxygen readings.
Roger. . . , fuel, auto . . ., manual 95 percent. Oxygen 150 percent primary, and 100
percent secondary.
Please repeat primary oxygen.
150 percent_
Roger. Your [recovery area] 16--1 [retrosequence] time, 23 31 03. 23 31 03.
23 31 03.
That is affirmative. Tbat is g.e.t. and does not include your clock error.
Roger.
Faith Seven. Have you eaten tbis morning?
Negative. Not yet this morning.
Roger.
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ZANZIBAR (FIFTEENTH PASS)-Continued
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Faith Seven. Zanzibar Cap Com . The surgeon would like to know what-how you feel
this morning?
Fine. Excellent.
Very good.
And here comes the short status report again: Nitrogen regulated low pressure: auto. 475
[psi); manual 490 [psi). B-nut temperature: pitch down, 50 [degrees] pitch up, 49
[degrees]. Yaw left. 55 [degrees]; yaw right. 51 [degrees). Roll counterclockwise.
78 [degrees] ; roll clockwise, 78 [degrees1 . Auto peroxide tank, 80 [degrees]; manual
tank, 72 [degrees] ; reserve tank, 73 [degrees]. Isolated bus Yoltage, 28.
MUCHEA (FIFTEEXTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, l\Iuchea Cap Corn.
Roger. :\luchea Cap Com. Faith SeYen.
Are you checking your high thrusters?
Are you checking your high thrusters?
Faith Seven. :\Iuchea Cap Corn. Do you COpy?
Roger, :\luchea Cap Com. I am not ... my thrusters. OYer.
Say again last.
I am not checking my thrusters. Over.
Roger. We had a partial TIM dropout.
Roger.
Have you made any check on thrusters?
Roger. I made a couple of them. three different ones of thcm. I'm going to bring UI)
my rate indicators shortly ancl check the rest of them.
Roger.
Rystems report T / }I looks g-ood and aeromeds report you look good.
Roger.
Are you chang-ing- thc control ,·alve setting- on your suit heat exc-hanger?
Rog-er. Suit dome is on its way down ,·ery slo\yly.
Roger. \'i'e concur.
Ea \-e you had ~·our breakfast?
Xegatiye.
Faith Seven . Could you g-iye me a report on that thrusrer cbeck? 'W hich thrusters
are fJkay?
Rog-er. I"ve chec·I'ed illY yaw thrust('rs hoth auto nnd manual. I'm goillg- to ASCS bus
and then turn my rate gyros on. and ill first-lig-ht then cbeck the r ema inder of my
thrusters.
Roger.
\'i'hile aJining the SI1aCecraft.
Sa" again.
I will cbeck thrusters while a lining f;pacecraft. while unc-aging gyros.
Roger.
We ha'·e approximately 1 minute to LOS.
Roger.
*Just brought the rate inclicators to manual on l)osition, and they're indicating about
a half of a degree right roll rate. balf a deg-ree pitch up rate, and 1 degree left yaw
rate. I ha\"e now checked my manual proportional thrusters. and they all function
correctly and C-band beacon on conlinuous.
GUAYMAS (FIFTEEXTH PASS)
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Faith Se'·en. Guaymas Cap Com.
Go ahead, Guaymas Cap Com. Failb SHen.
You sound good, Gorclo. Are you going to haye time for the ASCS?
Rog-er. The ASCS if; powerecl up. I powered it up about 1 minute ag-o.
my rate indicators are powered up.
Roger. Tape recorder continuous.
Roger. Tape recorder continuous.
How about the C-band?
Roger.

Right now,
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Roger. Are you going to check your thrusters over here?
Roger. I've already checked my manual thrusters. and I've checked about half of my
fly-by-wires. I'm going to wait 'til daylight and I'll get the rest of my fly-by-wires
while I aline the spacecraft.
Roger. You say you're waiting for daylight.
Roger. I'm going to aline the 'pacecraft with the thrusters while getting a check on
the re t of them.
Roger.
I'll check my fly-by-\\'ires now and aline my spacecraft manually on the manual proportional.
Roger.
Checking fly-by-wires now. Man, do those ever throw out the fire at night.
Say again, Gordo. I didn't read that.
You can really see the sparks from the thrusters at night.
Ha, hn! Roger.
Roger. All fly-bY-lrire 101" thruste rs \York correctly.
Roger.
Could you give me your fuel readings, Gordo?
Roger. I have 63 percent auto and 93 percent manual.
Roger.
CAPE CANAVERAL (SIXTEENTH PASS)
Faith Se'en. CaDe Cap Com. Do you read? Ol·er.
Roger. Cape Cap Com. Faith Se\'en.
Roger. 'YelC'ome back. Gordo.
Roger. Thank you.
r haw' a roll angle f-ot' you for your dim light study. OYel'.
Roger. Go ahead.
Your angle is 3-10 degrees at sunset. Tllat i.. roll right. 34 degrees.
3"- degrees. Cnderstanc1 .
Could you gil'e me a reading of your cabin air?
Roger. Cabin air temp's about 86 degrees.
Roger. R6. Hal'e :vou had a good meal today?
Fairly good.
Roger.
I'm alining the spacecraft now.
Roger. Your attitude. look like :voU're almo;;t in.
It ,yould berau e the gyros are still raged.
That's interesting.
I Ray they ,,"ould because the gyros are still eaged.
Good cleal. You\'e got real good attitude on the caged gyr'O .
Roger.
Did :vou rend that I said roll right 34 <legree;;?
Roll right 34 degrees. Roger.
'Yould you give us some TV, Gordo?
Hello dahl'.
Hello dahr.
Faith 8e,·ell. ('ape Cap C'OIl1. Would you girl.' u;; a yell if you get an auto fuelligbt? Over.
Roger.
*Cagefl g:vros coming to slave.
Roger.
Our scanners are checking out quite closely. Gordo.
Roger.
Going to auto.
Failed it again.
Faith Seven. Cape CaD Com.
Go ahead. Cape Cap Com. Faith Seven.
Rog!'l'. Y'Ou can kill your TY. Your srallners and attitudes mat('h perfectly at LOS.
Roger. Tbank you.

L_____ .__.___ _
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I'm on auto control.
Roger. Understand on auto control.
Roger.
• [Unconfirmed transmissions omitted.]
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Faith Seven, this is Canary Oap Oom. We have TjM solid. All systems are green. Do you
confirm TV on? Over.
Roger. TV is on.
This is Canary Cap Com. Could you send us a blood pressure now, if you please?
Roger.
We are receiving blood pressure now.
Faith Seven, would you take a deep breath and hold it, please?
Roger.
Okay, exhale, exhale.
Faith Seven, inhale, please·
This is Canary Cap Com, we are coming up on LOS· You may turn off your TV camera,
please.
Roger.
KANO (SIXTEENTH PASS)
Faith Seven, Kano has TIM solid.
Roger, Kano. All systems green here.
I'll give you a check in a minute. Thank you.
Roger.
They are all green on the ground.
Roger.
Faith Seven, this is Kano Cap Com.
Go ahead, Kano.
I thought I'd tell you that [contingency recovery] Area 16- B [retrosequence time] is
nominal.
I~B is nominal. Roger. Thank you.
Site of Kano will have LOS at 13 08 56.
ZANZIBAR (SIXTEENTH PASS)
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Hello, Zanzibar, Faith Seven here.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com. Go ahead.
Roger. First, I have a message for you.
Roger.
Hello Africa. This is Astronaut Gordon Cooper, speaking from Faith Seven. I am right
now over 100 miles above Africa, speaking to the Zanzibar station. Just a few minutes
ago, I passed Addis Ababa. I want to wish success to your leaders there. Good luck to
all of you in Africa.
Are you ready for a consumable readout now?
Go ahead.
Roger. Auto fuel, 63 [percent); manual, 93 [percent). Oxygen primary, 145 [percent],
secondary 100 [percent].
Confirmed. TjM looks good on the ground here.
Roger.
How does it feel on the second day, Gordo?
FinE'. I may get used to this thing, yet.
Roger.
Faith Se,·eu. Zanzibar Cap Oom.
Go abead, Zanzibar.
The surgeon would like to know how deep is your breathing at the present time.
Roger. Not very deep.
Roger. Thank you.
Here is a full breath.
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Please repeat.
All right. Now I have a full breath in .
You are taking full breaths. Very good. That's what our recording on the ground shows.
Roger.
I am now in auto controL Set up for the dim-light experiment. As soon as the Sun a]>proaches the horizon, I will aline with the Sun. Fly-by-wire. Cage and put gyros free.
Roll 34 degrees right, cage, gyros free. Back on auto and start taking the pictures.
Faith Seven. Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead, Zanzibar.
How much tape do you have remaining on your recorder?
About 70 percent.
Roger. Cape advises that you can go onto .continuous tape recording.
Roger.
Faith Seven. Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go abead, Zanzibar.
Clock readout now shows a +16 seconds. I will give you a mark at 24 13 50.
Roger.
1. MARK. (24 14 07) T
Roger. I was reading 24 14 07 at the time. That's about right-16 seconds.
Roger.
Yeah. I wa. reading just 6. going to 7. That would be right.
Okay. The Sun is a lmost to the horizon. I'm going to fty-by-wire low-yawing oyer to
the left just a little to get to the Sun.
I'm perfectly alined. Caging the gyros. Bang, bang. Gyros to free. I'm going to have
to get them again. Quite aUned in yaw.
Boy! ThiR is gOing to be a doozy, right into the Sun.
Okay, gyros caged, to free. 34 degrees right.
Gyros caged; gyros free; auto orbi t mode ; lights off; warning lights off.
Here comes 1. 1. 2. 3. 4, f). 6. 7. 8. 9, 10. 11. 12. 13, 14, 11,. 1.001. Number 2 exposure.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10. n. 12. 13. 14, Hi. Third exposure. 1. 2, 3. 4. f), 6, 7. 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14. 1!'5. Fourth exposure. Trip. 1,001. ReJeal'e. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, 6, 7. 8, 9. 10,
11. 12, 13. 14. 15. Trip. 1, 2, 3. Release. 1. 2, 3, 4. n. 6. 7. R, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15.
Trip. 2. 3. Relrase. 1,001. 2. 3, 4. ;). 6. 7. R. 9. 10, 11. 12, 13. 14, 15. "Tumber 3. I,
2, 3. Release. 1, 2. 3, 4. f), 6. 7, R. 9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 14, Hi. Numher 4. 1, 2, 3. Release.
1,2.3,4,5,6.7,8,9,10.
Here comes 1. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 14, 15. 1,001. Number 2 exposure. 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, Hi. Third exposure. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15. Fourth exposure. Trip. 1,001. Release. 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13. 14,
15. Trip. 1, 2, 3. Release. 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. Trip. 2, 3.
Release. 1,001. 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10. 11. 12. 13. 14, 15. Number 3. 1. 2, 3. Release. 1, 2. 3, 4. !5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10. 11, 12. 13. 14, 15. Number 4. 1. 2, 3. Release. 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. 10-second Reries. Trip. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10.
Release. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. Trip. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
Release. 4,5, 6, 7, 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15. Trip. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, !l, 10. Release. 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. Trip. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Release. 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. 30-second exposures. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30.. Release. 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7, 8, 9,
10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. Trip. 1, 2, 3,4,
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19, 20, 21,22,23,24, 23,26, 27, 28, 29, 30. Itelease.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,29,30.
1,2,3. Go ahead, Muchea. 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12.
MUCH IDA (SIXTEENTH PASS)
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Roger. Status is green.
Roger. We have it.
Dad burn it 21, 22, 23, 24. Roger. Thank you. Roger, I'm busy taking all these picture
sequences, counting 1, 2, buckle-my-shoe type thing.
Roger.
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Ha, ha!, I'm up to 5,244 now. Ha, ha !
5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12, 13, 14, 15,16,17,18, 19, 20, 21,22,23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, release.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 .
. . Minus . . . pitch attitude and about a -14 on your horizon scanner pitch output.
Would you checl{ this?
Roger. I am on gyros free; auto control; gyros free; pitch plane torquing on.
Roger.
I am pitching around the plane of the ecliptic to take these pictures.
Cnderstand.
12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22.23,24,2;:;,26.27,28, 29, 30. release. 1,2,3,4,5, 6, 7, 8,
9,10,11,12, 13, 14, 15,16,17,18, I\), ~o, 21, 22,23,24, 25,26,27, 28, 2\), 30. Identifier pictures, two of them. Oops, t r ipped two accidently. I'm on slaye.
Faith Seyen is now gone to slaye and will let the scanners process the spacecraft back
around slowly.
Roger. We concur here.
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, \), 10, 11, 12, 13, H. 1.3. 1G. 17. 1R. 19, 20. 21. 22. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, :n, 32, 3:3. 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40. 41, '!'2. 43. 44, 45, 46, 47. 48. 49, 50. 51, :>2, :j:1, 54,
55,56, j7,5~.59,60,61,62,63,64.65,66,67,68,6\), 70,71, 72, 73,74,75,76, 77,78.
Pitch attitude and horizon scanners.
80. R1. 82, 83. 84, 85, 6,87,88,89,90, just a millute \)1,92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 9 , 99, 100, 101,
2,3,'!', 5,6, 7, ,9,10, 11,12,13, 14,15,16,17,18,19,20.
Roger. :\ly gyros-it looks like I'm fairly ('!ose1r on. I can ~ee the actual horizon, and
of course, my gyros are being prcccsHNI by the scanners back slow ly because they were
off quite a bit being gyros free and pitch plane precession on.
Roger. . .. You are coming in here now. too.
Roger. I wasn't sure the .·pacecraft \"ould fl.\· this \Yay, but it seems to be doing all right.
Roger.
Now for the 30-second exposures. 1. 2. 3. 4. :;. 6, 7. 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. R oger. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10. (223-second
break here]
13, 14,15,16, 17,18,19,20,2],22,23,24,23,26.27. 2R. 29. 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,35,36,37,38,39,
40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,4\),50,51.52,53.54.55,56, 57, 58, 5\), 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
66, 67, 68, 69, 70. 71, 72, 73, 74. 73, 76. 77, 7, , 7\), RO, R1, R2, R3, 84, &~, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90. 91.
92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,1,2,3.4.5.6.7. R. 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20.
30-second one coming. 1,2,3.4,5,6, 7, R, O. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,19,20. 21, 22,
23. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. 10-second exposure. 1, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, off.
Okay. Third series. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7. 1'. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 2:;. 26, 27. 28. 29. 30, 31, 32, 33. 34, 35, 3G, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45. 46, 47, 48, 49.
50. 51, 52, 53, 54. 55, 56, 57, 58. 5n, 60. 61. 62. 63. 64. 63. 66. 67, 6R. 69. 70, 71. 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79. 80. 81, 82, 1'3, 84, 1':). R6. R7. R, . Rn. no. 01, 92. 93. !H, 9:). 96. 97, 9R, 99, 100, 1.
2,3,4,5,6,7, ,9,10.11,12.13.14.10.16.17,11'.19.20.
30-.. econd exposure. 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. R. n, 10. 11. 12. 13. H. 13. 16, 17. 11'. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 2~, 29, 30. 10-second exposure. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 10-second exposure over. I don 't believe the camcra tripped right. 1, 2. 3, 4, ii. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
Okay. l'tarting the next series. MARK (24 45 Ol]T. 2. 3, 4, 5, 6. 7. 8, 9. 10. 11, 12. 13, 14.
15. 16. 17. 11'. 19. 20 . 21. 22. 23. 24. 2:). 26. 27. 2R. 20. 30. 31. 32, 33. 34. 35. 36, 37. 38, 39. 40.
41. 42. 43. 44, 45. 46. 47. 41<. 49. 50. :)1. :)2 . :i3 . .i4. :):). :;6, :;7, :iR, 5n. GO, 61. G2. 63, 64, 65, 66,
67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74. Go abead, Canton.
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(SIXTEENTH PASS)

Ro .~(' r.
You r (reC'o" errJ .\l·ea 17-1 (retl'oseqnence] time il' 230412. Oyer.
25 04 02?
N ega ti ve. 25 04 12.
Roger. 25 04 12.
AffirmatiYe.
That just about gets it. 30-second one. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, R, \). 10, 11, 12. 13. 14, 15, 16, 17,
18. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. 10-second exposure. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10.
Radiation experiment went on 1 minute ago.
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Okay. one more series here for you. Starting KOW. (24 49 45)T 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 0, 10,
11, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39. 40, 41. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46. 47, 48. 49, 50, 51, 52,
53. 54, 55. 56. 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 6, 69. 70 71, 72, 73,
74, 75. 76, 77. 78. 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90. 91. 92, 93, 94.
95. 96. 97, 98. 99. 100. 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, exposure off. 3O-second exposure. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. 29, 30. 1O-second exposure. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, off.
The last series. 1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, . . . . 30, 31, (etc.) 40. (etc.) 49, 50, 51, 52. 53. 54. 55, 56, 57, 58, 59. 60.
. . . 2, 3, . . . 14, 15, 16, . . . 31, 32. 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42. 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60. There is the 2-minute
one off. 30-second one started. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27, 28, 29. 30. 10-second one on. 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6. 7. 8. 9, 10. and a big fat hen and that one's off.
And my fuel quantity light came on at 61 percent at 24 58 25.
Here comes the sunrise pictures. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15, 16.
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. 29, 30. The I-second one taken and
off.
The second set of 30 and 1. 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13, 14. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, the I-second one, and off. And that windl' up
the zodiacal lights [photography]. May they rest in peace.
* [Unconfirmed transmission omitted .]
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Faith Seven, Guaymas Cap Com.
Roger. Guaymas go ahead.
Have you started your photos yet?
Man, that's all I ha,e been doing all night long.
Roger, Hasselblad?
Roger, I'm just getting them out r ight now.
Okay, you going to power down first or after?
No, I'll power down after I take the first two shots on it. Actually. I'm not going to power
down until I finish those shots. I'm gOing to leave the gyros up to do the !'hots with.
Okay. Do you want to give me a mark when you take them so I can get your times?
Roger.
I'm having a little trouble getting things out of Pandora's locker here.
Roger.
Oh yeah. you might pass on to the Cape too, my fuel quantity warning light came on at
24 58.24 hours and 58 minutes.
Roger.
At 61 percent.
Roger, Gordo.
Okay. I'm getting the fir!';t two !'hots right now.
Roger.
Okay, that'!' the first t~·o shots .
Okay, Gordo.
Now. I'm !!'oing to fly-b~' ·wil'f'.
Yawing aronnd to thE' 90 dpgree point on the gyro.
Roger, we read you.
Okay. snnpping two more pic's.
Caginl-( the gyros.
Get clown in proper attitune first here.
Okay.
Now it's bark to free.
Two more pies.
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Helloooo up there.
Hello down dere.
Man, all I do is take pictures, pictures, pictures.
All I do is clean, clean, clean.
na, ha. Roger.
I got all the zodiacal light pics and now I am busily engaged yawing around on the MIT
jobbies.
Roger. You have my sympathy.
I'm not complaining, ha, ha.
I'm at the 270 point now getting tbe last two pictures in tbe 30 seconds.
I bave 17-Bra,0 [contingency recovery area retrosequence time] correl'tion, if you can
take it.
Roger, better bang on just a minute, I'm right-suapping pi.ctures-rigbt at tbe second.
Okay, standing by.
Okay. I can take it now.
Roger. 17-Bra'·o,26 14 48.
26 14 48.
That is affirmative. We'd like a little Sun !1;nn time if you want to flip it on.
Say again.
TV on for a couple of minutes please?
Roger, TV coming ou.
Gordo, for information only, if you care to u"p the 6-incb outside, recommending a minimum
f stop 16 or 22 witb the filter . It's not npcps"ary to do this if you do use it outside; we
recommend going this way.
At 22 with the filter, is that affirm?
Say again, please.
22 with filter.
16, f / 16 with filter.
Roger.
Okay, I'm caging my gyros.
Roger.
And they caged correctly.
Good show; it works.
Yeah, just like advertised.
How about that.
"Powering down my ASCS bus.
Roger. Understand ASCS bus is off. Your sure are a miser on the control fuel.
You say I'm noisy on the controls.
I say you're miser on the controls.
Roger.
. . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, do you read?
Roger, you are coming in ,ery broken. Over.
CANARY ISLAXDS (SEVE:\TEEXTII PASS)
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Faith Seven, this is Canary Cap Com. All systems are green. Do you confirm TV is on?
Over.
Negative. TV is not on, Canary. I'm busy snapping some pictures.
TV coming on now.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Canary systems.
Go ahead Canary, Faith Seven.
You're looking real good here, systems-wise. This is our last pass at you. We'll see
you back in-back in Houston . Kppp up the good work.
Roger, will do. Thanks a lot.
This is Canary Cap Com, could you give us a cabin 0 , partial pressure readout, please.
Roger. Cabin 0, partial pressure is about 3.9 [psi] .
Roger.
Was that 3.9 or 3.5? Over.
About 3.9.
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Just a tad under 4. I'm gOing back on my suit. I've had my visor open for a while herto.
Roger.
We're havingT/M LOS here. Suggest you turn off your TV camera. Over.
Roger.
KANO (SEVENTEEXTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, this is Kano Cap Com. We have T/l\'l solid, and all systems are go.
Roger Kano. Thank you.
Faith Seven, tbis is Kano Cap Com. Your systems are still all green. Goodbye and
good luck. Out.
Roger. Thank you Kano.
ZANZIBAR (SEVENTEENTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go abead, Zanzibar. Faith Seven.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com. Your system. look good on the ground.
Roger, Zanzibar. They look good up here, too.
Okay. Could I have consumable readouts, please?
Roger. Auto. fuel, 60 percent; manual fuel, 91 percent. Oxygen primary, 145 percent;
secondary, 100 percent.
Faith Seven, I read you. You are fading.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com. Good luck on your pass.
Roger. Thank you.
Okay. Short status report: ?\-itrogen low pressure: auto., 470 [p i]; manual, 490 [psi].
B-nut temperatures: Pitch down, 75 [degrees]; pitch up, 58 [degrees]; yaw left, 70
[degrees] ; yaw right, 70 [degrees]; roll countel'clockwise, 96 [degrees] ; roll clockwise,
95 [degrees). Peroxide auto tank: .. . 2 [degrees] ; peroxide manual tank, 70 [degrees] ,
peroxide reserve tank, 76 [degrees]. 250 inverter, 116 [degrees]; 130 inverter, 128
[degrees] ; standby inverter, 108 [degrees] .
"[Non-flight-related transmiSSion omitted.]
MUCHEA (SEVENTEE:\TTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Muchea Cap Com.
Howdy, Mucbea Cap Com . Faitb Seven .
",Ve have a systems go and aeromed go.
Very good.
Aeromeds are standing by for blood pressure.
Roger, coming now. Does he know how to read it?
Roger. They got it now.
I have [recovery] Area 18-1 retrosequence time. Prepared to copy?
Roger. Stand by just a second.
Roger.
Roger. Go.
Area 18-1 [retrosequence time], 26 34 48.
Roger. 26 34 48.
That's affirmative; [contingency recovery area] 18-A [retro equence time] is 26 58 50.
That was [contingency recovery area] 18-A.
Affirmative.
*I didn't get the rest of that, 26 what?
26 58 50.
Roger. 26 58 50. Roger.
And I have [recovery area] 18-2 [retrosequence time]. 27 43 48.
Roger. 27 43 48.
Roger. And these times does-do not include the clock error.
Roger. Understand.
That first blood pressure was no good. Would you send another one? It was cut off early.
Roger. We are getting your second blood pressure.
That was a good blood pressure.
Roger.

707-056 0-631--28
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Systems report that your suit dome temp is decreasing slowly.
Roger. I'm running it down fairly low. I got it a little bit high.
Roger.
It's been running consistently fairly low.
Understand.
Faith Seven. We have a message for you.
Roger.
From the Australian Minister of Supply, the Honorable Alan Fairhall: "All Australia
following your progress with lively interest. Muchea and Red Lake tracking station
staffs and Department of Supply are proud to be associated with this great NASA effort.
Happy landings." End message.
Roger. Thank you very much.
We ha"e approximately 1 minute' to LOS.
Rogel'.
Could you give me a read on your pa rtial O,?
Roger. Cabin partial 02 is about 3.9 (psi].
3.9 (psi] .
Roger.
CANTON (SEYEXTEEXTH PASS)
Faith Se,-en, this is Canton Cap Com.
Roger, Canton . I'm all green here.

Standing by.

HAWAII (SEYEXTEEXTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Hawaii. Do you read?
Roger, Hawaii. Faith Seven.
Faith Seven. All systems are green. We are standing by_
Roger. Thank you.
/
* And, we are approaching 26 31. We are between IIawaii and California. Yery, '-ery
low rates. Turning on my mllnual proportional control. Low rates.
I believe it's better to leave it as it is.
Now to get the camera out.
* And I made the first picture just then between-just off the west coast of the United
States. Almost on the west coast.
Second one is coming in on the coastline. There are quite a bit of clouds, all different
types and patterns. I took one getting in part of the coastline in under the clouds.
That's number 2.
Snapping all these pies at f/5.6 and 1/ 123th.
CALIFORXIA (SEYENTEEXTH PASS)
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Faith Se,-en, this is California Cap.
Rogel', California. Faith Seven.
Faith Seven, this is California. We have you all green here on the ground.
Rogel'. Thank you. I'm all green here.
Roger. When you take your photographs. will you tUl'll your tllpe recorder to continuous?
Roger. I haye the tape recorder on continuous.
Both of those pictures were made looking to-slightly to the south.
Looking back to the due west, inland on the desert area. In fact, there's the Salton Sea.
*There's the Gulf and Baja California. Next oue. There's EI Centro area. I can make
out individual fields. Smoke from the f'illokestack clowu there. There's some roa(ls,
houses, a little airstrip. There's a dry lake.
CAPE CANAVERAL (EIGHTEENTH PASS)
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Faith Seven passing oyer Dallas.
Faith Seven, this is Cape. Everything is go here. We are standing by.
Roger, Cape. Eyerything go here.
Faith Seven. Would you like a G.m.t. hack? Over.
Roger. I WOUld.

CAPE CANAVERAL (EIGHTEENTH PASS)-Continued
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All right. On my mark, G.m.t. will be 15 5030. Stand by, MARK. 15 50 30. (26 46 35)T
Roger. My G.m.t. clock is 10 seconds fast.
Understand the capsule clock.
That's the capsule clock.
Roger.
I have a correction to Diamond Head, retrosequence time. Delta T, 4 minutes 08 seconds
for Diamond Head. Over.
10 minutes 08 seconds.
. . . 08.
4 minutes 08 seconds.
That is correct.
Roger.
And if you should be inclined to, use the extra black and white 16-millimeter magazine outside for general photography. Recommending f / 16.0 since you have no filter.
Roger.
We have no specific requirements for it, however.
Roger.
Radiation experiment coming on, NOW. [26 53 17J T • I'm at about, -10 degrees on pitch,
roll right about 10 degrees, facing back to the west. Slowly oscillating in a left yaw rate.
I'm opening the KK clamp and we'll see what happens here now.
-And it appears to be flowing-water out of the tin can.
Radiation experiment off.
The heat exchange dome temp immediately went down to the freezing point. Closing off
KK clamp. I'll have to continue on the original suit circuit.
Starting on the second series of' the MIT .film, just short of Africa. Coastline should be
coming in momentarily. Took·a shot out over the water of unusual-of good sized cloud
buildups.
-Now the suit heat exchanger dome temp's starting back up. About thawed out.
Okay, short status: Roll clockwise, 85 (degrees), roll counterclockwise, 90 (degrees) ; Yaw
right, 68 (degrees); yaw left, 75 (degrees); Pitch up, 62 (degrees); pitch down, 74
(degrees). Retro temp., 75 (degrees). 250 inverter 108 (degrees); 150 inverter 124
(degrees) ; standby inverter 108 (degrees). Cabin outlet, 72 (degrees). Auto peroxide
tank,72 (degrees) ; manual peroxide tank, 72 (degrees) ; reserve peroxide tank, 75 (degrees). Correction on that-that auto peroxide tank is 82 (degrees) . Isolated bus
voltage, 28 volts. Camera going up in the glove box.
[Yawn] Man, I dropped off to sleep again for a few minutes there.
Now, looks like the 1.5 [comfort-control-valve] setting is holding the suit heat exchange
dome temp for the moment. Almost down to the bottom, about 42 degrees.
Yo ho ho ho ho ho. [He is Singing.]
Boy, what a beautiful view from up here. Surprises you every orbit.
MUCHEA (EIGHTEENTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Muchea Cap Com. Over.
Roger, Muchea. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
Roger. Same. Would you place your telemetry switch in the continuous position please?
Roger. Coming continuous NOW.
Roger. We have TIM.
Roger.
I have some retrosequence times when you're ready to copy.
Roger. Go.
Area 19-A [contingency recovery area] nominal.
Roger.
19-B, 28 3124. Area 19-0, nominal.
Roger.
Would you read back area 19-B time?
Roger. 28 31 24.
Roger.
Systems here are go and aeromed is go.
Roger. Thank you, I'm go from here.
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Tell Warren to be careful and not get stuck.
Ha, ha. He knows about that.
Roger.
Stuck on what?
On the outback.
Roger. Acknowledge.
Roger.
By the way, we have all joined tennis clubs.
Excellent. That's the best thing to do.
Roger.
Faith Seven, Muchea Cap Com. We read a very low suit dome temp.
Roger. I'm running it very low. I'm working it back up now.
Say again, Faith Seven.
·Roger. I've already made a decrease in setting. It should be coming back up shortly.
·The suit dome temp is still acting up. Suit inlet temp is back up to about 68 degrees. The
suit dome temp has gone down to about 3R degrees. Have suit coolant almost off now.
All right, SUIt coolant is shut completely off. Ko\"\' it should come up.
... read you loud and clear.
Some of this fine plumbing they put in thiR thing. This sad thing on the needle-on the
diaphragm fitting has come out so I can't change the needle to any other fitting. I'll have
to leave the Kenny Kleinknecht clamp clo:c;ed. Meantime, I can't pump any more. That
.container is full and so is the other one.
r wish some of you guys who tried to stick in Rome of this plumbing and~onnected here
and there, and use it here and there would >;it in here awhile and try and use the stuff.
Wow! L ook at that bright sunshine. 0000, weee!
HAWAII (EIGHTEENTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Hawaii. Do you read? Over.
Roger, Hawaii. Faith Seven reading you aloud and clear.
Read you loud and clear. All systems are green. Standing by for fuel and 0, readout.
Roger. Fuel, 60/90 [percent]. Oxygen, 140/100 [percent].
Say again, 0, primary, please.
140 [percent], one four zero.
Roger. Understand everything is green.
Roger. Thank you.
Faith Seven, Hawaii.
Go ahead, Hawaii. Faith Seven.
C-band in the continuous position?
Roger. It is.
All right.
CALIFORNIA (EIGHTEENTH PASS)
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«'aith Seven, this is California Cap ('om.
Roger, California. Faith Seven.
Roger. We have you green clear acro,,>; the board here.
Roger. Good.
California standing by.
Roger.
Faith Seven passing over Baja California now. See entire Baja California.
Faith Seven. Were you calling California?
Negative. I was just commenting that I could see all of Baja California. It's all clear,
all up and down.
Disregard.
Roger, Faith Seven.
Faith Seven passing oyer Houston, Texafl. Have it in Sight loud and clear.

CAPE CANA YERAL (NINETEENTH PASS)
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Roger, Seven. We read that at the Cape.
Roger.
Faith Seven, this is Cape. We would like to see your TV returns, over.
Roger. I've got her on.
Faith Seven, this is Cape.
Go ahead, Cape.
I have you ATC [Air Traffic Control] clearance. Are you ready to copy?
Roger.
"Please pass to Major Cooper, in flight, from Air Force Secretary Zuckert and Chief of Staft'
General LeMay: 'It is with great pride and enthusia!lm that the entire United States
Air Force is following the progress of your historic flight-a dramatic contribution to
aerospace exploration. God luck, and God speed.''' Over.
Roger. Thank you.
That's all right, Colonel.
Faith Seven from Cape. Could you give me a comment on your general comfort, please?
• Roger. My general comfort is good, now. I've had a continuing battle with the plumbing
in here. I was not able to open the KK clamp due to the fact that-that system is
full of water. One of the needles broke off-or the little insert into it broke--and I am
unable to transfer any more water out of the condensate tank.
Roger. I gather you are not bothered by it.
Negative. I am plenty comfortable. I've had trouble with the suit heat exchanger; keep
having to run it up and down and chase it, but it's dOing fine.
Looks like you are doing a real good job on that. Apparently you are keeping yourself
very comfortable.
Roger.
I assume since you've had trouble with this clamp, that it is now in the--rather, since you've
had trouble with the condensate transfer, that the clamp is now in the closed position.
That's affirmative.
Roger. Good show.
Are you getting any TV yet?
I think the light is low inside there, Gordo.
I'm outside.
Are you in the Sun?
Negative.
I recommend you turn it off.
Roger.
Also, how about the little squeezers, have they been beating their hearts out every 10 minutes?
Roger. Faithfully, every 10 minutes throughout the whole day and night, every time.
A couple of beady yellow eyes, huh ?
Ha, ha, Roger. I'm directly over Miami. I'm looking right down on Miami Beach.
Faith Seven, this is Cape. Would you give us a blood pressure now, please?
Roger.
Okay, you guys will have had it now . . . another measure
Drink some water.
Okay. Radiation experiment coming on now.
I'm in full drifting flight, so I'll have random attitudes for it.
At 28 59, my 0.05g telelight came on after I turned my warning lights off and back on to dim.
Have turned my 0.05g and emergency O.05g switch fuse off.
Radiation measurement is off.
For my short status report: Peroxide regulated pressure: auto, 470 [psi] ; manual, 490 [psi].
75 [degrees] pitch down; 60 [degrees] pitch up. Yaw left is 80 [degrees] ; yaw right is
65 [degrees]. Roll counterclockwise is 78 [degrees]; roll clockwise is 75 [degrees]. Auto
peroxide outlet, 72 [degrees] ; manual is 72 [degrees] ; reserve, 75 [degrees].
HAWAII (NINETEENTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Hawaii on air-to-ground relay, do you read? Over.
Roger, Hawaii. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
Roger. Faith-Faith Seven is reading you loud and clear, Hawaii.
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Hawaii Cap Com, Faith Seven.
Go ahead, Seven, this is Hawaii. Read you loud and clear.
Roger. Wonder if you would relay to tbe Cape a little situation I bad happen and see what
tbey think on it. Wbile turning my warning lights off and back on to dim, my 0.05g telelight
came on in my telelight panel. Now the action that I have taken is, to turn off my 0.05g

switch fuse and my emergency O.05g switch fuse. Would you relay to them, and get their
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idea on it? Over.
Understand your 0.05g ligbt came on and your turned your 0.05g fuse switcb and
emergency 0.05g fuse switcb off.
Tbat's affirmative.
Is tba t affirma ti ve ?
Affirmative.
Can we bave T I M on?
Roger. T I M is on now, bave it on ground command.
I have retrosequence time for [contingency recovery) area 20--Alpha, is nominal.
Roger. 20--Alpba is nominal. Thank you.
We also pass on to you-turn C-band beacon on, a g.e.t. of 30 58 00.
30 58 00.
Roger. Turn off at 31 08 00.
Did you copy, Seven?
Negative. I got 30 58 00 bn.
Roger. Turn it off 10 minutes later.
Roger. Will do.
Seven, this is Hawaii. Was that a red or a green telelight1
Faith Seven, Hawaii. Do you read? Over.
Roger. Go abead, Hawaii. Faitb Seven.
Roger. Was your 0.05g light red or green?
It was green. Over.
Consumable readout please.
Roger. Fuel: 58 [percent) auto.; 90 [percent) manual. Oxygen: 140 [percent) primary;
100 [percent] secondary.
Roger. Understand.
Seven, this is Hawaii Cap Com.
Go ahead, Hawaii. Seven.
Faitb Seven, Hawaii. Over.
Go abead, Hawaii. Faith Seven.
CALIFORNIA (NINETEENTH PASS)
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Faith Seven, Faith Seven. Tbis is California Cap Com.
Roger, California Cap Com. Faith Seven here.
Roger, Faitb Seven. Our panel looks good. Telemetry does not indicate 0.05g.
Roger. It must be a . . .. I just threw a glitcb into the light wben I was turning my
warning lights off and on, then, probably .
There is a little diode in your light test, tbat failed could cause that light to come on.
Roger. Does MCC recommend tbat I go abead and put my 0.05 and emergency 0.05g
swi tch fuses back on?
Faith Seven. Leave them off.
Roger.
GUAYMAS (NINETEENTH PASS)

P

Go ahead, Guaymas.

CC

I have some retrosequence times for you, for [recovery area] area 20--1.

P

Roger.
30 53 01.
Well, just a minute. Which one is that?
Area 20--1.
Roger. 30.
53 01.
53 01. Roger.
Roger. And [contingency recovery) areas 20--B, C, and D are nominal.
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Roger. Understand. Thank you.
Roger. And 20--1 doesn't take in your clock error.
Roger. Understand.
Faith Seven. Guaymas Cap Com.
Go ahead, Guaymas. Faith Seven.
·Would you go ahead and power up your ASCS bus? We would like to know if you have
your amp cal programer.
. . . gyros caged now?
Gyros are caged. Fly-by-wire; ASCS coming on normal now.
Guaymas, are you still reading me?
Go ahead, Faith Seven.
Roger. You still have me on telemetry?
Roger. You look good.
Roger. I am supposed to do this HF antenna test, now.
Roger.
I will be on HF for a couple of minutes and then back on UHF.
This is Faith Seven on high frequency. Capsule elapsed time, 29 50 20. Now for HF
antenna test. My attitudes are zero [degrees] in roll; am rolling 90 degrees and repeating.
This is Faith Seven on the second portion of the HF antenna test. C.e.t. 295145. Now I am
rolled 90 degrees. HF out.
Faith Seven is back on UHF.
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Faith Seven. This is Cape. How do you read? Over.
Roger, Cape. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
Roger, Gordo. On this 0.05g business, we are interested in whether or not the amp cal has
switched to 0.05g logic. Do you follow?
Roger.
.. We figured the best way to do it-after gyros have warmed up--is to uncage, initiate
a slow rate in any axis, and see if you have attitudes. If you do have attitudes, we
feel that the amp cal has not latched at 0.05g. Over.
Roger. Assume a slow rate in any axis and see if the attitudes follow. Right?
Right. When you uncage the gyros, you'll have to set up a very slow rate and see if
you have attitude indications.
Roger.
Seven, from Cape. We may have LOS before you are able to do this. Once you have done
it, report to us through some other station, and then power down the ASCS after your
test is complete.
Roger.
Seven from Cape. Have you uncaged gyros yet?
Negative.
Jot yet.
All right. We may lose you. Advise the next station.
Roger.
Try to advise us even if we've had LOS.
Roger.
Cape. Faith Seven here.
Cape Cap Com. This is Faith Seven on high frequency. How do you read on this?
Over.
Cape Cap Com.
Hello, Cape.

Faith Seven, on high frequency.

Faith Seven on high frequency.

Over.

COASTAL SENTRY QUEBEC (TWENTIETH PASS)
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Hello, Faith Seven . . •
Roger, Faith Seven here.
Faith Seven, here.

Go ahead.

Go ahead, John, just barely read you.
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Hello, Faith Se\·en. Hello, Faith Se\'en, this is CSQ Cap Com calling early. If you read
me, Gordo, answer on HF. Over.
Roger, John. This is Faith Seven. Reading you about 4 by 4. How me?
Hello, Faith Seven. CSQ Cap Com reads you very weak and unreadable. If you can
read, gi\'e rue status of your ASCS check, please. Over.
Roger. My amp cal is latched up O.05g. I do not have ASCS. Over.
Understand you do not have ASCS. Is that affirmed?
That is affirm.
Faith Se"en, this is CSQ. Can you say again, trouble with your amp cal? I did not
receive that part of your transmission. Over.
Roger. My 0.05g portion of the logic is latched in on the amp cal, so I do not have attitude
indications through the auto pilot any more.
Roger .. . amp cal . . . Gordo, understand the amp cal is not working and the ASCS is inoperative. Was your gyro in the slaved position when you overturned? Over.
Say again.
This is Faith Seven on UHF. How do you read, CSQ?
Faith Seven, CSQ Cap Com. Do you still recen' e me? Over.
Roger, CSQ. Faith Seven on UHF. How do you read? Over.
Roger. Still reading you, Gordo. Did you have any of your gyros switched to slave during the ASCS check? Over.
·Roger. I had them caged, and then I went to slave; and in moving my rates, I did nQt get
any attitudes. Over.
Roger. Understand. No attitudes. Did you go into roll at all? Over.
Roger. I tried roll, pitch, and yaw. O'·er.
Roger. You did not go into automatic roll. Is that affirmative?
*1 did not power up the ASCS. All I did was turn my ASCS on, powered up my ASCS a-c
bus. And when it was warmed up, then uncaged my gyros to the slave position, which
should give me attitude.
And if . .. .
Repeat that please. We don't ba"e much time. Over.
Roger. I do not have attitudes when I go to slave on my gyros. When I uncage my gyros,
I do not have attitude indications with the ASCS a-c powered up.
Understand you did not go into actual A~CS. Is tbat affirmative?
Negative. I did not.
Faith Seven, ....
Roger. Reading you loud and clear.
Roger. I am reading you rather weak. You did not go on ASCS. You powered up, and
went to the slave position; got no gyro indication. Is that affirmative?
That is affirm, affirm.
Hello, Faith Seven. Be sure your T I M transmitter is on, and C-band beacon is on, for
Range Tracker pass. I repeat. make sure C-band beacon is on the T/~f is on for ·the
Range Tracker pass.
Roger. It's on.
Hello, Faith Seven. This is CSQ Cap Com. . .. on. Acknowledge please. Over.
Roger. They are on. Affirm, John.
HAWAII (TWENTIETH PASS)
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Faith Seven, this is Cape Cap Com.

3] 01 17
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[Loud squeal.]

Roger. Go ahead, Cape Cap Com. Faith Seven.
Faitb Seven. this is Cape Cap Com. Over. [Loud squeal.]
Roger. Cape Cap Corn. Faith Re"en here'. Go ahead.
Roger Gordo. . .. your amp cal is probably locked up on 0.05g.
just how much of your amp cal is working.
You're not coming through at all, Al.

(C~V)

:n 01 14

Over.

Negative, I'm not reading you.

We are interested in

1---
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AI, I can't read you. My amp cal is locked up on 0.05g.
Over.
Roger. Roger. Can you read me now?

I do not have attitude indicators.

Just barely.
Roger. Stand by a few minutes.
Hello, Faith Seven.

How do you read me now?

A li ttle bit better.
ll'aith Seven, I do understand that you do not have attitude indications?
read?
Negative. I'm not able to understand you yet. Over.
Okay. Stand by.
Seven. from Cape.

'"

do you

How do you read?

Roger. Reading you better now.
Seven, from Cape. How do you read n9w?
Roger. Reading you loud and clear now.
Roger, Cape. Reading you loud and clear now.
Roger. We're interesting in how much of your amp cal is still available to you.
Seven, we would like you to do a how-de-doody test over Hawaii, to find out how much
of your amp cal is still available.
Roger. Do you say you want me to power up my ASCS?
Cape Cap Com, say again. You were cut out on that. Over.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Do you read?
A little bit, Scott.
Seven, Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com.
Roger, Hawaii. Faith Seven.
Go ahead Cape.
·We want to use the transfer to your circuit and let Cape Cap Com talk with him this pass.
Roger. You are relaying at this time.
Roger. Would you also make sure that your people are prepared to watch for the TIM
signal also. After this pass, we would appreciate if you'd play your last pass over
again to make sure that you understand what we want in regards to what happened
to the 0.05 g light between the time you got acquisition of the ...
Roger, I copied.
Hawaii command carrier on.
Hello, Hawaii. Are you reading Faith Seven now? Over.
Faith Seven, this is Cape. Over.
Roger, Cape. Faith Seven here.
Roger, Cape. Faith Seven here.
Roger, Cape. Faith Seven here. Go ahead.

You're cutting in and out, I understand you want to find out how much of my amp cal is
gone.
Affirmative. We would like to have you first switch your ASCS 0.05g fuse switch on and
CC
(CNV)
check the 0.05g light.
Roger. I'll do that now.
P
Roger. When I have put my ASCS 0.05g switch fuse on, my light comes green. Over.
P
Roger. Turn that fuse switch off and pnt your emergency 0.05g fuse switch on and check
CC
(CNV)
the light, please.
P
Roger.
P
With the ASCS O.D5g switch fuse off and emergency O.05g switch fuse on, the light is not
green. Over.
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HAWAII (TWENTIETH PASS)-Continued
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Roger. In the meantime, Hawaii will check TjM. Do not forget that we would like.
CC
fly -by-wire. . . .
(CNV)
You were cutting in and out. I didn't get any of that, over.
P
Okay. We will try it one more time. . . . Over.
CC
(CNV)
Roger. To go into auto and check for what?
P
. . . 0.05g.
CC
(CNV)
You were cut out.
P
Roger. We would like to have you check for the roll rate which occurs after 0.05g.
CC
(CNV)
Roger. Understand.
P
If you get this rate ..
CO
(CNV)
Retro temp is 80 [degrees). Pitch down is 70 [degrees); pitch up is 65 [degrees}. Yaw
P
left, 80 [degrees]; yaw right, 62 [degrees]. Roll counterclockwise, 72 [degrees]; roll
clockwise,68 [degrees]. Auto peroxide tank, 80 [degrees] ; manual, 70 [degrees] ; reserve,
72 [degrees]. 250 iIiverter, 101 [degrees] ; 150 inverter, 121 [degrees); standby inverter,
98 [degrees] .
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Faith Seven, Faith Seven, Oalifornia Cap Com.
Roger, California, Faith Seven. Loud and clear.
Be sure when you check for roll rate that the ASCS 0.05g fuse switch is in the on poSition.
Roger.
-I have both fuse switches in the on position. My ASCS a-c bus is powered. I'm going to
gyros slave. Now I understand I'm to go on to auto. Is that affirm?
Say again, Faith Seven.
Roger. I have ASCS bus powered. Gyros are slaved, and now I understand that they
want me to go into auto and see if I get the roll rate. Over.
This is affirmative, Faith Seven.
Roger. Then do I come right back off with it if I get the roll rate? Over.
-This is true. You can stop the capsule with the fly-hy-wire.
Roger. Going into auto, NOW. [31 17 52] T
Roger. I do have the roll rate.
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Guaymas, Cap Com.
Go ahead, Guaymas. Faith Seven.
You can turn off the ASCS now .
And turn the 0.05g ASCS fuse switch off and the.
Roger. I have my ASeS 0.05g switch fuse off, and I'm powering down the ASCS. Is that
affirmative?
Power down your ASCS.
Roger. Powering down ASCS.
Cage your gyros.
Roger. They are already caged.
Gyros caged. ASCS bus turned off.
Roger.
-Would you ask the Cape what do I have left now. I have aux damp, fly-by-wire, and
manual proportional; is that affirm, for retrofire?
. . . Com.
Go abead, Guaymas.

CC
(CAL)
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Roger.
Roger.

What are they recommending?

Do you know?

Roger.

Roger.
Gordo.

No problem.
This is your last pass over us.

Roger.
Roger.

I'll see you in a couple of days.
You're dOing an outstanding job.

I'm proud of you.

Roger. Thank you, Gus.
Your friends in Mexico say adios.
Roger. Muchas gracias.
The same.

Muchas gracias.

That's French for thank you.

·Okay. Here I am at 31 54 28, now. Slow drift again in the nighttime. Still having
trouble with the ca<bin-with the suit heat-exchanger dome temp; got control of it here,
pretty close. Will fool around with it for about another 2 hours and some odd minutes.
IDverything looks good. I have 53 percent auto [fuel] and about 79 percent manual [fuel].
Okay.
I'm observing some cities through the clouds at 32 20, 32 21.
Seeing out over Laos.
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Roger, CSQ Cap Com.

Faith Seven here.

Roger, CSQ Cap Com. Faith Seven reading you.
Roger. I read you, John.
Faith Seven, this is CSQ Cap Com. Answer if you read me on HF. Over.
Roger, CSQ Cap Com. Faith Seven reading you.
CSQ Cap Com, Roger. We're going to change your clock, Gordo, to keep you from doing
it. We have a list to copy here on this retro procedure. Are you ready for clock
command? Over.
Roger. Go ahead.
Command, on. What we're doing is backing your clock of!' 1 hour. YOU'll still be able
to use minutes and seconds okay for retro. Over.
Okay.
Okay. Here is the list to copy. Over.
Roger. Go ahead.
Roger. Also, before we start this, make sure C-band is on for Range Tracker and also
TiM. Over.
Roger. C-band and TiM are on.
Roger. Okay, are you ready to copy?
Roger. Go.
Roger, number 1 is attitude permission bypass.
Go.
Attitude permission bypass is number 1. Do you acknowledge?
Roger. I got that. Go ahead.
Roger. Retrorocket arm switch, manual.
Roger. Got that.
Roger. Fly-by-wire thrust select switch, high and low.
Roger. Got it.
Roger. Retrosequence fuse switch, Dumber 2.
Roger. Gotit.
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Roger. Retromanual fuse switch, number 2.
Roger.
Roger. ASCS a-c bus switch, on.
Roger.
ASeS 0.05g fuse switch, number l.
Roger.
Ases control switch, select.
Roger.
Mode select switch, off.
Roger.
Manual handle, push on.
Roger.
Roger. That will put you on manual. If you want to go fly-by-wire aU you'd have to do
is pull the manual handle off and your mode select to f\y-by-wire. Roger.
That's affirm.
Roger, okay. Squib arm will come on at retrofire minus 5 seconds.
Roger.
Roger. And I will count down to retrofire with the eape so you can hear. Over.
Roger, and I'll manually use fire retro then. Is that affirmed?
Roger. The next step is to depress fire retro override; in other words, push the fire button.
Over.
Roger. Understand.
Roger. Now, if you have no retros, you can use as a backup, the following. If there are
no retros, the next procedure would be used as a backup.
Okay.
Hold just a second. What does your clock read now? Over.
Time to retrograde 01 31 50 now.
Say, your clock setting should read 34 59 52. Over.
Negative. It does not.
Roger. Did you copy 34 59 52? Over.
Roger. 34 59 52.
Roger. You can set it yourself after leaving station here. I think we should get the rest
of this procedure now. Over.
Roger.
Roger. If you have no retros, use-if you get no retros-use as backup the following;
number 1, retro delay to instant.
Roger.
Press retrosequence button.
Roger.
Okay. Some additional precautions. The retrojettison will have to be done manually.
Roger.
Be sure that you do not arm the retrojettison switch until after the rockets have fired.
Over.
Roger. Don't worry.
Yeah, I'm with you. You'll probably not get a fire retro teleUght, but we should get them
okay here on the ground. Over.
Roger.
Okay. Hold your retroattitude until jettison retro. Keep rates as low as possible,
maintaining visual reference as aid for low rates; and at your nominal 0.05g time, select
reentry mode.
Roger.
That reentry mode of selection should be at about 34 09 19.
Roger.
Okay. You'll come up on ASeS, go on auto with ASeS continuous, switch for your 0.05g,
and then your reentry. Over.
Roger.
Okay. That's the whole works now. Also go cabin fan normal now and your cabin control
yalve to 3.0. Over.
Roger. I already have it on.
What's wrong with reentering on aux damp on the reentry portion.
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Say again, Gordo.
Never mind, I'm lOsing you. Let's go UHF.
Roger. Okay, see if you can get that 34 59 52 set up before you leave our telemetry.
Over.
Roger, will do.
Roger. 34 59 52.
Roger, Faith Seven. I have you at 34+59+52. Over.
That's affirmative.
Faith Seven, CSQ. If you receive, switch to HF. Over.
Roger. Reading you loud and clear now, John.
You came back in loud and clear then. We have your clock setting 34 59 52. That's
correct.
That is affirmative.
That's 1 hour oft', right?
Say again, Faith Seven.
That's 1 hour beyond, right?
Tbat's correct. When we count down, we'll use minutes and seconds only. Over.
Okay.
They'll check you on this-{)n later in this pass. Over. We should be ready next time
around.
Roger.
Is that next time around or the time after that?
Say again.
Roger. That is the next time around, is it not?
That is correct; next time around when we see you, I will be firing.
Roger.
What is your attitude? Are you in drift now, Gordo?
That's affirmative.
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Hello Faith Seven, Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Do you read?
Roger, Hawaii Cap Com, Faith Seven. Loud and clear.
Roger, Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com recommend take a green as for go now and go over
your stowage checklist now ... did you copy?
Roger. I'm practically all stowed rigtt now.
Say again, Faith Seven.
I'm practically completed with my stowage checklist now.
Roger. You understand to take green for go. at this time?
To take what?
Green for go. Take green for go at this time.
Roger. I understand. A green for go. ~' ill do.
Roger. Zanzibar will go over this checklist that you copied from John. and John will
help you with the retrofire time. Also do you understand that the time in your clock
now is retrofire time +1 hour? You should read at retrofire 01 00 00.
Roger. Understand.
Roger. What's your PCO, reading please?
• Roger, PCO, is about 2Jh [mm Hg] now.
PCO, is 2.5. Is that right?
That's affirmative.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com.
Go ahead, Hawaii.
We want the retrofire checklist completed o\-er the Atlantic with the exception of your
squib switch which you can get at retrofire--!5 sec.
Roger. I intend to have it completed before then.
Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. I'm sure you're familiar with the star pattern you'll be using
during the retrofire.
Roger.
Faith Seven. Hawaii Cap Com. Everything looks good on the ground. You might keep
your eye on the PCO,. What is your visor position?
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Roger. My visor is open and I'm breathing off the cabin.
Roger.
I'm going to emergency rate on my oxygen for a moment just to see if it's the gage, or if
it actually is building up a little.
Roger. Understand emergency flow rate at this time? [Tone noted.)
Roger. It does not seem to be decreasnig on the gage, so it must be the gage error.
Roger. We're reading an increase on the ground as well.
I'm back on normal oxygen rate.
Understand, back on normal.
Roger, fans are running.
[Standby a-c auto warning tone occurs at 33 03 09)T
Well, things are beginning to stack up a little. ASCS inverter is acting up, and my CO.
is building up in the suit. Partial pressure of O. is decreasing in the cabin. Standby
inverter won't come on the line. Other than that, things are fine.
All right, I've checked that.
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Faith Seven, this is Zanzibar Cap Com. How do you read?
Roger, Zanzibar. Faith Seven reading you loud and clear.
l!'aith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com. Let's start your checklist here.
Roger, go abead.
One item has been added. Verify visor is closed.
·Negative, visor is not closed at the moment; I have a high CO, rate in suit.
Item number 1 on the checklist now reads: cage gyro and remain caged throughout reentry.
Roger. I have an item for you. My ASCS a-c inverter has failed; so I will be making a
manual reentry.
ASCS inverter bas failed?
That is affirmative.
Roger. Let's continue this checklist now. Attitude permission bypass, bypass position.
-Roger. Bypass.
Retrorocket arm switch man ual ?
Roger, on manual.
-Fly-by-wire thrust selector switch, high-low.
Hoger on high and low.
Retrosequence fuse switch number 2.
Number 2.
Retromanual fuse switch number 2.
Number 2.
ASCS bus switch on.
ASCS a-c bus is ott.
Roger. ASCS O.05g fuse switch to number 1 position.
On number 1.
ASCS control switch select.
On Select.
Mode select switch ott.
Mode select off.
Manual handle push on.
Manual handle is on.
-Right. Squib arm at retro minus 5 seconds.
Roger.
And tbat will occur in approximately 25 minutes.
Roger, I understand.
Have you tried the standby inverter on ASCS bus?
Roger, the standby inverter will not start.
The standby inverter will not start.
That is affirmative.
Roger. Cape Flight advises you believe your CO. partial gauge in the capsule, as this
was confirmed over Hawaii.
Cape advises wha t?
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We will advise you at this time. You have sufficient oxygen in to continue on emergeucy
rate from now through reentry if required.
Ah, Roger. I uud erstand.
Shall we go over the r etro backup?
Negative. I have that straigh t. I'll just go to retrofire to in tantaneous and punch
retrosequence.
That is correct. You have the other additional precautions.
Negative. What's that?
Retrojettison must be done manually.
Oh, rogel', roger. I have those.
Retrojettison switch to arm, after rockets fired.
Roger. I have that.
You will probably not get a fire retro telelight.
Roger.
Ground should be able to confirm, though.
Roger.
Faith Seven. Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead Zanzibar, F aith Seven.
*We've had about 3-percent rise on tbe CO" partial. Do you think it ig advisable to purge
again at this time?
::\'egative. It seems to be holding pretty steady over what it ha~ been.
Roger. We're getting very poor air-ground communication at this time.
Roger.
. . . Faith Seven. Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go ahead, Zanzibar. Faith Seven.
We would advise the visor be closed prior to retrofire.
Roger, it will be.
Faith Seven, Zanzibar Cap Com.
Go abead.
Cape adyi es closing visor.
Roger.
Do you confirm.
Roger. Will close visor. Visor is closed and locked.
Ro~er, "isor is closed and locked. Continue to watch tbat PCO" meter and if it rise~. go
on emergency rate.
Roger.
COASTAL SENTRY QUEBEC (TWENTY-SECO::\,D PA S)
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eSQ Cap Com, Faith Seven. Over .
Hello, Faith Seven, CSQ Cap Com. Over.
Roger, eSQ Cap Com. Fa ith Seven in l'etroattitude. Checklist complete.
Roger, CSQ Cap Com, Faith Seven.
Faith Seven, CSQ Cap Com. Roger. You're sounding good. How's that checl;: test? All
complete?
Rogel'. All complete except for squib.
Roger. How's the window attitude? Check olmy?
Roger. Rigbt on the old gazoo.
That's the way, boy.
"Okay. Our procedure, Gordo. I'll gil-e you the I-minute hack before retl'ofire and then
I'll give you a 10-secoml countdown to what woul<! normally be retro~equence. This time
there will just be a countdown to a 30-second pOint and then a 10-second countdown to
retrofire and at the 5 point tell you to arm squib.
Rogel'. That's fine.
Roger.
How's youI' PCO. doing?
Oh, its coming on up. And my Ases im'erter has failed, few other little odds and end
Okay. Roger.
*1'11 shoot the retros on manual, anell'll r eenter on fly-by-wire.
Roger. Okay.
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I'm looking for a lot of experience on this flight.
You're going to get it.
Okay, we'ye got the beginning of the I-minute period and about 25 seconds here.
Roger.
Okay. One minute to go on my mark. Stand by.
~IARK. [33 58 54]T
Did you get that?
Roger. I got it.
Roger. I'll give you a 10-second count here down to the 30-second pOint.
Roger.
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1. Thirty [33 59 24]T seconds.
Okay. The next 10-second count will be a countdown to ~our manual retro. Over.
Roger.
10,9, 8,7,6, squib arm. 4,3,2,1, fire [33 59 53]T. Rogel'. A green one here.
Roger. I think I got all three.
Rogel'. How did your attitude hold, Gordo?
Well, pretty fine.
Good show, boy, real fine. Looks like they came off right on the money on time.
Roger, I think so.
·Roger. Very good. On the next mark at 60 seconds from that retro, you should jettison
retros; and you'll do that one manually, right?
Roger.
Got any estimate on your attitude hold, in any axis how far you drifted off on retro? Over.
No, I sure don't. I held it relatiyely close, John, but I couldn't guess.
That's the way to do it. Just too close to tel! any error. Good head.
Ha, ha. No, I wouldn't say that.
Roger. You can go ahead and jettison retros and time.
Roger. Jettisoning retros.
And off they came.
We haye your signal.
Roger.
·Okay. Dealers choice on reentry here, fly-by-wire or manual. I think you said, you're
coming back in fly-by-wire?
Roger. I think I'll come back in fly-by-wire.
Rogel', okay. You can hold retroattitude now for a while here. If you wanted to hold
your attitude more dose by hoJcling retroattitucle until you get a little closer to 0.05g.
Your 0.03g is 34 09 19. Just before you get to that, you can come up to your zero reentry
attitude. Oyer.
Roger.
And you can establish roll at that time also.
Rogel'.
·'Yhat was the time on establishing that?
*34 09 19. That is your O.05g time.
Roger.
Just a little bit before that you could come on up to zero zero.
Roger.
Rogel'. Keep your rates down, keep your rates as near zero as you can.
Roger. Will do.
·It's been a real fine flight, Gordo. Real Oeautiful all the way. Have a cOOl l'eentry,
will you?
Roger, John. Thank you .
Faith Seven, CSQ.
Roger, CSQ.
ASCS 0.05g switch fuse to the off poSition. Over.
Roger. 0.05g switch fuse to the off position.
Roger.
Roger.
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Faith Seven, Faith Seven, Faith Seven, this is RTK 1\1 and 0 [Maintenance and Operations]. How copy?
Roger, Faith Seven. Reading you loud and clear.
* Roger, RTK here. I have landing area weather for you. Ready to copy?
Roger.
HAWAII (TWENTY-SECOi\"D PASS)
Faith Se,en, Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Do you read?
Rogel'.
Faith Seven. What is your status?
Roger. DOing fine.
Faith Se,en, Hawaii Cap Com. Say your status. O'·er.
Roger. Faith Seven is dOing fine. Reentering.
Roger. Is yOUI' altimeter off the peg yet? Over.
Rogel'.
Say your altitude; say YOUI' altitude .
Roger, 95,000 [feet].
Roger. Understand 85. Are you standing by for the drogue at 40,000 [feet]?
Rogel'.
We have tops of cloud in recovery area at about 36,000 feet.
There is a 0.5 cloud coverage at 1,500 feet. 5.to 6 foot waves. Surface wind, 15 kuots from
085 degrees. Stand by for your recovery time. Did you copy?
Roger, you'll bave to wait a minute, I'm just hanging on here now.
Roger, Faith Seven. Say again your last.
I got a drogue.
Understand, drogue is out.
Roger.
*Think I got a-an oral report of drogue out. Stand by.
Faith Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. Is your drogue out at this time?
R oger, drogue is out.
Checklist follows. Snorkel ring at 20,000 feet. Landing-bag switch to auto. Recovery
arm switch, manual. Fuel jetti on fuse switch, number 1. Fuel cros -feed bandle, push
on. Roll, yaw, l)itch, T-handles push on. Po ition the TIM switch, your option. ASCS
.select switch should be off. And gh'e me the status on your fuel dump. Over.
Fuel il'l dumped.'
Underf:tand fuel is dumped. Pre sure regulator handle should be pulled.
Roger. I have a good main.
Say again, Faith Seven.
Roger, I have a good main cbute.
Good main chute, good show.
Roger, landing bag is down and green.
Repeat, please?
Landing bag is down and green.
Understand the landing bag is green. What is your rate of descent?
About 34 feet pet· second.
Everything looks good , preparation for impact. Urine transfer shutoff valve closed.
Transfer hose, disconnect. Blood pressure hose, disconnect. Aeromed connector, disconnect. Helmet outlet hose, disconnect.
Faith, are you staying with me, Gordo?
Roger, I've got my list right here, Scott.
Say again, Gordo.
Roger, helmet should be unlocked and opened.
Temperature probe should be disconnected.
Unfasten your helmet neck-ring seal.
Tighten your straps.
Lock the shoulder reel harness.
Stand by for impact.
Roger.

'Pilot ubsequently informed editor tbat he meant to say "fuel dump is armed."
precluded bls rendition of a corrective statement to Cap Com.

I
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The rapidity of events at this moment
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Are there any recovery aircraft on air-to-ground now?
Negative.
Tbis is Hawaii Cap Com . Understand you are in communication witb recovery aircraft,
is that correct?
Negative. Negative, I am not. OYer.
We'll stay \vitb you tben.
Seven, Hawaii Cap Com. [USS] Kearsal'ge has visual contact with you at this time, over.
Roger, thank you. That sounds good.
Good show. pal.
Faith Seyen, lIawaii Cap Com. Say your altitude.
Roger. 4,000 feet.
4,000, your preimpact check is complete. Is that correct?
Roger.
t;nderstand preimpact checklist is complete.
Roger. Fuel is jettisoned and all T-handles are in.
REOOYERY (TWE),TTY-SECOND PASS)
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Hello Astro. This is 1 Indian Gal. Over.
Roger, this is Astra. Go ahead.
Roger, 1 Indian Gal. We are circling you at about 300 feet; you're coming down very
nicely. Sea state is about 5- to 8-foot wa\-es, a few white caps. Wind is just perfect
for a helo [helicopter] operation_ The carrier rUSS K earsarge ] is about 5 miles away.
Roger _
Astro, you are swaying ju t a little bit. looks like about a 50 or rather, correction, a
30-foot sway. You're coming down very nicely. You are presently about 1.000 feet.
The wind is from the southwest at about 12 knots, perhaps 15.
Roger, understand.
Astro,1 Indian Gal. How do you feel? Over.
Roger, I'm in fine shape. Excellent.
Thank you Astra. This is Indian Gal. We still are circling you very nicely. You're
now steadying up quite nicely, about 400 feeL You are passing my starboard side.
Roger.
Have three helml right around you. Got the swimmers with me. They'll be out just
about the time you're setting down on the water.
RogeL
The carrier is only about 3 miles away. Couldn't be a nicer shot.
But I missed that third elevator.
Now you are in the water in good shape.
Your parachute is still with you. Chute has spilled and is in the water.
Collar in the water.
Roger.
Your dye markers out now, Astro. Looks nice. I'm conling in now for the swimmers.
Astro, your capsule is on the side. Tbe capsule parachute did not deploy.
Roger.
Now your capsule is coming up nicely. It's sitting at about a 30-degree angle on tbe water.
Okay.
You look pretty good.
I'm on top over you, directly overhead. Your capsule is now erected nicely. You're bouncing on tbe sea . I notice now tbat the parachute has released. I'm now gOing to drop
the swimmers.
Roger. Hold them clear a minu te and I'll get the HF antenna up.
Astro, from Begonia on Kea1-sarge. lIow do you read me? Over.
Roger, Begonia, Faith Se\'en. Read you loud and clear_ Over.
Roger, how you feeling? Over.
Fine, couldn't be better.
Astro, all the swimmers are out. The first one is on your capsule no\\'. He's pounding. Do
you bear him? Over.
Roger, good shape. [Shouting to swimmers.]
Hello dahl', how are you? [Shouting to swimmers.]
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Gordon, this is B egonia. We estimate approximately 45 minutes to have you on deck on
Kear8a1·ge. Please advise your wishes and any info this subj ect. Over.
I'm okay. I'll wait on t he boat. [Shoutin g to swimmers.]
I'm in good shape.
* [Nonflight-related transmission omitted.]
Astro, this is 1 Indian Gal. Do you hea r the swi=ers? Over.
I just had my helmet off talking to the swimmers.
Roger. I see you don't have smok e. Appa rently, you are all right. What is-Begonia
desir es to kn ow-what your desires about being picked up. Over.
Roger. I'd like to come aboard the carrier if they will grant me permission for ' an Air
Force troop.
*R oger . B egonia, this is 1 Indian Gal. Gordon Oooper desires to come on boar d the carrier
if they will let an Air Force Officer aboard. Over.
Roger. P ermission granted, of course, and I don't know whether he heard me before or
not. Estimate a bout 45 minutes to have him on deck. Over.
"Major, Begonia es timates 45 minutes for your on-deck time. What are your desire ?
Over.
Roger. I'll wait to go on board. O"er.
Roger, und erstand that you (Ie ire pickup by Wildcat . . . .
Thank you , sir. No, negath·e. I'll ,,,ai t a nd go on board the carrier. Begonia did you
read? Over.
Roger. I understa nd you will be h oisted by t he carrier. Begonia did you read? Over.
This i. Begona. I copy . Out.
Indian Gal 1, Begonia. What stat u. on collar? O"l"er.
Roger, collar is about half way around. The swimmers are in the water nicely. The
capsule is working well.
Roger.
The parachute was a little delayed in deploying. It it now riding yery nicely in the water.
Roger, Wildcat, Tea K ettle 222. Go . . . .
*They attached the collar just about all the way around. The sea state is the same as
the sh ip.
The coll ar-the caps ule look s like it's riding at about a 20-degree angle. Quite steady in
the water.
One from t,yo.
One. Over.
*Roger. Swimmers desire to save chute. Shall I deploy swimmers? Oyer.
':'This is one. Don't deploy swimmer s at thi t ime. The boat looks like it will pick up
th'e chute. It is cl ose enough.
Roger.
Wildcat, the coll ar now look like it is all the way around the capsule. It's just about to
be inflated.
The swimmer s a r e still with it. The chute is still floating next to the capsule. They
don 't look like they a r e having any difficulty. Look like a normal operation.
This is Begonia. R oger , ou t.
"The collar is now infla ted fully.
It has picked the capsul e up nicely. It is now erect, and the swimmer are making final
adjustments.
Begonia . R oge r. out.
Sorry, I mis .. ed t h at third ele"ator , Begonia.
Begonia, Gordon Cooper sa;t"s he's sorr y he mi. sed the third elevator.
I thin k it's a quite acceptable shot, Major.
Thank you.
Begonia, the swimmers are n ow ha nging on to the collar. It i fully inflated; the capsule
is upright. The capsule looks like it's riding \"ery nicely in the water, ju t going up
and down Slightly on the 5- to 8-foot wave.. There are a few white caps around, but
they a re not breaking oyer the to wer.
Looks like a normal operation, an d they a r e just waiting for him.
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* This is Begonia. Gordon, are you in eommunication with the swimmers at this time"!
O'·er.
I can yell to them through the hatch here.
I understand that you can hear them through the hateb. Is tbat eorrect?
Roger, we can communicate by yelling back and forth, I belie'l"e.
Roger. Out.
Major Cooper , from the USS K em'sa rfle, weleome to the Pacific. Good landing.
*Maj or, tbe I(earsarg c is now making a down base leg. They are going to make a normal
180 approach to you. They are about 2 miles away coming down ,,·ill(l. 'fhey will start
their turn into your position in about 10 minutes.
Roger. Yery fin e.
Hello. I-low are you doing? I'm fine. Okay. lIow are you? [Shouting to swimmers.]
Major, they estimate your miss at 3,900 yards. Looks like a record.
Sny again, sir. Say again, I was talking to the swimmers.
Roger. You mis. ed by 3,900 yards, 'l"ery acceptable.
Thank you.
"What? I'll wait on the carrier, What? [To swimmers,]
Two, this is One. Looks like the parachute is sunk now, I don't see it anymore. There
is a small drogue chute still . .. upwind of the green dye.
Delighted to have you back in the Pac·ific and congratulations on a wonderful. wonclerful
ride.
What? Yeah, I'll wait on the ca rrier. [To swimmers.]
Gordon, this is Begonia. John Graham will be on this line ancl be stationed do\yn near
the hangar-near the elevator-about the time that we pick you up. Thought I would
alert you that he will be on the line to talk to you just before yon get out. Over.
Roger. Fine.
Is there anything we can do in preparation . . . .
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